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AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS

Founded in 1897, the American Mining Congress is an
industry association that encompasses (1) producers of
most of America's metals, coal, industrial and agricul-
tural minerals;(2) manufacturers of mining and mineral
processing machinery, equipment and supplies; and (3)
engineering and consulting firms and financial institu-
tions that serve the mining industry.

lleadquartered in Washington, D.C., the American
Mining Congress is both a clearinghouse for information
and a coordinator for action on behalf of the mining
industry in the nation's capital. It keeps its members
informed on matters pending in Congress, the Executive
Branch and independent agencies and works for construc-
tive policies that will best enable the mining industry to
serve the needs of the nation.

As spokesman for the industry, the Mining Congress
advocates measures that will promote the development
of mineral resources that are vital to the nation's securi-
ty and the material well-being of its people. Among its
specific areas of recent and continuing concern are
energy policies, taxation, environmental quality, public
lands, health and safety, land reclamation and many
others.

In short, it is the mining industry's eyes and ears -
and its collective voice - in Washington.

The American Mining Congress is also in the vanguard
ofimproving mining practices and equipment , particularly
through its conventions and expositions. It assists and
supports endeavors of mine operators and equipment
manufacturers toward enhanced employee safety and
health and increased efficiency of the industry.

J. Allen Overton, Jr. 1544 003
President
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ORGANIZATION OF COMMENTS

The m;'ments by the American Mining Congress (AMC) on

the dra'!t ;eneric Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) on

Uranium Milling (NUREG-0511) and on the proposed regulations

on Criteria Relating to Uranium Mill Tailings and Construction

of Major Plants ( 44 Fed. Reg. 50015, et seq.) are divided

into three parts: 1) Part I, an Executive Summary presenting

AMC's basic conclusions and a broad overview of the major

points; 2) Part II, General Comments presenting discussion of

these major points with examples from AMC's specific comments

to demonstrate these points; and 3) Part III, Specific

Comments presenting the detailed analysis of particular

portions of the draft GEIS and the proposed regulations.
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PART I .

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF dOMMENTS BY

THE AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS
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DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

STATEMENT (GEIS) ON URANIUM MILLING
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(44 FED. REG. 50015, et seq.)
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PART I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

AMC'S BASIC CONCLUSION CONCERNING THE DRAFT GEIS

The stated purpose and principal objectives of the
,

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in undertaking preparation

of the draft GEIS are to assess the environmental impacts of

uranium milling operations to determine what, if any, changes

are required in regulation of these operations with particular

emphasis on mill tailings disposal and mill decommissioning.

See Draft GEIS, Summary, p.2; 41 Fed. Reg. 22430 (June 3,

1976). Any proposed regulatory changes should be based on and

supported by data and analysis in the GEIS. The need for each

particular regulatory action should be presented in the

GEIS. See, Draft GEIS, Summary, p.2; 44 Fed. Reg. 50012, 50017

(Aug. 24, 1979).

The draft GEIS fails to achieve its stated purpose and

objectives.

It should be revised and reissued in draft form and

resubjected to the necessary public scrutiny. The draft

GEIS does not demonstrate the requisite need for the proposed

regulations; it merely addresses the effects of the proposed

rules.

Comparison of the proposed new licensing criteria with

prior NRC policies contained in Regulatory Guides, Branch

Positions and Performance Objectives makes it appear that

the draft GEIS is an attempt to legitimatize these policies

which have never undergone proper regulatory scrutiny.

1
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Any elevation of these policies to the level of regulatory

requirements must be supported by sound, state-of-the-art

scientific analysis. The draft GEIS presents no such analysis

but rather, assumes the validity of these prior NRC policies.

The regulatory conclusions in the proposed rulemaking are,
,

therefore, not well founded or necessary.

ANALYTICAL, EVIDENTIARY AND METHODOLOGICAL DEFICIENCIES

IN THE DRAFT GEIS

The data presented in the draft GEIS in support of its

regulatory proposals deal mainly with the potential effects of

those proposals rather than the need for the proposals. Much

of the data is flawed. Risks are substantially overestimated

and costs are just as substantially underestimated. Moreover,

the draft GEIS does not contain adequate cost effectiveness

analyses of the proposed regulations.

The risks and costs are not correctly estimated because

the analytical methods employed continually compound errors

caused by inaccurate or conservative assumptions. This

continual compounding results in a total error that is far

greater than the sum of the individual errors.

A. The Potential Radiological Impact on Public
Health and Safety Attributed to Uranium Milling
Processes in the Draft GEIS is Grossly Exaggerated

The draft GEIS relies on potential adverse radiological

effects to justify one of its most stringent regulatory pro-

2posals -- a radon flux limit of 2 pCi/m see above natural

background levels and a minimum of three meters of cover q

2
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material on reclaimed tailings. In reality the proposals a: 7

based on a preconceived NRC objective -- to return tailings

disposal sites "to conditions reasonably near those of the

surrounding environment," (See, 44 Fed. Reg. 50017) -- rather

than on scientific analyses that demons'trate a need to impose

such stringent requirements.

The evidence put forward in the draft GEIS is unreliable

because of the analytical approaches employed. The draft GEIS

uses a "conserva tive" or " worst case" approach to modeling and

interpreting data in almost all cases. This creates a major

potential for error. When this general approach is combined

with other errors the compounding effect grossly distorts what

can be expected in the real world.

Four examples where the draft GEIS compounds errors by

its analytical approach are discussed below.

Radon

The treatment of radon emanation from tailings piles

and its potential impact on public health and safety in the

draft GEIS is flawed by a series of errors.

One such error involves assumptions made regarding

the potential health effects predicted from the 1972 BEIR

Report data. The draft GEIS improperly modifies the absolute

risk coefficient developed in the BEIR Report and fails to

adequately consider the relative risk model in light of recent

evidence which indicates that this relative risk model best

describes the data. The draft GEIS develops an unrealisti-

cally high estimate of the benefits of radon control by

3
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averaging the absolute and relative risk estimators and

treating this average as an absolute risk estimator.

Perhaps the most important flaw in the way the draft

GEIS uses the BEIR Report risk models involves their appli-

cation to low-level radiation exposures which would be

experienced by the general population. The BEIR Report data

were partially derived from studies of uranium and fluorspar

miners exposed to concentrations of radon which were orders of

magnitude above those to which the general population will be

e x po s ed . BEIR Report conclusions regarding linear dose-effect

relationships and numerical risk estimates are improperly

applied to the general population in view of the vast differ-
ence in levels of exposures.

The draft GEIS should utilize the most recent and best
available information on dose-response models, risk estimates

and carcinogenic co-factors to calculate the benefits of radon

emission controls. It does not. The series of assumptions

and factors (which are inaccurately and unduly biased to

overstate expected health effects to the general population

from radon emanation) when multiplied together result in an

overestimate of the risk by a factor of 300 to 6,000.

The radon emission controls proposed in the draft GEIS

(2pCi/m sec above natural background levels and a minimum of

3 meters of cover material) are based on NRC staff philosophy

to reduce maximum radon exposures to levels slightly above the

average from natural sources. It ignores observed distribu-

tions of radon in nature which are log-normal. It averages

out all of the variability of the real world in an attempt to

4, ,
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assure that human controlled sources of radon will be reduced

to average natural levels. The actual distribution (or range)

of radon impacts from different natural sources should be

compared with human controlled sources.

From a purely radiological standpo^ int (not considering

cost effectiveness) a radon emission limit in the range of

25-30 pCi/m sec above natural background levels appears

reasonable. The land area of the U.S. which exceeds this

range naturally is at least ten times the total area of all

tailings piles from all mills projected by the year 2000.

Use of Models

The draft GEIS uses several models to predict the future

potential effects on the environment of uranium milling

operations. Models can be an effective tool but any conclu-

sions based on them must be tempered by site specifi_c real

world facts. The draft GEIS does not do this. Additionally,

in far too many instances, the draft GEIS does not employ

correct or state-of-the-art assumptions in the models used.

This creates biases that are unrealistically conservative.

Model Mill -- The model mill used in the draft GEIS is too

limited in terms of the variations which exist in locations
and operations of existing or future uranium mills. Many of

the assumptions relied upon are either out of date or other-

wise inaccurate. The overly conservative biases built into

the model mill concept in the draft GEIS result in an over-

stated radiological impact from real milling operations.

5
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UDAD Code -- The conservative biases in the model mill concept

are further compounded by the overly conservative assumptions

or modeling methods used in the uranium dispersion and dosi-

metry (UDAD) code. The UDAD Code is based on a synthesis of

submodels, many of which do not accurately represent the

physical processes they are intended to model or are not

state-of-the-art modeling for those processes.

Uncertainties are inherent in the estimates provided by

each submodel. Some of these uncertainties have been identi-

fied and quantified by AMC as being orders of magnitude from

reality. To protect against such uncertainty the Code employs

overly conservative assumptions or mt 21ing methods in many

submodels. This conservatism is compounded when the results

of one submodel are used as input to other submodels. The

result in the dispersion, deposition and external dose sub-

models is that external dose equivalents at near receptors are

overestimatd by a factor between 40 and 600.

Prior to publication of a revised draft GEIS the UDAD

Code should be modified.

B. Inadequate Cost Consideration

The draft GEIS describes some of the economic consequences

of the proposed licensing requirements. Unfortunately much of

the information is incomplete, inaccurate or inappropriate.

Accurate economic cost data is essential to any meaningful

cost effectiveness analysis. Costs will affect current and

future production of uranium and the cost to consumers of

electricity, now and in the future. Beyond economic costs,

6
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consideration of the social and environmental costs of the

proposed regulatory action is essential and mandated by

federal law.

The basic approach in the draft GEIS is one of indiffer-

ence to accurate cost estimates because, whatever the costs,
,

they are judged to be within a range that is considered

reasonable when compared with the perceived benefits. The

draft GEIS assumes that detailed engineering and detailed cost

estimating is not warranted. This attitude towards costs and

cost data has led to serious cost underestimation.

Throughout the draft GEIS, the argument is made that the

estimated costs are reasonable because they represent only a

small fraction of the price of yellowcake or the cost of

producing electricity. This analysis is unacceptable. A

small incremental cost per kilowatt multiplied by a very large

number of kilowatts results in a large absolute dollar burden

on society. The costs of compliance with certain of the

proposed licensing criteria are truly significant and will

noticeably increase the public's utility bills if these

criteria are promulgated in their present form.

When addressing the question of risk, the draft GEIS con-

sistently takes the " worst case" or " conservative" approach.

On the other hand, when addressing the question of cost, the

"best case" is consistently used. Quantities, unit costs, and

project scope are frequently underestimated or ignored resul-

ting in sinnificant bottom line errors in cost calculations.

The estimates in the draft GEIS are not sufficiently

accurate or complete for use in any meaningful cost effective-

7
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ness analysis. The draft GEIS should be redrafted to include

accurate and complete data that will reflect the actual

economic, environmental, and social costs that will result

from any proposed licensing requirements.
.

C. Absence of Rigorous Cost Effectiveness Analyses as
the Mechanism for Selecting Proposed Licensing Criteria

NRC's responsibility in regulating the various activities

involved in the nuclear fuel cycle necessarily includes

examination of the social, environmental and economic aspects

of these activities in the regulatory process. Each of the

Commission's regulatory actions, and particularly its licen-

sing criteria to be applied during uranium mill licensing

reviews, should be premised on a rigorous cost effectiveness

analysis. Any proposed regulatory criterion must be derived

from application of a cost effectiveness analysis rather than

an arbitrary selection process which is thereafter studied to

justify the result already reached.

Cost effectiveness analyses must be done on an incre-

mental basis so that each increment of benefit -- in this

instance, health risk reduction -- is analyzed in relation to

the associated increment of cost. Then a reasonable standard

of an acceptable cost per benefit unit must be applied to the

incremental cost and beneift figures to determine the appro-

priate level of control.

b' hen benefit (or risk reduction) is expressed on a per

year basis, as it has been in the draft GEIS in health risk

per year terms, a realistic period of integration of these

*
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benefits must be applied. This integration period must be set

not only in recognition of the period over which benefits are

anticipated but also in recognition of the future benefits

foregone as a result of commitment of funds and resources

today. There must also be a realization of the time limits on
our ability to make rational predictions about future social

conditions, knowledge, and technology. Integration over one

hundred years appears reasonable; the utility of the analysis

diminishes rapidly as the integration period is extended

beyond one to a few hundred years.

The draft GEIS makes virtually no attempt to premise the

proposed licensing criteria on such cost ef fectiveness anal-

yses. As discussed above, AMC's basic conclusion is that

these criteria are the result of previously determined NRC

policy and guiding principles. These policies and principles

were established without meaningful opporcunity for public

input and without any reasonable cost effectiveness analysis.
For instance, we have carefully examined the draft GEIS

discussion of proposed criterion 6 concerning reduction of the
radon exhalation rate from tailings disposal areas (after

milling operations cease) to a calculated 2pCi/m sec above

natural background levels. The draft GEIS admits that other
2

levels such as 10, 20, 30, or 100 pCi/m sec were not analyzed

2as options to the 2pCi/m sec limit because these other
levels would not " meet the simple objective of returning

disposal sites to conditions which are reasonably near those

of [the] surrounding environment." Draft GEIS, Summary p. 17,

Chapter 12, p. 12-17.

9 ]}44 Q]6



Our analysis (even using the draft GEIS risk and cost

estimates which are far from accurate) shows that the cost per

2health effect averted to reach the 2pCi/m sec level would

range from $8 million to $24 million for the cover materials

mentioned in the draft GEIS. These fig,ures are wholly out of

proportion to costs devoted to averting health risks under any

other fedecal regulatory program. When cost and risk figures

more accurate than the draft GEIS figures are used, the cost

2of achieving a 2pCi/m see above background emanation rate

exceeds $100 million for all the types of cover material

discussed in the draft GEIS.

This clearly demonstrates the critical importance of

using rigorous cost effectiveness analyses to select proposed

regulatory requirements. Based on an accurate reassessment of

risks and costs, such analyses should be included in a new

draft GEIS published for public scrutiny prior to any regula-

tory changes.

LACK OF FLEXIBILITY

NRC should establish, from scientific data, performance

standards rather than rigid design requirements. Such stan-

dards could set exposure limits to be met by every operation,

while allowing each company to meet these standards using the

methods that are most suitable in each site specific situation.

The scientific data on which such standards must be based is

the cri'.ical factor in establishing any regulations. This

approach allows flexibility in meeting the standards and

should be used by NRC in regulating uranium milling.

1544 017'



Since uranium mills do have significant operational dif-

ferences it is important that any licensing regulations take

into account the site specific variations. Uranium milling

operations in the United States may have some generic similar-

ities, but processing and disposal fac, tors vary considerably

from site to site. Actual production is different even at

mills that are in close proximity to each other. The industry

feels strongly that any licensing standards or regulations
should (1) assure the adequate protection of health and (2)

allow each operator to meet the standards using the methods

and materials that are most appropriate and cost effective for

the particular situation. It is important that the regulatory

requirements be flexible.

The approach taken in the draft GEIS and in the proposed

regulations does not incorporate the necessary flexibility. ,

Although the draft GEIS continuously stresses the importance

of flexibility and the need to consider site-specific factors,

the proposed licensing criteria are quite rigid. The proposed

regulations contain positive and specific statements as to

what requirements should be imposed.

The proposed criteria, if finalized, will most assuredly

become unofficial " absolutes" in the issuance of mill licen-
ses, both by NRC and by agreement states. In the evolution of

the permit process, the NRC policy positions from which the

proposals were derived will become the minimum requirements

for all licenses. Site-specific consideration will disappear

and any semblance of cost-effective management techniques will

be lost.

!544 018n



Once the criteria have been used in a few licenses, the

NRC and the Agreement states may be forced to defend them-

selves in litigation or in agency proceedings for not strictly

adhering to the criteria in all cases.

The proposed criteria will stifle the development of new

mining technology which could reduce adverse environmental

impacts.

If the uranium industry in this country is forced to use

a limited number of defined techniques, production may be

impossible in some situations. Also, costs may be needlessly

increased and there will be no incentive to develop and use

new, improved mining and disposal techniques.

When the GEIS is redrafted, it should specifically define

the public health goals which NRC plans to achieve, and

explain how these goals were developed. Operators may then

select the most cost effective methods of meeting these goals,

taking into consideration site-specific conditions. The

flexibility provided in achieving performance standards will

protect public health, maximize U.S. production of uranium,

minimize production costs and encourage new and improved

mining and disposal technology.

THE PREMATURE AND POTENTIALLY

CONFLICTING NATURE OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS

NRC is acting prematurely in proposing regulations at

this time to cover the various areas identified in the draft

GEIS. If promulgated in the near future, these proposed

regulations will require the uranium milling industry to make

12
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major plans and commitments to meet one set of standards now,

only to have the standards changed in response to anticipated

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards.

NRC should recognize that Section 275 of the Atomic

Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2022, requires EP.A to promulgate

standards covering uranium mill tailings by May, 1980. The

standards are to have general application for the protection

of public health, safety and the environment from radiological

and non-radiological hazards associated with processing,

possession, transfer and disposa'l of mill tailings. The Act

contemplates that standards first be developed by EPA and

then, rules be promulgated by NRC, rather than the order of

events currently being proposed. Because of the statutory

requirement of public participation in the development of

EPA's standards, neither NRC, EPA nor anyone else can present-

ly anticipate EPA's final standards. In this regard, it

should also be noted that the published listing of information

EPA intends to rely on in developing the standards is by no

means limited to the information contained in the draft GEIS.

(See 44 Fed. Reg. 33433).

The promulgation of regulations by NRC prior to publi-

cation of EPA's standards may force the uranium milling

industry to make expenditures necessary to meet the NRC re-

quirements and then repeat the process to comply with those

established by EPA. These unnecessary expenditures would be

inflationary. It is hoped that, before the NRC decides to

promulgate regulations on its present timetable, it will first

consider the requirements of Executive Order 12044.

13
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AMC'S BASIC CONCLUSION
CONCERNING THE DRAFT GEIS

The draft GEIS sets forth its purpose as follows:

.the purpose of the statement would be to"
. .

assess the potential environmental impacts of
uranium milling operations, in a programmatic
context, including the management of uran.ium
mill tailings and to provide an opportunity for
public participation in decisions on any proposed
changes in NRC regulations based on this assess-
ment." [ Emphasis added] (Draft GEIS Vol. 1, p. 2)

In support of the stated purpose, the principal objectives of

the statement are set forth as follows:

1. "To assess the nature and extent of the environmental
impacts of uranium milling in the United States from local,
regional, and national perspectives on both short-term and
long-term bases, to determine what regulatory actions are
needed;

2. More specifically, to provide information on which to
determine what regulatory recuirements for management and
disposal of mill tailings and mill decommissioning should
be; and

3. To support any rulemakings that may be determined
to be necessary." [ Emphasis adfed.] (Draft GEIS, Vol. 1 p. 2).

Regrettably, the draft GEIS fai)s to achieve its stated

purpose and objectives.

Any " programmatic" assessment of the " nature and extent of

environmental impacts" of uranium milling, which is specifi-

cally designed to " provide information" on the regulatory

requirements for management and disposal of mill tailings

and mill decommissioning, can only support ru?es and regula-

tions if that assessment demonstrates a need for such regula-

tory action. If the assessment of impacts fails to demonstrate

such a need, then any regulations based upon the assessment
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would be nothing more than regulation for regulation's sake --

a concept that is not currently acceptable in the United

States. See, Executive Order 12044 (43 Fed. Reg. 12661).

It is also true that any such assessment of impacts must be

based on sound scientific, state-of-the'-art methodologies and

information if it is to establish a credible need for govern-

ment regulatory action.

The draft GEIS makes no attempt to discuss or substan-

tiate the need for the proposed regulatory conclusions set

forth in Chapter 12 of the GEIS and in proposed amendments to

10 CFR Part 40 (44 F.R. 50012 et, seq.) Rather, the draft

GEIS discusses only the potential effects of its proposed

regulatory conclusions. The scientific and pseudo-scientific

evidentiary base relied upon in the draft GEIS to evaluate the

potential effects of the proposed regulatory criteria is so

deficient that it cannot support that evaluation much less

establish a need for such regulatory actions. Instead of

demonstrating the need, if any, for the proposed regulatory

changes the draft GEIS assumes the need.

The assumed need bears a remarkable resemblante to

guidance contained in existing NRC Regulatory Guides, Branch

Positions and Performance Objectives. These NRC guides,

positions or objectives were not designed or intended to

be substitutes for regulations, and compliance with them

was not ir. tended to be mandatory. Thus, they represent

conclusions of the NRC ataff which have not yet been subject

to any of the required rulemaking procedures. (See, Part III,

2
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Item G). In short, there has been no need established to

justify or validate them. Therefore, the draft GEIS appears

to be nothing more than an attempt to validate prior untested

views by incorporation of those views into an alleged program-

matic assessment of the environmental impacts of uranium

milling operations. This attempt is not sound on a scien-

tific, logical or legal basis. This document is not consistent

with its stated purposes and objectives, and therefore its

regulatory conclusions are without merit.

NRC should prepare and publish for public comment a new

revised draft GEIS adequately demonstrating the scientific

need for any proposed regulatory changes.

ANALYTICAL, EVIDENTI ARY AND METHODOLOGICAL
DEFICIENCIES IN THE DRAFT GEIS

As noted above, the data presented in the draft GEIS in

support of its regulatory conclusions deals mainly with the

potential effects of those conclusions rather than the need

for such conclusions. Unfortunately, much of this data is

flawed by certain major deficiencies. The draft GEIS substan-

tially overestimates risks, underestimates costs and fails to

make a cost effectiveness analysis of the proposed regulatory

criteria.

The analytical methods used by the NRC in the draft GEIS

tend to compound errors with the result that NRC's conclusions

are often out of touch with reality. In the regulatory or

scientific context (and particularly where the two are intim-

ately interrelated) a series of errors or inadequacies can be
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compounded and will result in a total error that is far

greater than the sum of the individual errors.1As a result,

the draft GEIS seriously overstates the risks (for example,

radiological risks associated with radon) of uranium milling

'ust as seriouslyoperations to the general public; and, j

understates the actual costs of the NRC's proposed regulatory

program which is allegedly based on its conclusions about

those rac'iological risks.

Furthermore, the draft GEIS does not premise each of the

proposed regulatory changes on a rigorous cost effectiveness

analysis. Any regulatory actions must be developed from the

conclusions of such analyses in order that any regulatory

action will have a properly demonstrated basis and purpose and

meet the objectives of the draft GEIS.

4
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A. The Potential Radiological Impact on Public Health and
Safety Attributed to Uranium Milling Processes in the Draft
GEIS is Grossly Exaggerated

As noted, the draft GEIS fails to support the need for

the proposed regulatory changes. For example, the draft GEIS
,

apparently relies on potential adverse radiological effects to

justify the stringent regulatory proposals relating to control

of radon emanation from tailings piles. In fact, the justifi-

cation for the three meters of cover on reclaimed tailings and

for the radon emanation limit of 2 pCi/m sec is not based on

scientific evidence but on a preconceived NRC performance

objective -- the objective of returning the tailings disposal

sites "to conditions which are reasonably near those of the

surrounding environment." (Draft GEIS, Summary, page 17; 44

Fed. Reg. 50017). This lack of adequate evidentiary under-

pinning is symptomatic of the failure of the draft GEIS

to fulfill its purpose and objectives.

The analytical approach used in the draft GEIS undermines

the validity of the evidence that is presented. The term

" conservative" is used frequently throughout the draft GEIS

and its Appendices. This term generally connotes a partic-

ular assumption or line af reasoning that will yield a result

(such as an exposure or health effect) which is in some degree

higher than that which may be experienced in the real world.

Some degree of such "conservatisr~ is a justifiable regulatory

assumption when great uncertainty exists in calculations or

data since it is better to etr within reason on the high side

in predicting exposures of health effects. However, judgment

5
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must be used to determine those situations where "conserva-

tive" factors are justified and the lovel of conservatism

which is reasonable in light of state-of-the-art knowledge.

As NRC has stated in Plan for Reevaluation of NRC Policy on

Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities (NUREG-0436)(December

1978),

the risk involved from uranium mill tailings,
particularly with regard to the long-term con-
siderations, has not yet been fully or adequately
defined and is still subject to differing opinions
among the scientific community and the public.

Applying " conservative" or " worst case" assumptions

across the board creates a major potential for error. When

this general approach is combined with other errors the

compounding effect will grossly distort what can be expected

in the real world. The explanation and the evaluation of

radiological risks to public health and safety set forth in

the draft GEIS suffer in the extreme from this malady.

Radon

The assessment of radon emanation and its impact on

public health in the draft GEIS is flawed by a series of

significant errors. One involves the use by the draft GEIS

of data from the 1972 BEIR Report in making certain assump-

tions regarding the health effects from irradiation. A

series of assumptions, modifications and misapplications of

BEIR Report data in the draft GEIS leads to serious over-

statement of radiological risks. For example, the document

inappropriately modifies the absolute risk ~ coefficient for

lung mortality stated in the BEIR Report from 1.3 to 2.0

6mortalities /10 person year / rem. (see Part III, Item A.1.)

6
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Additionally, the draft GEIS does not adequately consider

the BEIR Report data in terms of the relative risk coefficient.
The absolute risk model implies that each increment of exposure

will produce the same total biological effect (e.g. cases of
lung cancer) regardless of the actual level of exposure or the

This is the only truly linearpresence of other carcinogens.
model for the dose-response relationship. Recent analyses of

thelung cancer incidence among uranium miners indicate that

relative risk model best describes the data.
The draft GEIS obtains an unrealistically high estimate

of the benefit of radon control by averaging the absolute and

relative risk estimators derived from uranium miners and
treating this average as an absolute risk. It has ignored

the recent evidence that indicates that lung cancer can be

best described by the relative risk model, and has ignored the

implications and proper application of the relativeimportant

risk model. (See Part III, Item A.2., pp. 4-8)

Perhaps the most important problem with the way the

draft GEIS uses BEIR Report risk models involves their appli-

cation to low-level radiation exposures expected for the U.S.

population. The BEIR Report data were partially derived from
instudies of miners exposed to high levels of radiation

uranium and fluorspar mines. Those miners were exposed to

concentrations of radon and its decay products that were

orders of magnitude above those to which the general popula-

tion will be exposed. The President's Interagency Nuclear

Waste Review Group specifically recognizes this problem as

follows:

7
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"The area of evaluating the impact of radon emis-
sions is complicated by uncertainties in effects and
dosimetry. Much of the problem related to effects
assessment is due to the small base of epidemiology
which is primarily based on uranium miners. These
individuals possess many characteristics that
differentiate them from members of the general
population; and therefore the extrapolation is
different." Report to the president by the Inter-
agency Review Group on Nuclear Waste Management,
Appendix II, p. 15 (1979).

The draft GEIS inappropriately applies the conclusions

of the BEIR Report regarding linear dose-effect relation-

ships and numerical risk estimates derived from the data on
uranium miners to the general population in view of the

fact that the level of exposure is in no way comparable.

Such estimates tend to ignore the very real contributions of

carcinogenic co-factors to the total risk of lung cancer.

The draft GEIS should utilize the most recent and best
available dose-response models and risk estimates for cal-

culating the benefits of radon emission controls. The

implications of the relative risk model with regard to
carcinogenic co-factors, and in particular the initiator-
promotor models of carcinogenesis, should be recognized and

utilized. (See Part III, Item A.1. and A.2.).

Implicit in the use of BEIR Report data in the draft
GEIS as described above is the assumption that the relation-

ship between mortality from excess lung cancer due to exposure

to radon and mortality from competing causes of death remains

constant. At low exposures, it is not reasonable to assume

that the relationship of mortality from excess lung cancer and

from competing causes of death will be the same as at the very

high levels of exposures experienced by the miners. At the

8
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low dose levels from a tailings pile, the induction-latent

period for the appearance of lung cancer among those exposed

can be significantly longer than among the miners studied.

Longer induction-latent periods open the way for competing
causes of mortality to represent a higher percentage among the

,

public than it has among miners whose high exposure and

smoking habits cause a shorter induction-latent period. (See

Part III, Item A.1.).

Thus, the series of assumptions and factors which are

unduly biased to overstate expected health effects to the

public from radon emanation from uranium tailings piles, when

multiplied together, result in an overestimate of the risk by

a factor of 300 to 6000. (See, Part III, Item J, Testimony of

Langan W. Swent).

The draft GEIS treatment of radon emission criteria ig-

nores the normal criteria for establishing radiation exposure

controls, i.e., limiting of individual exposures to established

dose limits and population exposures to levels that are as low

as reasonably achievable (ALARA), takir.g into account all

social and economic factors. Instead, the draft GEIS proposes

radon controls on the basis of NRC staff judgments and phil-

osophy that would reduce the maximum exposures to levels that

are slightly above th average from natural sources. The

control level proposed in the draft GEIS would protect the

hypothetical individual living in a residence built over
tailings to an exposure rate that is less than one-tenth of
that to which at least 100,000 persons in the U.S. are cur-

rently exposed in their homes from natural sources.
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The draft GEIS continually compares radon emissions

from mill tailings with average radon fluxes and concentra-

tions. It ignores the observed distributions of radon in

nature and the fact that these distributions are log-normal.

Measured natural indoor radon concentrations in the U.S. range

3as high as 4800 pCi/m , while in other countries even higher

concentrations have been reported. Based on the observed

distributions, it is likely that at least 100,000 persons

in the U.S. live in natural concentrations exceeding 9600 pCi/

m, Yet the draft GEIS proposes a limit for tailings pile

emissions that would limit the maximum individual exposure to

a concentration of 720 pCi/m . It averages out all of the

variability of the real world in an attempt to assure that

human controlled sources of radon will be reduced to average

background levels. This approach ignores the actual

distribution (or range) of radon impacts from different

natural sources with which the impacts of human controlled

activities should be compared. (See Part III, Item A.2)

Cost effectiveness aside, radon emission limit of at

2least 25-30 pCi/m sec above natural background levels

appears reasonable based on the low risk to any individual (as

well as to the general population). Further, the land area

of the U.S. that exceeds this range naturally is at least 10

times the total area of all tailings piles from the model

mills projected to exist by the year 2000.

Use of Models

The draft GEIS uses a series of models to attempt to

predict the future potential effects on the environment of

uranium milling operations. A number of major conclusions
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and judgments presented in the draft GEIS are based in part

on the application of these models. In some cases, modeling

can be an effective regulatory tool. In this case it could be

a reasonable starting point. Unfortunately, in far too many

instances, the draft GEIS uses incorrect or non state-of-the-

art assumptions which create biases in the models developed.

In some cases unrealistically conservative assumptions upon

which the models are based make the results obtained from

using the models misleading. The draft GEIS relies too

heavily upon the modeling concept without blending the results

of modeling with site specific information from real world

mills.

Model Mill -- The locations and operations of actual producing

mills do not fall into the neat little categories described in

the draft GEIS. The " cookbook" approach adopted in the GEIS

does not come close to describing the variations which exist

and which must be taken into account in identifying and

evaluating locations and operations of existing or future

mills. The estimate of 82 mills in operation by the year

2,000 is considered high. Fifty mills would be a more

realistic estimate based on more recent electric energy demand

projections.

Many of the factual assumptions regarding the operational

capabilities of the model mill are out of date or inaccurate.
For example, in Section 5.1 (Draft GEIS, p. 5-1), the draft

GEIS assumes an ore pad will occupy 20 acres, have a mean ore

storage time of 10 days and have a feed rate to the mill of

2,000 ST per day. The numbers are unrealistic and would have

11
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a conservative bias on source terms for radiological impact.

If the ore storage pad is 20 acres, it would have an approxi-

mate storage capacity of ten 60,000 ST stockpiles or almost

enough ore for one year of operation. A ten day supply of ore

would occupy an area of only one acre, including an allowance

for haulage roads.

In another section (Draft GEIS Section 7.1.2.1., p. 7-2)

the draft GEIS assumes that a scrubber totally fails to

function for 8 hours during a night shift and that pressure

goes unchecked for the entire shift. The presumed result is

the release to the environment of approximately 11 kg (251b.)

of insoluable uranium oxide particles all of which are in the

respirable size range.

In reality the scrubbers in most mills operate under

a variety of controls which have a designed failsafe capabil-

ity. This would effectively reduce the probability of a

total release to the environment. The assumption that all

11kg(251b.) of yellow cake is in the respirable size range

of less than 5 microns is incorrect. In actuality less

than 10% would be in a respirable size range when ore is

passed through a roll crusher to make certain that it will all

pass through a four mesh screen at the sampling plant. The

result is a dry, granular material, which is kept relatively

coarse in order to minimize dust in handling. As a result,

the dose to the nearest residents would be less than 10% of

the 50 year dose commitment predicted in the draft GEIS (or

approximately 8.6 mrem).

'
~
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Section 6.2.8.2.4.4, (Draft GEIS, p. 6-31) discusses

compliance with EPA's 40 CFR Part 190 regulations. The

calculations presented and conclusions drawn are all basej

on the model mill, and, therefore, have no validity with

respect to a real uranium mill. To have any value the calcu-

lations must be redone for each real uranium mill using the

appropriate specific site data. Different conclusions may be

drawn for each mill depending on the specific data from the

mill and the results of the calculations. The resul ts of the

calculations for the "model mill" and the conclusions drawn

from their results cannot and should not be used to determine

whether or not a specific real urenium mill or mills as a

group can or cannot meet the EPA regulation.

The NRC recognizes the lack of a scientific basis and

other inherent flaws in 40 C.F.R. Part 190 as evidenced by

its fierce opposition and criticism of it (see Part III, Item

I). The AMC and others also criticized the proposed regulation

for many of the same reasons. In spite of the defects in

the regulation, however, NRC must now interpret 40 C.F.R. Part

190, such as it is, to allow the flexibility necessary to

protect public health while assuring the production of uranium

in this country to meet the current and future energy needs

and to maintain our common defense and security. See, Section

1(a) of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2011.

Since the NRC has the duty to implement and enforce the

EPA regulation (see 40 Fed. Reg. 23420, May 29, 1975), it has

the important responsibility of interpreting it. The Commis-

sion must use its broad discretion to determine a reasonable

13
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way to apply the reculations to U.S. uranium mills that vary

significantly as to their size, ore characteristics, location,

proximity to ground and surface water, proximity to population

centers, and other factors.

The failure of the draft GEIS to define the model mill in

terms of a series of " probable ranges" for production, ore

grades, environmental or dose effects and controls makes the

model mill too restrictive when considered in relation to real

milling activities. Conservative assumptions built into the

model mill and model region create an inherent bias on the high

side when those models are compared to rea] mill operations.

In general, the predicted health effects due to the model

uranium mill (s) are a miniscule percentage of the total back-

ground health effects in the various categories analyzed in

spite of the compounding of all the conservative assumpticas

involved. If the predicted health effects were recalculated

' Ster elimination of all these conservative assumptions, tLo

results would be at least an order of magnitude less than

those contained in the draft GEIS.

UDAD Code -- These conservative assumptions in the model mill

concept are compounded by additional conservative assump-

tions included in the uranium dispersion and dosimetry

(UDAD) code. The UDAD Code was used in the draft GEIS to

estimate individual and population dose commitments for the

operational base case and alternative mill scenarios. It was

also used in evaluating the effectiveness of alternative

tailings pond management plans during and af ter reclamation.

14
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Because of the complexity of the systems analyzed, there is

an inherent need for a computer simulation model for these

evaluations. However, the UDAD Code, in its current config-

uration, is not an exact enough tool to be used for these

purposes.
.

The UDAD Code is a synthesis of a number of submodels.

Analysis of the supporting documents for these submodels

raises two major issues:

1. Several of the submodels either do not accurately

represent the physical processes they are intended

to model or are not state-of-the-art for modeling

these particular processes. This is particularly

true for the submodels used to estimate source

terms, to account for dispersion and deposition, to

calculate ground cor:entrations, and to calculate

vegetation, meat and milk radionuclide uptake.

2. Uncertainty is inherent in estimates provided by

each of the submodels. Although never quantified in

the draft GCIS documentation, some cases have been

identified where this uncertainty is orders of

magnitude. To account for this uncertainty, conser-

vative assumptions and/or conservative methods of

modeling have been incorporated in many of the

submodels to assure that risks to the public are not

underestimated.

Conservatism within the Code is compounded when the con-

servative results of one submodel are used as input to other

conservative submodels. UDAD Code dose calculations are

's
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conservative by several orders of magnitude depending on

specific situations. For example, conservatisms inherent in

only the dispersion, deposition and external does submodels

cause external dose equivalents at near receptors to be

overestimated by a factor between 40 and 600. Use of the Code
,

as the final and exact source of dose estimates and as a basis

for regulatory actions, as in the draft GEIS, does not repre-

sent use of "best available technology". Prior to publication

of a revised draft GEIS the UDAD Code should be modified.

Priorities for submodel mcdifications and for further research

should be established by conducting a sensitivity analysis of

the code. Such an analysis would allow the NRC to identify

. hose critical parameters which most affect Code output. (See

Part III, Item A.3.).

B. Inadequate Cost Consideration

The draft GEIS describes some of the economic consequences

of the proposed licensing requirements. Unfortunately much of

the information is incomplete, inaccurate or inappropriate.

Accurate economic cost data is essential to any meaningful

cost benefit analysis. Costs will affect current and future

production of uranium and the cost to consumers of electricity,

now and in the future. Beyond economic costs, consideration

of the social and environmental costs of the proposed regula-

tory action is essential ar.d mandated by federal law.

The basic approach in the draft GEIS is one of indiffer-

ence to accurate cost estimates because, whatever the costs,

they are judged to be within a range that is considered

reasonable when compared with the perceived benefits. The

''
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draft GEIS assumes that detailed engineering and detailed cost

estimating is not warranted. Thi.- 3'.titude towards costs and

cost data has led to serious cost underestimation.

Througi at . s draft GEIS, the argument is made that the'

estimated ccsts are reasonable because they represent only a

small _ction of the price of yellowcake or the cost of

producing electricity. This analysis is unacceptable. A

small incremental cost per kilowatt multiplied by a very large

number of kilowatts results in a large absolute dollar burden

on society. The costs of compliance with certain of the

proposed licensing criteria are truly significant and will

noticeably increase the public's utility bills if these

criteria are promulgated in their present form.

When addressing the question of risk, the draft GEIS con-

sistently takes the " worst case" or " conservative" approach.

On the other hand, when addressing the question of cost, the

"best case" is consistently used. Quantities, unit costs, and

project scope are frequently underestimated or ignored resul-

ting in significant bottom line errors in cost calculations.

For example, in computing the costs of tailings manage-

ment alternatives, the draft GEIS unrealistically assumes that

no unduly difficult earthwork will be required. In selecting

unit costs for various earthwork procedures, the draft GEIS

consistently chooses values at the lower end of its projected

cost range. Unit costs are frequently low by a factor or 2 or

3 or more. The use of such low unit costs.results in major

across the board errors in computation of the costs of alterna-

tive mill tailings management programs.
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The draft GEIS also assumes that ccVer material will be

available on site, free of cost. AMC is not aware of any mill

site thrt has all of its cover requirements readily available

on the s'.te for excavation. Consideration must be given to

probable costs involved in purchasing and hauling the cover

material substantial distances. Even if it is assumed, as

does the draft GEIS, that the dirt is free on site, additional

costs will be incurred in reclaiming and revegetating the site

from which the soil is taken.

As set forth in more detail in Part III, Item C.3., the

draft GEIS ignores costs directly attributable to the regula-

tory process such as administrative and legal costs and

interest costs during construction. It fails to give adequate

consideration to the effects of inflation and the effect of

potential changes in future EPA regulations. The costs for

decommissioning the mill site are underestimated by a large

factor. The draft GEIS unrealistically assumes that buildings

and machinery can be removed at no cost to the mill operator.

Other important costs such as increased energy consumption are

also ignored.

In short, the cost estimates in the draft GEIS are not

sufficiently accurate or complete for use in any meaningful

cost benefit analysis. The draft GEIS should be redrafted to

include accurate and complete data that will reflect the

actual economic, environmental, and social costs that will

result from the proposed licensing requirements suggested in

the draft GEIS.
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C. Absence of Rigorous Cost Effectiveness Analyses as the

Mechanism for Selecting Proposed Licensing Criteria

All regulatory actions should be premised on rigorous

cost effectiveness analyses so that governmental decicions

regarding the appropriate use of our nation's resources

(including our financial resources) can be meaningfully

scrutinized by the public and its elected and appointed

representatives. Such analyses must be done on an incre-

mental basis so that incremental benefits can be compared to

incremental costs for each level of control. Only with such

information can a rational judgment be made concerning the

reasonable control levels. This approach is inherent in the

Atomic Energy Act, the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970,

and the National Environmental Policy Act.

A major defect of the draft GEIS is that such an incre-

mental cost effectiveness analysis is not included in the

draft GEIS for the proposed regulatory actions. Perhaps the

best example where such an analysis is essential involves

radon flux from tailings disposal sites. In Part III of our

comments, we have undertaken a detailed cost effectiveness

analysis of this proposed criterion. See, Part III, Item A.S.

This discussion is summarized below.

The draft GEIS states that the staff rejected the idea

of making a fully quantified balancing of costs and benefits

in recommending proposed radon attenuation limits. The

document states (pp. 12-16 and 12-17):

The staff chose not to invoke such rigorous
cost-benefit balancing because, while it appears
to offer a " rational" approach to standard setting

19
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and avoid arbitrariness, it is inevitable that
arbitrary judgments and assumptions must still be
made. This is particularly true in the case of radon
from tailings because of the uncertainties associated
with the very long-term nature of the hazard.
Furthermore, such a cost benefit approach would
constitute an oversimplification of the tailings

:posal problem, which involves many interrelated
aspects, and as such would be misl,eading.

*****

Finally, there is the intractable problem of deciding
how much averting a health effect (" life" or " Life
shortening" in the case of a premature cancer death)
is worth in monetary terms, that is, of deciding what
the cost-benefit decision criteria should be. It
would be difficult to decide the worth of health
effects today and more difficult to dec'ide the value
of future effects (that is, 1000, 100,000 years and
beyond). Does a premature Icss of life 100,000 years
into the future have the same value as a life today?
Although there has been continuing discussion in
public and professional forums concerning the
desirability of rigorous cost-benefit procedures,
there have been no answers or common acceptance
of resolutions to these underlying questions and
uncertainties to allow invoking such rigor par-
ticularly with regards to long-term hazards.

In view of this, the staff has weighed alternative
radon control levels in terms of how they would
meet the simple objective of returning disposal
sites to conditions which are reasonably near
those of the surrounding environment.

There is no disagreement that the task is difficult,

but to avoid it fails to make use of a substantial body of

information which is available and which can ~ ovide a valu-

able frame of reference for decisionmakino. '..tainly when.

such information is available to ignore it wo,'1d be at least

arbitrary and capricious if not wholly irrespansible.

The NRC approach appears more arbitrary when the actual

guiding principle for the tailings cover requirement is

identified. As stated above in the emphasized quotation from

the draft GEIS and in the proposed regulations (44 Fed. Reg.

20
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50017), the guiding principle in developing the proposed

tailings cover criterion is to return the site "to conditions
reasonably near those of the surrounding environment." To

the same timepremise the criterion on this principle while at
proclaiming a primary objective of the Uraft GEIS to be a
scientific determination of what, if any, regulatory actions

are needed, is improper.

is also improper to dispense with the necessary costIt

that theef fectiveness analysis with the cavalier statement
costs associated with satisfying the proposed new licensing

1% of the cost of uranium yellowcake.criteria will only be

Ultimately these added costs will fall on present and future
Many millions of dollars more will be

U.S. energy consumers.

spent to meet our energy needs. Each increment of cor.sumer

cost must be justified by an appropriate increment of bene-

ficial risk reduction because the public has the right to

assure itself that its money is being spent in a prudent and

effective manner.
Instead of arbitrarily imposing inflexible, preselected

criteria, NRC should examine in the draf t GEIS the reasonable-

ness of various levels of radon flux control in relation to
incremental health benefits and incremental costs of thesethe

First,This needs to be a two part analysis.control levels.
the health risks at the various control levels should be put

in our daily
in perspective relative to other risks present
lives. Second, a rigorous cost effectiveness analysis of the

various control levels should be conducted.
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Radiological Risk:

While the risks presented in the draft GEIS are greatly

overstated as a result of constantly compounding conservative

assumptions, in this discussion of relative risk and cost
effectiveness, we have used the draft G,EIS risk figures. Use

of more realistic, lower risk figures simply underscores more

forcefully the need to examine relative risks and apply a

meaningful cost effectiveness analysis in the process of

developing preposed regulations.

The draft GEIS risk factors for the exposure of various

2groups to radon flux at the rate of 450 pCi/m sec from the
base case can be translated into the following expected

adverse health effects:

Affected Grouc Risk
(premature deaths /10 person-yeat)(a)

U.S. population C.00187 (all mills) (b)
2.1 natural background (c)

Regional population 0.0255 (one mill) (d)
0.275 (mill cluster) (e)

Maximally exposed individual 3.15 (one mill) (f)
4.75 (mill cluster) (g)

risks will be expressed in(a) For consistency purposes 3
terms of " premature deaths /10 person-year" as has been done
in most instances in the draft GEIS.
(b) Table 6.39, p. 5-72, p. 6-69 (U.S. population equals 88%
of continental population and U.S. population at 460 million),
draft GEIS.
(c) Table 6.39, p. 6-77, draft GEIS.

(d) Page 6-50, draf t GEIS.
(e) Page 6-64, draft GEIS.
(f) Page 6-50, draft GEIS.
(g) Page 6-64, draft GEIS.

Risks in Perscpective -- To put these figures in perspec-

tive, the draft GEIS should compare these risks to other daily

life risks to the general population. The only daily life
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risk presented in the draft GEIS is that caused by natural

background radiation. A much wider ranging comparison is

necessary to gain the proper perspective prior to making a

cost effectiveness analysis of alternative regulatory strate-

gies. This is presented in detail in Part III of our comments

(See, Part III, Item A.5.). Some of these figures are high-

lighted below. The risk factors from the draft GEIS for the
base case (no controls) are incorporated and underlined at

the appropriate points.

DAILY SOCIETAL RISKS AND NONOCCUPATIONAL
RISKS FROM URANIUM MILLING

Risk / Year
5

Activity (deaths /10 person-year) (2)

Smoking, all effects (including
heart disease) 300

Smoking, cancer only 120

Motor vehicles 22

Alcohol, heavy drinker (cirrhosis
of the liver) 16

7.7Falls

Cancer from alcohol drinking (smokers
and nonsmokers) 5

Living for one year downstream from
a dam (calculated) 5

Maximally exposed individual for cluster
of 12 model uranium mills 4.75

Pedestrian, auto accidents 4

4Football

Maximally exposed individual for
one model mill 3.15

3Skiing
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Table III Cont.

Natural background radiation
Living in Denver 2.5
U.S. Average 2.1

Regular use of oral contraceptives 2

1.9Drowning -

Natural background radiation at sea level 1.5

Radiation induced cancer in frequent
airline passengers 1.5

Home Accidents 1.2

Cancer from drinking one pint of
milk / day (aflatoxin) or
drinking one diet soda
per day (saccharin) 1

Person in room with smoker 1

Tornadoes (average over many years) 0.5

Hurricanes or lightning 0.3

Smallpox vaccination 0.3

One transcontinental airplane trip / year
(noncancer) 0.3

Regional population exposure for
cluster of 12 model uranium mills 0.275

Drinking water of Miami or New Orleans 1.12

Cancer from eating one charcoal broiled
steak per week.(heart attack, choking,
etc., not included) 0.04

Regional population exposure for one
model uraniuni mill 0.025

U. S. population exposure for all model
_

uranium mills projected by draft GEIS 0.00187

When placed in this context, it is evident that the risks

attributed to uranium mill tailings radon flux are at the

lowest levels of the risks that the general population deals
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with every day. For the regional population, the average

individual is 80 times more likely to die from a motor vehicle

accident than he is from cancer induced by a cluster of 12

model uranium mills in the region where he lives. For a

single model mill this factor becomes well over 800 instead of
,

80. The average U. S. citizen is over 600 times more likely

to die from an accident in his home than he is from cancer

induced by radiation from all the uranium mills projected by

the draft GEIS.

Further perspective on these radiation ricks from uranium

mill tailings has been provided by work by Dr. Bernard Cohen,

a noted nuclear physicist at the University of Pittsburgh.

Using the draft GEIS risk figures Dr. Cohen prepared a report

for AMC (See, Part III, Item A.4.) translating these figures

into equivalent terms for various daily life activities. Dr.

Cohen calculated that radioactive emissions from all the

projected model mills would reduce the life expectancy of the

average U. S. resident by 15 minutes. Other activities that

also cause this same 15 minute loss are 1) smoking 1 1/2

cigarettes in a lifetime, 2) an overweight person eating 100

extra calories (e.g. one soft drink or one piece of buttered

bread) in a lifetime, 3) driving an extra half mile per year,

4) crossing a street one extra time very two years, 5) taking

one short airplane flight in a lifetime, 6) living in a house

without a smoke detector for one month of one's life, or 7)

living downstream from a dam for one week.

Risks at various radon control levels -- Risk factors and

incremental health effects can be readily calculated for

25
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various radon flux rates and populations using the BEIR II

nonlinear threshold and UDAD Code assumptions employed

in the draft GEIS. Our detailed calculations (See, Part

III, Item A.5.) are summarized below for the continental

population case.
.

Radon Flux Rate Health Effects per Year Risk
'

2 5
( p Ci/ m sec) Cumulative Incremental (deaths /10 person year)

450 9.70 - 0.0021

100 2.13 7.57 0.00046

50 1.07 1.06 0.00023

10 0.213 0.86 0.000046

5 0.117 0.106 0.000023

2 0.042 0.075 0.000009

Cost Effectiveness Analysis of Various Radon Flux Control Levels:

Before undertaking a cost effectiveness analysis, four

elements are necessary. First, of course, are the risk

factors presented above for various radon flux levels. Second

is the cost of achieving these various flux levels. Third is

the period over which the health effects averted per year are

to be integrated. Fourth is the " yardstick" from which to

make a decision as to the appropriate societal cost per

adverse health effect averted. This " yardstick" is discussed

below followed by costs for various control levels and the

appropriate integration period. These elements are finally

brought together in a cost effectiveness analysis for these

various radon flux rates.

While we seriously question both the BEIR II and UDAD Code*

analyses, for this analysis we will assume their accuracy.
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Range of Cost-per-Health Effect-Averted Figures -- Society

consistently attaches dollar values to health effects. In Part

III, Items A.4 and A.5, we have compiled figures from severa]

sources including both actual expenditures and values sugges-

ted by other regulatory programs. The-high end of these

figures was about $4 million per health effect averted and the

low end was ro'ighly S6,000, From the full range we believe

the appropriate yardstick is in the $250,000 to S500,000

range.

Costs for Proposed Tailings Cover Requirements as

Presented in the Draft GEIS -- The draft GEIS presents cost

figures for covering the model 100 ha (250 acre) teilings

disposal area under the various alternatives for various

types of soil. When presenting these figures in Chapter 11,

3the draft GEIS uses a cost of $1.30/m ($1.00/yd3) for

moving the cover material onto the tailings area and com-

pacting it in place. We have discussed elsewhere in these

general comments the underestimation of true costs of various

earthwork procedures. /*

The present discussion will be restricted to the draf t

GEIS cost per cubic meter (cubic yard) figure for covering

the tailings.

*/ A m re re listic cost figure would be $3.90/m3 or $3.00/
3

yd - Further, the assumption that the cover soil will be
" essentially ' free' (Draft Geis, section 11.3.2, p. 11-9)
is wholly unjustified. Not only is it certain that the
owner of suitable cover soil (whether a private citizen or a
government) would undoubtedly charge for the material, there
would also most certainly be additional costs involved in
properly reclaiming the site from which the soil is taken.
See, discussion of costs.
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Using the equation presented in the draft GEIS for cal-

culating the thickness of cover materials necessary to reach
a particular radon flux level at the surface of the cover

material ! and the matcrial characteristics constants for
the various typical soils examined in the draft GEIS,$1! we

have calculated cover depth isquirements for various radon

flux rates from 450 pCi/m see (draft GEIS " base case"

3situation) to 2 pCi/m sec. Using the $1.30/m ($1.00/yd3)

cost from the draft GEIS, we have calculated cost figures

for these cover depths for this same range of radon flux rates

and the different soil types. We have also calculated the

incremental cost of adding each additional amount of cover to

move from one flux rate to the next lower flux rate. These

calculations are presented in tabular and graphic form in

Part III of our comments.

Period of Integration of Health Effects -- The draft GEIS

notes that by using a long enough integration period "almost

any amount of money for control of radon could be 'justi-

fied'." Draft GEIS, p. 12-17. This does not, however,

justify the failure of the draft GEIS to choose a rational

integration period and to perform a cost effectiveness anal-

ysis.

*/ Equation (1), p. 9-24 and equation (1), App. P, p. P-1,

draft GEIS.

**/ This constant, D/P, is presented for soils A, B, & C

and clay in figure 9.1, p. 9-25 in the draft GEIS.

1544 049
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A reasonable integration period should be selected.

Many considerations will affect this selection. Over ex-

tremely long time periods erosion will bring essentially all

the naturally-occurring radioactive materials close enough to

the earth's surface to permit rndon emanation. If we integrate
,

over very long (geologic) periods, there is no net harm it.

mining uranium and creating mill tailings; *he total number of

health effects will be the same. Therefore, an extremely long

integration period is use!ess.

Further, we recognize that predicting events over tens

of thousands of years is unreasonable. Particularly when

dealing with health effects which will be at the lowest end of

daily life risks, it is not appropriate to make such predic-

tions. Projections should be confined to a time period for

which we can make even the most generalized prediction -- time

periods of no more than a few hundred years. This is equally

true as to any moral obligation to future generations. To

adopt the philosophy that we should maintain our resources in

an unchanged conditien for future generations would deprive

those generatgions of the many benefits of technological

innovations. Our goal should be to provide our progeny a

world in a better overall condition.

We have used a 100-year integration period in our anal-

ysis based on consideration of these factors.

Cost Effectiveness Analysis -- Combining the incremental

costs with the incremental health effects averted for a 100

year integration yields the following graphie presentation for

incremental cost per health effect averted for the various
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soils examined in the draft GEIS. See, Figure 1. The

$2 50,000 to S500,000 " yardstick" is superimposed or. the graph.

A more detailed analysis is presented in Part III, Item A.S.

From this analysis it is immediately evident that the

appropriate radon flux level is strongly depandent on the

type of cover material used. At the acceptable cost level,

2flux rate of 60-100 pCi/m sec can be reached with soil Ba

at a cover depth of 2-3 meters. For soil A, the flux range is

240-60 pCi/u sec with a depth of 1-1/2 to 2 meters. If the

clay plus soil A option is available, a flux rate of 4-7

2pCi/m sec can be achieved with about 1-1/4 meters of

material.

These calculations have all been based on the figures in

the draft CEIS. We have discussed elsewhere the errors

involved in these draft GEIS numbers. In Part III, Item A.5,

we have done a cost effectiveness anclysis using figures which

we consider to be closer to reality. See, Figure 2. Suffice

it to say for purposes of the present discussion that each of

the curves for the various soil types shifts upward. There-

fore, the radon flux rate that falls within the acceptable

incremental cost per health effect averted range is higher

than that calculated from the draft GEIS figures.

From this analysis, two points are readily apparent.

First, there is no justification for an inflexible require-

ment for a minimum of three meters of cover material in

every case. On a cost effective basis, the appropriate radon

flux rate and the corresponding cover depth, is critically
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dependent on the type of cover material used. This criterion

should be rewritten to recognize this needed flexibility.

The second conclusion from this analysis is that a radon

2
flux rate of 2 pCi/m sec is not justifiable on a cost

ef fectiveness basis for any type of cover material. To reach 2

2pCi/m sec, costs would range from $8 million to $24 million

per health effect averted for the three cover materials of

soil B, soil A, and soil A plus 0.6 meters of clay. The cover

depths would be 8, 4, and 2 meters respectively. Even with a

one thousand year integration, the cost per health effect

averted would range from S2.4 million to S800,000. When cost

and risk figures more accurate than the draft GEIS figures are

2used, the cost of achieving a 2 pCi/m sec above background

emanation rate is off the graph, exceeding $100 million for

all types of cover material.

As to tailings cover requirements, our conclusion is that

large expenditures of societal resources to reduce radon flux

from tailings piles to very low levels is neither cost effec-

tive nor reasonable. There are many more effective ways to

2
reduce societal risks. The inflexible level of 2 pCi/m see

specified in the proposed licensing criteria is unreasonable.

Site specific considerations, such as the cover material

available at a reasonable cost, must strongly influence the

acceptable radon flux rate.

This also demonstrates that realistic cost effectiveness

analysis of the proposed licensing criteria is indeed possible.

The draft GEIS should be redrafted to incorporate such a cost

effectiveness analysis of the proposed criteria so that the
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Commission, with appropriate public input, can make a rational

decision on what, if any, licensing criteria are necessary and

what control levels those criteria should establish.

.
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LACK OF FLEXIBILITY

One of the purposes of the draft GEIS is to develop and

publish for public discussion the information necessary to

amend regulations for the licensing of ; uranium mills in

the United States. The regulations should be designed to

protect health and minimize dar.ger to life and property

without impeding U.S. uranium production.

NRC should establish, from scientific data, performance

standards rather than rigid design requirements. Such stan-

dards could set exposure linits to be met by every operation,

while allowing each company to meet these standards using the

methods that are most suitable in each site specific situation.

The scientific data on which such standards must be based is

the critical factor in establishing any regulations. This

approach allows flexibility in meeting the standards and

should be used by NRC in regulating uranium milling.

Since uranium mills do have significant operational

differences it is important that any licensing regulations

take into account the site specific variations. The industry

feels strongly that any licensing standards or regulations

should (1) assure the adequate protection of health and (2)

allow each operator to meet the standards using the methods

and materials that are most appropriate and cost effective for

the particular situation. It is important that the regulatory

requirements be flexible.

Uranium milling operations in the United States may

have some generic similarities, but processing and disposal

33
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factors vary considerably from site to site. Some of the

variables include the composition of the ore body, the size

of the ore body, the nature of the native soil, the amount

of available land to build a mill or to dispose of tailings,

the proximity of the available land to the ore body, the

topography, the location of the nearest population centers

or anticipated population centers, meteorological conditions,

groundwater conditions, surface water conditions, ownership

of land (Federal, State, Indian, private), and available or

anticipated transportation routes. Each of these and other

factors determines the specifics as to how a mill actually

operates. Actual production can and does vary considerably

even between mills that are in close proximity to each other.

The approach taken in the draft GEIS and in the proposed

regulations is not correct. There is no explanation of what

the proposed regulations are designed to achieve and there

is

no discussion of the relationship between alternative disposal

methods and population exposures. The draft GEIS (Chapter 12)

explains what requirements may be imposed, but does not

explain why the requirements are necessary. It is essential

that in the next draft of the GEIS contain information ex-

plaining the basis and purpose of the regulations. The

omission of this data in the current draft is a critical

error.

The approach taken in the draft GEIS and the proposed

regulations has another basic deficiency. Although the

draft GEIS continuously stresses the importance of flexibility
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and the need to consider site-specific factors, the proposed

licensing criteria are quite rigid. The proposed regulations

c0ntain positive and specific statements as to what require-

ments should be imposed. For example, the proposed regulations

require a minimum of three meters of earth cover to be placed

over tailings piles in order to reduce radon to less than 2

2pCi/m sec above natural background levels. Other emanation

rates and cover depths are not scientifically evaluated nor is

any scientific jusitification presented for the proposed

emanation rate and cover depth.

The proposal also defines below grade tailings disposal

as the " prime option", but notes that above grade disposal

can be used if it is " demonstrated" that the disposal program

will provide adequate isolation of the tailings. The " prime

option" should be the adequate disposal of tailings either

above or below grade. To list one method as a " prime option"

establishes a presumption in favor of one method and thus

disregards the importance of site-specific considerations.

If several methods can be used to comply fully with the

standards, none should be singled out as the " prime option".

Another example of the inflexibility of the proposed

requirements is the provision that requires maximum reduction

of seepage into groundwater. Again this establishes a defi-

nite presumption in favor of reducing seepage when in some

cases there may be little or no benefit derived. The goal of

the criterion should be to protect groundwater rather then

just to prevent seepage. As described in more detail below

(See Part III, Item B), it is better to study the individual
..
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site's hydrology, geology and subsoil, and using that data

select the tailings management system that most adequately

protects the groundwater.

Another example of the lack of flexibility is also

illustrated in the decommissioning criteria proposed in the

draft GEIS. These consist of very stringent " target" criteria

and somewhat less stringent " upper limit" criteria. The

actual criteria should be developed on a site-specific basis

setting levels as low as reasonably achievable, but somewhere

between the upper limit and target criteria.

The target criteric proposed in the draft GEIS are far

too stringent. At the levels proposed it will be difficult if

not impossible to distinguish between the levels required by

the criteria and normal variations in background. [See Part

III, Item D).

Flexibility is also needed in the proposed financial

surety arrangements. Only a limited number of financial

arrangements are acceptable to the NRC. There are a number of

additional arrangements that should be acceptable, e.g.,

self-insurance or third party (i.e., federal, state, local, or

private entity) responsibility [See Part III, Item E]. Also,

it should be made clear that NRC will not duplicate require-

ments where states already have applicable bonding programs.

The proposed criteria are inappropriate as there is no

scientific basis for them. Those familiar with NRC mill

licensing, of course, immediately recognize them as various

regulatory guides, branch position papers, and performance

objectives issued by NRC over the last several years. (See
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Part III, Item G). The industry seriously questions the

legitimacy of these items. They will most assuredly become

unofficial " absolutes" in *he issuance.of mill licenses, both

by NRC and by Agreement states. In the evolution of the
^

permitting process, the NRC policy positions will become the

minimum requirements for all licenses. Site-specific con-

sideration will disappear and any semblance of cost-effective

management techniques will be lost.

Once the criteria have been used in a few licenses, the

NRC and the Agreement states may be forced to defend them-

selves in litigation or in agency proceedings for not strictly

adhering to the criteria in all cases.

The proposed criteria will stifle the development of new

mining technology which could reduce adverse environmental

impacts. An example of this is borehole mining desi,gned to

recover pockets of uranium ore which otherwise would be

uneconomical to mine. It involves the discharge of water from

a high pressure jet into the ore body to form a cavern 30 to

40 feet in radius. The procedure significantly reduces

environmental impacts such as surface disturbance and dust

emissions. Proposed criteria 1 however, " recommends" that

wastes from small remote extraction operations be disposed of

at existing large mill tailings sites. This could preclude

extraction of the uranium by borehole mining because the cost

to haul the tailings to an existing mill, rather then dispose

of them underground at the site, would in most situations be

prohibitive.
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If the uranium industry in this country is forced to

use a limited number of defined disposal techniques, produc-

tion may be impossible in some situations. Also, costs may be

needlessly increased and there will be no incentive to develop

and use new, improved mining and dispos'al techniques.

When the GEIS is redrafted, it should specifically

define the public health goals which NRC plans to achieve,

and explain how these goals were developed. Operators may then

select the most cost effective methods of meeting these goals,

taking into consideration site-specific conditions. The

flexibility provided in achieving performance standards will

protect.public health, maximize U. S. production of uranium,

minimize production costs and encourage new and improved

mining and disposal technology.

1544 Obi
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THE PREM ATURE AND POTENTIALLY

CONFLICTING NATURE OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS

NRC is acting prematurely in proposing regulations at

this time to cover the various areas identified in the draft

GEIS. If promulgated in the near future, these proposed

regulations will require the uranium milling industry to make

major plans and commitments to meet one set of standards now,

only to have the standards changed in response to anticipated

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards.

NRC should recognize that Section 275 of the Atomic

Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2022, requires EPA to promulgate

standards covering uranium mill tailings by May, 1980. The

standards are to have general application for the protection

of public health, safety and the environment from radiological

and non-radiological hazards associated with processing,

possession, transfer and disposal of mill tailings. The Act

contemplates that standards first be developed by EPA and

then, rules be promulgated by NRC, rather than the order of

events currently being proposed. Because of the statutory

requirement of public participation in the development of

EPA's standards, neither NRC, EPA nor anyone else can present-

ly anticipate EPA's final standards. In this regard, it

should also be noted that the published listing of information

EPA intends to rely on in developing the standards is by no

means limited to the information contained in the draft GEIS.

(See 44 Fed. Reg. 33433).

The promulgation of regulations by NRC prior to publi-

cation of EPA's standards may force the uranium milling
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industry to make expenditures necessary to meet the NRC re-,

quirements and then repeat the process to comply with those

established by EPA. These unnecessary expenditures would be

c inflationary. It is hoped that, before the NRC decides to

promulgate regulations on its present t'imetable, it will first

consider the requirements of Executive Order 12044.

'
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AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS

Founded in 1897, the American Mining Congress is an
industry association that encompasses (1) producers of
most of America's metals, coal, industrial and agricul-
tural minerals;(2) manufacturers of mining and mineral
processing machinery, equipment and supplies; and (3)
engineering and consulting Grms and Gnancial institu-
tions that serve the mining industry.

Ileadquartered in Washington, D.C., the American
Mining Congress is both a clearinghouse for information
and a coordinator for action on behalf of the mining
industry in the nation's capital. It keeps its members
informed on matters pending in Congress, the Executive
Branch and independent agencies and works for construc-
tive policies that will best enable the mining industry to
serve the needs of the nation.

As spokesman for the industry, the Mining Congress
advocates measures that will promote the development
of mineral resources that are vital to the nation's securi-
ty and the material well-being of its people. Among its
specific areas of recent and continuing concern are
energy policies, taxation, environmental quality, public
lands, health and safety, land reclamation and many
others.

In short, it is the mining industry's eyes and ears -
and its collective voice - in Washington.

The American Mining Congress is also in the vanguard
ofimproving mining practices and equipment , particularly
through its conventions and expositions. It assists and
supports endeavors of mine operators and equipment
manufacturers toward enhanced employee safety and
health and increased efficiency of the industry.

J. Allen Overton, Jr.
President
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COMMENTS ON RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT SECTION

(Chapter 6, pages 6-20 to 6-80, Vol. I.)

OF DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT(GEIS)

ON URANIUM MILLING
_

The myriad calculations made in estimating the radiological
impact of uranium milling in the GEIS are completely dependent on
many of the assumptions made for the "model mill" which is described
in Chapter 5, along with the dozens of assumed parameters and
characteristics attributed to this "model mill."

Many real uranium mills actually exist. A "model mill" is acreature of the imagination, designed for the convenience of the
people preparing environmental impact statements. It reminds oneof the story of the man who tried to wade across a river he had beentold had an average depth of three feet.
where the depth was eight feet. He drowned in midstream

In addition to the many a;sumptions in Chapter 5, additionalassumptions as to radiological factors, sources of radioactivity,
exposure pathways, locations of dose receptors, etc. are set forth inChapter 6, and in Appendix G-1. These assumptions as well as those

forth in Chapter 5 do not necessarily represent any singleset
uranium mill. The radiological impacts calculated for the "modelmill" do not, therefore,
single, real uranium mill. represent the radiological impacts from anyThis being the case, the usefulness of
this part of the GEIS and of the expenditure that went into producingit are questionable. There may be a limited usefulness in that theresults, especially the health impacts, can be looked at
limits of risk from uranium mills due to the " conservative"as the upper(i.e.,biased towards producing a worst case result) assumptions used.

Many of the assumptions used are buried in the text of Chapter 6and one must read each and every paragraph assiduously to find theseassumptions. Some assumptions are made but are not described in thetext or the appendices. They are inherent in the methods of calcula-
tion used or in the data taken from reference sources.tions should be listed in the GEIS or in its appendices.These assump-

The conclusions reached with regard to meeting NRC and EPA linitsare true only for the imaginary "model mill." To determine whether ornot any real uranium mill can meet these limits requires that the
calculations be done over again using data applicable to the mill inquestion, unless one can show that none of the data for a particularmill are less " conservative" than the assumptions for the "model mill."In such a situation, the health risks could not be higher than thosepr dicted for the "model mill" in the GEIS.

'
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The exercise of calculating radiological impacts to contin-
ental populations as far distant as northern Mexico and southern
Canada seems to add little meaningful data in view of the negligible
effects involved.

Some of the following specific assumptions are questionable and
bear discussion:

1. Section 6.2.8.2.3, Location of Dose Receptors, page 6-23,
subparagraph (a).

The assumption is made that the point of maximum air concentra-
tions which is accessible to the public is the fence location in the
downwind direction and that this is 100 meters from the edge of the
tailings area, 0.64 Km. east-northeast of both the mill and center of
the tailings pond. Maximum occupancy of this location is assumed to
be 101 of the year.

The 10% occupancy figure assumed seems very high. The only
normal occupancy of the assumed area of maximum air concentrations is
people passing by the tailings pile and mill. Most real uranium mills
have no other type of occupancy this close to a real tailings pond or
pile. The 10% assumption means that an affected person is expected to
spend 2.4 hours per day, 365 days per year in this location. The
members of the public passing by are more likely to be in the 1ccation
a matter of a few minutes per day, and then only on some days. A more
reasonable assumption would be much less than 1% of the year.

2. Section 6.2.8.2.3, Location of Dose Receptors, page 6-23,
subparagraph (b).

The assumption in sub-paragraph (b) ic that the closest downwind
location where a temporary residence (mobile home or trailer) might be
established is 0.4 Km. from the tailings area and 0.94 Km. from the
mill. It is further assumed that vegetables are grown here and that
occupan cy is only six months per year.

Most real uranium mills are located in arid areas where vegetable
gardens are extremely difficult to grow due to lack of water, poor soil,
short growing seasons and other adverse environmental conditions. No
explanation is given ac to why six months occupancy is assumed. The
people living in such an area are likely to be employees of or in some
way dependent on the uranium mill (or mines). Such people do not
normally maintain two living quarters. Perhaps the six months
occupancy reflects the authors' assumption that these occupants are
basicially itinerants. The statement should give some background data
justifying both the vegetable growing and the occupancy assumptions.

-2-
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3. Section 6.2.8.2.3, Location of Dose Receptors, page 6-23,
subparagraph (c) and Section 6.2.8.2.4.3, Internal Exposure
via Ingestion, pages 6-27 thru 6-30.

The assumption in subparagraph (c) is that the closest perman-
ent residence downwind of the site is a ranch 2.0 Km. from the mill,
occupied year round, where vegetables and beef cattle are grown, and
milk cows on the property satisfy household milk requirements.

Again, one must remember that real uranium mills are mostly
located in arid regions. The discussion in subparagraph (b) on vege-
table growing applies equally well here. Furthermore, in such arid
regions, beef cattle and milk cows must range over large areas of land
in order to find enough grazing material. The cattle are not neces-
sarily going to spend the entire time at the ranch house exactly 2.0
Km. from the mill. The equation used (Appendix G-3, page G-23,
Section 5) to derive concentrations in meat and milk apparently does
not take into account the varying distance of grazing cattle from
the mill.

The assumption that there are milk cows on the property to
satisfy the household milk requirement is a poor one. Due to the
aridity of areas where present day real uranium mills are located,
it is unusual to have any milk cows in the area. The authors recognize
this to some extent with the following statement on pages 6-29:

" Staff contacts with state agricultural agents in
primary milling states have indicated that on the
order of twenty percent of local farms and ranches
can be expected to have one or more dairy cattle.
Thus the milk pathway is considered to be somewhat
more hypothetical than the beef or vegetable
pathways."

In Figure 6.6 and Tables 6.10 and 6.11, an attempt is made to
recognize this milk cow discrepancy by presenting two curves, or sets
of data: one for a child with a milk pathway and one for adults with-
out a milk pathway. Unstated assumptions made in these calculations
are, (1) that all children drink cows' milk, and, (2) that no adults
drink cows' milk. In the real world, many children are breast fed or
are allergic to cows' milk and do not, therefore, drink it, and many
adults do not drink cows' milk.

The above discussion of vegetable and milk pathways assumptions
is also applicable to the calculations of Annual Population Dose
Commitments, the results of which are presented in Table 6.15, page
6-39.

-3-
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4. Section 6.2.8.2.4.4, Total Individual Dose Commitments,
pages 6-31 to 6-35.

This section discusses compliance with EPA's 40 CFR Part 190
regulation. The calculations presented and conclusions drawn are
all based on the "model mill," and, therefore, have no validity
with respect to a real uranium mill, which might have a lower impact.
These calculations must be redone for each real uranium mill usingthe specific site data for each such mill. Different conclusions
may be drawn for each such mill depending on the specific data from
each such mill and the results of the calculations. The results
of the calculations for the "model mill" and the conclusions drawn
from their results cannot and should not be used to determine whether
or not a specific real uranium mill or real uranium mills as a groupcan or cannot meet the EPA regulation.

5. Section 6.2.8.2.4.2, Individual Internal Exposure via Inhalation
page 6-27.

Section 6.2.8.2.5, Regional Population Exposure, pages 6-35 to 6-40.
Section 6.2.8.2.6, Health Effects on Man, page 6-41.
Section 6.3.8, Radiological Impact (of multiple mills, pages6-63 and 6-64.
Section 6.4, Continental Radiological Impacts, pages 6-64 to 6-73.

The term " conservative" is frequently used throughout the document
and appendices. It generally is used to indicate that a particular
assumption or line of reasoning will yield a predicted health effect
or exposure result that is somewhat higher than may be experienced in
the real world. Some such " conservatism" can be justified on the grounds
that where uncertainty exists in the calculations, it is better to err
on the high side in predicting exposures and health effects. There is
a danger, however, that " conservative" factors can be pyramided until
the result is a gross distortion of what in reality can be expected.
This has occurred in the prediction of health effects due to the
diffusion of radion from tailings piles, and the subsequent exposure
of public populations to radon daughters.

On page G-58, Appendix G-7, " Health Effects from Irradiation,"is is stated that the 1972 BEIR report data are used, but modified due
to a statement in the NAS 1976 report entitled, " Health Effects of
Alpha-Emitting Particles in the Respiratory Tract." The specificmodification adopted is stated in the GEIS to be an increase in the
absolute risk coefficient for lung mortality from 1.3 to 2.0 mortalities /year /106 person-rem. It is further stated in the GEIS that this
modification "was based on new data on U.S. uranium miners exposedto radon." When one reviews the 1976 NAS report, the modification
is found in Appendix A, page A.66, in a section written by E. P. Radford.The "new data on U.S. uranium miners exposed to radon" is not given
but is referenced from unpublished 1975 data of V. E. Archer and
E. P. Radford. This data has since been published by Archer & Radford,but only in the form of conclusions. The numerous statistical

.
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calculations which had to be performed on the basic data from
difterent sources because these were not available in the same
or common terms and the assumptions involved in each of these
calculations have not been published nor, therefore, subjected
to peer or public review. The NRC staff should await publica-
tion of these calculations and assumptions and their review by thescientific community.

The data which entered into the 1972 BEIR report calculation
of the absolute risk for the U.S.
are the following: white underground uranium miners

Observed deaths 130
Expected deaths 13.9
Excess deaths 116.1
Person years at risk 38,622
Mean dose to tissue-rads 475
REM per rad (RBE) 10

The calculation of absolute risk was as follows:
Abs. risk = 116.1 excess deaths x 106 (475 rad x 10 rem) (1)

*

38,622 person years person rad

= 0.63 deaths /10 years / rem6

Footnote b to Table f-l on page 151 of the 1972 BEIR report states that
the data used were updated to 1971 by having Dr. Victor E. Archer addnew lung cancer cases.
years at risk or the expected deaths.Dr. Archer did not, however, update the person
determine the person years at risk as of that time.No systematic follow-up was done tThe expected deaths
were estimated by Dr. Radford using a shortcut method rather than the
modified life table calculation used in the uranium miners study.
(Verbal communication from Dr. Archer.)

The figure of 0.63 derived as shown above, was averaged with 1.61 fthe Fluorspar Miners, 1.2 for Spondylitis Patients, and 0.60 for Hiroshim
and Nagasaki survivors resulting in the average absolute risk of 1.0deaths /106 years / rem as cited above.

The NRC
of absolute risk. staff have apparently misunderstood the 1976 NAS revision

For clarity, the pertinent portion of this report isquoted below (Underlining ours) :

" Finally, it has been possible to update the U.S. uraniumminers study group to 1972. As expected, the cancer
incidence rate has remained high, at roughly 30 times
the rate in the remainder of the U.S. population. Addingthe new lung cancer cases modifying the definition of

-5-
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period at risk from 5 years after beginning of
mining (used in the Interagency and BEIR reports)
to 10 years after beginning of mining, and
eliminating three cases which occurred during
the 5-10 year period (which is probably less
time than the latent period for lung cancer)
results in a, revised absolute risk of about 2
cases / rem /10" person years."

We read this language to mean that the absolute risk factor of
0.63 for the U.S. white underground uranium miners, as worked out
above and in the BEIR report, is revised to 2. The NRC staff has
apparently interpreted it to mean that the BEIR report absolute risk
factor of 1.0, arrived at after averaging the U. S. white uranium
miners study group result with those of the Newfoundland Fluorspar
Miners, the Spondylitis patients, and the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
survivors, has been raised to 2. No mention is made in the 1976 NAS
report of any revision of the three groups other than the U.S. uranium
miners group, so that the 1972 BEIR report values for those groups are
still to be used. If we substitute the revised U.S. uranium miners
absolute risk figure of 2 for the previous figure of 0.63 to determine
the revised average of the four groups, this revised average absolute
risk figure works out to 1.3 instead of the 2 used by the NRC staff
in the GEIS.

Furthermore, the figure of 2 for the U.S. uranium miners is
subject to some question. Neither the person years at risk to 1972
nor the observed and expected cases to 1972 in the U.S. uranium miners
group were provided in the 1976 NAS report. No systematic follow up
of the group and no modified life table calculations of the expected
cases were made at that time. Follow up was done and modified life
table calculations were made, however, as of the end of September 1974
and reported in " Respiratory Disease Mortality Among Uranium Miners"
by Victor E. Archer, J. Dean Gillam, and Joseph K. Wagoner, published
in Annals of New York Academy of Sciences, Vol. 271, " Occupational
Carcinogenesis," 1976. From this the following data are available for
substitution in equation (1) above:

Observed deaths 144
Expected deaths 29.8
Excess deaths 114.2
Person years at risk 46,111
Mean dose to tissue-rads 475 (See text below)
Rem per rad (RBE) 10 (See text below)

The mean dose to tissue and RBE were not given in the September
1974 study, so for the following calculations are assumed to be the same
as used in the 1972 BEIR report. The mean dose to tissue could only have
increased since 1971, which woald tend to lower the absolute risk in the
following calculation even further.
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(Note that the 1974 data, derived from detailed follow up and the
use of the modified life table calculations gives less excess
deaths in the group as of September 1974 2han E. P. Radford got
in 1971 for the BEIR report with his shortcut method.)

Using the above data in equation (1) the absolute risk works out
as follows:

6 6Abs. risk = 114.2 excess deaths x 10 (475 rad x 10 rem) (2
46,111 person years person rad

6= 0.52 deaths /10 person years / rem

If we substitute the 2 and 1.3 absolute risk coefficients dis-
cussed above into equation (1) and use the other 1974 data and solve
the equation for excess deaths we get 438 and 284 respectively - far
in excess of the actual 114.2. If we use the 1972 BEIR report numbers
of 0.63 and 1 we get 138 and 219, respectively, which are also in excess
of the actual 114.2. The absolute risk numbers of 0.63, 1, 1.3, and 2
are all, therefore, too high for the U.S. uranium miners study group.

If we average the above calculated absolute risk of 0.52 for the
U.S. uranium miners group with the other 3 groups as was done in the
1972 BEIR report, we get a figure of 0.98 compared with the 2 used in
the GEIS. Thus a bias of 100% towards overstating the health effects
has been introduced into the GEIS.

If the NRC staff is correct in its interpretation that the 1976
NAS revision of the absolute risk coefficient to 2 was a revision of
the 1972 BEIR report absolute risk coefficient of 1 after averaging the
U.S. white underground uranium miners figure with the other 3 study group
figures, then it can be calculated that the U.S. white underground
uranium miners figure must have been revised from 0.63 to 4.59 since
the revision "was based on new data on U.S. uranium miners exposed to
radon" and not to revision of the numbers for the other 3 groups. If
we use this 4.59 figure for the U.S. uranium miners in equation (1)
along with the 1974 data given above and solve for the excess deaths,
the answer comes out 1005 compared to the actual 114.2 excess deaths
in the group at that time. Obviously this interpretation of the 1976 NAS
revision statement is incorrect.

Another item that casts doubt on the use of the 1972 BEIR report
numbers for the U.S. uranium miners study is the relative risk (observed
deaths divided by expected deaths in the study group) . When this is
computed from data obtained by detailed follow up of the group and from
modified life table calculations, the relative risk is much lower than
the 9.4 given in the BEIR report. Such relative risk numbers were cal-
culated recently by Joseph K. Wagoner and presented in his testimony
to the Subcommittee on Health & Scientific Research of the U. S. Senate
Human Resources Committee and the Senate Judiciary Committee on June 19,
1979. The following table is taken from his testimony:

-7 -
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Table 1

Respiratory Cancer Mortality Among White Underground Uranium Miners

Period of follow up Obs. Exp. Relative Risk Attributable Risk

1950 - Dec. 1962 12 2.8 4.29 9.2
1950 - Dec. 1963 22 5.7 3.86 16.3
1950 - June 1965 37 7.4 5.00 29.6
1950 - Sept. 1967 62 10.0 6.20 52.0
1950 - Sept. 1968 70 11.7 5.98 58.3
1950 - Sept. 1974 144 29.8 4.83 114.2

Note the decline in relative risk from the peak of 6.2 in 1967 to
4.83 in 1974. At no time did it approach the 9.4 derived for 1971 in
the 1972 BEIR report.

Giving equal weight to the U.S. uranium miners study and to the
fluorspar study as is done in the averaging done in the BEIR report
also seems to be an improper procedure. The uranium miner study is of
3,366 white U.S. males who were carefully interviewed at the time of
their enrollment in the study by the U.S.P.H.S. These interviews
collected occupational and smoking histories of each individual in the
study group. In addition, a thorough follow-up procedure was used.
Thus very good data exist on this group, especially with regard to
smoking histories. The exposure data on many of these individuals
was accumulated based on measurements of WL's in most mines at the time
most of these individuals worked in them. Some estimates had to be
made of exposure before some of the men became part of the study group,
as about half the men in the group had worked one to ten years in
uranium mines before being enrolled in the group. The smoking histories
showed that the group smoked much more than the average for U.S. white
males and was sufficient to account for about a 49% excess over the
expected lung cancer cases in the group.

The fluorspar miner study involves only about eight hundred miners.
Furthermore, these miners were not interviewed at the time they were
working in the fluorspar mines. Smoking histories were available on a
sample, but not on all miners, and indicated they smoked even more than
the U.S. miners, but no correction factor for this was ever calculated.
Exposures to radon daughters were all estimated from WL's measured after
the high lung cancer mortality among these workers was recognized. By
that time a number of the mines had been closed due to flooding. The
exposure estimates were made by measuring WL's in mines that had adopted
mechanical ventilation and estimating what the levels would have been
without such mechanical ventilation in years prior to their measurement.

The equal weight given to the results of these two studies in
the 1972 BEIR report is highly improper. One study had 3,366 workers,
the other 800. The first study had much better exposure data than the
second. At best the fluorspar miner study should only be used as a
qualitative confirmation of the association of an excess of lung cancer
among persons exposed to unusual amounts of radon daughters.
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The paucity of specific measured data makes it highly improper
to use it in any quantitative manner. The procedure of averaging
the fluorspar miners with the other groups introduces significant
bias on the high side in the predicted lung cancers that may result
from exposure of the public to radon daughters coming from uranium
tailings piles. Averaging the result of the two studies is similar
to averaging two vehicular traffic counts on a given road with one
count based on the results of a properly functioning mechanical counter
and the other based on a local resident's guess as to how many vehicles
use the road.

By using the adjusted 1972 BEIR report average absolute risk the
assumption is made, but not stated, that the smoking habits among the
populations for which projections are made will be the same as those
among the miners studies. This is a grossly incorrect assumption as
the data in the studies clearly show that the miners in both studies
smoked significantly more than the U.S. male population.

Women smoke less than men, so that when the BEIR report figures
are used for the public the assumption is made, but not stated, that
women smoke as much as the uranium miners. In the U.S. uranium miners
study, their excess smoking habits were calculated to raise their
lung cancer rate 49%. Thus another conservative bias is introduced.

Furthermore, the results of the U. S. uranium miners study
show that nonsmokers exposed to radon daughters at low exposures may have
a much lower risk of getting lung cancer and they have a much longer
induction-latent period (about 7 years longer) than smokers similarly
exposed. Through 1978 approximately 230 of the 3366 men in the white
underground uranium miners study group have developed or died of lung
cancer and of these 14 were classified as non-smokers by the U.S.P.H.S.,
although one confirmed that he had smoked 6-10 cigars per day for 28
years. (Personal communication from Dr. V. E. Archer. ) Thus only 6%
of the 230 who developed lung cancer were non-smokers, whereas 28% of
the 3366 were non-smokers. The average induction-latent period of the
non-smokers was 7 years longer than that for the smokers.

Through 1978 approximately 16 of the 780 men in the U.S. Indian
uranium miner study group have developed or died of lung cancer and of
these 6 are classified as non-smokers by the U.S.P.H.S. (Personal
communication from Dr. V. E. Arche r . ) Thus only 38% of the 16 who
developed lung cancer were non-smokers whereas 63% of the 780 were
non-smokers, and another 15% smoked only 0.1 pack of cigarettes per
day.

Because the Indian group numbers are small and follow-up time
on them has not been carried on as long as on the white study group,
the Indian figures may yet be subject to significant change, but it
is clear that in both groups the incidence of lung cancer among non-
smoking uranium miners is very much less than among uranium miners
who smoke.
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The argument has been made that the non-smokers exposed to
radon daughters do not have a lower risk of developing lung cancer
but that they do have a longer induction-latent period than smokers
similarly exposed. If the non-smokers have a lower risk, over-
estimating the number of smokers in the general public has the effect
of seriously biasing to the high side the possible lung cancer cases
arising out of exposure to tailings pile originated radon daughters.
If the non-smokers simply have a longer average induction-latent
period, the effect is similar because the longer induction-latent period
will result in a higher proportion of deaths from competing causes.

Another assumption made but not stated is that the 4 stato lung
cancer incidence rates used to calculate the expected cases in the
U.S. uranium miners study apply to the U.S. as a whole. This is an
incorrect assumption. National averages run 40 to 50% higher than
the 4 states used. Similar unstated assumptions are involved in using
the Canadian, British and Japanese rates involved in the fluorspar
miners study, the spondylitis patients study and the Hiroshima-Nagasaki
survivors study.

Another fact that requires comment is the basic assumption made,
but not stated, that the relationship between mortality from excess
lung cancer due to exposure to radon daughters and mortality from
competing causes of death remains constant. The miner studies were
of individuals exposed at high radiation levels. For instance, the
mean exposure in the uranium miner study was 475 rads per person,
about twice as much as that for the fluorspar miners and these (after
the improper averaging) resulted in the previously cited figure of6
2 cancers /10 person years / rem. This mortality rate at a mean exposure
of some 475 rads per person is then extrapolated down to the very low
radon daughter concentrations in the immediate vicinity of uranium
tailings piles.

At these low exposures it is not a reasonable assumption that
the relationship of mortality from excess lung cancer and from competing
causes of death will be the same as at the very high level of exposure
experienced by the miners. At the low dose rates around tailings piles,
the induction-latent period for the appearance of lung cancer among
those exposed can be significantly longer than among the miners studied.
Longer induction-latent periods open the way for death from competing
causes to be a higher percentage among the public than it was among the
miners whose high exposure and smoking habits caused a shorter induction-
latent period. This effect may be offset to some extent by the exposure
of children among the public, but the overall effect of the longer
induction-latent period among the public will be to increase the
proportion of deaths from competing causes. The excess lung cancer
deaths predicted in the GEIS, therefore, are all higher due to this
factor than will actually be experienced.

The argument is made in the 1975 paper by V. E. Archer and
E. P. Radford referred to in the 1976 NAS report that radon daughters
are more efficient at producing lung cancer at low dosages (below about

1544 081
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100 WLM or 50 rads per lifetime) that at higher dosages, and than
in extrapolating down from the U.S. uranium miners level of exposure
to lower levels that the linear-no-threshold dose-response assumptionwill predict a falsely low mortality. The absolute risk at theselower exposures , therefore, would be greater than that derived from the
linear-no-threshold theory. This Archer-Radford argument is based on
their analysis of published data on uranium miners in Canada and
Czechoslovakia, and of non-uranium miners exposed to low levels of
radon daughters in Sweden. Numerous calculations had to be performed
on the basic data from these different countries because the data werenot all available in the same terms and the assumptions involved in
each of these calculations have not yet been published and subjected
to review by the scientific community. Thus the argument should not
be accepted by NRC as scientific fact until publication and review
have been accomplished.

Still another factor requiring comment is the assumption made,
but again not stated, that the populations living in the vicinity of
the tailings piles never leave the zones for which predicted excess
lung cancer calculations are made. This is not a reasonable assumption,either. Assuming that no one in the time periods involved will leave
these zones to work, to go on vacation, to visit relatives, to go to
school, college or university, to go shopping, to go to sports events
or other entertainment, etc. makes the calculations easier, but is
unrealistic. The effect of this
high dose rates among the population studied. assumption is to predict unrealisticallyA proper allowance for
absence from the zones of calculation will result in lower dose rates
and total dosages, with consequent longer induction-latent periods and
higher deaths from other causes as already discussed. The overalleffect of this assumption is to again overstate the predicted excess
lung cancer deaths versus those that actually will be experienced.

A number of other factors have been ignored or incorrrectlyassessed. The concentration of radon daughters in a dwelling has been
assumed to be directly proportional to the concentration of radon in
the air outside, and to vary in proportion to changes in the external
radon concentration. This factor is the result of a number of readingstaken in residential buildings. Apparently the radon concentrations
have been calculated for various outdoor points in the immediate model
mill areas, in the model mill region, and in the continent and the
corresponding indoor radon Jaughter levels derived from this basicassumption. No account is taken of the fact that there is a significantvariation in interior radon daughter levels due to seasonal, construction,and geographic factors. During warm weather many homes and buildings
have many open windows and doors resulting in good ventilation, butduring cold weather the windows and doors are closed and ventilation
is restricted. Buildings and homes built in warm and temperate climate
areas have much more air movement than those built in areas with coldwinters. This can cause a significant change in the radon daughterlevels. Victor E. Archer, M.D., has estimated that because of these
factors the radiation contribution from radon in the north of the U.S.A.

- 11 -
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is twice~that in the southern U.S.A. with intermediate contributions
in the central states. (See " Geomagnetism, Cancer, Weather and Cosmic
Radiation" by Victor E. Archer, published in Health Physics, Pergamon
Press in 1978, Vol. 34, page 239.)

Furthermore, radon daughter concentrations will vary with the
height of a building due to the contribution of radon from the ground
beneath a building. This contribution is greatest on the floor contiguous
to the ground and decreases rapidly in higher stories. (See Table 13,
page 80, " Ionizing Radiation: Levels and Effects," a Report of the
United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation
to the General Assembly, Volume I: Levels, 1972). Thus populations
living in multiple story apartment buildings have progressively lower
radon daughter levels on each successively higher floor. This factor
has been ignored also, leading to a bias in the direction of overstating
the number of lung cancers predicted to result from radon released from
tailings piles.

Lung cancer rates may vary significantly for different races in
the U.S. due to differences in culture, diet, smoking habits, and similar
factors. Th 1972 BEIR report in arriving at an average absolute risk

6of 1 case / 10 person year / rem (raised to 2 in the GEIS) used only the
results from the U.S. white uranium miners study, but published the results
from a study of a smaller, non-white group. The absolute risk for the
non-white uranium miners was 0.07 cases /106 person year / rem versus 0.63
for the white group. (See page 151 of the 1972 BEIR report.) (These
differences may be explained possibly by two facts: 1) the Indian group
smoked much less than the white group; and 2) the follow up period was
much shorter.) The GEIS makes no attempt to account for either the
different background lung cancer rates for different races, or for the
significant difference in the lung cancer rates between the two groups
of irradiated uranium miners. This assumption that the health effects
will be the same for all races may be another conservative factor that
is compounded.

There are thus a number of assumptions and factors which are
biased in the direction of overstating the expected lung cancers among
the public due to uranium tailings pile originated radon daughters by
various percentages. When these pyramided percentages are multiplied
out, the result is that the predicted lung cancers among the public
are overstated by 500 to 700%. There may be a few assumptions and
factors that are biased in the opposite direction, but it is extremely
doubtful that they would have as significant a cumulative bias. This
lack of balance exceeds the bounds of normal, precautionary " conservatism."

1544 083
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Table 6.16 (on page 6-41) of the GEIS shows somatic effects
broken down by 3 organs - lung, bone, whole body and totals, but the last
column on the right entitled " Natural Incidence of Cancer" gives only
the total figure of 9,900. It would be useful to have this broken down
into the lung, bone, and whole body categories. The lung and bone cancer
figures could be derived from percentages the way the 9,900 figure is
derived (as noted in footnote c) and the balance attributed to whole
body and a footnote added to explain the procedure.

Table 6.33 (on page 6-65) does not have any figures for " Range
of Typical Natural Background Values" for NL Concentrations Outdoors
and Indoors. These should be supplied so that a reader can know from
the balance of the table what the increase due to the model uranium
mill (s) is predicted to be.

The figures for uranium mills in Table 6.41 (page 6-74) do not
agree with those in Table 6.39 (page 6-72) in the total line for the
years 1978-2000 and there seems to be no reason why they should not.
The last sentence of 6.43 (on page 6-73) uses the figures from Table
6.41 and does not mention those in Taule 6.39. Although the difference
in the figures is small, there seems to be no reason why they should
not be the same in all three places.

In addition, Table 6-39 should have an additional column showing
background or total deaths predicted so that the reader can determine
what % the predicted premature deaths are of the predicted backgrcund
or total deaths. A column showing this percentage would be another
improvement in the table.

6. In general the predicted deaths due te the model uranium mills (s)
are a miniscule percentage of the total back"round deaths in the variousg
categories analyzed in spite of the pyramidihg of all the " conservative"
assumptions involved. If the predicted deaths /were to be recalculated
after elimination of all these " conservative" assumptions, the results
probably would be at least an order of magnitude less than shown in
the GEIS. The text and conclusions of the GEIS should explain clearly
the percentage that the predicted deaths are of the totals and that
their numbers have a large margin for error on the side of predicting
more deaths than would actually occur if the model mills were the
only ones built versus margin for smaller errors on the side of pre-
dicting too few.

Another matter that should be addressed is that of cost effective-
ness. Some analysis should be made of the cost per future potential
cancer avoided by covering uranium tailings piles as recommended in the
GEIS and per person-year of additional life that a potential cancer

- 13 -
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avoided will yield. This concept is now being used in other fields
as the attached advertisement by General Motors Research Laboratories
shows.

The evaluation of the cost per person-year of potential additional
life is a social 2 " ter and at first thought seems a repugnant concept,
but a little reflection reveals that similar evaluations are being made
all the time. or instance, why do we not have pedestrian overpasses orr

underpasses at all busy vehicular street crossings instead of conventional
stop lights? These would undoubtedly save some lives, resulting in some
potential additional person-years of life. The answer is that a social
iudgment has in some way been made that the costs of the over or underpasses
per potential additional person-year of life is so high +. hat they are not
acceptable to our society. Many similar examples exist.

The subject of radiation exposure and the possible causation of
cancer always arouses emotional reactions which tend to override and
mask many of the true facts involved. Before decisions on how much
money should be spent on uranium tailings piles are made, an effort
should be made to see that these decisions are based on objective and
accurate perspectives and follow the social criteria used in making
similar decisions in other aspects of our society.

1544 085
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What's the fairest way of allocating the nation's
limited funds to reduce various nsks to human life and
health? A loaded question, to be sure.

One way of evaluating a given risk-reduction
program is to compare estimated costs with expected
benefits, both measured in dollars. But this kind of
analysis is controversial. For one thing, it requires
placing a price on life itself.

liere at the General Motors Research labora-
tories, societal analysts have developed a method
which avoids that problem completely. It focuses on OW to We
longevity and rests on the simple logic that since all
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To illustrate its utility, we performed a study to General Motorscompare the cost-effectiveness of several medical, g
Research Laboraton.esenvironmental, and safety programs presently under -

senous consideration. The chart above shows the Warren, Michigan 48090
extreme variation in the costs of extending life by
implementing those options.

Through such unbiased comparisons, policy-
makers can obtain a clearer picture of which programs
offer the greatest potential gain for a fixed budget and,
thereby, have a better basis for decision.
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Part III

A. Radiological Aspects

2. Improper Assessment of
Background Radiation
Levels
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COMMENTS ON RADON EMISSION CRITERIA CONTAINED IN THE

DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (GEIS)

ON URANIUM MILLING, NU REG-0 511, APRIL 1979

Keith J. Schiager, Ph.D.

General

The draft GEIS purports to collect, synthesize, analyze and

interpret information related to the actual and potential environ-

mental impacts of uranium milling operations. However, the justi-

fication presented in the GEIS for establishing the maximum radon

emanation rate and the minimum cover thickness criteria for reclaimed

tailings piles is not based upon physical or biological data.

Instead, the criteria for tailings reclamation are based upon a

philosophical attitude expressed in NRC staff decisions which ignore

physical realities represented in the draft GEIS and elsewhere in

tne available literature. Consequently, my disagreement with the

radon control criteria presented in the draft GEIS is primarily

with the philosophy of radiation protection used by the NRC staff

rather than with the data base presented in the draft GEIS.

Legitimate Criteria for Radon Emission Controls

One important criterion for radon control is to limit the

exposure to any nearby individual to a value that is less than the

current exposure limits and also within anticipated future limits.

The current concentration limit for radon-222 in unrestricted areas

1544 088
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resulting from releases from a licensed facility is 3 pCi/L

(10 CFR 20). This limit is reduced to 1 pCi/L if a " suitable

sample of the population" is exposed. The " suitable sample of the

population" is not defined, but it is usually interpreted to mean

communities of at least a few hundred or thousands or people, which

would be likely to contain a representative distribution by ages

and health conditions.

The Surgeon General's Guidelines (10 CFR 712) promulgated in

1970 for use in the remedial action program in Grand Junction,

Colorado required that remedial action be undertaken for residences

exhibiting an annual average radon daughter concentration of greater

than 0.05 WL. No remedial action was indicated for average indoor

concentrations of less than 0.01 WL. In the intermediate range,

remedial actions could be suggested at the discretion of state

authorities. Although these limits apply to corrective as opposed

prospective control measures, the range of concentrations separating

the significant from the insignificant is still instrt ive. The

appropriate value for a prospective exposure limit probably lies

somewhere between 0.01 and 0.05 WL.

A second legitimate criterion for controlling radon emissions

is the limitation of total health risk to the population. Since

there is no recommended or regulatory limit for population exposures,

this criterion must be based upon the principle that all exposures

should be reduced to levels that are as low as reasonably achievable

(ALARA) taking into consideration all relevant social and economic

,
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factors. This principle obviously demands a detailed cost-benefit

analysis that includes all future costs as well as all future bene-
fits. Neither of these criteria are properly utilized in the GEIS.

The primary benefit of the proposed radon control measures is

presented in the GEIS as the prevention of approximately 9800 cases

of lung cancer to the year 3000, or about 10 cases per year. I

will show that this calculated number of lung cancer cases attri-

butable to the radon emissions from uncontrolled tailings piles is
grcssly exaggerated, resulting in an unrealistic assumption of
benefits.

The only cost of radon control presented in the GEIS is the
direct cost of covering the tailings piles. While this cost may

be seriously underestimated, that is not the major deficiency in
the cost estimate. The GEIS should address the total future cost
to consumers of electricity that will result from various incre-
mental increases in the cost of fuel. If the benefits are to be
calculated for the long-range future, costs should likewise include
the future compounding of current production costs.

Calculation of Benefits from Radon Emission Reduction

The GEIS assumes that population radon exposures from tailings

piles if left uncovered would result in approximately 9,800 premature
cancer deaths during the next 1000 years. By reducing the emission

2 2from 450 pCi/m sec to 2 pCi/m sec above the natural backgroundrate

rate, the premature cancer deaths from this source would be reduced

1544 090
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to 42 in the same 1000 year interval (page 12-12). This calculation

is based on the linear non-threshold model of biological effects

and on the risk estimates used by the BEIR Committee *, However,

both the linear dose-effect relationship and the numerical risk

estimates were derived from data on uranium miners exposed to con-

centrations of radon and its decay products orders of magnitude

above those to which general populations are exposed. Other envi-

ronmental conditions to which the miners in these studies were

exposed also were quite different from those to which average popu-

lation groups are exposed. As a consequence, the risk estimates

tend to ignore the very real contributions of carcinogenic co-factors

to tne total risk of lung cancer.

The BEIR report included calculations of both absolute and

relative risk values. Absolute risk is defined as the " product of

assumed relative risk times the total population at risk; the number

of cases that will result from exposure of a given population."

Absolute risk is simply a method of converting the ratio of observed

to expected cases in a study population to the number of cases that

would be produced per unit population (collective) exposure. The

use of absolute risk values in this manner implies that each incre-

ment of exposure will produce the same total biological effect (e.g.

cases of lung cancer) regardless of the actual level of exposure

* Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation,
The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing
Radiation, National Academy of Sciences - National Research Council,
1972.
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or the presence of other carcinogens. The absolute risk model

is, therefore, the only truly linear model for the dose-response

relationship. However, recent analyses * of lung cancer incidence

among uranium miners indicate that the relative risk model best

describes the data.

Relative risk is defined in the BEIR report as "the ratio of

the risk in those exposed to the risk to those not exposed (inci-

dence in exposed population to incidence in control population)."

It is derived from the ratio of observed to expected cases in the

population studied. When a relative risk derived from one popu-

lation is applied to another population, or to other exposure

conditions, the projected number of additional health effects

becomes dependent upon the assumed normal incidence of that health

effect in the second population. Consequently, the relative risk

model implies that each added increment of exposure will produce

the same percentage increase in biological effects above those

that would occur at the preceding level of exposure. This relation-

ship is easily recognized as an exponential model, e.g. as the

basis for compound interest. The dose-response curve is approxi-

mately linear only for very small differences in exposures, and

only when all other contributing factors remain constant. A linear

extrapolation from the uranium miners' data to general populations

using relative risk estimates is totally unjustified.

___

*Ellett, W.H., Exposure to Radon Daughters and the Incidence of
Lung Cancer presented at the American Nuclear Society meeting in
San Francisco, CA, December 1, 1977.
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Recent discussions of lung cancer risk emphasize the initiator-

promotor theory of carcinogenesis developed by Brodsky* that involves

sequential actions on a susceptible cancer control center (perhaps

a single cell) in which the second action is conditional upon the

first action having been completed. This model can account for

the observed non-linearity of the dose response curve for certain

kinds of radiation exposures and observed cancers. For example,

it can account for the observation by Archer, et al** that the risk

of lung cancer to uranium miners appeared to increase when the same

total exposure was received over longer periods of time. It can

also account for the fact that lung cancer has increased from

approximately 10 per year per million population in the early part

of the 20tn century to more than 400 per year per million population

today. This increase was obviously not due to changing environmental

radon concentrations, although radon may act as either an initiator

or promotor of lung cancer. If radon can act alone as a carcinogen,

the absolute risk factor certainly could not exceed the lung cancer

rate early in the century even if it was assumed to be completely

due to radon. However, if the relative risk model is valid, the

incidence of lung cancer would increase approximately in proportion

to the increase in radon concentration, but only because of the

_

*Brodsky, A., A Stochastic Model of Carcinogenesis Incorporating
Certain Observations from Chemical and Radiation Dose-Response
Data, Health Physics 35:421, June 1978.

** Archer, V.E., E.P. Radford and O. Axelson, Radon Daughter Cancer
in Man: Factors in Exposure-Response Relationships, presented
at the Annual Meeting of the Health Physics Society, Minneapolis,
MN, June 1978.
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presence in the environment of other carcinogens which are

primarily to blame for the increased incidence observed over the

last half century.

During the past 50 years the U.S. population has been involun-

tarily subjected to massive increases in some types of atmospheric

pollution from the increased use of automobiles. At the same time,

the population has also been exposed to a tremendous increase in

tobacco smoke inhalation. Consequently, the current lung cancer

incidence rate upon which relative risk calculations are based is

the result of very recent exposures to environmental concentrations

of carcinogenic co-f actors. If the massive efforts now underway

to reduce these sources of inhaled carcinogens are successful, the

incidence of lung cancer should be drastically reduced. On the

basis of the relative risk model, the fractional contribution due

to radon exposure would also be reduced proportionately. If the

impact of radon exposures is calculated on the basis of cleaner

air and low cigarette consumption, comparable to conditions existing

early in the century, the projected number of premature cancer

deaths occurring during the next 1000 years would be about 250 with

no covering of tailings and approximately 1 with the emission rate

2reduced to 2 pCi/m /sec. On an annual rate, the base-case scenario

with no control would represent 0.25 premature cancer deaths per

year.

The authors of the GEIS obtain an unrealistically high estimate

of the benefit of radon control by averaging the absolute and relative

risk estimators derived from uranium miners and treating this average

as an absolute risk. They have ignored the recent evidence that
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indicates that lung cancer can be best described by the relative

risk model, and they have ignored the important implications and
proper application of the relative risk model.

Criteria Used in the GEIS for Radon Control
2

The proposed radon emission criterion of 2 pCi/m sec is not

based upon either the necessary protection of individuals or on

considerations of public health risks. Instead, this criterion

is based upon "the objective of returning tailings disposal sites

to conditions which are reasonably near those of surrounding en-

virons" (page 17) . Using this objective " eliminates the option

of controlling radon at rauch higher levels, such as 10-100 pCi/m sec,

since background flux rates average between about 0.5 and 1.0

pCi/m sec." Elsewhere in the GEIS (page 12-10 and Appendix 0) the

average radon flux is assumed to be 0.5 to 1.3 pCi/m sec, with an

upper limit of 3.5 pCi/m sec. These statements illustrate either

the misunderstanding or the deliberate misuse of environmental

date. The authors of the GEIS have averaged out all of the varia-

bility of the real world.

I would concur with the general objective of leaving tailings

pilings in such a condition that radon release rates, and the poten-

tial for radiation exposures, are within the range of natural back-

ground. Such a requirement. would assure that present or future

generations would not be subjected to risks that are different either

in kind or in magnitude from those imposed by nature. This require-

ment should not imply, however, that all radiation sources under

25
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human control must be reduced to the average found in nature.

Instead, the impacts of human activities should be compared with

the distribution (or range) of comparable impacts from natural

sources.

Natural Radon Sources and Exposures

An extremely wide range of environmental conditions is

observed in nature. This is particularly true for natural radio-

active materials and radiation exposure rates. The commercial

extraction of various minerals in specific locations is simply one

illustration of this fact. No mining company would be in business

if the only ore available contained the average mineral concentration

found in the earth's crust.

Environmental radon sources have been observed to conform to

a log-normal distribution. In such a distribution, 50% of the

observed values are greater than or equal to the median value; 16%

exceed the median multiplied by the geometric standard deviation

(GSD) ; 2.3% exceed the median multiplied by the square of the GSD;

0.13% exceed the median multiplied by the cube of the GSD; etc.

By referring to geometric mean concentrations of radon (page

C-5), the authors of the GEIS have indirectly acknowledged that

radon concentrations are log-normally distributed. However, they

have ignored that fact when addressing the proposed levels of radon

control in relation to natural radon sources and exposures.

The GEIS assumes an average indoor concentration of about

900 pCi/m for western regions (page C-5) . This value is derived

from an estimate of outdoor radon concentrations in western regions

1544 096
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of 240 pCi/m and an extrapolation from indoor-to-outdoor ratios

observed in the New Jersey and New York area. Shearer and Sill *

observed outdoor background radon concentrations of 800 pCi/m in

3 3Grand Junction, 500 pCi/m in Durango, 340 pCi/m in Monticello

3and 380 pCi/m in Salt Lake City. All of these background concen-

3trations are substantially higher than the 240 pCi/m assumed in

the GEIS. Measured indoor concentrations in the United States

have ranged from 5 to 4800 pCi/m (NCRP-45, 1975)**; the 10 average

3
values reported by NCRP have a geometric mean of 225 pCi/m and a

geometric standard deviation of 3.

Indoor radon concentrations vary not only with location but

with type of construction and ventilation rates. Measurements of

indoor radon progeny concentrations at background locations in

Grand Junction made by the Colorado Department of Health *** exhibited

a geometric mean of 0.072 WL with a geometric standard deviation

of 1.7. This radon progeny concentration correlates with a radon

concentration of 1400 pCi/m if the equilibrium factor is 50% as

3assumed in the GEIS or a concentration of 900 PCi/m if the equili-

brium fraction was 80%. It can be assumed that a geometric standard

* Shearer, S.D. and C W. Sill, Evaluation of Atmospheric Radon
in the Vicinity ' Uranium Mill Trailings, Health Physics 17:77,
1969. Also see Jddendum.

** Natural Backgroui.d Radiation in the United Statma, National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, NCRP Report
No. 45, 1975.

***Peterson, B.H., Background Working Levels and the Remedial
Action Guidelines, presented at the Radou Worigh(p, Health and
Safety Laboratory, New York City, February, 3 v 7~ (HASL-325,
1977).

1
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deviation (GSD) as low as 1.7 would only occur within a single

community containing many houses of similar construction and

subjected to equal meteorological conditions. On a regional

basis, the GSD would be expected to be larger than 2, but probably
not as large as 3.

If one assumes a geometric mean concentration of 900 pCi/m

for the western region and a geometric standard deviation of 2.2,

tne resultant distribution would indicate that 15% of the homes in
the region would have average indoor concentrations greater than

3 31980 pCi/m , 2.5% would have concentrations exceeding 4400 pCi/m

and 0.13% would have concentrations exceeding 9600 pCi/m . The

later would be equivalent to a radon progeny concentration at 50%
equilibrium of 0.05 WL.

Although there has been no extensive survey of indoor radon

and radon progeny concentrations in the United States, surveys

conducted in other countries indicate concentration distributions
comparable to the hypothetical distribution proposed above. For

example, Steinh3usler, et al* reported on 4600 measurements of

indoor radon concentrations in Salzburg, Austria. They observed

an arithmetic mean value of 410 pCi/m with a range from less than
50 to 5160 pCi/m . Over 6% of the measurements exceeded 2000

3pCi/m or approximately 4 times the mean value. The skewed distri-

bution of the data appear to reflect a lognormal distribution,
although they were not analyzed in that manner. A survey conducted

*Steinhdusler, et al, Local and Temporal Distribution Pattern of
Radon and Daughters in an Urban Environment and Determination of
Organ Dose Frequency Distribution with Demoscopical Methods, in
The Natural Radiation Environment III Symposium, Houston, Texas,
April 1978. -

.. Oo
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in Sweden * showed concentrations in seven types of structures
3

ranging from less than 700 to 15,900 pCi/m . For the seven

structural types, the average concentrations ranged from 1500 to

11,100 pCi/m . A study of the contributions from structural

materials to indoor radon inventories in England and Scotland **

also produced a lognormal distribution with a geometric standard

deviation of 3.1. Although the indoor radon or radon progeny

concentrations were not reported, the study does indicate the

validity of the lognormal distribution and provides evidence of

the expected wide range of concentrations (GSD = 3.1).

Because of averaging factors, outdoor radon concentrations

normally exhibit less variability than indoor concentrations.

However, it is expected that radon flux from the ground surface

would exhibit a highly variable lognormal distribution owing to

the inhomogeneity of radium bearing minerals and soil conditions.

An average radon flux in the range of 0.5 to 1.3 pCi/m sec is

assumed in the GEIS (page 12-10 and Appendix 0) ; however, the

2
upper end of the range is incorrectly inferred to be 3.5 pCi/m /sec.

The reason for this incorrect inference is primarily the small

number of flux measurements reported in the literature and the

fact many averages were not viewed as representing the expected

*Swedjemark, G.A., Radon in Swedish Dwellings, ibid.
** Cliff, K.D., Measurements for Radon-222 Concentrations in

Dwellings in Great Britain, ibid.
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lognormal distribution. If a GSD of 3 is assumed (it seems

reasonable that all land surfaces will show at least as much

variability in radon emission as do building materials in England),

one can predict that 15% of the land area would exhibit a radon

2
flux greater than 1.5 pCi/m /sec, 2.3% would exceed 4.5 pCi/m /sec,

20.13% would exceed 13 and 0.003% would exceed 40 pCi/m /sec. The

total land area expected to be occupied by tailings piles by the

year 2000 would be approximately 0.0013% of the area of the con-

tinguous 48 states (approximately 80 currently active and projected

mills plus approximately 20 currently inactive tailings piles,

each covering 250 acres).

Within the objective of assuring that radon emissions from

tailings piles are within the normal range of natural background

for areas of comparable size within the United States, radon emis-

2sion control to a level of 25-30 pCi/m sec would appear reasonable.

Radiation Exposures Predicted by the GEIS

The calculations of radiation doses to individugls and popula-
tions are presented in the GEIS only to justify this arbitrarily
selected emission limit by showing that all resulting doses are
truly negligible. For residents of a home built directly on a

reclaimed tailings pile, an extremely unlikely occurance, the annual

average indoor exposure was calculated to be 0.0036 WL (page 9-27).

"Other reasonable assumptions if stacked up in the extreme directions

could lead to a range of 0.0006 to 0.006 WL" resulting from a flux

1544 100
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of 2 pCi/m /sec from a covered pile below the structure. For

the radon progeny equilibrium ratio assumed throughout the GEIS,

0.036 WL implies an average indoor radon concentration of 720

pCi/m . The range of calculated concentrations for this worst

case exposure situation are all within the range of normally

occurring concentrations. For other exposures to individuals

under more likely conditions, the indoor radon progeny concentra-

tions would be extremely small fractions of the naturally occurring

concentrations (page 9-27). With no cover material (flux = 450

2PCi/m /sec), the annual lung dose commitment to the population

of the model region would not exceed 1% of the dose from naturally

occurring radon. Reducing the average emission rate to a few

pCi/m *sec is assumed to limit the contribution from mill tailings

to about 0.001% of the total population dose from radon (page 9-27).

Even if radon emissions from tailings piles are not reduced

to 2 pCi/m sec above the average background, they can be within

the true range of background. Based upon the observed distribution

of radiation sources in nature, the area of the United States with

radon emissions greater than 30 pCi/m sec is at least 10 times

the total area of all tailings piles predicted by the year 2000.

Thickness of Cover Material

A minimum thickness of 3 meters of cover material is proposed

in the GEIS (pages 17 and 12-19). As has already been shown, this

thickness cannot be justified on the basis of reducing the risk of

lung cancer. Furthermore, the amount of cover material required

for reducino radon emissions is overestimated in the GEIS. The

1544 101
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calculations (Chapter 11 and Appendix P) are based on assumptions

that do not agree with empirical observations. Measurements made

by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency * at a partially re-

claimed tailings pile indicated that approximately 3 feet of earth

cover reduced the radon emission by a factor of 8. This finding

would imply a reduction by a factor of 64 for 6 feet and a factor

of 500 for 9 feet (less than 3 meters). The cover used in this

case was local soil and included no clay. For other comparable

circumstances, a cover layer of 3 to 4 feet of local soil would

reduce radon emissions to a level that would be within the range
of natural background.

Long Term Physical Isolation and Stability

In addition to radon emission control, tailings piles need

to be covered and stabilized to reduce risk of long term wind and
water erosion. Any specified type and thickness of cover material

will provide varying degrees of erosion control depending upon
local topography, meteorology, etc. On the other hand, no speci-

fied thickness of cover material (within any reasonable limits)

can provide complete assurance against erosion forever. Further-

more, no specified covering can provide complete assurance against

human utilization or intrusion at some future date. Consequently,

the criterion of long term isolation can be satisfied only on a

*llans, J.M., et al, Estimated Average Annual Radon-222 Concentrations
Around Former Uranium Mill Site in Shiprock, NM, USEPA, Report No.
O RP/LV-7 8- 7, 1978.
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probablistic basis.

The GEIS does not address the improbability of the use of a

reclaimed tailings pile as a residential site, nor does it address

actual erosion rates of surface materials at potential tailings

locations. Instead, it presents only the staff judgement that

3 meters of cover is required to assure long-term isolation. There

is no analysis in support of this judgement, nor are there any

analyses of the consequences of using thinner cover layers. Such

a j udgement without supporting evidence or analysis, is totally

arbitrary.

Proposed Revisions to the GEIS

1. The GEIS cannot serve as a valid basis for proposed regu-

lations. It should evaluate alternative levels of radon control

and tailings isolation and evaluate the costs and benefits of

those alternatives. The Environmental Protection Agency is charged

with establishing environmental radiation standards; the NRC is

charged with promulgating regulations that will comply with EPA

criteria. It is premature for the NRC to propose specific radon

emission regulations prior to the publication of EPA criteria and

standards.

2. The GEIS should utilize the most recent and best available

dose-response models and risk estimates for calculating the benefits

of radon emission controls. The implications of the relative risk

model with regard to carcinogenic co-factors, and in the light of

initiator-promotor models of carcinogenesis should be recognized

_

_
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and utilized.

3. The GEIS should compare the calculated release rates

from uranium mill tailings with the natural distribution of radon

flux, not simply with the average.

4. The GEIS should calculate the impact of uranium milling

on the assumption that appropriate regulations for radon control

will assure that the resulting exposure conditions will be within

the range of natural background conditions. A limit of 25-30

pCi/m sec would probably meet this criterion.

5. The GEIS should address the variabilities and probabilities

related to environmental conditions and the potential for human

exposures in uranium milling regions. It should point out the

variations in agricultural practices, population densities, etc.

that are likely to be found in the vicinity of uranium mills in

the future. It should classify the potential mill sites or regions

of intensive uranium milling activities according to their potential
for supporting significantly larger populations. It should address

the probability (or improbability) of residences being built over

tailings piles rather than simply assuming such an occurence in

support of the proposed radon flux limit. The probability of such

construction should be related to the potential for population

growth in each region of expected uranium production.

6. The GEIS should address the continuing costs to the U.S.

population of investing millions of dollars in covering of tailings

piles. If health effects (incidence of lung cancer) are to be

calculated for some extended future time period (e.g. 1000 years),

.

34
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the costs of preventing such health effects should also be pro-

jected forward for the same time interval.

-
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ADDENDUM

During the October 18, 1979, hearing in Albuquerque,

the question arose as to the validity of background radon

measurements in Grand Junction, Durango, Monticello and Salt

Lake City.

The study reported by Shearer and Sill was a joint REC-

USPHS study to determine the impacts from tailings piles. The

investigations selected sampling locations at many distances

and in all directions form the piles. Sampling locations away

from the piles in the upwind directions were used as background

stations. The analysis of the date was sufficiently sophisti-

cated to verify the validity of the radon background for each

locality. These radon background concentrations are valid for

areas having substantial uranium deposits -- regardless of any

mining or milling activities.

The fact that radon emissions and airborne concentrations

are much higher in the vicinity of uranium deposits is routinely

utilized in exploration for uranium. Air masses containing

higher than normal (average) radon concentrations are traced

back meteorologically to their sources.

K. J. Schiager
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Part III

A. Radiological Aspects

3. Deficiencies in
Dispersion and
Dosimetry Modeling
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Sunna ry

The Uranium Dispersion and Dosimetry (UDAD) Code was used in.!the Generic
:

Environmental Impact Statement to estimate operational individual;and population

dosi commitments for the base case and alternative mill scenarios. It was also
;

used in evaluating the effectiveness of alternative tailings pond management plans

during and after reclamation. Because of the complexity of the systems analyzed

there is an inherent need for a computer simulation model for these evaluations.

However, the UDAD Code, in its current configuration, is not an exact enough tool

to be used for these purposes.

The UDAD Code is a synthesis of a number of submodels. Analysis of the

support documents for these submodels raises two major issues:

1. Several of the submodels either do not accurately represent

the physical processes they are intended to model or are not
-

state of the art for modeling those particular processes. This

is particularly true for the submodels used to estimate source

tenns, to account for dispersion and deposition, to calculate

ground concentrations, and to calculate vegetation, meat and

milk radionuclide uptake.

2. Uncertainty is inherent in estimates provided by each of the

submodels. Although never quantified in the GEIS documentation

we have found some cases where this uncertainty is of orders of

magnitude. In order to account for this uncertainty conservative

assumptions and/or methods of modeling have been incorporated

in many of the submodels to assure that risks to the oublic are

not underestimated.

Conservatism within the Code is compounded when the conservative results of
~

(%,\\
one,,)submodel are used as input to other conservative submodels. UDAD Code dose

1544 109
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estimates are estimated to be conservative by several orders of magnitude

depending on specific situations. For example conservatisms inherent in only

the dispersion, deposition and external dose submodels cause external dose
:

equivalents at near receptors to be overestimated by a factor between 40 and 600.
~

~ Use of the Code as the final and exact source of dose estimates and as a basis

for regulatory actions, as in the GEIS, does not represent use of "best available

technology". Prior to issuance of the final impact statement the Code should be

modified. Priorities for submodel modifications and for further research should

be established by conducting a sensitivity analysis of the Code. Such an analysis

would allow the NRC to identify those critical parameters which most affect Code

output.

/0
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PREFACE

The intent of this raport is to review the code used by the Nuclear

Regulatory Conmission (NRC) to predict the radiological impacts pf uranium

m]Iling operations. The code is based on the Urantum Dispersion and

Dbsimetry (UDAD) Code originally developed by Argonne National Laboratory.

The Argonne version of the code is documented in a report entitled The

Uranium Dispersion and Dosimetry (UDAD) Code (NUREG/CR-0553, ANL-ES-72).

The NRC has revised the UDAD Code and has documented versions in the

Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling issued in

April,1979, and in the recently issued (May,1979) Draft Regulatory Guide

and Value/ Impact Statement on Calculational Models for Estimating Radiation

Doses to Man from Airborne Radioactive Materials Resulting from Uranium

Milling Operations.1 Both of these documents have been submitted to the

public for comment. The following paper outlines an analysis of, and-

develops comments pertinent to both NRC documents.

1 Portions of the UDAD Code relating to source terms and atmospheric
dispersion are not discussed in this Draft Regulatory Guide.

"
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1. INTRODUCTION

The UDAD Code, as described in the abstract of the Argonne report, "...

provides estimates of potential radiation exposure to individualb and to the

gbneral population in the vicinity of a uraniten procccoing facility. . . "
i These estimates are used to evaluate compliance of uranium milling

operations with NRC and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations,

and to help satisfy National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements.

Used in this manner, the UDAD Code is a tool which provides useful information

to government agencies, the nuclear industry, and the public.

The following review focuses on the UDAD Code as an estimating tool.

Individual components of the Code are examined separately and suggestions for

improvement are offered. The Code is then discussed as a whole, including its

direct applications, its application in the GEIS, and its application to
- specific sites. Recommendations are made for future applications. Finally,

additional suggestions are offered concerning future development of the Code.

1544 112
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2. SUBMODEL EVALUATIONS

Quantitative problems arise when applying the UDAD Code because it consists
b

of a series of submodels. Within the framework of each individual submodel

co5servativeassumptionshavebeenmadetoassureadequatepublicprotection.
'

Wh6n these submodels are consecutively executed these conservatisms are

compounded. As an additional factor affecting UDAD predictions, certain submodels

are not necessarily the best available. Individual components of the UDAD Code

were evaluated on the basis of these considerations.

2.1 Source Term Estimates

It is difficult to accurately predict the amount of emissions from a milling

operation. Accurate estimates are necessary, however, since a model prediction is

only as valid as its input data. Perhaps as important as correctly estimating
-

the amount of effluent release, is to accurately represent the particle size

distribution of particulate releases. In general, the smaller the particle (also

depending on its density and shape) the further it will penetrate into the lungs,

and the greater will be the dose delivered. If particle sizes are assumed to be

too small (as the NRC has consistently done) predicted doses will Le overestimated.

2.1.1 Ore Pad and Grinding

2.1.1.1 Particulates

In previous applications of the Code (e.g. the Whita Mesa project) the NRC

staff has used a flux rate representing a percentage of the tailings pond flux.

In the GEIS the dust flux from the ore pad is characterized as one metric ton per

year having a uniform particle diameter of only one micron. To characterize all

released material as being 1 pm in size is inaccurate and conservative. Neither

1544 113
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of these methods accurately models the physical processes involved nor are the

methods based on empirical data. A more representative method approximating the

cinc distribution should be employed.

Methods for characterizing particle releases from grinding operations were

also found to be overly conservative. To assume that all particles are 1 um in

site is again conservative since wet impingement scrubbers are not 100% efficient

for particles sized between 0 and 50 pm. Particles released will range from 0 to

50 pm with an estimated average size value being closer to 5 pm. No empirical

data is available to support selection of the 1 pm value. A less conservative

value should be used.

2.1.2 Yellowcake Drying and Packaging

All yellowcake emissions are described as 1 um in size. This is again

conservative. As stated in the GEIS, particle size will depend on the particular

processing method. The yellowcake drier is a primary source of effluent release

in the uranium fuel cycle, therefore accurate source term estimates are required.

hirther study is varranted to obtain the empirical data neccccary for more accurate

cotimatec.

2.1.3 Tailings Pile

2.1.3.1 Particulates

Dust flux estimates are dependent on site-specific soil, vegetation, and

moisture conditions. The submodel used in the UDAD for estimating the tailings

pile dust flux is based primarily on a model developed by J. R. Travis (Travis,

1975,1976). However, the submodel applied in the UDAD Code does not accurately

represent dust resuspension from tailings ponds.

\ \ h
\h
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The importance of accurately specifying size distributions in relation to lung

burden cannot be overstressed. Engelmann (Engelmann, 1976) recommended a method
-

for calculating doses based on specifying the particle size distribution and

integrating the dose received across that distribution. Thismethodwouldrequire

aci; urate estimates of initial distributions, and adjustment of those distributions

dlTring transport. However, this method could be implemented. A simpler version

might be developed based on 4 or 5 size classes.

2.1.3.2 Radon

An inconsistency has been found between radon source terms for the base case

as represented in the main report (450 pCi/m -s) and the calculated flux in appendix2

P(209 pCi/m -s). This discrepancy illustrates the uncertainties inherent in2

calculating radon source terms. The values used in UDAD are within the range of

empirical and theoretical values currently available.

_

2.2 Air Dispersion, Plume Depletion, ar,d Radon Daughter Ingrowth

2.2.1 Air Dispersion

The dispersion model incorporated into the UDAD Code is similar to the EPA Air

Quality Display Model (AQDM) (National Technical Information Service,1969), which is

a Gaussian dispersion model. The AQDM model has in recent years been replaced by

other Gaussian models such as the Climatological Dispersion Model (CDM) (Busse,1973)

and the Valley Model (Burt, 1977). The UDAD dispersion submodel was compared to

these models and also evaluated in terms of recent modeling study results. Evaluation

topics included:
* Mixing height estimates
* Building wake effects

Applicability in complex terrain situations*

Use of Briggs dispersion coefficients 1544 115
*

" * Low wind speed conditions
Plume trapping*

Accuracy of predictions at far distances*

g
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2.2.1.1 Mixing Height Estimates

The UDAD Code calculates an annual average mixing height which is applied in all

stability conditions except extremely stable. A desirable modification could be to

calculate an annual average mixing height for each stabilit,J clasq. This procedure

is; included in both the CDM and the Valley Models. -

0

2.2.1.2 Building Wake Effects

No provision is made in the UDAD Code dispersion submodel to account for enhanced

diffusion due to building wake effects. Depending on the particular site, this can

be important for many or all mill effluents. Methods of accounting for building

wake effects are presented in several papers (Huber and Snyder, 1978), (Letizia, et al,

1979). Realistic values for predicted concentrations can be obtained using such

methods (Sagendorf, et al, 1979). The UDAD Code should contain an option to account

for thic site-specific phenomenon.

2.2.1.3 Complex Terrain

Many mill operations are located in complex terrain, therefore it is particularly

important that the UDAD Code be accurate when applied to complex terrain situations.

At present, the UDAD dispersion submodel does not contain any terrain modification

provisions. Plumes are assumed to intersect and pass through barriers. The EPA

Valley Model allows the plume to flow over and/or partially around an obstacle.

Other terrain correction methods are available. The NRC should consult uith EPA

modcZing encrts to develop an appropriate terrain modification procciurc.

In recent years studies have been conducted to validate Gaussian Models when

applied in complex terrain (Hinds, 1970), (Hovind, Spangler, Anderson, 1974),

(MacCready, et al, 1974), (Start, Dickson, Wendell, 1975), (Start, Ricks, Dickson,

1975). Results show that Gaussian Models (including the Valley Model) may

underestimate diffusion by factors ranging from 2 to 15 depending on the particular

~

7(3
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situation. Underestimating diffusion frequently results in overestimating particulate

concentrations. An alternate approach would be to employ a more sophisticated model
.-

such as a finite difference model or particle-in-cell model. Predictions made

using these models correlate well with observed values. The NRo may wish to consider

the use of finite difference or particle-in-cell models. -

1

2.2.1.4 Briqqs Dispersion Coefficients

The Briggs dispersion coefficients are intended for use in association with

elevated stack sources (Turner, 1979). Use of these coefficients in the UDAD Code

is inappropriate. A revieu group sponsored by Oak Ridge National Laboratory has

recommended that for surface level releases the most appropriate curves arc those

of Pasquil1-Gifford tsith an adjusiment for avcraging time and vith a roughnesa

coefficient adjustment (Proceedings,1978).

2.2.1.5 Low Wind Speed Conditions
_

Studies of low wind speed conditions in rough terrain (common to uranium

milling regions) demonstrate that Gaussian flodels overestimate concentrations by up

to a factor of 8 (Wilson, et al,1976), (Sagadorf and Dickson,1976). The NRC has

included a correction factor to account for this situation in their method for

estimating potential accident consequences at nuclear power plants (Leticia, 1979)

and should consider incorporating a similar correction into the UDAD Code.

2.2.1.6 Plume Trapping

The method used in the UDAD Code to account for plume trapping is based on the

work of Turner (Turner, 1970). A method more commonly employed in recent models is

reflection routine also described by Turner (Turner,1970). It is recomended that<

this method be incorporated into the UDAD Code dispersion submodel.

_
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2.2.1.7 Accuracy of Predictions at Long Distances

The UDAD Code calculates concentrations at distances up to eighty kilometers.

The Pasquill-Gifford or Briggs dispersion coefficients are considered to be accurate

only to distances ranging between 1 and 10 kilometers (Turner, [970). Predictions

tiecome more uncertain as the distance increases. -

0

2.2.2 Plume Depletion

The UDAD Code dispersion submodel acconnodates for gravitational settling of

particulates using a " tilted plume" factor (Van der Hoven,1968). This factor is

only applicable in "a well mixed atmospheric layer, such as is typical of daytime

adiabatic conditions". Ynerefore, thic factor should only be uced when neutral

stability conditions crist.

Another particulate removal mechanism incorporated into the UDAD Code is dry

deposition. Deposition velocities vary with particle size, surface roughness,

measuring height, wind speed, friction velocity, stability class, and other factors.

In the UDAD Code five particle size categories are considered. A deposition velocity

is assigned to each category which is used in all applications irrespective of

specific site conditions. Hicks has developed a general equation for predicting

deposition velocities taking into account particle size, stability, surface

roughness, wind velocity, and other factors (Hicks,1976). Hicks ' nodel or a

cimilar general method for calculating deposition velocitics chould be incorporated

into the UDAD Code.

The UDAD Code accounts for losses due to deposition using a source term

modification. Horst has shown that this method results in concentrations being over-

estimated by factors as high as 4 at receptors close to the source (10<km) (Horst,

1976). He has developed a model which more accurately depicts the deposition

process. The Horst Hodel rcquires greater ccmputational recourecc but is norc accurate

and should bc included in the UDAD Code.

_

_
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2.2.3 Radon Daughter Ingrowth

The time alloted for radon daughter ingrowth is calculated by assuming straight
-

line transport to receptors. This is not an accurate representation of the physical

processes involved. The wind does not blow continuously in one <firection at one
'

speed for a certain percentage of the year and then change to another speed and/or

6,irection as is assumed. Although this approximation is comonly used to predict long

term average pollutant concentrations, its use in calculating the time available for

radon decay has not been justified. Data obtained during a field test of the UDAD

Code conducted at the Anaconda Mill at Bluewater, New Mexico (fioreni, et al,1978)

exemplify this point.

Predicted radon and working level concentrations were compared to measured

values. Predicted values generally exceeded measured values, and there was no

correlation between the overpredictions of radon and overprediction of working levels.

This might indicate that the straignt line transport model used to calculate working

1evels was not valid. The approach used for calculating radon daughter ingrouth
.

should be revieued by dispersion modeling experts and further validation studies

should be perfonned.

2.3 Concentrations of Radionuclides in Environmental Media

2.3.1 Ground Concentrations

Ground concentrations calculated by the UDAD flodel are a function of dry

deposition rates, radioactive decay, and environmental weathering losses. Little

information is available concerning weathering rates of the U-230 series radionuclides

The value used by UDAD for A , the decay constant, is equivalent to a 50-year half-life

When compared to experimentally determined values for cesium and strontium isotopes

this value seems extremely large.
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Studies by Rogowski and Tamura (1970) indicate that weathering rates of cesium-137

will vary seasonally and according to the type of vegetative ground cover. During

their studies the average observed loss rate was a 60% reduction of initial

concentrations during the first seven months following deposition. Krieger and

(urman (1969) have studied the weathering rates of strontium-85 and cesium-134.

6uring their experiments initial concentrations on exposed soils were reduced by 50%

in the first three to four days and on protected soils 50% reductions occurred in 10

to 15 days. Subsequent half-lives were then observed to be 25 to 50 days.

The fifty year weathering half-life used in UDAD calculations is excessively

long and leads to overestimated dose equivalents. This value should be revicued and

revised.

2.3.2 Total Air Concentrations

The resuspension submodel used in the UDAD Code was originally developed for use

in the Liquid fietal Fast Breeder Reactor Environmental Impact Statement. Resuspended

air concentrations are calculated using a time-dependent resuspension factor. The

factor is assumed to decrease from an initial value of 10-s to one of 10 ' over a

period of 1.82 years. From that time on a constant value of 10-' is assumed.

Experimentally determined resuspension factor values have varied from 10-2 to

10-13, thus an uncertainty of several orders of magnitude is inherent in any

selected value. The 10-s and 10 ' values used in the UDAD Code are considered to be

conservative choices. Assuming a constant factor of 10 ' for time periods greater

than 1.82 years also represents a conservative approach to modeling resuspension

processes. Predicted resuspension concentrations as presently calculated comprise

a significant fraction of the total predicted air concentrations (approximately 37%

of that predicted at the end of the first year). The resuspension model therefore

significantly influences predicted inhalation and ingestio, doses. The uncertainty

inherent in the resuspension submodel undermines confidence in doses predicted by

the UDAD Code.
__

.
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2.3.3 Concentrations in Vegetation

Deposition onto vegetation is calculated based on total air concentrations.
-

Deposition, however, has already been accounted for in calculating ground

concentrations. The same deposition is assumed to fall again on; vegetation. In

addition, resuspended particulates are not subtracted from ground concentrations and

are also reconsidered for deposition on vegetation.

. he UDAD Model must account for these mechanisms in order to avoid repctitious"

data input which results in a conservative overestimate of external, inhalation, and

ingestion dose equivalents.

The equation used for calculating vegetation concentrations is:
1-exp (-Awtu) Bjy

yj YA +CjC = DjF Ery yg g p

The values used in UDAD for key parameters were reviewed as follows:

1. Fr, P, and A - Values used represent currently published values.
-

2 Ev - A value of 1.0 is used for above-ground plants and .1 for

those below ground. These values are taken from Table III.6 of

the Hermes Code documentation (Fletcher and Dotson,1971)

(See Table 2.1). flote that none of the values presented are

related specifically to the U-238 series radionuclides. The

above-ground vegetable values generally range between .05 and

.1 and those for below-ground vegetables are less than .1.

Use of maximum values introduces additional conservatism into the

model. Until further rescarch can be conducted specifically for

U-238 scrics radionuclides an average value could be morc

appropriatc.

23. Yy - Values used in the U9AD Code are 2.0 kg/m (freshweight) for

2
- crops and .75 kg/n (freshweight) for pasture grass. These values

_ 1544 121
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(a) (b(a)
Potatoes (b) Grain PotatoesGrain

,

(T ) (T ) (I ) (T )
9 Nuclide :g cc

Nuclide

i
~

H-3 1.0 E+0 1.0 E+0 Zr-95 2.0 E-2 1.0 E-2
N-13 ' O O Nb-95 2.0 E-2 1.0 E-2,

C-14 1.0 E+0 1.0 E+0 Mo-99 0 0

Na-22 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2 Ru-103 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2
Na-24 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2 Ru-106 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2
Cr-51 0 0 Te-132 1.0 E-1 1.0 E-1
Mn-54 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2 I-129 1.0 E-1 1.0 E-1
Fe-55 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2 I-131 1.0 E-1 1.0 E-1
Fe-59 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2 I-132 1.0 E-1 1.0 E-1
Co-58 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2 I-133 1.0 E-1 1.0 E-1
Co-60 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2 I-135 1.0 E-1 1.0 E-1
Ni-63 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2 Cs-134 1.0 E-1 1.0 E-1
Cu-64 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2 Cs-137 1.0 E-1 1.0 E-1
Zn-65 5.0 E-2 5.0 E-2 Ba-140 2.0 E-2 1.0 E-2
Sr-89 2.0 E-2 1.0 E-2 La-140 2.0 E-2 1.0 E-2
Sr-90 2.0 E-2 1.0 E-2 Ce-141 2.0 E-2 2.0 E-2

Ce-144 2.0 E-2 2.0 E-2

(a)These same factors are also applicable to grain and above-ground
vegetables consumed by humans.

(b)
These same factors apply to root vegetables.

Table 2.1

TRANSLOCATION FACTORS FOR GRAIN AND POTATOES

Fraction of Radionuclide Deposited on Plant

Which Reaches Portion Eaten

(Taken from Fletcher and Dotson, (1971), Table III-6) .
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are also based on Hermes Code documentation (See Table 2.2). It

should be noted that only the yield values for root vegetables and

strawberries, which constitute a small portion of total crops for'

most regions, exceed 2.0 kg/m . A more satisfadtory value for the2

UDAD Code vould be a veighted-average of values for the crops
;

actually grown in the region. This is a site-specific value. In

the GEIS a value representative of the crops uhich are assiered to

be groun should be used.

Yields for pasture grasses listed by Russell (1966) are all

less than .75 kg/m . The State of Wyoming estimates an average2

yield density of 0.22 kg/m for pasture grass (Lyda Hersloff,2

Rocky Mountain Energy). A value representative of the West should

be used in the GEIS and site-specific values used in evaluating

individual applications.

4. t - The duration of exposure assumed in UDAD is 60 days. This
y

-

value may be appropriate for comercial crops but represents an

upper limit for garden vegetables. A veighted averagc representing

the crops groun in the study area should be used for individual

applications. For the GEIS, a oeighted average representative of

the crops assumed to be grown should be used.

5. Byi - Soil to plant transfer coefficients are listed in Table G-3.2

of the GEIS. Coefficients are listed for uranium, thorium, radium

and lead,

Uranium - Values in the UDAD Code are based on the work ofa.

fig (1968). The value is an average value.

b. Thorium - The value assumed in the UDAD Code is 4.2 x 10-3

for all plants. flo reference could be ~ found for this value.

.

Garten (1978) presents a range of values from 4.5 x 10-5 to
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Vegetation Type Yy
_

Leafy Vegetables 1.5

Other Above Ground
Vegetables 7.0 E-1

Potatoes 1.8

Root Vegetables 4.0

Strawberries 2.7

Melons 8.3 E-1

Orchard Fruit 1.7

Wheat 3.4 E-1

Corn and Other Grain 3.5 E-1

Table 2.2 Vegetation Yield, Yy

2kg Fresh Weight /m

( Adapted from Fletcher and Dotson,(1971), Table III-11)

~
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2 x 10 8 The UDAD value exceeds the maximum value of this

_ range. It is recommended that the NRC select a more

representative value.

c. Radium - The UDAD Code value of 2.0 x ID-2 for edible above

3 and below ground vegetables represents 'the maximum value of
7 the range listed in a report by McDowell-Boyer, et al,

(1979). A more reprecentative value should be aclected.

No reference was found for the values for Vtatoes, feed,

or pasture grass.

d. Lead - The UDAD value seems to representative of the

range of values presented by McDowell-Boyer.

An alternative approach method for calculating vegetation concentrations has

been described by Travis (1979). In a study conducted on radon dispersion and

dosimetry, the UDAD Code submodel was compared to one referred to as a " market basket"

approach. Market basket estimates of vegetation concentrations were found to be a
~

factor of 10 less than those found using the current UDAD approach. The authors of

the study concluded that the market basket estimates were more realistic. It is

recommended that the NRC consider incorporating transfer coefficients based on the

market basket approach into the UDAD Code.

2.3.4 Concentrations in Meat and Milk

Key Parameters include:

1. Q - The feed ingestion rate of livestock is assumed to be 50 kg/ day. This

value was taken from the Hermes Code. The Hermes Code, however, assumes an

80% moisture content. Ingestion rates at specific sites will depend on

local moisture content which is seldom as high as 80% in_ the Western States.

As a result, feed ingestion rates measured in fresh weight are much lower

in the Western States, i.e. the State of Wyoming estimates a feed ingestion
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rate of 13.6 kg/ day, fresh weight (Lyda Hersloff, Rocky Mountain Energy).

Conversion of all Q values to dry veight is recommended in order to

eliminate these inconcietencies, caused by vast differenacs in moisture
:

content, without affecting the total radionuclida conterit.

': 2. .5 - Since most mills are located in arid regions of the west, to assume
i that 50% of cattle feeding requirements are satisfied by pasture grass is

optimistic (Jakubowski, 1979). A value more representative of site-specific

conditions should be developed by surveying the region in question. For

the GEIS application values representative of the vest should be used.

3. Fbi - No reference was found for the uranium, thorium, and lead transfer
coefficients. Source documents should be cited. The value for radium

used in the UDAD Code is derived from the report by McDowell-Boyer (1979).

The UDAD value, however, is less than the value cited in that report.

4. Fmi - 6.1 x 10 " is the UDAD uranium value recommended by Ng (1977).

Garten (1978) lists a range of 4 x 10 5 to 2.7 x 10 " with a mean of 1.4

x 10 " based on field studies. An average value based on Garten's range

may be more appropriate. The thorium value is a maximum value derived

by Ng (1977). A representative value should be used. The radium value

is representative, as is the lead value.

2.4 Dose Calculations for Individuals

Most biological and metabolic values used in dosimetry calculations are taken

from the Reference Man (ICRP, 1975). Although subject to variations, the ICRP
literature defines Reference Man as being Caucasian between 20 and 30 years of age,

weighing 70 kg, and standing 170 cm tall. It is noted however, that Reference Man

"...should not be considered as representative for a particular population...". In

discussing the concept and purpose of Reference Man, the ICRP emphasizes that "...it

remains for the various organizations concerned with control of radiation exposure at

the national or regional levels to determine what modifications of Reference Man, if

any, may be appropriate for the population at risk." Reference Man must therefore be
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used as a starting point for biological information rather than an absolute model.

For parameter values relating to dose equivalents, the default values for
-

effective energies absorbed per disintegration (MeV. rem / dis. Rad) listed in the Argonne

documentation are taken directly from the International Conmission on Radiological

Protection Report Number 2 (ICRP 2, 1959) with the exception of Pb-210 values. In this

case, only the effective energy listed for lymph nodes was taken from the ICRP report.

Values of unktown origin are listed for the thre_ regions of the respiratory tract.

MPC values in ICRP 2 are in the process of being replaced by " Annual Limits

of Intake (ALI)" in ICRP 30 (in press). The UDAD Code should be revised to utilize

the most recent dose conversion factors available from ICRP.

2.4.1 Inhalation Dose

The only reference cited for the lung submodel of the Code is the Report of ICRP

Committce II on Permissible Dose for Internal Radiation (ICRP,1966) which presents

details of the first version of the ICRP's Task Group Lung Model. Subsequent

revisions have since been made which have been included in the Code. Constants in

Table 8.1 are from ICRP Publication No. 19 (1972). Other revisions have been made

based on Health Physics 13:1251 (1967).

Equations for calculating dose rates and dose equivalents from particulate

inhalation are consistent with the Task Group Lung Model and recent updates. The major

limitation on inhalation dose calculations appears to be inadequate input data as

discussed in Section 2.1.3.1. The equations are as sophisticated as can be justified

by the use of the generalized translocation parameters given by the Task Group on

Lung Dynamics.

The dose conversion factor for inhaled radon progeny is given as 0.625 mrem / year

resulting from continuous exposure to one pCi/m . This conversion factor is based3

on several intermediate factors, none of which are known to more than one significant

figure. Since the epidemiological data arc c.rprcceed in ter~a o.f rich per WU!
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exposure, a more saticfactory approach to radon docimetry and health impact analycic

vould be to exprecc cumulative exposurca in WUI rather than trying to convert to

millirema.

I
2.4.2 External Doses

,

} A review group sponsored by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Proceedings, 1978)
.

has stated that the semi-infinite model may overestimate doses at short downwind

distances by one or two orders of magnitude.

2.4.3 Ingestion Doses

The modeling techniques and metabolic rates used by UDAD are the most recent and

generally recognized means for determining ingestion dosimetry but should be revised

as soon as the new data in ICRP 30 are available.

2.5 Dose Calculation for the Regional Population

2.5.1 Annual Population Dose Commitments

As stated by the Oak Ridge review group the population dose committment is a

calculation of "...very limited value (Proceedings, 1978)". These calculations, used

to compute average exposure values, are based on the same submodels used to calculate

individual dose commitments. Additional assumptions are made concerning population

growth, ingestion rates, food production rates, etc. A quantitative discussion of

the uncertainty and conservatism in these assumptions would be of little value due to

the uncertainties inherent in the overall approach and concept. The population dose

conmitment figure is useful only as a relative index to be used in comparing

alternative mill sites and technologies. The NRC chould not reprccent thccc doce

corriitmant figurce to the public as being accurate in an absolute cance, an1 met

define the acmenptionc upon ohich they are based.
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2.6 Annual Environmental Dose Commitments

The environmental dose commitment concept is designed to estimate the irreversible'

effects of long-lived radioactive pollutants. Calculations are based on the same
:

equations used to calculate individual and population dose and additional assumptions
-:

are.made. ".. 0bviously, these numerical estimates of projected impact are subject

to considerable uncertainty, this is due both to the variability associated with all

projections and the currently indeterminate character of some of the important

parameters in the analysis." (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 1974).

Environmental dose commitment calculations should be used only to compare alternative

mill and tailings disposal configurations.

2.7 Health Effects

The UDAD Code prepared by Argonne does not estimate health effects of mill

releases. Health effects calculations for the region within a radius of 80 kilometers
' of the model mill are presented in Appendix G-7 of the GEIS. These calculations

reflect the same inadequacies as those in the BEIR 1972 report from which they are

taken. For example the number of premature deaths per lifetime per million man-rem

resulting from cancers of different etiologies are simply added as presented in

Table G-7.1. Because mortality rates, latent periods, and years of life lost all

differ, this is simply an inaccurate compilation and presentation of data. Tables

G-7.2 and 3 provide estimates of total premature deaths based on the absolute and

the relative risk model respectively. As in the BEIR Report, these tables are

misleading because they imply that the relative risk model shows approximately 4 times

more loss of life than the absolute risk model. Based on years of life lost,

however, rather than total numbers of premature deaths, each of these risk models

indicates the same total health risk. It ic inappropriate to average the nunbar of

calculated premature cancer deaths baced on the absolute and relative risk models
-

uhile ignoring the age distribution of cancer victims.
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The risk estimates of death due to bone cancer (pages G-60 and G-61) are based

on the assumption of a linear non-threshold response curve similar to the other

cancer risks. This approach ignores the fact that bone sarcomas .have been observed

only at mean bone doses above 1160 rads from Ra-226 or at endosthal doses above 760 rad!
: .

(UNSCEAR,1977). The most recent data on bone cancers sumarized in UflSCEAR 77

suggest that the incidence is proportional to the square of the bone dose. It could

cecm more appropriate if health effects calculations used in the GEIS vere based on

the most recent data availabic.

. 60
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3. MODEL OVERVIEW _

The discussions presented in the previous section indicate that many of the UDAD

Code submodels are not the best available. A listing of these submodels is presented

This condition justifies a conclusion that the UDAh Code is not ain Table 3.1.
'

sadisfactory model for estimating the radiological impacts of uranium mills. Another

condition which justifies this conclusion is also based on the discussions of the

previous section, i.e. the degree of conservatism inherent in many individual sub-

models results in an unacceptable level of conservatism in UDAD Code dose equivalent

estimates.

Due to the uncertainty inherent in model predictions those models which

consistently overpredict the danger to the public are acceptable to regulatory agencies.

This practice is consistent with agencies' charge to protect the public. Thus the

conservative factor inherent in many of the UDAD Code submodels is considered ac-

ceptable. However, when the submodels are linked within the framework of the UDAD

Code the cumulative effect of these individual factors is that Code dose estimates

reflect a compounded conservatism (or overestimate of doses) of unacceptable magnitude.

A summary of UDAD Code submodel conservatisms is presented in Table 3.2. Ex-

amples of the cumulative effect of submodel conservatisms are as follows:

The overestimate of radionuclide air concentrations of a factor*

of 2 to 15 associated with the Gaussian dispersion submodel, and

an overestimate by a factor of 2 to 4 of air concentrations due

to the deposition model will cause inhalation dose equivalents

at near receptors to be overestimated by a factor of 4 to 60.

The dispersion submodel overestimate of a factor of 2 to 15,*

the deposition submodel overestimate of a factor of 2 to 4, and

the external dose submodel overestimate of an order of magnitude

will cause external dose equivalents at near receptors to be
.

overestimated by a factor of 40 to 600.
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Submodel Parameter Recormended Replacement

Ore Pad & Grinding Source More accurately model the
Terms size distribution

Yellowcake Drying Source More accurately model the
; Tems size distribution
,

Tailings Pond Particulate Correct application of
,

Source Terms Travis' (1975) model2

C Value applicable to tailings
pond

Cy value applicable to tailings
pond

Moisture content 10 to 20 %

Particle Size: A more accurate representatio

of particle size distribution

Air Dispersion Mixing Height By stability class

Building Wake Effects Several means available to
account for

Complex Terrain EPA approved terrain
modification. Possible use
of finite difference or
particle-in-cell models

Dispersion Coefficients Adjusted Pasquill-Gifford
coefficients

Low Wind Speed Conditions NRC Power Plant Correction

Gravitational Settling Only apply when appropriate

Deposition Velocities Hicks' (1976) model

Dry Deposition Horsts' (1975) model

Radon Daughter Ingrowth Further study needed

Ground Concentration Weathering Half-Life More reasonable value such
6 months

Concentrations in Vegetation Replace approach with trarket
basket transfer factors

Table 3.1 UDAD Code Submodels
Suggested Replacements

(continued or next page)

'See text for further detail
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8Submodel Parameter ,Reconsnended Replacement

Ev More representative value
thanapximum

Y, Representative value

" - tv Representative value

i Bvi (Thorium) Representative value

Bvi (Radium) Representative value

Concentrations in Meat Q Representative value
and Milk

.5 Representative value

Fmi (Uranium) Representative value

Fmi (Thorium) Representative value

Inhalation Dose Radon Express cumulative exposures
in WLM

Table 3.1 UDAD Code Submodels
Suggested Replacements

'See text for further detail

v .

.
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Submodel Parameter Conservatism'

Ore Pad & Grinding Source Not easily quantified-
Tems further study?-needed-

average size of 5 um more
j appropriate than 1 um

Yellowcake Drying Source,

Terms Not easily quantified-'

further study needed-
average size of 5 um more
appropriate than 1 um

Air Dispersion Building Wake Effects Site-Specific effects but
enhances dispersion thus
reducing concentrations

Complex Terrain Site-Specific effects but
Gaussian models applied in
complex terrain known to
overestimate concentrations
by factors of 2 to 15

Low Wind Speed Conditions Gaussian models overestimate
concentrations by up to
a factor 8

Plume Depletion Gravitational Settling Improperly applied causes
enhanced deposition and
overestimates of concen-
trations at near receptors

Deposition Source tem modification
currently used causes
concentrations at near
receptors to be overestimated
by up to a factor of 4

Ground Concentrations Weathering Half-Life Current value of 50 years
Available data indicate a
value on the order of 6
months to one year more
reasonable. Factor of 50
too large

Resuspension 10* * and 10" Inherent uncertainty of
several orders of magnitude -
Values chosen specifically
to be conservative particu-
larly asstaning a value of
10 ' forever

Table 3.2 UDAD Code Submodel Conservatisms
(continued on next page)

'See text for greater detail

_
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Submodel Parameter Conservatism 8
-

iConcentrations in vegetation C.solative Effect of all
parameters e'stimated to
cause concentrations to be

} overestimated by a factor
of 10.

; E, (Above ground) Maximum value of 1.0
currently used - More
appropriate value would be
closer to .1. Factor of 10
difference

Ev (Below ground) Current value of .1 - mos t
known values are less than
.1

Y,(Crops) Of reported values only
two exceed value used -
Degree of conservatism
depends on crops being
considered

Y, (Pasture grass) Current value exceeds
published values

t Assumed value of 60 daysv
is excessive for garden
vegetables

Sv1 (Thorium) May be conservative by a
v factor of 10

Bvi (Radium) May be conservative by a
factor of 2

Concentrations in Meat Q Current value of 50 kg/ dayand Milk is excessively large

% of diet constituted by Current value of .5 is
pasture grass excessively large

Fmi (Uranium) Current value of 6.1 = 10 *
may be a factor of 5 too
large

Fmi (Thorium) Maximum value currently used
External Dose Semi-infinite model may

overestimate doses at short
downward distances by one
or two orders of magnitude

Table 3.2 UDAD Code Submodel Conservatisms

'See text for greater detail
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an overestimate by a factor of 2 to 4 of air concentrations due

to the deposition model will cause inhalation dose equivalents

at near receptors to be overestimated by a factor of 4 to 60.

The dispersion submodel overestimate of a factdr of 2 to 15,*

2 the deposition submodel overestimate of a facto'r of 2 to 4, and

i the external dose submodel overestimate of an order of magnitude

will cause external dose equivalents at near receptors to be

overestimated by a factor of 40 to 600.

The dispersion submodel overestimate of a factor of 2 to 15,*

the deposition submodel overestimate of a factor of 2 to 4, and

the possible factor of 10 overestimate of the fraction of deposited

material reaching edible portions of plants will cause the portion

of vegetable ingestion dose equivalents due to direct deposition

from air to be overestimated by a factor of 40. to 600.

These examples illustrate the cumulative effect of only a few of the more easily

quantified assumptions of the Code.

In order to quantify the conservatism inherent in UDAD Code predictions due to

all of these submodel conservatisms, an extensive analysis would be required.

Lacking such an analysis the numbers derived in the simple examples above indicate

that UDAD Code predictions overestimate actual dose predictions at near (0 to 5 km)

receptors by unacceptable amounts. The same is probably true for far receptors

although to a lesser degree. An alternative approach to considering uncertainty would

be to determine statistical confidence levels for UDAD Code predictions based on the

uncertainties inherent in the submodels. Extensive studies would be required and are

recommended. Until such cont idence levels are established, efforts should bc made

to utilize the most realistic valuco availabic for each input parameter, rather

than the most conservative valuc for cach.

. be6
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4. MODEL APPLICATIONS

4.1 General ,

;
The discussions presented in Section Two have cited materiali which indicate

'

the uncertainty inherent in the submodels of the UDAD Code. This uncertainty is

de!cribedinthesupportdocumentsreferenced,andintheGEISappendicesandArgonne

publications. Those discussions also exemplify where specific conservative assumptions

are made to assure that actual dose equivalents are not underestimated. As was

stated in Section Three the level of conservatism inherent in UDAD predictions is

unacceptable. However, if the UDAD Code is to be used in its present form as it has

been for both the GEIS and individual mill applications, there must be an objection

to the way UDAD Code predictions are presented to the public. In both the GEIS and

individual environmental statements dose estimates are represented as being absolute

predictions; little or no discussion of uncertainty or conservatism is included in

either the text or as footnotes to tables and figures. This is not an accurate"

presentation of the dose equivalent calculations. Whenever dose equivalent estimates

are presented the NRC chould enumerate and evaluate the uncertainties and conservatisms

involved in computing dose estimates. In addition the NRC should provide a detailed

explanation of the state of radiobiological research. This is particularly important

uhen cetimatec are used in safety and cost benefit analyses.

4.2 GEIS Application

The UDAD Code, as applied in the GEIS, exhibits many of the uncertainties and

conservatisms previously discussed. It is used primarily to calculate individual

and population dose comitments for the Base Case and alternative scenarios. Base

Case projections are discussed in Chapter 6 and in the sumary, where numerical

results are presented in prominent graphics and tables without qualifying remarks.

Risks are interpolated from the UDAD results and are usually expressed as incidences

_
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of premature death.

The Code is also cited in Chapter 9 where dose and dose rates are calculated

and used as a basis for examining and evaluating alternative control scenarios.

Applications in Chapter 9 include an evaluation of emission controls during and

after mill operation. Their cost-benefit discussions of Chapter 11 are in part

derived from these absolute projections. Recommendations for required tailings cover

depths and other specifications presented in Chapter 12 are based on Code projections.

Where Code predictions are presented in the GEIS there is not sufficient qualify-

ing information included to identify conservatisms for the unfamiliar reader. Worst

case examples are used and calculations are presented as absolute results without

qualifying statements. Footnotes discuss the uncertainty in health effects calculations

only. Discussions of subtle conservative assumptions and uncertainties are scattered

throughout the document rather than under one section heading or accompanying graphics.

Mention of uncertainties are brief and incomplete. A definitive section specifying
'

the context in which data is to be interpreted is warranted as are explanatory

footnotes to tables and figures.

UDAD Code predictions are used throughout the GEIS as basis for health effects

calculations. The Code serves as an integral tool in the decision making process.

In light of assumptions made in the GEIS and shortcomings previously mentioned, the

UDAD Code is used in a way that is not justified. Recommendations for regulatory

controls presented in the GEIS should not be accepted.

4.3 Site-Specific

Many of the parameters used in the UDAD Code change according to site-specific

conditions. To require that all mill license applicants submit extensive site-

specific information useful only in UDAD Code evaluations would be unreasonable.

_
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Many mills are shown to satisfy regulations while using the conservative UDAD
~~

default values. The NRC should continue to run increasingly more site-specific

evaluations of each milling application as needed. ;
:~

The NRC has published a list of site-specific parameters in the Draft Regulatory

Gu de/Value Impact Statement, however, this list is incomplete. Additional parameters

whkch have been identified as site-specific during the course of this study are

listed in Appendix A.

-
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5. FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

To conclude, reconmendations for NRC policy and future study are offered:

Until revisions are made the UDAD Code chould not be used. This
;
1is true both for individual applications and use in the GEIS. If the

.

Code is applied then it should only be used as an inforination tool.!

UDAD Code predictions should not be used to determine compliance with

regulations or as a basis for developing regulations.

A sensitivity analysis of the UDAD Code should be conducted. Further

research is needed to improve the accuracy of many of the submodels.

These research needs have been extensively discussed elsewhere (Proceedings,

1978). However, to our knowledge, no priorities for granting research

funds have been established. Conducting an extensive sensitivity analysis

of the Code would allow critical parameters to be identified. Priorities

for further refinement of Code submodels could be established and research

funds could then be effectively allocated.

The ihTC chould continually update and validate these modele. In the

Draf t Value/ Impact Statement it is stated that no additional research or

technical assistance contract will be needed to support model development.

As indicated in previous sections, additional studies are needed.

~
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Appendix A
_.

Site - Specific Parameters

:
1

The processes modeled by the UDAD Code are all dependent on site-specific
,

condhions. In applying the Code the NRC assumes values for parameters

within the submodels which often do not reflect conditions at a particular

site. The following is a list of parameters for which companies applying

for licenses should have the option of supplying si te-s peci fic values.

(This list augments that found in Appendix A of the Draft Regulatory Guide.)
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Possible Sources

Sutrnodel Parameter Description Corsnents of Values

Tallings Source Z Surface Roughness Depends on Site Visit
o

Term Height Surface Conditions
I

Deposition Vd Deposition Velocity Dependent on Site Visit
Surface Conditions (See Section 2.2.2)

Topographic MapsTerrain EffectsDispersion _

Grnund Concentrations .\ , Environmental Loss Dependent on area 1.ittle information
Rate Constant 5011 type currently available

except for studies on
radionuclides other
than the U-238 series
such as those by
Rogowski and Tamura
(1970) and Krieger and
Burmann (1969).

Vegetation Concentrations E, Fraction of foliar Should be represent- Values from Hermes
deposition reaching ative of crops grown based on crop infor-
edible portions of in area. mation from the State
vegetation. V. Dept. of Agriculture or

the BLM.

Vegetation Concentrations P Areal soll density State Dept. of Agricul-
for surface mixing. ture. Soll Conservation

Service.

t Assumed duration of Should be represent- State Dept. of Agricul-
exposure for vegeta- ative of crops grown ture. Soil Conservatinn#

tion. V. in area. Service.

Y Assumed yield density Should be represent- State Dept. of Agricul-
of vegetation V. ative of crops grown ture. Soil Conservation'

in area. Service.

. > . . , . .
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Possible Sources
Submodel Parameters Descripticr Corvnents of Values

Meat Concentrations Q Assumed feed ingestion Must be expressed U.S.D.A. - Soil Conser-
rates. based on moisture vation Service.

content. BLM - Range Management
Division
State Dept. of Agricul-
ture. Animal Husbandry
Local Ranchers

Meat Concentrations .5 Fraction of the annual BLM District Office -
feed requirement assumed Range Management
to be satisfied by pas- Division
ture grass of locally local Ranchers
grown stored feed.

Ingestion Doses Uvk* Ingestion rate of vegeta- U. S. Dept. of Agricul-
tion V. by an individual ture - Pegional-Office
in age group K. U. S. Dept. of HEW -

Regional Office
Local University exten-
sion services
State Dept. of Health

U Meat ingestion rate forg
age group K. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture

j Regional Office
j U.S. Dept. of HEW

j Regional Office
Local university exten-j
sion services
State Dept. of Health

U Annual milk ingestion rate U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
* for age group K Regional Office

U.S. Dept. o' HEW -
Regional Office

local University eat.ent
sion services
State Dapt. of Health--

W
4 * Ingestion rates used in UDAD are based on the diet gicf a " typical" rura{tages will be dif ferent.in the North Central linited States-f rm family

The diet of families in individual mill regions in t Western United' b

-J -

CJ =
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As a general conment, in past UDAD applications the NRC has made conservative

assumptions concerning the food source for people living at receptors of con-

For example, people are assumed to have vegetable gardens which producecern.

all their needs, and their milk and beef are assumed to come from pas.tures in
i

the mi}ll vicinity. Account should be made for actual food production and distri-

bution practices within each particular region.

-
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Part III

A. Radiological Aspects

4. Perspective
on Risk
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE
RISKS PRESENTED IN THE

DRAFT GEIS ON URANIUM
MILLING (NUREG-0511)

IN PERSPECTIVE TO OTHER
RISKS IN SOCIETY

By: Dr. Bernard L. Cohen
*

University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

The draft generic environmental impact statement on uranium

milling makes many projections concerning uranium milling activities

and resultant health effects for mills expected to be in operation

by the year 2000. In this report these predictions are analyzed in

relation to other risks present in our society. Derivation from

the draft GEIS of various figures used in this report is presented

in the appendix hereto.
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Perspective .on Occuoational Risk

The mortality risk to an employee in a uranium ore processing mill is

0.C4'', per year of employment, or 2% for a 50 year career. This is approximately

equal to the risk from accidents only for agricultural workers or for workers

in transportation and public utilities , and is less than the risks from acci-

dents only by a factor of 1.5 for construction workers (8.5 for demolition

workers, 6.2 for those working with prefabricated steel and concrete, and 3.5
2for pile drivers and dredgers ), 1.7 for miners and quarry wor %ers (2.2 for all

2
coal miners, 2.8 for those working underground, and 4.8 for augur surface miners ),

1.9 for travelling salesmen (assuming 50,000 miles of driving per year at the

average accident rate), 2.0 for firemen, and 2.1 for loggers (5.8 for loggers
2involved in felling trees ).

But the danger to uranium mill workers is from disease, not just from

accidents, so we should consider the risks from disease in other occupations.

For black lung disease among coal miners, it is 0.8%/ year, or 20 times higher

than the risk to uranium mill workers. For asbestos workers it is 2% per year,

or 50 times higher, and it is similar for workers involved in the manufacture

ofbenzidineand'ofB-naphylamine,!3

According to a recent Dept. of HEW study, 20% of all cancer in the U. S.

is due to occupational exposure to chemical carcinogens, which means that the

lifetime risk to the average worker is 7%. It is widely believed that this esti-

mate is too high, perhaps by a factor of 5-10, but it includes sales and

clerical workers, so the risk to those actually exposed to chemicals must be

several times higher than the all industries average. Thus, the many millions

of people so exposed must have an additive cancer risk of at least 0.05, 2.5

_

times higher than the risk to uranium mill workers.
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There are surely many other diseases brought on by the physical, mental,

and emotional demands of the workplace environment that take their toll in

shortening our lives. One would think that these have an effect at least com-
parable to the effects of chemical carcinogens.

Perspective on the long term persistent effects on the public,
principally due to radon emission from mill tailings

The long term effects of the 82 mills expected by the year 2000 are to

cause about 10 fatalities per year among the 460 million projected population

of North America. For purposes of putting risks into perspective, this is

equivalent to 4 fatalities per year in the present U. S. population. The

number of fatalities per year from some other risks are: all accidents -

100,000; automobile accidents - 50,000; drowning - 8,000; poisons - 4,000;

choking on food - 3,000; firearms - 2500; alcohol - 56,000; illicit drugs -

6,000; homicide - 21,000; suicide - 28,000. It is thus abundantly clear that

the 4 fatalities per year from uranium mills represent several orders of mag-

nitude less of a danger than many other risks, including some that we pay little

attention to. If the mill tailings were covered, the fatality rate would be

250 times smaller still.

Another perspective can be gained by considering the fact that the

emissions from uranium mills would reduce future life expectancy by about

15 minutes. Some other actions that reduce life expectancy by 15 minutes are

smoking lh cigarettes in a lifetime, an overweight person eating 100 extra

calories in a lifetime (e.g. one sof t drink or one piece of bread and butter),

driving ar. extra half mile per year, crossing a street one extra time every two

1544 152 -
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years, taking one short airplane flight in a lifetime, living in a house with-

out a smoke detector for one month of one's life (less than 20", of U. 5. homes

have smoke detectors although they cost only about $15), or living downstream

from a dam for one week (millions of Americans live their whole lives downstream

from a dam).

Moreover,there are many things we can do to increase life excectancy by

thousands of times the amount that would be lost due to emissions from uranium
General safety improvements over the past decade have reducedmill tailings.

accidents enough to increase our life expectancy by 110 days,10,000 times the

toll from mill tailings. An even larger increase of life expectancy,125 days,

is obtained by being serviced by mobile intensive care units, the well equipped

ambulances staffed with well trained paramedics which have beccce available in

- larger cities over the past five years or so - cities with less then 50,000

population still do not ordinarily have them. Family training in resuscitation

would typically add 100 days to our life expectancy, and air bags in automobiles

With all these opportunities not being used, it is difficultwould add 50 days.

to understand worries about the 15 minutes of life expectancy lost due to nill
.

tailings.

The loss of life expectancy for the American public due to other asoects of

energy generation and use are: air pollution from burning coal and oil - 14

days, electrocution - 5 days, fires - 2.5 days, asphyxiation by natural gas -

1.5 days, transportation accidents in hauling coal - 1 day, gas explosions -

0.4 days, and dam failures - 0.2 days. By comparison the 15 minutes lost life

83
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expectancy from mill tailings is only 0.01 day, tens, hundreds, or thousands

of times smaller than each of the above items.

A more global perspective on risks can be obtained from the following list

of loss of life expectancy in days due to various risks:
3500Being unmarried (male)

Cigarette smoking (male) 2250

2100Heart disease
Being unmarried (female) 1600

1300Being 30% overweight
1100Being a coal miner

980Cancer
90020% Overweight

<8th Grade education 850

Cigarette snoking (female) 800

Low socioeconomic status 700

Stroke 520

Living in unfavorable state 500

400Army in Vietnam
330Cigar smoking

Dangerous job - accidents 300

220Pipe smoking
Increasing food intake 100 cal / day 21 0

Motor vehicle accidents 207

Pneumonia - influenza 141

Alcohol (U.S. average) 130

95Accidents in home
95Suicide
95Diabetes

Being murdered (homicide) 90

90Legal drug misuse
Average job - accidents 74

hi l
'

,
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Drowning 41

Job with radiation exposure 40

Falls 39

Accidents to pedestrians 37

Safest jobs - accidents 33

Fire - burns 27

Generation of energy 23

Illicit drugs (U.S. aver.) 18

Poison (solid, liquid) 17

Su f foca tion 13

Firearms accidents 11

flatural radiation 8

Medical X-rays 6

Poisonous gases 7

Coffee c

Oral contraceptives 5

Accidents to pedalcycles 5

Even within the narrow question of health effects of radan, there are much
more serious things to worry about. The government is urgin; us to insulate

our buildings to save energy, but this traps radon gas inside for longer than

normal times, and hence increases our exnosure to radon.# If all U. S. homes were

insulated to government specifications, the increased annual fatality toll from

radon would be over a thousand times higher than that caused by mill tailings

wihtout covers, and a half million times higher than fron covered mill tailings.

Qualifications on 200 fatalities per G'.le-year expec:ed frca uranium mill

tailings if ef fects are integrated over hundreds of thousands of years

1. Eventually the mined uranium will probably be used in breeder reactors

which increases the energy obtained from it by a factor of 50. Thus there would

eventually be only 4 fatalities per GWe-year.

*
.

Y
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2. All estimates are based on the assumption that there will not be a

cure for lung cancer. If there is such a cure in 100 years the effects would

be reduced by a factor of 1100, and if the cure comes in 1000 years the effects

are reduced by a factor of 110.

About 70". of radon-induced lung cancers are a type called "snall cell

undifferentiated," and there has recently been good success in treating this type

by chemotherapy with cytoxin, vincristin, and adriamycin.

3. If tailings piles are covered, effects are reduced by a factor of 250.

Thus there would be 0.8 eventual fatalities per GWe-year if the uranium is used

only in LWRs, and 0.016 fatalities per G'Je-year if it is used in breeder reactors.

Perspective on $370,000 per health effect averted if tailings piles are
covered and effects are integrated over 100 years

fiany of the health effects considered are non-fatal, so the cost per

fatality averted is about $600,000. There are many ways in which Society can

save lives at a cost much lower than $600,000 per fatality averted.5 Cancer

screening programs for cervical and colorectal cancer cost less than $40,000

per life saved, and screening for lung and breast cancer cost less th.an $100,000.

There are multiple screening programs in industry which are saving a life for

every $30,000 spent but these have not been widely implemented. Putting mobile

intensive care units in smaller cities than now have them would cost $30,000

per fatality averted. Hypertension screening and control programs could save

lives at costs of about $75,000 each.

h6
, , ,
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There are many highway safety measures that could avert fatalities at an

average cost below $50,000. Some estimates of costs per fatality averted

from the flational Highway Safety Needs Report are: regulatory and warning

signs - $34,000; guard rail improvements - $34,000; skid resistance - $42,000;

bridge rails and parapets - $46,000; wrong way entry avoidance - 550,000;

impact absorbing roadside devices - $108,000; breakaway signs and lighting

posts - $l16,000; it also lists several other measures with costs below $300,000.

Driver education in high schools, which saves a life for every S90,000

spent (including payment for the students' time), is not being instituted in

some areas and is being discontinued in others because it is too costly.

Air bags in automobiles cost about $300,000 per fatality averted, and

there are even more cost-effective passive restraints available to protect

people in automobiles.

Life saving measures in foreign countries can be very cheap. An immuni-

zation program in Indonesia could save 300,000 lives at a cost of 5100 per

fatality averted. Food for overseas relief in countries like India woule

cost only $5,000 per life saved.

Smoke detectors in homes save a life for every $60,000 spent, including

a generous allowance for installation and maintenance, but less than 20% of

American homes have them. There are undoubtedly many other safety devices and

health protection measures that could be incorporated in hares and other buildings

that would save lives at a cost well below the $600,000 per life saved by covering

mill tailings.

87..
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Qualifications on $500 per fatality averted if tailings piles are covered
and if effects are integrated over hundreds of thousands of years

1. This is based on the assumption of no cure for lung cancer over this

time period. He have pointed out above that there is already good progress

on curing the principal types of lung cancer caused by radon.

2. This ignores the fact that money spent now to save lives in the distant

future could be invested to draw interest which would make nuch more money

available to save lives at that future date. Ore dollar invested now at even

l'!, annual real interest (i.e. discounting inflation) becomes 320,000 after

1000 years, $400 million af ter 2000 years, and $8 trillion af ter 3000 years.

At 5% interest, which is probably more realistic, these times are reduced

five-fold. As long as money can draw real interest and money can be used to

save lives in the distant future, it would be nuch better to set up even a

small trust fund for future life saving.

If one questions the ability of capital to continue to draw real interest

far into the future, there are more subtle ways in which we can invest noney

for the benefit of our progeny even more effectively. For example, money in-

vested in research now benefits all future generations, paying a high rate of

compound interest if we can judge by past performance. The high standard of

living we enjoy today is largely the product of small amounts of money and

effort invested in research over the past two centuries.

3. Society does not value future lives equivalently with lives of those

now living. For examole, with such a philosophy we would spend much more

money on medical research rather than on nedical care, but we actually spend

ruch more on medical care. Even our research expenditures are targeted at

.
bb
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- short term pay-offs. Congress was willing to spend vast suas on cancer

research when it believed that it would develop a cure for cancer in our life-

If it were informed that the cure would not come for hundreds of years,time.

the money would all but dry up, although the number of lives eventually saved

would be virtually the same.

Validity of applying extremely small calculated risk-per-individual
estimators to very large populations

If the small risk per individual were accurately known, I believe1.

that the procedure would be just as valid if the risk-per-individual is

0.000001 as in the present context as if it were 0.001. When probabilities

approach unity, attitudes change. For example, Society is willing to spend

much more per life saved for kidney dialysis machines or iron lungs where a

single identified individual is at a risk approaching unity without such a

device.

There is a wide general acceptance of the procedure of applying small
It is used by manyrisk-per-individual estimators to large populations.

It isnational and international agencies and by scientific commissions.

used frequently in the scientific literature and in public health decision-

making.

Since the extremely small risk per individual in the present context2.

is from radiation, one might question the validity of the linearity hypothesis

on which the estimates are based. There is significant activity in the

scientific community on this question, and the experts are roughly evenly

split on whether or not this procedure over-estimates effects of small doses.

However, most of this controversy centers on garma rays and X-rays.(" low LET

radiation"), and there is a substantial najority favoring linearity for alpha

SS
.
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particles which are the principal radiation from the uraniua industry.
6However, there is a paper soon to appear in the journal " Health Physics"

which offers extensive evidence that current estimates of effects of low level

radon exposure, which are based on the linearity hypothesis, are grossly exagger-

ated. If this evidence is accepted, current estimates would be reduced by an

order of magnitude.
.

Appendix: Review of risks as assessed in GEIS

A model mill produces 920 MT/ year of U 0 , en ugh to pavide fuel for38

about five 1000 MWe LUR nuclear power plants. Projections are based on

82 mills by the year 2000, with' operation of 880 mill-years (=4400 G'.!e-yr)

by that time.

Occupational mortality risk to a person who works in a nill for 50 years

is 2%. The total number of occupation-caused fatalities among mill

workers due to exposure between 1978-2000 (88,000 mill worker-years) is

37(+10 genetic defects among their progeny). This represents about 0.01

fatalities /Gue-yr of electricity production.

Among the florth American public, frca 82 mills there would be a long

term persistent fatality rate largely due to radon emissions from mill

tailings, of 9.8/ year (+2.0 genetic defects /yr). This is about 0.0017 fatal-

i ties /yr per GWe-yr. Integrated to infinity (i.e. over the 77,000 year half-
230

life of Th) this is 200 eventual fatalities /GUe-yr. Uith the specified

covering of tailings piles, the persistent nortality rate wculd be 0.04/ year,

causing 0.8 eventual fatalities /GWe-yr. The cost of covering tailings piles

is not more than 30?/lb-U or $100,000/Gue-yr. If the persistent fatality rate

from radon emission is integrated over 100 years, this is 5E00,000/ fatality

averted; if it is integrated to infinity, it is $500 per eventual fatality

averted. fhe GEIS gives these last two 1igures as $370,000 and 5370 per

" heal th ef fec t" averted.
1544 # 0
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INTRODUCTION

The Draft GEIS Approach

Oneofthemo$timportantconsiderationsaddressedinthedraftGEIS ,

is the provision of adequate protection to the public from the long-term

effects of radon emanation from the mill tailings. The existence of possible

risks far into th'e future adds another dimension to the already complex

problem of evaluating the costs and benefits or the application of ALARA

to alternative control measures. .

The staff struggled with the admittedly complex problem of selecting

appropriate controls as follows:

"The staff considered but decided it would not be reasonabic to

attempt making a fully monetized or quantified balancing of costs
.

and benefits in recommending the proposed limits on radon

attenuation which is a very long-term problem."

.

(1) Section 12.3.3.6

. f)8
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"The staff chose not to invoke such rigorous cost-benefit

balansing because, while it appears to offer a " rational" approach

to standard setting and avoid arbitrariness, it is inevitable that

arbitrary iudgments and assumptions must still be made. This is

particularly true in the case of radon from tailings because of the

uncertainties associated with the very long-term nature of the hazard.

Furthemore, such a cost-benefit approach would constitute an over-

simplification of the tailings disposal probicm, which invoves

many interrelated aspects,and as such would be misleading." (Emphasis
'

added)
_

" Factors which will ultimately determine how may real effects will
,

occur, and on which there is larae uncertainty, include such things
-

as: future population sizes and distribution, impacts of changes in

climate (such as heating of the carth's surface and atmosphere, the

greenhouse effect), scientific advances (which might include a cure for

cancer *), and long-term perfomance of tailings. These uncertainties

compound those existing in computational models used in estimatina

costs and effects,

1544 169
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"This range of uncertainty illustrates the problems which would be
.

encountered in attempting to utilize predetermined, fixed cost-benefit

criteria in [stablishing an appropriate level of radon control. . . .

The range presented in the table reflects only the uncartainty which
"

exists in computational models. tincertainties concerning future events. .

such as erosion or climatic influences as discussed above would exacerbate

the problem of applying a specific cost-benefit criteria." (Emphasis added)
.

.

*furthermore, when weighing committed long . term impacts against costs to

control them, the period nf time over which the impacts will be taken

into account must be selected: should it be 100,1000,100,000 or 1,000,000

years? Obviously, by arbitrarily selectino different time periods, almost

any amount of money for control of radon could be " justified." (Emphasis added)

" finally, there is the intractable problem of decidinq how much averting

a health effect (" life" or " life shortenino" it- the case of a premature

lancer death) is worth in monetary terms. that is, of deciding what the

cost-benefit decision criteria should be. It would be difficult to decide -

the worth of health ef fects today and more dif ficult to decide the value

of future effects (that is, 100, 100,000 years and beyond). Does a

premature loss of life 100,000 years into the future have the same value

as a life today?"(Emphasis added.) *

1544 170
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"In view of this, the staff has weighed alternative radon control levels

Tn terms of how they would meet the simple objective of returning disposal

sites to conditions which are reasonably near those of surrounding

environment. In conjunction with the proposed limit on radon flux,
.

a conservative approach is proposed with recards to the general mode of

disposal. Below grade burial is identified as the prime disposal _ mode to
.

assure that the effects of natural weathering and erosion processes

which could disrupt the tailings isolation are eliminated or reduced to

very low levels (Section12.3.'2). A minimum thickness is also proposed

to provide a measure of conservatism with regards to lona-term stability

of tailinas cover." (Emphasis added ) .

In essence, the NRC has identified uncertainties in the computational

model used to estimate present health effects, extreme uncertainties in

estimating future geomorphic changes and the future course of human endeavors,

the specific questions of how far in the future to consider health effects

and the " intractable problem of how to assess the 'value' of a health effect

averted and rationalized that a rigorous cost-oenefit analysis cannot be made.

In its place a completely arbitrary ". . . simple objective of. . . returning"

disposal sites to conditions which are reasonably near those of the surrounding

environment" has been selected as the basis for control.

In addition, conservative requirements of below ground disposal and a

minimal thickness of cover have also been set arbitrarily without justification

beyond the staff opinion that they are appropriate. As another result of

these arbitrary choices, the discussion of " alternatives" in Sections 8, 9,

and 11 in the GEIS is not a discussion of the effectiveness and costs of

alternative levels of control but of alternatives to achieve the single,

arbitrary fixed level of control selected a priori by the staff.

101
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The question of the " reasonableness" of the overall costs of control has

received similar arbitrary treatment. Throughout the draf t GEIS the rationale

has been used that the cost of yellowcake represents only about 10% of the cost of
~

production of electricity. Any costs which represent only a small percent of

the cost of yellowcake are, by definition, " reasonable." For example from
'

Section 12.3.2.2, "page 12-6:
"

"These costs are still considered to be reasonable because they
.

represent a very small fraction of the price of product or the cost of

producing electricity." (Emphasis added)

This reasoning is seriously flawed. A small incremental cost per kilowatt

multiplied by a very large number of kilowatts can be a large absolute dollar

burden on society. As an example, using the 2.5c/kwh cost o'f : electricity

given on page 12-4 of the GEIS, a 1% increase in the yellowcake price and the

corresponding increase of 0.1% in the cost of electricity adds a total of

about $650,000,000 or an average of $33,000,000 per year to electrical bills

for the 20-year period between 1981-2000.(I) If the higher cost approaches

for tailings disposal such as Alternative 5 with a specially excavated pit are

required, and the GEIS costs are low by an average factor of 2 as discussed

elsewhere in the AMC resp'onse, the price increase in yellowcake will be closer

to 3%. This would triple the previous values to about.$100,000,000 per year

or two billion dollars over the 20-year period. Either of these estimates is

a great deal of money to spend on the basis that it can be passed on to the

public hidden in their much larger electric bills. Each increment of expenditure

should be justified by the result of a worthwhile increment in risk reduction

not because it is small relative to some much larger number.

(1) based on the amounts of nuclear power generated each year given in
Table 3.2, page 3-2 of the GEIS.

102
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The Mr Altemative

The MC believes that a GIS is a good and appropriate vehicle to

ascertain th_e need and the reasonableness of the policies stated by the NBC

but many changes are needed in the draft GIS to accmplish this objective.

First, it is suggested that the analysis be divided clearly into two stages

in the manner suggested by a recent report frm the Presidential Office of
(1)

Science and Technology Policy. Stage I involves the assmbly of the best,

middle-of-the road technical information available. This includes risk

analyses. Stage II involves the socio-political decision-making and palicy

develoirent based on the technical information.

Second, while w agree that a rigourous' cost-benefit analysis of proposed

regulatory changes is difficult, it is possible and essential to inforned

decision-making. As an exarple, we have selected the subject of control of

radon manaticn frm tailings disposal areas and have looked at risks and costs

in more detail, particularly in terms of increnental risk and increental costs

to avert risk. Begicnal (near-field) and far-field risks are considered sepa-

rately. Both values of risk and cost presented by the staff and values believed

to be more representative of conditions that would be really encountered are considered.

In the societal decision area levels of risk in the workplace and to the

general public that society is now accepting and the levels which appear to

be unacceptable are described. Also the amount of money to avert health

effects that society is spending and the rationale that experts in the field

and several governmental agencies have suggested should be used to judge what 8

should be spent are provided. There is a wide divergence but a surprising amount

of agreement among a majority of recommendations to a range that is no larger
|than the uncertainties in several other parts of the analysis. -

8
K3 -

(1) Identification, Characterization, and Control of Potential Human Carcinogens,
A framework for Decision-Making, Office of Science and Technology Policy.
Executive Office of the President, february 1,1979.
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This information is presented with the intent of more clearly defining the

choices and putting them in better perspective in the manner described racertly

by the former EPA Administrator W1111am D. Ruckelhaut.U)

,

'The public, pided by credible scientific data, needs to fully underttend

whct levels of health protection they are buying for what cosit both
.

economic and social," he said. "It may be the public wi)1 decido that
'

sero health risk is worth the costs. If the aitornativen and their costt-

' '

are clearly displayed to the public, then through their reprotontativos

they can choose."
,

"Without a strong effort by EPA to inform it it unlikely the public Will

understand their choicos. The result could be environmental overkill
.

or an unwarranted reaction loading to a reversion to the more smog filled

days of the past. Hoither result nood occur if choicos are more clearly

displayed to the public."

In the final analysis, society through its electric bills, will pay for

the risk control measures mandated by tha NRC. Society has the right to know

if its money is being spent in a prsdant and effective mantier on 0010tions to

problems that are truly significart to its health and wall bel 1, It it in

everyone's best interest to make the !1st decision posfible, This di9cussioh is

present in the spirit of developing 3 N U ; informed decision,

.

1544 174 ga
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GENERAL ANALYSIS OF RISK

Introduction

Changing societal attitudes in the last ten years have brought forth

extensive 1egislation and a resulting massive regulatory structure to protect
,_

the worker and the general public from a great variety of risks, real and

imagined, to which they are exposed. This legislation is replete with such
'

vague phrases as " unreasonable risk", "best available technology", " maximum

extent reasonably feasible", and "as low as reasonably achievable."

The problem is

complicated by differing statutory requirements so that what may be " reasonable"

under one law is not under another. -

The present state of internal confusion that has resulted is well

described in the two literature references that follow:

"THE BOTTOM LINE IN HAZARD MANAGEMENT is usually some variant

of the question, "How safe is safe enough?" It takes such

forms as: "Do we need additional containment shells around our

nuclear power plants?" "Is the carcinogf.nicity of saccharin sufficiently

low to allow its use?" "Should schools with asbestos ceilings be

closed?" Lack of adec.uate answers to such questions has bedeviled

hazard management.

Of late, many hazard mar.agement decisions are simply not being

made - in part because of vague legislative mandates and cumbersome

legal proceedings, in part because there are no clear criteria on

the basis of which to decide. As a result, the nuclear industry

has graund to a halt while utilities wait to see if the building

of new plants will be feasible, the Consumer Product Safety
44 1751

Commission has invested millions of dollars in producing a few p6
standards, observers wonder whether the new Toxic Substances Control

N5Act can be implemented, and the Food and Drug Administration is
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unable to resolve the competing claims that.it is taking undue

risks and that it is stifling innovation.

The decision,s that are made are often inconsistent. Our legal

statutes are less tolerant of carcinogens in the food we eat than

of those in the water we drink or in the air we breathe. In the
.

United Kingdom, 2,500 times as much money per life saved is spent

on safety measures in the pharmaceutical industry as in agriculture.

U.S. society is apparently willing to spend about $140,000 in hiahway
~

construction to save one life and $5 million to save a person from

death due to radiation exposure.'b ) (Emphasis added)

,

In the last year the government has recognized the very large problems

presented to the cr.#y by the myriad of frequently overlaming and eften

conflicting regulatory activity and has taken steps to introduce some

coordination. One important development is the institution of the Interagency

(1) " Weighing the Risks," B. Fischhoff, P. Slovic, S. Lichtenstein,
Environment, Vol. 21, t'o. 4, May 1979, p.17.
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Regulatory Liason Group and the development of common approaches. Another

important move is the institution of several studies on common problems one

of which' includes in its protocol an examination of what is " reasonable

risk." Unfortunately, results are not expected to be available for nearly

two years s'o they will not be available for this rulemaking.

Since broadly based policy guidance is lacking on acceptable risk, this

section will present extensive information from the literature on occupational

and general public risks as they exist today. This technical information will

be used as a basis for suggestions of appropriate policy for societal decisions.

Technical Considerations

Two references, Wilson (1) and Cohen (2) have been selected from the

voluminous literature on risk to serve as the basic sources for this discussion.

Both are recent and comprehensive. Copies have been provided as Attachments 1 and 2.

Tables I through IV list a wide variety of occupational an'd general
(1)

risks taken from the Wilson reference. It chould be noted that the

risks are expressed as deaths /million/ year :i/M/y) to facilitate easy

comparison, instead of the exponential notation used by Wilson. It should

also be noted that estimates of this type often require assumptions and

professional judgment in their calculation so that some differences between

authors result. (See Uilson, p. 68 and p. 94.) Since the intent '' o

to e; tamine only ranges and orders of magnitude, moderate differences tt :cen

sources de not present a serious problem.

Occupational risks are shown in Table I. The values are annual risks

averaged over a lifetine of exposure and are arranged in the order of decreasing

risk.

.

(1) Direct Testimony presented on OSHA Docket No. H-090, Proposed Regulations
of Toxic Substances Posing a Potential Occupational Carcinogenic Risk,
Dr. Richard Wilson, 1978.

"A Catalogue of Risks ," B. L. Cohen, I .S. Lee, Health Physics , Vol . 36,(2)

June 1979, p. 701-722.
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The biahest risks tabulated occur in railroad accidents (excludmq arade cross-

ings). These risks are on the order of thirteen hundred deaths per million eersons
,

exposed per year. The remaining occupations listed have much lower risks

from 800 per million down to a low of slightly less than 100 per million in

the manufacturing and service industries. The risks given in Table 1 differ
*

_ slightly but not substantively from the range of 30 to 12,440 per million

per year given for occupational risks in Table 6.23, page 6-45 of the

draft GEIS.

Table II lists risks in sports and in recreation. The risks here range

from a high of 1800 in a million for motorcycle racing to a low of 10 per million

for fishing and bicycling. There is considerable overlap with;the occupaticnal

range although the activities with large public participation tend to be in the

10-30 per million per year range.*

Tables III and IV list commonplace, non-cancerous and cancerous risks in

daily life. For the non-cancer risks (Table III), motor vehicle accidents, the

effects of alcohol, air pollution, and frequent air travel overlap the lower

end of the occupational range, i.e. 100-220 per million per year. The common-

place occurences of daily living such as falls, home accidents, choking,

poisioning, electrocution, and occasional air travel fall in a range that is

one to two orders of magnitude lower, -3-80 per million per year. The risks for
,

natural occurrences such as tornados, hurricanes, and lightening are another factor

of 10 lower at approximately 0.5 per million.
.

e

108
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, The corresponding cancer risks (Table IV), largely tend to group approx-

imately around a level of 10 per million which is in the lower end of the

range for hctle accidents just described. Examples include the natural back-

ground radiation at sea level,15 per million; the total risk of living in

Denver, 30 per million; being a frequent airline passenger,15 per million*, .

average U.S. diagnostic X-rays,10 per million; and a person in a room with a

smoker,10 per million. The rances of risks just described are summarized in

Table V. These ranges will be used for subsequent comparison with risks from
uranium milling.

The ranges of risks just described are summarized in Table V. These

ranges will be used for subsequent comparison with risks from uranium milling.

The other reference cited (Cohen) expresses risk in terms of the days

of life expectancy lost rather than in terms of fatality rates. The objective

is to provide a comparison which is more onderstandable to the public.

A wide variety of ;s! 4. rd t red by c hen are sucq,arized in Ta ble VI.o

The highest end of the rar.ge h v 200 days in: Iudes such things as marital

status (unmarried), smoking, and overweight. Low socio-economic status,

living in an unfavorable state, pneumonia, and alcohol (U.S. average) are

in the 100-1000 group. A great variety of accidents both in the home and

on the job give risks in the 10-100 day range. Finally, diet drinks, coffee,

medical x-rays, natural radiation, and natural catastrophies are at the

low end with risks of 1-10 days. It is interesting to note that risks from

reactor accidents and radiation from the nuclear industry are shown as

0.02-2 days, depending on the source of the estimate used.

. 109
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.

TABLE 1(I}

CURRENT OCCUPATIONAL RISKS-

Number of
Fatalities
(in 1975 Risk / Year )2(d/M/y} tunless stated),

Occupation

688 1300
Railroad Worker (1974) - all accidents excl.

grade crossings 800
Firefighters (1971-72 avera9e)

--

2100 600
Agriculture (total)

1200 600
Trade 1600 330
Transportation and utilities 300

,

--

Airline pilot 66 280Steel worker (accident only - :969-1971) 130
Agriculture (tractor driver,1 driver / tractor)

-

110-

Government 400 100
Truck driver (1 driver / truck) 100-

Det flying consultant and professor 1800 90
Service 1500 80
Manufacturing

Accident Facts,1976 Edition, p. 23, 87.' ' :
National Safety Council, 44 N. Michigan Ave. , Chicago, IL 60611..

Also , (rail wrker, steel wrker)
W. Baldewicz, et al UCLA-ENG-7485 Nov.1974)

Airline pilot - see appendix (Wilson Testimonyl
Statistical abstract of the U.S.,1976 Ed. Table 1200

Adapted from Richard Wilson, direct testimony presented on OSHA Docket No.(1) H-090, Proposed Regulations for Identification, Classification, and Regulation
of Toxic Substances Posing a Potential Occupational Carcinogenic Risk.

(2) Deaths /million/ year. Annual risk averaged over a lifetime of exposure.

.
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}TABLE II
RISKS IN SPORTS

Deaths
Risk / Year )(d/M/y)t2Sport 1975

(Averaged Over Participants)

Motorcycle racing , 1800-

Horse racing 1300-
.

Automobile racing 1200.

Power boating 170-

Football 40.

_________________________..__________________________________________________

(Based on 40 hours / year engaged in sport.)

Rock climbing (U.S.) 1000-

Canoeing 400.

Skiing -

30
Boxing (amateur) 20_

__________________________________._______________________._________________

Drowning (all recreation caused, U.S.) 4110 19
(assuming 1 person / bicycle) 1000 10

Bicyling(drowning, averaged overFishing 343 10

licenses)

Source: B. G. Ferris, New Ena. J. <1eo., 268, 430 (1963).
F. D. Sowby, Health Phys., 11, 879 (1965).
C. Starr, Science, 165, 1232 (1969).
K. S. Clarke , J. Am. Med. Assoc. , 197, 894 (1966).
Statistical Bulletin, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. , May 1977.
Accident Facts,1976 edition.
Statistical Abstract of the U.S.

(1) Adapted from Richard Wilson, direct testimony presented on 0LHA Docket
No. H_090, Proposed Regulations for Identification, Classification, and
Regulation of Toxic Substances Posing a Potential Occupational Carcinogenic
Risk.

(2) Deaths /million/ year. Annual risk averaged over a lifetime of exposure.

.
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TABLE III

COMMONPLACE RISKS OF DAILY LIFE
(Non-Cancerous Risks)

-

Deaths Risk /Ye9rSource of Risk 1974 (d/M/y)i2)
Motor Vehicle (total,1975) 46,000 220Alcohol - cirrhosis of the liver 160-

Air pollution (total U.S.) . estimate (sulphates) 30,000 150Air travel (jet flying professor-)
100-

-

Falls 16,399 77
Living for one year downstr.eam of a dam :(calculated) 50
Alcohol - cirrhosis of the liver (moderate dri.nker)

-

Pedestrian auto ' accidents 40-

8,600 40Inhalation and ingestion of objects 2 ,991 14
Home accidents (1975) 25,500 12Accidental poisoning - gases and vapors 1 ,51 8 7- solids and liquids - 1,274 6Electrocution I,157 5yaccination for smallpox (per occasion)

3-

Air travel - one transcontinental trip / year 3-

Tornados
0.5Hurricanes - Averaged over several years

Lir inin9 0.4
0.4

_
_

Sources: Accident Facts,1976 Edition.
Statistical Abstract of the U.S.
Alcohol--detailed discussion in appendix. (Wilson Testimony)
Air travel -- detailec dscussion in appendix. (Wilson Testimony)
Air pollution -- detal' M discussion in appendix..

Dam failure -- UCLA rep;rt, UCLA-ENG-7423, Payyaswamy, et.'l . ,
March 1974.

.

(1) Adapted from Richard Wilson, direct testimony presented on OSHA Docket
No. H-090, Proposed Regulations for Identification, Classification., and
Regulation of Toxic Substances Posing a Potential Occupational CarcinogenicRisk.

(2) Deaths /million/ year. Annual risk averaged over a lifetime of exposure.
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TABLE IV(I}

COMMONPLACE RISKS OF DAILY LIFE
(Cancer Risks)

Risk /Yegr)(d/M/y)(2Source of Risk-

Cosmic Ray Risk

Airline pilot 50 hrs./mo. 0 35,000 feet 50
15Frequent airline passenger .

Living in Denver compared to N.Y. 10
One summer (4 months) camping at 15,000 feet 10

One transcontinental flight / year 0.5

Other Radiation Risks

Air pollution (benzo a pyrene, urban U.S.) 30
Natural background at sea level 15

Average U.S. diagnostic medical x-rays 10
Increase in risk from living in a brick . building 5

(with radioactive bricks) compared to wood

Eating and Drinkina

Alcohol - averaged over smokers and non-smokers 50
Four tablespoons peanut butter / day (aflatoxin) 40
Alcohol - light drinker (1 beer / day) 20
One pint milk per day (aflatoxin) 10
One diet soda / day (saccharin) 10
Average U.S. saccharin consumption 2

Miami or New Orleans drinking water 1.2
1/2 lb. charcoal broiled steak once a week 0.4

(cancer risk only; heart attack, etc. additional)

Tobacco
Smoker, all effects (including heart disease) 3000
Smoker, cancer only 1200
Person in room with smoker 10

Miscellaneous

Taking contraceptive pills regularly 20

(1) Adapted from Richard Wilson, direct testimony presented on OSHA
Docket No. H-090, Proposed Regulations for Identification,
Classification, and Regulation of Toxic Substances Posing a

.
Potential Occupational Carcinogenic Risk.

(2) Deaths /million/ year. Annual risk averaged over a lifetime of
exposure.

.
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}TABLE V

SUMMARY - PRESENT DAY SOCIETAL RISKS

Risk /Yeg)Source of Risk (d/M/y)

Occupatlonal (See Table I)

liighest risks 1300 - 8000
Intermediate risks 100 - 800
Lowest risk 80

Sports and Recreation (See Table.II)

Highest risks 1000 - 1800
(Racing and limited participation activities)

Intermediate risks ''

170 - 400
'

(Canoeing,tcating)
Lowe;t risks 10 - 40

(r;eneral w.de participation)
.

Connonplace Daily Life (See Table III)

Non-cancer Producing
Highest risks 100 - 220

(Motor vehicle, alcohol, air pollution, frequent
air travel)

~

Intermediate risks 3 - 77
(General daily living accidents)

Lowest risks 0.4 - 0.5
(Natural phenomenon)

Cancer Producina (See Table IV)
Smoking (Cancer effect only) 1200
Alcohol 20 - 50
Eating and drinking (Except alcohol) 1.2 - 50
Naturally occurring radioactivity 0.5 - 15
Miscellaneous reference items
Average annual diagnostic x-rays 10
Person in room with a smoker 10
Regular use of contraceptive pills 20

(1) Adapted from Richard Wilson, direct testimony presented on OSHA
Docket No. H-090, Proposed Regulations for Identification,
Classification, and Regulation of Toxic Substances Posing a
Potential Occupational Carcinogenic Risk.

(2) Deaths /million/ year. Annual risk averaged oyer a lifetime of
exposure.

4
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TABLE VI

LOSS OF LIFE EXPECTANCY DUE TO VARIOUS CAUSES

Cause Days

Being unmarried - male 3500
Cigarette smoking - male 2250
Heart disease 2100
Being unmarried - female 1600
Being 30 overweight 1300
Being a coa'l miner 1100
Cancer 980
20% Overweight 900
<8th r.rade education 850
Cigarette smoking - female 800
Low socioeconomic status 700
Stroke 520
Living in. unfavorable state 500
Army in Vietnam 400
Cigar smoking 330
Dangercus job - accidents 300
Pipe smoking 220
Increasing food intake 100 cal / day 210

,

Motor vehicle accidents 207
Pneumonia - influenza 141
Alcohol (U.S. avera p) 130
Accidents in home 95
Suic e 95
Diabetes 95
Being murdered (homicide) 90
Legal drug misuse 90-

Avercge job - cccidents 74
Drowning 41
Job with radiation exposure 40
Falls 39
Accidents to pedestrians 37
Safest jobs - accidents 30
Fire - burns 27
Generation of energy 24
lilicit drugs (U.S. average) 18
Poison (solid, liquid) 17
Su f foca t ion 13
Firearr.s accidents 11

Natural radiation (EEIR) 8
Medical X-rays 6
Poisonous gascs 7
Coffee 6
Oral contraceptives 5
Accidents to pedacycles 5
All catastrophes ccmbined 3.5
Diet drinks 2
Reactor accidents - UCS 2*
Reactor accidents - Rasmussen 0.02*
Radiation from nuclear industry 0.02*
PAP test -4
Smoke alarm in home -10
Air baqs in car -50
Mobile coronary care units -125
Safety inprovements 1966-76 -110

*These items assume that all U.S. power is nuclear. UCS is tlnion of
Concerned Scientists, the most prominent group of nuclear critics.

' ~

r--Source: "A Catalogue of Risks," 8. L. Cohen, I.S. Lee, Health Physics, .

3Vol. 36, June 1979, p. 701-722.

_
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Societal Considerations

Risk and risk decisicns are an inherent fact of life and cannot be avoided.
(1)

This is stated quite succinctly by Pouchin:
~

"In whatever we do and in whatever we refrain frca doing, we

are accepting risk. Sme risks are obvious, scrne are unsuspected

and sme we c6nceal frcm ourselves. But risks are universally

accepted, whether willingly or urraillingly, whether consciously

or not."

Further, the resources which are available for society to fulfill its overall

needs are limited. Thus, the resources that dan bs expended to reduce risk

are also limited.
.

Therefore, society is facing a problen of the allocation of existing,

Im.i'cd, resources and inforned, rational decisions need to be made. The

simplistic approach of spending virtually unlimited amounts of money to try

to reduce a few, largely randcmly selected, risks to zero is not only futile

but also is very likely to be counter-productive. We must bring order to

our decision-making processes.

(1) "The Acceptance of Risk," E. E. Pouchin, British Medical Bulletin,
Vol. 31, tb. 3, 1975.
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Voluntary vs Involuntary Risks

The classic work in this area is that of Starr(I) who studied

eight activities in terms of voluntary and involuntary risk. One of his

key conclusions was that the public is willing to accept risks from voluntary

activities, such as skiing, roughly a thousand times greater than from

involuntary activities such as food preservatives. ifore recently Fischhoff,

et el( }, have extended the study to 25 activities and analyzed the results

directly in terms of annual number of deaths and corresponding benefits.

One of their most relevant results, summarized below, shows that the

ratio of voluntary risk to i.nvoluntary ri,st i.s substantially less than 1000

and varies quite strongly with severity of the risk expressed as total

annual deaths

Benefits Risk ( Annual Deaths) Ratio
($ Billion / year) Vol. Actions Invol. Actions Vol./Invol.

0.4 10 10 1
1 60 30 2

10 6,500 550 12
100 600,000 10,000 60

In order to apply the ratio to estimate involuntary risk it is necessary

to define acceptable risk levels in voluntary actions ir activities that are

well known to be hazardous and are engaged in by the. general public or by a

substantial number of participants. Some examples are shown in the following

summary taken from Table II or from Cohen.( } Sports for basically full

time professionals are not included.

.

(1) C. Starr, " Benefit-cost studies in sociotechnical systems," in Committee
on Public Engineering Policy, Perspective on Benefit Risk Decison itaking,
National Academy of Engineering, Washington, D.C.,1972.

(2) B. Fischhoff, D. Slovic, S. Lichtenstein, S. Read, and B. Comb, 1544 187"How Safe is Safe Encough?", Policy Sciences 8, (1978), 127-152.

(3) "A Catalogue of Risks," 8. L. Cohen, I.S. Lee, Health Physics, Vol . 36,
June 1979, p. 701-722. yg
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Deaths
iActivity Participants per Year d/H/y

Rock climbing 1,000- -

Canoeing 400- -

Stock 'c'ar racing 26,000 10.2 392

tbtorcycle racing 115,000 22 1 91

(Amateur

Snowmobile rac'ing 15,000 2 133

Automobile drag racing 145,000 7.4 51

Go-cart racing 18,000 0.6 33

30Skiing - -

4.110 19Drowning -

1,000 10Bicycling -

At the low end of the scale, at 1000 deaths per year (bicycling), the

voluntary / involuntary ratio is about 6 so the calculated acceptable involuntary

risk is about 2 d/t1/y. For drowning, the ratio is approximately 10 so the

involuntary result is about the same, i .e. , 2 d/!!/y, For the five activities

with annual deaths in the range of si to 20, the ratio varies from 1-2.

Calculated acceptable risks are roughly 30-200 d/M/y, which appear to be

on the high side compared with most other involuntary risks. Application

of the less well defined constant factor of 1000 given by Starr gives a

range of 0.01 to 1 d/!1/y.

It is suggested that a reasonable value for acceptable levels for

involuntary risk by this reasoning is a range of 0.1 to 1 d/M/y. This is the

same order of magnitude as the risk from natural disasters and 1-2 orders of

magnitude below many common accidents in daily living. It is consistant

with public attitudes and actions toward widespread risks which have not

been the subject of intensive publicity campaigns for reduction.

1544 188
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Comp [rison With Occupational Risk

The current situation and attitude in the c:cupational area are

well summarized by Lowrance(I) as follows:

"It has traditionally been accepted that pursuing one's trade

will almost inevitably bring a peculiar set of risks, and

further, that such risks may allowably be greater than for

Non-occupational activities. This attitude has strong historical

momentum. The justification has been that 'taking those chances

is what you get paid for'." ( Emphasis added)

"Although people have always tried to reduce their work hazards,

systematic effort has been made only in recent years, and even then,

in just a few prosperous nations. In part this is due to a new

general awareness and apprehension about subtle, chronic hazards

such as noise, asbestos, and vinyl chloride. In part it is a

manifestation of the recent years redistribution of social rights

and power. 'It is a relatively new develonnent that snriety at a

whole should show concern for the conditions in the mines and

(1) "Of Acceptable Risk, " William W. Lowrance, William Kaufmann, 2nc. ,
1976, p. 89, 90.

-
_
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foundries, or that society would offer to underwrite (as taxes, or as

consumer costs) the alleviation of suffering in chemical plants

and textile mills." (Emphasis added)

" Admirable though such a goal is, it has probably never been

very closely' approached in any country."

"However, our attitudes about risks and our assignment of responsi-

bility for minimizing them still seem influenced by whether they

are encountered on or off the job." (Emphasis added)

" Pursuit of occupation is still distinct from other activities,

despite recent ideal'stic exhortations that work be indistin-

g,uishably integrated with the rest of our daily affairs."

.

In the OSHA testimony referred to previously, Dr. Wilson suggested a

level of 10 deaths per million per year as an appropriate goal for

occupational risk with progress towards this goal strongly conditioned

by considerations of cost effectiveness. This would in effect be a de

minimus point below which further reductions would not be required

and resources would go to reduce risk in areas where it is much higher.

The 10/million/ year level is substantially lower than any of the

present occupational risks and does make workplace risks indistinguishable

from our daily affairs. It also represents about the same risk as being in

the room with a smoker and is at the lower end of the range 3-77 d/"/y

for a variety of common household risks.

Continuing in the OSHA testimony cited previously, Wilson rioted that

the International Committee on Radiological Protection (ICRP) red used a

factor of 30 to convert from occupational risk to the general public risk.

Based on the recommended value of 10/million/ year as a goal for occupational

exposure application of this factor yields a value of about 0.3/million/ year.
120s
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In more recent testimony at a FDA hearing on cancer-causing residues in

edible products from food producing animals (6/22/79) he has suggested a

somewhat higher level of 1/million/ year which he considered to be a

reasonabr5 level for general exposure.

It should be added that in the above noted hearing (I) the FDA suggested

a value of 0.019 d/M/y(2) as an acceptable level of risk. This value is
,

_

smaller than the lowest Wilson suggestion by a factor of about 30 and is also

a factor of about 20,000 smaller than the lower end of the occupational

range of 30/ mil. lion / year. It is also smaller than the risk from background

radiation (draft GEIS) by a factor of 1500 and the risk of being struck by

lightning by a factor of nearly 30. It is suggested that the ETA

recommendation may be substantially too conservative.

Comparison with Common Involuntary Risks '

The three approaches just described support a range of approximately

0.1 to 1 d/M/y as a reasonable level for general population risk. It is

instructive to compare this range with a variety of common involuntary risks

to the general public which are broadly accepted today. This comparison is

shown in the following table in tenns of risk factors, i.e., the ratio of the

risk from the designated source to the value of 0.1 or i d/t'/y. The natural

incidence of cancer is also included to give a frame of , reference.

(1) February 1977 re DES, and June 1979 on residues in edible products.

(2) Lifetime risk of one/million divided by 66.7 years to convert to
annual risk.

1544 MI
~
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'
Risk Risk Factor

Source of Risk d/H/y Reference at 0.1 at i

Natural Phenomenon 0.5 Table III 5 0.5

One Airplane Trip per Year 3.5 Tables III & IV 35 3.5
.

In Room with Smoker 10 Table IV 100 10

Home Accidents 12 Table III 120 12

Natural Background Radiation 25 GEIS p. 6-71 250 25'

?

Frequent Air Travel 115 Tables III and IV 1,150 115

Natural Incidence of Cancer 1,300 GEIS p. 6-43 13,000 1,300

.

(1) Ratio of risk from designated source to suggested value of 0.1 or 1.

The upper end of the suggested range, i.e., 1 d/f!/y, is twice as

large as the risk from natural phenomenon, about four times less than an

airplane trip, an order of magnitude less than common household accidents

and natural radiaten, and two orders of magnitude less than frequent air

travel. It is certainly not inconsistent with these risks.

The lower end of the suggested range, 0.1 d/fi/y, is five times less

than being struck by lightning, t w orders of magnitude less than the risk

from accidents and natural radiation, and three orders of magnitude less

than frequent air travel. It is also suagested that this should be considered

as a derununus level below which further reduction is not needed. This
t

recommendation is based on the rationale that society is faced with a great

number of far larger risks where funds can be allocated to produce much more

' 'beneficial results.
"Conclusions

The foregoing analyses shows that a range of 0.1 - 1 d/ft/y

is a reasonable approximation of the level of risk that is acceptable to the general

1544 192
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public. 'Ihis range is reccmnended for use as a ccnponent of regulatory
It is not suggested that this be a rigid rule but adecisionmaking.

..

guideline ccnditioned by the number of people exposed and the costs to

It is also assuned that the corresponding societal benefits,reduce risk.

although not necessarily quantifiable, would be substantial.

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF SOCIETAL EXPENDITURES TO REDUCE RISK

Introduction

It was stated earlier that life is a series of risks, there is no such

thing as a risk-free existance, and that society has limited resources to

reduce risk. These facts make it impera'''e that informed, rational societal

decisions be made regarding acceptable i. ~.is of risk.

These three reasons also make it equally imperative that the same kind

of informed, rational decision be made regarding the level of cost effecti'>

ness in reducing risk that is needed to justify the expenditure of society's

resources. Stated simply, how much money should society expr * u avert

a premature health effect.

Costs are generally stated in dollars and health effects in human lives so that

a highly emotional element of-apparently putting a dol.lar value on human life

is introduced into the decision-making when cost-effectiveness is considered.

Cohen (I) provides an excellent discussion of the problem as follows:

1544 193
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and Other Contexts," Health Physics (in print).
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"Apshjning a dollar value' to a human life appears intuitively to

be an imoral and repugnant subject, but actually we all do it frequently.

For example, when we buy low prict d tires rather than the. type that cannot

blow out, or when we decide not to have frequent medical check-ups, we are

placing a dollar value on our own lives and even on the lives of our loved
'

The value of life saving is also an implicit element in publicones.

decision making. It is well recognized that divided highways bordered with

gently sloping terrain free of obstacles, that may provide targets for hard

collisions are much safer than typical roads and her.cc can save lives, but

we build only a small fraction of our highways with those ' features, only to
'

save money. There are many ways in which medical care could be improved

by expenditure of public funds, and surely these would save lives.

Perhaps the moral position in considering a dollar valuation

of human lives is improved if we recognize that monetary costs largely

represent human labor, both directly and indirectly in that the costs

of materials largely represent the costs of labor to ' derive them -when

we mine a mineral we don't pay the earth for it. The question we are

really addressing then, is how many man-hours or lifetimes of labor

should be devoted to extending one person's life." (Emphasis added)

1544 194
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Another worthwhile viewpoint is expressed by Linnerooth:(I)
"Some have argued that the question, 'What is a life worth?'

is poorly phrased and what we really want to know is, 'What

is the value placed on a particular change in survival

probability?'" (Emphasis supplied)

In the final analysis, although cost effectiveness is expressed in units

of dollars per fatality averted, it is really a measure of how much human

labor should be expended to improve the survival probability of society in

general. We each make cost-effectiveness decisions regularly that affect

our own lives, society cannot afford not to make such decisions, and it is

clearly in society's best interest to do so.

Technical Considerations

In order to examine what may be an appropriate level of cost-effectiveness

it is useful to first develop a frame of reference based on current societal

actions. A recent and conprehensive paper by Cohen (2) has been selected as

the principal reference. , is provided as Attachment 3.

In the Cohen study situations have been identified where society is

spending money in a substantial but not massive way to avert fatalities.

For each situation the cost per fatality averted has been calculated with

the results shown in Table VII .

(1) J. Linnerooth, The Evaluation of Life-Saving: A Survey, Joint IAEA/IIASA
Researcn Report, International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria,1977.

(2) B. L. Cohen, " Society's Valuation of Life-Saving in Radiation Protection
and Other Contexts " Health Physics (in print). I'd5
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TARLE VII

SOCIETAL EXPENDITURES TO AVERT RISK
(1975 Dollars)

.

$ per Fatality
item Averted

Medical Screening and Care
cervical cancer 25,000
breast cancer 80,000
lung cancer 70,000
colorectal cancer:

fecal blood tests 10,000
proctoscopy 30,000

multiple screening 26,000
hypertension control 75,000
kidney dialysis 200,000
moblic intensive care units 30,000

Tra f fic Sa fe_ty
auto safety equipment - 1966-70 130,000
steering column improvement 100,000.

air bags (driver only) 320,000
tire inspection 400,000
rescue helicopters 65,000
passive 3-point harness 250,000
passive torso belt-knee bar 110,000
driver education 90,000

.

highway constru: tion-maintenance practice 20,000
regulatory e d warning signs 34,000
quardrail inrovements 34,000
skid resiste :a 42,000
bridge rails and parapets 46,000
wrong way entry avoidance 50,000
impact absorbing roadside devices 108.000
breakaway sign, lighting posts 116,000
median barrier improvement 228,000
clear roadside recovery area 284,000

Miscellaneous Non Dadiation
food for overseas relief 5,300
sulfur scrutbers in power plants 500,000
smoke alarms in homes 250,000
higher pay for risky jobs 260,000

coke fume standards 4,500,000
Air Force pilot safety 2,000,000
civilian aircraft (France) 1,200,000

Radiation Pelated Activities
radium in drinking water 2,500,000
medical X-ray equipment 3,600
ICRP reconcendations - 320,000
OttB guidelines 7,000,000
radwaste practice - general 10,000,000
radwaste prntice 1311 100,000,000
defense high level waste 200,000,000
civilian high level waste 18,000,000

(1) B. L. Cohen, " Society's Yaluation of Life Saving in Radiation
Protection and Other Contexts," Health Physics (in print).

. -

~
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It is immediately evident that there are very wide variations in the values
shown. In the lowest group are the medical care and traffic safety categories

plus the-items of overseas food, smoke alarms, and higher pay for risky jobs

from the miscellaneous non-radiation category which show a range of

$5,000 to $400,000 per fatality averted. These are generally routine, low

to moderate risk items impacting on the entire population. There has been

no concerted large-scale publicity or widespread organized efforts for further

risk reduction.

The final category, radiation rel.ated activities,

with very large expenditures up to $200,000,000 per health effect. Cohen (I)
provides an excellent explanation:

"But aside from these few cases, it seems difficult to justify the
differences morally. Indeed, one could argue that it is highly

immoral for $100 million in funds obtained from the general citizenry

to be spent in saving one life from 131I emissions when that same

money could save 2000 lives if it were spent on medical or traffic

safety programs which are being held back for lack of money.

(1) B. L. Cohen, " Society's Valuation of Life-Saving in Radiation
Protection and Other Contexts," Health Physics (in print).

'
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..

Sociologists and economists usually try to explain rather than to

justify discrepancies like those in the table. Human fears are not

necessarily correlated with actual dangers, and government agencies

are more concerned with allaying fears than with averting dangers.

This could be interpreted as a cynical disregard for human welfare,

but on the other hand, it could be viewed as participatory democracy

functioning properly by being responsive to the desires of the

citizenry." -

"The only solution to this dilemma would seem to be education,

and it is clear from Table 1 that the radiation protection community

has done a particularly poor job of educating the public."

This presentation is an attempt to put the problem in. perspective and
'provide the education suggested.

.

.

I' F3
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Societal Considerations

Guideline for Cost-Effectiveness

There is a large body of literature available today that discusses

societal expenditures to avert risk. A substantial and representative portion

of the suggested values are summarized in Table VIII.

. The table is divided into two parts, suggested or actual expenditures

and extimated societal costs. The first group represents interpretations by

various experts and governmental agencies or indications by its own actions

of how much society considers appropriate to spend to avert a premature health

effect. The second group shows attempts to evaluate the actual costs to

society of such premature effects. It provides a measure of a reasonable

minimum value.

Although there are much higher and lower values at either end, there

is a large measure of agreement in the range of $250,000-500,000 as an

appropriate level of expenditure. This is also the same range found previously

(Table VII, page 30) for actual societal decisions in cases of generally

routine, low to moderate risks impacting on large populations. It is also

well above the estimated societal costs shown. It is suggested, therefore,

that this range is particularly appropriate to evaluate the cost-effectiveness

of the various control methods proposed in the draft GEIS.

Time Period for Health Effect Integration

The tailings from uranium milling can be a potential source of

radon for many years. Scme have suggested that predicted accumulated health

effects for extranely long time periods into the future should be used as

justification for extrane measures today to prevent future radon enanation.

In thie discussion of this philosophical questian the staff has

129
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TABLE v!!!

_ SUGGESTED SOCIETAL EXPENDITURES
TO AvfRT HEALTH EFFECTS

Source $/ Health Effect Rational or Calculation Basis

Suggested er Actual Expencjtures

MRC(10-CFR.150)(2) %4.000,000 Codifying enisting practice for
Appendix I certain high level wastes.

Richard WtisonI) 1,000,000 $/ person / year for a 10 5 j,,,3
of risk.,

BEIR-1972 $50,000-500,000 "The total future cost of one
(Page70)' man. rem in tems of health ccst

paid for in present dollars. "

(12 120 $/rnan-rem)
EPA.40CFR-190 250,000-500,000 .

I4IBernard Cohen 250,000 500,000 .

Keith Schafger 220,000 440,000 $50,000 as econonic decre ent
per cancer, 2 x 10-4 per man.
rem yields $10/ man.ren as
marginal utility value. In-
creased as basis of BEIR.1972.

Joshua tedenburg''6) 400,000P9x. Double health expenditures
for a 20% improvement in
health.

Moskowitz, et el (7) 120,000 $6,000 per year of life lost
times 20 years lost per
cancer death.

Asbestos Litigation (OI 450,000 Highest court award in 1978..

'

70,000 Average settlenent of asbestos
workers' 3rd party liability
suits.

..............................................................................................

Estimated Societal Cests,

National Safety Council ('} 110,000 Estimated dollar cost of death.
OO)Epsteln 49,000 $18 billion annual estimat d

cost to society for 365,000
annual cancer deaths.

'

.

1. Where suggested value is given in $/ man. rem the GE!$ factor of 2.3 x 10'# health
effects per year per man. rem per year has been used to conver.t.to $/ health effect.

2. Factor given in $1000/ man-rem. If applied to the thyroid value would be higher
by a factor of 20.

3. Ofrect Testimony presented on O5HA Docket f;o. H.090, ' Proposed Regulations for
Identification Classificatien, and Pegulation of Toxic Substances Posing a
Potential Occupational Carcinogenic Risk."

4 Of rect Testimony presented at the NRC Hearing on NUREG 0511. Albuquerque,
New Mestco, October 18, 1979.

5. " Evaluation of 40 CFR.190, Environmental Radiation Protection for Nuclear Power
Operations." Prepared for the American Nining Congress, May 1977.

"How Safe is safe 7..The Cesign of Policy on Drugs and Food Additives " National6.
. Academy of Sciences,1974, p. 68.

7. M.E.L. Moskowitz, J. G. Saenger, G. Keretakes K. Bahr, and 5. Pemaraju,
November 1976. Cost.flisk-Benefit in Breast Cancer Screening. Proc. IEEE
Conf. on Cybernetics and Society, pp. 228 235 Washington, DC. ($6000 per
year is actual value given. Number of years lost per cancer is an estimate t 'A A ') ]J t 't (.supplied to calculate equivalent cost per health effect.)

8. Business Insurance June 11,1979. Hartford Courant, Sunday, March 4,1979
9. National Safety Counct),1975. Traffic Safety Memo No.113. July 1975. Chicago, II.

10. " Cancer and the Environment,' The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, March 1977, p. 22. 130
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quite correctly pointed out that such long term predictions would require

assumptions about the future course of climatic and geological changes on

the planet'due both to natural evolution and changes caused by man's activities.

Assumptions about the future course of civilization, particularly about future

societal attitudet toward life and appropriate risk would also be required.

The development of the predictions needed at the levels of confidence necessary

to justify large commitments of societal resources today present a number of

serious problems.

All of the long term health effects predicted in the GEIS are based

on the assumption that there will not be a, cure for cancer within the time
- frames considered. Totally different scenarios can be devised depending

on the assumption that is made about the future success of medical inter-

vention in cancer. The possible validity of the GEIS assumption and the

impact of a cure were discussed by Dr. Cohen,

"If there is a cure in 100 years the already small

effects would be reduced by a further factor of 1100, and

if the cure comes in 1000 years, the effects are reduced by

a factor of 110. About 70% of radon-induced lung cancers

are a type called "small cell undifferentiated," and there has

recently been good success in treating this. type by chemo-

therapy with cytoxin, vincristin, and adriamycin."

Predi.cti.ons far i.nto the future contain the implicit assumption that society

puts the same value on future lives as on the lives of those now living. If

this were true, society today would be spending much more money on medical

research to save future lives than it is spending on health care. This is

not the case and even the research expenditures that are made are generally

targeted at short-term payoffs.
1544 201
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In the examination of very long time spans (hundreds of thousands to

millions of years) in the future, it should also be realized that the mining

of uranium ore does not alter the net population exposure but merely

alters the-time at which they occur. The reason for this is discussed by

Cohen.(I}

" North .American rivers carry 86 gm of sediments plus 33 gm

of dissolved material in the oceans each year for each

square meter of continental area. Dividing the sum of these,
2 6 3119 gm/m by the density of rock, 2.7 x 10 gm/m , indicates

that the surface of the continent is being eroded away at an

average rate of 44 meters of depth per million years (44 x 10-6
,

meters / year). As a result of this erosion, it is. reasonable to

assume that essentially all uranium in the ground will eventually

have its turn near the surface where it will contribute to

environmental radon in the atmosphere. In this perspective,

bringing uranium to the surface as in mining of uranium, coal,

or phosphate, has no net effect over long time spans. It

merely shifts the time period during which this particular uranium

contributes radon to the atmosphere from some future time to

the present."

"About half of our uranium is surface mined from a depth of

of less than 100 meters, and within this range the uranium is

roughly uniformly distributed with respect to depth."

The rate of denudation calculated by Cohen is about 25 times smaller

than that estimated on page 9-34 of the GEIS but the overall effect is the

same. Either now or sometime in the future, the radioactivity will reach

the surface and whatever population is present at that time will be exposed.

(1) 8. L. Cohen," Society's Valuation of Life Saving in Radiation Protection 1 ' p"
and other Contexts." Health Physics (in print). '
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In summary, the AffC believes that there is no question that great changes

affecting mankind and civilization will occur over the next several hundred,

thousand, hundred thousand or more years and that there is no reasonable way

to predict what such changes will be. Basing today's decisions upon predictions

of conditions and societal attitudes hundreds and thousands of years into the

future is a meaningless exercise that is both unjustified and conceptionally

unsound. A relatively short period, not exceeding one hundred, or at most

a few hundred years, where a reasonable prediction of societal attitudes,

the state of civilization, and the state of the planet can be made, should

be used for the analysis of the cost-effectiveness of various alternatives.

It could be argued that this approach muld subject future generations

to risks for which they receive little benefit. It could be argued eaually m il
that the risk from cancer will not exist in 100 years or that a nuclear

holocaust, natural disaster, or large scale climatic changes will change

the life span and quality of life to the extent that extremely low level

incremental risk from a very small additional increment of radon is lost

among 1arger concerns. Use of a limited integration period presents the

nest ratimal basis for present decision making.

Conclusions _

Examination of the literature on societal attitudes on expenditures
to avert risk suggests that a range of $250,000-500,000 per health effect

averted is particularly appropriate to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of

the various control naasures proposed in the draft GEIS. This would be

a guideline, not a rigid rule.

Based upon considerations of the impact of a possible cure for cancer
and the inability to make long-tenn predictions of either the geological

state of the planet or the condition and attitudes of society with any

degree of reliability, it was concluded that a period of about 100 years
was appropriate for use in cost-effectivcness evaluation.

-

~133
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RISK FR0f1 VARIOUS LEVELS OF RADON FLUX CONTROL

Introduction

In the draft GEIS analysis the greatest risk to the general public

frca uranium milling is frun radan cmanation fran the mill tailinos

after final disposal. In the analysis of this problem presented in the

draft GEIS, profected Continental health effect expressed as total health

effects over 100,1000, and 100,000 year periods were examined at a series

of different depths of cover. It is clear from the dose committments in

Table 6.39, page 6-72, that there are very substantial differences in the

level of risk for the population of the Regions and for those living in the

remainder of the Continent. The use of total numbers for health effects also

makes it difficult to compare the rates of risk experienced with other risks

commonly encountered in the workplace and by the general pub'lic.

The costs of cover for the tailings used in this GEIS analysis were

estimated on the basis of a hypothetical combined cover consisting of

one-third Soil A, one-third Soil B, and one-third a combination of 0.6 meters

of clay plus the remainder Soil A. This makes it difficult to ascertain

the effects of real situations where only certain soils will be available.

Also, only average costs per health effect averted were provided. This is

misleading because the cost of cover is directly proportional to the depth used

while the corresponding health effects decrease in an' exponential manner.

The first foot added is more effective than the second, etc. In this situation

the critical variable is not the overall average cost per health effect

averted but what does an incremental additional expenditure provide in

terms of the incremental number of estimated health effects which it' averts.

In order to provide a more comprehensive basis for a properly informed

societal decision, the AMC has expanded the analysis, based entirely on the

risk and cost data provided in the GEIS, in the following manner:

134
1544 204
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1. Regional and Far Field (I) risks are shown separately.

Results are expressed as deaths per million people exposed per

year so that the level of absolute risk can be compared to other

<isks.

2. Costs for various levels of cover have been calculated separately

for all. three soil options, i.e. Soil A, Soil B, and 0.6 meters

of clay plus Soil A. These costs have been used to find the

incremental cost per incremental health effect averted for

various levels of control. The results are compared to the costs

to avert other risks described in the previous section.

Evidence has been presented in other AMC testimony that the risks given

in the GEIS are substantially overestimated and the average industry costs

are underestimated. For purposes of comparison, a parallel analysis to the

one just described using risks and costs which the AMC believes

are more realistic,but still conservative,is also presented.

For clarity in presentation, the discussion of risk comparisons

will be given in this section. The cost-effectiveness results will be

treated in the following section.

Estimation of Risks

GEIS Basis

Table 12.5, page 12-18, of the GEIS presents a series of cumulative

costs and cumulative health effects based on the persistent total Continental

environmental dose committments given in Table 6.39. To develop this table

the Continental dose commitment was combined with the health effect factors

frcrn Appendix G, Table G-7.1 to obtain the persistent annual Continental
2health effects for the base case flux of 450 pCi/m -sec. The health effects

at other flux levels were obtained by ratio. ,

(1) Far-field is defined as Continental minus Region. See GEIS 6.4 and
6.4.1, page 6-64.

1544 205 1:
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Table 6.39 also shows the component Regional and U.S. Non-Regional,

Mexico, and Canada (hereinaf ter referred to as Far-Field) dose commitments

that made ,up the total Continental doses. The same calculation procedure

used by the staff has been applied to the component doses to develop a

complete picture of Regional, Far-Field, and Continental effects. Both

cumulative and incremental health effects for each successive reduction in -

flux are shown for all levels of control. The Near-Field and Continental
6populations of 517,000 and 460 x 10 , respectively, have been used to

express the cumulative risks as a rate in terTns of deaths /million/ year.

A " background risk factor" (BRF) for each flux rate has also been calcu-

lated as the ratio of the appropriate risk' from natural background radiation

sources to the risk from radon emination from the tailings. .A BRF of a

thousand means that the risk from background radiation is a thousand times

larger than the calculated risk from uranium milling.

The various factors calculated are summarized in Table VIII. It is fully

recognized that the accuracy of all of the calculated values is substantially

less than the number of significant figures shown in the table. It is

necessary, however, to retain such figures to be able to show trends and to

make relative comparisons.

AMC Basis

It was repeatedly stated in the GEIS that every effort was made

to present a conservative picture. As an example, Section 5.3.2, page 5-7

states:

"These released present what the staff considers to be the

upper bound of " worst case" situation for the model mill."

(Emphasis added)

The " worst case" situation for the model mill was then multiplied by the

82 model mills to obtain the values for the overall impacts.

1544 206
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_ TABLE fx

FERS! STENT SOMATIC HEALTH EFrECTS OF VARIOUS PADON A1TENUATION LFVELS

REGIONAL (II(4) FARFIELD(2)(5) CONTit; ENTAL ( }

Flux imit Est. Health Effect Risk (6) (7)(8) Est. Health Effect pgst(6) ( ,') ( 8 ) Est. Health Effect pggg(6) (y)(g)
(pC1/mg-sec.) Cumulative Incremental {df M BRF Cumulative Incremental id/M_/yl BRF Cumulative Incremental (d/M/y) Bar

450 2.10 0 4.06 18.2 7.60 0 0.0165 1,515 9.70 0 0.0211 1,184
100 0.46 1.64 0.89 83.1 1.67 5.93 0.0036 6.944 2.13 7.57 0.0046 5.435

- 50 0.23 0.23 0.45 164 0.84 0.83 0.0018 13,890 1.07 1.06 0.0023 10,870.

10 0.046 0.184 0.089 JM 0.167 0.67 0.00036 64,440 0.213 0.86 0.00046 54,350
5 0.023 0.023 0.045 1644 0.084 0.083 0.00018 139.000 0.117 0.106 0.00023 108,700

3 0.0139 0.091 0.027 2740 0.0501 0.0339 0.00010 250,000 0.064 0.043 0.00014 178,600

2 0.0091 0.0048 0.018 4111 0.0329 0.0172 0.00007 357,000 0.042 0.022 0.00009 278,000
1 0.0045 0.0046 0.0087 8505 0.0165 0.0164 0.00004 625,000 0.021 0.021 0.00005 500,000

,

(1) Includes regfons encompassing 82.2 mills. Total population assumed constant at [(82.2 at11s)/(12 allis/ region)] (75.500 people / region) = 517.000.
6

(2) Far Field is made up of U.S. Non-Regional. Canada, and Mexico. Total population assumed constant at 460 x 10 , ,g,
o
'

(3) Continental effects are the sum of Regional plus Far Field effects.

(4) Health effects calculated by. ratio of 2.1/9.7 applied to the Continental effects.

(5) Health effects calculated by a ratio of 7.6/9.7 applied to Continental effects.

(6) Risks calculated as cumulated somatic health effects divided by the population at risk. Expressed as deaths /million/ year.

(7) This factor compares the risk from natural background radiation sources to the risk from uranium milling, f.e. the factor equals Risk from Background.
A factor of 1000 means the background risk is 1000 times larger than the risk from milling. Risk from Milling

(8) Background calculated risks Near figid$ (Regional): Whole body 0.143 rem, bone 0.250 rem. lung 0.704 rem which gives an annual risk of
as follows: 7.4x10-3 or 74 death /M/y (Table 6.28, page 6-52).

s

w Far Field and Continental: Whole body 0.080 rem, bone. 0.172 rem, lung 0.161 rem for an annual risk of
2.48x10-5 or 25 d/M/y (Table 6.37, page 6-71). Factors given in Table G-7,1 used to convert dose to risk.p

A A. General flote:

FV It is fully recognized that the accuracy of all of the calculated values is far less than the number of significant figures shown in the
c> ta ble. It is necessary to retain the figures to show trends.
'!

. ,
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This dedication to conservatisim has two implicit assumptions of very

dubious validity. First, there are a substantial number of factors which

nuke up the dose cxrmitment and risk factor estimates that yield the final

value of calculated health effects. It is highly improbable that " worst

case" conditions will occur simultaneously for all factors or even for a
,

majority of them at any particular mill.

Second, it is assumed that not only do all of the worst cases occur

simultaneously at any particular mill but also that they all occur all

of the tine at all 82 of the mills. This is a pyramiding of safety factors

beyond reasonable conservation and makes it difficult to assess the meaning
*

of the end result.

In order to put the risk assessment in a more reasonable perspective,

three areas in the GEIS need to be adjusted:

1. The number of model milh required.

2. The radon flux from the uncovered tailings from the

base case model mill.

3. The estimates of population risk.

The cumulative impacts in the GEIS are based on a projected nuclear

generating capacity of 380 Gu and an enrichment tail of 0.25'| A recent
e

DOE publication (I) gives a mid-case value of 255 GW in the year 2000 and
e

an enrichment tail of 0.2'e. This requirement could be met by 50 model

mills vs the 82 in the GEIS, assuming 6000 f1T from unconventional sources.

The AMC believes that this is a more realistic and therefore more appropriate

value to use in the estimation of environmental impacts.

The adjustment from 82 to 50 mills could be made by keeping the
.

12 mill per region configuration and reducing the total number of regions

or by keeping the number of regions constant and reducing the density of

mills per region. The 12 mill per region assumption is considered to be

(1) John Kleminic, D.O.E., October 1978. 138

1544 208.
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tubstantially too high and if fewer mills are required, there will be less

ter.dency for them to be concentrated in large numbers in any particular

small area. The option of keeping the number of regions constant and

reducing the-mills per region has been selected. This results in a reduction

in persistant health effects in both the Regional and Far-Field operations

by a factor of 50/82.
2

The base case estimates assume a radon exhalation rate of 450 pCf/m -sec.

for the uncovered tailings at the model mill. In contrast to this Appendix P,

page P-2, in the GEIS, calculates uncovered tailings flux for 450 pCi Ra-226/g
2to be 209 pCi/m -sec. An ANL paper (Momeni, et al) given in February 1979

at a Health Physics Society Symposium presents experimentally measured flux
2rates of 0.64 and 0.30 pCi Rn/m -sec. per pCi Ra-226/g for acid and carbonate

leached tailings respectively. The former value (acid leaching) would give
228B pCi/m -sec, for bare tailings.

2A base case value of 250 pCi/m -sec. is a more realistic overall average

flux level for environmental impact analysis. Since radon is the principal

source of Regional and Far-Field persistant radiological impacts, a factor

of 250/450 has been applied to the GEIS values to adjust to a more realistic

value.

The extent to which health effects are overestimated'is a complex

Bothquestion that has been discussed in detail in NC's testinony.

the estimation of dose committment and the estimate of the resulting health'

.

.
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effects must be considered. Impact Associates } has shown that certain

dose ccruitments may be overestimated by factors ranging from 4 to 40.

Dr. Schaiger( } has suggested a factor of 40-100 overestimation of the

health effeets due to radon. Mr. Swent( ) has examined a number of factors

not generally covered by the other testimony and stimates that these lead

to an overestimation by a factor of about 6.

On the basis of their information it appears that persistent health

effects have been overestimated in the GEIS by at least a factor of ten.

This factor will be used in this analysis. Note that this factor still

includes linear, non-threshhold extrapolation to obtain risk estimates at low

exposure levels.

The combination of these measures of conservativeness yields a factor

that can be applied to the earlier risk calculations based on :the GEIS

figures to provide a more realistic estimate of risk. Thus:

Factor = (No. of Mills)(Radon Flux)(Health Effect Factor)

'50 '250''1 h = 0.034
Factor =(82(45010 ,

f 4 j
This factor can be applied directly to the risks shown previously in

Table IX to adjust for more realistic but still conservative conditions.

It should be noted, however, that since a part of the basis for the reduction

in risk is a change in the radon flux from uncovered piles from 450 to 250

pCi/m -sec. a corresponding adjustment must be made in.the related flux

to put the two estimates on a directly comparable basis.

These adjustments of risk and corresponding flux level have been made

in the Regional values from Table IX and the results are summarized in

Table X. Only the Regional results.have been calculated since ic is
c

(1) Impact Associates, written and direct testimony, NRC Hearing on NUREG 0511,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 18, 1979.

,

(2) K. Schaiger, written and direct testimony, NRC Hearing on NUREG 0511,
Albuquerque, New fiexico, October 18, 1979.

(3) L. Swent, written and direct test; mony, NRC Hearing on NUREG 0511,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 18, 1979. 110..
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-

5ASE CASE Mjus t e d REALU!!C ESTIMATE
! Flux 'hi.

.Flux Limit Esticated Pe:Itk r'fects Risk '" s51'5) g) gf g 4) g)g)
( pCi/n '.ec . )(cCi/m2.se:.) Cu- > l a ti v e : n c r'~ n n i (d/M/y) ,c

g u;ative : :, g.gu i jefvfy) pr

450 2.10 0 4.06 18.2 250 0.071 c 0.14 530
100 0.45 1.54 0.83 83.1 56 0.015 0.055 0.031 2.000
50 0.23 0.23 0.45 164.0 28 0.008 0.008 0.015 4,600
10 0.046 0.184 0.089 831.0 5.6 0.0016 0.0054 0.0031 24,000

5 0.023 0.023 0.045 1,644.0 2.8 0.0008 0.0008 0.0015 49,000
3 ' O.0139 0.091 0.027 2,740.0 1.7 0.0005 0.0003 0.0010 74,000
2 0.0091 0.0048 0.018 4,111.0 1.1 0.0003 0.0002 0.0006 123,000
1 0.0045 0.0046 0.0087 8,505.0 0.6 0.00015 0.00015 0.0003 246,000

,

.L.

* ,k T
. . - ,

(1) Includes the same regions encompassing either 82.2 or 50 mills. Total population assumed constant at (82.2 m111s)/(12 mills / region)
(75,500 people / region) = 517,000.

(2) Base Case figures from Table 9.

(3) Number of mills adjusted 50/82.2; flux adjusted 250/450; dose-risk factor adjusted 1/10.

( 4) Risks calculated as cumulated somatic health effects divided by the pcoulation at risk. Expressed as dealths/million/ year.

(5) This factor compares the risk from natural background radiation sources to the risk from uranium milling, i.e. the factor
Risk from Background-

equalsLD Risk from Milling *

P
p ( 6) Background risks as follows: Near-Field (Regional): Whole body 0.143 rem, bone 0.250 rem, lung 0.704 rem which gives an

annual risk of 7.4x10 5 or 74 death /M/y (Table 6.28, page 6-52).
N
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evident from Table IX that they are higher than those for the Far-Field

by a factor of about 250 and are thus the most critical.

Comparison 6T Risks

Annual rates of risk for the Regional, Far-Field and Continental populations

based on the GEIS values (Table IX ) are shown as a function of radon
'

flux in Figure 1. The regional values from the A'1C assumptions (Table X )

m e also given. A variety of occupational and general public risks from

Table V and the suggested guideline range of 0.1-1 d/ft/y developed previously

are also shown for comparison. Where a range of risk occurs in the compar-

ative information, the mid-range value is indicated and the range is

listed. flote that these risks are not related to any particular radon

flux and are presented in an orderly fashion in the open portion of the figure.

It should also be noted that the wide range of risks to be included made

it necessary to use a lcgarithnic scale on the vertical axis. This makes it

more difficult to visualize the true differences and it should be emphasized

that each major division represents a change of a factor of 10, i.e., an

order of magnitude.

Consider first the risks taken directly from the draft GEIS. The

Far-Field and Continental risks shown by the bottom two curves are lower

than those for the Regional population by a factor of about 200 and 250,

respectively. On a Far-Field basis the risk from uncovered tailings is

nearly an order of magnitude below the lower end of the suggested acceptable

range and is about the same as the FDA recommendation of an acceptable

level for carcinogenic residues in meat. products. It is hard to see how any

cover is justified on a technical basis due to risks to the Far-Field or

Continental population.

The Regional risks (GEIS) are shown by the upper curve in the figure.
2At the base case level of no control, i.e., a flux of 450 pCi/m -sec, the

1 12
1544 212
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risk is about 4 d/M/y. This is about 20 times smaller than that from

natural background radiation, about three times smaller than being in a

room with a smoker or common household accidents and is about ten times

greater than being struck by lightning. It is, however, above the suggested

acceptable range of 0.1-1 d/f1/y and indicates that, if the GEIS estimates are
2

correct, some amount of ccver to lower radon flux to the 10-100 pCi/m -sec.

range is appropriate based on risks to the Regional population. The

22 pCi/m -sec. requirement suggested by the GEIS is clearly not supported by

the risks.
.

Consider next the Regional risks based on the Af1C realistic' adjustments.

The risk from uncovered tailings is at the . low end of the range suggested so

that the technical basis for cover is very marginal. At a flux of 25

2pCi/m -sec. the risk matches the FDA suggestion for food residues. The

22 pCi/m -sec. suggestion obviously has even less support than given by the

GEIS values..

Although the various general population risks are shown in the

figure, a useful perspective can be gained by examining the specific

numerical ratios shown in the following table. These risks have been selected

as representative of involuntary risks which are acceptable to the population

in general. Although there have been some limited moves tb'~ reduce involuntary

exposure to smoking and to reduce home accidents, nothing approaching

expenditures of the hundreds of millions of dollars that would be needed to

achieve a major reduction. Nothing has been seriously advanced to lower

the substantially greater hazards due to radiation exposure during air

travel. There has been no move to warn against nor limit travel to parts

of the country receiving high background radiation nor any recommendatior

that people should not live in those parts of the country.
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Rf 5E cwa 8150N - RfCf or at POP;p.at!0MUI

One
Airplane In Rom RatwesiRetural (3) Trip p alth Moreggg (6)

Backgrovadg7)
IPC'/* t m ) (d/"/1) o 1 Io) a o) o Ar el(Ol
SnM C25t

450(II 4.06 0.1 1 3 3 20 3050 0.45 1 s to 30 t00 r6010 0.049 6 40 100 100 800 13002 0. 04.8 30 200 600 700 4000 6400
_RIAttst!C (5' Ira?r

fldII 0.28 2 13 40 a0 300 41050 0.05 6 70 170 200 1500 230010 0.01 50 350 1000 1200 7a00 115002 0.005 100 700 2000 2400 14800 73000

*

1. All ratios less than 100 rou
to two signif fcant figwres. nded to one significant f f gure, those greater than 100 nave treen rowaded

2. Uncovered taillegs base fivs.

3. Risk * 0.5 d/P/y Table !!!.
.

4. Btsk = 3.5 4/M/y, Tables !!! and IV.

5. Rish * 10 d/M/y Table IV.

6. Afsk * 12 d/M/y Table !!!.

7. Risk * 74 d/w/y. Table !.

4. Rtst = 115 d/w/y Tables !!! and IV.

For the GEIS figures where conservative assumptions are repeatedly

compounded, the Regional risk from uncovered tailings is about ten times greater

than being struck by lightning, about the same as a single airplane trip,

three times smaller than being in the room with a smoker and common home

accidents, twenty times smaller than natural background radiation, and thirty
times smaller than frequent air travel. With the more realistic but still

conservative AMC values the same risks range from half that from lightning

to 1 to 3 orders'of magnitude less than the other risks listed. These risks

apply only to the ~500,000 people that are predicted to be living in the

regions around the mill. The risks to the remaining population would be less

by a further factor of about 200.
2

At a flux of 50 pCi/m -sec. the GEIS based Regional risks range from about

the same as being struck by lightning to 10 to 200 times less than the other

1544 215
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risks cited. The corresponding AMC values range from 10 to 2300 times

smaller than the risk from the tailings, i.e., one to more than three orders of

magnitude. There is clearly no reason to require flux limits as low as
2

50 pCi/m -sec. based on population risks. At the 2 pCi/m -sec. level recomended,

the GEIS risks range from 30 to 6400 times smaller than the common general public

risks and the Af!C values from 100 to 23,000 times smaller. Even the GEIS values

do not support the need to achieve these levels.

Conclusions

The comparison of the absolute risks 'from uranium milling to other risks

experienced and found acceptable to society shows that, on an.overall continental

basis, using even the grossly conservative values in the EIS, there is little

technical justificaticn for any cover cn the tailings piles.

D<anination of the Regional risks based on the EIS values shows that

2a maximum flux in the range of 10-100 pCi/m -sec, is a reasonable guideline.

The more realistic, but still conservative, Af!C estimates suggest that there

2is no strong technical reason to require flux levels below 100 pCi/m -sec. The

value of 2 pCi/m -sec. recommended in the GEIS is totally without support.
.

e
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COST EFFECTIVEllESS OF VARIOUS LEVELS OF RAD 0tl FLUX C0flTROL

Introduction

It was pointed out in the previous section that the draft GEIS analysis of

cost-effectiveness was difficult to use as a basis for informed decisions because

a hypothetical combined cover was used and only average rather than incremental

costs and health effects were provided. In this section the more detailed

analysis suggested will be provided using costs recommended in the GEIS and found

by the AMC. It should be noted that cost-effectiveness should consider all

of the health effects involved so Continental figures are used in this analysis.

Estimation of Incremental Costs Per Incremental Health Effect Averted

The GEIS presented a flux control cost comparison in terms of a combined

cover of an average composition. It is more"useful to examine the components

individually. Total and incremental industry costs for each successive level

of flux control using the cost figures given in the GEIS have been calculated

for Soil A, Soil B., clay and a combination of 0.6 m clay plus Soil A and are

listed in Table XI. The corresponding cover needed to attain various flux levels

for each type of material is also included and the results are shown in Figure 2.

The figure is basically a more complete version of Figure 9.1, page 9-25 of

the GEIS cxcept that total thickness, not just that of the soil cover over the

clay is given.

In other testimony the AMC has presented evidence that the average

overall industry costs have been substantially underestimated in the GEIS.

A factor of two has been selected as a conservative representation of the degree

of underestimation for use in this analysis. Total and incremental cover

costs have been calculated using this factor applied to the GEIS costs in the

same manner just described. Results are summarized in Table XII .

1544'2if
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TABLE XI

VARIOUS COVER REQUIREMENTS FOR RADON FLUX ATTENUATION
i

Depth (1) Total Incremental Depth (1) Total Incremental Depth (1) Total Incremental Depth Total Incremental

Reg'd. Ind. Cost (4)Ind. Cost (4) Reg'd. Ind. Cost (4)lnd. Cost (4) Req'd. Ind. Cost (4)Ind. Cost (4) Reg'd. Ind. Cost (4)!nd. Cost (Flux fait

(pC1/m -sec.) (m) ($W1) ($MM) (m) ( $M*1) ($MM) (m) ( $M:1) ( $W1) (m) ($MM) ( $M1)_

0 00 0 -

0 0 -

450 0 0 -
-

100 1.14 98 98 2.32 199 199 0.27 23 23 - - -

50 1.66 142 44 3.31 290 91 0.39 33 10 - - -

10 2.83 246 104 5.87 502 212 0.68 58 25 0.92(3) 79 79

5 3.40 291 45 6.94 593 91 0.80 68 10 1.45 124 45

3 3.79 324 33 7.73 661 68 0.89 76 8 1.83 157 33

2 4.09 350 26 8.36 715 54 0.96 82 6 2.13 174 17

1 4.62 395 45 9.42 805 90 1.08 92 10 2.66 227 53

.

(1) Calculated from Equation 1 on page 9-24 and permeability factors from figure 9.1, page 9-25. (GEIS)
2(2) Total industry cost. Assumes 82.2 mills at 800,000 meters per mill and a cost of $1.30 per cubic meter for cover.

Flux of 15.3 pC1/m -sec. emerging from 0.6 meters of clay used as Jo in flux equation of note 1 above for this case.2
(3) The first cost figures shown are for the 0.6 meters clay and 0.32 meters soil A needed to reach a flux of 10 pCi/m2-sec.

.

(4) Ind. Cost = Industry Cost.

-
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TABLE XII

REALISTIC ASStrtPTION -
VARICUS COVER REQUIREPENTS FOR RADON FLUX ATTENUATION

i
Soil A 5o11 8 Clay 0.6m Clay + Soil A

I Total (2) I III } Total (2) pthII) Total Incremental Depth Total IncrementalI4fncrementa[4) DepthDepth
Ind. Cost (4)IncrementalInd. Cost (4} Reg'd.Ind. Cost (4)ind. Cost (4) Reg'd. Ind. Cost (4)Ind. Cost {Flux 1.imit

p,q.d. Ind. Cost Ind. Cost Req'd.
2(pC1/m -sec.) (m) {$MM) { $M1) (m) ( $M1) { $M1) (m) ($MM) ( $Fli) (m) ( $M1) ($m)

250 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0
-

100* 0.69 72 72 1.41 147 147 0.16 17 17
-

- - -
50 1.22 127 55 2.48 258 111 0.29 30 13 - - -
30 1.60 166 39 3.27 340 82 0.38 40 10 - - -
10 2.43 253 86 4.97 517 177 0.57 59 19 - - -

5 2.96 308 55 6.04 628 111 0.69 72 13 1.00(5) 104 1043 3.34 347 39 6.82 709 81 0.78 81 9 1.39 145 412 3.65 380 33 7.45 775 66 0.86 89 8 1.09 176 31
1 4.17 434 54 8.59 893 119 0.98 102 13 2.21 230 54 8

.

e

(1) Calculated from Equation 1 on page 9-24 and permeabil ty factors from Figure 9.1, page 9-25. (CEIS)
2(2) Total industry cost. Assumes 50 mills at 800,000 meters per mill and a cost of 12.60 per cubic meter for cover.

2(3) Flux of 8.5 pC1/m -sec. energing from 0.6 meters of clay used as Jo in flux equation of note 1 above for this cage.
The first cost figures shown are for- the 0.6 meters clay and 0.4 meters soll A needed to reach a flux of 5 pC1/m(-sec.

(4) Ind. Cost = Industry cost in millions of. dollars.
2(5) 8.5 pC1/m -sec. = 0.6 meters of clay at a total and incremental cost of $62.4 m.

-
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The GEIS values of incremental cover costs to achieve each increment in flux

reduction from Table XI have been combined with the corresponding GEIS incremental

health effects from Table IX to give the incremental cost per health effect

averted shown'in Table XIII. Integration periods of one hundred and a thousand

years have been included. The results of similar calculations based on adjusted

Continental health cffects and the adjusted incremental cover costs from Table

XII } are sumarized in Table XIV.

Comparisons of Cost-Effectiveness

The results for the 100 year integration period based on the mis values are

shown as a function of flux limit in Figure 3 using rectangular coordinates.

As would be expected, the more effective the cover, the lower the level it is

reasonable to reach. It is also evident that costs begin to escalate rapidly in
2the 5 to 20 pCi/m -see. range depending on the quality of the cover available.

A 2 pCi/m -sec. level is far into the region of diminishing cost effectiveness

for all types of cover with costs in the range of 8-25 million dollars per

health effect averted. Since the curves for the other integration periods will

have the same relative shapes, they lead to the same basic conclusion, i.e.

2 pCi/m -sec. is well into the range where cost effectiveness is poor.

With the NC adjusted values (Table XIV) the incrarental cost per

health effect values riove up rapidly for all levels of flux examined.
2

A nurked change in slope is indicated at approxinntely 80 pCi/m -sec. for

Soil A and would occur at scrne point greater than a flux of 100 pCi/m -sec.

for Soil B.

The GEIS proposes to specify both a maximum flux limit of 2 pCi/m -sec.

and a minimum depth of cover of 3 meters. The interrelationship between these

two variables and cost-effectiveness is shown in Figure 4 for the values based

2(1) At a flun of 250 pCf /m sec. the Continental health ef fects are

7)=o.33/ year 151- o j
Effects at other flux levels obtained by ratio.

1544 221
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on the GEIS. The ordinate is the incranental cost per health effect avortM

(log scale) and the abcissa is the total depth of cover in meters. A solid line

is given for each of the three types of cover with the numbers b/ each point

showing the corresponding flux limit in pCi/m -sec. The scatter from the

linear relationship depicted appears to be largely the effect of rounding.

The suggested range of appropriate societal costs of $250,000-$500,000 developed

previously is also shown for reference.

For the rost offective cover, clay plus Soil A, the 0.6m. of clay specified

reduces the flux to about 15 ri/m -sec. and averts nearly 9.5 health effectst

per year. This leaves only about 0.2 health effects per year for the additional

a3ver to impact upon. Further incranental reductions are thus very small so the

incremental cxast per health effect curve rises rapidly. For the. less efficient

ecners, Soil A and Soil B, the health effects averted are spread 'over a wider

range of ccreer depths so the curves increase less rapidly.

Using these values from the GEIS it is evident from the figure that the

radon flux level that can be attained at the suggested range of societal costs is

strongly dependent on the type of cover available. For the clay plus Soil A
2

a range of 4-7 pCi/m -sec. occurs at a total cover of about 1-1/4 meters; for
2Soil A alone the range is 40-60 pCi/m -sec at a depth of 1-1/2 - 2 meters; and for

2Soil 8 only (0-100 pCi/m -sec can be reached at a cover depth of 2-3 meters.

If the societaly acceptable cost is increased to $1,000,000 per health

effect, the attainable levels for the three cover alternatives are 4, 20 and

40 pCi/m -sec at depths of 1-1/2, 2-1/2, and 4 meters, respectively. To reach
2

the level of 2 pCi/m -sec. recommended by the staff, costs would range from

8 to 24 million dollars per health effect averted, at depths of 2, 4, and 8

meters, respectively (Clay + A,. A, B). Even a 1000 year integration period

would only reduce the range to 800 thousand to 2.4 million dollars per health

effect.

'

15'~'
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'Ihe corresponding values based on the MC adjustments are shown in Figure 5.

Since the number of health effects to be averted are considerably lower than

the TIS valuls and the costs are double, the cost per health effect shifts

up sharply frcm the levels shown in the previous figure. All of the results

are an order of magriitude or mare above the suggested range of appropriate

societal costs.

2On the M C basis, if clay is available, a flux of 5 pC1/m -sec. may be

approached but only at a cost per health effect around 3 million dollars. If

clay is not available, it will be difficult and not cost-effective to reach

2 2flux limits below 100 pCi/m -sec. Values for.2 pCi/m -sec. are off-scale and

range frcm 220 to 470 million dollars per health effect averted. One thousand

year integration reduces these to 22-47 million dollars.

Conclusions

The CIS estimates shown in Figure 4 daronstrate,and the MC estimates

in Figure 5 crphasize that large expenditures of societal resources to reduce

radon flux from tailings piles to very low levels is neither cost-effective nor

reasonable. There are many frore effective ways to reduce societal risks.

These results also show that the inflexible level of 2 pCi/m -sec. suggested

by the CIS is grossly imppropriate. The need for a flexible range, on the

order of 10-100 pCi/m -sec., with strong consideration of site-specific

conditions is clearly de:enstrated.

>

.
Ifi3
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TABLE I!!!-

INCRIPENTAL EOST PER HEALTH EFFECT

IIIAVERTE0 BY pan 0N FLUt ATTENUATION

.

Annual ( } -

$gj g
Incremental -

I3I 100 Year 1000 YearFlux Limit Depth of Health Effects Incrementa1

7 Cover Averted Cost Integratien Integrati ,
(DCi/m -se:-) ($'e t e r s ) (per year) ($MM) [$,/ Heal t h E f fect) ($/ health Effect)

100 1.14 7.57 98 123,000 12,900
50 1.66 1.06 44 415,100 41,510
10 2.88 0.86 104 1,209.000 120,900

5 3.40 0.106 45 4,245,000 424.500
3 3 79 0.043 33 5,200,000 $20,000
2 4.09 0.022 26 11,820,000 1.182,000
1 4.62 0.021 45 21,420,000 2.142,000-

I2IAnnual Soil 8
Incremental

Flux Limit Depth of Health Ef fects Incremental''3I 100 Year 1000 Year
y Cover Averted Cost Integration Integratice

(pCi/n -sec ) (Peters) (per year) ($MM) ($/5 calth E f fect) (5/ Health Effe:t)
100 2.32 7.57 '199 261 800 26,180

50 3,3] 1.06 91
10 5.87 0.86 212 858*500 85,E50

5 6.94 0.106 91 2'465'000 246,500

8 585*000 958,500.

3 7.73 0.043 68
10|600000 1 ECD,000

2 8.36 0.022 54 24,550,000 2,455,000
9.42 0.021 90 42,860,000 4.286,000

Aanual(2) 0.6 Meters Clay's Soil A
Incretental

Depth of Health Effects Incrementa1W 100 Year 10C0 YearFluz Limit Cover Averted Cost Integration Integration
, Peters) (eer year) ($PM) ($/ Health Ef fect) ( $ / Heal th Ef fett)((pCi/n -sec.)

100 7.57- - - -
.

50 1.06 - - -

0.86(9.5)4 79 83,000 8,300
.

10 0.92
5 1,45 0.106 45 424,500 42,450
3 1.83 0.043 33 5,200,000 520,000
2 2.13 0.022 17 7.773,000 777,300
'I 2.66 0.021 53 25,240,000 2,524,000

Somatic ef fects, Continental basis.

Annual values from Table II.

From Table II.

0.6 etters of clay reduces the calculated flux to 15.3 pC1/m -sec. The cost shown ircludes an additional
0.3 meters of soil A and the *otal incremental health effects averted to the 10 pC1/m2-sec. of 9.5/ year.

1544 224 u



TABLE XIV

REALISTIC ASSflMPTION -
INCREMEN_TAL COST PEP. HEALTH EFFECT

AVERTEDU) BY RADON FLUX ATTENHATION

I2)Annual gogi g
Incre. ental I3)''

Dept'h of Health Effects Incrementa1 100 Year 1000 YearFlux Limit
2 Cover Averted Cost Integration Integration

pCi/m -sec.) (Meters) (per year) (5MM) [$/HealthEffect) ($/ Health Effect)
250+100 0.69 0.198 72 3,640,000 364,000

50 1.22 0.066 55 8,300,000 830,000
30 1.60 0.02f 39 15,000,000 1,500,000
10 2.43 0.027 86 31,900,000 3,190,000

5 2.96 0.0066 55 83,000,000 8,300,000
3 3.34 0.0026 39 150,000,000 15,000,000
2 3.65 0.0014 33 236,000,000 23,600,000
1 4.17 0.0013 54 415,000,000 41,500,000

I2Annual Soil B
Incremental

flux Limit Depth of Health Effects Incremental (3) 100 Year 1000 Year
2 Cover Averted Cost Integration Integration-

loci /m-sec.) (Meters) (per year) (SMH) ($/ Health Effect) ($/ Health Effect)
J50+100 1.41 0.198 147 7,400,000 740,000

50 2.48 0.066 111 16,800,000 1,680,000
30 3.27 0.026 82 31,500,000 3.150,000
10 4.97 0.027 177 66,000,000 6,600,000

*

5 6.04 0.0066 111 168,000,000 16,800,000
3 6.82 0.0026 81 311,000,000 31,100,000
2 7.45 0.0014 66 471,000,000 47,100,000
1 8.59 0.0013 119 915,000,000 91,500,000

C.6 Meters' Clay + Soil /In nt
Depth of Health Effects Incrementa1W 100 Year 1000 YearFlux Limit Cover Averted Cost Integration Integration2pC1/n .sec.) JMeters) (eer year) ($MP) ($/ Health Effect) ($/ Health Effect)

250+100 0.198- - - -

50 - 0.060 - - -

'

30 0.026- - - -

i 10 0.027- - - -

5 1.00 0.0056(0.32) 104 3,250 000 325,000

|
,

3 1.39 0.0026 41 158,000,000 15,800,000
2 1.69 0.0014 31 221,000,000 22,100,000-

1 2.21 0.0013 54 415,000,000 41,500,000

(1) Somatic effects, Continental basis.

(2) Base case health effect calculated from the Continental value of 9.7 per year as

9.7h0.33peryear

2Base case flux is 250 pC1/m -sec. Health effects for other flux levels obtained by ratio.

(3) From Table XII.
(4) 0.6 meters of clay reduces the calculated flux to 8.5 pCf m? sec. The cost shown-

includes an additional 0.4 meters of Soil A and the total incremental health
effects averted to 5 pC1/m2.sec. of 5.3/ year. 15
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PER INCREf! ENTAL HEALTH EFFECT AVERTED
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IMPACT OF flATURAL FORCES Af:D It:TRUSIOf!S

The previous discussion of cost effectiveness considered only the attainment

of certain ,1evels of radon flux. The arbitrary limit of'a minimum of 3 meters

imposed by the staff as desirable for long term stability and to prevent

intrusion would in most cases add materially to the costs. The basis and real
,

value of such added cover with its attendant costs needs to be examined.

Although risk levels have been discussed extensively it is most direct

to use the information in Table 5, page 18 of the GEIS to put the magnitude
,

!of the problem into perspective.

Estimated Estimated Annual Potential
Annual U.S. Population Jose Annual
Release (Organ-rem to Premature
(C4/yr) bronchial epithelium) Cancer Death

Natural Soiis 120,000.000 16,000,000 1,152
Building Interiors 28,000 22,000,000 1,594
Evapotransiration 8,800,000 1,200,000 86

Soil Tillage 3,100,000 420,000 30

Fertilizer Used 48,000 6,900 0.50
1900-1977)

Reclaimed Land From 36,000 4,900 0.35
Phosphate Mining

Totals 132,012,000 39,631,800 2,862.85

Postoperational Releases
from tailings

Base Case 920,000(0.7hl) 83,000(0.2hl) 6(0.2hl)
Proposed Limit 4.000 370 0.026(0.0009hI

(1) Numbers in parenthesis show percent of total.

_
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It is immediately evident from the table that the risk, even if no covering

is applied, on the very conservative GEIS basis is only about 0.2% of that

from other comon sources of radon. When substantial cover is used a temporary

or even permanert failure of a substantial portion of the cover would have an

increase in risk that could not be distinguished from the other sources listed.

The staff provides an extensive discussion of general stability, human
-

.

intrusion, and catastrophic failures of the disposal sites. The general thrust

of this analysis is as follows:

Regarding long-term geomorphic changes, page 9-34 states:

" Climate is a very important driving force and determinant

of the rate and direction of the geomorphic proces. . .

They do concur that climates are changing and emphasize the

profound effect this change, regardless of direction, will

have on man's future."

Section 12.6 continues:

". . . the very long-term performance of tailings isolation

(that is, several thousand years into the future and beyond)

will be governed by climatic and geological forces which cannot

be predicted precisely. In Section 9.4.1.2 the staff has

examined a full range of possible failure modes, not with the

purpose of predicting in absolute or quantitative terms

changes for or consequences of failure, but in order to provide a

guide in siting and design of tailings disposal schemes. The

pertinent question is what should be considered or taken into

account ,in order to provide reasonable assurance of long-term

isolation of tailings." (Emphasis supplie')

"However, to account for uncertainties, particularly with

regard to very long-term (greater than several thousand

years), examining the effects of a certain level of tailings

1544 230 u;o-
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isolation failure may be useful . Without postulating specific

failure scenarios (methods and timing of failure), a " failure"

of ten percent of the tailing isolation areas is arbitrarily

assumed to provide what the staff consideres to be a very conservative

perspective on the matter of potential health effects from radon

release. Specifically, it is assumed that there is a complete

loss of cover from ten percent of all of the tailings accumulated

to the year 2,000. This would result in incremental releases and

exposures which are about a factor of 10-3 (0.1 percent) of those

resulting from natural radon releases (see Table 12-1). Therefore,

consequences of such worst case situations are seen to be a very

small fraction of those naturally occuring without milling."

"With regard to individual exposures from such " total" failures,

no immediate and acute health effects would result. Long and

sustained exposure to radioactivity in the tailings pile would be

required to produce adverse affects. That is, remedial action would

be taken in a time frame that would prevent any adverse health

affects to maximally exposed individuals.

"The staff considers that tailings disposal alternatives falling

into the " passive monitoring mode" include a strong measure of

conservatism in design and siting to assure long-term stability

without perpetual active care. However, this analysis shows that

the consequences of even several unlikely, " worst case" failures

are small in comparison to those occuring from natural releases."

Intrusion and the effect of land use are described with the following general

analysis of the magnitude of the problem taken from Section 9.4.2.2, page 9-38.
'

"Most mining and milling activity occurs in sparsely populated

regions. . . . .While recognizing that it is not possible to _
161-
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predict climatic and demographic patterns as far into the

future as tailings remain hazardous, current conditions and

associated very low pressures for land development will most

likely continue for a reasonably long period. For this reason,

any of ,the above land use types will tend to be " worst case"

or conservative scenarios for evaluating disposal alternatives

at most disposal sites."

"A periodic visit to the site (e.g., annually) in addition to either

land ownership or records control would provide reasonable assurance

that the tailings would remain undisturbed."

And from Section 10.4"
.

"As discussed in Section 9.4, because most erosiona1 processes

are relatively slow and even the worst of human intrusion events

would not result in immediate, acute health effects, the annual.

inspections would probably be sufficient. Human intrusion

or disruptive activities, although extremaly unlikely, particularly

if there are land ownership controls, could be halted before any

health hazard could occur. (Emphasis supplied)

In summary, the staff has looked at long tem geomorphic changes and

concluded that thev are slow, inevitable, and that their" direction cannot

be predicted. They have also shown that a "very conservative" estimate of the

potential amount of complete failure and health consequences of such failure

are "a very small fraction of thos occuring without milling."

The problem of human intrusion an,d its consequences has also been

examined. It was concluded that with periodic inspections, the effects of

both intrusion and erosion could be halted. The Uranium Mill Tailings Act

of 1978 provides for such inspections and the funding to assure that they are

perfomed.
1"1544r 232
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In spite of these conclusions, and although the analysis is described

as "a guide in siting and design of tailings disposal schemes", the NIC becmes

very specific in their, regulatory proposal based on this analysis. A minimum
f.

of 3 meters of cover is specified regardless of the flux attained. There -

does not appear to be any basis for this beyond a desire by the staff to be ultra-

conservative and to select a number arbitrarily that fits this concept.

The same problem exists with the selection of below-ground disposal

as the prime method of disposal. This is true even if any equally environmentally

effective above ground scheme which is more- cost-effective is available. It

is essential that flexability be retained.

CWCLUSIONS

An extensive examination of the literature on risks in the workplace

and risks experienced by the general public was presented. Caparison with

occupational risk, with public acceptance of voluntary vs. involuntary risk,

and examination of a wide variety of cmmon involuntary risks which appear to

be acceptable today suggest that a range of 0.1-ld/m/y is a reasonable approxi-

nation of the level of risk that is acceptable to the general public. This

range is recmmended as a cmponent of regulatory decision-making. It is

not intended that it be a rigid rule but a guideline, conditioned by the

number of people exposed, the costs to reduce risk, and the general level

of societal benefits obtained.

A similar examination of the literature on societal attitudes on expend 1-

tures to avert risk suggests that a range of $250,000-$500,000 per health

effect averted is particularly appropriate to evaluate the cost-effectiveness

of the various control measures proposed in the draft TIS. 'Ihis, too, would

be a guideline, not a rigid rule.

~

1G3
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Radon emanation frun the mill tailings can persist for many years.

This introduces the question of the anount of societal

resources that should be used today to avert potential health effects far

into the future. Based upon considerations of the impact of a possible cure

for cancer and the inability to make long-term predictions of either the

geological state,of the planet or the conditions and attitudes of society

with any degree of reliability, it was concluded that a period of about

100 years was appropriate for use in cost-effectiveness evaluation.

The ccnparison of the absolute risks to the general public fran

uranium milling to other risks experienced and found acceptable to society

shcws that, on a Continental basis, using even the grossly conservative

values in the draft G IS, there is little technical justification for any

cover at all on the tailings piles. Examination of risks to :the nore heavily

exposed regional pcpulation, i.e. those living within a 50-mile radius of

the 12-mill ecmplex, on the GIS basis, shms that a maximum flux range of
210-100 pCi/m -sec. is a reasonable guideline. On the nore realistic, but

still conservative, M C basis, there is no strong technical reason to require
2 2flux levels belcw 100 pCi/m -sec. The value of 2 pCi/m -sec. reocnmended

in the GIS is totally without support.

Examination of the cost-effectiveness of various levels of radon flux

control shcus that large expenditures of societal resources to redtre the

flux to very Icw levels is neither cost-effective nor reasonable. The need
2for a flexible range, on the order of 10-100 pCi/m -sec. with strong considera-

tion of site-specific conditions is clearly dcnonstrated.

The t K staff provided an extensive discussion of the consequences of

tailings cover failure and human intrusion. 'Ihey conclixied that the risks

frcm both of these were extremely small. 'Ihe NC agrees with this analysis

and concludes that the inflexible requircment of a minimum of 3 meters of cover
i

proposed in the draft GIS is unnecessary. bbre flexibility should be allowed.

- 3 a %1
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Attachment 1

Direct Testimony presented on OSHA Docket No. H-090,
Proposed Regulations of Toxic Substances Posing a
Potential Occupational Carcinogenic Risk, Dr. Richard
Wilson, 1978.*

* AMC does not necessarily endorse every statement made in
this document. We have referenced certain materials from
this document in our written and oral comments and it is
attached hereto for the reader's convenience.
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The Concept of Risk

1. Introduction

The principal theme in this testimony is a better definition

of the phrase " lowest feasible level" with respect to occupational

exposure. Until it is defined, the aim of OSHA of simplifying

the hearing process will be nullified. If " lowest feasible level"

is to be defined as essentially zero or whatever level is techni-

cally possible, then the whole proposal of OSHA is unworkable and

it will be attacked in all possible ways. Scientifically, one

can reduce almost any exposure without limit--at increasing ex-

pense. But we can't afford to spend the whole Gross National

Product on one chemical alone.

If, as I propose, the phrase is defined in a common sense

manner--and more formally in terms of a risk analysis--then there

is a clear working procedure for all parties to follow. I sum-

marize my proposed procedure for risk calculation:

1) Human data should be used whenever possible, but animal

data, in at least two different mammalian species, may be used

as a surrogate for human data. If animal data in only one mammalian

species or mutagenesis data exist and show a very high carcinogenic

potency, this can be used to signal an immediate need for more data

and the limited data can be used in the interim for limited purposes..

This listing demands slightly more proof of carcinogenicity

than that of OSHA's group I. I believe this is aqpropriate and
seems to agree better with recommendations of government committees.

2) We need to know the risk at low exposure levels, and it is

hard to obtain statistically significant data at low exposure levels.

1544 240.~ 170
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Therefore, data at high exposure levels must be used and an inter-

polation made between these data and the point with zero effects

at zero exposure. The preferred technique for simplicity and for a
prudent (conservative) public policy is a linear interpolation

with no threshold.
3) Data on exposure of humans or animals over a lifetime

should be used when possible. When data is only available which

covers part of a lifetime, then the risk can be estimated for a
full lifetime using a reasonable theory.

4) The cancer risks we ask workers to accept should be com-

parable to other risks we ask workers to accept and hopefully pro-

gressively lower as civilization proceeds. All risks must be re-

duced, and it is appropriate to reduce the largest risks first,
and those risks which are the least costly to reduce. But it is

unrealistic to demand that risks due to carcinogens be reduced

much more than risks due to other causes.
Associated with a linear no threshold theory is usually5)

the statement that at low doses we should measure a long term aver-
Fluctuationsage exposure to calculate the carcinogenic risk.

about this average, while they might affect the actual risk if a
threshold is assumed, will not affect the risk if the linear theory $

e

This theory remains a conservative upper bound to the riskis used.

even in the presence of exposure fluctuations. A more detailed F
k

summary of my views on these matters is in reference 1. f

i
I
I
i

1"The Risks of Low Levels of Pollution," Richard Wilson, Yale |

Journal of Biology and Medicine, Jan/Feb, 1978.

1544 74' 1.171
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2. The risk / benefit concept

Once it is decided that a chemical is a carcinogen and poses
a risk, it remains to decide what to do about it.

It would be nice if it were inexpensive and easy to reduce the

exposure to the chemical to such a level that the risk were zero.

But life isn't that simple--or at least we cannot ptave that it

is that simple. As noted later, although there are distinguished

scientists who believe that there is a dose below which there is
no carcinogenic risk in a human lifetime, there are other scien-

tists who do not; there is no way experimental evidence can directly

distinguish the two cases and the argument remains theoretical.

However, as noted later, there are few who believe that the cancer

incidence is worse than linear with dose, so that a bounding,

reasonably conservative, estimate of risk can be made.

If it were possible to reduce all exposure to zero we could

reduce all risks to zero. But there are many risks in life--most of

them fortunately small--and we cannot reduce all of'them to zero

simultaneously. We must therefore compare the risks of different

actions to cause the same benefits, of different actions to reduce

overall risk and then compare the risk and benefit of each action.

This is not stated in the OSHA proposal, but it is stated by many

advisory boards, including most of those quoted by OSHA in support

of the OSHA classification proposal. For example, the National

Cancer Advisory Board Subcommittee on Environmental Cancer says:

2" General Criteria for Assessing the Evidence for Carcinogenicity
of Chemical Substances: Report of the Subcommittee on Environmental
Carcinogenesis," National Cancer Advisory Board, Journal of the
National Cancer Inst. 58, 461 (1977).

-
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"In those cases where' a compound has been proved to be
carcinogenic, there remains a decision to what extent
the possible risks to man are counterbalanced by the
possible social, economic, or medical benefits of that
substance. Scientists must play a major role in these
decisions by providing the available data. The final
decision, however, must be made by society at large
through informed government regulatory and legislative
groups."

In a statement on May 22, 1976, Russell Train, Administrator

of EPA said:

"I believe that it is important to emphasize the two-step .

nature of the decision-making process with regard to the [
regulation of a potential carcinogen. Although different i
EPA statutory authorities have different requirements, in I

general two decisions must be made with regard to each po-
tential carcinogen. The first decision is whether a parti-
substance constitutes a cancer risk. The second decision
is what regulatory action, if any, should be taken to reduce
that risk."

"In other regulatory areas, for example those under the Clean
Air Act, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, or the
Safe Drinking Water Act, where a large number of suspect
carcinogens may exist in the atmosphere or public water
supplies, the detailed risk benefit assessment will, because ,

of limited Agency resources, necessarily have to be carried
'

out on a priority basis in terms of which agent appears to ;
be the most important." ,

'
"Once the detailed risk and benefit analyses are available,
I must consider the extent of the risk, the benefits con-
ferred by the substance, the availability of substitutes
and the costs of control of the substance. On the basis of
careful review, I may determine that the rioka are ao amaEL
or the benefits 40 great that no action or only limited action
i4 warranted. Conversely, I may decide that the risks of
some or all uses exceed the benefits and that stronger action
is essential." (my italics)

3Fcderal Register, 41102, Tuesday, May 25, 1976.

.
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The first application of the risk / benefit approach was probably

in the burgeoning radiation industry in the 1920s. The recommenda-

tions of advisory committees in this field are therefore the most

sophisticated. A National Academy Committee says:4

" Logically the guidance or standards should be related to
risk, whether we regard a risk as acceptable or not depends
on how avoidable it is, and to the extent not avoidable,
how it compares with the risks of alternative options and
those normally accepted by society."

"a) no exposure to ionizing radiation should be permitted
without the expectation of a commensurate benefit.

b) the public must be protected from radiation but not to
the extent that the degree of protection provided results
in a worse hazard for the radiation avoided. Additionally
there should not be attempted the reduction of small risks
even further at the cost of large sums of money that spent
otherwise would cl.early produce greater benefit."

The committee goes on to say:

"When the risk from radiation exposure from a given techno-
logical development has been estimated, it is then logical
for the decision-making process that comparisons be made
and considerations given to (a) benefits to be attained,
(b) costs of reducing the risks, or (c) risks of the alte
native options including abandonment of the development."g-

4
The effects on populations of exposure to low levels of ionizing
radiation. Pages 2-3. Report of the Advisory Committee on
Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) National Academy

of Sciences November 1972.

5
Ibid. Ch. II p. 7. (Needs of the Times)

4
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Dr. Philip Handler, P~ resident, National Academy of Sciences

introduced a National Academy Symposium on the subject. Among

he makes the following remarks:6other statements,

"The burden on the scientific community is to provide ade-
quate basis for such decisions in the future."

"The second difficulty lies in the calculus.... in many
cases the dimensions on the two sides of the equation are
non-equivalent... with dollars on the one side and on the
other human lives or less quantifiable social amenities....
But un'til we settle that question we will be unable to
engage in logical decision making in many instances." i

I

In a recent report a World Health Organization group concludes:7

"In those situations where carcinogens are unavoidable, or
where the banning of a substance would impose a hardship
or an unrealistic economic burden, the toxicologist must
assess th'e risks associated with different levels of
exposure." .

.

FThe fact that carcinogens can vary in their potency by a factor
i

of 10 million--from aflatoxin to saccharin--suggests a graded response i
!

to risks. Thus Schneiderman says (and I agree) " materials should be [8

assessed in terms of human risk rather than as safe or unsafe."

Others use the phrase an " acceptable level or risk." Thus Dr.

Karybill of the National Cancer Institute says:

I
|

Safe?--the design of policy on drugs and food additives.6How Safe is
|National Academy of Sciences (1974) pp. 3, 4.

7" Assessment of the Carcinogenicity and Mutagenicity of Chemicals,"
WHO Technical Report Series 546 (1974).

0" Establishing Cancer Risks to a Population," M.A. Schneiderman and
C.C. Brown, Environmental Health Perspectives (1977).
9" Pesticide Toxicity and Potential for Cancer: A Proper Perspective,"
H.F. Kraybill, Pest Control, page 9, Dec. 1975.

1544 245
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"One should not exhaus't one's energy and resourcefulness in
the unexorable task of looking for a 'zero' exposure, the
'no effect level' but should view the problem in the con-
text of an ' acceptable level of risk.' This concept should
hold for a carcinogenic or noncarcinogenic event."

Sir Edward Pochin, M.D. of the Medical Research Council,

10devotes a whole paper to discussing risks which society has chosen

to accept. Pochin's paper emphasizes that the question of what risks

are acceptable is a question for society as a whole: for common man

to decide with the facts placed before them in a commonplace way.

The scientist can present the facts, his interpretation, and his

recommendation based upon what society has decided, implicitly or

explicitly in previous situations. .

That it is a political decision is emphasized by John Higginson,

M.D., Director of the International Agency for Research on Cancer

lin Lyon, France who warns also that it can be an elitist one:

"However undesirable, ' political oncology' exists and must
be accepted by oncologists and public health officials as
a fact of life. Nonetheless perfect environmental control
at the expense of the material environment is essentially
a concept of the wealthy society. It ill behooves those
who have benefited from the industrial society to deny
less privileged communities the same material benefits
unless the reasons are clear cut and impelling."

In discussing some of the political effects, Higginson goes on

to say:

"the concept of acceptable risk is widely accepted in some
form or another."

1544 246 -
E.E. Pochin, Brit. Med. Bull., 3_1_, 184 (1975) -

b10

11"A Hazardous Society? Individual versus community responsibility in
cancer protection," Third Annual B. Rosenhaus Lecture, J. Higginson,
Am. Journal Public Health, 66, pp. 361, 363 (1976).
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"In accepting [it) we should be guided by common sense
and honesty. We should not subject others knowingly to
risks that we would not accept for ourselves or for our
families. The decisions on socially acceptable risks
which imply the calculation of costs / benefits should not
necessarily be confined to an elite group but rather be
established through a consensus of society as a whole
and/or its respresentatives assisted by czpcets." (my
italics)

The important role of balance in the political decision is stressed

by those actually responsible for environmental protection. Thus

K. Mellanby, Director of the Monks Wood Experimental Station of the

English Nature Conservancy and Editor of the Journal of Environmental
12 '

Pollution, writes:

"Some ecologists harm their cause by overstating their case
and by condemning any industrial development even if they
do not hesitate to make use of the products of that indus-
try! We need to recognize 'real' risks, and to concentrate
on climinating them while at the same time using our tech-
nology properly for the benefit of mankind."

One of the advantages of a logical procedure of risk analysis is

that it can reduce polarization. John Dunster, Deputy Director

. 13
General of the (UK government) Health and Safety Executive, says: ;

"Some risks are clearly so unaccep. table that they must be j

eliminated. Others, less severe or less likely should be
reduced to the point where the benefits of the risky acti- |,
vity balance the costs of the ill effects. Striking the |

balance invariably involves compromise." !

12
K. Mellanby, " Unwise Use of Chemicals," Keynote paper in 1st
International Conference on the Environmental Future, Finland
1971, p.343, Barnes & Noble, Inc., Ed. N. Polunin

13
John Dunster, "The Risk rquations, Virtue in Compromise" The
New Scientist, 10 May 1977.

1544 247 1m
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We can base an acceptable risk on what is already present. A

group of World Health Organization advisors quoted by Truhaut ,14

states:

"As or where sensitive and reproducible quantitative measures
become available, it will be possible to define levels of
carcinogens naturally and undeniably present in our environ-
ment. From such knowledge it may then be possible to
establish ' socially acceptable levels of risk' for carcino-
gens in the work place and in the general environment."

This suggests an attempt to allow carcinogens if they only add

a little to what is already present. For radiation, the inter-

nationally regulated tolerance dose is close to the natural background

level.' But it is possible to do better--to evaluate a risk and

to compare the risks. This is the procedure I propose for OSHA.

The Federation of American Scientists, a public interest lobbying

group of some distinction, in a report in May 1976, say:

"There is needed some simple measure of cost and benefit
that would make widely different risk situations compar-
able so as to maintain, in different areas, roughly similar
standards for spending government and industrial funds to
save lives. Without such a standard, as economists will
sense immediately, cancer-avoiding expenditures cannot be
spent ef ficiently. And, in addition the public will have
the greatest difficulty distinguishing minimal risks from
large ones."

'

Scientists active in public causes also discuss risk analysis.

15Barry Commoner points out that it is a societal decision

14"Can Permissible Levels of Carcinogenic Compounds in the Environment
Be Envisaged?" Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety 1, 31 (1977).

.

15" Saccharin and Cancer," Washing ton Post, Sunday, March 27, 1977.

- ,: 1:7s
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" Balancing the benefits against the risks belongs not in-

the domain of science but to society. The judgment is a
,

value judgment--a social rather than a scientific.

decision."
,

f

Later he says:

" Based upon widespread concern about health and environment
problems the public appears to be ready... to determine
what balance between the hazards and benefits is acceptable."

As I look through the scientific literature I find no author who 1

states that a risk comparison is not the way to proceed, although

some believe that the "public" is not ready to accept such analyses. g

Part of this testimony is to show, by comparative analyses, how the 5

facts for decision can be put in a form which is easy to understand
so that acceptance is easier. )
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3. Risk / benefit ana~ lysis

There are several stages to a risk / benefit analysis:

1) The risk must be evaluated. This risk contains two factors:

the exposure to the carcinogen, and the carcinogenic effect at this
exposure. This will be a simple product if it is assumed that the

dose-response relationship is linear. The slope of this dose-

response relationship is the potency and we obtain a simple relation-
ship at low doses.

Fractional tumor incidence = potency x exposure and at high doses,

since the tumor incidence cannot exceed 100% fractional tumor incidence =
l -exp .[--potency x exposure] . (See Figure Ib later.) The carcinogenic

risk is the fractional tumor incidence in a large body of people.

Exposure is typically measured in milligrams of pollutant in-

gested daily or in milligrams per kilogram of body weight when we

wish to compare carcinogenic potency between species.

Since the risk, or the fractional tumor incidence, is a number

without dimensions, the dimensions of potency are the reciprocal

of the dimensions of exposure, or typically 1/(mg ingested daily)
or 1/(mg ingested per kilogram body weight) . As I will show, this

is a conservative estimate (overestimate) of the risk and as such
is suitable for a prudent public policy.

2) The benefit of the product must be evaluated.

a. The benefit to society as a whole must exceed the risk.

However, the analysis must not stop here. In the 1920's. physicians

using x-rays for diagnosis correctly argued that the great benefit

.

.

180..
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ioutweighs the risk. Cautious scientists pointed out that the
f

same benefit can be achieved at much less risk by inexpensive and k
s

simple measures (dose reduction, shielding, film sensitizers,
etc.) which are now adopted. This makes clear that even if the fr

t

benefit to society exceeds risk we must still proceed to ask:-- k
(
+

b. Can we obtain the same benefit with less risk by using b

|another chemical or other substitutions. This question is not h
now within the province of OSHA. Moreover, only if the other

chemical is an easy one to use, or a cheap one, is the question f!
simple. Then the question become a subsidiary of questions. ?

Wd. Can we reduce the risk at reasonable (to be defined ^
,

;
later) expense?

h)
d. Finally, we must ask are the benefits properly disaggre-

i

gated?--meaning do enough benefits accrue to those directly under- !
,!

taking the risk? This can, in an extreme case be by compensation
1or hazard pay.

; j
QI will assume that the items 2 (a) and 2 (b) have already been I

decided--probably by the marketplace. I will focus on items (c) y

and (d) in my testimony. A listing of benefits and risks to be
,i
g

17considered are in an NAS report from which I take the following ,-

table. h*

s

1

17" Principles of Evaluating Chemicals in the Environment," Report a

of the Committee for the Working Conference on Principles of
hProtocols for Evaluating Chemicals in the Environment. National hAcadency of Sciences, 1975, Chapter III, Benefits.
h
a

[h1544 251
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TABLE I

BENEFITS RISKS

1 value to the consumer 1 Adverse effect on health
a) practical utility a) well being and general
b) aesthetic value health

b) death

2 Conservation of natural 2 Environmental damage
resources and energy a) air, water, and land

pollution
b) wildlife

' c) vegetation,
,.

d) aesthetic 'V-

! e) property damage

| 3 Economic 3 Misuse of natural r'esources
i a) Employment and energy sourdes

b) Regional Development
c) Balance of Trade;

t

Finally, I refer to some summaries of the risk / benefit analysis
I . 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
: and its public perception which discuss risk /

.

benefit analysis in other situations.

18W.W, Lawrence, "On Acceptable Risk"Kaufman (1976).
19E.M. Clark & A.J. Van Horn, " Risk Benefit Analysis and Public

Policy", a Bibliography. Informal report by Energy & Environmental
Policy Center, Harvard University for Brookhaven National Laboratory
BNL 22285, (1976) (Dec.)

20" Perspectives on Benefit-Risk Decision Making," National Academy of
Engineering (1972)

21
A.J. Van Horn and Richard Wilson, "The Status of Risk Benefit

Analysis," Informal report by the Energy and Environmental Policy
Center, Harvard University for Brookhaven National Laboratory.
BNL 22282, Dec. 1976. Printed in Science Policy Implications
of DNA Recombinant Molecule Research, Hearings before the House
Subcommittee on Science and Technology, U.S. House of Representatives,
No. 24, page 751, 1977.

22
A.J. Van Horn and Richard Wilson, " Factors Ini-luence the Public

Perception of Risks to Health and Safety--A Brief Summary Report,"
Energy and Environmental Policy Center for Brookhaven National
Laboratory (1977).

~

_
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4. Evaluation of the risk--animal and human data

OSilA in the preamble to its October 4, 1977 regulation, spend

many pages, citing many authorities, to show that it is necessary

to allow animal data alone as a proof of carcinogenesis. This is

because it is obviously unacceptable to irradiate humans directly

and we want to find out what to do somehow. In many cases where

both human data and animal data on carcinogenesis are available

(vinyl chloride, radiation) there is moderate agreement--although

this is not true of teratogenesis.

I therefore accept the OSHA recommendations that one can

accept, animal data when human data is unavailable or too inaccurate.
Mutagenesis data can also be a useful supplement as a screening

test, as I will shou later.

I also believe that it is vital to realize that carcinogens

vary in their potency and that a mere statement of it is/(is not)

a carcinogen is not only unhelpful, but is likely to change as

detection sensitivities improve. At the moment this is not recog-

nized in the OSilA proposal.

m3
1544 253
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5. Evaluation of risk--dose-response relationship

The important feature to recognize about a dose-response rela-
tionship is that there is one. For example, society used to allow

men to work where there were high levels of vinyl chloride in the

air--greater than 1 part in 1000 and even up to 10%. Sixty-six

cases of liver angiosarcoma have occurred worldwide over 30 years
as a result. Now occupational exposures have been reduced a factor

of 1000. Will the number of cancers go down by this same factor

of 1000 to a level of one cancer in 300 years or more than one

in 300 years or less than one in 300 years?

It is only in rare cases that we have data on carcinogenesis

in humans suitable for developing a dose-response relationship.

But we do know, for example from the work of Doll and Hill, that

smoking 40 cigarettes a day gives 10 times the incidence of lung

cancer as smoking 4 a day and not smoking at all gives a much lower

incidence. This is in agreement with a linear, non-threshold, dose

response relationship. For radiation carcinogenesis we also have

a linear relationship, with a possible reduction at low dose rates.

This reduction is, for example, taken into account by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission in their reactor safety report, where further

details can be found.24 There are also indications from a large

scale animal test carried out at the National Center for Toxicological

I
~ 23R. Doll and A.B. Hill, Brit. Med. J., 1, 1399 (1964). See also,

A. Whittemore and B. Altshuler, " Lung Cancer Incidence in cigarette
Smokers. Further analysis of Doll and Hill's data for British
Physicians." NYU Medical Center report.
24

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Reactor Safety Survey--WASi. 1400/
NUREG 73-014, Appendix VI commonly called the "Rasmussen Report."

)

- . 184-
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Research that the dose-response curve for liver cancers is non-linear

at low dcses. But in most cases, even if data exist to prove human

carcinogenesis enough does not exist to establish a cicar dose

response relation for humans. We must then rely on animal data

and analogy.

In the vinyl chloride case, the animal data suggest that the

reduction of a factor of 1000 in occupational exposure reduces the

death rate by at least a factor of 1000 to a level one cancer in

300 years or less.

The rule proposed by OSHA on October 4, 1977 implies that

exposure to any quantity of a carcinogen ir.velves some risk just
Itas a purely linear dose-response relationship would suggest.

is experimentally impossible to disprove such a concept and we

are left with only theoretical concepts to guide us. We might

envisage three possible relationships between heal?.h effects and
Somedose. Fig. 1(a). Proponents of curve A argue in one of two ways.

argue that the latent period before a tumor occurs increases as the
and that when the latent period equals a human life-dose decreases,

there is an effective threshold. 6 Others relate the cancertime,

Dr. M.F. Cranmer, Presented at the Nov. 28-29, 1977 Science Ad-25

visory Committee Meeting.

R. Doll, " Age Distribution of Cancer: Implications for Modelt, of26

Carcinogenesis," Journ. of Royal Stat. Soc., 134A, 133 (1971).

R.E. Albert and B. Altshuler, " Considerations Relating to the27

Formulation of Limits for Unavoidable Population Exposures to
Environmental Carcinogens," Proceedings of the 12th Annual Hanford
Biology Symposium, pp. 231-253 (1972).
"As Assessnent of Environmental Carcinogen Risks in Terms of Life

Shortening," Environmental Health Perspectives, 13, 91 (1976).
H.B. Jones and A. Grendon, " Analysis of MathEma Heal Models Used

-

in Data Extrapolation," Clinical Toxicology, 9,791 (1976).
H.O. Hartley and R.L. Sielken, " Estimation of Safe Doses in Car-

cinogenic Experiments" Biometrics, 33, 1 (1977).
18"
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induction to some mcchanism which implies a threshold. (Curve B

comes from the "one hit" theory that the probability of a cancer

is random and proportional to the total chemical insult.28)

The important point, however, is that there is no widespread

view that curve C is probable and in this sense the linear, no

threshold curve B represents a conservative (pessimistic) hypo-

thetical calculation. It is recommended by many government ad-

9visory committees and academic scientists.

I believe curve B should be used for a conservative risk esti-

mation. There should be no need for other safety factors in a risk

e s tima' tion . It has a further major advantage (as noted earlier)--

the case of simple calculation and simple comparison with other

risks.

8
P.J. Gehring and G.E. Blau, " Mechanisms of Carcinogenesis--Dose-

Response," Journ. for Env. Path. and Toxicology, 1, 163 (1977).
R. Olson, Hearings before the U.S. Department of Labor, OSHA,
In Re Proposed Standard for Occupational Exposure to Benzene,
OSHA Docket No. H-59 (1977) (Direct Testimony).

29International Commission on Radiological Protection, (ICRP),
publications 3-10, Pergamon Press, London, Oxford and New York.
"The Effects on Population of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing
Radiation," Report of the Advisory Committee on the Biological

| Effects of Ionizing Radiation, National Academy of Sciences,
November 1972.
" Pest Control, An Assessment of Present and Alternative Techno-
logies," Report of the Consultive Panel on Health Hazards of Chemi-
cal Pesticides, Environmental Studies Board, National Academy of
Sciences, 1975.
" Estimation of Risks of Irreversibly Delayed Toxicity," D.G. Hoel,
D.W. Gaylor, R.L. Kirschstein, U. Saffiotte, M.A. Schneiderman,
Journ. Toxicity and Env. Health, 1, 133 (1975).

. 188
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There may be one or two cases already where the mechanism

of carcinogenesis is such that use of a non-linear relationship

can be clearly justified; more may appear as more research is

conducted. Presumably these could be specifically argued.

It is perhaps interesting to note that this linear hypothesis

0
seems to fit air pollution data and also it is noted by the

WHO that incidence of cirrhosis of the liver is directly pro-

portional to the alcohol intake in the country (with a correlation

coefficient of 0.93 based on 14 countries with average annual

intake varying from 4 to 25 liters per capita).

At low exposure levels the probability of any one person
}:

getting cancer in a lifetime is small. Associated with the con-
-

cept of a linear, non-threshold (or proportional) theory, is the 4

idea that at low doses the important parameter is the dose averaged
:

over a long period of time. Calculation of occupational risks {
N

}must take this into account.

I note that there is another popular interpolation procedure f

due to Mantel and Bryan. This relies on a " log normal" distribution $
&

and falls between my curves A and B. This fits data as well or }
better than the linear-non threshold theory. In most cases of s

interest it leads to a less conservative prediction at low doses. ;

i.e. it suggests a lower cancer risk than the linear theory. $

For conservative policy the lignar theory is to be preferred. 1]
'30Several curves from Norwegian, Japanese and U.S. data are pre-

sented in W.J. Jones and Richard Wilson, Energy, Ecology and the '

Environment, Academic Press, New York, 1974, Chapter VIII.

31 I

WHO Chronicle, 1975.
[~

32N. Mantel and W.R. Bryan, " Safety Testing of Carcinogenic Agents," 7

J. Nat. Cancer Inst., --27 455 (1961). t ,

s _ , ,

" l'
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6. The risk assessment--specific suggestions

On the rare occasions where good data exists on cancer in

humans,such as for cancer caused by cigarette smoking, this should

be used for a risk analysis. The dose-response curve of health

effect versus long-term average dose should be plotted and a

straight line taken from the lowest statistically significant

point * to the origin. This can be used as the risk. If a life-

time exposure dose is not known, the data may be corrected to a

lifetime cancer incidence using cancer statistics, or if these are

not available, using the Weibull formula dN/dt = At which was

shown by Armitage and Doll to be a good fit to the age distri-

bution'of cancer, with 2 < k < 8 depending upon the site of the

cancer, and A varying with the geographical location or the en-

vironment. For the purposes here, I suggest this formula be used

I as a useful summary of world cancer data.

Thus, if data exis't for people exposed for only the first

half of their lives a lifetime incidence for continuous exposure

1
comes by increasing the measured incidence by 2 .

g If the human data are not statistically significant, reasonable

l
j upper limits can still be usefully obtained from the data by draw-
1

ing a straight line from the top of the statistical error bars toI

I

| the origin.

h 33
P. Armitage and R. Doll, "The Age Distribution of Cancer and a

Multistage Theory of Carcinogenesis," Brit. Journ. of Cancer, 8,
1 (1954).

R. Doll, " Age Distribution of Cancer, Implications for Models
of Carcinogenesis," Journ. Royal Stat. Soc., 134A, 133 (1971).

| *r
w I suggest here that statistically significant be taken as when
I the random statistical error be less than 1/4'of the value of
! the point.

! ,.1.130
;
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If (mammalian) animal data are available, the dose response

curve should be plotted to get either a value or an upper limit,

as suggested for human data. This then should be related to humans

by relating an animal's life (2 years for a rat) to the full human

life of 75 years and for equal ratios of the daily food intake

divided by the body weight. In some early reports, if 10% of all

rats developed cancer in their lifetimes when fed 1 part in 1000

of a carcinogen in their diet, it was assumed that 10% of humans

would develop cancer when fed 1 part in 1000 of a carcinogen in

their diet. This probably overstates the risk to humans as animals

cat a'far larger fraction of their weight in food than humans do.
If data on mutagenesis (Ames' test) are availabl'e, it should

be compared to the animal and human data on carcinogenesis in a

plot such as that of Meselson34 (Figure 2) . If mutagenesis data

suggest a greater potency (and thereby suggests a larger risk) on

this plot it should be used as a signal that the animal data may

not be adequate. But I would not recommend that mutagenesis data

replace animal data, since there exists carcinogens that are not

35mutagenic in tests presumably because of inadequate metabolite

production, and some mutagens may not be carcinogens.

.

34
M. Meselson and K. Russell, Proc. of the Cold Sprir.g Harbor Con-

ference on Origins of Human Cancer, New York (1977).

35"Short-term Screening Tests for Carcinogens," Bryan A. Eridges,
Nature, 261, 195 (1976).
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Finally, these data can be combined with exposure data (aver-

aged over a long time) to get a conservatively estimated risk.
An excellent discussion of the procedure arises in the dis-

cussion of the carcinogenicity of saccharin.36 I agree with this

procedure almost in its entireti.

It is also important to realize that, associated with low

levels of pollutant and a linear dose-response relationship, we

are interested only in levels of pollutant averaged over a long

time--and appreciable fraction of a lifetime. Although there are

probably good toxicological reasons for preventing short exposures

to ver'y high concentrations of carcinogens, these reasons are not

taken account of in this present calculational proced'ure and must

be, and are, dealt with separately, by the ordinary rules and

regulations for toxic chemicals.

In calculation of a cancer risk it is important to bear in

mind that cancer can appear in sites other than the primary one.

This is true of cigarette smoking, where only half the cancers

caused are cancers of the lung, and for vinyl chloride where human

data suggest that, and animal data show that, only half the cancers

are liver angiosarcomas. We know also that, for cigarette smoking,

heart disease is also prominent, so for prudent public policy the

risk of cancer incidence in the primary site should be multiplied

by 4 to get a total risk until other data on risks in the other

6" Saccharin and Its salts: Proposed Rule and Hearing," 42 Fed.
Reg. 19996 (1977).
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sites and risk of heart disease are available. Also, as for

. cigarette smoke, birth defects can be expected.

In order to make a conservative analysis, therefore, I be-

lieve it appropriate to multiply the risk, calculated for a can-

cer at one site only, by 4.

.

i
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7. Upper limits to a risk-

Occasionally the statistical significance of data is not

enough to tell us whether the chemical is carcinogenic or not.

This may not mean that we know nothing; we can still establish

an upper limit to the risk. I illustrate this by the following

(hypothetical) example.

Lifetime exposure experiments are performed for a mammalian

species at several dose levels; exposure zero (control series);

exposure 100 units; 200 unit; 300 units. The data might then

look as follows:

No. of animals
with tumors at

Exposure No. of animals end of life

0 500 20

100 500 14

200 500 25

300 500 19

The number of animals (N) with tumors fluctuates by an amount

approximately equal to di which is the fluctuation due to the number

of animals used.

I suggest that if the upper limit to the risk comes out less

-5
than 1 in 100,000 per year of exposure (10 /yr) the question can

then be ignored by OSHA. If the-upper limit comes out to be

-5greater than 10 the question of carcinogenicity must be examined,

further.
|

This hypothetical set of numbers shows no obvious trend with in-

creasing dose. We can however rule out the postulate that at an exposure

i544 265
195,
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level 300 the number of animals with tumor is 35 because this

would be about 3 standard deviations from the mean.

I illustrate this by plotting the data graphically. We see
,

that the horizontal line (risk = 0) fits the data quite well, al-

though the fit leaves two out of four points with an error just

greater than one standard deviation. The same data can be fitted

~4with a risk line Risk = 10 / exposure with a stretch of the errors

on the control and on the highest exposure point. This gives a

probability of less than 1/20, and I take this here as close to

an upper limit.

In practice, then, even statistically insignificant data can

give an upper limit to carcinogenic potency, which can in turn be

put into a risk calculation.

,

f 136
J
p
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8. Simplicity and cost of regulation

It is important that a regulation be simple and easy to
administer. There are two reasons. Firstly, it will be enforced,

and secondly it will not cost too much to enforce.

The linear dose-response relation with no threshold enabler

risks to be easily calculated and compared. It probably overstates

the risk since it assumes there is no threshold, but--unless we

insist on the fruitless search for zero risk--this is likely to

be less expensive than regulatory hassles over what the threshold,

no effect level, or TLV is for the particular chemical.

It is hard to see how to enforce a criterion on the " lowest
feasible level" unless a risk assessment of some sort is made.
If it is made implicitly, it becomes subjective, rather than ob-

jective. One man can argue it is " feasible" to close down one

or two industrial plants; another might not. Interminable argu-

ments would ensue on a chemical by chemical basis.

a

.
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The OSHA Regulation

9 The lowest feasible level
I think the course of action suggested by OSHA is inappro-

priate because it fails to compare risk and benefit.
OSHA, in the proposed rule of October 1977, suggest that the

occupational exposure of all chemicals in group I be reduced to

the " lowest feasible level." This phrase is not defined, and to

the extent it is undefined, it can allow OSHA flexibility in apply-

ing common sense to each situation. However, also to the extent

it is undefined, it renders the whole stated purpose of the classi-
fication--the saving of time in argument--useless.37 Furthermore,

there-is a vague indication that " eventually" the exposure should

be reduced to zero and to the extent that zero is unmeasurable,

this is meaningless and unworkable.

The International Committee on Radiological Protection (ICRP)

also made ill-defined recommendations that "no exposure shall be

undertaken without expectation of benefit" and that exposures should

be reduced "as low as practicable." This committee was, therefore,

an early urger of cost benefit calculations. When nuclear power

cecame important, the Atomic Energy Commission (superseded by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission) found it useful to define the phrase

37 Debbie Galant writing "Taking Cancer Out of the Workplace," in
Environmental Action, a journal of a major lobbying organization,
seems to agree. She states: "The problem of determining feasibi-
lity may be the clinker in OSHA's cancer policy. A term open to

speculation and debate, its vagueness could frustrate the agency's
plans."

"
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further and held public hearings over three years.38, 39
1

Likewise, the Environmental Protection Agency is finding

problems with enforcement of the ill-defined injunction to use

the "best available control technology" and the FDA is struggling

with what it means, in these days of sensitive detection methods,
,

to reduce food additives to " undetectable" levels.

I therefore propose that OSHA should define the action to

be taken more clearly in terms of risk benefit analysis and for

this purpose I suggest a redefinition of category I and a separa-

tion of category I into 3 subcategories, (a), (b), and (c), accord-

ing to the way in which the chemical is used.

Firstly, for all chemicals that are " proven" carcinogens,

a risk calculation as outlined above should be mandatory. For

new chemicals, or new uses of old chemicals, this should be be-

fore the proposed use; for old chemicals, within a stated period

--say 5 years--after adoption of the rule.

Secondly, for all chemicals in category I, I would make

labeling of risky materials, posting of risky areas and education
of workers mandatory. This already happens for one class of workers

exposed to carcinogens--radiation workers. It would be an advan-

tage if the procedures were similar between radiation workers and

38The "As low as practicable" hearings, AEC RM-50-1.
39
The ICRP itself found it useful to change the words. The cur-

rent form is "all exposures shall be kept as low as reasonably
achievable, economic and social factors being taken into account."

_.
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chemical workers, because'this simplicity would be an aid to

understanding. Safety depends on active worker understanding

and participation at all levels. An industrial worker can often

reduce his risk by his own actions much more easily than his

supervisor can. Education and posting of warning signs then

would be one of the most important of OSHA actions.

1544 271 201
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10. Separation of Subcategories

This modified category I can now be separated into its subgroups

according to the conservatively estimated risk to the workers. I

tentatively propose the following separation and actions to be

taken in each group.

Category I(a) . Estimated risk of mortality, averaged over a

lifetime of continuous work exposure greater than one percent per

year (R > 1%/ year). In this group steps must immediately be taken

to reduce the risk by reducing exposure.

Category I(b) . Estimated risk of mortality, averaged over a life-

time of continuous work less than one percent per year but greater

-2
than one in one hundred thousand per year (10 / year > R > 10/ year).

For risks in this region exposure would only be allowed if the cost

to reduce them were too great. The cost estimates would no doubt

be a subject of discussion between OSIIA and industry.

Category I(c) . Estimated risk of mortality, averaged over a life-

time of continuous work exposure less than one in one hundred thou-

-5
sand per year (R < 0.00001/ year or R < 10 / year). In these cases

the continued worker exposure should be allowed without further

question by OSHA at least until other risks are reduced, although

OSHA should no doubt continuously monitor the risk, and should

probably promulgate maximum exposure levels. Of course, industry

might well further reduce the risk without the force of OSHA's

regulatory action.

I suggest a figure for the appropriate amount industry should

pay for reducing a risk $10 per person per year for a risk 10-

_
202
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($10 for 10 risk). This corresponds to a-5

per person per year
d.for every calculated hypothetical life savecost of $1,000,000

For example in a plant of 1,000
This seems a reasonable number. -5/ year, one

all of whom are exposed to a cancer risk of 10
workers,

hypo-
cancer would be induced every 100 years and if the risk is a

ll. Then
thetical one and an upper limit there would be none at a

to reduce this risk industry should pay $1 million every 100 years
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission in their discus-

or $10,000 per year.
i

sions of low levels of radiation to the general public (As Low As Pract -
hich

cable Hearing AEC RM-50-1) suggested $1,000 per man rem of exposure, wf
( d

corresponds, by a linear, average calculation similar to that suggeste
They con-

per calculated hypothetical life saved.here, to $10,000,000
(pending a large public

sidered this figure to be a temporary figure

hearing on the specific subject) and reached it as being a round number
I prefer the

larger than any number proposed to them at the hearing.

' lower figure and will make comparisons later in this testimony.
This separation of risk levels is similar to one recently

rec 7mmended in England by the Royal Commission on Environmental
1976. This

Pollution of the United Kingdom in the 6th Report,
from which I take the attached figure.is shown in Reference 39A,

Professor J.C. Wood of England writing in his book on indus-

trial law states:

W.R. Lpe, Brit. Journ. Ind. Med., 34, 274 (1977).39A
|' 6th Ed., p. 351,

Wood, Cooper's Outlines of Industrial Law,' 39BJ.C.

(
Butterworth, London.

:
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"The conduct of any industrial undertaking involves some
element of risk to the people employed. An element of
danger is something to which in a greater or lesser de-
degree, the employees must get accustomed."

1544 2.7:4 noa
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11. Examples of acceptable risks

As noted above, the acceptability of risks is a political

and not a scientific question. I will assume, however, that when

properly informed about the risks and their nature the body poli-

tic will make sensible decisions. I therefore calculate some

risks and show how societ-j in fact accepts many risks. These then

are the justification for my suggested limits. I put these in

several lists:

1) A list of recreational, voluntary risks (Table II).

2) A set of ordinary involuntary risks (Table III) .

3) Since cancer arouses particularly strong emotions, and
,

cancer is the subject of this hearing, I list some cancer

risks that are commonplace and presumably accepted (Table

IV).

4) A set of occupational risks (Table V).

The recreational risks (Table II) are very hard to quantify

because they are so variable. Thus an ardent rock climber will

spend more than 40 hours / year in his sport, and be subjected to

a higher than average risk. The 100 million bicycles in the U.S.

are not ridden with equal enthusiasm. Most people engage in

several of these activities--bicycling, sunbathing, fishing, etc.

-4
for a recreational risk of 10 / year; this means that there will

be one fatal accident a year for every 10,000 persons engaged in

the activity. We watch others, for our enjoyment, who have 20

times larger risks.

206
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pointed out that many of the risks in Table III areStarr

voluntary _and that people in fact will not accept such large risks
The table of common non-cancerous risksif they are involuntary.'

Purists might insist that driving a caris mostly involuntary.
p

h is voluntary (even in the terrible state of U.S. 'public transport-
j

but the large risk of being a pedestrian in our car-laden
f- ation) ,

society (4 x 10' ) is certainly involuntary, and so is urban air

b pollution.

- We come then to the risks of cancer (Table IV) . These are

t Firstly, an accident leadsseparately listed for three reasons.g
41 whereas blackb to an average life shortening.of about 30 years

y

lung disease is an impediment which incapacitates and renders theL
L

victim more susceptible to disease but does not kill at once, andt

[
r cancer also lies latent and kills only late in life. The average

life shortening is less--15-20 years. Therefore, the risk might

be regarded as less important. The second reason, however, pro-

;c

I bably outweighs the first. Risks are often perceived by the sur-

vivors and not the victims, and the lingering death due to cancer
b is often more important. Thirdly, many of the cancer risks are
t

!.
uncertain and involve extrapolation to low levels of exposure.

These extrapolations are likely to have similar uncertainties (and
,

my cancer risks are probably overestimated as stated in the sectioni'

j
,

f 40Starr, Chauncey, Science, 165, 1232 (1969).
|

1 Baldewicz, et. al., UCLA-ENG-7485, Nov. 1974.'

t
|

|

\ -
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on dose-response relationships) and comparison is therefore easier.

Finally, the set of occupational risks, Table V, is particu-

larly important because this is an OSHA hearing. Workers have

traditionally been allowed a higher risk than the general popula-
tion. For radiation, for example, the maximum level for occupational

exposure is 5 R/ year (higher for astronauts) whereas for the general
public it is 170 mR/ year--one thirtieth of the occupational level.

.

I
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TABLE II

42, 43, 44,45, 46, 47, 48
.

Risks in Sports

Deaths-'

1975 Risk /yr.

-5
Football ) ( 4x10

) ( -3
Automobile racing ) Averaged over ( 1.2x10

) Participants ( -3
llorse racing } ( l.3x10

1 ( -3)
Motorcycle racing ) ( l.8x10

) ( -4
Power boating ) ( 1.7x10

--

---------------------------------------------------------------5-
Boxing (amateur) ) 40 hrs /yr ( 2x10

) engaged in ( -5
Skiing ) sports ( 3x10

) ( -4
Canoeing ) ( 4x10

) ( -3
Rock climbing (U.S.) ) ( 10

-3
Sunbathing, mountain 300,000 5x10
climbing (skin can- cases

cer risk / curable)
-5

Fishing (drowning) Averaged over 343 1.0x10
fishing licenses

-5
Drowning (all rec- 4110 1.9x10
reactional causes)
all over U.S.

-5
Bicycling h(assuming 1000 10

1 person"per bicycle

42B.G. Ferris, New Eng. J. Med., 268, 430 (1963).
43F.D. Sowby, Health Phys., 11, 879 (1965).
44

C. Starr, Science, 165, 1232 (1969).

45
K.S. Clarke, J. Am. Med. Assoc., 197, 894 (1966).

46Statistical Bulletin, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., May 1977.
47Accident Facts, 1976 edition.

Statistical Abstract of the U.S.
1544 279 _
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TABLE III

Commonplace and Therefore Accepted
Risks of Death (non-cancerous)

No. of Deaths
in 1974 Risk / Year

-4
Motor Vehicle i Total 46,000 2.2x10

(in 1975) I Pedestrian (certainly involuntary) 8,600 4 x 10-5
-5

Hcme Accidents (1975) 25,500 1.2;d0

-4
Alcohol-cirrhosis of the liver (1974) 1.6x10

-5
Alcohol--cirrhosis of the liver (noderate drin'<cr) 4 x 10

Air travel: one transcontinental trip / year 3x10[6
jet flying professor 10

-6Accidental poisoning--solids and liquids 1,274 6 x 10 -6
gases and vapors 1,518 7 x 10

-5
Inhalation and ingestion of objects 2,9E 1.tx10

-6Electrocution 1,157 5 x 10
-5

Falls 16,335 7.7x10

160 5 x 10'7Tornados (
I -7

Hurricanes Average over several years 118 4 x 10
l

-7Lightning ( 90 4 x 10

Air pollution (total U.S.) estimate (sulphates) 30,0 % 1.5x10[
Air pollution (benzo (a) pyrene) urban U.S.-cancer risk 3 x 10

-6Vaccination for small pox (per occasion) 3 x 10

-5Living for one year downstream of a dam (calculated) 5 x 10

Sources: Accident Facts, 1976 Edition
Statistical Abstract of the U.S.
Alcohol--detailed discussion in appendix
Air travel--detailed discussion in appendix
Air pollution--detailed discussion in appendix
Dam failure--tKIA report, UCIA-ENG-7423, Payyaswumf, et. al. , Farch 1974

.
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- TABLE IV

_
Colmo. place Risks of Daily Life (Cancer Risks)

b Risk / year

|- Cos:Ri.c ray risks
-7

h One transcontinental flight / year 5 x 10
-5

e- Airline pilot 50 hrs./mo. 0 35,000 feet 5 x 10
-5

.- Frequent airline passenger 1.5 x 10
i Living in Denver corrpared to N.Y. 10_j
- One suamer (4 nonths) canping at 15,000 feet 10

|
1 Other radiation risks

-5-
h- Average U.S. diagnostic medical x-rays 10

[ Increase in risk from living in a brick building -6
-- (with radioactive bricks) a:xrpared to wx;d 5 x 10

-5
y1 Natural background at sea level 1.5 x 10
i

Eating arti drinking
,-

-5
One diet soda / day (saccharin) 10 _6r-

Average U.S. saccharin consu:mtion 2 x 10
-5;

Four tablespoons peanut butter / day (aflatoxin) 4 x 10;
5

- - One pint milk per day (aflatoxin) 10
-6

: Miami or New Orlean drinking water 1.2 x 10
i

1/2 lb. charcoal broiled steak once a mek -7m-

(cancer risk only; heart attack, etc. additional) 4 x 10
-5

'_ Alcohol-averaged over sackers and non-smokers 5 x 10
-5

!- Alcohol-light drinker (1 beer / day) 2 x 10
'

- Tobacco

-3
._

Snoker, cancer only 1.2 x 10

)- Snoker, all effects (including heart disease) 3 x 10-3
Person in rocm with smoker 10-5

_

Miscellaneous
.

- -5
' Taking contraceptive pills regularly 2 x 10

t

I-
r Sources: See Appendix Ij
-

~

.

t

|L --

:
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TABLE V

Current Occupational Risks

Number of
Fatalities
(in 1975
unless stated) Risk /yr.

Mining & Quarrying (accident only) 500 6x10~4

Coal mining - accident (average 1970-74) 180 1.3x10
~

- black lung disease (1969) 1135 8x10-3
Agriculture - total -42100 6x10

tractor driver (1 driver / tractor) -41.3x10
Trade

-41200 6x10Manufacturing -51500 8x10
Service

-51800 9x10Government ~41100 1.1x10
Transportation & Utilities -41600 3.3x10
Airline Pilot -4

3x10
Truck driver (1 driver / truck) ~

400 10Jet flying consultant & professor -410
Steel worker (accident only) (1969-71) 66 2.8x10-4
Railroad worker (1974) (all accidents excluding

-3grade crossing) 688 1.3x10Fi're fighters (1971-72 average) -48x10

Source: Accident facts, 1976 Edition, p.23,87.
National Safety Council, 444 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,Ill., 60611

Also, (coal mining black lung, rail worker, steel worker)W. Baldewicz, et al
UCLA-ENG-7485 Nov. 1974)Airline pilot see appendix- *

) Statistical Abstract of the U.S., 1976 Ed. Table 1200'.
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5
r
A

12. Justification for levels of risk distinguishing subgroups g

-2 l
Category I (a) . There is no risk in my table larger than 10 (.

-3 i
Coal mining risk (black lung plus accident) is close--9.3 x 10 g.

T
This risk is accepted--but barely so. Society now correctly in- j

3
5sists that it be reduced.
5
MIt seems reasonable, therefore, to take this figure, and use ,

,

h

this as the figure above which society must act. I would al.ca g

F

insist on action if the risk for an individual plant or process 1

(as distinct from an industry average) were this high.

Category I(c) . As shown in Table V there are many occupations 1

~4where the risk is one in ten thousand per year (10 / year) or

greater, and neither workerr nor society take any particular note

of them. There are even some everyday, voluntary, non-occupational

risks this large.

I note that accordina to my suggested distinction between

subgroups according to risk, exposure to cigarette smoke in the

workplace, whether a factory or an executive office, just comes

in category I(b) and demands a study to determine whether the

exposure can be reduced at reasonable cost. But a continuous

exposure to such cigarette smoke is probably an extreme case--

applicable primarily to smoke-filled committee rooms--and for

most situations the occupational risk of working with smokers is

less than 10- If, however, we set the level at which exposure.

-6
must be reduced (if cost effective) at a risk of 10 all smoking,

in the workplace would have to be banned.

1544 283
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Therefore, I suggest that an occupation ten times safer than'

many occupations, and as safe as living with smokers, cannot be

ca)1ed a dangerous occupation and I suggest a yearly risk less
-5thaa 10 / year as one in which the reduction can be left to indus '

try but that OSHA action would almost inevitably cost more than
is justified.

a

)

]S44 234'
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13. Cost for reducing a risk

The important question arises, how much should society pay

to reduce a risk and how much is society willing to pay? A lot

depends upon how the risk is perceived; is it voluntarily accepted
49

or involuntarily accepted? In a classic paper, Chauncey Starr

suggests that the public accept risks voluntarily 100 times as

dangerous as the involuntary risks. One of the cheapest ways of

reducing a risk is to buy a good seat belt for the car and to use
it; buying and using a seat belt corresponds to an expenditure of

$5,000 per life saved.50 People find seat belts inconvenient to

use sd that only 20% of Americans use them; the mandatory instal-

lation of airbags is suggested. An airbag costs about $100 when

installed initially. The total expenditure in the U.S. is then

about $1 billion per year assuming 10 million new cars per year.

They would probably save 10,000 lives a year, leading to a cost

of $100,000 per life saved. This still seems cheap, but some people

still object to their use. For involuntary risks, costs of

$1,000,000 and more are suggested.

In the 1977 OSHA hearing on the proposed emergency standard

for benzene, Professor Richard Zeckhauser, using OSHA's own study

pointed out that it was a $1 billion decision, and yet OSHA had
not written down a single number about the benefits of the proposed
49Chauncey Starr, Science, 165, 1232 (1969).
50Richard Wilson, " Examples in Risk Benefit Analysis," Chemtech,
October 1975.

T

1

!

.
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standard.

For the same hearing I made a risk calculation for benzene

and showed that on a conservative basis?70SHA was proposing that

society spend $300 million to save one hypothetical life. The

budget of the National Institutes of Health is only three times

this and even the gross national product is only two trillion

dollars so that we can only afford to save 5,000 or 10,000 lives

on this basis. Many more occasions than this arise in which lives

can be saved and we cannot afford to spend $300 million for each

one. For this reason, I prefer a number closer to $1 million

spent for every hypothetical life saved.

For example, in an industry employing 10,000 people subject to a

risk of 10~ / year, 10 people a year would lose their lives and at

least $10 million a year should be spent to reduce this figure.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission was probably the first regula-

tory commission in the U.S. to face up to this problem. In a deci-

51sion after a long three-year hearing the NRC suggested that if

exposure to radiation can be reduced at a cost of $1,000 per man

rem it should be. The risk of radiation corresponds according to

the numbers in the appendix (and quoted in many other places) to

-410 per man rem. This is calculated on a linear, non-threshold

basis. One thousand dollars per man rem corresponds to $10,000,000

per life saved. The NRC considered this to be a temporary figure

and suggested a large, long public, hearing probably with..other

51
Decision of the Commission in the "As Low As Practicable" hearing

RM-50-1.
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agencies involved, to decide on this number, Meanwhile they chose

$1,000 as being a round number larger than any other presented in

testimony at the hearing.

The cost of reducing a risk has also been addressed recently by
In theirthe International Cormission on Radiological Protection.

publication ICRP 22 they discuss the cost for saving a life in terms
of their own new unit, the Sv or sievert. Translated into older'

or with theunits, they quote numbers from $10 to $250 per man rem,
-2 ~4

: -
risk factors I (and they) assume (10 /Sv = 10 / man rem) between

$100,000 and $2,500,000 per life saved (conservatively calculated).=

My figure of $1,000,000 falls near the top of this.
Another way of looking at the same problem is to realize that:

if money must be spent on control equipment, lives will be lost in

the process. These are secondary effects of the decision process.

It is a well known feature of a decision process that if the primary3

effects are small, the secondary effects must be carefully examined"

however hard that may be!
t
_

f. Thus, about half of any expenditure on reducing occupational

.

exposuremightbeexpectedtobeoncap[a1 equipment--oftencon-

struction equipment. In construction work, people die in all sorts

of accidents from bulldozer accidents to falling off roofs. The oft

- quoted example is that three people died in building the Brooklyn

Bridge. The total number of workers killed in construction work in
the U.S. was 2,200 in 1975.

t

* International Commission on Radiological Protection, (ICRP) re-
ports ICRP 22, ICRP 26, Pergamon Press, London and New York.'

Accident Facts, 1976 ed., p. 23 published by the National Safety
Council.
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The total receipts of the construction industry were $164 bil-

lion in 1972.54 But this contains a great deal of duplication, due

to subcontracts, etc. If we assume that this represents $80 billion

of primary construction contracts, I derive a number that for every

$36 million spent in construction one life will be lost.

Thus, for this secondary effect alone, no expenditure more than

$72 million total ($36 million capital) should be made merely to

save one hypothetical life, or $72 million a year to save more than

1 life per year, because it will result in a net loss of life in

society as a whole, and even in the subset of working men.

My figure of $1,000,000 to save a life may be low; but other

distinguished men think it high. Thus, Nobel laureate Joshua

Lederberg says:

"We might be willing to double our health expenditures
for 20% improvement in health; this would imply a willing-
ness to invest $400,000 to prevent a death, which is on
the high side of present day political judgments. "55

Indeed, there are many cases in medicine where lives can be

saved for $100,000 or less. Artificial kidney cost $30,000, and

an intensive care unit often costs only $20,000 per life saved.

An average cost of cancer treatment is about $50,000 (in 1977) and

saves perhaps 30% of all cases, corresponding to $150,000 per life

saved.

It is also useful to try to imagine how we would best spend

54
Statistical Abstract of the U.S., Table 1248.

55"!Iow Safe is Safe?--The Design of Policy on Drugs and Food Addi-
tives," National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. o8.
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m"oney to save live's. One might well spend $1,000,000 on 20 full

time police to reduce automobile accidents or a more strict regu-
lation of automobile speed limits, imprisonment or those with a

Thus, ex-
high concentration of alcohol in the blood, and so on.

penditure of $1 million in Massachusetts alone could probably save

10 lives a year.

As Trevor Kletz pointed out:
"There is nothing humanitarian in spending lavishly to reduce
a hazard because it hit the headlines last week and ignoring
the other (hazards)."56

P

r

b

i

I
' _

What Risks Should We Run," New
A T.A. Kletz, "The Risk Equations:L 56

f Scientist, p. 320, 12 May 1977.
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I now go through several examples showing how this procedure

would apply to cases past and in process. '

14. Example: Benzene

A recent OSHA hearing on a proposed rule for benzene exposure

brought forth testimony on its possible carcinogenicity and testi-
many on comparisons of risks and costs to reduce these risks.

There is doubt whether benzene properly belongs in group I(a)
or in group I(b). Carcinogenicity (leukemogenicity) in humans has,

it seems, only been related to aplasia of the bone marrow, and there-

fore could be due entirely to the toxic nature of benzene at high
doses, in much the same way way the correlations between alcohol
consumption and cancer have been described. Animals exposed to

benzene have not developed leukemia except at doses (200 ppm) where

the toxic effects are evident. Nonetheless an estimate of a risk
can be found, using a conservative linear procedure.

At the exposure level of 10 ppm, previously established as a
maximum to avoid the toxic effects, the risk is 3.5 x 10 , includ--5

ing possible leukemias, possible other cancers, and even possible

heart trouble in analogy with cigarette smoking as suggested earlier
in the specific suggestions on calculating cancer risks. This would
put it in class I(b) if carcinogenicity is accepted. According to

my proposed categorization, this is greater than 1 x 10-5 and thus
it would be incumbent on industry to discuss measures to reduce the

57
See testimony of myself, Richard Wilson, in the OSHA hearing on

the proposed emergency temporary standard for benzene, July 1977.

'
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exposure if these can be done at the cost of less than $10 per

10 risk. In fact, the cost according to OSHA's study, is closer-5

risk ($300 million for each hypothetical life saved) .-6
to $300 per 10

I assume that OSHA will, in its aim of protecting the worker's in-
tend to produce a smaller number for this than industryterest,

I will show in later examples how such a large figure wouldwould.

be absurd in other situations.
the OSHA proposedaccording to my proposed procedure,However,

-5 andstandard of 1 ppm exposure would reduce the risk to below 10

no reporting and detailed discussion of costs with OSHA would be

necessary, although obviously industry would reduce the risk if it,

could be done without great expense.

.

1544 291
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15. 6xa.nple : Drinking Water

t.trkers in areas with heavily chlorinated water are exposed
- - ict of chloroform, up to 200 ug per liter in Miami and

Low Orleans.53 This, through water in drinking fountains, etc.,

gives in high areas risks of 3 x 10~ / year.59 This would be an

acceptable occupational exposure, and therefore not of concern to

OSHA; but as noted below, it should be of concern to EPA and FDA.

But if OSHA sets the level of risk at which a risk benefit analy-
~

sis is demanded at 10 it would be necessary to evaluate the,

risk of any drinking fountain in the workplace.

. _ _ _ . - -

9
'8" Preliminary Assessment of Suspected Carcinogens in Drinking Water,"
Peport to the U.S. Congress by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
December 1975.

59"flealth Effects of Drinking Water," National Academy of Sciences /
National Research Council, May 1977.
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16. Example: Vinyl Chloride

In the 1960's workers were exposed to levels of vinyl chloride

monomer in the air of 1 part in 100 and in some cases up to 10%

for short times. Ten percent is the level of anesthesia and some

workers passed out.

At levels of 1 part in 1000 the. risk of cancer per year is over

1%. Once the carcinogenicity of vinyl chloride was discovered, there

was rightly an outcry and the exposure was reduced--by a factor of

1000. The occupational exposure is now 1 ppm in the air for an
-58-hour working day and gives a risk just about 10 . Reduction this

far is. justified, but further reduction would, according to my pro-
posed rules, not be warranted, both because the expense would be too

great and the risk is already low. To reduce the occupational level

to 1 ppm, and to reduce the environmental exposure to present levels

the cost is $80 M/ year and $200 M fixed cost, which, amortized at

20% per annum comes to $40 M/yr for a total of $120 M/yr. To re-

duce this still further will cost more than this $120 M/yr or more

than $100 million per life saved 60

60Data from Society of the Plastic Industry. A critic might regard
these numbers as high, but not 100 tin.es too high.

32 3
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17. Example: Asbestos

There is a lot of data on occupational exposure to asbestos.

I refer to a summary here.61 For example, I append Table I from

this review here. I note that asbestos exposure increased the

lung cancer risk a factor of 11 compared with the average risk of

smokers and nonsmokers. Thus we have the number of cancers in a

group of N asbestos workers (half smoker and half nonsmokers) was

11 times the risk averaged over smokers and nonsmokers times

N or 11 times half the risk for a smoker times N or 5 times the

risk of a smoker alone. The historical risk due to asbestos was then
-3 -2

5 x (1. 2 x 10 /yr) for lung cancer alone or 2.5 x 10 /yr assuming

other cancers and heart disease are also important consequences of as-

bestos exposure. Therefore, according to my suggested criterion, im-

mediate action would be warranted--as was indeed the case. Unfortunately

a reduction of exposure by a factor of 1000--as was possible for

vinyl chloride may not be possible for asbestos, and a detailed

calculation of cost to reduce the risk is necessary.

It has been suggested that we replace asbestos by fiberglass

to eliminate cancers. It has also been suggested that the carcin-

ogenic nature of asbestos is due to the long fibers and fiberglass

will have long fibers also. Indeed, when fibers from fiberglass

61
Irving J. Selikoff and E. Cuyler Hammond, " Multiple Risk Factors

in Environmental Cancer," Ch. 28 in Persons at High Risk of Cancer:
An Approach to Cancer Etiology and Control, Ed. J.F. Fraumeni.
New York: Academic Press, 1975.

,
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TABLEI
Expected and observed deaths among 370 New York-New Jersey asbestos insulation workers,

January 1,1963-December 31,1973, by smoking habits

Cause of death
.

Number Person-years Lung cancer
of of Pleural Peritones!

men observation Expected 8 Observed Ratio mesothelioma mesothelioma Asbestosis -

History of
cigarette smoking 283 2,195 4.07 45 11.06 7 14 19

Current smokers 181 1,443 2.48 32 12.09 6 7 12
Ex smokers 102 752 1.59 13 8.18 1 7 7

No history of
cigarette smoking 87 708 1.58 2 1.27 0 7 6

-

Never smoked 48 409 0.84 0 - 0 5 3
Pipe / cigar only 39 299 0.74 2 2.70 0 2 3

8
Expected deaths are based upon age-specific white male death rate data of the U.S. National Office of Vital Statistics from 1963-71, disregard-
ing smokings habits. Rates were extrapolated from 1972-73 frorn rates for 1967-71.
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.

were injected subcutaneously to rats, c neers were caused which

similar to asbestos cancers.62. .

weie

Therefore replacement of one chemical by another must be

done with caution and only after it has been established that the

net risk will be reduced. The proposed OSHA regulations seem

acidequate in tnis regard; if one chemical is fo.und to be car-

c ;n . .;nic, it must. be replaced by another which may not have been

studied as carefully.

.

_.. __

"...r. Stanton and C. Wrench, " Mechanism of Mesthelioma Induction
W1tn Asbestos and Fibrous Glass, Journal of the National Cancer
Institute, 48, 797 1972.
F. Pott, F7~Huth, and K-H. Fredricks, " Tumorigenic Effects of

Fibrous Dusts in Evnerimental An'.--'" " r-
._ :-''' Fealth Per-

-
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18. Example: Urban or Rural Job Location

The risk of air pollution in the eastern U.S. is normally

attributed to high sulphur and particulate' levels.. The evidence

is based on laboratory and epedimiological data.

As sbc.wn in the Appendix, I deduce an average risk of coath

from all causes of air pollution in eastern U.S. o f 1. 5 x 10- c yu.. ;

Thic is higher than my suggested' occupational limit of rick af

10~ /jear.

Most of the air pollution risk is not a cancer risk and

may not be strictly comparable. But the section on benzo

(a) pyrene suggests that in major U.S. cities the hazard

can be appreciable. Data from the National Air Surveillance net-
=

5 work exist in a few selected cities up to 1970 (apparently discon-

tinued since) gives concentration of 1 to 2 nanograms /m (Worcester,

Mass.; Baltimore, Maryland, etc.)63 and half this indoors. There
"

-

-6
- is then a risk from cancer alone of 10 / year.

This is not a large occupational risk, but if there is no
:

discrimination among risks we would have to reduce the exposare

to the lowest feasible level. What should be considered fecsible

in such a case? Should industry in Baltimore move to a locatien

with a lower air pollution--such as Hawaii or Maine?
.

Alternatively industry can help the community to enforce

tough air pollution controls.,

63" Preferred Standards Path," Report for Polycyclic Organic Matter,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Oct. 1974, Table C-1.
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Nor would such criteri'a apply only to industry. It might be

ruled, for some reason other than financial that it is unfeasible

for an industry to move far from its sources of iron or coal. But

this need not apply to our major universities whose functions might

be carried out even better in a rural setting.

The variations among employees are so great that it would seem

that only a clear cut financial criterion for feasibility.of reducing

the risk, as I propose, is a workable one.

1544 298
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19. Example: Airline Pilot

As noted, an airline pilot has an occupational risk (death
~4

by accident) of 3 x 10 It might be' argued it is not a cancer.

risk a'nd therefore acceptable. But the cancer risk (cosmic rays)

-5
alone is 6 x 10 / year (see Table IV and Appendix) .

Therefore, a reduction, if feasible, of occupational cancer
-5riska below a level of 10 would lead to changes in the airline

! industry unless " feasible" includes sensible financial criteria.
It is feasible for airplanes to fly at 10,000 feet and reduce the
cancer risk (although the accident risk might rise). A stewardess

performs a job (high level waitress) which could be considered un-

necessary and it is feasible for passengers to serve their owni

'

j sandwiches or to eat when they land. It is not feasible to add

enough shielding (20 feet of lead) to reduce the. cosmic ray level,

because most airplanes would not then fly.

The number of U.S. air crew at risk is 50,000 persons full-

~4
time equivalent. Therefore at least $15 million per year (3 x 10

x 50,000 x $1,000,000) should be spent to reduce accidents if they

can be reduced to zero. Probably more than this is spent so the

airline industry meets my criterion. But if we were to demand

.$300 million per life saved (as is the effective demand even for

a hypothetical life in the OSHA benzene hearings), the airline

industry should spend $4.5 billion a year to reduce accidents.

Probably with expenditures of this magnitude, on air traffic
control, blind landing equipment, etc., accidents could indeed

be reduced; but it seems obviously an excessive amount.

1544 299
~
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20. Example: Teacher in Massachusetts

The laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts insist that
every teacher, in a school or college, be tested for tuberculo-

sis every 3 years. For those who have a positive reaction to a

skin test this must be by a chest x-ray. The purpose is not to

protect the individual, but to protect society by making sure

that the tuberculosis is not transmitted to students. If the

chest x-ray is carried out with a reasonably good x-ray set and

with reasonably good medical technicians the ecuivalent whole body
dose is about 7 milliroentgens.64 (Mobile x-ray units used to

give doses as high as 1000 millroentgens.) This dose every 3

years becomes 2 milliroentgens/ year and the risk is half the can-

cer risk of a transcontinental flight per year or 3 x 10~ per

year.

This is an involuntary risk forced upon me, and one in which

I even have to take time and trouble to expose myself. If OSHA

were to insist on reduction of all occupational risks greater than
~

10 their regulation would be in immediate conflict with state,

law compelling me to take this x-ray.

This is clearly a case where society reasonably asks a worker

to undertake a risk--albeit a small one--so that society may bene-
fit. That society asks this of me seems reasonable. That society

should ask workers to undertake small risks also seems reasonable.
_

64
Measured at Harvard University Health Services by Dr. J. Shapiro

at my instigation.
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21. Workers in certain dyestuff industries

One of the most important occupational problems has been

cancer of the bladder among certain dyestuff workers. The first

of these noted was among S napthylamine workers.64A As interpre-

ted by Pochin in Table III of reference 10 there was an incidence

-2
of 24,000 per million per year or a yearly risk of 2.4 x 10 ,

Benzidine is also a potent carcinogen (carcinogenic potency in

animal tests : 0.05 as defined earlier and discussed in reference

34) and in one plant 20/25 developed bladder cancer.64B

The lifetime risk is close to unity and the yearly risk 20.05.

A study of the plant showed no easy way of reducing the risk. The,

risk was greater than 1%, so according to my prescription the plant

should have been shut down and it was and in the U.K. benzidine

production is banned.

Although the animal tests reviewed in reference 24 showed

liver cancers, bladder cancer showed up in man. The bladder can-

cers may be attributed to the body excreting the poison. This

effect may be an effect of high doses only. At lower doses, the

incidence of bladder cancers may fall below the linear relation-

ship.

__

64A
R.A. Case, M.E. Hosker, D.B. Mcdonald and J.T. Pearson, Brit.

J. Ind. Med., 11 75 (1954).

M.R. Zavon, U. Hoegge and Eula Bingham, " Benzidine Exposure
as a Cause of Bladder Cancer in Man," Archives of Environmental
Health, 27 1, 27 July 1973.
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Modifications and Suspect Carcinogens
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22. Modifications of Proc'edure for FDA and EPA

The same classification of carcinogens can also be used for
,

the FDA and EPA. However, it is important to realize that the

regulatory procedures should be quite different, particularly when

it is assumed that there is no absolute threshold below which there
is no risk.

It is reasonable, and it has historically been accepted, that
workers in their occupation can undertake certain distinct risks

which are larger than risks to the general population. However, if

every member of the population were to be exposed to each and every

occupational risk at the same level as the exposed workers, the
total risk would be excessive. Accordingly, society can, and does,
aim to reduce the risks to the public to a smaller value.

For example, the International Committee on Radiological Pro-

tection (ICRP) set up in 1927 to regulate the burgeoning x-ray

industry, sets a standard for occupational exposure (5 R/ year) ,

30 times what they set as acceptable for the general public (170
mr/ year) . If we take this same factor of 30 between an occupa-
tional risk and a public risk an individual risk of 3 x 10 and

~

below might be regarded as acceptable for FDA and EPA. I do not

want, at this time, to claim that this same factor of 30 between

an occupational risk and a public risk should always apply. But

some factor seems appropriate.

In a discussion of chemicals--especially di-ethylst'ilbestrol
(DES)--can appear as accidental additives in foodstuffs, the

~

_ 232
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the Commissioner of FDA (in February 1977) recommended a lifetime

-6 -8
risk of 10 as acceptable--which is a yearly risk of 1.5 x 10 ,

At first sight, this proposal seems inconsistent with mine. How-

ever, his procedure for calculating the risk, the Mantel-Bryan

extrapolation procedure, is less conservative in most cases than

the simpler, and more easily justified, procedure here. The extra

factor of conservatism is about the factor of difference. My pro-

posal would give the same result as that of FDA's commissioner

in all applications of interest.'

.

I
=
5
i
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23. Suspect Carcinogens: OSHA Category II

It is also possible to use risk analysis techniques when car-

cinogenisis is only suspected. As cited above, it is not clear, for

example, whether benzene should be considered a carcinogen in it-

self or not; on the assumption that it-is, however, I evaluated a

conservative risk which suggests that previous regulatory levels for

benzene were adequate and conservative even if benzene proves to be

a carcinogen.

The crucial feature that enabled me to do this for benzene was

the existence of a body of data on persons exposed to benzene at

dose levels 10-40 times the previous limits. Animal date at high

dose levels also became available after the hearing and gives a

conservative upper limit in agreement with the risk from human data.

Therefore, I suggest that upper limits to risk be calculated,

wherever possible, on all suspect carcinogens in OSHA's category II.

In many of these cases, animal data may not be available, and the

cheap and fast mutagenesis data may have to be used to establish

a reasonable upper limit.

It seems reasonable to insist that no new occupational

exposure to even a suspect carcinogen be allowed unless the upper

-2limit of risk is less tnan 10 and not this large if it can easily

be reduced, although one would not have such a strict criterion as

when a definite threshold level of carcinogenesis is known.

Increased use of a new chemical can clearly be allowed as

more precise data establish a lower upper limit of risk.

234
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My proposal on suspect carcinogens would avoid a ridicu-

lous situation that can occur with OSHA's proposed rules. If industry

propose to manufacture and use a new chemical, it is not allowed

unless it is proven to be toxic or carcinogenic. Although the

theregulatory authorities do insist on some carcinogenesis tests,

regulations provide no incentive to make these tests as sensitive

j as possible. Indeed, as pointed out by Schneiderman,65 there is

\

|
an incentive to make experiments less accurate than possible,

because then there is less likelihood of the chemical being proven

carcinogenic. Under the proposed procedures, exposure to a proven

carcinogen must be reduced to the lowest feasible level--much more

severe than for suspect carcinogens. My proposed proceaure leads
,

| to a much smaller difference between actions for suspect carcino-
|
i

gens and proven carcinogens and indeed provides incentives for

good (sensitive) experimentation since upper limits to the risk
can then be reduced, and increased exposure allowed, without the

fear that a proof of carcinogenesis will cause unnecessarily ex-

pensive restrictions.

65
M.A. Schneiderman and N. Mantel, "The Delaney Clause and a Scheme

for Rewarding Good Experimentation," Preventive Medicine, 2, 165
(1973).
M.A. Schneiderman and N. Mantel, " Estimating Safe Levels--A Hazard-

ous Undertaking," Cancer Research, 35, 1374 (1975).
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25. Conclusions

The aim of OSHA in classifying carcinogens is good, although

I believe the distinction between categories I and II is not correctly

drawn. More important, however, is the discussion of regulatory

action. The aim of simplicity and definitiveness is nullifed by

the use of the nebulous phrase "to the lowest feasible level."

To the extent this phrase is undefined, we are as much up in the

air as before. If the phrase is defined to mean zero, or close to

zero, the whole OSHA proposal is unworkable. A definite meaning

can be defined by means of risk analysis. As soon as risk analysis

is accepted the sharp distinction in regulatory action between

carcinogens, suspect carcinogens and other hazards, real and poten-

tial, vanishes.

I propose that a risk analysis be carried out for all carcino-

gens and for most suspect carcinogens. If the risk, at the esti-

-5mated exposure, is less than 10 , OSHA should take no action. I

have shown that if OSHA acts on risks less than this, inconsisten-

cies and absurdities creep in.

.
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APPENDIX I

Explanation of and Sources for Risk Calculations

I.l. Introduction

It is hard to be as consistent as one would wish about the
calculations of risk. In some cases below I have followed my own

prescription (aflatoxin) in others I have preferred to take the
estimate of a government report or committee where it did not differ
widely from my own. This leads to a small inconsistency, and dis-

crepancies between the numbers presented here and numbers I. presented

in earlier hearings and in publications. The detail below will, I

hope, ,make the reliability of the numbers and the small inconsis-
tencies clear.

I also do not make here detailed least squares fits to the
data, but only approximate fits--often graphical. Others can take

the data and improve on the risk. estimates, but my estimates will
not be off by more than 25% from this cause.

.

m
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|

,I.2. Radiation

Radiation cancers have been studied in humans and animals. I

take the numbers here from the Report of the Committee on Biologi-
,

I
- cal Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) of the National Academy of,

Sciences, November 1972. This uses a linear interpolation for low

doses also. Radiation works directly on the cell and avoids, pro-

blems with toxicity at high dose levels.

There have been tests with over one million mice at the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory. These suggest that the effect at low

dose rates is 1/4 of that calculated from this linear curve. This

reduced the number of cancer cases from background radiation, but

probably not the number of cases from diagnostic x-ra,ys or jet
airplane flights where the dose is rapid. It is often stated that

chemical carcinogens give a smaller insult to each cell than radia-
-

tion. To this extent we might expect a low dvse rate effect to oc-

cur for chemicals. The numbers here remain c onservative upper limits.

Cross-country airplanes sravel at an altitude of 35,000 feet

(10 kilometers). At this height there is ar appreciable dose due
i

to cosmic radiation, including neutrons. Tc' estimate this, I use

the UNSCEAR report. The dose at a latitudo of 55*N is 2000

1"The Effects on populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing
Radiation," Report of the Advisory Committee on the Bitlogical
Effects of Ionizing Radiation. (BEIR) National Academy of Sciences /
National Research Council, November 1972,

2
Report of the United National Scientific Committee on the Effects

of Atomic Radiation, UN, NY, 1962, page 201, figure 1. It might be
thought that the neutrons would be absorbed by the airplane and the

| body. Since they are in equilibrium with the surrounding air, this
; can be allowed for by taking the dose at a lower altitude from the
- figure. This is a small reduction.

9 1544 309
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millirems / year of ionizing radiation and 3600 millirems / year of

neutrons. This will increase markedly during a per~iod of a solar

flare.

Using 365 days a year, a 5 hour flight' at 10 km gives a dose

between 3 and 4 millirems. Now, using the' relationship between

cancer incidence and whole body dose in the BEIR report,59 I find
-7a cancer risk of 5 x 10 per transcontinental flight. This is

smaller than (1/6 of) the risk of accident and is normally neglec-

ted in any discussion of the risks of airplane travel. But it is

derived on a comparable basis to the cancer risks discussed here

and he'1ps to put them in perspective.

The doses from diagnostic x-rays, from buildings and so on,

are obtainable from various places. One of them is the UNSCEAR

2 l
reports and the BEIR report referred to above. I have also pre-

pared a convenient list.3 The risks are obtained from the dose list

by simple multiplication of the dose and the risk per unit dose in

the previous paragraph and reference 1.

I note here that many studies have been made of the radiation

levels in buildings and how to reduce them. A lot of the radia-

tion dose comes from inhaling the radioactive gas, radon, which

can produce other radium daughters in the lungs. This could be

stopped by painting the bricks with epoxy resin. Although obviously

3
Chapter IX, R. Wilson and W. Jones, Energy, Ecology, and the
Environment, Academic Press, 1974.
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9. Radiation Hazards

TABLE 9-6

Some Typical Radiation Doses *

Radiation cancers /yr

Dose if all U.S. popula-

Source (mrem /yr) tion so. exposed

Potassium 40 naturally 20 1000
occurring in body

Potassium 40 naturally 2 100
occurring in neighboring
body

Gamma rays from neighboring 50 2500
soil and rocks (av.)

Gamma rays inside brick or 30-500 1500-24,000

stone buildings

j Cosmic rays at Vernon, 30 2000
L Vermont

| Background dose at sea 100 5000

| level (av.)

| Background dose at sea 500-2000 25,000-100,000

j level in Kerala, India

[ (av.)
g Cosmic rays at Denver, 67 3000
k, Colorado

{
3-hr jet-plane flight 2 100

; 60 hr/ month of jet-plane 500 24,000
- flight (pilot)

Medical diagnostic X rays 14 1000
y in U.K. (av.)
p Medical diagnostic X rays

h in U.S. (av.)
y 1964 55 2600

f 1970 95 5000
4 Weapons tests " fall-out" 3 _150
i AEC " design criteria" for 5 250
[ reactor boundary (upper
I limits for actual use)
k Within 20-mile boundary 0.1 250

of BWR with 1-day hold-up
but leaky fuel (gaseous

emission) (av.)
- Within 20-mile boundary of 0.002 0.02

PWR with leaky fuel (av.)
Within 20-mile boundary of 0.01 0.1-

- coal plant (av.)

F * Lists such as this can be combined from various general sources:
[1, 2, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47].

244
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feasible, it is not cost effective according to my criteria. A

1544 312

^" Final Report on Study of the Effects of Building Materials on
Population Dose Equivalents," Dade W. Moeller, D.W. Underhill,
Report by Harvard School of Public Health for U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Decerter 1976.
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I.3. Saccharin

The risk stated in Table IV comes from animal data at high

doses and an extrapolation to the known total consumption of sac-

charin in the U.S. The number here comes from the testimony

Dr. Marvin Schneiderman to the Rogers Committee of the U.S. House

of Representatives. I have checked his numbers and agree with

'''them. Dr. Schneiderman took the data from a second generation of

rats exposed to saccharin. To be wholly consistent with the other

date here, we should take first generation data only--then the

number should be divided by 3. Dr. Sidney Wolfe, Director of the

Health Research Unit, in a press interview, suggested a death

rate which corresponds to twice the figure taken here.

4
See also Federal Register, April 15, 1977, page 20001.
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1.4. Drinking Water

The principal carcinogen in drinking water is chloroform--found

to be carcinogenic in both rats and mice.5 This carcinogen is not

produced by chemical industry, but by action of chlorine in water

purification systems on organic matter.6
~

A survey of concentrations has been done by EPA Concentra-.

tions of 200 ppm have been found in drinking water of Miami and

New Orleans and are taken here. The risk can be calculated directly

from the rat and mico data or can be gotten from a National Academy
Report. The National Academy of Sciences calculate the risk as 3.7 x 10~

lifetim2 risk (upper limit, 95% confidence) for 1 pg/ liter concentration in water.

Although I originally derived a slightly higher figure I will take

their upper limit as a best estimate. This leads to 6 x 10 / year
~

-6for 1 pg/ liter or 1.2 x 10 for a yearly risk with a level of

drinkinc water of 200 pg/ liter, such as we find in Miami and New

Orleans. I assume that the NAS calculations refer to ordinary
intake of water. The risk is larger in many cases when bromodi-

5" Report on Carcinogenesis Bioassay of Chloroform," National Cancer
Institute, 1976.

6
J. Carroll Morris, Harvard University, " Formation of Halogenated

Hydrocarbons by Chlorination--A Review," Report to the Environmental
Protection Agency, PB 241511, March 1975.

7
National Organics Reconaissance Survey Quality Water Datt . U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency; sheets enclosed.

Drinking Water and Health, Report of the Committee on Safe Drinking
Water. Advisory Committee on Toxicology, National Academy of Sci-
ences, National Research Council, May 1977. (reference 58).

2M
_
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clorethane and dibromochloromethane are included; it is probable

that they arar more carcinogenic than chloroform. I assume that

the NAS report has already allowed for cancers at other than at

the primary site.

1544 215
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I.5. Benzo (a) pyrene (BaP)

Polluted air contains many carcinogens. One that has been
identified and its carcinogenicity noted is benzo (a) pyrene. It

'

is also frequently monitored. There are other polycyclic organic
compounds that are probably carcinogenic, but they have not all
been monitored.

If we make the assumption--reasonable for a rough calculation

and in any case all we can do--that all burning processes produce

the carcinogenic polycyclic hydrocarbons in equal proportions, then

a monitoring of benzo (a) pyrene can give us a relative hazard in-
dex. This can be made into an absolute hazard index by epidemio-
logical studies of which I here quote two: a study of lung cancer
in British gas workers 9 and a comparison of lung cancer in indus-
trial Liverpool and rural North Wales. In each case the increase
of lung cancer (among non-smokers) is tentatively attributed to

polycyclic hydrocarbons with benzo (a) pyrene as an index. These
are compared, for example, in a review 11 and it is stated that it
is prudent to assume that breathing air with an average concentra-

3tion of 10 ng/m is equivalent to smoking one cigarette a day.
'P.J. Lawther, B.T. Commins, R.E. Waller, "A Study of the Concentra-
tion of Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Gas Workers' Retort Houses." Br.J. In. Med., 2_2_ , 13 (1965).
10P. Stocks, " Cancer in N. Wales and Liverpool Region," Supplement
to British Empire Cancer Campaign Annual Report, 1951.
11Malcolm. C. Pike, et. Al., " Air Pollution," Chap. 14 in Personsat High Risk of Cancer, Ed. J.F. Fraumeni.

Academic Press (NY)1975.

,_
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TABLE 2
Age standardized lung cancer mortality rates (per 100.000 per year)

for men aEed 35 74 by amount of cigarettes sinoked
in Uverpool and rural North Wales [M] [ e e%ce, to}

Packs / day Mortality Rates

(approx.) Rural ares Uverpool

Nonsmokers 22 50

% 69 168

1 147 248

1% 232 389

2 344 327

1544 xl7 217
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TABLE 3
Estimated increate in male lung cancer death rate (per 100.000 per year)

3

per ng/m BP content of air and per cigarette smoked per day

increase
per Estimated !J.K. Estimated U.S.

Increase cigarette equivalence: equivalence:
per og/m' smoked ng/m BP ng/m BP3 3

Data source
BPin air per day =l cigarette / day =l cigarette / day

British
carbonization

workers (M 0,4 9 23 ||E 4 93
Uverpool and Non- '

rural North smokers 0.4 7 37 9
Wales U%}

h *to] Cigarette

smokers 1.4 7 5 2.5

1544 318
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This " match" was made for -lung cancer; but because of the similari-
I will assumeties between cigarette smoking and air pollution,

that the other problems of cigarette smoking--such~as other cancers,
also occur with poly-including bladder cancer, and heart disease,

The total averagecyclic organic matter in the same proportion.
-6

risk from cigarette smoking in the U.K. is 0.7 x 10 / cigarette

or about 2 x 10 for 1 cigarette / day, and about half this in the-4

U.S.

Even as late at 1970, many American cities had ambient con-
3 . -

centrations out of doors of benzo (a ) pyrene of 1.5 ng/m , giving
-5a yeanly risk of 1.5 x 10 Indoors the concentration is less,

.

leading to an overall risk of half this amount.
Benzo (a ) pyrene is also a known animal carcinogen of some

potency. Data on Chinese hamsters where benzo (a ) pyrene is in-

gested daily for a lifetime gives a potency such that there is
50% tumor induction for 100 pg ingested per kg body weight per

day.13 This potency agrees with the mutagenic potency of 5 x 10"
as shown by Meselson.14pg/100 salmonella revertants in an Ames test,

Benzo (a) pyrene also gives cancers when injected into rats

and mice subcutaneously. It is a constituent of cigarette smoke

and may be the most active carcinogenic agent in cigarettes.

12
R. Doll and A.B. Hill, Brit. Med. J., 1, 1399 (1964).

E. Chu and R. Malmgren, Cancer Res., y , 884 (1965).13

14 1oc. cit. (reference 34 in main text) .

1544 719
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Benzo (a) pyrene and many other polycyclic hydrocarbons are

produced in various incomplete combustion processes--open wood and

coal burning, broiling of fish, chicken and meat , and automobile

exhausts which I discuss in the next section.
4

I note, however, that the carcinogenic risk of benzo (a) pyrene
ingested is less than calculated above for benzo (a) pyrene as an

3index of polluted air. Thus, about 1 ng/m of benzo (a) pyrene

polluted air gives a yearly risk of 10-5 and a lifetime risk of
-46 x 10 Thus a 60% tumor incidence is reached at 1000 times this.

concentration or 1 pg/m .

Man breathes in 10-20 (average 15) cubic meters of air per
day,1 so a man breathing this polluted air will breathe in 5 pg
of benzopyrene per day or 0.2 pg ingested per kg body weight.

Assuming this is all absorbed, this can then be compared to the

dose for which Chinese hamsters have 50% tumor induction (which

I read from the figure presented earlier from Meselson's paper
(reference 34). This is 500 times greater than the air pollution
figure of 0.2 pg (micrograms) indicating a smaller carcinogenic
effect.

Part of this difference is, no doubt, because benzo (a) pyrene
is only an indicator of many other carcinogens in smoke from incom-
plete combustion of carboniferous products. Also, perhaps, the

mode of intake through the lung emphasizes lung cancers.
15

National Academy of Sciences, Particulate Polycyclics Organic
Matter, Washington, DC, 1972, p. 29.

1544 '20
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In this case, although at first sight it appears that one

can have a direct comparison of human and animal data, the fact

that benzo (a) pyrene is merely an indicator for,other carcino-

. gens, upsets the comparison and the human effect is larger than

a naive use of the animal data would suggest.

.

.

t.
. ,

e .

.

1544 qi
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I.6. Charcoal Broiling Steaks

It has been noted that many carcinogens are produced in de-

tectable amounts when steaks are charcoal broiled. Char-broiled
chicken and broiled fish are also covered with carcinogens. These

can come from the charcoal--it is well known that burning coal pro-
duces many carcinogens, and the first cases of environmental car-

cinogenesis noted by Sir Percival Potts 200 years ago came from

burning coal--or they can come from the high temperature.

For example,.Lijinsky noted over a dozen potential carcino-
6gens from broiling steaks. Of these, benzo (a) pyrene is the

best known, and I use only this for this calculation which is
therefore a lower limit. Nine micrograms is present in a 1 kg
(2 lb) steak or 9 ppb or 2.2 micrograms for a 1/2 lb. steak. Benzo

(a) pyrene may be the principal active agent in tobacco smoke and
this corresponds to 900 cigarettes. Of course, lung cancer caused

by cigarette smoking is caused by inhalation; data shown earlier

in Figure 2 show that 50% of that 5 develop tumors when ingested
with 0.1 mg/kg body weight. This leads to a carcinogenic potency
potency of 5.5 for 1 mg/kg body weight ingested per year and leads
to a risk for 1/2 lb. steak per week of 4 x 10' . The FDA has

not yet banned charcoal broiling in restaurants even though it
involves the processing the food and adding of carcinogenic sub-
stances.

16
1544 222W. Lijinsky and P. Shubik, Science, 145, 53 (1974).

452'
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The huge variety of ways benzo (a) pyrene can add itself to

the food chain in concentrations of 10 parts per billion is illus-

trated by the section from the monograph of IARC. In many coun-

tries smoked fish is believed to be a cause of stomach cancer.18

I

17The International Association for Research on Cancer Monograph,
pp. 94-103, 1973.

18
Occupational variations in mortality from gastric cancer in rela-

tion to dietary differences. J. Sigurjonsson, Brit. J. Cancer,
2 65 (1967).,

1544 x23
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I.7. Aflatoxin

Aflatoxin is one of the most potent carcinogens. It appears

in nature extensively. It grows on molds of various sorts.

Although it grows naturally it is important to realize that

it can be controlled by society. The storage of grains can be

careful or careless and the concentration of aflatoxin low or high

accordingly. For peanuts the mold grows on the case, and if care

is taken to throw out the nuts with cracked cases, the concentratior

can be further reduced.

A summary of the data on aflatoxins was made by the FDA.19

At that time, the action level for concentration of aflatoxins in

peanut butter was 20 microgram /kg (20 ng/kg : 2 x 10-8 : 20 parts

per billion) and FDA proposed to reduce it to 15 ng/kg. Although

they do not state it clearly in this document, a suggestion is made

that the average concentration in American peanut butter is 3 parts

per billion (compared to 200 parts per billion in sections of

Thailand!) I will take this for the risk estimate.

20The epidemiological data on man suggests a lifetime risk for

-4 -3liver cancer only of 2 x 10 to 10 for 0.1 ng daily intake in a

19 39 Federal Register, 42748, Dec. 6, 1974.
20

F. Peers and C. Linsell, " Dietary Aflatoxins and Liver Cancer:
A Population Based Study in Kenya," Brit. J. Cancer, 27, 473 (1973).

R. Shank, J. Gordon, E. Wogan, A. Nondasuta, and B. Subhamani,
"Dictary Aflotoxins and Human Liver Cancer III: Field Survey of
Rural Thai Families for Ingested Aflatoxins, " Fd. Cosmet. Toxicol.
~10, 71 (1972b).
S. Van Rensberg, J. Van der Watt, I. Purchase, L. Pereira Coutinko,

L. Markham, " Primary Liver Cancer Rate and Aflatoxin Intake in a
High Cancer Area," S. Afr. Med. J., 38 2808a (1974).

1544 f24
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man (average weight 70 kg).

This agrees with a rough average of 3 animal experiments,21

for the same relative intake (expressed in mg/kg body weight for

a lifetime) and mutagenesis tests as interpreted by Meselson.2322

I note in passing that this is an example where animal and human

carcinogenesis and mutagenesis data simultaneously exist.

This then gives a lifetime risk (read from Meselson's graph)

or calculated direct from the data of

g2 (Dose in mg/kg body weight / day)
-3

3 x 10

~4
or 3 x 10 for 0.1 pg human intake / day.

~9
For 3 x 10 concentration of aflatoxin in peanut buttpr, I

~9find one tablespoonful (16 grams) gives 48 x 10 gms / aflatoxin

day; 4 tablespoonsful peanut butter a day gives a lifetime liver

-4
cancer risk of 6 x 10 ; and a yearly liver cancer risk of 10~ .

To obtain a total risk, I assume other cancers are produced in

numbers equal to the liver cancers, and as many heart disease

W. Butler and J. Barnes, " Carcinogenic Action of Ground Nutmeal
Containing Aflatoxin in Rats," Fd. Cosmet. Toxicol., 6, 135 (1968).

W. Butler, M. Greenblatt and W. Lijinsky, " Carcinogenesis in Rats
By Aflatoxins B1, Gl, and B2, Cancer Res., 29, 220 6 (1969).

G. Wogan, S. Papliolunga and P. Newbreme, " Carcinogenic Effects
of Low Dietary Levels of Aflatoxin Bl in Rats., Fd. Cosmet. Toxicol.
12, 681 (1974). .

22
J. McCann, E. Choi, E. Yamasaki, and B. Ames, " Detection of Car-

cinogens in the Salmonell/Microsource Test: Assay of 300 Chemicals,"
National Academy of Sciences: USA, 72, 5135, 1975.

23
M. Meselson and K. Russell, loc. cit. (reference 34 in main text)

1544 x25 .,sy
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as cancers; this is the case for cigarette smoking and probably

for vinyl chloride as noted earlier in my suggestions for risk

estimation.

This is lower than earlier estimates of mine. The reductions

come from three causes. Firstly, there is a' reduction from 15 x

~9 -910 to 3 x 10 in the estimate of average aflatoxin concentration.

~9
But concentrations of 15 x 10 are allowed by present regulations.

I also took the most pessimistic of animal studies. In my first

estimate, moreover, I related animal to man at the same intake as

a fraction of food intake (rather than as a fraction of body weight) .

This overstates the risk. I believe the value here is more reason-

able.

We can also calculate the danger of aflatoxin in milk. Accord-

24
ing to recent surveys levels of 0.1 ppb and above were found in

177 out of 302 samples--or roughly half. An average level might

then be 0.1 ppb. One pint of milk (= 1/2 liter = 500 gm) contains

as much aflatoxin as one tablespoonful (16 grams) of peanut butter

with 3 ppbillion.

1544 326

24Food Chemical News, p. 22, November 7, 1977, and p. 38, Nov. 28,
1977.
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1.8. Alcohol
.

The cases of cirrhosis of the liver are assumed to be entirely
;

a

h due t'o alcohol consumption, the rate I assume to be proportional

i

I to the consumption. This is suggested by the WHO study referred to
L earlier where data for 14 countries, with average annual per capita
[

intake varying from 4 to 25 litres were compared. In the U.S. thef
;
a ~

h rate in 1974 was 2.1x10 for men and 1.1x10 for women 25 (the
~

L difference being consistent with the relative consumption of men and
s -4
r women) or an average of 1.6x10 .

3,

T,he evidence for carcinogenicity of alcohol is confusing. It
g
n

[ is unclear whether alcohol functions as a carcinogen, cocarcinogen,
E

| or through an indirect mechanism such as alteration of bacterial flow

through the gastro-intestinal tract. Moreover, some or all may be
r
,

[ due to impurities in the beer or wine. But for our purposes, these

f. caveats don' t matter. People drink beer or wine impurities and all;
7 and the intake is large enough that we are almost certainly above!

F
r

any threshold. But there is, for oral cancer at least, a very strong

[ synergism between smoking and alcohol. There have been correlations
f

between cancer and alcohol intake noted for the mouth and pharynx,

larynx, esophagus, liver and possibly rectum.
!
_

Rothman estimates the overall risk as follows. In 1968 14,454

cancers occurred in sites where alcohol has been associated, out of

.
Statistical Abstract of the U.S.A., Tables 89, 93, 1317.- 2D

K.J. Rothman, Ch. 9 in Persons at high risk of cancer. An approach26

E to cancer etiology and control. Ed. J.P. Fraumeni. Academic_

j Press 1977.

: 1544 '27257
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173, 665 total cancers in the U.S.A. This gives a risk of 7x10 /yr.
~

,

These are probably concentrated in the 20% of heavy drinkers (who

are usually also smokers) to give a risk of 2x10 /yr.
~

The average beer consumption in the U.S. is 2/3 pint / day 27 with

approximately double the amount of alcohol consumed in wine and
spirits. A light drinker (1 pint beer per day only) still has a

~

risk of cirrhosis of 7x10 /yr.

.

27statistical Abstract of the U.S. Table 1317.

1544 28
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I.9. Egg Yolk

| Mice have been fed an extract from the yolk and the whites of
hens' eggs and cancer has been induced.28 .The mice were not only

'

,

.

fed for a lifetime, but to the offspring also for four generations.

The mice were fed 175 mg daily of extract. Assuming 25 grams

per mouse, this is 7 grams /kg body weight. Sixty percent of the

mice got tumors, corresponding to potency x dat( = 1 for this dose
since (1 -exp (-1)] : 0.6 (60%).

Man weighs 70 kg so if fed 500 grams per day he should also
develop tumors at this rate. One egg weights 80 grams, so that

according to this calculation anyone eating one egg per day has
a 16% risk of cancer. I assume this is a lifetime risk, and dis-

count the effect of feeding over several generations. The yearly
-3risk becomes 3 x 10 for one egg / day which is a common dose.

This is a test at one laboratory only; so it would not warrant

regulatory action and I do not include it as a risk in my tables.
Nonetheless, risk is so much higher than the other risks in the

table that further work seems necessary.

28
J. Szepsenwol, Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. and Med., 112, 107'3 (1963);

_116, 1136 (1964).

1544 329
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I.10. Air Poll 1 tion--Sulphates, etc.

The National Air Quality Standards were set at a time when a
threshold concept was dominant. The threshold concept suggests

that if the concentration of sulphur dioxide, for example, in the
air can be brought below a threshold, then there is no adverse
health effect.

The threshold was chosen to be a level where no health effects
had been observed, with a suitable safety margin. This was as a

result of a very careful survey of data on a small number of people. 9

The effects of sulphur oxides on people are mostly irritation
of the bronchial tract. It transpires that careful measurements on
animals by Dr. Amdur

and co-workers show that the resistance to
bronchial flow in guinea pigs is in direct proportion to the sul-
phate concentration but the sulphates (sulphuric acide, zine ammon-

ium sulphate, which are prevalent in power plant plumes) are more
important than others which come from natural causes (sodium sul-
phate or sulphur dioxide) .

For a given mass of pollutants, the resistance is worse for

small particles--just the size that escape the electrostatic pre-
cipators of a power plant. The sodium sulphate particles that

form naturally in the environment come in larger particulates which
get filtered in the nasal passages.

29 " Air Quality Control Criteria for Sulphur oxides " AP-50 Environ-mental Protection Agency Report, Washington, D.C.
, ,

30 M.O. Amdur, " Animal Studies," for Conference on IIcalth Ef fects of
Air Pollution, National Academy of Science, Oct. 3-5, 1973; M.O.Andur, "The Long Road from Donora," Memorial Lecture, 1974; M.O.Andur, Arch. Environ. IIcalth, 23, 459 (1971); M.O. Amdur, Journalof the Air PolTa~i.lon control Association, 14, 638, (1968).

_
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.

There are also some 1arge scale epidemiological surveys. A

31'

study shows that incidence of bronchitis in 7 Japanese cities is

proportional to the sulphate level and Lave and Seskin show the

same effect for the mortality rate in the U.S. In Norway, the death

rate in 156 winter weeks shows a linear relationship with the S02

concentration. The numerical calculation has been confirmed by

a recalculation of the same data.34 Finally, the CHESS studies from

the EPA show health effect at sulphate levels as low as 10 pg/m ,

3whereas sulphate levels at eastern cities are 20 pg/m ,

These data are consistent with a linear relationship between

mortality and sulphate concentrations with no threshold above the

ambient levels and for public policy purposes this linear relation-

ship should probably be used.

31Y. Nishiwaki, et al., " Atmospheric Contamination of Industrial Areas
including Fossil Fuel Stations and the Method of Evaluating Possible
Effects on Inhabitants." Report to the Conference on Environmental
Effects of Nuclear Power Stations IAE-SN-145/16, International Atomic
Energy Agency, Vienna.

32L. Lave and E. Seskin, " Air Pollution and Human Health," Science,
169, 723 (1970).

33
d. Lindbergh, " General Air Pollution in Norway" Report from Smoke
Damage Council, Oslo, 1968. Data plotted in ref. 30, main text.

34 eport f rom Biomedical and Environmental Assessment Group, BNL 20582,R
30 July 1974, edited by L.D. Hamilton, Brookhaven National Labora-
tory, Upton, NY.

35J. Finklea, et al., " Health Effect of Sulphur Oxides", U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, referred to in Air Quality and Stationary
Source Emission Control, prepared for the Committee on Public Works,
U.S. Senate, Serial 94-4, March 1975.

*
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The differences between the threshold approach and the linear
approach is considerable. Most cities in the U.S. are now in com-
pliance with the sulphate and particulate levels of the Clean Air

Act and if the levels were correctly set below the threshold there
would be no mortality. With the recent data and the linear relation-
ship, we calculate that about 20,000 persons per year east of the

Mississippi have their lives shortened by up to 20 years by air
pollution . 36

Although these data suggest that sulphates are the cause of this
mortality, this is not proven. Those cities which have high sulphate
levels usually have high nitrate levels and particulate levels as
well and the distinction is not clear. Moreover, the gases and

particulates contain large quantities of known carcinogens and trace
quantities of mercury and other heavy elements. 37

The procedures for mitigation of the air pollution effects dif-
fer depending upon the existence or not of a threshold. If there is

a threshold, supplementary control systems can be used to reduce

sulphur emissions during unfavorable weather conditions so that the
concentrations stay below the threshold.

=

36'See press release f rom BNL, July 1977; also Wilson and 'Uones
-Ecology and the Environment, Academic Press, New York, 1974. Ch. VIII, Energy,

37
Wilson and Jones, Ibid . , Chap. VIII .

\}44 ))2
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On the other hand, associated with any theory of the linear

relationship is that the health effect is proportional to a long

term average. Then supplementary control systems are of little use.

This has led EPA to insist that sulphur be removed by stackgas

scrubbers. If, however, the health effect is due to nitrates or
.

particulates, this might be a useless waste of money. A far better
'

mitigation procedure would be to insist that power plants be located _

hundreds of' miles downwind of major population centers--such as on

the northeastern seaboard of Maine--the health effects are reduced.

In a report for ERDA, Chang and Wilson show that mortality reduc-

tion factors of 10 or more can be obtained independently of which

of the effluents actually cause the health effect.

I note that this is not a cancer risk. But there is probably

,

a cancer risk due to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons of which benzo

(6) pyrene is the usual indicator. These seem to concentrate in

cities, and do not seem to have the long range effects of sulphur

and nitrogen oxides. The cancer effect, for urban populations only,
.

is calculated in the section on benzo ( a) pyrene.

.

8B. Chang and R. Wilson, " Mitigation of the Effects of Sulphur
Pollution," Energy and Environmental Policy Center Report, Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA. 02138, July 5, 1976.

.

1544 333
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I.11. Accident Risks

The accident risks are calculated a little differently in each
The total number of deaths are divided by the number at risk.case.'

The sources of these numbers is listed in the tables.

The calculation sounds simple, but they must be made with circum-
spection. For example, I noted 46,000 deaths due to motor vehicle

accidents, and it might be thought that the risk is a risk to the
motor vehicle driver. But 8,600 are in collisions with pedestrians.
I assume here (though the source quoted does not say) that most of

these deaths are the death of the pedestrian usually due to no action
on the pedestrian's part. Over 1/4 of the pedestrians k~illed are
children, so that it may be reasonably assumed that alcohol consump-
tion of the pedestrian is not a large factor.

In many cases, sources and calculations of other authors give
different numbers. I have worked at these, and chosen the most
plausible. In any case, the risk is good to better than a factor of
2 which is as good as the cancer risks are known.

Again in calculating the risk to truckers, and tractor drivers,

I use data on accidents (for the numerator) and total number of trucks
or tractors in use. I assume there is one driver per truck or
tractor. Likewise for fishing accident risks, I use as the denomin-

in the risk equation the total number of fishing licenses,ator

although in many of these cases the fishermen are firmly on shore
and not subject to appreciable risk of drowning.

1544 534
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We are used to the ordinary risk of air travel which is the

risk of accident. At the,present time, air travel is fairly safe:

one death for 1000 million miles of travel on a scheduled carrier.38
The risk is, of couse, concentrated at take off and landing. None-

theless, I use this to get a figure for the risk of accident for

one 3000 miles (cross-country) flight; it is 3000/(1000 million)

-6 -6
or 3 x 10 One such flight per year gives a risk of 3 x 10 per.

year. A pilot, flying the FAA maximum of 50 hours / month has an

~4
accident risk of 3 x 10 .

1

39
Bureau of Aviation, National Transportation Safety Board; see ,

also: Accident Facts, 1976 Edition.
f
|
j
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Abstract-Information on risks is collected from variou? rources and converted into loss
of life expectancy throughout life and in various age rar.ge: Risks included are radiation,
accidents of various types, various diseases, overweight, tobacco use, alcohol and drugs,
coffee, saccharin, and The Pill, occupational risks, socioeconomic facto's, marital status,
geography, serving in U.S. armed forces in Vietnam, catastrophic events, energy produc-
tion, and technology in general. Information is also included on methods for reducing
risks, risks in individual actions, "very-hazardous" activities, and priorities and perspec-
tive. Risks of natural and occupational radiation and exposure to radioactivity from the
nuclear industry sre compared with risks of similar or ccrineting activities.

.

INTRODUCTION age. We therefore give results in terms of life
THE PUBLIC is Constantly harrangued about all expectancy Iost it. various age ranges.
sorts of risks, and its perception of risks
plays an important role in governmental DEMNITIONS AND CALCULATIONAL
decision making. The risks of radiation have PROCEDURES
especially been emphasized in the popular The basic information in calculating life
press. This creates a very serious problem expectancy is a set of R(I), the mortality rate
since the public does not understand risk. It (or probability of death) during year I defined
gets highly excited about radiation risks as starting on the Ith birthday. Given R(I),
which are almost never fatal, whereas it lar- one may calculate P(Af, N), the probability
gely ignores other risks which claim thous- of death at age N for a person who is alive
ands of lives every year. on his Afth birthday, as

One possible reason for this situation is
that risks are not generally expressed in P( Af, N) = [1 - R( Af)]
understandable terms. They are usually given x [1 - R(Af + 1)] - - [1 - R(N - 1)]R(N). (I)
as annual mortality rates, which are nearly
always smaller than 10-', whereas there is It may be noted that P(K, K) = R(K), and
good evidence that the public recognizes little
difference between an annual risk of 10-',
10-*, and 10-' An expression of risk more P( Af, N) = 1. (2)
understandable to the public would be in
terms of days of life expectancy lost; one The life expectancy between ages Af and Q
purpose of this paper is to translate the data (actually between the Afth and Qth birth-
into those terms. A complication in that days), E(Af, Q), is then
process is that the value of lost life expec-
tancy is generally viewed as varying con-
siderably with the age at which the time is E( Af, Q) = P( Af. N) - (N - Af + 0.5)
lost--a year lost in the prime of life by a
parent of small children is generally more ~

+ P(Af, N)(Q - Af). (3)regretable than a year lost m, advanced old -o

707
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For Q = =, (3) was shown to be mathematic- r.w mu.o). s .t w, ,p".-, m ere r- , -ir e .e.s

' ' ' ' " " " * ' ' " " ""'"" "'ally equivalent to the standard procedure
^*"'*(PH75) for calculating life expectancy.

It should be noted from (3) that for an G'* '"' *" '" "' '" "

intermediate age S Tam. gi;'fj., y25 ,o ;72 ggn g ,gs
; if' i" J '' ni" J" J"

E(M, Qhd E(M. S) + E(S, Q) (4) r-io ioQ.* ,52 ;j g og y
nue-W M 43 33 22 i .0 78

stice the second term on the right side of (4) , . i .i, ,i,, L F U y* W 36 26 4
n

presumes that t.il members of the group are **',"fu"* s' ,* ' |2 j; g
,,,

alive at age S whereat this is not true for the , ,, ,, , ,pt g 6j lj 1; |6
WF

term on the left side of (4L wlW whne F 24 35 0 0 6I

R(I), based on 1974 statistic 3 (E'75), are "".U U N $ No +

used with (1) and (3) ta calculate the values
of E(M, Q) shown in Table 1. Results are
shown there for the total U.S. population, for Some simple examp'e> of interest ere shown
all males, all females, all white,, all non- in Table 2; these include calculations of
whites, white mates, white females, non- AE(M Q) for r,(I) = 1 x 10-5 and I x 10-3 for
white males, and non-white females. All of all I. We see that AE(M, Q) depends linearly
these are necessary for analysis of some of on the r,(I) to rather good accuracy over a
the risks we will be discussing since R(I) are very wide range.
often given separately by sex and/or race. In some situations. data are available as

It would clearly be very cumbersome to mortality ratios, p(I), defined as
present data for all values of M and Q, so
some selection is necessary. Additional data p(I) = R,(I)/R(I) (6)
beyond that given in the Tables are available
from the first author. where R, are the mortality ratios for some

In most situati ms, data are available as the group of interest, y. Since the R(I) are
mortality rate due to a particular risk, x, as a known, the p(I) are readily converted to
function of age, r,(I), if the risk x were R,(I), allowing the calculation to proceed as
eliminated, R(I) would be reduced to R,(I) before. Examples for p(I) = 1.001 and l.10 are
given by given in Table 2. Here we see a rather ac-

curate linear dependence on [p(I)- 1] al-
R,(I) = ii(1)- r,(1) (4) though in this case the added risks are

different for each I. These linecrities imply
and the R,(I) may be used with (1) and (3) to that if two different risks have the same age
calculate revised values of E(M, Q), which dependence, the AE(M, Q) for one can be
we designate E,(M, Q). The loss of life derived from those for the other by simply
expectancy, AE(M, Q), due to the risk x is multiplying by the ratio of the r,(I) or [p(l)-
then 1].

We now proceed to consider various cate-
AE(M, Q) = E,(M, Q)- E(M, Q). (5) gories of risk and calculate AE(M, Q) for

them. In some situations where available data
are limited, we will consider only the total7.m i n u. oi a ,,.,, f- - . ,..,, < -.,,,,,

change in life expectancy, AE(0,z) which we
3,,,,,,,,

abbreviate as AE.o,, ,3, 3 3.,, m, ,w g

17 ""''"" !N !N '!! I' !N RADIATION

O."f**. !:I |U T! !! !! The BEIR Report (NA72) develops and
%,T.'A"

E.s !$$ iU .U, U. ' uses an absolute risk model and a relative
%. .n,i. e s2 is e no s . . risk model for estimating effects of low-level

_. MD
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radiation, and in each case considers " plateau best procedure is therefore to use the number
lengths", i.e. duration of increased suscep- from the BEIR absolute risk model in Table
tibility to cancer due to radiation exposure, of 3 and multiply by 19/5 = 1.8. If the natural
30 years and full lifetime. In the absolute risk radiation level is different from 100 mremlyr,
model the.e is little difference between the all values in Table 3 should be scaled propor-
results for the two plateau lengths, so we tionally, and the same is true, of course, if
adopt an average between the two. In the there are additional sources of exposure
relative risk model, there is a substantial received regularly (averaged over a few
difference between the two plateau lengths years) such as that due to fallout.
when exposure to children is involved; we The average dose to those occupationally
therefore give results for both cases, exposed to radiation is about 500 mremlyr,

The loss of life expectancies due to natural and this additional exposure may persist from
radiation, taken to be 100 mremlyr whole ages 18 to 65. The loss of life expectancies
body exposure, are listed in Table 3 for the from this exposure, calculated with the BEIR
three cases discussed above. The mortality absolute risk model, are also listed in Table 3.
rates r(I) are taken from the BEIR Report For some occupationally exposed persons,
pp.172 and 173. the annual exposure may be up to ten times

The data for the absolute risk model given higher, 5000 mrem /yr; in such a case, the
in the BEIR Report, p.173, lead to a total of values in Table 3 should be scaled propor-
about 1850 fatalities per year whereas the tionately. For consistency with the BEIR
BEIR Summary gives a best estimate of 3500. Report Summary, an additional factor of 1.8
To be consistent with the latter, one should should probably be applied, raising AE from
multiply values by 3500/1850 = 1.9. This pro- 500 mrem /yr to 18 x 1.8 = 36 days of lost life
cedure gives AE = 9 days The same treat- expectancy.
ment for the relative risk model with the 30 yr Routine releases of radioactivity from the
plateau, which results in 3170 fatalities /yr nuclear industry would be expected to give
according to the BEIR Report, p.172, means the average American an additional exposure
multiplying 8.1 times 3500/3170 which gives of about 0.2 mrem /yr (Co76; AP78; Po'76.
AE = 9 days, and for the relative risk model NR76)if all U.S. electric power werr nuclear.
with infinite plateau this gives AE= This is 0.2% of natural radiation exposure
23 x 3500/8930 = 9.0. The BEIR estimate is and therefore gives aE = 0.002 x I1 = 0.022
therefore JE = 9 days. days = 30 min.

In a previous paper (Co79) it was shown
that the basis for the relative risk model is ACCIDENTS
highly questionable, and the form in which it Mortality rates as a function of age are
is used in the BEIR Report is almost certainly given in the National Safety Council annual
erroneous. On the other hand it is shown that booklet " Accident Facts", to be consistent
an age dependent absolute risk model is quite with our data base,1974 statistics are used
reasonable and that the form of the age (NS75). The results are listed in Table 4 for
dependence, so long as it is even crudely
consistent with the data, is essentially irrele- rm 4 aw.oximyyg, gg w 4--m-
vant. The results for the absolute risk model
are therefore the more credible. Perhaps the ^*""**

Typeof acculent 0-51 55-70 70-45 tu 0-=

een/yr a ens arrapet awe 300 en/ hionar h le 1 7 30
* ' " ' :::: ,"e % u. us n2 %^- - e- s, u a ra_ .,, ,,70 m, .- - m 3 0: n 0; ;

:n:==~ u n: u> :n n :=:~ uu u u a= . = ~ uuuun :=w uu u n; s
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710 A CATALOG OF RISKS

all accidents, accidents in the home, and for row,6. AB M. Quon of fs/s uportenry h dars t years ti kst fewisud dw
'*"""''"""'"d"*''"''#''"''"those due to motor vehicles (total, and

pedestrian deaths only), pedalcycles, falls, ^*""8'

drowning, fire and burns, poisoning by solids D'===-== *-ss 5570 70-45 as., a-

and liquids, suffocation, firearms, and Heart ene.a.-M 0 50 09) 22 0.67 6.3

poisoning by gas. An especially evident effect f,' [ [|, || [
'

c,,,,_,
of different age dependences may be seen by ; j s2 ,0 * ,g s: j2i ,,2, s
comparing numbers for motor vehicles and r rr si 246 as s27

falls; for ages 0 to 55, the ratio of loss of life ", ,,,,,,, f:p" !! iS || || ||1,

expectancies for these is 14, whereas for ages Homecule lh

85 to x it is 0.28, a variation by a factor of 50. so. cia.-M ss i0 s4 2. m
There are substantial differences in ac- o,ah,,e, 'u 2? > d2 ? ,' $$

''
l

cident risks between males and females. F 87 14 39 14 120

Mortality rates from major causes of ac- '"'""* j !" N N U 'N
''

.4

cidental death in 1%8 (Me71) are used to
olitain the results in Table 5. We see that, in
general, males are more susceptible to ac- the first four lines) whereas for other diseases
cidents-7% of all males vs 4% of all females they are given in days.
die in accidents-and that the differences are It is apparent that heart disease is largely a
especially large for automobile accidents (in- male problem up to age 55, but at older ages
ciuding pedestrian fatalities), drowning, and it affects both sexes equally. Homicide and
firearms (too small to be listed for females). suicide are largely male problems at all ages,
Total loss of life expectancy due to accidents, whereas stroke and diabetes are more pre-
AE, is 669 days (1.8 yr) for males and 363 valent killers in females.
days (1.0 yr) for females. Accident mortality
has decreased by 22% over the past decade. OVERWEIGHT

which means that improved safety has added Data on mortality ratios for overweight
about 110 days to the life expectancy of the people are available from the " Build and
average American over this period. Blood Pressure Study" by the Society of

Actuaries in 1959 (Me60) which covered
experience on 5 million people insured by 26

DISEASE large insurance companies between 1935-53.
Mortality rates vs age for various diseases Since the overwhelming number of those in-

from " Statistical Abstract of the United sured were white, the standard groups used
States" (Ce75) are used to calculate the are white males and white females. Results
AE( Af, Q) in Table 6. The values for heart are given in Table 7 for each sex and for
disease and cancer are given in years (in weights 10,20, and 30% above average. It is

perhaps somewhat surprising that the in-
7.u, s an M.oi. # g. /3,,,,srneyrge;n,,sw n. -ns,an tor a crease with percent overweight is less thany , ,,

linear-one might expect more like a quadra-, , , , , , , , ,

tic dependence (Pa58). However, the average
4u.a . ., c,. . a a ss 55-70 ses as- a-.

weight is about 10-15% above the optimum
.

All auntente- M 311 1A 40 12 669
F 1011 18 % 13 297

Mohir ,ehecle-M 191 li il 41 M1

Idel sPedestrian-M 4 4 are a s as
F 11 14 22 0 79 24

4 5 2

F ire. hurns- M 14 10 2 0 911 ses % everwt- 0-55 $170 7441 30 O.=

' ' ~ " " ' - "
'! 2 !!, :;t au *i ||:|: i in :!! s'9 tu !?

'

Industral--M 21 32 19 0 di 41 Male 30 07) 0 24 83 II 4I
F irearm,- M 11 0 64 0 29 0 09 19 Female 10 0 07 0 12 0 35 0 41 10
Chokms - F 2s 0 70 0 82 0 32 80 Female 20 0 56 0 28 0 77 0 85 21
Poeco- F 19 0 11 0 29 0 10 97 Female 30 0 21 0 40 10 ti 3i

e y=4 f
( .A-

_
Aer
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BERNARD L. COHEN and 1-SING LEE 711

(defined as the weight for maximum life differences between risks for males and

expectancy-Me77a) so 10 and 30% above females is partly explainable by the fact that
average are probably about 23 and 46% res- women smoke fewer cigarettes per day and
pectively above the optimum. This makes the do not inhale as frequently or as deeply as
ratio of about a factor of 3 between their males.
effects seem not unreasonable. There is a great deal more detail available

An average male weighs 160lb, so a 10% on smoking risks, including such dependen-
change is 161b; this causes AE = 1.3 yr = cies. Table 9 gives the results for some of
16 months, or about I month /lb. An average these from the Hammond study. In many
female weighs 120 lb, so a 10% change is cases, the statistics were too poor to derive
121b, and it causes AE = 1.0 yr = 12 months, an age dependence, so the following pro-
or ag. tin, about I month /lb. cedure was used:

For heavy male cigarette smokers there
TOBACCO was a very characteristic mortality ratio age

The principal studies of effects of smoking dependence, peaked at age 50, about 80% of
on mortality rates are those by Dorn on the peak value at ages 40 and 65, and 65% of
294,000 holders of veteran's life insurance the peak value at age 80. This age depen-
policies (Ka66) and the American Cancer dence was fit to the data where such fits were
Society study directed by Hammond of over reasonable. They were not reasonable for
a million men and women (Ha66). Summaries women, for pipe and cigar smokers, and for
of these are given in PH67 as the ratio of those who had stopped smoking for more
mortality rates for smokers and non-smokers, than 5 yr. For these cases, the mortality ratio
(S/N), vs age. Since a large fraction of the age dependence was essentially constant for
population does smoke, not smoking 45 to 75, and somewhat less at younger and
represents an appreciable increase of life older ages; the age distribution for women
expectancy over the average. About 50% of was fitted to all of these cases in Table 9.
all men and 25% of all women are smokers, Table 9 lists total low of life expectancy
so we assume that the mortality ratio relative beyond age 20 for each category of smoker.
to that of the whole population for males is Losses of life expectancy between various
(S/N)"2 and (S/N)~"2 for smokers and non-
smokers respectively, and for females we 7 3,, , v ,, of is, ,,,,,m, no,, s., ,o

take these to be (S/N)* and (S/N)-"'; note " " " * ' ' * * * " " * * '

that these are set to give the proper ratio of Trp"' $~*=s wea *==
mortality rates for smokers and non-smokers, cge --+ =se y y
namely S/N. io-iwan, 62 i

The results are listed in the left columns of 1"I'*la, !! "

Table 8. The data for males in the two studies - g, f%
''

are quite consistent and are therefore ""'""
|2 ||,,

averaged; only the Hammond study gives 6'**"*'"e l , ';2a

results for females. Negative values for non- g4 g y
smokers m Table 8 indicate a negative loss gi s.
(i.e. a gain) in life expectancy. The large .uu a n

Popped N U
$gf914,, ITab,e 8 Ab M. QL Joss of 14e sapurancy in years for sneakers reta,,ee so m,4

nom s* stdl ensems 59

A8' F8"8' y 3

Group 20-S$ SS-M 7443 BSm 20 * C y verage 09

y'Av male 0 6A I 20 1 52 0 95 39 5
" bale day 4 hen 0 0 56 0 enhal

= :"::'E:' . 't =.,'r:::-- p"
Oo o i0 ..

Male-deep mhalauon i2 24 27 56 g4
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712 A CATALOG OF RISKS

pairs of ages are given for four cases, one non-smokers (Ka66) for a selection of fatal
female and three male,in Table 8. Values for diseases. This may be used in conjunction
other cases listed in Table 9 may be linearly with Tables 6 and/or 8 to estimate the loss of
interpolated from these, being careful not to life expectancy due to various diseases as a
confuse between males and females. result of smoking.

It may be noted that there is a puzzling
discrepancy between Tables 8 and 9 for Alf0HOL AND DRUGS
average female data; in the former, the Risks to individuals from use of alcohol
difference in life expectancy between smoking and drugs are not easy to treat generally or to
and non-smoking females is 1.17 yr, whereas in quantify, but it may contribute perspective to
the latter it is 2.2 yr, nearly a factor of two develop estimates of the average loss of life
discrepancy. The latter number and all num- expectancy due to their use in our Society.
bers in Table 9 are based on mortality ratios We use a treatment from NS73.
given in the original report on the Hammond There are three causes of death on the
Study (Ha66) whereas the former is based on international list that are directly due to al-
mortality ratios attributed to that study in a cohol: alcoholic psychosis-ICDA No. 291-
later Public Healtn Service Review (PH67) 600 deaths /yr; alcoholism-ICDA No. 303-
using an evaluation procedure that is not 3000 deaths /yr; and cirhosis of liver-alco-
ex plained. The originating groups for both pub- holic-ICDA No. 571.0 - 9500 deaths /yr.
lications were consulted, and neither was wil- About 50% of all motor vehicle deaths are

ling to concede an error. We therefore present due to alcohol-23,000/yr. About 20% of
the results from both. For males, there is little other accidents, suicides, and homicides are
difference between the mortality ratios given in due to alcohol, contributing 12,000,4300 and
the two references. 2700 fstalities per year respectively. About

In view of the large losses of life expec- 10% of cancers of the esophagus and oral
tancy listed in Tables 8 and 9, it is interesting cavity may be blamed on alcohol, contribut-
to consider what risks for various causes of ing another 600 and 700 deaths /yr respectively.
death are brought about by smoking. Table 10 This adds up to a total of about $6,000
shows the mortality rates between ages 35-84 deaths /yr that may be blamed on alcohol. On
for various categories of smokers relative to an average each of these deaths eliminates

TaNe 10 Morrahry rates for males (eviarsee so a m ) en ese range 35-44 dme se sederted

Cuarette--4awlday)

deaths Total 1 -9 21-39 > 40 Cigar Pipe cuarette

AB causes 26.lu ! 71 1 11 20 2.3 I 10 1 07 1.29

buc al avn O 2 9 16

e us 1 2 4 31 1

;=a". I'! ||! |U li' li' lii l' !.!!
'"la.e 'O 'it !!9 't '2 211 li' |it !!,
bney 141 1.54 0 72 I 96 26 0 77 1.32 1 61
leukemsa 269 8 49 I 18 5 62 1 40 l 00 1.58 l.$5

"
nehyse 379 86 41 11 1 1$ 0 0 79 24 7.6

Carden ular-all 16 . 81 99

les s 2 nun 1 40 1 26 1 54 1.88 10R 1 06 1 07

10.890 1 61 1 26 I 82 IM l.04 1.08 1 21

teroses 692 1.72 1 18 i SS 2.71 0 97 0 99 1 16

C s h er 1 28 21 0 60
Vauience 1042 1.13 0 77 l.28 B .8 0 91 0 91 0 95

723 1 62 0 91 21 36 1 13 0 80 1 10
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about 20 years of life expectancy, so this loss Administration (FD77) if everyone in the
averaged over the U.S. population is U.S. were to drink one diet soft drink each

day throughout life, there would be an ad-
. ditional 1200 bladder cancers per year. A56,000 x 20 man-yr lost

= OM lifetime2.2 x 10' man-yr lived calculation similar to that above indicates
that drinking one diet soft drink per day

= 0.35 yr. reduces life expectancy by 2 days. It is in-
teresting to point out that ingesting an extra

Improper use of drugs in medical treatment 100 calories per day, as in drinking a regular
is estimated to cause 75,000 deaths /yr. No soft drink, would increass one's body weight
estimates have been given of average lost life by about 71b (Co78) and thereby reduce life
expectancy per case, but if we guess that this expectancy by 7 months or 210 days.
is about 10 yr, the average American loses It is estimated that 10% of female deaths
about 0.25 yr of life expectancy from this from phlebitis and thrombophlebitis are due
cause. to oral contraceptives (FD77), which amounts

About 2000 deaths /yr are directly due to to 150 fatalities per year. If there are 30
illicit drugs. In addition, about 40% of sui- million users in the U.S. (75% of all females
cides by poisoning with analgesic or soporific aged 20-55), and ech fatality represents
drugs,10% of homicides,2% of motor vehi- 40 yr of lost life expectancy, an average user
cle deaths, and 1% of other accident deaths of "the pill" gives up 5 days of life expec-
are probably due to illicit drugs, bringing the tancy by its use.
total number of fatalities to about 6000/yr.
The average victim loses perhaps 25 yr of life OCCUPATIONAL RISKS
expectancy, which, spread over the total U.S. Data on mortality rates from work ac-
population, corresponds to an average of cidents are available annually (NS75,76,77)
0.05 yr (18 days) reduction in life span for the categorized by industry. These are shown in
average American. Table 11. The frequencies of disabling in-

juries,(defined as disabling beyond the day of
COITEE, SACCIIARIN, AND TIIE Pill the accident) are also listed there as a matter

It is estimated (NS73) that 24% of male and of interest; we see that mortality is not the
49% of female deaths from bladder cancer only important aspect of occupational risk.
are due to coffee drinking. This accounts for If we assume that these accidents occur
1450 male and 1350 female deaths per year. If with equal probability at all ages between 18
it is assumed that there are 180 million coffee and 64, the data in the bottom lines of Table 2
drinkers in the U.S., and that each case can be used by multiplying all values by the
represents an average of 15 years lost life ratio of the mortality rates in Table 11 to the
expectancy, this represents 10 x 10-5 assumed in Table 2. The total losses

of life expectancy upon entering the occupa-
(1450 + 1350) x 15 yr lost tion, AE(18-=) are listed in the last column of

180 x 10' yr lived Table 11 for males. Other values of
= 2.3

x 10-* lifetime lost *"**='*"a*"

= 6 days. wgn rg,

In attributing six days of lost life expec- TU EE I 'E E
tancy to coffee drinking, we ignore all effects U EE N O N
other than bladder cancer, such as the known I M" ""* .w " " * "

mutagenic properties of caffeine, and effects g j ""' 'O 'M % $
on the nervous system, weight control, etc. 7% 23 $ 2g g

According to the U.S. Food and Drug *= '" aa/r" o e

HP vol M. No E-D
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AE(Af, Q) and values based on sex and race two columns of Table 12 for loss of life
may be scaled proportionately from Table 2. expectancy up to age 70 and for total loss of

The last line of Table 11 gives the occupa- life expectancy.
tional risk of radiation exposure in the We see from Table 12 that coal mining is
nuclear industry based on an average whole perhaps the most dangerous major occupa-
body exposure of 500 mrem / year. It is tion, costing an average of over three years
evident that this risk is not large relative to of life expectancy. A breakdown on causes of
other occupational risks. Some occupational death indicated that coal miners have a large
radiation exposures are as much as ten times excess of respiratory disease, but the most
larger than this average, but it should be important factor is accidents, including even
recognized that the risks listed for other automobile accidents. Apparently the life of a
occupations are also averaged rather than miner is not conducive to being careful even
risks to those most exposed. when outside of mines.

Many occupations involve mortality risks Since Table 12 is calculated under the
other than accidents. There may be exposure assumption that ratios return to unity im-
to toxic chemicals or dusts, unusual tem- mediately after retirement, it under-estimates
peratures, or other environmental factors the effects; surely exposure to toxic sub-
which cause delayed deaths not classified as stances between ages 18 and 64 can cause pre-
accidents. mature death at later ages. Another problem

There have been at least two studies of with Table 12 is that it lumps all workers in
mortality ratios for various industries, one an industry into a single group, including
based on U.S. mortality in the year 1950 by management, workers and office personnel.
U.S. Public Health Service (PH62), and a But the most important difficulty with Table
study of 1955-64 experience with industries 12 is that it is heavily influenced by socio-
holding group life insurance published by economic factors. These are discussed in the
Society of Actuaries (So67). Their data are next section.
listed in Table 12; in both of these studies,
statistical accuracies are rather poor, but we SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS
take the average between them and assume Information on mortality ratios by job type
that these mortality ratios apply at all ages is available from the Public Health Service
between 18 and 64 to calculate effects on life study of mortality in the year 1950 (PH62a;
expectancy. Our results are listed in the last Me75). Occupations are grouped as:

I. Professional (47c,0.57c)
ro,,, 12 w,.a.,, ,.,

.,a.
~., u s .w...~. m.

.,w.,. e v s II. Technical, administrative, managerialr
r.w naa s~a .a sa ,, .; aa ~, (|o7,, 37cy

gen My g||m Ill. Proprieters, clerical, sales, skilled
two.=, amo, usPus s oi 4 in-70 i s-- (407c,147c)

IV. Semi-skilled (247c,307c)4,,x ao,, om or ., .ov

Md "'C', s |# |M :jj :|j V. Unskilled (87c,317c).,

74,*|3*|'" g 7% jy :n :fj The percentage of whites and non-whites

"D"",7,m"'''w".*.a N $% O,$ +is .;, that are in each group is given in parenthesis.
nm,an x . mm o m, o2 .o +os Results on life expectancies for these

groups relative to the U.S. average are listedRm -2
U,",/,"**' IC |g g -g2 :oj in the top lines of Table 13 for whites only.
(a,"'|""g|2 g |U is :n :|j We see that the differences between Classes i
U.".",*i',o, . ma n. E O og Mj ;U and V approach 4 yr. If non-whites had been
0"ll'I.,n.n S SE .y gj included, they would have been twice as+

:j; :|j l rge.
f"w*'7.'.*. """"

" ""
in

Data from England and Wales (Re71) in-nu _. i io -os -ov
77,"",,.. IU :ij :ja dicate an even larger spread among occupa-
Post o(N e o 81 +o9 +11 Iiona! ClassCs. The mortality ratios (to the

<vw r-
_

w
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r.w i t a.ra w. o. t. so..,. 6. nt, o,,c,e c, = ,,.,. f.,o . ,, f , from England and Wales are qualitatively.ao. .-c -uc. a.<. - .w ns , .,,

similar and indicate that trends for wives also^*"'a'' follow the same patterns, including the lung
C=* $55 5s-70 7w u- S- cancer and influenza trends. The fact that

""'C''"- ij :!N :!U :!g :gg :y some diseases in Table 15 do not show a
m -en + 0 0s +0i7 + 0 i4 -02) dependence on occupational class would'" !$$ ;$$' ;05! ;$$5 !$7 seem to indicate that medical care is not an9

''!"#' $*,oi"*"''' :$N :*il :0i? !!$ :ii important factor, but there are data (Me77a)
17"ea',. ;0I |0E !!$$ |00 !!,'' on salary dependence listed in the last

'i'i ;Di"*""'
-

:'d !S :0 73 :5I :$$3 column of Table 15 which indicate that
17"e:r. !$7' |00 ||E |00 |I" money is an important factor. Low salaried

R.cacan-muse -0 :0 - 0 04 +020 -00s individuals have a 30% higher overall mor-
I.'% e. I!! ISE ISU !! tality rate and at least a 50% higher mortality

i.0%.'.'m. :02'9 :!U '0!' :$0 rate from lung cancer, cerebrovascular dis-ra. a re=*. -0 :0 -e n -0n -'' ease, influenza, pneumonia, and accidents
than those with medium or high salaries.

whole population) averaged over ages 15-64 Another line of evidence connecting life
are listed in Table 14. We see that the effects expectancy with socioeconomic factors
are very similar between men and their comes from the dependence of mortality
wives, which indicates that we are dealing ratios on educational attainment. Data on this
more with socioeconomic factors than with are available (Ki68) for both male and female
occupational risks. divided up into the following four groups:

It is interesting in this regard to note that (A) One or more years of college
causes of death also relate to occupational (B) High school gradt.ates
class. Data on this for U.S. white males are (C) Elementary school graduates
shown in Table 15. We see that Class I males (D) Less than 8 years of schooling,
are much less likely than Class V to die from Single mortality ratios are given for ages
tuberculosis, influenza, and accidents, and 25-64, but it seems most reasonable that the
there are strong tendencies of this type for factors that cause differences should continue
cancer, cirhosis of liver, and suicide. Data to operate for the remainder of life in this age

range so we have assumed this to be the case.
r.w i4 uo,,en, ,.,a .-.,a o- .,a 2m - u s. .a is., a Results are included in Table 13. We see
s ,t.a .w worn f =,, n .rgga uo, Us a 1950 that the extreme differences in educational

attainment give over 4 yr difference in life%,,,,,,,,,
rop.iai.n. rou, c: .i ci.o n cio.ui ci .iv ciao v expectancy. The differences are even larger

for women which again indicates that occu.u s toini .*, 0 82 0 84 0 97 I co ui
E,5"lL**,". E E is ?0 US pational hazards are not a dominant factor.

"

'"d*. ' ' ' * * * There are data on mortality ratios for*
On O si i O2 i 0s in

=''' '" * " " " 'm i 2' business executives listed in "Who's Who in

r w I s uor,aa, ,w.a t ,=, a,c ,. ,n or s,.,s roa v s aa, .a.. .,, 2tu,4c
> .-smu

Low / med

cau.c of death Cla.s i Cla.. I la.. IV clas. V .a a

AH cause. 0 82 0 81 0 96 0 97 1 21 13Tuberculo.r. 0 16 0 40 0 69 1 03 1 38cancer- en 0 89 0 91 I 06 1 04 1 16 12lungs. bronc hu. 0 81 0 98 1 16 1 li 1 20 19
Dhahete. 0 95 0 99 I to 0 88 0 90 13
ce,tenosclerotecrebrovascular 0 F7 0 79 0 39 0 80 0 94 t5A I I$ 1 09 1 16 1 00 1 01 !
Influenza. pneum 0 37 0 51 0 71 0 91 1 53 1.7

certnosas o.f hver
0 90 0 88 1 07 1 22 1 $8

Accadem 0.50 0 68 0 #2 1 07 17) t$
Sascade 0 90 0 86 0 99 1 02 1 47 I8
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America" in 1950-51 followed over the next of those who have died played in the era
decade, and on executives of companies in- when major league players were white) are
cluded in the 1957 Fortune list of 500 in- given in Table 16. This group, which is
dustries with largest sales, followed over the characterized by excellent physical condition
next 15 yr (Me74). These are converted to at younger ages and perhaps better than
increases of life expectancy relative to the average economic status, typically lives about
average white male in Table 16. We see that 3 yr longer than average.
these men, who are near the the top of the It is evident from Table I that there are
socioeconomic ladder, live nearly 5 yr longer important racial differences in life expectancy
than average-twice the largest increases for between whites and non-whites, and it is not
those in the broader top classes considered in easy to separate these from socioeconomic
Table 13. factors. Some evidence on this question may

Top political leaders do not do nearly as be obtained by considering a breakdown of
well. The excess longevity of some groups non-white races. Data are available (Me74a)
(Me70, 71b, 71c, 75a, 76) are listed in Table on this from California which has a sizeable
17. We see that Governors, Congressmen, population of Chinese and Japanese. Results
Senators, and even Supreme Court Justices for life expectancy are included in Table 13.
(who would seem to lead less pressured lives We see that the differences between Japanese
than the others) do not enjoy the increased and Negros exceed 10 yr, which is far larger
life expectancy of the highest socioeconomic than the differences due to socioeconomic
clawes, and that being President of the factors we have identified. It would seem that
United States in this century is one of the there truly are important purely racial
most dangerous jobs available. The statistics differences of a few years in life expectancy.
for this last group are somewhat distorted by One possible indicator of socioeconomic
the assassination of John F. Kennedy at a status for which data are available is in-

surance coverage. Physical examinationsrelatively young age; but even without this
case, life expectancy of twentieth century connected with purchase of insurance would
presidents has been 3.0 yr iew than for distort data for the first few years, but their
average white males. effect should be inconsequential 15 yr later:

Mortahty ratios are available on a rather in fact, mortality statistics for holders of in-
different group, baseball professionals, who dividualinsurance policies are quite similar to
played in the major leagues for 5 or more those having group insurance, which requires
years (Me75b). IIxcewes in their life expec- no physical examination (Me7|a). However,
tancy relative to average white males (most both of these categories have considerably

lower mortality rates than average. Data are
available for white males and white females,

- m ou,,;,gi i,, ,,,y..g. ,. ,*,- e. wi -a"' and results on life expectancies calculatedj ,,r.s, ia

from them are included in Table 13. It seems4,,,,,,,

that just being the type of person who buys
0,nup elk 11 $$ 10 74 43 Bu 40m

life insurance means that one will probably
co,pm ,n nuvi.,n om o si is 22 4,

g 3...ug..n g p, |2 g 4j hve 1.3-2 yr longer than average.
; ,

M ARITAI, STATt'S

One of the most important factors cor-
n, ., ,, ,,. .. < t,<n- a ,m,.u,en ,,,u.n e s ,.,. .
rs <, n 4,m,, h

. n . -y v s **"' related with mortality rates is marital status.
,

I O O *

Aikt tumal kmgent,
* w males and females on mortality rates at

g,*,.g g various ages when single, married, divorced,
,,

cn. .o2 anu widowed (NC70). The losses of life
,

1"*,'"Jn =a s"*" 'M expectancy reletive to those who are married
are shown in Table 18. The marital status forso -- c '''

C7'
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TeMe 18 AEaM Q). kss of hf anc ne peers of mamar,wd rutatsee so TeMe 19. Aeerage hforume f| 1)
or3sse

and ooermer per earks

Age range Per capita Per sapeta

Unmemed group 20-55 5b70 7Hs Ska- 20-m Avernae A vernae
smale-ohte male t 50 0 97 I 47 8 04 4 04

tute female 0 2 73 04 Y t 48 I
wr*4'=em. !S i s 2i! !!' :: a ?in Hi s U:: isnon-W male + 59 2 59 2 48 2.18 15 3 NB 72 89 0 955 DE 71 42 1 14

W f male 1 72 87 92

" C ""'* !" !!! !" |.# !!' e nt: :: s Ui! !#whose female 0 89 0 19 0% 1 22 4 47 OR 72 20 0 94 NH 78 21 0 97mem-W female 0 82 0 59 i 98 2 81 530 Co 72 18
{A

1

. . MA t M 00 0an individual changes with time, wnereas ID 71 99 08) ME 70 93 08)

Table 18 assumes that it remains constant UE |75 $k EU ON
*^

A
over the age range indicated. It should there- ?j y 'd iN M En infore be used with some caution over very H '% ?^s %'3 |E

' ' ' ' 2

large age ranges. It is nevertheless clear that yl y;j ,y fy gy ggv

not being married is one of the greatest risks Mo 7 s7 0 95 Nv ++ n in
people voluntarily subject themselves to. It is
also interesting to note that men apparently
suffer much more than women from being differences in the European situation. In any
unmarried. case, it is difficult to escape the conclusion

from Table 19 that moving from one stat' to
GEOGRAPHY another can change one's life expectancy by

Average lifetimes vary considerably among i or 2 yr.
the states of the United States. To avoid It is interesting to note that risks of mor-
racial differences, we list data for whites only tality from a given disease also vary sub-
in Table 19 (NC75). Since we have shown stantially from state to state. For example,
that economic status has an important effect annual mortality rates per 100,000 population
on life expectancy, we also list per capita from cancer are 190 in the northeast (199 in
income relative to the U.S. average (Ce75). It RI) vs 155 in the south central states (145 in
is clear that economic status can explain only TX) [and 123 in the mountain states (91 in
a very small part of the 3.5 yr difference UT)], whereas for cerebrovascular diseases,
between the extremes in Table 19. The largest the rates are 95 in the northeast (87 in NY)
differences are between rural northern states and 120 in the south central states (Ce75).
and rural southern states, which suggests that Variations in mortality from accidents are
geography plays an important role.* This may especially large: rates are 91 in NM and WY
be correlated with differences between vs 38 in NY, NJ and CT.
northern and southern Europe which are of There is a statement in the literature that
about the same magnitude (Norway-73, people in rural areas live 5 yr longer than
Sweden-74, Denmark-72 vs Italy-70 Greece- those in urban areas (Te58). Some effort was
69. Spain-70), although there may be racial made to check this, but without success. In

Table 19 we see that life expectancy for
whites in District of Columbia, which is*The per capita incomes listed in Table 19 are

for the entire population rather than for whites entirely urban,is not more than 1 yr less than
only. So for rural southern states which have large in surrounding rural states. National Center
populations of low income non-whites, per capita for Health Statistics does not compile data on

. .

incomes in Table 19 are considerably lower than a rural vs urban basis. Their data on metro-
for whites. This is further evidence that economic politan areas (which include some rural
status does not explain the differences in life components) are not grossly different from
expectancy. those for non-metropolitan areas (which in-
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718 A CATALOG OF RISKS

clude small cities). Table 12 indicates that r.w 2 i - of u, -,...-, s., ,, ,..,,.,=., -,.. ..,,w ,e
farmers live about 0.7 yr longer than average. ' ' ' " * " " ' " * "

There is some indica: ion that people in o7,.7,%',oc ,,,,mm.
suburbs live longer than those in urban or m,,,,, ,,
rural areas, although socioeconomic factors g*,, g
would be relevant here. It seems propable ggg g
that urban-rural differences do not cause mu n, . o2
more than 1 yr difference in life expectancy. S'" ,'O." U

fut,''.".2,'"s.... ''

ARMED FORCES wk roum so , n 0 02-2-
.oeme. hie. um. aru ,e., o amp i*

Combat duty in wartime is clearly a dan'
*no . .n u. m,i;-a.4 a -. r,- s ,~, ie- r u s.-, r,- a.--. agerous situation. If we assume that the s u - orc- -.ws- -.

average member of the Armed Services killed
in Vietnam died at age 25, the average loss of killed. An average of 35 Americans die each
life expectancy from being sent to Vietnam year in large explosions (resulting in 8 or
was as given in Table 20. Deaths in the armed more fatalities). Dam failures have caused an
forces are especially notable for the large average of about 35 fatalities / year in U.S.,
fraction of lost life expectancy that occurs in but estimates of potential dam failures in-
the prime years of life. The ratio of death dicate that a long term average may be more
rates in Vietnam to average death rates for than twice that many. Large fires with 10 or
men of the same age in this country was more fatalities occur about once a year in the
about 10 for the army,5 for the navy,20 for U.S., accounting for only 2% of the total
the marines, and 3 for the air force. effects of all fires and burns given in Table 4.

There is frequently a great deal of publicity
[7',,5),'.,".f, W'J,'.".".l"', over accidental releases of poisonous gases,*

s
but rarely are there any deaths involved.i-a ,. w ,

Estimates of potential catastrophes of thisno w.
"'"" "'"'*""

type indicate that they may cost the average
0,' U American about 0.1 days of life. The risk of
"'';a", y," dying as a result of a nuclear power plant

accident if we had all nuclear power in this
country would reduce life expectancy by

CATASTROPfllC EVENTS (NR75) 0.5 hr according to the Rasmussen Study, or
The news media generally give extensive by 2 days according to Union of Concerned

coverage to incidents involving large loss of Scientists (UC77); only a few percent even of
life, and the public ha. a considerable these fatalities would occur within the first
awareness of such risks. The effects of these few months, and the remainder would
risks in terms of average lost life expectancy represent an undetectable increase in cancer
are listed in Table 21. Hurricanes have risks over the following half century.
caused about 90 deaths per year in the U.S. There seems to be some support for the
during this century.;If an average fatality idea that the important thing about catastro-
corresponds to 35 yr of lost life expectancy, phic events is not the average risk from them,
the average American loses 0.5 days of life but how frequently they occur. The argument
due to this hazard. Tornadoes have caused an here is that public morale is the important
average of |18 deaths / year in recent times, issue, there being no hope of educating peo-
and there have been about 1100 deaths from pie to understand risks. Estimates of the
earthquakes in this century (2/3 of them in average number of years between events of a
the 1906 San Francisco carthquake). An given type causing 1000 or more fatalities are
average of 200 people per year die in airline listed in Table 22. The pessimistic values for
crashes in this country, and for every ten of nuclear accidents are from Union of Con-
these, there is one person on the ground cerned Scientists (UC77).
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7.w, 22. Aemga aamber of rurs kram catu. Hydroelectric dam failure estimates are from
empaa of a.wn am,,wa<a,, c.=e Table 21 assuming 40% of large dams are

imo ee =o"

hydroelectric. Gas explosions are from Wi74.4..,,,,,
Te c=<=rrorh- 6 '-

The 24 days of lost life expectancy in Table
Hurruanes 20 23 is relatively trivial compared to a greatNu"ep..an $ many of the risks we have been discussing.
El,"ds*m*".'" iE We may therefore conclude that energyI'"',,,eionn IE generation is something less than a major
O's,'% si400cw> threat to our health and safety.

""
fatahtaen wirjun months 200.000-1000*
raud un withm 50 yr son-i0 m

*Fust numbers TECHNOLOGY
-mhm trom u..are from Rasmunen Study. vecondon or conc-aw s. .cauus ni i0 One sometimes hears the opinion expres-
'53s" E*'ho';".c'"'.''m". "'"""u.'o"* U".' m*e"n'5'O sed that technology is an overail threat to our

d
.,

O'j,6' , ,,',c tJy' ', "'**M"|';t""''2 health and safety. The simplest test of this is
*d 6

o ,,
'**''"'""'"'*b'"'

to compare life expectancies in technologic-
ally developed and undeveloped countries;
this is done in Table 24 (Eh72). We see thatENERGY PRODUCTION technology can clearly be credited for several

There is a widespread impression that even decades of increased life expectancy,
if there were no fuel shortages, we must Another approach to this question is to
reduce our use of energy to avoid catastro- recognize that technology produces wealth,
phic environmental problems. Table 23 lists and we have extensive evidence that wealth
estimates of the number of fatalities per year increases life expectancy. Losses of life
in the U.S. caused by generation of er.ergy. expectancy due to technology may be pat-
Many of these estimates are from Co76. The terned after our treatment of risks in produc-
coal transport estimate is from Sa74. The tion of energy. Energy production is well
mortalities from gas and oil induced fires are recognized as our most polluting single in-
estimated as 2 and 10% respectively of all dustry, and it probably accounts for at least
deaths from fires. The asphyxiation deaths 30% of all fatality producing industrial pollu-
from gas are estimated as a third of all tion. We may therefore estimate that all of
asphyxiations, most of which are from car- the pollution produced by industrial tech-
bon monoxide which we do not include here. nology probably does not reduce our life

rebte 23 Fasaksws por peer amons pubtw due to entry, generetson

Fatahues Av rears Days reduced

Table 24 life ugerenews m earsomu r&is and(4) cong
countries

tran cadents Re or uniry

(B) Od ,

1 = 12.5 Austraha. New Zealand 7Ias polluonn 20nn to 22 Europe 70tres 500 35 20 uvuted Kmadom. France. Germany 71
(C) Gas 7 = 4.2 h ,"*"**

arpoHuuun 200 10 02 6
emplessons 100 35 04 Portugal f.4

I.aun Ametra 60
asphyamanun " " '

3.
(D) Hydroelectric 7 .25 Peru 57darpiadures 50 35 02 Hg_asu 40
F) Nuclear (400 GW1 I=02 Japan 7routme esussions 8 20 00ls Turkey 35accidents 4 20 0 01g India 49transport < 0 01 20 - ladonesia 42waste 04 20 0 001 Afrxa dipf lonwity < 0 01 20 -

{4 5

(F) Doctrocuuan 1200 35 5 fpppe,yope .
8- 3o y coot j

o,,a ,o , 2.
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expectancy by more than 100 days. The ad- might be stimulated. Favorable publicity
ded wealth resulting from it clearly saves us on the advantages of marriage might be
many times that number of days. encouraged.

2. To control overweight, calorie content
f foods could be printed on labels to

urrHODS H)R REDUCING RISKS make people aware of them. Publicity
A few methods for reducing risks without on dangers of overweight could be dis-

mak,ng major sacrifices are listed m Table 25. seminated.i
It is estimated that using seat belts or air bags

3. Detailed studies could be undertaken
.

would avert about a quarter of all motor aimed at understanding differences in
vehicle fatalities. The etTect of car size is _

from statistics that fatalities per vehicle-year life expectancies in various states,

are more than twice as high in small cars as in 4. Less utention should be paid to radia-
large cars (II75). It has been estimated that tion hazards, catastrophes, saccharin,
smoke alarms in homes would eliminate be- etc.
tween a third and a half of all deaths due to
fires. According to the Walton Report (Wa76),
a PAP test has one chance in 4000 0f averting rm, a u,, .f #4f, ,,,.c uy <as, da, ,o ,.on,

death from cervical cancer, and each life -.

ca== dar.saved adds about 40 yr of life expectancy.
c"*Eene. motes $. 5-

Tabir 21 Dees of his especteus added by eereces actums f
"""''

AMed Ide c ,"
Acton esp. (days) Mh@ 900

< 8th Grade educat,oe 3%

a talla as a car 00
50 g,- gBuying larger cars

''""

p,
"y" ",,,eng and an ocmaten *I

Annual PAP test 4 g
s

'Semidard rather thaa nut >cunpacts, or large rather than
' increasms food mtake 100 cal / day 210

W * k '''****
AlcolmdU S. sverage) 1M

PRIORITIES AND PERSPECTIVE y,,, p^ * " " " ' * ' " '

In Table 26 we have assemb!ed many of Z",,',,de,ed n, ,,c., y
the values of AE developed in this paper and 7,,,d,,a'sf' ,,,,, y,

listed them in order of decreasmg AE. We g g, , , , , , , ,

have combined and averaged some categories pFan.
, ,, ,

to reduce complexity. sare.e son -.cca a w

To some approximation, the ordering in M' ore ,s, n
Table 25 should be Soci: ty's order of priori , R'o,T,',%7 y
ties. However, we see several very major p M' y. , , , ,

sproblems that have received relatively little gg<sr:R
attention (at least from the health standpoint) ry saw. 7

whereas some of the items near the bottom of orni co.ier.cepom 3

c'a ' h'e s'd |3
"'^

the list, especially those involving radiation, A r oe n

receive a great deal of attention. Perhaps a M"O,,,,,,__ecs j.
few specific suggestions are in order here: R ='=. =[ *,,= g g == g

PAF test -4
Smoke alarm en home - 10

1. To reduce the number of unmarried ^= t==s m c= - 30

adults, government agencies might stat *" ""* *"M|1's - NO- me i

organize computer dating services. More -n.e. i==. as me chas as us - cuar.

|}4f }}|sociological research on that problem LC'"o",,'"",dJ"",",,*,,* " ' " " * " ' -,,

. 281
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RISKS IN INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS r.m2s aui,m4.we .n wmam m w w
In on-the-spot decision making, one must mm ... asy, .c

"consider the risk in a single individual action. ' " ' * " " * * " " ' " ' ' * "
If we assume linearity, the values listed in Ch""*"hy,,%,=8 " }| j'"R ,,,

Table 27 are obtained for smoking, ingesting gg,,, t'g oj ,| *
calories, and using saccharin. The risk of gg=4 n5g 2g gs
crossing a street is based on pedestrian fatal- - - is.am 2 i+_

ities and the assumption that the average U"*O "s0 !
'

i

person crosses 5 streets per day. The very |y',*/7,*"' '* E '$ $ h2

large values are from far-reaching decisions gg*=''* g ;i2 j
having effects for an extended period of time. Eh api ,,'"*g,, jg ,; s j,

so they should probably not be considered as gAe,,= g g ,, g
on-the-spot decisions. s-a.=m co. en.n- im i no

It may be noted that smoking a cigarette
has the risk of 7 mrem of radiation, and an
overweight person eatin,q a pie a-la-mode major hazard. Smoke stack construction refers
runs a risk equal to that of 35 mrem. to bricklayers and masons engaged in build-

ing smokestacks; their major hazard is fal-
ling.

r.m 27. aui, * -w.s ."- Much of these data are crude, but they
g4 shouhl be valid to within a factor of 3 or so,, , , , ,,,,,

and as an average they should be somewhat
c'"/"S' U"4 E better. It would seem that these activities
5,n*DiYi 'o is rarely would reduce life expectancy by more"""

|",'*,n',*,","" n,,,, than 5 days or so per year of participation, so
O g ,,',7" * ['"* even 30 yr of participation would not be as
g=|*; ig dangerous as gaining 10lb of body weight.
5ksppmg annual P AP test 6000

$*C7."n a'""'* ** "*E Acknowledgements-The authors would like to
d
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activity involves mortality risk of 1/1000 per surance Co.
year, and the average victim loses 35 yr of
life, AE = 0.035 yr or 13 days. For other risks,
AE scales proportionally. REFERENCES
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SOCIETY'S VALUATION OF LIFE SAVING

IN RADIATION PROTECTION AND OTHER CONTEXTS

Bernard L. Cohen
University of Pittsburgh

and
Argonne National Laboratory

,

Abstract

.

Various situations are described in which Societal action may be

interpreted as a dollar value placed on averting'a human fatality, and

numerical values are derived in each case. Situations included are a

variety of medi;al screening and medical cars programs and of automobi'le

and highway safety measures, food for overseas relief, air pollution con-
"

trol, fire prevention, industrial safety, aircraft safety, and several

radiation related activities including standards for radium in drink-

ing water, medical X-ray equipment, radwaste systems in nuclear plants,

and defense and civilian high level waste management. Values varying

.from a few thousand dollars to hundreds of millions of dollars per

fatality averted are obtained. An attempt to derive data of this type

from polling is described. The problem of discounting when money is

spent now to save lives far in the future (as with' nuclear waste) is

discussed.
,

It is concluded that nearly all of the vast variation in the results

is unjustified and represents a need for educating the public, especially

in the area of radiation protection.

!
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Introduction

The principal purpose of radiation protection is to save lives,

and the principal limitations on its capability of doing so derive

from the costs involved. Almost any operation can be done by remote

control, and the shielding can almost always be increased to reduce

radiation exposure. Where do we stop? The traditional answer to this
'

question lies in application of the concept of maximum permissible

dose, but that is, in many ways, a " cop-out." The only logical answer

is to stop where the costs exceed the benefits.

This introduces a very difficult element into the decision making.

The costs are usually in dollars, while the benefits are principally in

lives saved, whence the comparison between costs and benefits can only

be made quantitatively if we are willing to assign a dollar value to

a human life. That is the problem addressed in this paper.

Assigning a dollar value to a human life appears intuitively to

be an imoral and repugnant subject, but actually we all do it frequently.

For example, when we buy low priced tires rather than the. type that cannot

blow out, or when we decide not to have frequent medical check-ups, we are

placing a dollar value on our own lives and even on the lives of our loved

ones. The value of life saving is also an implicit element in public

decision making. It is well recognized that divided highways bordered with

gently sloping terrain free of obstacles that may provide targets for hard

collisions are much safer than typical roads and hence can save lives, but

we build only a small fraction of our highways with those features, only to

2S6
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save money. There are many ways in which medical care could be improved

by expenditure of public funds, and surely these would save lives.

Perhaps the moral position in considering a dollar valuation

of human lives is improved if we recognize that monetary costs largely

represent human labor, both directly and indirectly in that the costs

of materials largely represent the costs of labor to derive them -when

we mine a mineral we don't pay the earth for it. The question we are

really addressing then, is how many man-hours or life-times of labor

should be devoted to extending one person's life.

It would clearly be inappropriate for a scientific paper to

recommend a value to be placed on a human life in radiation protection

contexts. However, it does appear relevant to decisions in that area

to recognize the value adopted by Society in other contexts. In this

paper we therefore attempt to assemble the available information on that

question and to develop further estimates wherever possible.

The valuation of human life as an element in cost-benefit analysis

is not a new subject; in fact there is a rather large body of liter-

ature on that topic (Fr-65, Sc-68, Mi-72, Ze-75, Li-75, Li-76, Co-76,

Ze-76, F1-77, Kr-77, Li-78, Rh-78, to cite a few examples) largely develop-

ed by economists and sociologists. In fact this literature often does

not stop short of making recomendations on the valuation. Some of the

criteria they have used for this purpose are expected future earnings

(complete with discounting as for. interest, and in one case even 'a cor-

rection for funeral expenses), court judgements, and insurance coverage.

In a few cases this literature is aimed at pointing out specific " bargains"
''

or "over-payments" in the enterprise of spendingt' money to save lives.
-

g.

_

__ 2S7
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The National Safety Council (Na-75) even provides a dollar cost of a

death - $43,000 in 1968, $97,000 in 1974, $110,000 in 1975 - which is

widely used in decision making on highway modifications. Other values

used (Ge-76) are $140,000 and $201,000 in 1970-71. In this paper, we

refrain from such activities and confine our attention to collecting
"

and deriving information. We do this by identifying situations in which

money can be spent to save lives but in which the decision of Society

is to do so to a significant extent, but not in a massive way.

In some cases, saving lives requires human time and effort as

well as money, as for example in medi~ cal screening programs where sub-

jects must appear for examinations or tests. In such cases we attempt

to add the cost of this inconvenience, based on a subjective estimate

of how much you would expect to pay a person for expending an equivalent

amount of time and effort for some other purpose. In the above case we

apply an " inconvenience cost" of $5 to appear for an examination taking

only a few minutes. In many cases throughout our treatment it is neces-

sary to make estimates of this general type, but they are always presented

in such a way that the reader can substitute his own estimates to derive

his own results.

There are also many cases where it is necessary for us to make judge-

ments. For example in the early 1970s it became clearly recognized that

lives could be saved at a cost in the range $5000 each by introducing in

cities an advanced ambulance service with well-trained paramedics and

elaborate equipment. Within a few years, this was implemented in all

large cities. It is our judgement that the fact that it was not

1544 358
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implemented earlier does not indicate that life was valued at less than

$5000, but rather that the cost-benefit relationship was not recognized.

As a counter example the fact that after more than two decades of

experience with PAP tests for cervical cancer, with datt available on

several local successful programs, the fact that only 50% of those at risk

receive annual tests is, in our judgement, an indication that Society is

not willing to spend the money to greatly increase the coverage. In
,

borderline cases of this type, the facts are presented and the reader

is, of course, free to substitute his own judgements for ours.

Since the data we pre:ent are from different time periods, we have

made at least a crude effort to correct costs for inflation. These

corrections are minimized if we use 1975 dollars, so for convenience,

we have converted all costs to those terms.

Because of the many estimates involved, few of our results can be

assigned high accuracy. We feel that most of them are accurate to with-

in 50%, although this may be over-optimistic in many cases. Where there

are uncertainties, we have tended to accept higher valuations in medical

areas where the valuations seem to be relatively low.

With this introduction, we now embark on a series of case studies

in which we judge that a dollar value of a human life is implicit. The

results are suninarized in Table 1 as both the cost per fatality averted,

and the cost per 20 years of life expectancy gained. In many cases, the

conversion from the former to the latter involves a crude estimate, but

this is not an important source of error.

1544 359
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Case Studies

A. Medical areas

Perhaps the most obvious area in which money can be spent to save

lives is in medical care. Large increases in life expectancy have been

achieved during this century as a result of improved medical care, and

there is abundant evidence that nations with poor medical care have

lower life expectancy.

We present evidence here on several medical care programs that

could save lives but which are not being widely implemented largely

because of cost considerations. For cancer screening programs we have

ignored treatment costs because they would probably be at least as great

if the cancer were later discovered from symptoms as if it is detected

early by screening.

1. Cervical Cancer Screening

Cervical cancer afflicts mature women, bringing death to one U.S.

female in 10,000 each year. It is readily detected by a test developed

by Papanicolaou (PAP smear), and if detected at an early stage, can

almost always be cured. PAP tests became widely available in the 1950s,

but by 1968, there was no state in which as many as 20% of all women

of the susceptible age were tested (Cr-74), although by 1977 the per-

centage screened rose to about 50% (Ga-77). Local screening programs

were set up in many places thorughout the world, and these are useful

1544 360
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for cost-benefit analysis. They also demonstrate the feasibility of

achteving at least 90% coverage of the population at risk (Wa-76).

In a study of a Mayo Clinic program in Olmstead County, Minnesota,

during 1960-67, Dickinson (Di-72) reported that the program cost

$182,000 for 51,700 PAP smears, and detected 184 cases; among these

the cure rate was 91% vs 74% for cases detected without a screening

program, which corresponds to say.ing (.91 .74) x 184 = 31 lives. The

cost was thus $182,000/31 = $5800 per life saved. The average life

expectancy of those cured was 40 years. If we apply an inflation factor

of 1.5, and assume that the inconvenience to the person taking the test

is worth $5, the corrected cost per life saved becomes $17,000.

In a study of screening programs in Aberdeen, Scotland during 1971

Thorn et al (Th-75) reported that 16,500 smears at $2 apiece identified

56 cases. If we apply an inflation factor of 1.3, add $5 per smear

inconvenience cost, and assume that.17% of the detected cases resulted

in lives saved (from the Mayo Clinic Study), the cost becomes [(1.3 x $2)

+ $5] x 16,500 = $125,000 to save .17 x 56 = 9.5 lives, or $13,000/11fe

saved.

The Walton Report (Wa-76) on cervical cancer in Canada principally

between 1961 and 1972 found that the mortaility rate which was initially

20 x 10-s/ year among women 30-64 decreases roughly in proportion to the

percentage of women screened. Thus a 50% screening of 100,000 women

would save 10 lives, one life saved per 5000 screenings. If the inflation

corrected cost of screening, plus the inconvenience cost is $10 (as in the

Mayo Clinic case), the cost per life saved is $50,000. This is completely

non-selective screening.

_ 291
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Grosse (Gr-72, JEC-69) estimated that a government program of screen-

ing 9.4 x 106 women at a cost of $10.44 each would find 107,000 cases

and avert death in 44,000 of these. With corrections for inflation

and inconvenience, the cost approaches $20 per enmination, giving a cost /

life saved of (9.4 x 106 x 20)/44 x 103 = $4,300.'

Rhodes (Rh-78) gives a cost of $3500/ life saved without detail.

In view of the above, it seems conservative to est'mata that

cervical cancer screening programs can save one life for every $25,000
,

spent. Since an average life saved corresponds to a gain of 40 years of

life expectancy, the cost per 20 years of life expectancy gained is $12,500.

2. Breast Cancer Screening

Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among U.S. females,

with an overall mortality rate of 23 x 10-5/ year, and several times higher

for ages beyond 50. When detected early, it is frequently curable, and

early detection is reasonably efficient with X-ray and clinical examination.

Shapiro et al (Sh-72) reported on a clinical trial in New York

City involving 31,000 women aged 40-64 invited for screening of whom

20,000 responded, and 31,000 unscreened controls. In a five year period,

there were 40 deaths from breast cancer among those invited vs 63 among

the con ols, which may be interpreted as saving 23 lives. The cost

was $40/ examination, which with our inflation and inconvience factor

becomes $60, or 20,000 x $60/23 = $52,000/ life saved. This price could

have been substantially reduced by limiting the service to those above ,

, .
,

age 50. .
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Kristein (Kr-77) gives breast cancer incidence among females of

age 55-64 as 2 x 10-3, so among i million women there would be 2000 '

a

cases / year of whom 42% would nonnally die and 20% of these,169 would

be saved (this is half the save rate in Sh-72). He gives the cost

as $40/ examination which remains approximately unchanged when corrected

for inflation and inconvenience. The cost per life saved is then

40 x 106/169 = $240,000. However,, he estimates that the radiation from

the X-rays would cause 67 deaths (this seems high for women of that age)

which increases the cost / life saved to 40 x 106/102 = $400,000. He

considers this to be obviously cost ineffective..

Irwig (Ir-74) r'eports on British experience as $3300/ cancer

detected with these cases having a 1/3 increase in 5-year survival over

cases developing without screening. This represents about a 20% ircrease

in 5-year survival, or perhaps.a 12% increase in long-tenn survival. The

cost / life saved is then $3300/.12 = $28,000. With inflation and incon-

venience included this might be increased to $40,000. Irwig calls

this price " costly" and concludes "it would seem wise to await [ improved]

developments before considering the introduction of mass screening for

breast cancer."

Grosse (Gr-72, JEC-69) estimates that a government screening program

covering 2.3 x 106 women would cost $7.79 per examination and eventually

avert 2936 deaths. With inflation and inconvenience corrections, the

cost becomes $17 per examination, giving a cost / life saved = 17 x 2.3

x 106/2936 - $13,300.

It is difficult to reconcile the wide variations we have found here,

but the actual cost is not the important point for our purpose; we are

293.
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interested in the cost as perceived by those in a position to in.;titute

screening programs. Since the Kristein analysi.s is rather recent, we

must conclude that screening programs were not widely instituted when

the perceived cost was in the range below $80,000/11fe saved. In a

1977 Gallup poll (Ga-77), 51% of women above age 18 said that they had

had some type of breast examination during the previous year.

3. Lung Cancer Screening

Lung cancer is the largest cancer killer by far among U.S. males,

with a rate approaching 50 x 10-s/ year among all males and several times

higher than' this for heavy cigarette smokers. Early detection is facili-
,

tated by X-ray and sputum cytology studies, and early detection is the

key to survival, although even at best the chance of survival is small.

The most optimistic screening information comes from two studies

in London (Na-68, Br-69) involving about 30,000 subjects each, plus an

equal number of controls. They report costs as low as $350/ cancer found

and cured among heavy smokers, but Boucot and Weiss (Bo-73a) estimate

that their costs for X-ray film alone should have been $12,500/ survivor,

and with inconvenience and other costs and a correction for inflation,

the cost would be increased to perhaps $30,000/11fe saved.

Colley (Co-74) estimates the costs of the London projects as $1300

per case .found and cured and concludes that the programs should be phased

out! With our inflation and inconvenience factors, the cost would be

raised to about $20,000/ life saved.

1545 003
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Boucot and Weiss (80-73), working in Philadelphia, examined 10,000

men at six month intervals for three years, for a total cost of

$250,000 and found and cured three lung cancers, a cost of $83,000/

life saved. They conclude "It is questionable whether the comunity

could afford the price." With our inflation and inconvenience factors,

the cost would be increased to about $200,000/ life saved.

The Mayo Lung Project (Fo-75) detected 25 lung cancers (plus
^

two cangers of the upper respiratory tract and one cancer of the tongue)

in their first examinations of 3900 participants. Following pulmonary

resections, the prognosis was good in 12 of these cases. If three'of

these prove to be cured, and the cost of an examination is taken to be

$50 (including inconvenience), a single examination will have saved three

lives at a cost of $195,000 or $65,000/ life saved. This takes no credit

for the three other cancers found and cured.

Actually, the Mayo project was designed to provide examinations

at four month intervals in order to detect newly developing cancers which

they estinate to be 50% curable. In the early work they found (Fo-75) six

cases in 3000 follow-up examinations, which hopefully corresponds to one

cure /1000 examinations or $50,000/ life saved. Recent experience (Fo-78)

has detected 4.5 cancers /yr-1000 people, which, with three examinations /

year at $50 each and a 50% cure rate correspond to 150/2.3 x 10-3 = $65,000

per life saved.

In view of the above, it seems reasonably conservative to conclude

that, at least in the perceptico of those in a positiop to institute pro-

grams, lives could be saved by lung cancer screening at a cost of $70,000

235'
.
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each. The 1977 Gallup poll (Ga-77) indicated that 26% of adult men and

women have lung X-rays each year.

4. Screening for C'ancer of Colon and Rectum

Cancer of the colon and rectum causes an annual mortality rate

in the U.S. of 20 x 10-s for males and 15 x 10-s for females; the rates

are much higher for ages above 45. A simple screening technique involves

fecal blood tests, and a more elaborate procedure is visual examination

by proctosigmoidoscopy.

Kristein (Kr-77) Gives the mortality rate for all people over 56 as

3 x 10-3/ year and estimates that 20% of these could be saved by early

detection with fecal blood tests at a cost of $2 each. We add another

$2 as an inconvenience cost as this requires only turning in a fecal sample-

with no office time. For a program involving 106 people, there would then,

be 3000 cases of which 600 would be saved at a cost of $4 x 106 The cost

per life saved would then be $6,700.

Bolt (B0-71) estimates that by screening 9000 people above age 45
'

by proctosigmoidoscopy, one can expect to find 20 colorectal cancers and

cure 17 of them whereas only 10 of them would be cured without screening ,

a net saving of seven lives. He estimates the cost to be $12/ scan, which

gives a cost / life saved = $12 x 9000/7 = $16,000. He argues that this

price is too high to be practical! With our corrections for inflation

and. inconvenience, the cost per life saved is raised to $27,000.

1545 005
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Gilbertson (Gi-74) estimates that screening of 400,000 people would

detect 1300 cases of which 88% would survive vs 50% without this early

detection, a saving of (.88 .50) x 1300 ' H lives. He estimates

the cost at $11.73/ examination, but adding our inflation factor and

inconvenience charge this becomes $20. The cost / life saved is then

20 x 400,000/494 = $16,000.

Grosse (Gr-72. JEC-69) estimates the cost of an examination at

$20.10 which, corrected for inflation and the inconvenience becomes

$35. He estin.ates one case found per 496 examinations, with an additional

22% cured as a result of the early detection. The cost per life saved

is then $35 x 496/.22 = $79,000.

Since Grosse's work is rather old, we give it less weight and con-

clude that lives can be saved by proctosigmoidoscopy screening at a

cost of $30,000 each, and a screening program in fecal blood tests could

save lives at a cost of perhaps $10,000 each. According to the 1977

Gallup poll (Ga-77), only 8% of all men and 12% of those aged 50 and

above had proctoscopic examinations in the previous year.

5. Miscellaneous Cancer Screening and Connents

Grosse (Gr-72, JEC-69) estimates that screening for cancers of the

head and neck could save lives at a cost of $44,000 each. With correc-

tions for inflation and inconvenience charge, this becomes $75,000.

Cannon flills, a large textile manufacturing corporation runs a pro-

gram of medical screening of its employees for colorectal (fecal blood),

cervical, and breast cancer, blood pressure, and diabetes. The exams

. W)?
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cost $8 for men and $12 for' women, or an average of about $9, but it

would seem that only about $7 of this should be charged to cancer screen-

ing. In 11,000 examinations, 23 cancers were found (He-77). If three

additional cures are obtained as a result of this early detection, the

cost would be 7 x 11,000/3 = $26,000. This item is entered as " multiple

cancer screening" in Table 1.

The Lancet ran an extensive series on cancer screening and in sumary

papers on the series, Randall (Ra-74) favored screening for cervical cancer

but recommended caution on all others, while Holland (Ho-74a) concluded

that no type of cancer screening is worth the cost!

6. Hypertension Screening and Control

Hypertension (high blood pressure) is a contributory factor in about

one-third of all fatalities from heart disease and stroke. It is also a

fairly common condition; in one large screening activity involving one

nillion Americans, 25% had diastolic pressure above 90 and 12% were above

95 (St-76). In this study, 28% of these cases had been previously unde-

tected,11% had been detected but untreated, and 17% had been treated

but uncontrolled, so fully 55% of the 25%, or 13% of those screened, obtained

important information. Since blood pressure measurement is an extremely

simple and cheap procedure, this suggests that the cost-benefit ratio would

be very favorable, although it is not easy to quantify because hypertension

is not ordinarily a direct cause of death. However, an analsyis by Kristein

(Kr-77) indicates that such screening is cost effective even from the stand-

point of money loss from missing work.

1545 007
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We derive an estimate of cost / life saved from finding and control'ina

blood pressure as follows (St-75): for males S3-64 years old, the annual

mortality risk can be reduced from 219 x 10-4 to 179 x 10-4 by reducing

diastolic blood pressure from 97 to 87 mm-Hg, a reduction of 40 x 10-4/

year, at a cost of $150/ year for medicine and care plus perhaps an equal

amount for inconvenience. This corresponds to $300/40 x 10-4 = $75,000/

life saved. Similarly male mortality rates in this age range can be

reduced by 60 x 10-4 by reducing blood pressure from 102 to 87 m-Hg,

which costs about $240/ year for medicine and treatment plus a somewhat'

lesser amount for inconvenience, which corresponds to about $450/60 x 10-4 =

$75,000/ fatality averted. For females and males in adjacent age ranges,

the reduced mortality is 3-5 times smaller so the cost per fatality averted

would go up to $300,000, but this does not change the above value for 55-

,

64 years old males which is listed in Table 1.

It may be noted that we have not mentioned the costs of screening

here; actually they are included but they contribute a rather small amount

to the above costs.

7. Kidney Dialysis

About 6000 Americans need kidney dialysis treatment on a regular

basis, but only 850 wu e receiving it in 1968 while the rest were condemned

to early Jeath. (Britain and Sweden were comitted to provide treatement

for all.) A person on dialysis has a life expectancy of about nine years

' 1-68) and the cos; is about $10,000/ year, whence the average cost to avert,

.
_
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early death is about $90,000. A recent cost estimate (Rh-78) is $30,000/

year which gives a cost per death averted of $270,000. In Table 1 we

list an interpolated value for 1975 of about $200,000. If we standardize

to 20 years of life expectancy, this is increased to $440,000.

It may be noted that the costs here are much higher than those

of other medical items. This seems reasonable in view of the fact that

the person at risk is readily identifiable in advance, and it is much

more difficult to condemn a particular person to certain death than to

condemn large numbers of people to a slightly increased risk. The kidney

dialysis item is therefore less applicable to effects of radiation than are

the other items.

8. Mobile Intensive Care Units

About one-third of all deaths in the United States are from heart

attacks, and 30% of these are in people less than 65 years old. Two-

thirds of the deaths occur before the patient reaches a hospital, so

many lives could be saved by providing more prompt care.

, Zeckhauser and Shepard (Ze-76) estimated that a mobile coronary care

unit (MCCU) which involves an ambulance with a trained paramedic and coro-

nary rr.onitoring and defibrillation equipment could save a life in 8% of

all heart attacks (reducing " dead on arrival" at hospitals from 22% to

14%) at a cost of $400/ attack. This represents a cost of 400/.08 = $5000/

life saved. Additional treatment at the hospital costs $3500 and follow

up care costs $400/ year for the eight years of remaining life -expectancy,

which adds up to $12,000/ life saved.

1545 009
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Acton (Ac-73) estimated that for a community of 100,000 a special

ambulance program would save 11 lives / year at a cost of $24,000 plus

spill-over costs of about $68,000 for subsequent hospital care (including

ruling out heart attack as the diagnosis in most cases) for a total of

$92,000, or $8400/ life saved. Alternatively, an MCCU could save 15 lives

at a cost of $42,000 plus $78,000 in spill-over costs or $8000/ life saved.

When the effectiveness of this type of service was recognized,

programs were implemented in all large cities (Br-79, Ri-79). It was soon

found that efficiency could be improved if the paramedic was trained and

the ambulance was equipped for handling severe burns, trauma, and other

injuries, and these units are now known as Mobile Intensive Care Units

(MICU). In areas served by them, there is typically one unit for each

100,000 people, handling an average of about 10 calls per day. We assume

that the costs are those from the above discussion, about $12,000 per life
_

saved.

In order to determine an implicit valuation of a human life, one can

observe how small a community does not have such a service. It is estimated

(Ri-79) that the great majority of communities with more than 75,000 popu-

lation either have, or are considering obtaining. this service. On the

other extreme it is estimated that such a service would be highly unusual

in a community of less than 25,000. We assume then that it is not gener-

ally considered cost effective in communities of less than 40,000, and we

further assume that the cost per life saved is inversely proportional to

the population serviced below 100,000. This yields a cost at which the

301'
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service is only partially implemented to be $12,000 x (100,000/40,000) =

$30,000 per life saved. This estimate is conservative in that it ignores

benefits from servicing conditions other than heart attacks.

B. Traffic Safety Measures

Over 35,000 Americans die from accidents inside automobiles each year,

so it seems reasonable to seek technological methods for protecting them.

Congress passed the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966,

setting up o National Highway Traffic Safety Administration to attack the

problem and since that time there has been a great deal of activity in

this area. We review some of the cost-benef|t information that has develop-

ed from it.

Most of the items to be discussed have benefits in averting injuries

as well as deaths. For every traffic fatality there are 40 injuries (Na-

75) resulting in disability extending beyond the day of the accident and

many of them have life-long serious effects. As a general average it

would probably be reasonable to assign only half of the costs to averting

fatalities. Since we do not do this, there is approximately a factor of

two conservatism in all figures. Traffic fatalities differ from most

medichl problems in preferentially affecting the younger segment of the

population, so about 40 years of life expectancy are lost in an average

traffic fatality. This is reflected in the right hand column of Table 1.

Many of the measures taken require an appreciable effort by the

people protected so the dollar cost is not the entire cost. For example,

seat belts are tremendously cost effective, but are generally not used

because of the effort involved. Rather than trying to assign dollar values

1545 011
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to this effort, we will ignore measures of this type and confine our

attention to passive measures.

1. Auto safety improvements, 1966-70.

According to an analyses by the General Accounting Office (Ge-76),

the effects up through 1974 of safety improvements introduced in 1966-70

model cars were: amortized costs - $3 billion, lives saved - 28,200.

This gives a cost / life saved = $106,000. Corrected for inflation in-

creases this to $130,000. The GA0 Report found little benefit up to

1974 from items introduced in 1971-74 models. Their amortized cost was

$205 million; if this is included the above number is raised to

$140,000.

One item introduced during this period was the energy absorbing

steering column. It is estimated (Ge-76) that it cost $153 million and

would avoid 1800 fatalities (plus an equal number of injuries). This

corresponds to $83,000 per life saved; corrected far inflation it becomes

$100,000.
.

2. Air bags

Air bags are an especially clean example of Society's evaluation of

human life since they save lives and cost nothing but money, but they are

not being used because of their cost (there have been allegations that

they do not function as expected, but these have been proven to be false

(In-76).

.

_
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According to Allstate Insurance Company, an air bag reduces a driver's

mortality risk from 2.7 x 10-8 to 1.3 x 10-8 per mile (Ka-76). The cost

of an air bag as an option was $315 in 1976, although this would be greatly

reduced to perhaps $100 if it were standard equipment (Ka-76). We take

the cost to be $200 and assume that it gives protection at this cost

for 50,000 miles. The cost / life saved is then 200/1.4 x 10-8 x 50,000

= $290,000.

Patrick (Pa-75) estimates that equipping essentially all automobiles

with airbags to protect the driver over a ten year period would cost

$18.5 billion and would save 46,400 lives. This corresponds to $400,000

per life saved.

Stork (St-73) estimates that using four air bags in a car would cost

$77/ year, and that if all cars were equipped, fatalities would be cut in

half. This corresponds to a cost of $77 x 108 to equip all U.S. automobiles

and it would save 17,000 lives, a cost / life saved of $450,000. Protecting

four passengers is only about half as cost-effective as protecting the

driver (the average car carries 1.5 people); with a correction for inflation,

this gives $250,000/ life saved by protecting the driver only.

Averaging our three estimates gives $320,000 per life saved.

3. Automobile tire inspection

Most states have inspection requirements on automobile tires, and in

many places it is illegal to drive on worn tires. The rationale for this
t. ,

,
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is that worn tires have a better chance of a blow-out which can cause

an acc! dent.

About 4% of all fatal traffic accidents in the U.S. are caused by

blow-outs, which amounts to 1800 fatalities per year. Roughly we assume

that this number would be doubled without the inspection and legal require-

ments. There are 180 million passenger car tires sold each year in the

U.S., and we crudely estimate that 30 million of these would not be pur-

chased without the above requirements. If an average tire costs $25, this

is $25 x 30 x 106/1800 = $400,000 per life saved. It is evident from the

quality of these inputs that this estimate is particularly crude.

It is interesting here to consider the costs some people are willing

to pay to protect their own lives and those of their loved ones by buying

tires that will not blow-out. These cost at least $30 additional, so

if all automobiles were so equipped this would represent a cost of $30

x 180 x 106/1800 = $3 million per life saved.

4. Use of small cars vs standard size

The risk of being killed while riding in a small car is about 25%

higher per mile of travel than in a standard size car (Co-76). The average

American's risk of being killed in an automobile is 1.6 x 10-4/ year, whence

use of the heavier car averts a risk of 4 x 10-s per year. The added cost

of a heavier car, including operating and maintenance costs, is perhaps

$500/ year. Since an average car carries two people, the cost per fatality
.
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averted is then $500/2 x 4 x 10-5 = $6 million. Of course this applies

only if added safety is the sole reason for purchase of the larger

This item is not included in Table 1 because Society has made nocar.

move to ban the use of small cars.

5. Miscellaneous auto safety devices and comments

Stork (St-73) estimates that in West Germany, a fleet of 50 rescue

helir.opters could save 400 lives per year at a cost of $24.4 million

which, with.a small correction for inflation, is $65,000/ life saved.

He also estimates that a fleet of 150 rescue cars in urban areas could

save 350 lives / year at a cost of $73.5 million, which, with an inflation

correction, is $230,000/ life saved. The helicopters are the more cost-

effective option so only it is included in Table 1.

Patrick (Pa-75) estimates that a $135 passive 3-point harness, a

seat belt-shoulder harness that closes over the driver without his

intervention, would avert 30% of all fatalities. Equipping all U.S. cars

over a 10 year period would cost $13.5 billion and save 55,000 lives, a

cost of $250,000/ life saved.

He similarly estimates that a passive torso belt - knee bar restraint

combination would cost $5 billion and would save 46,000 lives, a cost

of $110,000/ life saved.

From the entries on auto safety in Table 1, it~is apparent that

many lives can be saved at costs in the $300,000 range or less. However,

the auto safety program has all but ground to a halt (In-76a); in 1970-73,

16 new standards were issued, but only one new standards was issued in

1974-75.
306
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6. Driver education

Kaywood (Ka-/6) has estimated that a high school course in Driver

Education for all students would reduce traffic fatalities by 10-15%.

It would therefore presumably save about 5800 lives per year. Such

courses involve time and effort expenditure by the students, so a

dollar cost must include compensation for these. A brief opinion sur-

vey indicated that a payment of $50 would be ample inducement for the

great majority of students. Instruction costs average about $75 per

student (Na-78), but there are probably hidden costs (e.g. automobiles

are often donated) to bring the total cost to $150/ student. For 3.5

x 106 students / year, the cost / life saved is $150 x 3.5 x 106/5800

= $90,000.

Driver education courses are now taken by 81% of all high school

students (Na-78), so it is perhaps unfair to include this option as not

fully implemented. However, 20% of all high schools, including many

large ones, do not offer courses, and there have been many recent indi-

cations that programs are being cut back (Ka-76a).

7. Highway construction improvements

There are many practices in highway construction and operation

that could be improved to save lives at a cost of money alone. For

example, it is estimated (Ta-76) that moving light posts 30 feet back

from the edge of highways would save 500 lives per year. About 6000

people per year are killed in collisions with guardrails, and there are
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guardrail construction techniques that could save most of them. A

recent paper (Sp-77) stated that there are many local highway improve-

ments that could be implemented in Oklahoma that would save a life for

every $43,000 spent.

The National Highway Safety Needs Report (US-76) conducted a study

by polling knowledgeable people to determine the cost per fatality fore-

stalled of various measures. The most cost effective measures which

involve no personal effort or inconvenience are listed in Table 1 and

explained below:

Highway construction and maintenance practices refer to following

the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices including inspection and

maintenance; this would save 46 lives / year at a cost of $20,000/ life.

Regulatory and Warning Signs refers to upgrading and installation of signs

in accordance with the afore-mentioned Manual; this would save 367 lives /

year at a cost of $34,000 each. Guardrail includes using improved designs

in a program to replace substandard and damaged units; this would save

316 lives / year at a similar cost. Skid resistance refers to locating

places where slippery conditions are contributing to highway accidents

and implementing construction techniques to improve their skid resistance;

this would save 374 lives / year at a cost of $42,200/ life saved. Bridge

rails and parapets includes design and installation of these to as to

redirect vehicles which would otherwise have collisions with objects

or other vehicles; this would save 152 lives / year at a cost of $46,000

per fatality averted. Wrong-way ellry avoidance involves use of standard

e toc' 1545 017
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techniques to avoid wrong-way entrance onto freeways; this would save. |
~

78 lives / year at a cost of $49,400 each..., Impact abosrbing' devices means

using these at critical roadside points where removal of fixed object

hazards and yield-on-impact techniques are not feasible; this would save

678 lives / year at a cost of $108,000 per life saved. Breakaway sign and

lighting supports involves using these rather than rigid supports along

high speed highways, with a program for systematic replacement; this

would save 325 lives / year at a cost of $116,000 each. Median. barriers

includes use of improved design on these to reduce consequences of col-

lisions, and includes programs for replacing substandard and damaged

sections; this would save 53 lives / year at a cost of $228,000 each.

Clear roadside recovery areas includes areas that enable vehicles which'

leave the travel lanes to return without injury; this includes construction

of gradual side slopes and removal of hazardous drainage features, trees,

and rocks for a minimum of 30 feet from the edge of freeways. This would

save 53 lives / year and would cost $284,000 per fatality overted.

If these numbers are credible, there are many ways that lives can be

saved for less than $50,000 spent on highway improvements, and this gen-

eral category has one of the most favorable cost-benefit ratios. However,

there has been strong criticism that the program is floundering (Ge-76a).

C. Miscellaneous Categories

1. Food for overseas relief

Starvation is a common experience in many under-developed nations of

the world and its effects are especially important in children. About
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60 million children are born each year in these countries, and 25-30%

of them will die before reaching age five from malnutrition and related

disease, a total of 15-18 millic.' deaths / year 'that could be averted by

food relief. Moreover, those that survive the first five years suffer

throughout life from the effects of this early starvation.

Ward (Wa-74) has estimated that most of these children could be

saved by $20/ year worth of food, but most estimates are higher. One

estimate (Eg-77) is that $120/ year would do the job in Brazil. In the

Rice Bowl of Asia, $10/ year would supply the needed milk and $50/ year

would provide the needed extra protein for adequate nutrition.

To derive an estimate, we conservatively assume that $150 per year

through the first five years of life would avert half of the deaths.

This corresponds to a $750 expenditure per child to increase the pro-

bability of survival by 14%, or $5300/ life saved. This is probably

an over-estimate for saving the young children, but it may be compensated

by the need for some additional food for older children.

2. Air pollution control

Typical esitmates are that sulfur dioxide (S0 ) air pollution causes2

about 10,000 fatalities / year in the United States (Co-76). About half of

the S02 comes from coal burning power plants, and it is hoped that 85%

of this contribution can be eliminated by installation of scrubbers,

at least'on newly tonst'ructed plants. iMs would:save 4300 lives per year.
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Our current coal-generated electricity could be produced by about

150 of these plants. According to EPA estimates (Sc-78) the cost of

S02 scrubbers is 0.3 cents /KW-hr which works out to be $15 million per

year for each plant. This therefore represents an expenditure of $2.3

x 109 to save 4300 lives,.or $500,000/ life saved.

3. Smoke alarms in homes

It is estimated (Ru-78) that smoke alarms in homes would save 8,000

lives / year. We estimate that such protection could be supplied by the

production and distribution of 10 million units / year at a cost, including

installation, maintenance ovor a lti year average lifr time, and inconvenience,

7of about $50 each. This corresponds to a cost per life saved of 50 x 10 /

8 x 103 = $60,000.

There are currently 10 million smoke alarms in use in the United

States (Gr-79) which means that something less than 15% of all homes

are protected.

4 Higher pay for risky jobs

Thaler and Rosen (Th-75a) carried out a correlation analysis of

salaries vs risk in various jobs, and concluded that the higher pay for

an .001 increase in mortality risk is $260/ year. This corresponds to

an evaluation of a life at $260,000.

Carlson (Ca-63) calculated that the flight pay for a U.S. Air Force

Captain implies an evaluation of his life at between $135,000 and
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$980,000, depending on the type of plane flown. If we take the mean of

these and apply an inflation factor, the result is about $600,000.

5. Industrial safety

A study of the effects of the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of

1969 (De-78) indicated that compliance requires the addition of 118,000

miners in U.S. coal mines. The average salary of a coal miner is

$14,000/ year (Co-77), and we assume an additional 50% for overhead and

fringe benefits, which brings the total annual cost to $14,000 x 1.5

x 118,000 = $2.5 x 109 The new safety measures have reduced the annual'

average fatality toll in coal mines from 260 in 1965-70 to 145 in 1972-75

(Co-77), a saving of 115 lives / year. The cost per life saved is then

$2.5 x 109/115 = $22 million.

A similar study of the effects of the Federal Metal and flon-metal

Mine Safety Act of 1966 indicated (De-78) that compliance requires employ-

ment of 42,000 additional miners at $12,000/ year (Co-77), which, if we

assume 50% overhead, amounts to $750 million/ year. This has reduced

accident fataility rates (Co-77) by no more than 22 per year (93/ year

in 1965-70 vs 71/ year in 1973-75, but 152 in 1972), which corresponds

to $34 million per life saved.

Rhodes (Rh-78) reports that occupational safety standards for coke

fumes corresponds to expenditure of $4.5 million/ life saved. He questions

the wirdom of this practice, but says that it is strongly supported by

the Union.
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6. Aircraft

Carlson (Ca-63) estimated that the cost of the ejection system on -

a B-58 bomber implies a value of life somewhere between $1.7 million

and $9 million. If we take an average of these and apply a correction

for inflation, we get a cost of $R million/ life saved.

Carlson also estimates that the emergency procedures for pilots

flying jet fighter planes imply a value of his life (for recommending

ejection) in excess of $270,000. With an inflation correction this

becomes $450,000. In Table 1, we list the mean proportion between the

costs for bomber and fighter pilots at $2 million.

Morlat (Mo-70) estimated that in France about $900,000/ life saved

is spent on additional civilian aircraft safety measures. Corrected

for inflation this becomes $1.2 million.

D. Radiation-related Activities

The field of radiation protection involves a great many health pro-

tection regulations and standards, and in many situations these can be

translated into a value placed on fatalities averted. In this section

we make this translation for several cases. In general, radiation induced

cancers reduce life expectancy by about 20 years, so the listings in the

two columns of Table 1 are identical.

I 'r i . |i [e
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1. Radium in drinking water

The Environmental Protection Agency requires that the radium content

in drinking water be no larger than SpCi/ liter and that remedial action

be taken where necessary to meef this standard (EP-76). They estimate

that compliance with this standard will require expenditure of $2.5

million per fataility averted.

2 Medical X-rays

A 1970 Study by the U.S. Public Health Service (Ro-71) indicates

that unnecessary axposures in medical X-rays can be substantially reduced

at a cost averaging $1000 per machine by attaching more sophisticated

collim ation devices. Terrill (Te-72) estimated that this would reduce

gonad exposures by 330 nan-rem / year for each machine. If we assume that

th's advantage is maintained for six years, this represents an exposure

reduction of 2000 man-rem for $1000, or 50c/ man-rem.

According to the BEIR Report (NA-72), one man-rem of exposure to

the whole body induces 1.8 x 10 '+ fatal cancers. If we make the reasonable

assumption that on an average, gonadal and whole body doses are equal,

improving X-ray machines can save lives at a cost of 0.5/1.8 x 10 '+

= $2800 each, or af ter a correction for inflation, for $3600/ life saved.

3. ICRP Recomnendations

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (IC-73)

reconnends values for cost / man-rem in the range $10-$250 to be used in
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cost-benefit analysis. The mean proportion of these is $50/ man-rem,

which, with the BEIR risk estimator of 1.8 x 10-4/ man-rem, corresponds

to a cost per life saved of $280,000. With a correction for inflation

this becomes $320,000/ fatality averted.

4. OMB Guidelines

The Office of Management and Budget, in OMB Circular A-94 (1972)

recommends a value of $1000/ man-rem averted to be used as the justificable

costs in analysis of reactor safety systems. With the 1.8 x 10 4 deaths /

man-rem estimator and a correction for inflation, this corresponds to

$7 million per fatality averted.

5. Nuclear industry rad waste practice

In seeking guidance for application of the ALARA principle, the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission imposed interim standards (10 CFR 50,

Appendix I) of $1000/ man-rem to the whole body and to the thyroid as

the incremental cost that must be spent for equipment to avert an incremen-

tal population dose. It was found that equipment already in place at all

reactors easily conforned to these standards, and therefore this was made

permanent in Regulatory Guides 1.109-1.113 (1976).

The fact that industry practice was already conforming to these

standards implies that the money being spent for radwaste equipment

exceeds str?O/ man-rem. For whole body radiation this implies expenditures

Ifof more than $1000/1.8 x 10 " = $5.5 million per fatality averted.
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this is easily exceeded in all plants it is safe to conclude that the

average expenditures are at least $10 million/ fatality averted.

The mortality risk from thyroid exposure is very much lower than

from whole body exposure. The UNSCEAR Report (Un-77) estimates 5 - 15

x 10-6/ rem. If we take 10 x 10-6/ rem, the expenditures for 1131 emission

control must be in excess of $1000/10 x 10-6 = $100 million per fatality
'

averted.

6. Defense high level waste

The U.S. Department of Energy is proposing a $2.7 billion program

to convert high level radioactive waste from the Savannah River Plant

to a glass and store it in a deep geologic repository (Oe-78). One alter-

native plan is to leave the waste in its present liquid form and set up a

trust fund to maintain it at a cost of $500 nii' lion. It is estimated

(En-77) that this would cause an additional 500 man-rem of radiation
The more elaborate program therefore represents an additionalexposure.

expenditure of $2.2 x 109/500 = $4.4 x 106/ man-rem averted. Dividing this

by 1.8 x 10 4 fatalities /run-rem gives $25 billion / fatality averted.

To some extent the decision not to maintain the present system

is based on the fact that it relies on future generations maintaining
An alternativeresponsibility, although the costs for this are provided.

plan which does not depend on such reliance would be to simply pumo the
This involves anunprocessed waste as a slurry into local bedrock.

integrated exposure of 61,000 man-rem above the option chosen, and would

Thus the option chosen represents a straight trade-offcost $500 million.
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of $2.2 x iv ' 51,000 man-rem, or $36,000/ man-rem which corresponds

to $200 million/li'a saved. This is the number entered in Table 1.

Similar projects 6;4 maled for the Hanford and Idaho Falls Waste,

7. Civilian high level radioact.ise ,.e ,m

It is estimated (Co-79) that dumplim '.igh level radioactive waste

in the ocean will eventually cause 0.17 eve?..asi fatality /GWe-year with-

out doing hann to ocean life, but this is considered too dangerous. The

present plans are to spend about $3 million/GWe-yr for geclegic disposal

as a safer option. This represents a cost of $3 x 106/.17 * $18 million

per fatality averted.

It should be noted here that the fatalities being averted are

several thousand years in the future, which introduc?s the question of the

relative value of averting a fatality now and in the distant future. This

will be discussed in the next section. -

-.
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Time Delay _ Considerations

It is conventional in cost-benefit analyses to discount money that

will be spent or needed in the future at rates varying between 5% and

10% per year. For example if 5% discounting is used in the estimates

of the economic value of a life from the standpoint of earnings (dis-

cussed in the Introduction), $10,000 earned 20 years from now is counted

as having a present value of $5000. This discounting is in addition to

inflation.

Considerations of this type have a tremendous importance when con-

sidering the cost effectiveness of managing radioactive waste which may

cause fatalities far in the future. One dollar now at even 1% annual

real interest (i.e. discounting inflation) becomes $20,000 after 1000

years, $400 million after 2000 years, $8 trillion after 3000 years, etc.

At 5% or 10% interest the time before these values are reached is reduced

by a factor of 5 or 10. Based on this reasoning it is completely cost

ineffective to spend any money now to save lives a thousand or perhaps

even a few hundred years in the future. It would be far better for those

living then if we would instead set up a modest trust fund which will give

them copious supplies of money to save lives by methods whose vclue they
For example, awill be in a better position to judge than ra are now.

S mple cure may be found for cancer, or it may be determined that lowi

level radiation is harmless, in either of which case our money would be

43f l.Ed.

This line of reasoning would not be applicable if our actions now

4 Lwp scale killing in the distant future, but this is clearlycould c60
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not the case. It would be extremely difficult to construct a credible

scenario in which a release of deeply buried radioactive waste could

cause a detectable number of excess cancers at any future date.

Perhaps the concept of a trust fund extendina over many hundreds

of years is unrealistic since it assumes that capital will continue to

attract real interest, or'that capital. can be invested to generate more

wealth 'than its . original value. But there are more subtle ways in

which we can invest money for the benefit of our progeny even more

effectively. For example, money invested in research new benefits all

future generations, paying a high rate of compound interest if we can

judge by past performance. The high standard of living we enjoy today

is largely the product of small amounts of money and effort invested

in research over the past two centuries.

Another way of arriving at a similar conclusion is to recognize

that our attempts to spend money now to save lives in the distant future

represents what some consider our moral obligation to leave each segment

of the environment to our progeny in at least as good a condition as we

found it. This is an intuitively appealing goal, but it is wholly un-

realistic. Anything we can do in this regard is completely overshadowed

by the horrible legacy we leave our progeny when we consume all of the

earth's rich mineral resources, What we can do is make enough positive

contributions to turn the world over to our progeny in better over-all

condition than we found it. It seems obvious that with this goal in

mind, it would be better to spend money on research than to spend

millions of dollars to save the life of some person living in the distant

future.
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But since this paper deals with Society's valuations, we must

point out that Society does not value future lives equivalently with

lives of those now living. For example, with such a philosophy we

would spend nearly all our money on medical research rather than on

medical care. According to Table 1 we can save a life now for every

$50,000 or so that we spend on medical care, and let us say tha't with

medical research we can save one life / year for every $5 million dollars

spent; if our concerns extend to 1000 years, we save 10 times as many

lives with the research. It is obvious that this argument does not

depend on the particulars of the costs we assume - with any assumed

costs we will eventually save more lives with medical research than with

medical care expenditures. But our Society does not behave that way -

we spend far more money on medical care, and even our research expendi-

tures are targeted at short term pay-offs. Congress was willing to

spend vast sums on cancer research when it believed that it would develop

a cure for cancer in our lifetime. If it were informed that the cure

would not come for 500 years, the money would all but dry up instantly,

although the number of lives that would be saved over the next several

thousand years would be essentially the same.

If we accept the idea that the value of lives saved far in the

future should be discounted at 1%/ year, the final entry of Table 1

represents a rough estimate of the cost / life saved by not dumping nuclear

waste in the oceans.
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Polling

Another approach to determining public attitudes toward the value

of saving a life is by polling samples of the public on questions whose

answers depend only on that evaluation. Acton (Ac-73) used this approach

to determine how much people were willing to spend for service by a mobile

coronary care unit, and depending on how the question was phrased the

equivalent valuation of a life was $28,000 or $43,000. This is in reason-

able agreement with the value in Table 1.

We presented the same set of questions to classes of about 100

students in a course on Energy and Environment at University of Pittsburgh

in two successive years, and essentially the same average results were

obtained. We present a few examples, all of which the class was told

are realistic:

1. If control equipment could be added ir. a nearby nuclear power

plant to reduce your mortality risk from one in a million

to one in 2 million, how much extra would you be willing to

pay for electricity in order to add them? The average ansver

was $25 which gives an evaluation of their life at $25/5 x 10-7

= $50 million.

2. If control equipment could be added in a nearby coal-fired

power plant to reduce your mortality risk from one in a

thousand to one in 2000, how much extra woula you be willing

to pay for electricity in order to add them? The average

answer was $60, which gives an evaluation of their life at

$60/5 x 10 ' = $120,000.
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3. How much money would you be willing to have the government

spend on a health program that would save 1000 lives? The

average answer was $2.5 billion, which corresponds to $2.5

million per life saved.

4. If having an air bag in your car does' no harm other than

adding to the cost, and if it reduces your mortality risk

from one in 1500 to one in 3000, how much would yeu be

willing to pay for the air bag? The average answer was

$170 which corresponds to $110/(1/3000) = $500,000 value

for their life.

5. (For cigarette smokers only). If a new type cigarette came

out that was in every way the same as your present brand

except that it was guaranteed to avoid bad health effects, how

much extra would you be willing to pay for it? The average

answer was 50c/ pack. A one pack / day smoker buys 20,000 packs

ifi a lifetime, so at 50d/ pack he pays $10,000. A man loses

6.5 years of life expectancy and a woman loses 2.6 years from

this habit (Co-79a), and since boys were a majority the average

is 5 years. If we assume that an average early death involves

20 years loss of life expectancy, a one pack / day smoker has one

chance in four of being such a victim. This gives a valuation

of life at $10,000/(1/4) = $40,000.

6. If you were going on a 500 mile trip and had your choice between

a bus and an automobile, and if all aspects of the two choices
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were equal except for the added safety of the bus, how

much extra would you be willing to pay to go by bus. Many

answers were zero, but the average was $13. The risk is

about 1 x 10-8/ mile (for thruway travel) x 500 = 5 x 10-6,

so the valuation implicit is $13/5 x 10-6 = $2.6 million.

It is clear from the discrepancies in value of life implied by the

various answers that these values are not calcuiated eveo subconsciously,

at least by an average university student. This seems especially clear

from #1 and #2 where the wording was almost identical and the numerical

probabilities were given explicitly. The'best interpretation we could

devise is that a few tens of dollars sounds like a reasonable amount to

spend for a risk reduction or a little less on a single day trip, $170

is a reasonable extra cost when buying a car, 50d extra seems reasonable

for a pack of cigarettes, and a few billion dollars is about right for a

government program; in each case, the expenditure is enough to be meaning-

ful, but not enough to make a big difference.

.
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Discussion

The wide variations in the values in Table 1 would seem to be worthy

of extensive discussion. Some of them can be justified. The low value

on food for overseas relief represents a common human attitude that

charity begins at home, and the high expenditures for protecting miners

and coke workers may be justifiable as the price they demand of us for

their services (althounF they should perhaps be effered the alternative

of having some of the costs now spent in protecting them added to their

wages instead).

But aside from these few cases, it seems difficult to justify the

differences morally. Indeed, one could argue that it is highly immoral

for $100 million in funds obtained from t"e general citizenry to be spent

in saving one life from 131I emissions when that same money could save

2000 lives if it were spent on medical or traffic safety programs which

are being held back for lack of money.

Sociologists and ecot;omists usually try to explain rather than to

justify discrepancies like those in Table 1 (Fi-76, Li-78a, Sl-78). Human

fears are not necessarily correlated with actual dangers, and government

agencies are more concerned with allaying fears then with averting dangers.

This could be interpreted as a cynical disregard for human welfare, but

on the other hand it could be viewed as participatory democracy function-

ing properly by being responsive to the desires of the citizenry. In any

case, it explains the large values in Table 1 for radiation related activ-

ities - with the exception of medical X-rays which the public does not

*
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view as radiation, and the ICRP recommendations which are not made

(or used) by government agencies. The only solution to this dilema

would seem to be education, and it is clear from Table 1 that the

radiation protection community has done a particularly poor job of

educating the public.
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Table 1. Value per fatality averted (1975 dollars) implied by various
Societal activities (left column) and cost per 20 years of added
life expectancy (right column).

$ per fatality $/20 yr life

Item averted expectancy

Medical screening and care
cervical cancer $25,000 $13,000
breast cancer 80,000 60,000
lung cancer 70,000 70,000
colorectal cancer:

fecal blood tests 10,000 10,0C'O

proctoscopy 30,000 30,000
multiple screening 26,000 20,000
hypertension control 75,000 75,000
kidney dialysis 200,000 440,000
mobile intensive care units 30,000 75,000

Traffic safety
auto safety equipment - 1966-70 130,000 65,000
steering column improvement 100,000 50,000
air bags (driver only) 320,000 160,000
tire inspection 400,000 200.,000
rescue helicopters 65,000 33,000
passive 3-point harness 250,000 125,000
passive torso belt-knee bar 110,000 55,000
driver education 90,000 45,000
highway construc.-maint. practice 20,000 10,000
regulatory and warning signs 34,000 17,000
guardrail improvements 34,000 17.000
skid resistance 42,000 21,000
bridge rails and parapets 46,000 23,000
wrong way entry avoidance 50,000 25,000
impact absorbing roadside dev. 108,000 54,000

.

breakaway sign, lighting posts 116,000 58,000
median barrier improvement 228,000 114,000
clear roadside recovery area 284,000 142,000

Miscellaneous non-radiaticn
food for overseas relief 5,300 2,500
sulfur scrubbers in power plants 500,000 1.500,000,
smoke alarms in homes 60,000 40,000
higher pay for risky jobs 260,000 150,000
coal mine safety 22,000,000 13,000,000
other mine safety 34,000,000 20,000,000
coke fume standards 4,500,000 2,500,000
Air Force pilot safety 2,000,000 1,000,000
civilian aircraft (France) 1,200,000 600,000
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Table 1 (cont'd)

$ per fatality $/20 yr life
Item averted expectancy

Radiation related activities
radium in drinking water 2,500,000 2,500,000
medical X-ray equipment 3,600 3,600
ICRP recommendations 320,000 320,000
OMB guidelines 7,000,000 7,000,000
radwaste practice-general 10,000,000 10,000,000
radwaste practice 131I 100,000,000 100,000,000
defense high level waste 200,000,000 200,000,000
civilian high level waste

no discounting 18,000,000 18,000,000
discounting (1%/ year) -1,000,000,000 -1,000,000,000

t
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GENERAL COMMENTS

FOR THE AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS
~~

ON THE GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
URANIUM MILLING

APRIL, 1979
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION--

INTRODUCTION
,,,,

In Chapter 12 of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium
Milling (GEIS) recommendations are made concerning proposed regulatory
actions for uranium mill tailings disposal. Under item No. 6, the

statement is made:
_

" Steps should be taken to reduce scupage o f toxic
materials into the groundwater to the maximum extent

-- reasonably achieveable. This could be accomplished
by lining the bottom of the tailings area and
reducing the inventory of the liquid impoundment

__ by such means as dewatering tailings and recycling
water from the tailings impoundments to the mill.
Furthermore steps should be taken during stockpiling

,_

of ore to minimize penet. ration of radionuclides in
the underlying soils; suitable methods include
lining and/or compaction of ore storage areas."
"The specific method, or combination of methods to be
amed must be worked out on the site-specific basis.
k'hile the primary method of protecting groundwater
should be by isolation of tailings and tailings

__ solutions, disposal involving contact with the
groundwater will be considered by the staff provided
supporting tests and analysis are presented demon- ,_

strating that the proposed disposal and treatment
- methods will preserve quality of groundwater."*

- The data presented in the GEIS do not support the contention that iso-
lation of tailings and tailings solutions should be the primary method of

_ tailings disposal. Rather, the emphasis should be placed on utilizing

the site-specific characteristics of the disposal area in an effort to

select the best tailings management system for groundwater protection.
_.

"This is also Criteria 5 as set forth in the Proposal ahd Final
Regulations on Uranium Mill Tailings Licensing and Criteria as published

_
in the Federal Register on August 24, 1979.

1545 053 337
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_

The isolation of tailings and tailings solution may be the most appro-

_ priate management system for groundwater protection at one site yet
not be the most advantagaous system for accomplishing this goal at

another site. The hydrologic, geologic, and geochemical aspects or the
_

site must be understood and this knowledge input on the tailing management

system selection and design.

Throughout the GEIS wordage regarding the effects of tailings solution

~ seepage include "potentially", "could be", " site-specific", " conservative
assumptions", " items not considered", " upper limit impacts", etc., yet

- definitive conclusions are drawn in Chapter 12 as to how regulat ory items

should be set forth. Data for performing a reasonable naalysis are not

_
presented and methods of analysis are often not consistent with current
state-of-the-art analytical techniques, assumptions in other parts of the

GEIS text, nor condit ions and observations in actual tailings disposal
-

practice.

~ Based on the itemized comments in Attachment 1 " Specific Comments" and

Attachment II " Comments on Appendix E", as well as other assessments

- discussed herein, it is recommended that the criteria in Chapter 12 he

made more consistent with the results of the model study; namely that

_ more emphasis be placed on the site specific nature of the problem and
not on the selection of one primary encompassing solution. Recommended

new wordage for Item 6, Chapter 12 is presented later herein.
_

DEFICIENCIES IN MODEL SITE
-'

In Chapter 4, a model site is discussed as a base condition, but the
gec hemical characteristics and surf ace geologic characteristics of the

soils and/or rocks at this site are not discussed in detail. These are-

extremely important factors in the selection of tailings disposal sites

and management systems for groundwater protection and in assessing the-

environmental impact of the tailings disposal system.

- 1545 054
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In Chapter 6 wordage such as "... seepage from tailings ponds could add
_

heavy metals, suspended solids, radioactive contaminants and soluble
Os30
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_

salts to surface water..." are presented but the data throuubnut the text

- do not support this contention. A further quote from Chaptes e .a

" seepage from contaminated groundwater would not be likely to reach the

_
spring and stockwatering impoundment until 80 years after mill operations
have ceased ( Appendix E) af ter which time the spring water entering the
impoundment I would contain materials from the tailings pond." These

_

statements are based on the assessment of the model in Appendix E.

However, the model in Appendix E as discussed in Appendix E-1 and E-2 did
- not consider geochemical aspects. Appendix E-3 contains discussions

regarding the geochemical aspects , but this model makes overly conserva-
- tive assumptions regarding site conditions and the movement of toxic

elements.

-

Specific comments regarding Appendix E are contained in Attachment 11 to
these General Comments. Of particular note is the fact that the analysis

_

did not consider lateral dispersion and no credit was given to adsorption,

precipitation or ion exchange with contaminants in route. From our
~

experience, these mechanisms contribute significantly to the reduction in
the concentrations of contaminants in downst ream areas , specifically when

- the subsoil conditions are geochemically adequate to cause this mechanism

to occur. At the Split Rock Mill of Western Nuclear in Jeffery City,

_ Wyoming, the increase in pH of the tailing solution by flowing through
alkaline soils caused the precipitation of the iron and manganese and

-.-

prevented their movement downstream; and contributed significantly to the
trapping of other toxic elements including uranium and arsenic by adsorp-
tion and co-precipitation (l). A similar condition existed at the

~

proposed Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation mill in the South Powder River
Basin where it was estimated that neutralization of liquid seepage occurs

-- within three (3) inches of flow through the soil, precipitating heavy

metals and absorbing radium and uranium by the clay fractions (2) ,

- (1) Reference; Taylor, Michael J. and Antommaria, Phillip E., "Immobiliza-
tion of Radionuclides at Uranium Tailings Disposal Sites", Proceedings
of a Symposium on Uranium Mill Tailings Management, Volume II,

_ Novenber 20-21, 1978.

( 2 )Re fe rence : Supplementary Material to the Environmental Report, South
Powder River Basin Mill, Converse County, Wyoming, NRC Docket No. 40-8647

- August 1977.
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__

Consideration of these mechanism would result in dif ferent conclusions
from the analysis in Appendix E-3.

The analysis in Appendix E-3 also indicates that the nuif.9es may move
__

downstream. Although this may occur, it does not contribute a signifi-

cant health problem. As discussed in Appendix E-3 "although neither ot
~

these contaminants (calc ium and sul f at es) poses a serious health problem,
calc ium makes it hard for soap lather and excessive (3) sulfates have a

- laxat ive e f f ec t . The case for isolat ing tailings and tailings solu-

tion baaed on the potential for movements of sul fates in often 5:u l f at e

._ rich waters in uranium districts does not appear to be technically

substantiated.

-

The si>ove assessment is again supported by statements made in Chapter 6
in that "the impacts of uranium milling operat ions on groundwater are

-

generally site-specific because of regional and local variations in

geology and hydrology and thus are dif ficult to d iscuss on a gener ic

- basis" and is further supported by a statement made in Chapter 8 that
" Sat isf actory solutions to tailings waste disposal problems are highly

__ dependent upon site-specific factors, such as climate , topography, and
geology. The specific combinat ion of elements producing an opc imal

_
tailings disposal program must be developed on a case-by-case basis ,
taking into account site-specific features." This is consistent with the

conclusions above and the general remarks regarding the seepage assoc iat ed
-

with tailings disposal. Ilowever, it does not appear to be consistent

with the conclusions drawn in Chapter 12.
..

CURRENT DISPERSION MODEl.ING. MET 110DS NOT CONSIDERED

- In Chapter 6 a statement is made that " current method s o f predic t ing

movement and dispersion o f contaminants do not permit accurate determina-

_
tion of impact on groundwater." This is not consistent with the signifi-

cant amount of work which has been ongoing in the industry. In the NRC

Environmental Impact Statement on the Split Rock Mill in Wyoming (Docket
-

No. 40-1162) computer models, testing procedures and nodel calibration

(3) Emphasis added.
_
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_

using site-specific data are discussed as applied to a real problem. Addi-

tional work is required to make these models more generic, but they can
__

be utilized on a site-specific basis to understand excursions regardless
of tailing management systems utilized at the site. The site should be

-

understood frem a hydrologic, geologic , and geochemical standpoint and
the available analytical tools applied to understand this mechanism.

- Then, a management system can be selected which will protect the ground-
water from contamination.

-

SITE-SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF BARRIER SYSTEMS NOT CONSIDERED

In Chapter 8, alternatives for mitigating impacts of milling operat ions
-

are d iscussed. The criteria regarding tailings disposal is stated as

" reduction or elimination of impacts from groundwater". Several tailing's

area preparat ton methods are discussed to accomplish these results
including:

__

o No treatment
o Soil compaction

_ o Clay liner
o Synthetic liner

-

Several alternates including these tailings area preparations are dis-
cussed with an emphasis on the barrier liner concept; little dis-

- cussion is, however, presented as to the geologic and/or geochemical
aspects of the site and the role these factors play in an effective

_ tailings management system. As stated in Section 8.4.1.4 "Most of the

alternative programs conservatively provide protection by isolating
tailings and tailings solution through use of bottom liners and location

-

of groundwater formations." "It may be possible to . . . e l im ina t e l ine r s
altogether."

__

Although potential for liner elimination is provided in the CEIS, a
- proper handling of the issue is not provided. This understanding

of the site-specific issue is important, whether a liner barrier is

_ installed or not. Most, if not all, liners les' and have the potential
for significant failure. If they do leak or f ail, it is important to

-

3 11
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_

understand the consequence,. In certain c ases , liners will not be re-

_

quired at all. At a sit - where a homogeneous chemically active sand
exists with moderat e permeability, the development of mechanism whereby
the radionuclides and toxic elements are precipitated, adsorped and/or

-

otherwise removed from the solution makes the liner a redundant system.
In other cases, a liner alone is not sufficient. For instance, if the

- subgrade cond it ion consists o f open f rac tured roc ks in d irect c ommu n ic a-

tion with the groundwater, the potential for liner failur. may be in-
__ creased and the consequences of liner failure are higher. A false sense

of security could be developed by the installation o f minimal liner

_
system. Extra precautions during liner installation, acc urat e monitoring

system, or collection back-up systems may be required.

_

Scepage barrier liners have several other disadvantages including creating

_ o Difficulty in achieving access for reclamat ion
cover by trapping water in the tailings and re-
ducing the tailings in place strength to support

~

equipment. Also difficulty will occur at the time
of decommissioning because of this trapped water.

o Greater danger of impoundment failure where
recycling to the plant is not possible and st orage
of larger quantities of tailings solut ion are
required.

_

o The requirement to treat the recycled water
for use in the plant if suf ficient storage area is
not available for the entire volume of storage.

_

Advantages of barrier systems include:
__

The reduction of seepage to nonreceptive soils oro
frac tured rock system.

_

o Protection o f groundwater or sur f ace water
aquifers which are immed iately adjacent to these

_ nonreceptive soil systems.
.

o Savings of water for plant use if water is a

_
problem.

~ *
1545 058
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But all of the above advantages and diaadvantages are related to site-

specific conditions as well as site milling operations and are not
_.

generic in nature.

-

LINER FAILURE AS AN ACCIDENT NOT CONSIDERED

Discussions of liner failure and the consequence of thew failurer are

- not discussed in Chapter 7; yet liner failure can provide significanta

contribution to environmental dcmage if failure occurs under adverse sit e

_. cond it ions . As stated in Chapter 9 "... synthetic liners have been known
to f ail because of subsoil sett lement , puncture by rocks. splitting at

~

seams or entrapped air bubbles." To state that p ro pe r installation can

eliminate this problem shows naivety of the construct ion and mining
industry. Even if a barrier liner is installed, the knowl. dge o f t he

_

mechanism of what will happen if the liner f ails is a part of the tail-

ings disposal system design. Flow of seeping water through a subgrade
-

of chemically active sands, silts or clays will significantly mitigate

the ef fect of seepage and add to the benefits of the overall system,

- eliminating the need for extensive monitoring or backup collection

systems: conversely seepage through open fractured rock will do lit t le

_
to mitigate the ef fects of this seepage.

ADVERSE EFFECTS OF BELOW GRADE DISPOSAL
_

In Chapter 8, the majority of the alternates discussed are below grade,

near-surface showing pre ference for this method of disposal. It is
~

realized this preference is primarily related to a generic concern for

post-operational protection of the tailings f rom erosion forces, but is a

- site-specific problem regarding aquifer protection. Of ten the below

grade disposal results in the tailings being closer to the groundwater,

_ thereby increasing the potential for aquifer contaminat ion. A higher

elevat ion of stored tailings may allow greater potential for radionuclide

and toxic element treatment in natural soils (prior to reaching the
-

groundwater), or allow more ef fective design of a backup collection or

monitoring system.
.

'
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EXAMPLE SITE-SPECIFIC MET 110D OF TAILINGS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SELECTION
- - .

_ As an alternate approach to tailings management system selection for
groundwater protection, a method should be adopted whi-b is keyed to the
site conditions.

_ An example system of reviewing alternate site treatment

methods is illustrated on the attached tables to demonstrate the s it e-
specific aspects of tailings management. Four key factors are rated for

_

varying site subgrade conditions and for varying tailings area prepara-
tions. The factors include:

-

o Potential for Ilydrologic Communicat ion with
Groundwater

__

o Potential for Toxic Element Movement

o Containment Failure Consequences

o Cost Factor
-

A rating of 1 to 10 is provided for each key f actor as it relates to each
- subgrade condit ion against each area preparat ion method. The rat iny is

subjective and based on experience.

_

When all factors have been rated, the values are summed to provide an

-

evaluation of the method of tailings area preparation for the various
subgrade conditions as shown on the final attached tables. Th i s type of
site related evaluation shows several important points. First, any type

- of liner on f aulted , fractured or weathered rock does not in its self
provide a very highly rated system. Second, installation of liners over

_ geochemically act ive clay, silts or sands does little to improve the
rating. Third, liners (or combination systems) are a necessity over

__ gravels or other highly permeable deposits.

This example system is
_

provided to show the site specific nature of
tailings management system selection for groundwater prdtect ion; and to
demonstrate that single all encompassing solutions such as barrier liners

-

are not appropriate. A more complex and site specific rat ing system
could be developed and is recommended for the GEIS.

_
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RECOMMENDED REVISED LANGUAGE FOR ITEM 6 - CilAPTER 12

Since the tailings management system selection and design is a sit e-spec i-

fic problem and the major technical issues are related to isolat ion of

tailings and protec tion of groundwater quality rather than reduction of

see page , it is recommended that Item 6 in Chapter 12 of the GEIS (and

Criteria 5 of the Regulations) be modified to read as follows:

"The spec ific method or combinat ion o f method s
of tailings disposal systems for mit igating toxic
materials migration must be worked out on the site
specific basis. The system shall be selected and
designed to minimize, to the maximum extent reason-
ably achievable, the movement o f toxic materials into
the groundwater beyond the mill property boundary
if such movement would create adverse health affects.
Liners may be appropriate in some cases to protect
groundwater quality and inappropriate in others.
For instance, where natural soils provide an effec-
tive barrier against migration of harmful concentra-
tions of toxic materials into or through the ground-
water beyond the mill property boundary, barrier
liners will not be required. Site specific tests
and analysis conducted in accordance with prudent
scientific methods shall be provided as appropriate
to assess the impac t of the proposed tailings disposal
system and allow the staf f to evaluate the effective-
ness and bene fits of the proposed system.

SUMMARY

The stipulation that isolation of tailings and tailings solut ion as a

primary method of tailings disposal is not warranted. Isolation may lead

to a false sense of security that a seepage barrier system has been

installed and all problems solved; or could be a redundant system where

the liner does little to improve the situation. It is better to review

the site, understanding the hydrology, geology and geochemical character-

istics of the subsoils or rocks and select the tailings management system

based on a thorough understanding of the mechanisms involved. If a liner

is warranted to minimize the potential for groundwater quality deteriora-

tion, it should be designed and installed understanding the potential and

1545 061
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consequences of failure of that liner and taking steps to mitigate

that potential and/or consequences. No treatment or treatment

consisting of compacting the soil which forms the bottom of the pond

can be a more effective mechanism to protect the groundwater quality

than a synthetic liner applied indiscriminate 1y for isolation of tailings
and tailings solution. Conversely, installation of a liner alone in

certain circumstances may not be su f ficiently adequate to p ro v id e the
needed protection of the groundwater quality. Each site should he

reviewed on a site specific basis and a program implemen t ed to properly
select and achieve the most advantageous method of tailings disposal for
that particular site.

The proposed change in the draft CEIS and new criterion would make

tailings disposal consistent with the common NRC and uranium industry
objective of protecting groundwater quality, and will also provide a

prudent scientific approach to tailings disposal system selection and
design. The data and analysis necessary to implement this approach must
be of high quality and obtained with prudent scientific methods. The

industry has the ability to apply these methods and will do so if the

regulations allow the flexibility to implement an optimum system based on
this quality data. An educat ional process to guide indust ry to achieving
this end is feasible without rigidity in regulations and the stipulation
of a single solution to a complex problem.

I
i.

e
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KEY:

10 - 1.ow Potential
1 - liigh Potent ial

EXAMPLE RATING TABLE
FACTOR NO. 1

POTENTIAL FOR llYDROLOGIC C0FDIUNICATION WITH CROUNDWATER

Tailings Area
Soil Clay Synthetic CollectionPreparation

None Compaction Liner Liner System CommentsSite Subgrade Conditions:

Rock

o Solid-Impervious 10 N/A N/A N/A N/Ao Faulted
1 N/A 6 8 3o Fractured and Jointed 1 N/A 7 8 3o Weathered
3 N/A 7 9 5Soils

o Clays and Silte
- llomogeneous

8 9 10 10 7
- Layered

7 8- Geochemical Charac, 9 9 8
(Active /Non-Active) 7/7 8/8 9/9 9/9

o Sands ' 7/8

- lloinogeneous
5 6 8 9 8g - Layered
6 7 9p - Geochemical Charac. 9 8m (Active /Non-Active) 5/5 7/7 8/S 4/9 8/8CD o Gr.ivels

& 2 3 8 xV 9

O .

k
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KEY:

10 - Low Potential
1 - liigh Potential

EXAMPLE RATING TABLE
FACTOR SO. 2

POTENTIAL FOR T0XIC ELEMENT MOVEMENT

Tailings Area Soil Clay Synthetic Collection
Preparation None Compaction Liner Liner Systen Comments

Site Subgrade Conditions:

Rock

Solid-Impervious 10 N/A N/A N/A N/A *Non-failure
o
o Faulted 1 N/A 8 8/5* 4 over Failure
o Fractured and Jointed 1 N/A 8 8/5* 4
o Weathered 2 N/A 8 8/5* 4

Soils

o Clays and Silts ** Red und ant
- llomogeneous 8 9 10 10/10** 8 Systen
- Layered 8 9 10 10/10** 8
- Geochemical Charac.

(Active /Non-Active) 9/6 10/7 10/8 10/10** 9/8-

.'I o Sands

/ - llomogeneous 7 9 9 10/8 7"

- I.ayered 6 8 8 10/8 7
- - Geochemical Charac.
] g (Active /Non-Active) 9/3 9/6 10/7 10/9 8/F
-s

J CD o Gravels 3 5 8 10/5* 9
% CP

1 Y
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-
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KEY:
10 - No Consequence
1 - liigh Consequence

EXAMPLE RATING TABLE
FACTOR NO. 3

CONTAINMENT FAILt!RE CONSEQllENCES

Tailings Area Soil C1ay Synther i c Collection
_

Preparation None Compaction Liner Liner System Comments

Site Subgrade Cond it ion s :

Rock

o Solid-Impervious 10 N/A N/A N/A N/A
o Faulted 1 N/A 1 1 1

o Fractured and Jointed 1 N/A 1 1 1

o Weathered 3 N/A 2 2 1

Soils

o Clays and Silts
- llomogeneous 9 9 9 9 9
- Layered 8 8 8 8 8
- Geochemic al Charac .

(Active /Non-Active) 9/8 9/S 9/8 9/8 9/P-

v -

o Sands. .

/ - llomogeneous 8 8 8 8 8
- Layered 7 7 7 7 7

-

e - Ceccheraic al Charac .]g4 (Active /Non-Active) 8/7 8/7 8/7 8/7 8/7
w.,

v o Gravels 3 3 3 3 3
CD-

CP-

= .n

J

-
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KEY:

10 - Low Cost
1 - High Cost

EXAMPLE RATING TABLE
FACTOR NO. 4
COST FACTOR

Tailings Area Soil Clay Synthetic CollectionPreparation None Compac t ion Liner Liner System Comments_

Site Subgrade Condit ions:

Rock

o Solid-Impervious 10/l* N/A N/A N/A N/A *Nonexcavationo Faulted 9 N/A 6 5 4 over excavationo Fractured and Jointed 8 N/A 5 4 4o Weathered 8 N/A 5 4 4

Soils

o Clays and Silts
- Homogeneous 9 8 7 6 2- Layered 8 8 7 6 1- Geochemical Charac.

(Active /Non-Active) 9/7 8/9 7/6 6/5 1/1-

". o Sands
/ - homogeneous 9 6 7 6 6"

_ - Lavered 5 7 6 6 5- Geochemical Charac.v

]g (/sctive/Non-Active) 9/7 7/6 6/5 4/4 5/5.s

so o Gravels 9 7 6 4 7A C'B , ,

L
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't The higher the total the
more advantageous the system.

EXAMPLE RATING TABLE
SUMMARY EVALUATION

Tailings Area Soil Clay Synthetic Collection
Preparation None Compaction Liner Liner System Comments

Site Subgrade Conditions:

Rock
*Nonexcavation

o Solid-Impervious 40/31* N/A N/A N/A N/A over excavatio
o Faulted 12 N/A 21 22/19* 12 *Nonfailure ov

failure
o Fractured and Jointed 11 N/A 20 21/18 12
o Weathered 16 N/A 22 23/20 14

Soils

o Clays and Silts
- Homogeneous 34 34 36 35 24
- Layered 31 33 34 33 25
- Geochemical Charac.

(Active /Non-Active) 34/29 35/32 35/31 34/30 26/25
=
(j o Sands
-J - Homogeneous 29 31 32 33 29,

([ ~}^ - Layered 28 29 29 32 27,

e,- - Geochemical Charac.
;j{ 43,t;, ( Ac tive/ Non-Ac t ive) 31/22 31/26 32/27 33/29. 29/28
J .

m C o Gravels 17 18 25 25 28
%) CP
M N
%
W
IJ| ca

en-.
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ATTACHMENT I
-

Specific Comments on
Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement

on Uranium Tailings
-

6

SUMMARY

I- Page 3

It is noted that the health impacts are stressed as Rn-222, Radium 226

- and Lead 210 in the tailing pile. None of these elements are transmitted
| from the tailings solution through geochemically active soils.

-..

'

Page 4

It is indicated that Radium 226 and Lead 210 are problems when ingested
-

in pathways. Since they do not move in geochemically act ive soils ,

ingestion pathways are unlikely.
-

Page 7

-- At the bottom of the page under Groundwater , the statement indicates

that seepage of such solutions can potentially adversely af fect ground-

water aquifers. Use of this type of language throughout the text does,_

not warrant the conclusions in Chapter 12.,

_

Page 8

The first statement on the page in the first paragraph indicates that

I~ the transport of toxic elements and tailings solutions is a complex
i
'

function of many parameters. The solution to selecting the right

I tailings systems is also a very complex solution and consequently should
not be dictated by-a singular solution.

.-

The second paragraph on that page indicates that "some heavy trace'

__

metals (may not) be moved from (the tailings) by adsorption" in the soil.

However, other mechanisms such as coprecipitation of some of these

elements may remove'them from solution and prevent transport further
_

- 1545 068 333
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_

downstream". Experience indicates that at some sites these elements are

not moving or moving at a very slow rate.
-

,

Page 8
"

It is noted that the wordage again .is "using conservat ive assumptions"

about transport parameters. This should not be the basis for statements

regarding isolation of tailings later in the GEIS.-

Page 14-.

At the center of the page, the statement is made that " Generally the

-

ctaf f has weighed alternatives in terms of broad criterion that tailings

should be isolated so that conditions at the disposal site will be

reasonably near those o f the surrounding environs". Liners may not meet
-

these types of criteria for certain sites; or may not be required to

meet the criteria at other sites. They can present a discontinuity in
--

the environ which is suceptible to future degradation with the potential

for disperals at a later time. Liners are not passive monitoring

- modes since they can deteriorate and fail.

_

Page 19

The GEIS indicates that the staff concludes that the most effective way
to reduce potential groundwater contamination associated health ef fects

-

is to reduce the amount of moisture available to carry toxic contaminants

away from the impoundments. It is inconsistent with the discussion that
~~ most of radionuclides and toxic elements remain f'ixed. Selenium, arsenic

and molybdenum also have potential for not moving. Sulfates and chlorides

- could move; however, these do not have excessive health ef fects. At this

; stage of the GEIS, it appears that toxic elements are being used synonymous

_
with sulfate which is not appropriate.

Page 20
-

The GEIS indicates that the disposal is a site specific' phenomena and
should be considered such. This is an acceptable statement and should be

'

expanded upon rather than put in as an af ter thought.

1545 08
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Page 23

Discussion is presented regarding reduction in seepage to be achieved "to
__.

the maximum extent reasonably achievable", yet at the bottom of the page

the primary method of protecting groundwater is indicated "as isol at ion
~~ of tailings and tailings solution from groundwater, (with) disposal

involving contact of tailings disposal with groundwater might be acceptahl.

if supporting tests and data and analysis demonst rate that the proposed-

disposal and treatment methods protect groundwater qualit y." A primary

__ method should not be stressed and then qualify it by saying that other

methods are appropriate if appropriate data is provided. Each system

should be evaluated on a site specific basis.
-

CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
_.

Pages 1-3

Under Section 1.3, at the bottom of the first paragraph, the GEIS indi-

cates that "to do this , a range of upper l im it s for site specific impact~~

is presented." If the upper limits of impact are presented, then the

-- conclusion should not be based on these upper limit s , rather they should

be based on a more realistic assessment of the overall problem. Again,

site specific assessment is proposed , rather than stressing onea more
,_

specific technique for a tailings disposal.

_

CilAPTER 4 - ENVIRONMENT OF THE MODEL REGION

The model shows tailings siting on alluvial deposit s. We question the
-'

typical nature of this disposal system. As discussed in the general

comments, many situations can exist on the site. A rat ing factor for a

- tailings area preparation method as compared to the site subgrade
conditions appears more appropriate than assuming a model condition of

_
tailings siting on alluvium adjacent to a river. This may be a signifi-

cantly worse case condition than is typical for the industry.

-

Appendix B - ( As Referred in this Section) -

Comments regarding Appendix B are as follows:
_

~
~
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The concentrations of arsenic, barium, cynide, selenium, molybdenum, and

lead are assumed to be so small (0.001 parts per million) that it should
-

not be considered. Yet, the constituents o f the tailings water as set

forth in Chapter 4 for the model include significant values of some of
- these elements. This is further exemplified in Chapter 5 by Table 5.3

where the chemical characteristics of the acid leach or carbonate leach
-- look different than those set forth in Appendix B.

A significant ommission in Chapter 4 is that there is lit tle discussion
,,

concerning the subgrade characteristics er geology of the near surface

rock systems and/cr the geochemistry aspects of the site. These are
-

both important elements to tailings management.

~

CHAPTER 5

The model discussions assume no environmental cont rol s. These apparently

-- include little evaluation of the geochemical charac terist ics o f the

movement o f the toxic elements through the unsaturated soil media under-

__
neath the tailings pond. Although some attempt is made at this in

Appendix E discussed under Chapter 6, the model mill assumes re lat ivel y
low levels of environmental control and apparently does not assess the

-

natural phenomena o f environmental control that may be occurring.

-

CilAPTER 6

Page 6.6

-- Under 6.2.4 at the bottom of that paragraph, the CEIS indicates that a

sensitivity analysis was carried out for groundwater impact by varying

__ the important parameters over an appropriate range. Nowhere in the GEIS

are important parameters' defined and since the geochemistry is neglected,

_

including precipitation, coprecipitation and adsorption mechanisms, it
is difficult to see how important parameters have been varied to study

these e f fects.
-

.

Section 6.2.4.1.2
~~ The GEIS discusses that during operat ions , scepage from the tailings

pond could carry heavy metals, suspended radioactive contaminants and
~
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sol'uble salts to the surface waters. This is a site specific phenomena
and should not be stressed in the GEIS. In many cases, the scepage from

~

the tailings pond will not carry heavy metals to the surface water since
the geochemical activity is occurring within the soils immed iat e ly

~

beneath the pond, thereby precluding the movement of the toxic element.
The GEIS seems to hedge by using words such as "could add" but the

-

impression is left that these operations have the definite potential for

causing this detrimental af fect. Under the proper situations, this may

be the case. Conversely under the proper natural conditions, this will--

not be the case. It does not seem appropriate to stress this type o f

_
negative impact in the GEIS.

Further evidence of this is set forth on page 6-7 where statements are
__

made such as " seepage f rom the contaminated groundwater would not be

likely to reach the spring at a stock watering impoundment until 30
--

years af ter mill operations have ceased, after which time the spring
water entering the pond would contain materials from the tailings pond."

- Again this is a very site specific situation and leaves the impression
that such movements could occur in any sites which is not the ca'se.

__
Even at the model site, it is not known whether movements will or will

not occur since no information is given about the geochemistry or
near surface geologic characteristics of the site.

-

Section 6.7
-

The site specific nature of the impact is further supported by the
statement "the impacts of uranium milling operations on groundwater are
generally site rpecific and thus are difficult to d iscuss on a generic-

basis". Yet, the other sections of the GEIS continue to discuss the

_ impact and come to a conclusion of required or recoinmended isolation
based on these assumed impacts.

-
.

Section 6.7

A statement indicates that the current methods predict ing movement and
-

dispersion of contaminants do not permit accurate determinat ion of

-
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impacts on groundwater. This is not currect. St at e-o f-t he-ar t work is
proceeding in this area and much is being learned by calibrat ing models
with on site observations. It is not appropriate to draw final conclu-

sions in the GEIS based on the fact that the state-of-the-art is not
presented in standard design manuals or textbooks. Many problems are

solved on a site specific basis using prudent scientific or state-of-
the-art methods and should not be excluded by the CEIS.

Page 6-77

The statement is made that seepage of such solut ions can pot ent i a l l :.

adversely affect groundwater or drinking water supply. This st a t ement

does not appear appropriate in the GEIS in the light of the other st a t e-

ments concerning site specific nature of the problem. This is followed

by statements such as " natural subsoil condit ions will tend to remove

many heavy metals or radionuclides such as radium and thorium from the

tailings pile", but is discarded by such statements as "some heavy t race
metals such as selenium, arsenic and molybdenum may form ions which

behave similar to anion contaminants such as sulfates which do not tend
to be removed by sorptions", but no credit is given for precipitation or
coprecipitation. On-site obserations have been made where arsenic and

selinum and molybdenum have not moved even though many years of operations
have occurred. Sulfates may have moved at some sites but it is often

difficult to tell where the sulfates are moving f rom the tailings water
or whether the typical sulfate rich groundwater which existed in many
uranium milling areas is contributing to the existing concentrations.

CHAPTER 7

The potential for liner failure is not discussed in this chapter in cny
great detail, yet liner failure and specific situations such as liners

over extremely pervious foundations adjacent aquifers could be a signi-

ficant path of radiotoxic and toxic element contaminations. Liners
d'o fail. Without an assessment of the consequences of these failures,
the liners in themselves should not be considered as a cureall for

1545 073tailings management to protect groundwater.
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CHAPTER 8

The various alternates which are discussed apparently are "to reduce or
-

eliminate impacts on groundwater". Yet, the geochemical aspec t s of each

system are not discussed and more emphasis is placed on seepage barrier
-

alternates rather than allowing natural purification of tailings water in

soils.

_

Page 8-18

_ The GEIS states "most of the alternate programs conservat ively provide

groundwater protection by isolating tailings and tailings solutions

through the use of bottom liners in locations and locations above ground-
__

water formations. It may be possible to treat tailings to allow contact-

ing sands and slimes with groundwater or to eliminate liners altogether.
~

Data from tests performed on site specific soils hydrology and geology

would be needed." Assessment of treatment methods and applying prudent

- scientific methods to data procurement and analysis should be stressed

more in the GEIS rather than stressing isolation barrier systems which

- can be taken as a cureall and indiscriminantely and of ten improperly

applied. Liners and barrier systems are a very important aspect of

-

tailings management systems to protect groundwater, but should be applied
where and when needed; not indiscriminantely as redundant systems and/or
in situations where their use alone does not const itute safe and proper

.-

tailings management systems to protect groundwater.

~ CHAPTER 9

Page 9-16

- The statement is made that synthetic liners have been known to fail, but

if properly installed, will not fail. This is a naive position. If

liners failed in the past they will fail again. Field conditions for
_

installation are not always so good that leakage and failure will not

occur. Seepage from the pond can exist in the underlying subgrade. It
_

is important that an understanding of the consequences of the seepage be

incorporated in the tailings management program and/or collection and
- backup systems be employed if necessary to minimize the consequences o f

such failure. If the consequences of the seepage are minor, then the

-- need for the liner in the first place should be questioned since it may

1545 074 358
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be a redundant system. Disadvantages of liners exist such as (a) they

__ trap water in the tailings solids and prevent access for reclamation or

cause delays in decommissioning while the water evaporates, (b) they can

cause excess water to be accumulated in the impoundment resulting in a
_

greater potential for sudden tailings solution escape by breaching

through embankments, (c) they concentrate the water and cause greater
_

evaportion, thereby, causing a greater concentration of radionuclidos in

the pond with inherent potential for spillage. Liners do have their
- place in tailings management systems to protect groundwater and are quite

e f fec t ive in saving water and preventing movements of toxic leachates
-- into non-receptive subgrades.

__
Page 9-13

Again the acc ident analysis does not consider failure of the liner. This

is an important aspect and should be considered in that it may (1) show
__

that a liner system is not adequate under certain conditions, or (2) show

that the liner is only a redundant system and is not needed if the soil
--

characteristics are adequate.

-- Page 9-42

It is stated that the extent o f impacts is related to extent of seepage

__ of tailings solution. This is not the case. The extent of impact is

based on the geochemistry and geologic characteristics of the site as well

as the extent o f seepage. On many sites, the extent of seepage does not
_

affect the impact of the seepage since the site has the necessary charac-

terist ics to geochemically mitigate migration; neither the tailings,
~'

tailings solution nor toxic elements move outside the restricted area.

- CllAPTER 12

Page 12-2

_ Item 6 discusses the need to isolate tailings to prevent detrimental

impacts but still leaves the door open for site specific evaluations.

_
The emphasis should be more on site specific evaluations and not on the

reduction of seepage alone. If the industry or the NRC begins to rely
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__

on "Maginot Lines" to protect groundwater quality, the consequences can

- be significant to the environment and the operating capabilities of the

uranium miner.

_

Paragraph 12-20

The position of the NRC begins to waiver in the statement on this page
_

where the GEIS states that ". . .the sta f f concludes that these (radioactive)
materials can in most cases be effectively contained with combinations of

impoundment liners and natural underlying soils...". Yet they go on to

say " highly impermeable clay and synthetic liners drastically reduce the

- rate at which tailings solutions can seep from the disposal area and,

hence, the rate at which toxic materials can escape to groundwater."

__
These two parts of this section are incongruous based on the knowledge of

the industry and various sample sites.

-
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ATTACHEMENT II

- Comments on Appendix E
Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement

on Uramium Milling

F
! Appendix E has been reviewed for the purpose of determining if dat a and

__
calculational techniques were suf ficient to demonstrate a need for total

tailings and tailings water containment. Specific comments follow.,

,--

(1) Appendix E is divided into three sections. The first~section,

Appendix E-1, shows calculations of seepage discharge from an unlined

[~ tailings pond. This is a simple water budget analysis and the method-
,

ology appears correct. However, on Page E-6, the document acknowl-

7- edges that complex phenomena such as possible reduction in seepage
because of the buildup of slimes and because of chemical reactions

associated with seeping acidic solutions are not accounted for. There,_

is substantial discussion in Appendix E-3 regarding chemical reactions
which occur when acidic leachates react with calcareous soils. This

.-

suggests overconservatism in the basic assumption that seepage will not
decline over a period of time. A specific non-uranium project experience

~~

has shown permeability decreases from about 10-4 centimeters per second
to 10'7 centimeters per second due to chemical reactions in the bottom

- of the pond.

__ (2) Appendix E-2 addresses calculation of seepage water velocities in
the subsoil. The simple mathematical model considered longitudinal

,
disperion but did not take into account vertical dispersion. Consequently,

'

the breakthrough curves for tailings pond seepage water shown in Figure
!

E-2.2 are overly conservative. In fact, it is indicated in Appendix E-2

I that consideration of vertical dispersion would spread contaminants over

a wider and deeper belt allowing for greater mixing and dilution. This

would decrease the concentration of contaminants.~~

,

-- (3) Appendix E-3 of fers calculations of seepage water chemistry. The
first part of this appendix discusses basic phenomena important to
calculating contaminant movement through porous media. Diffusion,

,_
_
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hydrodynamic dispersion, and sorption are discussed. Following the

discussion of these basic principles, there is a statement that indicates
-

that no accepted theory of solute movement encompassing all of the

' discussed phenomena of dispersal exists which can be used to predict the

[~ time rate of change in concentration of a solute. The appendix then
'

discusses theories using only solid phase sorption and those using
-- convection, dif fusion, hydrodynamic d ispersion, and solid phase sorpt ion .

Regarding the latter theories in which Equation 3 of the appendix is
presented ~and which is used to predict the time rate in change o f

,_

concentration of the solute some distance from the point o f injec t ion ,
the following statement is made: "In arriving at Equation 3, it is

assumed that (1) the dispersion coe f ficient (D ) accounts for bothm

hydrodynamic dispersion and dif fusion, (2) the porosity, permeabilit y,
'-

and distribution coe f ficients of the exchange are constant , (3) equilib-

rium has been attained, and (4) the flow rate is constant." The appendix

- then states that those assumptions are not valid in the natural system.

Thus the movement of solutes predicted by that theory is questionable.
By using a finite element technique, spacial variability and parameters_

input to Equation 3 can be accounted for. The assumption that equilib-

rium is attained is not always realistic for natural systems. Ilowever,
-.

this modeling technique is far superior to one not considering distribu-

tion coe f ficients and should have been used for contaminant movement
__

projection at the GEIS model mill.

- The GEIS cites a reference by Pinder in which he modeled groundwater

contamination in Long Island and found that dispersion coefficients were
- orders of magnitude larger than values obtained for flow in isotropic

porous medium models in the laboratory. This fact is recognized by

_
individuals modeling contaminant movement in porous media. No considera-

tion is given in Pinder 's work, however , to the concept of distribution

coefficients. Furthermore , Pinder's study does not reject the theory of
_

dispersion modeling but emphasizes obtaining site-specific data.

-

'
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.

(4) On Fage E-15, it is stated that in the attempt to predict movemint
of contaminants at the model mill, recourse to elaborate mathematicali

models seems inappropriate and that consequently only basic mathematical
assumptions and the construction of a simple geometric model as shown in
Appendices E-1 and E-2 were used in the analysis of the extent of
groundwater 'contaminat ion. Bearing in mind that Appendix E-1 addressed
the rate of seepage based on a simple water budget analysis and that E-2
considered contaminant transport excl.uding sorption phenomena, this
methodology appears grossly overconservative.

(5) Under the analysis of the model mill site, it is suggested that the
concentration of dissolved substances in the mill discharge become
increased by about 160 percent in the residual tailings pond liquid
because of evaporation. There is no discussion on the fact that certain
species within the tailings water become supersaturated and precipitate
because of this increase in concentration. This pheno;nenon has
been noted at operational mills. This leads to an overconservat ive
estimate of the tailings solution chemistry.

(6) On Page E-18 under the discussion of iron, it is indicated that
calculations made to predict the rate of spread of iron can be used for
other contaminants as well. This is not a true statement; only species
' behaving geochemically similar to iron will move at about the same rate.

Furthermore, it is unsupported that the concentration of iron will range
between 1 and 10 milligrams per liter if the pH is between 6.0 and 8.0.
It is suggested that the highest concentration of ferrous and ferric iron.

will be around 10 milligrams per liter. This is not supportable because
it does not account for EH conditions and other coexisting aqueous
species. The Davis and Dewiest reference cited suggests this is true for
a solution containing 100 milligrams per liter bicarbonate and 10 milli-

..

gcams per liter sulfate. This does not likely resemble the chemistry of
water at the modelled mill site. There is also no disedssion on the
concept that once iron oxides precipitate, the so-lid phases formed are
extremely sorptive materials.

1545 079 |~ :36al_
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(7) Also on Page E-18, there is.a statement under the discussion of

iron that the analysis performed is conservative because it did not
-

consider lateral dispersic,n, adsorption, precipitat ion, or ion exchange.
In the subject under conr.iderat ion , these phenomena must be considered
to provide a realistic estimate of contaminant movement.

,- (8) The discussion on manganese suggests that in natura' waters the
concentration of manganese is typically less than one-hal f that o f iron.

._ Based on that, the analysis in the GEIS assumed that af ter neutraliza-
i

t tion the manganese concentration would be five milligrams per liter. We

are not dealing with natural waters. At the Split Rock Mill in Wyoming
r-

: manganese was present in far less than half the concentrat ion of iron at

specific points of measurement. Here again, their assumptions are

[- grossly overconservative.
t

(9) Under the discussion of selenium, they assume a concentration of 32F-

milligrams per liter in the tailings pond water at a pH o f 2. At the

_ Split Rock Mill, the tailings pond water contained 1.8 milligrams per
liter of selenium at a pH o f 1. 9 5. The GEIS states that the geochemistry

_
of selenium is poorly understood but it is known that it can form an

anion similar to sulfate that will not be subject to cation exchange.

The GEIS assumes that, in a worst case, no reduction of a selenium
__

concentration will occur due to changing pH or ion exchanne. At the

Split Rock Mill concentrations of selenium changed by approximately an
-- order of magnitude as the tailings pond water seeped through natural

soils. Here again, the assumptions in the GEIS are grossly over conser-
- vative.

_
(10) Under the discussion of radium and thorium, the GEIS selected a
conservative value for the distribution coefficient of radium in nearly,

neutral water at 10 milliliters per gram. In a study at the Split Roc k
__

Mill, a distribution coef ficient of 100 milliliters per' gram for a

neutral solution was used. Here again, the assumptions in the CLiu are
~

overly conservative.

~
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i (11) Under the discussion of other possible contaminants , it is suggest-
ed that arsenic would not

-

be affected by pH and could be expected to
follow concentration curves shown in Figure E-3.1. At the Split Rock

Hill, arsenic is af fected by pH and various adsorption /coprecipitat ion
I- reactions. This is especially true when iron and manganese oxides

precipitate in the interstices of natural soils. These oxides are a

-- highly adsorbent material.
I
t

(12) In the conclusions to Appendix E, the GEIS states that no contam-,_

ination of groundwater with radioactive material will occur because of

-

seepage from the model mill tailings pond, but that con t am ina t i on from
sulfate, iron, manganese, selenium, and possibly other trace elements
will occur. These predictions for iron , manganese , selenium, and

~~

arsenic are grossly over conservative and do not accurately re flect
retardation by natural phenomena. Depending upon site condit ions ,

it may be true that sul fate will move at approximately the same rate as-

an advancing front of groundwater. However, sulfates are not particu-
larly deleterious to the use of the water. In fact , many of the natural_

| waters in uranium mining and milling areas are rich in sulfates.

Additions of the
_

small amounts due to tailings disposal may not be
deleterious to the use of the water.

~~

(13) In summary, the approach taken in Appendix E is overly conserva-
tive and of fers predictions of contaminant movement through porous media

r- in excess of what can be expected when appropriate consideration is
given to natural phenomena such as ion exchange, pre c ipit a t ion and

__ adsorption.

-
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Part III

C. Milling and Tailings Disposal Considerations

1. Management
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C. MILLING AND TAILINGS DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. Management

SUMMARY

The draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement lists nine

alternative methods of disposing tailings. However, the first

alternative is indicated to be " unacceptable" and alternatives

7, 8 and 9 are stated to be "not feasible because of high costs

and technological uncertainty and therefore will not be enforced."

Consequently, under the draft GEIS, industry appears to be

limited to a choice of five " acceptable" alternatives of the

passive monitoring mode, numbers two through six. These five

alternatives create inflexible requirements rather than site-

specific solutions.

The problem is further complicated by the draft GEIS' failure

to distinguish between " existing" and " future" operations.

Before any consideration is given to applying the requirements

of the draft GEIS to existing facilities, the economics and

feasibility of retrofitting must be determined and included in

the overall evaluation.

1545 083

In addition, there are many site-specific factors which must

be considered and included in the final GEIS to permit the setting

of objectives that will allow much more flexibility in considering

alternatives. The final GEIS should not set rigid technical

requirements, but instead should allow the flexibility to utilize

th$ best technology to develop and expand on alternative methods

so as to adapt to s''.e-specific situations. -

1
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COMMENTS

1. Page 1, Overviews, Text

"The staff has identified in its analysis a range of disposal
methods, involving below-grade disposal of tailings that can
meet these criteria. These include methods worked out with
mill operators over the past year and represent a marked departure
from past disposal practices." (Emphasis added)

Comment.

There are frequent references in the draft GEIS to the large
number of alternatives considered. However, of the nine alterna-

tives actually an'alyzed, alternative 1 is rejected as

" unacceptable" and alternatives 7, 8 and 9 are rejected because

of excessive costs and technological uncertainty. Four out of

five alternatives require below-grade disposal. The statement

" methods worked out with mill operators over the past year"

should be documented as to how many mill operators and as to

whether the methods involved are for new or existing operations.

The draft GEIS does not distinguish between new and existing
operations. Consequently, it appears all operations will be

forced to meet regulations based on the draft GEIS. We believe

such an approach to be unwarranted.

2. Page 8-7, Text

" Numerous strategies for attaining these objectives have been
suggested. For purposes of discussion, elements of these pro-
posed strategies may be classified into four categories:

(a) Preparation of tailings for disposal (some
methods involve changes in mill operations);

(b) Location of the tailings disposal area;

(c) Preparation of the tailings dicposal area; and gfb
(d) Stabilization and covering of the tailings. h

2 368
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"A list of alternatives broken down into these categories is
presented in Table 8.2 None of these alternative methods in
themselves represents a complete tailings disposal program;
that is, each offers potential for solving one or several, but
not all, of the problems identified above. They must, therefore,
be combined to form a complete tailings disposal program, and
it is obvious that numerous combinations exist. It would be
extremely difficult to evaluate t. full range of combinations;5

hence, a limited number of tailings disposal programs selected
to incorporate the principal alternatives are described in
Section 8.4. These programs are evaluated in later chapters.

" Satisfactory solucions to tailings waste disposal problems are
highly dependent upon site-specific factors, such as climate,
topography and geology. The specific combination of elements
producing tu optimal tailings disposal program must be developed
on a cgts-by-case basis, taking into account site-specific
fe3Jdres. (Emphasis added) The general analysis of alternative
callings disposal programs presented herein is primarily an
illustrative exercise intended to support the establishment of
various requirements to be included in regulations governing
the development of site-specific programs."

Comment:

' We concur with NRC that it would be extremely difficult to

evaluate and incorporate the full range of combinations possible

and necessary for existing operations. It would also be

difficult, if not impossible, to try to develop a specific

alternative for all milling operations which would be

satisfactory to the regulatory agency and to the industry

considering the site-specific economics involved. Mill operators

should be permitted to develop programa which meet the

obj ectives outlined in Section 8. 3. This could be accomplished

by permitting the regulatory agency flexibility to allow the

use of the best technical expertise available to develop and

improve on methods.

1545 085
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3. Page 8-17, Text

"8.4 Description of Tailings Disposal Programs. 8.4.1 Intro-
duction. The specific measures discussed in Section 8.3 should
be combined to form a complete tailings disposal program. Each
Alternative offers potential for solving one or more, but not
all, of the problems which must be addressed. For this reason,
and because of interrelationships among the objectives of
tailings disposal programs, the general approach adopted by
the staff was to evaluate a range of complete disposal programs
as opposed to evaluation of individual methods to achieve each
objective exclusively. The tradeoffs, for example, between
the desire to avoid contamination of groundwater and the
advisability of isolating tailings from surface erosion for
long-term stability can be more clearly illustrated by this
approach."

Comment:

We believe site-specific considerations require an evaluation

of individual methods utilized in various existing milling

operations and operators should be afforded the flexibility to

meet the specific measures outlined in Section 8.3 in any

fashion which will produce the desired results.

4. Page 12-5, Text

"12.3.2.1 Active Care Mode. The staff concludes that although
alternative 1 incorporates features which are an improvement over
past practice, the alternative is unacceptable. It commits
future generations to a prolonged obligation to care for wastes
generated to produce benefits which those generations will
receive only indirectly, if at all."

Comment:

While we agree that any active care mode that would significantly

burden future generations without attendant benefit is unacceptable,

we do not think the features in alternative 1 will necessarily

result in such an active care mode. NRC is basing this active

care requirement on its conclusion that an above ground tailings

pile provided with ten feet of cover and revegetated will be so

4
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susceptible to erosion that it will rapidly deteriorate. If

the vegetative cover is adequate, this is unlikely to be the case.
Further, in those cases where erosion is apt to occur, it can be
controlled by application of riprap or other means.

It is suggested that the above section of the text be changed
to read as follows:

"The staff concludes that Alternative 1 incorporates features
which are an improvement over past practices and, if erosion
is adequately controlled, it is acceptable to meet site-specific
situations in conformance with specific measures discussed in
Section 8.3."

5. Page 12-6, Text

"In some cases, below-grade burial may not be feasible because
of potential groundwater problems. The concept of below-grade
burial may also be difficult to apply in areas of irregular
terrain where the depth of soil overlying bedrock is not
sufficient to permit excavating a pit without blasting large
amounts of rock, Some excavation may be possible in such a
case to reduce the size of embankments required, but disposal
of the entire tailings volume below the surface of all points in
the surrounding terrain may be impracticable. Alterantive 6
represents a scheme which, with the incorporation of the design
and siting features delineated in Section 12.2.1.3, would provide
protection virtually equivalent to below-grade disposal.
Comment:

NRC should be complimented for recognizing L_.it site-specific

considerations may make below-grade disposal unattractive and

that there is a need to develop alternative methods to meet

individual operations.

1545 087
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6. Page 12-6, Text

" Assuring long-term stability is a highly site-specific problem.
For this reason, the staff has termed below-grade burial a
' prime' option, as opposed to a generally applicable requirement.
In developing tailings disposal programs, applicants must
evaluate a range of siting and design alternatives and give first
consideration to alternatives that involve below-grade disposal.
The most important factor in this connection is siting. Consis-
tent with the first point under the proposed regulatory action
of Section 12.2.1, primary emphasis must be given to long-term
impacts of mill tailings, as opposed to consideration of short-
term convenience or benefits, such as minimization of
transportation or land acquisition costs. Before it would be
reasonable to accept above-grade tailings disposal programs,
a showing that good faith attempts had been made to locate
alternate sites, which do not suffer from the kind of limitations
described above that prevent below-grade burial, would have to
be made. In any event, if an above-grade scheme is proposed,
then the applicant must justify the proposal by demonstrating
that it will provide reasonably equivalent protection from
natural weathering and erosional forces."

Comment:

Once again, NRC recognizes the need for site-specific considera-

tion by requiring companies to justify the location of alternate

sites prior to accepting above-grade disposal programs. We

submit, however, that economics and costs must also be included

in the overall evaluation of above-grade schemes and the draft

GEIS should be revised to elaborate on this point.

7. Page 12-2, Text

" Sufficient cover should be placed over the tailings to result
in a calculated surface exhalation rate of radon resulting from
the tailings of less than 2 pCi/m2-sec. .". .

COMMENT:

The NRC goes to great lengths in the draft GEIS to evaluate

different aspects of the tailings cover problem, such as the

necessary cover thickness, the effectiveness and stability of

various cover materials, and the cost of applying the cover.

6
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However, nowhere in the draft GEIS are the mechanical aspects

of covering the tailings and their resultant costs addressed.

In most cases, applying ccver to mill tailings is possible from

an engineering standpoint, provided that the tailings surface

has been prepared beforehand. One common method of preparing

the surface is to let the tailings dry out for a period of time

and then combine the slimes with enough fill to allow heavy

equipment to operate safely on the surface. Experience has shown

that approximately five feet of fill is required to stabilize

the slimes sufficiently to permit equipment operation. Because

the fill material combines with the slimes, an additional five

feet of cover (for a total of 15 feet) would be needed to meet
the final cover requirements proposed in the GEIS. Thus, the

cost of excavating, hauling and grading the cover material could

exceed that given in the GEIS by as much as 50 percent. The

time needed for tailings to dry prior to reclamation and its

effect on bonding costs are acknowledged by the NRC (p. 14-3).

However, complexity and cost of covering and reclaiming the tails

has not been addressed. These problems and associated financial

impact deserve a thorough evaluation by the NRC.

1545 089
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PART III

C.2. EFFECTS OF NATURAL FORCES ON TAILINGS COVER STABILITY
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C.2. EFFECTS OF NATURAL FORCES ON
TAILINGS COVER STABILITY

The minimum thickness of three meters of cover material

which is proposed in the draft GEIS, as has been shown in Part III,

Item A of these comments, cannot be justified on the basis of

reducing the risks of lung cancer. In addition, the amount of

cover material required for reducing radon emission is seriously
overestimated in the GEIS. The calculations (Chapter 11, appendix

P) are based on assumptions that do not agree with empirical
observations made by the United States Environmental Protection

Agency at a partially reclaimed tailings pile. Those measure-

ments indicated that approximately three feet of earth cover

reduced the radon emission by a factor of eight. This finding

would imply a reduction by a factor of sixty-four for six feet

and a factor of five hundred for nine feet (less than three
meters). The cover used in that case was local soil and in-
cluded no clay. For other comparable circumstances, a cover

layer of three to four feet of local soil would reduce radon

emissions to a level that would be within the range of natural

background.

The other potential justification advanced in the draft

GEIS for covering tailings piles with three meters is the need

to reduce the risk of long-term wind and water erosion. Since

the risk from radon emanation from tailings piles has been so

grossly overestimated by NRC, the potential harmful effects of

\545 D9\
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some erosion by wind or water do not appear serious enough to

require a minimum of three meters of cover. See also,

Part III, Item A. No specified covering can provide complete

assure.nce against human utilization or intrusion at some future

date, nor can it assure that there will not be some erosion at

some time. However, in view of the long-term care programs set

forth in the regulatory criteria of the GEIS and the myriad of

factors which may affect erosion, basing conclusions on these

concerns appears to be arbitrary and capricious without substan-

tial evidentiary support.

The draft GEIS fails utterly to present any evidence or

evaluation of the many factors which would effect wind and water

erosion. For instance, the slope of the reclaimed tailings

surface has a much greater effect on erosion than does the

thickness of the cover material.

A hypothetical casa assuming 20 feet of soil cover (with

limited compaction) was examined. The 20-foot thickness repre-

sents the thickness of fill measured perpendicularly to the

slope of the waste materials considered.

The attached Figure 1 presents the results of the erosion

analysis performed for the hypothetical area. Figure 2 presents

a comparison of slope gradient with the volume of fill required

for construction. Comparison of Figures 1 and 2 illustrates that,

as the downstream slope of the area is flattened, soil erosion is

reduced but the volume of material required to cr cte the final

slope is increased.

_
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Estimated annual soil loss, calculated by the Universal

Soil Loss Equation, is the amount of soil displaced per unit

and not the total yield of sediment from a given unit area.

The sediment yield from a slope is less than the total soil

loss calculated by the Universal Soil Loss Equation.

As shown by comparing Figures 1 and 2, reducing the slope

gradient from 6:1 will not substantially reduce the anticipated

erosion rates without substantially increasing the volume of

material required for construction. Establishment of adequate

vegetative cover for erosion control is also difficult on slopes

steeper than 4:1. Existing soil erosion rates for slopes between

4:1 and 5:1 are comparable to the anticipated rates for the area

shown in Figure 1. Accordingly, a slope gradient between 4:1 and

5:1 is recommended for the downstream slope of the area.

Other physical factors which would also affect erosion by

wind or water would be: (a) geology / soil compositions; (b) weather;

(c) topography; (d) availability of fills; (e) engineering; (f)

location; (g) monitoring; (h) reclamation (vegetation or riprap-

ping). The complete failure of the GEIS to analyze these factors

in relation to absolute and relative cover depth highlights the

totally arbitrary nature of the NRC's minimum three meters cover

requirements.

Finally, there is no scientific consideration in the

draft GEIS of the likelihood, extent and effect of root pene-

tration on the stability of the tailings cover material if that

material is revegetated soil.

1545 00 ~
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FIGURE 1 : Soil Loss Versus Slope Gradient

Assumptions:

1. Slope of existing ground
surface = 7%

2. Height above natural ground
of downstream edge of tailings y
area = 25 feet

3. Soil loss calculated by the
Universal Soil Loss Equation
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FIGURE 2 : Volume of Fill Versus Slope Gradient
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PART III

C.3. COST UNDERESTIMATES
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C. 3. COST UNDERESTIMATES

As AMC stated previously, the draft GEIS relies heavily

on NRC policy judgments rather than scientific analysis to

develop the proposed regulations. NRC policy judgments also

predominate in the draft GEIS treatment of costs. The basic

approach in the draft GEIS is one of indifference to accurate

cost estimates because, whatever the costs, they are judged

to be within a range that is considered reasonable when

compared with the perceived benefits.

The underestimation of costs often occurs when a project is

not thoroughly engineered and understood down to the smallest

details. The basic attitude towards costs and cost data in the

draft GEIS hac led almost inevitably to serious cost under-

estimation. This attitude is reflected in the statement on

page 12-6:

"These costs are still considered to be
reasonable given the significant benefit
associated with them (elimination of the
need for continued active maintenance),
and because they represent a very small
fraction of the price of product or the
cost of producing electricity."
(Emphasis added)

Thus the draft GEIS assumes that detailed engineering and

detailed cost estimating is not warranted. This rationale is

invalid. The costs of compliance with certain of the proposed

licensing criteria are truly signifit....t and will noticeably

increase the public's utility bills i- these criteria are

finally promulgated in their present form.
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Throughout the draft GEIS, the argument is made that the

estimated costs are reasonable because they represent only a

small fraction of the price of yellowcake or the cost of

producing electricity. This analysis is unacceptable for two

reasons. First, a small incremental cost per kilowatt multiplied

by a very large number of kilowatts results in a large absolute

dollar burden on society. At one point, the draft GEIS states

that, in the worst case, the cost of tailings cover would be less

than 1% of the price of yellowcake. A 1% increase in the price

of yellowcake and a corresponding increase of 0.1% in the cost

of electricity translates into an additional cost to society

of approximately $650 million for the 20 year period between

1981 and the year 2000 inclusive (using the figures in table

3.2 on page 3-2 of the Draft GEIS). A more realistic yellowcake

cost increase would be 3% or more which would increase the total

societal cost to $2 billion over the 20 year period or $100

million per year.

Secondly, money should not be spent merely because the

expenditure can be made without bankrupting the uranium industry

or because the cost can be passed on to the public in the form

of increased charges on their electric bills. Each increment of

e>. enditure should be justified by a resultant material increment

in risk reduction. This concept, normally included in ALARA

analysis, has been ignored in the draft GEIS. The intrusion of

NRC policy judgments into cost analysis, and the conclusion that
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cost is reasonable if it represents only a small fraction

of the price of yellowcake results in a cavalier treatment

of costs in the draf t GEIS.

The cost estimates for the Passive Monitoring Mode

Alternatives described in the draft GEIS range anywhere from

$6 million to about $16 million (or from 0.7 to 1.8% of the price

of yellowcake) for the model mill. The draft GEIS does not

indicate what level of costs or what percentage increase in

the price of yellowcake beyond these figures would be considered

unreasonable. What is apparent, regrettably, from a reading

of Chapter 11 and Appendix K of the draft GEIS, is that the range

of acceptable costs is deemed large enough to permit guess work

and imprecision in placing a price tag on the recommendations

of the draft GEIS,

When addressing the question of risk, the draft GEIS con-

sistently takes the " worst case" or " conservative" approach.

This compounding of conservative assumptions has the cumulative

effect of grossly overstating the risks from uranium milling.

On the other hand, when addressing the question of cost, the

"best case" is consistently used. Quantities, unit costs, and

project scope are frequently understimated or ignored resulting

in significant bottom line errors in cost calculation.

We will now turn to some specific examples where the draft

GEIS has inaccurately underestimated major costs.

1545 099
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1. The draft GEIS acknowledges that cost estimates for

alternative disposal modes at the model mill (Draft GEIS, p. 15,

table 4) are " minimal in the sense that it was assumed that

no untoward difficulties would be encountered" and that " unusual

circumstances could increase the cost significantly" (Draft

GEIS, p. 15). In addition, the draft GEIS acknowledges that

the most highly variable costs appear to be those associated with

earthwork and that earthwork represents a large portion of the

costs for mill tailings disposal. For purposes of computing the

costs of tailings managemant alternatives, however, the draft

GEIS assumes that no unduly difficult earthwork will be required.

(Appendix K-4 of draft GEIS at K-10). Only where the character

of a procedure contained in one of the tailings management

alternatives, in itsel*, raises or lowers the selected cost, is

an adjustment of the unit cost made. This approach is unrealistic.

Since it is anticipated that large amounts of material will be

excavated, hauled and compacted, it would be more realistic to

assume that some difficult and costly excavation and earthwork

procedurec will be encountered at some point and some projection

of those costs should be included in the draft GEIS estimates.

2. Further, in selecting unit costs for various earthwork

procedures, the draft GEIS consistently chooses values at the

lower end of the projected cost range. (Appendix K-4 of GEIS at

K-10, Table K-4.1) . The cost figures from the actual experience

of one AMC member company, attached as Exhibit A, indicate that

the unit costs chosen in Table K-4.1 are frequently low by a factor

or 2 or 3 or more. The use of unrealistically low unit costs

_
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results in across the board errors in computation of the costs

of alternative mill tailings management programs. AMC strongly

urges the NRC staff to develop new cost information for a revised

draft GEIS that will accurately reflect the cost to industry

of the various earthwork procedures described in Table K-4

3. Page K-26, Sec. 1.1 discusses the problem of achieving

radon attenuation where clay is not available for use as cover

material. It states that the required 9 million cu. yds. of

material can be put into place for $9 million. A $1.00/cu. yd.

cost figure is arrived at using $0.25/cu. yd. for spreading

and compacting as per Table K-4.1. In addition to underestimating

the unit costs, the draft GEIS overlooks the fill required for

embankment slopes that are required in some form at most tailings

sites. This oversight amounts to 4 million cu. yds. where the

above ground disposal method is used based on a minimum slope

of 5:1 -- the slope the draft GEIS asserts is prudent and

conservative, as discussed on page 9-36. Thus the total cover

material requirement is 13 million cu. yds. rather than 9 million

cu. yds.

4. The draf t GEIS also assumes cover material will be avail-

able on site, free of cost. We know of no mill site that has

13 million cu. yds. readily available on the site for excavation.

In most cases the material for tailings cover will not be available

free in the vicinity of the tailings site as assumed in the

draft GEIS. Therefore, consideration must be given to probable

cost involved in purchasing and hauling the cover material

substantial distances. Even if we assume that the dirt is free on

_
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site, and we limit the depth of excavation of this free dirt

to 3 ft., we will need to remove 3 ft, of soil from 2,687

acres (or over 4 sq. miles) to obtain 13 million cu. yds. of

material. After this has been done there undoubtedly will

be regulatory requirements to resurface and revegetate this

borrow area. There may well be additional requirements to

segregate topsoil which will require an additional degree of

excavation. Recent industry estimates indicate average

revegetation cost would be on the order of $5,000 per acre, which

in this example results in a total revegetation cost of $13,433,000.

5. Assuming that scraping up 4 square miles of dirt is not

reasonable, another alternative would be to excavate a pit 60 ft,

deep to provide the cover soil, but such a pit would require

134 acres plus the side slope areas. This 60 foot hole would

be about 2200 feet square. The proposed criteria indicate that

such holes should be backfilled and the next question which

arises is -- where will this 13 million cu. yds. of fill come

from?

6. AMC has been deeply involved in trying to determine what

costs would be involved in complying with the draft GEIS

tailings cover requirement. Indications are that dirt can

generally be delivered for abou^ $2.00/cu. yd. After assessing

all available data we believe the total acquisition charge for

the 13 million yards discussed above should be estimated at

no less than $3.00/cu. yd. or $39 million. It is uncertain

whether it would be cheaper to rehabilitate the 60 ft. pit or to

.: ass
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revegetate the 2,687 acres. For the moment we will assume

each operation would cost about the same ($13 million). Thus,

the total cost for this entire operation is not $9 million,

as discussed in the draft GEIS, but will require $39 million for

material acquisition, $13 million for placing and compacting

and $13 million for revegetation or rehabilitation of the borrow

pit. The total cost would be $65 million, over seven times the

draft GEIS figure.

7. With regard to Item 4, Evaporation Pond, on page K-6,

the total cost of $1.72 million for 40 hectares (or 100 acres)
appears to assume a perfectly level site, free dirt, no

pipelines or pumping facilities, no access reads, and no weather

protection costs. When this total scope of work is considered,

it will undoubtedly double the cost.

8. With regard to site decommissioning, Table K-7.1 states

that the buildings and machinery can be removed without cost,

i.e., that the salvage value will equal the cost of removal.

This assumption might be valid for commercial warehouse-type

buildings but not in the uranium milling context where the pro-

posed criteria would require that heavy concrete foundations be

broken up and hauled to the tailings pond. According to the

cost data of one of the leading engineering contractors, the

demolition cost for concrete is $20/cu. yd. Assuming the hauling

and disposal cost for this concrete would be $10/cu. yd., then

the total cost for this item alone is about $250,000. Another

major engineering contractor estimates decommissioning costs

1545 103
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including building and machinery removal and reclamation,

to be 6.5% of the capital cost of the mill. Thus demolition*

of a $30 million mill would cost $1,950,000.

9. In summary, it is AMC's position that the draft GEIS

assumption of no cost for building and machinery removal is

not valid. We suggest that the operating contractors that

actually do demolition work be contacted by NRC and asked to

provide current and realistic information in this subject.

10. Turning to the draft GEIS discussion of the construction

cost of a mill. Appendix K-4 sets forth a total cost of $7.1

million for mill equipment. It is not clear whether this figure

($7.1 million) is intended to represent the total cost of a

mill. If it is, it is seriously deficient as current engineering

estimates for a complete mill with a 2,000 tons per day capacity

vary from $25-45 million.

11. The draft GEIS does not consider the administrative and

legal costs that are directly attributable to the proposed

regulatory program. A recent Bureau of Mines Report on mining

costs indicates that the cost of preparing impact statements may

be substantial. One company has just spent over $1 million

preparing various reports in an attempt to get a license renewed.

Another company has to date, spent in excess of $1 million trying

to get an agreement with NRC on a tailings disposal plan. They

have estimated that their total regulatory costs before they

finally obtain a license will be $1.5-2 million. AMC believes

that a minimum cost of $2 million should be assumed for processing

license applicatons through the administrative hearing stage.

388
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12. An even more significant regulatory cost is the cost

of interest. The largest single cost in constructing a nuclear

power plant today is the interest cost during construction of

"IDC". This is a larger cost than either labor or materials.

In many cases a substantial portion of the IDC cost is directly

attributable to regulation (capital costs and regulatory delays). One

uranium developer has estimated his IDC cost to be over $50,000/ day.

If the IDC cost is calculated on the basis of the $65,000,000

discussed above, the IDC cost alone would probably be more than

the GEIS total cost estimate of $9,000,000. A thorough presenta-

tion of costs must include IDC costs.

13. Where an open pit mine is used for tailings disposal,

the cost of backfilling and restoration is not included as a

cost of tailings disposal since, according to the draft GEIS,

it would be required anyway by some state laws. Reclamation

requirements vary from state to state and, in any event, complete

backfilling is not normally required.

14. In calculating the cost of providing cover, the draft

GEIS fails to take into account the cost of fill required to

stabilize the slimes sufficiently to permit heavy equipment

operation. This could add an additional five feet to the cover

requirements. The period needed for tailings to dry prior to

reclamation was not taken into account in estimating the duration

of bonding (an additional 5 to 10 years). This will increase

the cost of bonding accordingly.

15. The costs presented in the draft GEIS are in 1978 dollars.

Although the draft GEIS notes that costs are likely to escalate

1545 105
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in the future ( Appendix K-4 of draf t GEIS at K-ll) , no adjustments

for inflation are provided, particularly increases in the cost

of energy. A recent Bureau of Mines report forecasts approxi-

mately an 11 percent annual increase in costs. One company is

currently experiencing escalation rates of about 14 percent.

The draft GEIS fails to take into account costs attributed to

inflation which will have a significant impact on the cost of

constructing the new mills and tailings disposal systems

projected in the draft GEIS.

16. Some important impacts or costs, e.g. increased energy

consumption, were completely ignored; others, such as effects

on productivity received only nominal attention. Attached

as Exhibit B are calculations of the amount of energy required

to place 10 feet of cover on a uranium tailings pile.

17. On page K-29, the draft GEIS hypothesizes a situation

where a cover operation merely involves " pushing" overburden

over the tailings, thus reducing cost for excavation, hauling,

spreading, and compacting. This is not a realistic hypothetical --

AMC is not aware of any tailings site where this is done. At a

minimum, the overburden would have to be hauled and stored a mile

or two from the tailings site.

18. No contingency costs, which would normally be about

15-20 percent of the quoted figures, were added to the draft GEIS

cost figures (Draft GEIS at 11-1).

19. Future EPA regulations could be different than those

assumed in the draft GEIS. (Draft GEIS at 13-5). Costs incurred

. 390
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to comply with new EPA regulations, although a realistic

possibility, were not taken into account. Additional costs

could be incurred as a result of nore stringent EPA regulations.

20. AMC requests that the NRC staff review its cost figures

for mill decommissioning. Actual costs incurred by mill operators

vary significantly from the cost data in the draft GEIS.

In addition, AMC offers the following miscellaneous comments

on costs discussed in other sections of the draft GEIS:

Chapter 11.

1. Page 11-6, Paragraph 11.2.7. Alternative 6 text: Table 11.8.

Estimated Incremental Costs for Alternative 6
(thousands of 1978 dollars)

Total 4150/6300

COMMENT: Estimated costs developed by one operator indicate the

total cost in Table 11.8 is underestimated by approximately a

factor of 3.

2. Page 11-7, Paragraph 11.2.8. Alternative 7 text: "At

this point, the sands and slimes would be separated. The sands

would be washed with clean water, partially dried, and deposited

in the unlined mine pit."

COMMENT: Washing sands with clean water after separation from

slimes results in contamination of water requiring further treat-

ment or evaporation. In addition, experience indicates five

etage washing will not remove si gnificant amounts of radium.

_
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3. Page 11-7, Table 11.10. Annual Operating Costs for

Alternative 7 and 8. (thousands of 1978 dollars)

COMMENT: In Table 11.10, no provision is made for the annual

operating costs for neutralization. Page K-6 of this appendix

indicates this would amount to approximately $27/MT, adding

approximately $217,000 to the total annual cost shown.

APPENDIX K

4. Page K-2, Paragraph 1.2. Windbreak text: "For this

alternative, a 3.7-m high sheet metal or wooden fence would be

erected on three sides of the 8-ha ore storage pad, each side

being 290m long. The cost is linearly scaled and escalated

from Reference 2 for a total of $52,000 for either type of fence."

COMMENT: A 12 foot high windbreak would have little effect on

wind blowing across the top of a stockpile 20 feet high. To be

effective the fence would have to be 40-50 feet high and such

a fence would cost on the order of $1 million. Significant

maintenance costs would be incurred during the life of the fence

and during the winter it would act as a snow fence causing snow

accumulation problems on the ore pad.

APPENDIX K-2

5. Page K-6, Paragraph 3. Fossil-Fueled Evaporators text:

"The capital costs of evaporators and associated equipment with

5 3
an evaporation capacity of 4.6 x 10 m of water per year are

estimated as $1.45 million (1978 costs). With a 70% thermal

efficiency, 90,000 MT of coal per year would be required, at

a cost of $2.55 million."

_
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COMMENT: The relatively low capital cost estimate for the

evaporators and associated equipment suggest that it corresponds

to a unit constructed of iron. When considering the corrosion

rate which could reasonably be anticipated in this service, the

use of iron will not be the most economical material. Further,

most acid mills have a high concentration of sulfate and sufficient

amounts of calcium so that calcium sulfate scale would be a

continuous operating problem. Accordingly, it seems likely that

such a system should cost well in excess of the $1.45 million.

6. Page K-ll, Paragraph 3. text: "Many mill operators

also are engaged in mining activities and thus possess the

equipment and expertise to perform all earthworking tasks; further-

more, these operations would be more readily phased in with other

mining and milling activities in this circumstance, regardless

of tailings disposal requirements."

COMMENT: The statement relative to mill operators engaged in

mining activities possessing the equipment and expertise to

perform earth working and phasing these reclamation tasks in

with "other mining and milling activities" is not applicable.

Because of the drying time requirement, in many cases reclamation

activities will occur years after the termination of all mining

and milling activities. Expectations that a company would utilize

trained miners for ordinary earthwork are unrealistic.

In conclusion, the improper approach and the examples of

inaccuracies and omissions discussed above, make it clear that

1545 109 .
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the cost estimates contained in the draft GEIS are not

sufficiently accurate for use in any meaningful cost effective-

ness analysis. Therefore, it is our recommendation that the

cost data be redone in a revised draft GEIS with particular

emphasis on the secondary costs that will be involved such as

the cost for acquiring dirt, the cost of rehabilitating any

borrow areas, IDC costs, etc.

394
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Exhibit A
NRC AMC Member Company

Estimated Actual & Estimated
Trilings Dicrosal Costs Cost rost

3a. Excavate, Icad, haul (1 Km) $0.97/m $1.40
and deposit.

3b. Truck, Transport. $0.08/m -Km $0.40

c. Spreading and Compacting to $0.33/m3 $0.50
approximately 98% proctor
density, such as for the clay
corc of a tailings dan, or
for ir.' placement of a clay
liner.

$0.30'
d. Spresdj r.g er.d co pi.cting such $0.33/m"

as bachf2311ng a pit.

'
e. Couractir.g soil already in $1,750/ha

place such as in preparct ion
for a clay or hyp61on Jiner,

f. Instc 1ction of clay liner. $1.30/m $1.502

(1 r.atcr thick)

2 $11.00g. Instc)1ation of hypc]cn liner $4.00/m
(30 mil) includes preparation
co:t for basc other than ecm-
pacting shoen as item "e" above.

h. Installt. tion of TVC liner $3.00/m2 $4.60
(30 mil) ir.cludes preparation
cost for base other than com-
pacting shown as iten "e" above.

1. Che:nical Stabili:atien of haul $1,000/ha

roads.

j. Resurfacing and Eevegetation $2,500/ha $10,000

grading, implacement of 0.15 m
of top soil, mulching and
seeding.

Mill Construction Costs:

Estimate of capital costs for $7.1 million $25-45mm
a grass roots uranium mill:

.
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Exhibit B

\

Comment: The amauut of energy required to add ten addit _ional

feet of cover on a uranium tailings plie is equivalent to.

(1) Driving the family car 5,649,151 milen at 17 .

miles per gallon - or -

(2) Driving an 18-wheel over-the-highway truck
1,170,080 miles at 4 miles per gallon - or -

(3) Supplying the average New Mexico home with
24,292.6 months of electricity at 501 kw/ month.

Calculations:

.

Factors

1 acre - 4,840 yd.3 (1)

5 feet = 1.67 yds.

[ 1 B10 = 2.930 x 10-4 kilowatt hours (1)

BTU per gallon of diesel = 142,000 (2)

BTU per gallon of gasoline = 125,000 (2)

Assumptions
'

Surface area of tailings pond = 240 acres

Average depth of cover = 10 feet

One-way haul distance of soil = 1 mile

Equipment

Type = CAT 637D .

Fuel consumption (medium usage conditiciis) =

19 gallons per hour.
a

..

~

M
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Equipment (cont'd)

Cycle time, one mile, one way

Loaded = 2.60 minutes

Empty = 2.10 minuter.

0.75 minuteLoad Time =

.

0.50 minuteDump time =

Total, cycle 5.95 minutes

Operating minutes per hour = 50

Capacity = 30 yd.3

Calculations

Volume = (240 acres x 4,840 yd. per acre)

x 3.34 yd. depth - 3,879,744 yd.3

Trips per hour- /
\

= 50 minutes worked per hour e 5.95

minutes per trip = 8.40 trips per hour.

Yd.3 moved per hour:

= 8.40 trips per hour x 30 yd.3 per trip
= 252.0 yd.3 per hour.

Total operating hours required:
= 3,879,744 yd.3 + 252.0 yd.3 per hour

= 15,395.8 hours.

Fuel required:

15,395.8 hours x 19 gallons per hour=

= 292,520.2 gallons.

_ k
33r/
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E_quivalence

BTU's = 292,520.2 gallons of diesel x 142,000

ETU/ gallon = 41,537,868,000

Gallons of gas

= 41,537,868,000 BTU + 125,000 BTU / gal. of gas

.
= 332,303.

Kilowatt hours:

= 41,537,868,000 ETU x 2.930 x 10-4 kilowatt / BTU

= 12,170,595.3.

OR -

(1) Drive the family car 5,649,151 miles at 17
miles per gallon.

(2) Drive a over-the-highway truck 1,170,080 miles
at 4 miles per gallon.

Supply the average home in Nee Mexico with(3) 24,292.6 months on electrical power at 501 kw/ month.

,
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Part III

D. Decommissioning Considerations
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D. DECOMMISSIONING CONSIDERATIONS

SUMMARY

The requirements of the Target Criteria, issued in Regula-
tory Guide form (Appendix J, " Interim Land Cleanup Criteria

for Decommissioning Uranium Mill Sites") will be, if implemented,

so strict that compliance will be difficult if not impossible.
For all mills, emphasis should be placed on complying with the

Alternative or Upper Limit Criteria coupled with the application
of ALARA. The decommissioning costs set forth in the draft GEIS

are low by at 1 cast a factor of three.

COMMENTS

The following comments are submitted with respect to the
subj ect of decommissioning:

1. Appendix J, Interim Land Cleanup Criteria for Decommissioning
Uranium Mill Sites

A. Although NRC stipulates that the Target Criteria not
only should account for natural background concentrations of

radionuclides in soil, but also should be distinguishable from

these natural background levels without incurring highly

significant costs associated with sampling and analyses, NRC
has developed Targe Criteria that are so technically difficult

to comply with as to be cost prohibitive. For example, terrestrial

absorbed dose rates in air in Denver, Colorado range from 8-16

1

,; 401
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micro-R per hour. (NCRP 45, 1975). Since ranges of this

order occur throughout the United States, it would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to differentiate between levels

which are 5 micro-R per hour above background and natural

variations in background.

Similarly, while Appendix J/E (page J-13) depicts

radium-226 soil concentrations in western United States

milling regions as varying between 0.2 and 3.4 pCi/g,

background concentrations ranging from 1 to 2 orders of

magnitude higher are not uncommon. Considering the relatively

large area (here assumed to include the complete restricted

area, average acreage of 750 acres) encompassed by the milling

complex, it would thus be problematical to obtain repre-
sentative samples that could adequately differentiate between

radium-226 at infinite thickness from variations in natural
background radium-226 concentrations. In addition, because

of the limitations of present analytical techniques, the

significance of any suite of analytical values representing

natural radium concentrations in soils will include statistical
errors which may readily exceed 50% of the designated values.

B. The radon-222 flux (above background) at the soil / air

interface has been linked not only to a soil concentration of

-2-
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radium-226 of infinite thickness, but also to a working level
concentration in potential structures built on contaminated

land. Where such flux has been determined, based on con-

versions from radium in soil to radon flux to working levels

concentrations in homes, the Target Criterion of 0.006 W1

(Table 2, page J-8) is not reproducible from the figure

presented in Appendix J/A (pages J-8 and J-9). More specifi-

cally, in the Table entitled " Potential Exposures from Radon

Inside Structures on Contaminated Land" (Appendix J/A, page
J-9, Note 3) , working levels derived on a radium-226 soil

concentration of 3 pCi/g are not based on the range of values

for B and for 25 as referenced in footnote 3a (Appendix J/A,
page J-9). These restrictions on values used for parameters

B and d necessarily bias the values derived for radon progeny
concentrations.

C. The value of 0.006 WL as a Target Criterion (Table

2, page J-8) vis-a-vis "Other Existing Criteria or Guidance"

is arbitrarily restrictive. It is not apparent to what extent

NRC has addressed both the costs and the corresponding bene-

fits associated with complying with the Target Criteria in

lieu of complying with the Alternative or Upper Limit Criteria (where

- 3-
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emphasis is placed on implementation of the ALARA philosophy).

Rather than merely presenting a set of criteria, the draft

GEIS should include a comparison of alternative criteria, together

with supporting scientific data for each. Once suitable

alternatives are analyzed and appropriate target and upper levels

determined, the upper limit criteria should apply to each site.

The target criteria should no longer represent an obj ective.

Instead, it should only represent a level below which no further

treatment is required. The actual criteria should be developed

on a site-specific basis setting levels as low as reasonably

achievable, but somewhere between the upper limit and target

criteria.

2. Page 24, Executive Summary, Section 6.5, Implementation of
Proposed Requirements at Existing Sites

Text:

"In addition to constraints on alternative tailings disposal
methods resulting from existence of very large volumes at
existing sites. there will be a greater problem in paying. .,

for tailings disposal at these sitas because disposal costs
incorporated in the price of the product as the tailingswere not

were being generated. Therefore, future operations at such
sites will have to provide for disposal for both newly generated
and existing tailings. This matter must be considered in site-
specific decisions."

Comment.

A similar argument should be applied to existing milling operations.

Full recognition should be given to the fact that existing mills
have operated in accordance with a different set of standards

than are being proposed. As a result, the magnitude of the
_

4 -
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decommissioning costs to be incurred by complying with the

Proposed criteria were never included in the contract price of
the yellowcake product. Therefore, rather than mandating the

existing mills to comply with decommissioning standards that

use " original background levels" as a reference, the Alternative

or Upper Limit Criteria for decommissioning should be related
to background conditions as such conditions exist on the date

regulations governing decommissioning of milling sites become

effective. Such a decision not only recognizes that decommission-

ing costs can only be borne by prospective sales, but also

accounts for the paucity of data regarding natural background
levels. A corresponding precedent has been established by EPA

in the 40 CFR 190 Standard, which relates to background conditions

existing on the effective date of the Standard.

3. Page 8-27, Section 8.5, Text:

" Finally, all excavated areas would be backfilled and graded,
topsoils would be added whenever necessary, and the areas would
be revegetated."

Comment:

It is not apparent to what extent the costs for backfilling,

grading, adding topsoil when necessary, and revegetating have

been included in Table 11.13, Summary of Cost Estimates for

Decommissioning (1978 dollars). More appropriate cost

estimates for decommissioning a milling site (excluding tailings

pond) would include the following:

5 _ 405
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(1) Building, foundation and macMmery removal (1979 dollars) :
6.5% of total capital cost of mill.

(a) Estimated capital costs of mills (including
equipment) :

1000 tpd: $17,000/ daily ton
2000 tpd: ~ $13,000/ daily ton
3000+tpd: $11,000/ daily ton

(Reference: Dravo Encineering, Denver, CO,
personal communication, June 7, 1979)

Thus, for an estimated $30 million capital cost
to build a mill, the costs to tear down buildings
and foundations and to remove equipment to the
tailings pond and to reclaim the land surfaces
would be about 1.95 million dollars. $1,950,000

(b) Heavily contaminated area (20 acres x 3 feet)

(i) Removal of 100,000 cubic yards
of dirt at $1.00 per cu. yd . . . $ 100,000. . . .

(ii) Replacement of 100,000 cubic yards
at $3.00 per cu. yd. 300,000. . . . . . . . .

(iii) Revegetate 20 acres $5,000 per acre 100,000. .

$ 500,000

(c) Lightly contaminated area (300 acres x
6 inches)

(i) Removal of 242,000 cu. yd. $1.00
per cu. yd. $ 242,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(ii) Replacement of 242,000 cu. yd. at *

$3.00 per cu. yd. (optional) 726,000. . . . .

(iii) Reclaim 300 acres at $5,000 per acre. 1,500,000.

$1,743,000 - $2,468,000

Sub-Total $4,192,000 - $4,918,000

Where replacement soils are removed from a borrow pit, it*

is more difficult to determine the costs associated with
reclaiming the borrow pit. See testimony of Gordon Swanby
on behalf of AMC at Albuquerque, New Mexico, hearings on
the draft GEIS, Part III, Item J.

-6- 4()(j
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(2) Engineering, 6% of Sub-Total $ 251,520 - $ 295,080

(3) Contingency, 15% of Sub-Total $ 628,000 - S 737,700

TOTAL $5,072,320 - $5,950,780

1545 123
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Part III

E. Financial Responsibility -- Alternatives
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E. FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY - ALTERNATIVES

SUMMARY

The Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement approaches

financial aspects of uranium mill decommissioning and tailings

management as two separate subjects. These two concepts are:

(1) short-term financial surety "to insure the mill operator

undertakes the required decommissioning activities", and (2)

long-term funding "to finance any ongoing care and monitoring

after termination of decommissioning and license".

The staff has utilized extensively other studies conducted

on financial alternatives for stabilization, reclamation, and

long-term monitoring and maintenance of uranium mill tailings

piles. Since these studies were conducted, the reluctance of

insurance companies to obligate themselves as a surety for

an indefinite period of time and excessive costs connected

with obtaining performance bonds have created serious diffi-

culties for the licensee.

In addition, the staff gave very brief consideration to

the issue of " commingled tailings", referring to UMTCA assigning

primary responsibility to the Department of Energy for carrying

out remedial actions. The United States General Accounting

Office recommended to Congress that it provide assistance to

active mill owners to share in the cost of cleanup that

portion of the mill's tailings that were generated under

Federal contracts."d!

1/ Controller General of the United States report to the
TIonorable Mark O. Hatfield, Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources.

"'
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In the financial formula, it is recommended that the staff

include reference to Congressional liability for commingled
tailings and that in the bonding requirements, licensees

should be in a position to reduce their costs for decommis-

sioning and reclamation of mill tailings generated under

Federal contracts and for decommissioning and reclamation of

such millsites. We believe the staff should include similar
provisions for structuring surety and bonding arrangements.

COMMENTS

1. Page 14-10, Text:

A. Specifically, the staff,NRC, proposes that the regulation:
(Page 14-10)

1. require that a surety be provided;

2. require that the amount of the surety be determined
on the basis of cost estimates in the approved plan
for site decommissioning and tailings disposal; costs
should be those for hiring an independent contractor
to perform these activities. The amount of the surety
should also include the long-term funding charge since
this will not be paid to the ultimate custodian until
termination of the license;

3. allow flexibility regarding the specific surety
mechanism employed, stating that:

- cash deposits

- surety bonds

- certificates of deposit

- deposits of government securities, and

- letters of credit

_ 110
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would be acceptable on a generic basis, and other
surety mechanisms would be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis, for acceptabliity.

4. Stipulate those factors that must be considered in
setting up the surety arrangement:

- inflation;
- noncancellable nature of the mechanism (i.e.,

the term of the urety must be open-ended --
it must remain in effect until the reculatory
agency releases it, on satisfactory ( spletion
of decommissioning and reclamation); and

- adjustment provision that ties the review for
surety adequacy in with the license renewal
period, not to exceed five years. The amount
of the surety should decrease in accordance
with decommissioning and reclamation that has
been performed. This will yield a surety that
is at least sufficient at all times to cover
the costs of decommissioning and reclamation
of the areas that are expected to oe disturbed,
before the next license renewal.

AMC Recommends that the above section on Short-Term Financial
Surety be rewritten as follows:

A. During operations, the licensee shall show its financial
ability to comply with all material license requirements by
any one of the following methods:

1. surety bond (s);
2. letters or lines of credit;
3. self-insurance;
4. guarantee by a state governmental agency, local

governmental agency or other third party which could
qualify for self-insurance.

5. Other methods, acceptable to NRC2/ or
6. any combination of the method specified 1 through 5.

The licensee may change its method or methods of showing its
financial ability on each license renewal date, prior to
issuance of such renewed license.
B. Immediately prior to the cessation of operation of a
facility for which a materials license has been issued, or
before a licensed active waste-retention system becomes an
inactive waste-retention system, NRC may require the licensee
to show its financial ability to comply with all remaining
2/ Or whatever agency is selected to administer the surety
arrangements.
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material license requirements by any one of the following
methoda:

1. surety bond (s);
2. letters or lines of credit;
3. self-insurance;
4. guarantee by a state governmental agency, local

governmental agency or other third party which
could qualify for self-insurance.

5. Other methods, acceptable to NRC, or
6. any combination of the methods specified in B 1

through 5.

C. Proof of financial ability in accordance with these
requirements shall be furnished to NRC prior to the
issuance of new or renewed licenses. Financial ability
no longer need be provided after demonstration by the
licensee that the conditions of the materials license
have been satisfied.

D. The standard applied in determining the amount of finan-
cial ability shall be the estimated cost to perform the
engineering plan for the stabilization of waste-retention
systems and other decommissioning activities approved in
the materials license less costs for decommissioning and
reclamation of mill tailings generated under Federal
contracts. This amount shall be based on:

1. The estimated cost at the end of the renewed mater-
ials license period to execute the engineering plan
stated in the license for the stabilization of
waste-retention systems and other decommissioning
activities.

2. The quality of tailings projected to exist at the
end of the renewed materials license period, less
those tailings generated under Federal contracts,
to which the engineering plan stated in the mater-
ials license is applicable.

3. The additional estimated costs (limited to 10% of
the costs estimated under subsection D.1.) which
may arise from contracting requirements or the
need to bring personnel and equipment to the site
to perform the engineering plan of paragraph D.1.
above.

The amount shall be adjusted at each materials license renewal
period and consequently will recognize any increase or decrease
in requirements resulting from inflation, changes in engineer-
ing plans, stabilization in conjunction with operations, and
any other conditions affecting the costs to fulfill the
engineering plan described in the renewed materials license.

412
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During the stabilization period of an inactive waste
retention system for which a materials license has been issued
or when other decommissioning is being performed on a facility
for which a specific license has been issued, the amount of
financial ability that must be established must be reduced
annually to reflect portions of the engineering plan performed
during the current year.

E. The methods for showing financial ability are defined as
follows:

1. Surety bond means an indemnity agreement in a sum
certain payable to NRC executed by the licensee
which is supported by the performance guarantee of
a corporation licensed to do business as a surety.
Terms and conditions of such surety bonds shall be
the normal terms and conditions of the surety in-
dustry and shall be for the period of each renewed
materials license.

2. Letters or lines of credit means issuance of a
letter of credit by a recognized bank or financial
institution that commits such institution to pay the
beneficiary, NRC, when the letter of credit comes
due. The letter of credit comes due upon the
licensee's failure to complete all materials license
requirements.

3. Self-insurance means showing financial responsibil-
ity and performance capability based on the legal
obligations of the materials license and the con-
tinuing existence of unobligated working capital and
net worth, (including assets which may be liquidated
or estimates of cash flow) sufficient to cover
requirements of D.

a. Qualifications for self-insurance will be
supported by a copy of the licensee's current
balance sheet, income statement, statement of
changes in financial position that are cert-
ified by an independent Certified Public
Accountant and must be accompanied by either:

i. An additional statement confirming both
that the licensee's current assets exceed
the current liabilities by the amount of
financial assurances determined to be
necessary under D., and that the licnesee's
net worth, plus any self-insurance reserve
which may be established for this purpose,
also exceeds this amount, or

413_
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ii. A statement, based on an analysis of the
licensee's financial position, which shows
that sufficient assets which may be liqui-
dated or cash flow, are or will be avail-
able to provide the funds necessary to
retire a claim for the amount required by
D. without the licensee becoming insolvent.

b. If the licensee files a Securities and Exchange
Commission Form 10-K report, a copy of the
licensee's most recent 10-K report shall be
filed with NRC within 120 days after the end of
the fiscal year to which it relates, in addition
to filing the most recent 10-K report with the
initial application.

c. Each licensee shall file annually with NRC
copies of documents required under subsection
E.3.a. within 120 days after the close of the
licensee's fiscal accounting period. If a
licensee files a 10-K report with NRC under
subsection E.3.b. which contains some of the
financial statements required in subsection
E.3.a., a separate filing of those specific
statements need not be made.

d. In the cases where the licensee is a subsidiary
or partnership, the owner (s) may be the guaran-
tor for purposes of these regulations. In such
cases, the guarantor shall be subject to and
shall fully comply with all of the self-insur-
ance provisions of this subparagraph E.3.

4. Other methods:
The NRC will accept alternative evidence of finan-
cial responsibility if it establishes an equivalent
degree of financial responsibility for the purposes
of this regulation.

F. No bond, letter of credit, or other secured interest of
any kind provided by the licensee to fulfill the require-
ments of this section shall become payable until a final
determination has been made in accordance with these
procedures that the licensee has failed to complete the
requirements of its license.

2. Page 27, Summary, Text:

Long-term funding refers to the financing of any monitor-
ing at mill tailings sites after termination of the mill
operator's decommissioning responsibilities and license. The

1545 130~
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staff has concluded that it would be prudent to continue
monitoring and exercising land use controls at disposal sites,
and the land ownership arrangement specified in the recent
enactment assures that this kind of control is provided. The
purpose of this surveillance would be to confirm that no
unexpected erosion was occurring and that there were no
disruptive human activities at a site. Therefore, the primary
component of the surveillance would be periodic visual inspec-
tion of each site. The staff proposed the following be done
with regard to the issue of long-term funding: (Section
14.3.1)

- Funds should be provided by each mill operator to
cover the costs of long-term monitoring.

- A charge of $250,000 (1978 dollars) per site should
be levied on mill operators, before termination of
a license. The charge would be paid to the Federal
Government unless the state in which a mill is
located chooses to have this responsibility. In
any event, the sum for long-term monitoring should
be paid to whichever government body is going to
be the ultimate custodian of the site.

- If the long-term monitoring charge is paid to the
Federal government, it should be deposited in the
general treasury funds of the United States, as
opposed to a special earmarked fund that might be
established. In the situation where a state opts to
have custody of a site, it will also be responsible
for fund management. Therefore, if a State wishes to
deposit long-term surveillance funds in an earmarked
account, rather than seek an annual or biannual
appropriation from the State legislature for this
purpose, it would be free to do so.

- If monitoring requirements at a particular site are
determined, on the basis of a site-specific evaluation,
to be significantly greater than those assumed here
(annual visual inspection with some limited ground-
water monitoring possible), variance in funding
requirements should be arranged.

- The amount paid by operators for long-term funding
should be adjusted to recognize inflation. The
inflation rate to be used is that indicated by the
change in the Consumer Price Index, which is published
regularly by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics.

AMC Recommends that the above section on Long-Term Funding
be rewritten as follows:

415_
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1. Funds should be provided by each mill operator to
cover the cost of long-term monitoring.

2. A one-time charge of $250,000 or less (1978 dollars)
per site should be levied on; mill operators before
the termination of the license. If monitoring re-
quirements at a particular site are determined to
be significantly less, reduced funding requirements
will be arranged. The sum will be paid into the
governmental body which has ultimate custody of
the site.

3. The governmental body, the ultimate custodian,
should deposit long-term funding in an earmarked
account for each licensee. The money should be
reinvested and the interest generated should be
re turned to the earmarked account.

4. Since costs associated with Passive Monitoring Mode
are expected to be relatively small, there should
not be any need or justification for additional
monies to be charged to the licensee in excess of
$250,000.

5. Proper investment of the earmarked account should
preclude the necessity for adjusting the amount paid
by operators due to inflation rate.

3. Page 14-6, Text:

Some background information is necessary to develop some
appreciation for the costs of obtaining such a surety bond.
The intent of this computation is only to give an order-of-
magnitude estimate of the out-of-pocket costs incurred by the
mill operator, in addition to the actual costs for performing
reclamation at a typical mill. The active lifetime of the
typical plant assumed in this study is fifteen years. During
this period, the plant would process 11 million tons of ore
and produce 21,900 tons of yellowcake. Assuming that the
surety bond would be obtained in the mill's first year of
operation and continue through five years after the active
plant lifetime, the bond would be an out-of-pocket cost item
for a total of 20 years. (emphasis added)

4. Page 14-3, Text:

In any event, as a counsequence, the tima period is expected
to span several years, primarily to allow time for the tailings
to dry sufficiently to permit the use of heavy earth-moving
equipment on them. The period of drying will vary, depending
on site specific circumstances, but could last as long as ten
years. (Emphasis added.)

_ 416
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Comments:

The staff did not consider the drying-out period in the cal-
culation of 20 years for the total bonding period. It would
appear more reasonable to assume bonding requirements to be
in the area of 30 to 40 years. Since the drying-out period
is in the decommissioning and reclamation phase, a licensee
will be required to bond for an additional ten years, beyond
the time period selected by the staff. This further substan-
tiates the need for flexibility regarding methods, timing, and
amounts of surety arrangements.
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F._l. OTHER CONCERNS WITH DRAFT GEIS

1. Summary, Section 3.5, Text

" the most severe potential accidents are those involving. . .

shipment of yellowcake "
. .

Page 7-8, Section 7.1.5.1, Text

". it is possible that in the future, yellowcake will be. .

transported as a slurry to the conversion facility" and "it is
expected that the consequences (of a slurry shipment) would be
considerably lower than those estimated for the shipment of any
concentrate .". .

Comment:

Whereas NRC may believe there is some basis for asserting that

yellowcake transport accidents are the most severe potential

accidents, the probability of such occurrences as well as the

orders of magnitude of projected impacts should be presented to

support this assertion. Considering the suite of possible

accidents, both radiological and non-radiological, which could

occur in conjunction with milling operations, it appears likely

that accidents of another nature would produce more far-reaching

effects than a transportation accident. Furthermore, while it

is 'bxpected" by NRC that the consequences of a slurry transport

accident would be less severe than the consequences of a yellow-

cake transport accident, NRC has not demonstrated this. There-

fore, the present analysis of potential accidents should not serve

as a basis for converting from yellowcake transport to slurry

transport.

"
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2. Page 11-2, Table 11.1, Costs of Selected Alternatives, Text

" Costs are difficult to estimate for this alternative. Capital
costs would be incurred in purchasing containers for the shipment
of wet cake, and operating costs would appear as shipping costs.
The staff currently has no information on which to base estimates
of these costs."

Comment:

In contrast with the above statement, on page K-3 of the draft

GEIS, the shipment of wet slurry is suggested as a replacement

for extensive drying systems for dust control and conclusions

are reached with regard to the fiscal tradeoff for this transport

alternative. In addition, NRC's cost estimates for slurry

transport appear applicable only to net mills. Because of the

significant costs involved, retrofitting existing mills and

converting facilities to handle slurry could not be justified

any time in the near future.

3. Page 11-3, Table 11.3, Estimated Costs for Base Case and
Alternative 1, Text

" Base Case
Total $ 320,000

Alternative 1
Total $5,320,000"

Comment:

The estimated cost of alternative 1 shown in Table 11.3 is under-

estimated by approximately 50% according to an estimate made by

one operator in 1977 for its mill in Wyoming.

2 - 'I ''1
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4. Page 24, Section 6.6, Heap Leaching and Small Processing
Sites

Comment:

If unconventional milling techniques are to be regulated by the

NRC, then regulations related to such techniques should not be

promulgated until an in-depth study of all issues concerned has

been conducted. This is especially true for in-situ solution

mining of uranium where many of the activities associated with

conventional milling are not present, e.g., haul rods, ore pads,

ore crushing facilities and tailings ponds. Therefore, the

same tailings management and disposal criteria proposed for

conventional mills should not be indiscriminately applied to

unconventional milling techniques.

-
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P.2. AMC COMMENTS ON WRITTEN COMMENTS SUBMITTED
BY THE STATES OF COLORADO AND NEW MEXICO

The written comments on the draft GEIS submitted by the

Colorado Division of Mines on June 13, 1979, through the State

Clearinghouse and the Colorado Division of Planning were re-

viewed by AMC. The comments of the State of New Mexico Radiation

Protection Section were also reviewed. The AMC agrees with the

following points made by each of these state agencies.

State of Colorado:

* * * * *

"We agree with the statement that individual,
site-specific environmental assessments are
necessary and should be thorough. Rational
engineering, efficient milling methods for
long-term investment and clever design for
tailings impoundment should allow compliance
with operational requirements without undue
economic burden on the industry."

* * * * *

" Decontaminating a mill site to background
radiation levels is impractical based on
experience. It will require considerable
excavation and burial with clean earth cover.
It does not practically consider the ultimate
land use and benefit to be derived for these
sites, which adjoin tailings disposal locations."

* * * * *

"We feel strongly the premature death calculations
for the North American continent extending to the
year 3000 are preposterous. It presumes no im-
provement over past milling practices and no reuse

-

of uranium fuel."
--

* * * * *
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State of New Mexico: General Comments

* * * * *

"3. Some indication should be given to the
anticipated errors or ranges for the various doses,
concentrations and health effects calculated. What
kind of precision and accuracy is expected of the
UDAD code? Of the source term estimates? Of the
atmospheric radionuclide concentrations? Of the
dose conversion factors? Of the deposition veloci-
ties? For example, on page 6-74, 72 premature deaths
were predicted from continental environmental dose
commitments from uranium milling. What is the range
of this number taking all uncertainties into account?
In order to have some feeling for the firmness of
these estimates, their ranges should be calculated
or some estimate of their variability expressed. In
general, there is an overly detailed presentation of
results that most likely cannot be justified by the
precision and completeness of the associated data
base."

* * * * *

"7. The following comments were generated by
Water Pollution Control Section (WPCS) staff, of the
New Mexico Environmental Improvement Division and to
a certain extent reflect comments previously sub-
mitted to NRC in a December 11, 1978, memorandum
from Joseph A. Pierce, Chief, WPCS to Al Topp of the
Radiation Protection Section. The discussions rela-
ting to ground water and ground water protection do
not place this resource in proper perspective from a
tailings management point of view. The most signifi-
cant deficiencies in the ground water discussions may
be summarized as follows:

While the document generally recognizesa.

the importance of protecting ground water quality,
there is no discussion of ground water flow systems as
contaminant transport pathways. This is a fundamental
point, the importance of which must be appreciated if
adequate ground water protection is to be insured.
Knowledge of where a tailings site lies with respect
to local and regional ground water flow systems,
coupled with knowledge of where present or future
ground water withdrawal points are or will be located,
is essential to uny ground water protection effort.

1
,r
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Ground water must be thought of as a contaminant
transport pathway not unlike wind is viewed, with
attenuation mechanisms and time / spacial factors
obviously being quite different.

b. The GEIS offers no discussion of the
importance of site selection as related to ground
water protection. NRC staff seem to feel that the
only way to mitigate adverse water quality impacts
of tailings disposal areas is through alternate
disposal schemes incorporating elaborate and costly
engineering controls (see pp. 19, 23, 6-12, 8-18 and
12-20). This is simply not true, especially with
respect to ground water protection which can, in
many cases, be most effectively insured through
judicious site selection to take advantage of
favorable hydrogeologic conditions."

State of New Mexico: Specific Comments

" Forward

1. Page ii, 1st two sentences: Revising NRC
regulations based on the conclusions of this draft
statement does not seem to be a prudent course of
action until comments have been received, evaluated,
and a final document issued. These sentences appear
to b_ Lciling reviewers that NRC has already deter-
mined what is necessary and comments on the draft
are incidental.

2. Page ii, 3rd sentence from bottom: The
project should not be considered as complete until
the final document is issued."

* * * * *

" Summary

* * * * *

"7. Page 31, References: Five cf the eleven
references which are vital to a technical evaluation
of the GEIS and the NRC regulatory proposals are
identified as 'in preparation.' Thus, an adequate
evaluation cannot be accomplished until these are
available."

* * * * *
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.

"Section 3

1. Page 3 (3.1), line 7: While the base
case in theory represents past milling practices,
the obvious assumption by the reader is that this
is the actual situation today. The base case is
representative of the licensing practice of NRC's
predecessor, AEC."

* * * * *

"5. Page 9 (3.5) : The last paragraph states
that worst-case accidents involving shipment of
yellowcake in a populated area are expected to
cause total exposures as much as 10 times that from
a single mill's annual operation. However, NUREG-0525
(pages 9 and 10) states: 'The low concentration of
radioactivity conceptually renders the material
(yellowcake) " inherently safe", considering radio-
logical effects of the material, because it is bichly -

unlikely, under any circumstances arising in the trans-
portation of these materials, including accidents in
which the material is released to the environment,
that a person could take in enough material to produce
a significant radiological effect.' The GEIS (NUREG-
0511) and NUREG-0535 appear to be in conflict regarding
the hazard potential due to yellowcake."

* * * * *

"Section 6

1. This section and supporting appendices, do not
made sufficiently clear that the radiological impact
calculations, particularly the matter of conversion from
exposure dose to absorbed dose and health effects, are
highly uncertain and speculative. The uncertainties in
the input data, computations, and effects data are so
great that to compare 72 premature deaths from mills with
109 premature deaths from mines is nonsense. It would
still be nonsense even if one talked about 70 and 110
which would at least acknowledge the uncertain nature of
the numbers. The entire presentation, and poor use of
significant digits, is misleading and, unfortunately,
perhaps the most important factor upon which all of the
GEIS recommendations, conclusions, and proposed regula-
tions are based. The best, and most meaningful, use of
dose calculations is to compare and rank alternatives
and to determine compliance with standards. The latter
will, in the long run, be based on judgment heavily >

.
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weighted by conservatism due to the acknowledged lack
of hard data on health effects. As it is written the
GEIS appears to attach far more significance to the
validity of the computations than is warranted."

* * * * *

" Appendix G

1. Page G-5, last sentence: It is assumed that
5% of the thorium activity is in the yellowcake for
an acid leach mill. However, recent data from both
Argonne National Laboratory and the Environmental
Protection Agency indicate that the thorium activity
is much lower, around .2%."

1545 144
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G. DERIVATION OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS AND LICENSING
CRITERIA FROM NRC PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES, BRANCH

POSITIONS, AND REGULATORY GUIDES

BACKGROUND OF AEC AND NRC LICENSING PROCESS

The licensing process for uranium mills had its beginning

under the Atomic Energy Commission. In 1973, the AEC published

Regulatory Guide 3.5, " Guide to the Contents of Applications for

Uranium Mill Licenses" and Regulatory Guide 3.8, " Preparation of

Environmental Reports for Uranium Mills". The stated purpose

of the Guides was "to describe and make available to the public

methods acceptable to the AEC regulatory staff of implementing

specific parts of the Commission's regulations, to delineate

techniques used by the staff in evaluating specific problems

or postulated accidents, or to provide guidance to applications".

The Guides further stated that:

". regulatory guides are not substitutes. .

for regulations and compliance with them is
not required. Methods and solutions different
from those set out in the guides will be ac-
ceptable if they provide a basis for the
findings requisite to the issuance or con-
tinuance of a permit or license by the Commis-
sion."

AEC's successor, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, has

published a number of regulatory guides. Each, including

revised Guide 3.8, contains exactly the same stated purpose

as the AEC regulatory guides.

In theory, the purpose of the guidelines was to inform

the applicant of what would be required while allowing flexi-

bility. Under the NRC, the guidelines have been administered

more like regulatory " requirements" than regulatory " guides".

1545 146
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While the NRC has continued to insist that regulatory guides

are only guidelines, non-adherence to the " suggestions" in the

regulatory guides has usually resulted in substantial delay in

obtaining a license or in heavy pressure by the NRC to conform

to the guidelines. In short, flexible regulatory guides have

become rigid regulatory requirements in practice.

When regulatory guides began to impede the orderly and

timely processing of license applications, NRC shortcircuited

the regulatory guide process. The industry began to see what

the NRC called " branch positions" and " performance objectives"

which reflected the NRC's current position regarding " target

criteria" and " alternative or upper limit criteria" and the

objectives an applicant should seek to achieve. As with the

regulatory guides, industry has found it increasingly difficult

to obtain a license from the NRC when the " recommendations"

provided by the NRC in the branch positions on performance

objectives are not followed to the letter.

Preparation of the Draft GEIS

The foregoing describes the regulatory climate that existed

when NRC announced that it would prepare a generic environmental

impact statement (GEIS) on uranium milling. The expressed

purpose of the draft GEIS is "to assess the potential environ-

mental impacts of uranium milling operations, in a programmatic

context, including the management of uranium mill tailings, and

. 431
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to provide an opportunity for public participation in decisions

on any proposed changes in NRC regulations based on this

assessment". (See Draf t GEIS, p. 2). The principal objectives

of the draft GEIS are (Draft GEIS, Summary, p. 2):

1. To assess the nature of the environmental impact of

uranium milling in the United States from local, regional

and national perspectives on both short and long-term

bases, to determine what regulatory actions are needed;

2. More specifically to provide infor4 nation on which to

determine what regulatory requirements for management

and disposal of mill tailings and mill decommissioning

should be; and

3. To support any rulemaking that may be determined

to be necessary.

In light of NRC's past licensing practices, the industry

at first welcomed the announcement of this generic assessment

of uranium milling. It was assumed that a de novo re-examina-

tion of the existing regulatory structure would occur and that

only those regulations that proved to be scientifically

justified from an environmental and public health standpoint

would be promulgated.

In reality the draft GEIS has turned out to be essentially

a self-serving attempt to legitimize the prior NRC policy as

set forth in existing regulatory guides, branch positions

and performance objectives. The draft GEIS studies the impacts

1545 148
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of these past policies without ever accomplishing the stated

principal objective of establishing a regulatory program based

upon a thorough and impartial analysis of the industry -- not

on predetermined policies.

Derivation of the Proposed Regulations
and Licensing Criteria

A careful analysis of the proposed regulations and licen -

sing criteria reveals that they are derived from prior NRC

regulatory guides, branch positions and performance objectives.

Examples of this are discussed below.

1. Performance Objective No. 1: This performance objective

states-/ that one should strive to " locate the tailings isola-

tion area remote from people so that population exposures would

be reduced to the maximum extent reasonably achievable".

Draft GEIS: The proposed regulatory action in Section

12.2.1 (Item 8) of the draft GEIS recommends that "the tailings

disposal site should be located in an area remote from people

to reduce population exposures to the maximum extent reasonably

achievable and to reduce the likelihood of human intrusion into

the area".

_/ The performance objectives quoted appear in Scarano, Ross A. 6 Linehan,
John J. , " Current U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Licensing Review
Process: Uranium Mill Tailings Management," pqblished in Proceedings
of a Symposium on Uranium Mill Tailings Management (November 20-21,
1978), Vol. 1, Colorado State University.

433.
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Proposed Regulations: As might be expected, Proposed

Criterion No. 1 states that " tailings or waste disposal areas

shall be located at remote sites so as to reduce potential

population exposures and the likelihood of human intrusions

to the maximum extent reasonably achievable."

2. Performance Objective No. 2: This performance objective

states that one should " locate the tailings isolation area

such that the disruption and dispersion by natural forces is

eliminated or reduced to the maximum extent reasonably achiev-

able."

Draft GEIS: The first proposed regulatory action in

the draft GEIS, Section 12.2.1, Technical Siting and Design

Requirements, states that "the tailings disposal area should be

located in an area where disruption and dispersion by natural

forces are eliminated to the maximum extent reasonably achiev-

able."

Proposed Regulations : Proposed Criterion No. 2 states

that " tailings or waste disposal areas shall be located at

sites where disruption and dispersion by natural forces are

eliminated or reduced to the maximum extent reasonably achiev-

able."

4. Performance Objective No. 4: This performance objective

states that one should strive to " eliminate the blowing of

tailings to unrestricted areas during normal operating conditions."

Draft GEIS: Section 12.2.1 of the draf t GEIS (Item 7)

proposes as a regulatory action, that " milling operations shall
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be conducted so that radiation protection limits applicable

to offsite individuals and specified in 10 CPR 20 and 40 CFR

190 are met." Unless tailings are effectively sheltered from

wind the proposed regulations provide that portions not covered

by standing liquids should be wetted or chemically stabilized

to prevent or minimize blowing and dusting to the maximum

extent reasonably achievable.

5. Performance Objectives Nos. 5 and 6: Objective 5 states

that one should strive to " reduce direct gamma radiation from

the impoundment area to essentially background." Performance

objective 6 states that one should attempt to " reduce the radon

emanation rate from the impoundment area to about twice the

emanation rate in the surrounding environs."

Draft GEIS: The proposed regulatory action in Section

12.2.1 of the draft GEIS (Item 5) requires that " sufficient

cover should be placed over the tailings to result in a calcu-

lated surface exhalation of radon resulting from the tailings
of less than 2 pCi/l per second; that is, incremental releases

of radon above that resulting from radon occurring naturally
in cover materials shall be less than 2 pCi/l per second. Direct

gamma exposure from the mill tailinos should be reduced to back-

ground levels."

Proposed Regulations: Criterion No. 6 of the proposed

regulations requires that " sufficient earth cover but not less

than 3 meters, shall be placed over tailings or wastes at the

. 435
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end of the milling operations to result in a calculated

reduction in surface exhalation of radon from the tailings

or wastes to less than 2 pCi/l per second above natural back-

ground levels. Direct gamma exposures from the tailings or

wastes should be reduced to background levels."

6. Performance Objective No. 7: This objective requires the

licensee to " eliminate the need for an on-going monitoring and

maintenance program following successful reclamation."

Draft GEIS: Section 12.2.1 of the draft GEIS (Item 4)

requires that " final disposal of tailings should be such that

on-going active maintenance is not necessary to preserve

isolation."

Proposed Regulations: Criterion No. 5 of the proposed

regulations requires that "the final disposition of tailings

or wastes at milling sites should be such that the need for

on-going active maintenance is not necessary to preserve isola-

tion."

7. Performance Objective No. 8: This objective would " provide

surety arrangements to assure that sufficient funds are avail-

able to complete a full reclamation plan."

Draft GEIS: Section 12.2.2, Supplementary Institutional

and Procedural Requirements, of the draf t GEIS (Item 4) provides

that " financial surety arrangements must be established to insure

that sufficient funds will be available for disposal and reclama-

tion of mill tailings and decommissioning the site and buildings

136
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in accord with the approved plan discussed in 12.2.1 above."

Proposed Regulations: Criterion No. 9 of the proposed

regulations provides that " financial surety arrangements shall

be established by each mill operator to assure that sufficient

funds will be available to carry out the decontamination and

decommissioning of the mill and site and for the reclamation

of any tailings or wastes disposal areas."

8. Below Grade Di posal Objective: In a document titled, " Fuel

Processing and Fabrication Branch Position Regarding Use of

Uranium Mill Tailings in Construction of Mill Tailings Dams,"

NRC policy was stated as ". based on recent evaluations of. .

tailings management alternatives for new mill proposals within

NRC jurisdiction, the NRC would encourage the agreement states

to consider the elimination of surface disposal of tailings

regardless of the dam construction materials proposed. The

major reason for requiring some form of below grade disposal

system is that such disposal clearly provides greater assur-

ance that the buried tailings will not be disturbed by man or

by natural phenomena over the long term." (This document was

distributed to the Colorado Division of Radiation and Hazardous

Waste Control at a meeting held on May 26, 1978 between the

Division and the NRC). This position was reaffirmed in a speech

given by an NRC official at the earlier-referenced Uranium Mill

Tailings Management Symposium held on November 21 and 22, 1978,

at Colorado State University.

A:.37
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Draft GEIS: Section 12.2.1 of the draft GEIS (Item 2)

provides that the " prime option" for disposal of tailings is

" placement below grade either in mines or specially excavated
pits."

Proposed Regulations: Criterion 3 of the proposed

regulations indicates that "the prime option for disposal of

tailings is placement below grade either in mines or especially
excavated pits."

Conclusions

These are just a few examples of how regulatory guides,

branch positions, and performance objectives have found their

way into the draft GEIS and proposed Regulations. The 12 recom-

mendations of the draft GEIS and the proposed regulatory criteria

are essentially repetition of NRC's performance objectives. The

draft GEIS is merely an attempt to legitimatize NRC performance

objectives -- not an independent, objective analysis of the
environmental impacts, costs, benefits and cost / benefit trade-

offs of uranium millina.

The purpose of NRC's enforcement guides, initially, was

to inform applicants of what would be required to obtain a

license while allowing flexibility on a site specific basis.
Experience has shown that flexible regulatory " guides" became

rigid regulatory " requirements" in practice. Since the proposed

regulatory criteria are essentially a restatement of NRC's prior
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regulatory guides, branch positions, and performance objectives,

AMC is concerned that the regulatory criteria will be adminis-

tered in a similarly inflexible manner. Although the draft GEIS

repeatedly stresses the importance of flexibility and the need

to consider site-specific factors, the requirements in the

draft GEIS are quite rigid when examined in the context of

actual experience.

The draft GEIS is not an objective analysis of the

potential environmental impacts of uranium milling operations

nor does it justify the proposed regulatory actions. Although

NRC guides and performance criteria, now incorporated into the

regulatory criteria, have never been subject to rulemaking

procedures, the draft GEIS assumes their legitimacy and pro-

ceeds to examine the effects of the proposed regulations. This

is a circumvention of the rulemaking process. The NRC guides

and performance criteria were not designed, nor were they in-

tended, to form the necessary scientific and administrative

basis for formal regulations; nor was compliance with them

intended to be mandatory throughout the uranium millir.g industry.

If NRC now desires to impose them as regulatory requirements,

it should do its job and establish that regulations are needed.

'l 3.9
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H. CONCERNS WITH THE PROPOSED CRITERIA

In conjunction with the publication of the draft

Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Mills,

the NRC has proposed regulations establishing requirements

for licensing a uranium mill. The proposal includes " Criteria

Relating to the Operation of Uranium Mills and the Disposition
of Tailings or Wastes". These criteria are extremely important

since they establish " technical, financial, ownership, and

long-term site-surveillance requirements relating to the

siting, operation, decontamination, decommissioning and

reclamation of mills and tailings or waste systems and sites

at which such mills and systems are located" (44 Fed. Reg.
50020).

The AMC is concerned with the bases for the criteria,

as well as with the requirements of the criteria themselves.

According to the preamble (44 Fed. Reg. 50017) the criteria

"were basically derived from the GEIS" and are based on three

specific " guiding principles" which were, apparently, developed
by the NRC staff. There is however, a basic inconsistency
between the GEIS and the criteria. On the one hand, the GEIS

repeatedly stresses the need for individual and site-specific
licensing requirements because of the significant variations

between uranium mills. The criteria, on the other hand, esta-

blish very specific requirements and " prime options" that are
to be imposed in issuing milling licenses. This latter approach

in effect precludes individual and site-specific considerations

of each mill license application.
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The kverican Mining Congress feels that the " Introduction"

to the criteria should describe the specific public health

goals tnat must be met by mill operators. It should make

clear that there are various ways to meet these goals and that

mill operators may use the methods and techniques they find

most effective so long as the goals are met. Once this is

done the NRC may wish to refer to some of the options available

to a mill operator rather than establish '' criteria" that

will be applied uniformly.

The following comments focus on the specific proposed

criteria and are, in effect, a summary of many of the comments

submitted by the AMC on the draft GEIS:

Criterion 1 - This provides that tailings or waste

disposal areas "shall be located at remote sites".

Obviously, in order to interpret the word " remote"

it is necessary that there be a definition or

explanation as to the public health goals meant to

be achieved through this requirement. Once the public

health goal is specified, the te rm " remote" should be

defined.

This criterion also provides that wastes from

"small remote above-ground extraction operations" shall

preferably be disposed of at large existing sites.

Again, there is no relationship established between

a small remote operation and any public health risks.

If there are risks, what are they? Are they so signifi-

cant as to require the haulage of the waste to another

site? Further, it may even be preferable to dispose
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of the wastes at the small remote site, but this

cannot be determined without knowing the public

health goal the criterbn is designed to achieve.

Criterion 2 - This provides that tailings for waste

disposal areas "shall be located at sites where

disruption and dispersion by natural forces are

eliminated or reduced to the maximum extent reasonably

achievable." The words " reasonably achievable" must

be defined for this requirement to have any meaning.

The definition should provide that the costs of disposal

be determined in conjunction with an analysis of any

health risks that might be averted.

Criterion 3 - This provides that the " prime option" for

the disposal of tailings is placement "below-grade" and

further provides that above-grade disposal could be

considered only if the applicant demonstrates "that

an above-grade disposal program will provide reasonably

equivalent isolation of the tailings from natural

erosional forces". Here again, NRC should specify its

health goal. If above-grade disposal can achieve an

appropriate public health goal developed by NRC, it

does not seem sensible to require below-grade disposal,

or any other specific disposal mode, particularly if it

is more expensive.

Establishing a " prime option" is not appropriate

since it creates a presumption in favor of one technique.

The criterion merely should require the adequate disposal
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of tailings through the use of whatever method is

most suitable for each specific site. A mill

license applicant should be allowed to use any

technique that meets the NRC health goal and not

be required to compare and contrast other techniques

that he does not intend to use, for example because

of the site-specific nature of the mill.

Criterion 4 - This sets out six requirements that "shall

be adhered to" if tailings are disposed of above ground.

While some of these options may be appropriate for

certain mills, they clearly would not all be applicable

universally. The introductory sentence of the criterion

should reflect that only the options necessary to meet

the NRC goals shall be adhered to.

Further, certain of the options are too specific

and would tend to preclude industry from developing

other more effective approaches as technological

advances are developed, e.g. the requirment for a self-

sustaining vegetative cover or riprap. Another option

should be added which would allow a license applicant

to utilize any other techniques or methods which meet

NRC's health goals.

Criterion 5 - This provides that steps "shall be taken

to reduce seepage of toxic materials into groundwater

to the maximum extent reasonably achievable". It goes

on to suggest that this could be accomplished by " lining

the bottom of tailings areas", and other methods. It says
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that the " primary method" of protecting groundwater

"shall be isolation of tailings and tailings solution".

Again, the designation of a " primary method" imposes

a presumption which must be overcome by the license

applicant. If groundwater is adequately protected,

there is no need for .. preferred option or a " primary

method". Specific changes in the wording are included

in the attachment labeled " Appendix -- Groundwater

Protection".

Criterion 6 - This provides that radon exhalation from

tailings piles must be reduced to less than 2 picoeuries

per square meter per second above natural background

levels. It is more than a little unclear as to why this

specific level of radon exhalation was selected by 11RC.

There is certainly no support for this number in the draft

GEIS. The AMC seriously questions the need for the 2

picoeurie limit, and urges that a range of limits be

selected for the final regulations which is justified

by scientific and health risk data and that the limit for

each particular site be selected from this range based on

site-speci fic considerations.

Further, the criterion provides that at least three

meters of each cover "shall be placed over tailings or

wastes at the end of milling operations". Even assuming

that the 2 picocurie level is necessary (which we seriously

question), there dces not appear to be any reason to
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require a minimum of three meters of cover to

reach this level. Recent licensing activities by

NRC have demonstrated that a combination of compacted

clay and natural earthen cover can result in a calculated

reduction of radon to less than 2 picoeuries with less

than three meters of natural cover. Also, the monetary

cost of meeting the three meter requirement far exceeds

any benefit to be derived by eliminating a minute

increment of additional radon attenuation. Finally, if

indeed a single fixed flux level is adopted, operators

should be allowed to meet that level using whatever

methods are available to account for the site-specific

considerations.

Criterion 7 - This provides that certain pre-operational

monitoring during construction be carried out. These

requirements do not specify or limit how the nonitoring

must be done, and they thus allow operators to use

monitoring techniques most effective for site-specific

conditions. To the extent there is a need for such

monitoring, this is an example of the type of criterion

that allows adequate flexibility.

Criteria 8 and 8A - These provide that airborne releases

f rom milling operations must be reduced to levels which

are as low as reasonably achievable, primarily through

the use of emission controls. They also specify that

when necessary tailings should be wetted or chemically

. dl6
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stabilized to prevent blowing. Daily inspections of

tailings are required. Assuming there is a need for

the requirements, they are proposed in a form that will

allow mill operators to reduce airborne emissions and

to perform daily inspections in whatever manner is most

effective for their specific operations. Such flexibility

should appear in the other proposed criteria as well.

Criterion 9 - This provides that financial surety

arrangements shall be established by each mill operator

to assure adequate decontamination, decommissioning and

reclamation activities are carried out. The provisions

themselves are too inflexible -- the six options allowed

by I!RC should be expanded. Specific changes in the wording

of Criterion 9 are included in the attachment labeled

" Appendix -- Financial Surety Arrangements". Additional

detailed comments on financial surety arrangements are set

forth in Part III, Item E.

Criterion 10 - This provides that a specific amount of

money be paid by each mill operator to cover the cost

of site-surveillance after the decommissioning of the

mill. These also need more flexibility and should be

expanded to provide it. For example, if it is dete rmined

that the site-surveillance will be more expensive than

the initial amount, the Commission may increase the amount

of money to be paid by the operator. There should also

be a provision that if it is determined the initial amount

of money is too great, the mill operator would have to
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pay less. Specific changes in the wording are included in

the attachment labeled " Appendix -- Surveillance Costs."
See also, Part III, Item E.

Criterion 11 - This sets forth the requirements for
site and by-product material ownership. Assuming their

need, these provisions seem adequate and reasonable,

and provide adequate flexibility.

Criterion 12 - This requires that the final disposition
of tailings should be such that " active maintenance is not

necessary to preserve isolation". This establishes passive

maintenance as a specific requirement in mill licensing
and ignores the need for site-specific considerations
recognized and encouraged in the draft GEIS.

More important however is the fact that this require-
ment exceeds the statutory directive in Section 161(x) of

the Atomic Energy Act which provides that the NRC may

establish regulations to insure that the need for long-
term maintenance and monitoring of tailings af ter termina-
tion of a license "be minimized and, to the maximum extent
practicable, eliminated". There has been no showing that

it is practicable to require passive maintenance, and thus

the criterion should be modified to allow, where appropriate,
active maintenance.

. 448
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APPENDIX -- GROUNDWATER PROTECTION

The current language of criterion 5 should be

deleted and the following inserted:

" Criterion 5 - The specific method or combination of

methods of tailings disposal systems for mitigating

toxic materials migration must be worked out on the

site-specific basis. The system shall be selected

and designed to minimize, and to the maximum extent

reasonably achievable, the movement of toxic materials

into the groundwater beyond the mill property boundary

if such movement would create adverse health effects.

Liners may be appropriate in some cases to protect

groundwater quality and inappropriate in others. For

instance, where natural soils provide an effective

barrier against migration of harmful concentrations

of toxic materials into or through the groundwater

beyond the mill property boundary, barrier liners

will not be required. Site-specific tests and analysis

conducted in accordance with prudent scientific methods

shall be provided as appropriate to assess the impact

of the proposed tailings disposal system and allow the

staff to evaluate the effectiveness and benefits of
the proposed system."
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APPENDIX -- SITE SURVEILLANCE COSTS

Criterion 10 - A one time charge of $250,000 to cover

the costs of long-term surveillance shall be paid by each

mill operator to the general treasury of the United States

or to an appropriate State agency prior to the termination

of a uranium or thorium mill license. If site surveillance

requirements at a particular site are determined, on the

basis of a site-specific evaluation, to be significantly

greater or less than those specified in Criterion 12,

variance in funding requirements may shall be specified by

the Commission or other licensing authority. The total

charge to e aver the costs of long-term surveillance shall be

such that, with an assumcd 1 per cent annual real interest

rate, the collected funds will yield interest in an amount

sufficient to cover the annual costs of site surveillance.
The-eharge-wi44-be-adjusted-annundly-te-recegnize-inflatien.

The-inflatsen-rate-te-be-used-is-that-indicated-by-the-change

in-the-Eensumer-Price-Inder. published-by-the-6--S--Bepartment

ef-baber--Bureau-ef-Eaber-Statistics.

The Criteria established pursuant to requirement category

II (Financial Criteria) shall become effective upon both

(1) the final promulgation by the Commission of the regulations

implementing the conclusions and recommendations of the generic

environmental impact statement on uranium milling (NU REG-0 511) ;

and (2) the final promulgation of standards by the Admin'strator
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of the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to

Section 275(b) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended

by Section 206 of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control

Act of 1978 (P. L. 95-604).

1 (} 0 fy 1 '!
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APPENDIX -- FINANCIAL SURETY ARRANGEMENTS

Criterion 9 - Financial surety arrangements shall be

established by each mill operator to assure that sufficient

funds will be available to carry out the decontamination and

decommissioning of the mill and site and for the reclamation

of any tailings or waste disposal areas. A mill operator may

submit a combination of financial surety arrangements which,

taken together, will assure that sufficient funds will be

available. The amount of funds to be ensured by such surety

arrangements shall be based on cost estimates in an approved

plan for (1) decontamination and decommissioning of mill

buildings and the milling site to levels which would allow,

to the extent reasonably practicable, unrestricted use of

these areas upon decommissioning, and (2) the reclamation of

tailings and/or waste disposal areas in accordance with

technical criteria delineated in Section 1 of this Appendix,

less the projected net worth, including assets which may be

liquidated, of the licensee at the time of such decontamination,

decommissioning or reclamation. Should the licensee have

sold uranium to the United States prior to 1971, the amount

of surety required under this Criterion shall be established

on a pro rata basis such that the licensee will furnish surety

only for that portion of the cost estimates in the approved plan

which are attributable to other than such sales. The licensee

shall submit this plan in conjunction with an environmental

_ d[52
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report (if an environmental impact statement is not required)

that addresses the expected environmental impacts of the

milling operation, decommissioning and tailings reclamation,

and evaluates alternatives for mitigating these impacts. The

surety shall cover the payment of the one time charge for long-

term surveillance required by Criterion 10. In establishing

specific surety arrangements, the licensee's cost estimates

shall take into account total capital costs that would be incurred

if an independent contractor were hired to perform the

decommissioning and reclamation work but excludino costs which

are attributable to interim decommissioning and reclamation

work performed by a licensee during milling operations. In

order tc avoid unnecessary duplication and expense, the Commission

will accept financial sureties that have been consolidated with

financial or surety arrangements established to meet require-

ments of other Federal or State agencies and/or local governing

bodies for such decommi ssioning, decontamination, reclamation,

and long-term site surveillance. The licensee's surety mechanism

will be reviewed from time to time by the Commission (generally

at the time of license renewal) to assure sufficient funds for

completion of the reclamation plan if the-werk-had-te-be performed

by-the-regulatery-authority an independent contractor were hired

to perform the decommissioning and reclamation work. The amount

of surety liability sheeld may increase or decrease at the time

of license renewal in accordance with the predie.e cc>st of future

reclamation, or may remain static depending e.7- e licensee's

. 453
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projected net worth. Factors affecting reclamation cost

estimates include: inflation, increased in the amount of

disturbed land; and Cecommissioning and reclamation that has

been performed. This will yield a surety that is at least

sufficient at all times to cover the costs of decommissionin;

and reclamation of the areas that are expected to be disturbed

before the next license renewal. The term of the surety mechanism

shall remain in effect until the reclamation program has been

completed and approved, or until such time as title to the site

is transferred to the governmental agency responsible for

long-term surveillance, whichever comes first. Financial surety

arrangements generally acceptable to the Commission are:

(a) Surety bonds;

(b) Self insurance;

(c) Guarantee by a state governmental agency,

a local governmental agency, or by a third

party which could qualify for self insurance

as specified in (c) ;

(d) Cash deposits;

(e) Certificates of deposit;

(f) Deposits of government securities;

(g) Letters or lines of credit; and

(h) Combinations of the above or such other types

of arrangements as may be approved by the NRC,
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PART III

I. NEED FOR NRC DISCRETION IN IMPLEMENTATION OF
EPA FUEL CYCLE REGULATIONS
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I. NEED FOR NRC DISCRETION IN IMPLEMENTATION OF EPA
FUEL CYCLE REGULATIONS

Portions of the draft GEIS and proposed regulations are

designed to implement the EPA uranium fuel cycle standards

(40 C.F.R. 190) which take effect in 1980. The draft GEIS

identifies the steps that should be taken to control particulate

emissions in accordance with this standard (draft GEIS, page 10).

Because of the relationship of these regulations with the issuance

of mill licenses, and in view of the fundamental defects in the

bases of the regulations (as outlined below) the NRC must use great

discretion when interpreting and implementing 40 C.F.R. 190.

These EPA regulations were proposed on May 29, 1975 (40 Fed.

Re g . 23420). The American Mining Congress and others submitted

written comments to EPA questioning the scientific validity of
the standard. In its comments (copy enclosed) AMC states:

" Twenty-five millirems per year is a very
small dose rate, scarcely measurable with
present field or plant instrumentation. It
is less than cosmic radiation at sea level
in the United States, and corresponds roughly
to the increase in cosmic radiation which
takes place between sea level and 6,000 feet
elevation. It is less than normal gamma-ray
background in anybody's backyard."

The AMC comments go on in great detail to criticize specific

scientific information upon which the standards are based.

Of greater significance in the context of NRC's present

regulatory proposals is the testimony presented at the March 8,

1976, EPA public hearing by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Director of the Division of Siting, Health and Safeguard
Standards. In this testimony (copy attached) the NRC discusses

the advisability of promulgating the EPA standards. The Commission

violently objects to the EPA scientific analysis, cost analysis, risk
1545 172
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analysis, and supposed need for the standard. In the

initial portion of the testimony, the NRC states "In

simplest terms, we believe that the public interest would

not be served by this proposed addition to the existing

regulatory framework" (Tes timony , page 3). It goes on

to say:

"As we show in this statement and
in the attached staff analysis, we
believe there has been an incomplete
analysis of the costs and benefits
of the proposed 40 C.F.R. Part 190.
The Draft Environmental Impact State-
ment is deficient in important areas
which are not corrected by the
Supplementary Information issued on
January 5, 1976. Even with these
deficiencies, the partial cost
analyses which were performed to
show that the benefits to be derived
from the standard do not justify the
costs of its implemention. In this
regard, we believe that there has
been serious underestimation of the
real costs of compliance with the
standard and in overestimation of
potential benefits which would result.
[Tes timony , page 4, emphasis in original].

* * * * *

.[T]he proposed approach in 40 C.F.R.. .

Part 190 emphasizes environmental monitoring
which, for the extremely low radiation levels
of interest here , has been proven to be
highly inaccurate even with the most
sophisticated measurement devices. The
inaccuracy of environmental monitoring for
extremely low levels of radioactive materials
cannot be remedied by costly development of
instrumentation because the low levels of
man-made radiation in the environment are
small compared to levels of natural radiation. q}
climatic and other environmental conditions, \()kg \ l
In addition, the inherent variability of

including background radiation, seriously
detracts from the practicability of using
environmental monitoring to demonstrate
compliance with the proposed standard [ Testimony,
pages 5-6, emphasis in original].

* * * * *

'l
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We have three kinds of specific concerns
with the proposed standard; first, we
believe that the analysis has not correctly
assessed radioactive effluent control
technology and the practicability of
compliance with the proposed standards;
second, we believe that the proposed
standard would be impracticable to
implement for technical and economic reasons
for major components of the uranium fuel
cycle; and third, we believe that it will
be impossible to demonstrate, using
environmental monitoring, either compliance
or noncompliance at the low levels specified
in the standard. [ Testimony, page 7].

* * * * *

[T]he proposed radiation limits, as. . .

they would apply to reprocessing plants and
to tailings piles at operating uranium mills,
have no basis in commercial scale operating
data. There simply are insufficient data
from which to judge the feasibility of the
proposed standard. Since no cost / benefit basis
has been provided for the selection of the
numerical values, we must conclude that there
is a high risk that compliance with this
standard also would be impracticable for
uranium nills and reprocessing plants. . .

Furthermore, since the proposed standard does
not allow for variance in the event of
demonstrated impracticability on a case-by-
case basis, implementation of this standard
would create a high financial risk in the
allocation of corporate resources to fuel
cycle facilities because of the uncertain
risk of shutdown of those facilities."
[ Testimony, page 9] .

Attached to the MRC testimony was " Attachment A" which

was a written analysis by NRC of the proposed reculations.

The portion of this Analysis that deals with uranium mills

states in part:

" Tailings piles are subject to erosion by
wind as the solid material dries. Airborne
radioactive material from these tailings is
extremely variable and representative samples
obtained from monitoring programs are difficult
to evaluate with respect to estimating potential
dose equivalence on a yearly average basis for
the lifetime of the facility. Furthermore,
sufficient data on airborne radioactive material

. lb8
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from tailings to estimate potential
doses from all exposure pathways does
not exist. The source term characteri-
zation presented in the ORNL studies and
cited by EPA are based primarily,. . .

on calculations which require the selection
of parametric values, for which data are
not available, and represent judgment
which has not been verified by measurements.
The estimated source terms and calculated
potential doses do not contribute the
needed data base required to select the
values in the proposed standard or to
judge the feasibility of complying with
the proposed standard.

NRC staff is not aware of any method. . .

which has been demonstrated to provide
stabilization of active tailings piles
sufficient to assure compliance with the
proposed standard. Further, we are not
aware of any cost effectiveness evaluation
provided by EPA for stabilization of mill
tailings." {NRC Analysis, pages 33-34,
emphasis in original].

The NRC Analysis also discusses the health effects of the

EPA standards:

"The data available today do not rule out
a zero risk from low doses delivered at
low dose rates. Thus, we believe that
when integral population doses are
calculated from low doses at very low
dose rates and related to calculated health
effects, a factually correct statement would
be that the number of health effects is
likely to be within the range from zero
to N , where N is the value calculated using
the linear theory. Since cost effectiveness
is judged by EPA in considering the cost
of averting potential health effects, it
is important to realize that if the health
effects are indeed zero, any cost realized
to reduce the value is not justified from
a health viewpoint." [NRC Analysis, page 39,
emphases in original].

1545 175
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With regard to economic considerations, the NRC

states:

" EPA does not explain how dose limits
for individuals were justified by
' weighing cost-effectiveness and. . .

cost of control relative to the total
capital cost If the values'

. . .

selected for the annual dose limits for
individuals are justified only on the
basis of the cost of controls relative
to the capital cost of the facility,
the procedure would not preclude arbitrary
decisions to require controls which are
not cost-effective." [NRC Analysis, page
41, emphasis in original].

In view of the tremendous shortcomings of 40 C.F.R.

190, the NRC should exercise considerable care and discretion

in developing its program to implement the EPA regulations.

Since the regulations, according to the NRC testimony, are

unfounded and unnecessary, the Commission should carefully

consider how best to reasonably implement and enforce the

requirements.

The AMC urges the Commission to exercise its discretion

to interpret, in a reasonable and meaningful way, the EPA

regulations so that individual mill and mill site characteristics,

will be the paramount consideration in licensing and compliance

determinations. Because of the deficiencies of the EPA regulations,

the burden is now on NRC to implement the regulations so as to

protect public health while assuring necessary uranium production

for current and future energy needs and for the common defense

and security of the United States.

.160
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Director
Criteria and Standards Division (AW 560) |

l'#Office of Radiation Program |Environmental Protection Agency
x

Washington, D. C. 20460 .

Dear Sir: Subject: Standards for Environmental Radiation
"

Protection for Nuclear Power Operations,
40 CFR Part 190, Proposed Federal Recister
May 29,1975 .

In response to the invitation in Register May the

American Mining Congress hereby submits the Iuliowing commem3E proposed
environmental standards for the nuclear fuel cycle, 40 CFR Part 190. The American'

Mining Congress is a national trade association of the mining companies that produce
most of the nation's metals and industrial, agricultural and other minerals, including
the uranium mining and milling firms responsible for most of the uranium oxide
production in the United States.

The American Mining Congress objects to the proposed regulations, r

particularly as to their application to the uranium milling industry. These objections
"

are based on the analysis of EPA's proposed standards and the referenced documents
cited in support of this proposal, prepared by Dr. Robley D. Evans for the Americ'an
Mining Congress. A copy of Dr. Evans' letter of July 18, 1975 is enclosed and is
included as a part of the AMC statement.

We will appreciate a careful review of these comments.

Sincerely,

/

I.

. . Allen Overton, Jr.
President
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July 18, 1975

Mr . J. Allen Overton , Jr., President
American Mining Congress
1100 Ring Building . distributed as another

membership service by the
Washington, D. C. 20036 ^* '"'#" ""'"' C "8'"5

Subject: EPA's proposed new 40CFR190 '

Dear Mr. Overton:

This is to confirm and summarize my previous reports to Mr.
Johnson particularly with respect to the impact of the proposed
rule 40CFR190 on uranium milla.

Reference will be made to the EPA's discussion of the pro-
posed rule as published in the Federal Register for May 29, 1975,
pp. 23420-23425 (hereaf ter called "FR") , to EPA's " Draft Environ-
mental Statement: Environmental Radiation Protection Require-
ments for Normal Operations of Activities in the Uranium Fuel
cycle" (hereafter "ES") dated May 1975, to their " Environmental
Analysis of the Uranium Fuel Cycle, Part I - Fuel Supply", EPA-
520/9-73-003-B, dated October 1973 (hereaf ter "EA") , and to the
BEIR Committee's report dated November 1972, (hereaf ter "BEIR")
referred to on FR page 23420, column 2, and used by EPA as the
primary basis of their estimates of health effects.

The application of the present proposed rule 40CFR190 to
uranium milling is discussed mainly in the middle paragraph of PR
p. 23422, column 1. The EPA notes that the impact on populations
due to off-site effluents from uranium milling should generally
be small because of their "predominantly remote locations and lackof widespread dispersion." . The governing rule for uranium mills
would be only that part of para. 190.10 (a) , FR p. 23424, which
specifies a maximum annual dose equivalent of 25 millirems to any
organ of any member of the general public, because milling opera-
tions do not contribute significantly to whole-body y-ray exposures
off-site, and they do not generate any radioactive isotopes of
iodine which could contribute to a thyroid dose.

'Iwenty-five millirems per year is a very small dose rate,
scarcely measurable with present field or plant instrumentation .

is less than cosmic radiation at sea level in the United States,It

and corresponds roughly to the increase in cosmic radiation which

1545 178 w.
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takes place between sea level and 6000 ft. elevat ion . It is less
than the normal gamma-ray background in anybody's back yard. It

is comparable with the gonadal irradiation by the potassium-40 ,

found in all normal human muscle tissue.

There appear to be major inconsistencies between EA, ES, and
40CPR190, with respect to releases from mills, which should be
clarified by EPA before adoption of 40CPR190, especially if EA
is ever to be referred to by NRC for guidance in evaluating com-
pliance with 40CFR190.

The major unresolved problem with respect to mill effluents
is as follows. Paragraph 190.10 (a) of 40CFR190 reads in part ,
"The annual dose equivalent shall not exceed .. 25 millirems to
any other organ of any member of the public By "any member"

... .

of,the public" I would understand, under the definitions in 40CFR190,
Subpart A , paragraph 190.02 (c) and (d), any "of f-site" location.
To me, this means that the 25 mrem /yr applies at the plant boun-
dary, i.e., it 's a " fence post value" . This would be in accord
with EPA 's remarks about protection of individuals who live near
a site boundary (FR p.23421, column 2) , rather than averaging over
a population area.

Dosimetrically the organ which is primarily at risk from air-
borne mill effluents is the lung. The skeletal and whole-body
doses f rom water effluents are judged to be negligible compared
with the lung dose wherever reasonable care is taken of waste water
(e .g . , EA , pp. 36-37). Regarding mills, the paragraph on mills
in FR p. 23422 observes that the impact on populations due to off-
site effluents should be small. The bmplication is clear that EPA
expects that mills would have an easy time complying with 40CFR190.

Turning to the ES document of May 1975, this reassurance re-
garding mills such as Humeca, Highland, and Shirley Basin is found
in Table 6 on page 54 and in the middle paragraph on page 57, where

in the general environment ... relatively small doses"""
......

are projected to the lung and bone at mills Note that Table"
... .

6 gives comfortably small dose-equivalent values, (misnamed " expos-
ure") , but does not say where they apply. Possibly, from the
text on page 57 they apply "in the general environment" (not quan-
titatively defined) rather than at the fence post. }Cj

The October 1973 EA document carries none of these assurances. hk
This earlier EPA analysis considers a hypothetical "model mill"
(p. 24) which annually processes 600,000 metric tons (MT) of ore
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and produces 1,140 MT of yellowcake, therefore containing 1000 MT
of uranium element. The presumed airborne releases of U, Ra-226,
and Th-230 from this mill are tabulated on p. 27. These seem to
me to be incredibly small. For example , take the 0.1 Ci/yr release
of uranium. Because of EPA's definition of a Ci of U (FJ\ p. A-1)
1 MT of U is about 0.67 Ci. Thus the airborne annual release of U
postulated is 0.15 MT, which is only 0.015% of the annual output
of U. Aside from a small percentage of U lef t in the tailings or
process water, this is a recovery of greater than 99.99%. The
EPA describes dust control measures on EA pp. 40-41 and develops
" ... an effective system control of about 99%.". That's not 99.98%.
The EPA's waterborne effluent control measures are described on
pp. 44-50, and are also rated as giv'ing less than* 0.1 Ci U (p. 34)
or 0.019% release from the site.

From these tiny airborne releases, EA then introduces a long
series of ad hoc assumptions regarding lung dosimetry, which lead *

to a dose-equivalent of 450 mrem /yr to the lung at the plant boun-
dary (EA p. 36 and p. A-20) . On page 72 they call this the done
to " individuals that might live within 1 km of the plant" . That's
not "less than 25 mrem /yr". This lung dose from their "model
mill" would seem to be in severe violation of the proposed 40CFR190.
The skeletal dose attributed to drinking 2 liters per day of their
postulated water released at the plant boundary is 13 mrem /yr (p. 37).

I suggest that EPA should clarify the apparent conflict be-
tween their 40CFR190 25 mrem /yr to any organ of any member of the
public, and their estimated lung dose of 450 mrem /yr at the plant
boundary of the "model mill" . Both of these postulates cannot be
simultaneously correct.

It may be noted that in several places the BEIR report points
out that its use of a linear nonthreshoMmodel at all dose-rates
and all dose ranges is not based on radiobiological findings but
rather is used as the only mathematically " workable approach to
numerical estimation of risk in a population" (e .g. , BEIR pp. 88,
89). The linear extrapolation from the dosage domain in which
radiobiological effects are actually observed down to the dosage
domain of radiation protection standards is often by a factor of
more than a million. The extrapolated incidence of radiobiological
effects at the level of the prudent radiation protection standerda
have been viewed as upper limits, since the introduction of the
linear nonthreshold model for mathematical convenience in assessing
dose commitments from atmospheric weapon tests by the United Nations
Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) in
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195H. The BEIR report's extrapolated value for this maxi um
absolute risk of lung cancer from a-particle irradiation of the
bronchial epithelium is (BEIR, p. 150) 1 case /yr per million
person-rems. Thus this risk to one individual receiving continuously
a fence-post lung dose of 450 mrem /yr for 20 years is 1 in 100,000,
a value which is many orders of magnitude below the natural inci-
dence. The EPA's Environmental Analysis translates this lung
cancer risk into a " health conversion factor" of 50 events /million
. pers on-rems (EA, Table 11, p. A-18) "over a period of years" (Li,
p. A-19) without stating how many years. Overall, the EPA estimates
the cost to industry of its proposed rule 40CFR190 "to be less than
$100,000 per potential case of cancer, leukemia, or serious genetic
ef fect averted", or "less than $7 5 per person-rem". This translates
into 75/100,000 = 750 cases per million. person-rem, which would
be viewed by many radiobiologists as a very high estimate of the
actual potential risk per rem.

Radon and radon daughter effluents are explicitly exempt from
40CFR190 at present (FR p. 23423, col. 1, and p. 23424, para.
190.10 (a) ) . However "The Agency . . . has underway an independent
assessment of man-made sources of radon emissions and their manage-
ment" (FR p. 23423, col. 1) . The " Environmental Analysis "

... ,

EA, written about 2 years ago devotes much space to the uranium
mill tailings problem. Their treatments in EA of radon flux, migra-
tion, daughter product disequilibria, and dosimetry contain many
serious scientific errors. Major qualitative and quantitative re-
visions will be required for any realistic evaluation of any process
involving radon release, such as the uranium mill tailings piles.

One pretty obvious " suggestion" to EPA, which may apply to some
companies which are members of the AMC, is to clarify whether the
proposed rules 40CFR190 apply only to the uranium fuel cycle (as
stated in Subpart B, para. 190.10, p. 23424) or to any nuclear fuel
cycle (as stated in Subpart A, para. 190.01).

With best wishes .

Cordially yours,

_

.

, *

RDE: mms Robley D. Evans

\545 \8\
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fM M Telephone: 202/3314900
* - TWX 710 822 0126

Est.tAshed 1841
...

..

September 15,'1975
.

Director

Criteria and Standards Division (AW 560)
Offico of Radiation Program
Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460 ,

Dear Sir: Subject: Standards for Environmental Radiation
Protection for Nuclear Power Operations,
40 CFR.Part 190, Proposed Federal Register
May 29,1975

By letter of July 28, 1975, the American Mining Congress submitted its
comments on the proposed environmental standards for the nuclear fuel cycle,
40 CFR Part 190, published in the Federal Register May 29, 1975. The comments
and objections were based on an analysis of the proposed standards prepared by
Dr. Robley D. Evans.

The notice in the Federal Register August 15 extending the time for
comment to September 15, 1975 has provided Dr. Evans with the opportunity to
prepare additional comments on the proposed standards based on further studies

The American Mining Congress hereby transmits a copy ofof the subject matter.
Dr. Evans' letter of September 10, 1975 as further objections by the AMC to the
proposed regulations.

Your careful review of this material will be appreciated.

Si cerely,

A
. Allen Overton, Jr.

President
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September 10, 1975

. dsstributed as another
Mr. J. Allen Overton, Jr., Pres ident membership service by the

American Mining Congress American Mining congress

1100 Ring Building
Wash ing ton , D. C. 20036

Subject: Additional comments on EPA 's proposed new 40CFR190

Dear Mr. Overton:

The EPA having provided an extension of time (F.R. 40,,
34417) for comments on 40CFR190, I would like to make the follow-
ing supplement to the comments in my letter to you dated July
18, 1975.

In the third paragraph of that letter I assumed with EPA
that "... milling operations do not contribute significantly to
whole-body y-ray exposures of f-site . . ." . However, one should
consider the fact that near some older operating mills and in-
active mills windblown particulates from the mills and especially
from their associated tailings piles will have created local
areas of higher than normal y-ray background.

The possible impact of windblown particulates on the 25
mrem /yr provision in 40CFR190 has come to mind because I have
had the opportunity this week to study portions of ORNL-TM-4903,
Vol.1, " Correlation of Radioactive Waste Treatment Costs and the
Environmental Impact of Waste Effluents. . ." by M. B. Sears et al.,
also to cxamine some 7-ray survey data by the Colorado Department
of Health, and to recall some of my own experiences while doing
y-ray surveys around homes in Grand Junction with the C.D.H.
several years ago. A good many homeowners were convinced that a
rich admixture of tailings sand in their gardens did wonders,
especially for the roses, and T-ray levels of 0.1 mR/hr or above
were not uncommon for gardens.

The ORNL document states (on page 189) that "Both EPA and
AEC-Regulatory have taken soil samples in the vicinity of tailings
piles. No detectable increase has been noted in the off-site
activity except where there has been visible migration of sand
dunes.". However, scintillometer Y-ray surveys by C.D.H. personnel
do tend to show far-from-pile y-ray values such as 0.015 to 0.020

1545 183
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mR/hr but y-ray values more in the domain of 0.02 to 0.03 mR/hr
at distances of a few blocks from the tailings. These small dif-
ferences are of no radiobiological consequence. However, the 25

mrem /yr provision of 40CFR190 corresponds to an average exposure
rate of less than 0.003 mR/hr. Hence an elevation from 0.02 to
0.03 mR/hr carresponds to more than 3 times the 25 arem/yr of
40CFR190 for planned releases.

Table 9.27 (on page 250) of the ORNL document gives some y-ray
exposure levels on the tailings pile and at an unstated but remote
distance f rom the tailings for 4 well-known tailings piles, but
unf ortunately gives no y-ray levels at distances such as 1/4 or
1/2 mile .

The entire matter of present Y-ray levels merits detailed
study before any regulation at such low dif ferential levels as
0.003 mR/hr is enacted. Indeed it may be permanently hopeless
to identify locations near mills and tailings piles where new
depositions of windblown particulates elevate preexisting local
levels by 0.003 mR/hr.

Further, because a 20-year life is inherent in the planning
of new mills , the future annual windblown particulate deposition
of fixed activity (not removed by rain, etc.) could only corres-
pond to 1/20th of 0.003 mR/hr or 0.00015 mR/hr per year, which
simply cannot be measured reliably against a cosmic ray level of
0.006 mR/hr and an inhomogeneous local Y-ray level of the order
of 0.01 to 0.02 mR/hr. Such a regulation would be unenforceable.

It may be timely to recall how small the proposed 25 mrem /yr
is, as was mentioned briefly in the 4th paragraph of my letter of
July 18, 1975. It is well known that no radiobiological ef fects
have been observed in the populations of Guarapari, Brazil, and
of the Kerala Coast of southwest India, who have l'ived for many
generations on monazite sand, where the annual y-ray exposure of

individuals exceeds 2000 ma/yr, or an average continuoussome
level of aliout 0.23 mR/hr . On the Kerala Coast the epidemiological

ntudy involved a population of 13,000 households, involving 70,000
persons, and included over 13,700 pregnancies in over 2400 married
couples. More than 10.000 personal TLD dosimeters were worn and
shoaed that some 25% of the households experienced annual expos-
urea exceedi.ng 500 ma, 8.8% exceeded 1000 mR, and 1.1% exceeded
2000 mR. No epidemiological difference could be found between
the residents of the Kerala coast and those of Bombay where the
total annual background radiation is about 100 mR. .]Gg
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INTRODUCTION

a

I appreciate this opportunity to supplement my earlierCP!MENTF FOR THE FPA HEARIPUS ON MARCH 8-10, 1976
written comments on the Environmental Protect ion Agency's

CONCERNING THE proposed standards 40CFR190, relating to the uranium fuel cycle,
ss submitted to the EPA by the American Minino Cengress in JulyEPA

PROPOCED EN'FIPONMEN*AL RADIATION STA NDA PDS and .Ceotember of 1975.i

Issuance by t'.e EPA in January 1976 of Sunplements A through40CFR190

H is the occasion for these supplementary comments in the present
hearings. I shall restrict my comments to three areas: first,

memIEhI,Y,v$.Ty$' matters discussed in the EPA's Supplement A concerning dosimetry
and verification of compliance with respect to windblown tailings

.

'*"'"""**8C"'""
from active mill sites

[h second, netters discussed in the EPA's
Supplement B concerning dose-vs.-ef fect assumptions, especially45*

with respect to low-level gamma-ray and alpha-ray irradiationsll' BY ROBIEY D. E VA NS , Ph. D.

third, matters discussed in the EPA's Supplement H concerning--*

ON B E HA LF OF THECD releases f rom the mycalled "model mill" . lung dostmetry, andLJ7
A'4FP ICA V 'dINIMG CONGRESS '

'
'

I would like to take thic opportunity to express my recogni-
) tien of and appreciation for the evidently very large amount of

-

ef fort which the EPA per-sonnel have already devoted to various
details of the environmental analyses of the multifaceted uranium
fuel cycle. Many disciplines and subspecialties of science and
engineering have to be invoked and coordinated. Much work remains
to be done.

MARCH 1976

. . -
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EUPPLEMENT A. WINDBLOWN TAILINGS PROM ACTIVE MILL SITES Lf7
Las Vegas Facility Technical Note ORP/LV-75-5 titled " Gamma --

Radiation Surveys at Inactive Uranium Mill Sites", dated AugustIn my commentary of September 10, 1975 concerning windblown
1975. Unfortunately this 83-page report seems to contain no

- tailings I oointed out that there are elevated gamma-ray levels
original field-measurement results, e.g. raw data in mR/hr. Th.around operating as well as inactive mills and tailings oiles*

"

findings seem to be reported only in a specialized unit calledcreated bv windblown particulates, and exceeding 0.003 mR/hr
" uncorrected differential gamma reading - uR/h". be tng the dif f e:(2 5 mrem /yr) , but not generally exceeding the Surgeon General's
ence between scintillometer readings with and without a sliding"no remedial act ion level" (10CFR12, PR -- 25910, 12 /6 /72) of37
lead shield of unstated geometry, thickness. and attenuation0.05 mp/hr above background. Some of these areas result from
factor. If the raw data from this extensive field study areeave-drip or from trapping of windblown tailings by weeds and
still available it would be useful to compile and distributegrasses. These elevated gamma-ray levels are of no radiobiological

signtfteance, and it is neither f easible nor radiobiologically them in a scientifically meaningful form.

necessary to decontaminate these areas. S pplement A, on pages 7 and 8, presents the results of

An annual fixed deposition of airborne dust which would not dosimetric calculations of lung dose one ktloneter downwind

exceed 25 mrem /hr of gamma-ray dose in its 20th year would have f rom a " typical pile" as a result of one millicurie/yr of airborne
to be at a rate of only 0.00015 mR/hr pe r yea r , and could not be insoluble 0-10 a particles , and of the gamma-ray ex posure if an

k monttored or enforced. Supplement A responds af firmatively (p. 7) additional one millicurie/yr of 10-80 a particles were "depositet
agreetng that *... verification on an annual, incremental basis in a ring one-half to one kilometer from the pile". The results...

would be unreasonable, since one mrem /yr is small compared to * * *" '
'

uncertainties in natural gamma-ray background levels." . ' ~
'

The basis for the choice of 25 mrem /yr in 40CFR190 is not ~

evident. I suggest that it is an unnecessarily small and restrie- the inout assumptions are at least partially stated. It is state

that one millieurie/yr of 10-60 a particles *depos ited in a ringtive level, being so small that it cannot be measured in comparison
with local variations and seasonal variations and uncertainties one-half to one kilometer f rom the pile" vields a " surface con-

2*
'

taminat ion level of about 3 n Ci/m . .in the natural gamma-ray background levels. I propose instead Howeve r if a uniform

deposit of one millicurie over a circle of 1000 m adias ts meant,the Surgeon General's "no remedial action level" of 0.05 mR/hr
then the surface contamination increment would be about 0.3 nano-esoectally for gamna-radiation f rom windblown tailings.

2curies /m - yr, or a full order of magnitude less than stated.The environs of 21 inactive uranium mill sites were the sub-
No combLnation of untform deposit over a circle of radius betweenJect of extensive gamma-ray measurements reported in the EPA 's
0.5 and 1 km or of a doughnut-shaped area can lead to the stated

L
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330.000 mci of Ra per year, substantially all of which appears
value. :n which even the dimensions are incorrect because "per in the tailings pile. A postulated release to the air pathway

year * nas been emitted. of only 1 mci of Ra per year presumes an airborne loss of only
centinuing. I have calculated the gamma-ray exposure rate 1 part in 330,000 or about 3 oarts per million of processed ta

at the sual I weter height above a uniformly contaninated, smooth, , Experienced environmental control and safety engineersings.

c.ortzental plane surface from first principles, for the stated a - es do not concur that a loss of

surf ace contamination level of 3 nanocurtes/ square meter. The only 3 parts per million is either practical or reasonable.
)result :s not "about 10 grem/yr* as stated on page 8 of Supplement Further, Table 9.0-1 on page 32 of Supplement H appears t

A.' cut is about 300 R/yr, or one and a half crders of ma?nitude postulate ten times this airborne ef fluent f rom tailings beact
higher. This calculation from first principles agrees, incidentally,by comparison of lines 5 and 6, where the daf ference between
with a '*alue which can be read (with appropriate conversion of " controls" A2 + B3 and A2 + B3 + C2 (where C2 for tatlings boa

.

units) f rom Fig. A-2 on page 81 of EPA's document ORP/LV-75-5 is defined in Table 6.1-1 on page 26) is 25 - 15 - 10 mCt/yr.

f.scus sed earlier. This internal inconsistency of an order of magnitude between

re ooint of this detailed comment is that in t he one instance Supplements A and H remains unresolved.
where suf ficiently explicit information is given concerning the In any case. it needs to be recognized that each mill and

assumptions and source terms to permit " cross examination tailings pile may present a special case, with optimum engines,

input

of the data" the dosimetric statements are found to be grossly procedures being dependent on local topography, weather condit
snaccurate. Insuf f icient data are given to permit examination and other parameters. Use of the Highland Mill as a universal
? ! r.e lung doses which are stated to result from ETA r.edels and "model mill" applicable to all locations and conditiens is un.

but it seems cubious to accept them at face value
) calc .attons.

realistic. Mills and tailings piles must be considered on a

w..en Order-of-magnitude errors are found in relatively simple case-by-case basis.

des tre:r te calculations which can be checked.
-

(ya Appendix _ A, page 8, states that:
SUPPLEMENr B. DOSE-v_S.-tFFFCT ASSUMMIONS FOR LCM-LFvrLD "It does not appear at this time to be practical to

lll measure the annual release of radionuclides f rom opera- GAMMA-RAY AND ALPHA-RAY IRRADIATION
tional tailings piles to the air pathway. However, tt

~~~ ~~- ~-~

unpractical and reasonable to reduce these releases to The EPA policy statement on the " Relation Between Radiat:
C33 very small values (< 1 mei/yri by application of control

Dose and E f f ect* , dated March 3, 1975 states:''d measures . . . " .

This statement appears inconsistent with the "model nill" pa ra me t e r s
which are discussed in Supplemsit H.

The "model mill * processes 400,000 metric tons of 0.167% U

ore per year (Supple me nt H. page 5) , and therefore processes
. , _ . _ _ . . _ _ _

_
____._;

_ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _
-- r= r w a_;.g g , en ~ . ,,. m. m . , m .gy,-__ ,

..
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"5'hile the ut ilization of a linear, nonthreshold rela-tion is useful as a generally applicable policy for The dose-vs.-response relationship for radium-226assessment of radiation effects, in humans y
is clearly not a linear relationship, and the quantitative aspectis also EPA's policy in specific situations (emphasis added) gthe best to utilizee

available $etailed scientific knowledge of the health ef fects!
in humans are not well represented by theestimating health irpet when such information in,

is avail- many importantable fg specific types o,f radiation. studies which have been conducted using experi- Cconditions of mental animals, where species differences are profound. 4ons s e y r y o ased he
The

linearity and a nonthreshold dose. man pumiss h % Men M 0.1 merocums M Mau-massumptions ot g
* -

established from this work in 1941 has
...

In the basic reference document by Dr. Mildred e s tood t he t es t of t ime .
It has also served as the referenceSears. et41. (ORNL-TM-4903-Vol.

1. May 1975) it is concluded that the radia- which radiation protection standards
.

standard or base line from
tion dose from resuspended airborne tailings durin for Flutonium, radiostronttui

g operation of

a mill is ten times higher in bone than in other organs and other bone-seeking internal emitters have been evaluated by
(p. 68) .

These doses are calculated by methods described in Appendi combining the radium base line with radionuclide toxicity ratios
xB measured in experimental animila ,(p. 83) , but as of March 5,

1976 McKay had lef t ORNL and this especially beagles.
reference It seems remarkable that this(L. R. McKay, Ed., ORNL-4992, "A Methodology for Cal.

data on the health effects of radium-226 in humans, which now
large body of experimental

culating Radiation Doses from Radioactivity Released to the
involves studies of more than 1700 persons, many with burdEnvironment", 1975) had not

yet been printed, according to the extending beyond 50 years en times
library manager at ORNL. (center for Human Radiobiology annualThis reference is essential to any progress report to June 1975. ANL-7 5-60 Part II, p. 152 et seq.)quantitative review of the dostmetric calculations, and hence of has not
the estimates of health effects regardless of what been visibly considered by EPA in estimating health

The nonavailability of ORNL-4992 precludes cross
ef fects of radium-226 from mills or tailings piles.dose-vs.-responsemodel is used.

BecauseSupplement B, p. 1. states that:
e xa'nination of most of the quantitative statements regarding

"No specific data were presented by commentators todosin'etry or health ef fects
in the EPA Environmental Analyses indicate that any non-linear dose response'model is(1973). the Draft Environmental applicable to exposures from the uranium fuel cycle *,Statement (1975), and Supplement it seemsH (1976). required to summarize some of the relevant findings fromThere is a

large body of detailed scientific knowledge con- the extensive studies of radium in man.
cerning the health effects of internally deposited radium-226
humans. in

Harrison Martland and others began such studies
in thelate 1920's and the subject

has been under vigorous study in my
laboratory and elsewhere for more than 40 years.
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Dose vs. Response for Radium-226 in Humans.
- -- .

Radium is chemically similar to calcium, and hence following

ingestion, inhalation, or injection the retained fraction is found

predominantly in skeletal tissues. The health effects are related

to the consequent alpha irradiation of skeletal tissues and the 70
e ia i s ,ig i , s i sing i i i i ving i i ii ng , ,,,,,g. .

periosteal and endosteal cells on tne surf aces of bone. At high ,

doses osteomyelitis and spontaneous f ractures reay be seen, but E 60 -
_

e
the occurrence of two major categories of malignancy, sarcomas of .?

u

bone and carcinomas of the mastoids or the paranasal sinuses, are .E 50 -
-

*
of major i.mportance as health effects.

40 - _Figure 1 shows the cumulative incidence or " occurrence" of g

radiogenic tumors in the "epidemiologically suttable" cases of E ,,

8 30 - #'

persons whose burden-time and residual body burdens of radium-226 [' ~

,
"

and -228 place them in one of nine dosage cohorts. The dosage 8 hL j
'* 20 s=

cohorts vary by factors of 2 to 3 (e .g . , 1000 to 2500 rado, 2500 I
-

5 i
to 5000 rads, etc.) where the skeletal dosage is expressed as the g 10-

|"
-

w

cumulative-rad dose (CR) averaged over all skeletal tissues. g, -

e iistut igiieigd 3 , ,h ,1 ,,,,,,gFigure 1 represents more than 600 human cases studied at the g i , , , , , , , , , ,

~ 1 I 10 0 1000 10,000 100,000
passachusetts Institute of Technology between Feotember 1934 and CR, ovg. rods
May 1969. It has been fully described in the literature, for

example in the October 1970 Symposium at the University of Utah Figure 1. The ob' served radiogenic tumor cumulative incidence
from which it was published as Chapter VII.1, pp. 431-468, of the or occurrence in epidemiologically suitable unselected cases4

J1 Radiobsology - Plutonium, B.J. Stover and W. S. S. Jee, editors'of of humanswith internal burdens of radium-226 and 228. CR is
J.W. Press. De pt . of Anatomy, Univ. of Utah (1972), under the the cumulative rad dose averaged over all skeletal tissues.-

DO title " Radiogenic Effects in Man of Long-Term Skeletal Alpha- From Evans, PCeane, and Shanahan (1972).
Irradtation" by R. D. Evans, A. T. Keane, and M. M. Shanahan.

|"yWmq"TCMMT*7 m, ; g n - wm'y x _c P n.qy y g e 3,- - p ,.. , c n. e g g.,,.s,, m. w , -

maugmp,, . auw gg__ _g; g . ,.e , +. ,, ; yy., .v ; ,w -awe - .a .,
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In Figure 1 no radiogenic tumors were observed in some 500 Probability that the actual observation of zero tumors C7'.

is merely "-

persons whose cumulative skeletal doses were less than 1000 rada.
a statsstical fluctuation from thts linear nonthreshold model asAt

higher doses the occurrence of radiogenic tumors was essentially 1 in 5 million repetitions of the study. =ct
g-

independent of dose from about 1000 to 50,000 rads, and as indi- clearly, this linear nonthreshold model LI~
ta strongly re jected*

cated by the shaded region in Fiqure 1 has a mean Securrence of ty these studies of human sub}ects.
,_

25 3 6%. At skeletal average doses below about 1000 rads, no
As noted earlier, the combination of these studies with thos

te ors were seen. and a nresumed sigmoidal transition region is
of Hasterlik.

ysn dotted, with a relatively high tumor orotability near the Finkel, Miller, et al. at ANL and ACRM, and hundreds

of new cases studied within the enlarged search program ofsnaulder in the ?00-to-1000-rad domain. and a finite orobability tne

Center for fiuman padiobiology since 1970 has already expandedin the 500-rad domain near the toe of the presumed sigmoidal
transition region. the studied population to more than 1700 persons. It is still

found that radiogenic tumors are not
The UNSCEAR-ICRP linear nonthreshold model was first intro- seen in the low dose domain.

This
cuced by UNSCEAR in 1958 as a means of obtaining maximum estimates increases the odds against this linear nonthreshold model by

many orders of magnitude . There is no excess occurrence of leukerof the health ef fects of world-wide radioactive fallout from
in the radium patients. The health effects of internal radiumatmospheric weapon testing. A brief history of the development burdens

of the linear nonthreshold model for large-population radiation in humans definitely do not follow the UNSCEAR-ICRP linear
nonthreshold model.

protection guides an the low-dose doma in is given on pp. 448-453
Several other linear nonthreshold models have been suggestedcf the chapter in the Radiobiology of Plutontum cited earlier. by individuals or groups. In ceneral these are models of lesser;.c UNSCEAR-ICRP

linear nonthresheld model was chosen for obtaining slope than the UNSCEAR-ICRP model, and all of them give values
prudent upper limits of risk in the low-dose domain on the basis higher than the observed occurrence at low doses (< 1000 rada) andrf nathematical simplicity and not on radiobiological data for

very high doses ( > 10,000 rads) , and substantially lower than tne
so-atic effects in the low-dose domain . It involves starting at

observed occurrence at intermediate doses (about 1000 to 10,000
tne dose domain in which the cart icular biological end point can rads) . These models have been reviewed and subjected to statistrebe clearly quantified and extrapolating linearly to zero dose at tests for goodness of fit with the observed data in the paper tye origin of coordinates.

R. D.
Evans, " Ra d ium in Ka n* , Health Pnystes L7, 4v7-510 (1974).This linear nonthreshold model would credict 14.6 radiogenic

With res pect to the BEIR committee's re por t and their linear
tunors where zero were observed telow 1000 rads for the cases nenthreshold model, some violenceshown in Figure 1. Application of the binomtal distribut ton to is done to the experimental da ta

through internal contradict ions,tne data represented in Figure 1 showed that the statistical omiss ions , and arbitrary assumpt te

-
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Tirst: the BEIR report discusses only bone sarcomas, and does

be due to chance is less than 1 in 1,000,000 repetitions.
not recognize the existence of the well-established occurrence of

carcinomas of the mastoids and paranasal sinuses. Second: it
" "

uses exclusively the 1970 and 1971 compilations by the Center for
especially in the low-dose domain contemplated in 40CFR190.

8uman Radiobiolooy (CHR) of cases stadied in all laboratories
Nny eXperimentalists have tried, without success, to find

without recognizing that more than half of the sarcoma cases in

be M.I.T. and ANL-ACRH series which are blended in the CHR cost- a smooth analytical function which would give an acceptably close
fit to the human dose-vs.-response relationship over the entire

ptlations are spptom-selected cases and are epidemiological 1y

unsuitable f or constructing dose-vs .-resgnnse relat ionships. range of dosage. A breakthrough of extreme importance in the

?nird: the BEkR report compresses the CRR dosage cohorts by theory of bone cancer inducticn by alpha-radiation has been made

lumping more than 500 human cases with dosages less' than 500 recently by J. R. Marshall and P. G. Groer. They recognized that

rads tato a single point plotted at zero rads on an arithmetic- the usual 2-dimensional doss-vs.-response curves are but cross

sections in a multidimensional system involving at least 3 dimen-scale graph, and lumps 80 cases with dosages f rom 5,000 to 44,000
sions: tumor rate, dose rate, and time. Marshall and Groer have

rads into a single point plotted at 12,000 rads.

rourth: the BEIR report notes that the resulting graph is
Presented their model (Center for Human Radiobiology. Annual
Progress Report to June 1975. ANL-75-60. Part II. pp. 1-38) in

"more consistent with a curvilinear relationship" and that "there
terms f a set of 4 dif ferential equations which describe a two-

appears to be a lower limit of dose at which no significant cancer
step " initiation" by two separate alpha particles. leading after

effects have yet been observed", and yet inconsistently proceeds
Promotion" by natural bone remodeling processes to malignancy,

to extrapolate and to propose for the low-dose domain an " absolute
with both initiation and promotion operating in competition with

iska on a linear nonthreshold model.
# 9 * * "'

By introducing arbitrary and dubious assumptions of a quality
* * "" "' " *** "

factor (QF) of 10 and a uniforts 40-year burder. time for all sub-
**U* * ** * ** " #* ""

jects the BEIR report elects to represent the regrouped data by
well as the data on humans. For humans, the observed plateau of

a linear nonthreshold model with a slope of 0.11 bone sarcomas
cumulative incidence vs. dose at average skeletal doses over 1000

per year oer 9illion person-rems. By remnving the assumptions of
rada emerges from this theory, and the cumulative incidence below

40 years, this slope would correspondCr = 10. and burden-tirne =

1000 rads varies approximately with the square of the dose, dis-t o a cumulat ive incidence or occurrence of 4.4 10 sarcomas per

person-rad. Application of the stat istical chi-square test for tinctly not in a linear fashion. Also the distribution of tumor

goodness of fit indicates that differences from this BEIR linear

_ _ _ . - - .
-
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appearance times with dose level, to be discussed in the following
%

pa r ag ra ph s , emerges from this same multidimensional model.

DPractical Threshold. V
Figure 2 shows the relationship observed between the tumor

%
appearance time and the skeletal average cumulative rads (CR) 100

h N .,k
- y . . - - - i - - i- 1*

for the 43 radiocenic tumor cases in radium and mesothorium g N N
-

-
-

catient s studied at M.I.T. between 1934 and May 1969. (Figure 2
N 4-4is f roen the same chapter as rioure 1 by Evans, Keane, and Shanahan @

' \ . p
in the Radiobiology of Plutonium.). The coding )f the symptoms ( N9,

- o %9E -

N (g [ 9 8for each case is shown on the inset to Figure 2. The 7 turaor s 2 g )
which developed between 1959 and 1969 are encircled. I \

10 -
kg |.

At ;Tne trend of an increasing elapsed number of years between s : \ 2
-

* - N A Nexposure and tumor appearance with decreasing dose is indicated 3
-

Living Dead \ -

*

* *by the two dotted lines, one through the middle of the distribu-
,:* spontoneous f racture 6 e'

\
h

ne symptoms" o e
tion and one representing the lower envelope of the distribution. s * ,

e.,,,my,gi,;,ge,,,) _y ,. *

f - corchrno (e s ond 6 ( ,

Besides the 43 cases shown in Figure 2, 38 additional cases have m , g)
now been studied and are included in the Center for Human Radio. sorcono Q g*

biology population (loc . cit .) for a present total of 81 radiogente j -

' ' ' ''' ' '

turnor cases . All of these additional cases lie above and to the CR,cug. rods
right of the lower envelope dotted line in Figure 2.

The implication of this empirical relationship for human Figure 2. Tumor appearance time vs. skeletal average rads
radiobiology is that there is some value of the dosage below which (CR) for 43 hu: nan cases studied at M.I.T. Thirty-eight
the tumor-appearance time exceeds the life-span. For example, additional cases studied at other laboratories all lie
the lower envelope dotted line in Figure 2 suggests that for a a ea er er ewe ne.

Fr m Evans, Keane, and Shanahan (1972).skeletal average dose of about 260 rads the tumor apoearance time
would exceed 100 vears.

Tnis leads to the identification of a so-called oractical
j

threshold of irradiation where the tumor-appearance time exceeds
|
!the 1tfe-span remaining af ter irradiation and hence radiation-

I

|
i

|
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induced tumors appear with negligible f requency. This " practical threshold phenomena in man include radiation cataract in the case
threshold" must not be confused with the corrunon concept of " threshold of both low-LET and high-12T radiations (ICRP Publication 14,
or more precisely of an " absolute threshold *, which connotes a

" Radiosensitivity and Spatial Distribution of Dose", p. 47 (1969)).
complete tmnunity even if the recipient could live to be a 1000

years old. The " practical threshold" concept connotes only a
-f or Alpha Irradiation,Dose-Rate Effects

tumor-appearance time which is so long that life ends for other
human radium case, and by the coding on the data points shows

reasons before sufficient time has elapsed for the tumor to develop
I the health status of several hundred exposed persons as a function
and appear as a clinical entity.

of years sir.ce first exposure and their accumulated radiation
The increaae of tumor appearance time or " latency" with

dosage. The 198 cases indicated below about 100 CR and 2500 CRY
decreasing dose has been shown by Jones and Grendon (" Environmental

are all symptorn-free and are not plotted in order to minimize
Factors in the Origin of Cancer and Estimation of the poscible

clutter. (These figures are from the chapter on "Radiegenic
nzard to Man", Food and Cosmetics Toxicology 13, 251-268 (1975))

Tumors in the Radium and Mesothorium Cases Studied at M.I.T." by
to be a ceneral relationshio in chemical carcinogenesis as well

R. D. Evans. A. T. Feane, R. J. Kolenkow. W. R. Neal, and M. M.
as radtation carcinogenesis. Hence it is of basic importance in

Shanahan in the book Delayed Effects of_ Bone-seeking Radionuclides,
_

connection with all environmental pollutants. For many carcinogens g p g_ ,

the latency increases inversely approximately as the square root
In Figure 3 the dosage coordinate is skeletal average cumula-

or cute root of the dose. This implies that both chemical and
tive rads (CR), as in Figures 1 and 2. In Figuri 4 the dosage

radiation carcinogenesis involve multi-event initiating chenomena
coordinate is skeletal average cumulative rad years (CRY) . The

as well as tissue repair and recovery.

It should be pointed out also that thresholds are recognized
Y' *"* ""* *

f or other types of high-LET radiation in humans . Of special
" " " * * *

' *

relevance to uranium nining and milling would be the observation
were no cellular repair or tissue recovery from radiation thenthat excess lung cancer among uranium miners in the United States
each element of rad dose would confer a probability of malignancyhas been shown to occur only at exposure levels in excess of 120

" # " *" " ** * * *
working Level Months (v . E . Archer , J. K. Wagoner, and F. E. Lundtn,

* '"*" #* * E * * **" * *
Health Physics 2J, 351-371 (1973), and Lundin, wagoner, and Archer,

U* # "" * E' Y "
"padon Daughter Exposure and Respiratory Cancer Quantitative and

be less than the rad-year oroduct.
Tenocr al Aspects" , Joint Monograph No. 1, National Institute for

" * " " * *
Occupat ional sa f ety and Health, and National Institute of Environ-

* *
ental Health Sciences, pp. 8, 111 (1971)). Other recognized

_. y
.__.._ _ _ .
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Status of human cases with internal burdens of radiura. D ei ac rees one (2nogwe Ous
CR is the average cumulative rad dose to the skeletal tissues.
From Evans, Keane, Kolenkow, Jeal, and Shanahan (1969). Figure 4.

Status of the same human cases as in Figure 3 l-

plotted against dosage in skeletal average cumulative red-
years (CRY) . From Evans, Keane, Ko'enkow, Neal, and
Shanahan (1969).
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the pattern involves a general decrease of survival time (years Dose-Rate Effects fy Gamma a,nd Beta Irradiation,
since first exposure) with increasing CR. But note that in Figure

For low LET radiations, such as beta rays and the secondary4 where the dosage for the same patients is in CRY units , the
electrons which are the radiobiologically significant agents

distribution of severe injuries and early deaths (lower right-hand
produced by gamma rays, the specific new reference which is pre-

oort ion of the graph) lies in a cattern which has a positive slope.
sented in Supplement B as an argument against the long-accepted4Thus in a dosage domain such as that near CRY = 4 v 10 rad . years
ameliorating effect of dose protraction as an unpublished paper' he redian of the survival distribution appears to be double-t by J. Martan Brown, D. Phil . , on "Linearity versus Non-linearity

valued (either about 20 years or greates than 45 years). '4embe r s
of Dose Response for Radiat ion Carcinoger.es ts" presented at a Heal

of the lower and severely injured group experienced a high dose
Physics Society meeting in Buffalo on July 15, 1975. Dr. Prownrate for a small number of years. Members of the less affected kindly supplied me also with a copy of his text. He correctlyupper group achieved the same CRY dosage at a low dose rate for
emphasizes the existence of marked species dif ferences, and

a large nunter of years. This double-valued character of the

CRY-response dtstribution indicates that the dosage parameter CRY.

which assumes no recovery from alpha-radiation, overemphasizes " Clearly, mechanisms important to the induction of some
the influence of time, and that therefore for alpha-radiation For this reason great care must be exercised in ex-
f rom internally deposited radium in humans there is finite tissue trapolating even general principles of radiation car-

,

reccvery and a demonstrable dose-rate ef fect.

Yet he discusses animal and cell culture work at some length, asAf ter referring to NCRP Report No. 43, " Review of the Current

" State of Radiation Protection Phtlosopny (January 1975) . EPA's
Supplement B, on page 2 states that s

of radium in' man.o, .

"For high LET radiations, such as alpha-parttele irradia- Brow'n undertakes to comoare the risk per rad at low and at
tton due to ef fluents from the Uranium Fuel Cycle, NCRP-

g seems to accept the use of linear nonthreshold hypothesis" high dose of low-LET radiation for induction of thyroid carcinoma,
leukemia, and breast cancer. The human data he selects for theseW ts implication that "NCRP seems to . . ." arises presumably from
C mparisons are cuite incomplete, with respect to thyroid car-a loose and inapplicable reading of page 11 of NCRP Report No. 43

B rwn 's lw-dose datun is from the study by Modan et al. ofwhich refers only to cell systems, and distinctly not to entire

or:ans or the entire animal or oerson, as would be realized from ht1dren in Israel whose scalps were treated f or ring worm by
the text on page 12 of the report. The experimental evidence in X-rays. Nerner, et al.. Phys. Med. Biol.

1 47- 58 (1968)s Modan et al., Lancet l_, 277-279 (1974)).humans shows that there is tissue recovery and a diminution of

radiation ef fectiveness with reduction in dose rate even for high Professor Modan and I have discussed these observattons in corres-
pondence. An important confounding factor in these stadies is them radsations.

*?
- w - wx=w=w e - ~

_ _ ,, . = . ,: 7
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concomt: ant and very much more intense irradiation of the pituitary. Finally, even if the radiobiological ef fects of radiation
-

Also 2 of the 12 thyroid tumors found in the study population of LOwere the same at low dose as at high dose , Brown 's reasoning
about 11.000 children, selected from treatment records on 16,473 (mss. p. 18) that "then there should be no dif ference between Lf'

,

children, occurred at 1.5 and less than 1 year after arradiation
etsk estimates derived from high and low dose rates (emphasis addeof"

and may not be radtogenic. Subtracting the 2 cases found in the
is invalid. A well-known example which negates such reasoning is

control group leaves some 8 or at most 10 cases, for whicn the the mammalian radiation oenet ics of W. L. Pussell et al. (e .g . ,
poisson standard deviation in occurrence is well in excess of 30%, ORVL Piolnay Division Annual Report to June 30, 1975, o. 120,
with 95s confidence limits of more than 60%. The confounding et antet which continues to show that at constant dose rate,
influence of heavy pituitary irradiation and the statistical un- radiation mutat ions are roughly linear with dese, but that at
certainties are too large to justify use of these data as the low- constant dose the mutations decrease markedly with decreasing
dose pivot point in a linear dose-vs.-response hypothesis. dose rate. i.e., they are strongly dependent on dose rate.

***ith res oect to leukemia induction at low-dose, Brown invokes Thus the emphasis which EPA in Supplement B has put on Prown's
it-ited data of the BEIR report, neglecting the careful and paper cannot be supported when the input data and output reasoning

ne

definitive epidemiological study by Saenger, Thoma, and Tompkins are scrutinized. Radiobiological effects of low-LET radiations

(J . A . M A . 205, 855-862 (1968)) which showed that in 22,000 patients are dose-rate dependent .

t reated with radioactive iodine for hyperthyroidism, the whole The concensus of informed setentific Judgment on dose-rate
sody dose of 11 rade, blood dose of 15 rads, and bone marrow dose dependence is well represented by the bdoption for health-effect
af 7 to 13 rads does not increase the leukemia incidence. Also, estinates by NRC cf a " dose-effectiveness factor" (WAS H-1400,
in the only age-specif te study of leukemia in the Japanese A-bomb Appx. VI, p . G -6) which, at low-LET dose rates of less tnan 1

.

utvivors (Ishimaru,et al., Radiation Research 45, 216-233 (1971)) rem / day has the value 0.2. Thus a measured dose of 25 mrem /yr I I
he occurrence of leukemia among persons receiving less than 100 could be expected to have a health effect of only 25 x 0.2 =

-ads of gamma-radiation at Nagasaki shows no excess, and in fact 5 mrem /yr.
as only about one-half as great as in the control population. The ,

Many radiobiological phenomena in humans are known to be
itrosh tr.a population is not directly relevant because of the large dose-rate deoendent , and nonlineer with dose. The admonition
eutron component in the radiation from their bomb. Thus the actual so often repeated since 1958 that the usual linear nonthreshold

low-dose data on leukenia induction in humans does not support nodel represents an estimate of the upper limit of risk, by
rown's contention that leukemogensis is as great for low doses

UNSCTAR. TRC. ICRp. NC9D (e.n. Deport No. 43. o. 4) and PFIR
s it is at high doses above several hundred rada. (e . g . . o. 9A."the possibility of zero is not excluded by the data")

and the existence of relevant data on human exposures should not
be overlooked by EPA in its efforts to estimate health effects.

. _ .

- * . , _ b Mk -w
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SUPPLEMTNT H. RELEASES FROM THE MODEL MILL, future mill sites may be in non-erid areas of greater precipita-

LUNG DOSIMETRY, AND ESTIMATED HEALTH EFFECTS tion and runof f, making total solar evaporation energetically

impossible.

Fupplement H is a 35-page heavily revised version of The Highland Mill, whose pre-sperational environmental

Fection 2. pp. 21-74, on Uranium Milling in the EPA 's " Environ- statement seems to have been used as the basis for much of EA
mental Analys ts of the Uranium Fuel Cycle. Pnt I - Fuel Tupply. Section 2 and Supplement H cannot be used es a universal proto-
IFA-5 2 0 /?-7 3-003-B (oc t . 1973), hereafter catled "EA=. Pages type mill. Differences in local topography, climatic and

57-74 of EA dealt with radon release from tailings piles, con- limnological conditions, oopulation distributian, and other

ta nned many inaccurate and misleading statements and implications, parameters require that every mill be considered separately on

and happily is removed from further consideration at present by a case-by-case basis. For example, mills which serve underground

the exclusion of radon-222 and daughter products from the pro- mines have little available overburden for backfilling tailings

vas tens of the proposed 40CFR190. piles compared with sills which serve open-pit mines.

Supolement H, on page 11. cites the environmental statement
Zero Water Release from Mills.

for the Highland Mill as assumino a seepage concentrat ion of 350

Supplement H removes from consideration all radiation f rom PCi of Ra-226 per liter. This assumption is grossly discordant

11-effluent water pathways by categorically excluding routine with measured values at operating mills. Such concentrations

h uid discharges, with the justifteation (p. 15) that: may be found in the tailings sand but the subsurface seepage at

the base of the tailings dam ,has a measured radium concentration
"... it is newbelieved to be standard oractice to
collect and return any such seeoage to t.he tatlings of only about 10 oCi/1, due to the well-kncun properties of clay"

70 cond so that there are no routine liquid discharges and similar soils for intense adsorption of radium. This is
@ of radionuclides to water pathways from mills."

another example of the unsuitabiltty of the Highland Mill environ-

Experienced environmental centrol and safety engineers in major mental statement as a prototype for actual field conditions,

uranium-producing companies do not concur. Rather, the concensus If or when the radioactivity of water releases is considered

h is that zero water release is not technically possible using the by any regulatory agency, the EPA assumption that humans drink
best ava tlable practical technology, even in areas of flat topo- 2 liters of stream or tap water per day (FR, 4_0 , 34324) should

- graphy and arid cismate.
be replaced by the much smaller and :nore realtstte values given

Even if the consumptive use of water by solar evaporation of
in ICRP Publication No. 23 on Reference Man whtch indicate that

tatlings conds could be shown to have a f avorable cost-ef f ectiveness
n the USA tap water accounts for only about I M of the total

in a particular arid area, there are other arid areas where local

topography prohibits the use of solar evaporation. Also, some

-
...
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datly fluid intake. Also the extensive analytical studies of the Meteorological Dispersion Factor. tr~
~~~

radtum content of midwestern municipal water supolies in the late Some semiquantitative comments can be made on the numerical
1950's and early 1960's by A. F. Stehney and H. r. Lucas and values for the meteorological dispersion f actor, ib/Q, which
colleaoues nf the Argonne National Laboratory and the related

are chosen in EA page A-2 et req. The meteorological dispersion
epidemtological studies by the U. S. Public Health Service's factor is the ratio of the concentration 75 of an airborne material
" Midwest Environmental Health study" should be caref ully reviewed

* * * * ** * ' ** *

f or their considerable content of relevant factual material.
Of velocity U at a height h and a rate Q. Its reascnably well-

Aircorne peleases from Mills and Tatlings Ptles, known mathenatical forn ts that of the orod uc t of two iormal Dis-

1f^"# '" # #8""*"*** "* '""* ** *

With respect to airborne releases of uranium, radtum, and
tnor tum f rom mills and tailtngs piles Supplement H contains

* E" ' * ""#** " '# * " #'# #" *"
y

e in the vertical direction. both evaluated with the aid of
extens tve revis tons of Section 2 of EA, mostly downward in 2

* * * * Y * ** * * ** * **
release source terms and upward in ecsts. Even so, experienced

and other atmospheric stability conditions and various distances
environmental control engineers find that in some cases wnere x downstream. Also ib/Ois inversely proportional to windspeed U.
actual costs are known from industry records the actual costs

Nothing in the dancussion of the numerical evaluation of the
far exceed the cost estinates given in Supplement H. meteorologacal dispersion f actor in Appendix A of EA speaks of

Tne estimates of lung dosimetry depend upon the assumed what windspeeds were used in the numerical evaluattons, nor what-

srurce release terns. and the meteordea tcal dispersien factor, site-spectf te atmospher te stability conditions were a s r u me d . The ,

as sell as =etabolic and radtological assumptions incorporated d in Table K-1 (EA, p. A-M ere for "rtver",s a
)in the lung model. Beyond tnis the convers ion of estimated lung , ,, , ,,,,, ,, , g, , , f,,,,

osses to health ef fects contains all the uncertainties and in- boundaries where on-shore breezes can occur. No Justification
accuracies in dose-vs.-response relationships which have already

is of fered for applying these values to arid environments with
*

teen dtscussed in connection with Sucolement B. Nowhere is suffi-
flat or mountainous topography.

etent inf ormat ion on the inout data and on the details of the
In eeteorology it is well recognized that these s ite-s pec if ic

Tetecrologscal and biological nodels given to permit an inde oendent
p rareters are of great importance, and that the meteorological ;

test of even the accuracy of the calculations. let alone an
.

dispersion f actor can vary by more than an order of magnitude
appra. sal of the validity of the assumpt ions.

between morning and afternoon at the same site.

Also no comment is of fered with respect to wind direction.

From the footnote to Table A-1 (EA, p. A-3) relating to " maximum
,

_ _ _ . - _ , _ _ ~ . . ---
''~ ~ ~
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sector concentration" it seems likely that the vali*ts tabulated irradiation by natural potassium-40 found in all human muscle

relate to a " sector", which in meteorology men's 1/16 of a circle, tissue, and at is much less than the annual per capita dose of

or 22.5 . Thus the inference is inescapable that the values of medical x-rays. Whatever the radiobiological effects of 25

E/O used for all the lung dosimetry est imates centenolate a mrem /yr, if any, they are miniscule in compar tson with the

wind of unstated but constant s ne e d . biswing in a constant diree- natural occurrence of the same biological or medical endpoints.

tron. If so. the subsecuent dosimetry would acoly only to persons

anving downwind, while those living outside the downwind sector
PECOTTEffDATf0N

sculd rece tve negligible exposure.

clearly. f rom the f ragmentary data given for the meteorological Because all of the effluent, dispersion, and destmetry con-
dis pe rs s on factor, all lung dosimetry calculat tons as well as siderations not only contatn inaccuracies but are based on uni-

,

nealth effect estimates have to be taken by the serious reader
form hypothetical conditions, and not on actual measurements in

cum--- grano salts. the vicinity of operating mills, the American Mining Conoress

rec e s 8 e. Posed 400r9190 not be made e f f ect h'e .Ex;4 r tmental Ba s is f or Lung Dos ime try.

It seems unrealistic to use such calculated values, mainly

from the pre-operational environmental statement f or the Highland
M 11. as a basis of lung dose estLmates. What is needed is actual
field data f rom a number of operating mills. A study of effluent

a t rterne particulates, analogous to the Joint AEC/USPHS study by

Claude W. Sill and S. D. Shearer, Jr. (Bu. Rad. Health, warch 1969)
.

o: radon concentrations near actual tailings piles might be con-

sidered as a good starting point.
~~'No radiobioloaical or cost-effectiveness Justification is LD

found for the selectson in 40crR190 of 25 mrem /yr as a linitation 42,

arplicable to the ceneral eublic as a result of elanned or opera- LJ7

tronally minimized discharges from uranium milling. Twenty-five __,

very small dose. It ts less than cosmic si)is11irems per year is a
''level, and about one-half of the cosmic radtationradiation at sea

at 6000 feet elevation. It is less than the normal gamma-ray

background in anybody's back yar d. It is about the same as the

. _ _ . . .
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STATEMENT OF R0 DER J. MATTSON

DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF SITING, HEALTH & SAFEGUARDS STANDARDS

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
,

PRESENTED BY -

EPA HEARING ON PROPOSED 40 CFR PART 190

MARCH 8,,1976
,

Introduction

I am appearing in this hearing to present a statement on behalf of the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The Commission has followed closely the

development of the proposed 40 CFR Part 190 and has identified two general

areas of interest. These are, first, the effectiveness of the proposed

standard as an addition to the existing NRC program for regulatory control

of radioactive materiale in effluents, and second, the practicability of

implementation of the proposed standard.
.

This brief statement today will sunnarize our views from the perspective

of the agency responsible for implementing and enforcing radiation protection

standards applicable to the nuclear power industry. Attachment A to this

oral statement is a staff analysis which elaborates on the points which I

will be addressing and a copy of our previous written comments on the

proposed standard. We request that these attachments be incorporated in

the record of this proceeding.

1545 200 _ asa
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The Proposed Standard - An Overview

Our purpose today is to consider the advisability of imposing an

additional set of radiation standards on that segment of:the nuclear

industry that processes and uses uranium for the production of electrical

energy. It is important to realize that the nuclear power industry is
,

closely regulated, and has been since it came into being, to provide

assurance of the protection of people and the environment.

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, the Atomic Energy Comission

developed regulations within which the industry has been required to

control its emissions of radioactive materials to levels below the

radiation protection limits set on guidance from responsible government

agencies with advice from eminent scientific authorities. These regulations

contain the criteria to maintain radiation exposures at as low as reasonably

achievable (ALARA) levels. The regulations were augmented less than one

year ago when the NRC quantified the ALARA criteria contained in the

regulations it inherited from AEC so that effluents of radioactive materials

from uranium fueled power reactors are but a very small fraction of the

existing radiation protection limits. Thus, we are not dealing with a

source of pollution that has been allowed to defile the quality of the

environment. Rather, we are dealing with a potential source of pollution

that always has been required to be controlled before power production

operations were allowed to begin. Furthermore, as this power production

1 5 4 5 2 0 1 w r;
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technology has matured, it has had increasingly stringent effluent

guidelines laid on because the responsible regulatory agency made public

determinations that lower guidelines practicably could be achieved.'

The questions before us then are, "Will the uranium fuel cycle

standard proposed by the EPA improve the environmental protection now

|
provided, and, if so, is the improvement worth the additional costs to

the consumer which the standard entails?"

I want to make it clear at the outset that the NRC endorses the use

of generally applicable environmental radiation standards which we can

implement and enforce in the regulation of the nuclear power industry. AEC

supported the transfer of the responsibility for such standards to EPA

during the development of Reorganization Plan Number 3, and NRC staff has
,

aided technical development efforts in that regard.

~

While we support the work by EPA on standards for radiation in the

general ambient environment, we find that the proposed 40 CFR Part 190

is not an acceptable standard for reasons which we detail below. We view

the proposed 40 CFR Part 190 as an unnecessary and costly overlay of the

existing NRC program for assuring protection of public health and safety '

from exposure to low levels of radioactive material released in routine

operations of facilities comprising the uranium fuel cycle. In simplest

terms, we believe that the public interest would not be served by this

proposed addition to the existing regulatory framework.
J
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As we show in this statement and in the attached staff analysis, we

believe there has been an incomplete analysis of the costs and benefits of

the proposed 40 CFR Part 190. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is

deficient in important areas which are not corrected by;the Supplementary

Information issued on January 5. 1976. Even with these deficiencies, the

partial cost analyses which were performed show that the benefits to be

derived from the standard do not justify the costs of its implementation.

In this regard, we believe that there has been serious underestimation

of the real costs of compliance with the standard and an overestimation

of potential benefits which would result. In addition, implementation

incident to demonstrating compliance with the proposed 40 CFR Part 190

would require substantial modifications of the existing regulatory

system for control of the design, operation, and surveil".6nce of all

facilities in the uranium fuel cycle. In addition to the modification

of NRC rules, guides, standards and procedures which would be required

to implemant 40 CFR Part 190, implementation of the standard would

potentially require re-examination of more than 120 nuclear facility

licensing actions.

The proposed standard would require an implementation system which

is counter to accepted and proven past practice for regulatory control of

radioactive material in effluents. To understand the long term impact

and burden portended by this problem, it is useful to briafly enumerate

the principal features of the present NRC program for control o adioactive

material in effluents. Thisprogramgivesemphasisth es gn of

4S7_
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effluent control systems and operational effluent monitoring and recognizes

the extreme difficulty of environmental measurements. By these mechanisms

a licensee is required to consider emission controls at an optimum time

in the life of a facility, i.e., during its design, and to exercise

operational controls at the optimum location; i.e., at the sources of

radioactive materials.. In addition, our existing system takes maximum

advantage of a basic principle of engineering measurements by requiring

the measurement of radioactive material at its source or in effluent

streams where releases are controlled. At these locations the concentrations

of radioactive material are orders of magnitude larger than the concentrations

which occur after dilution in the general ambient environment. Further,

the low environmental concentrations of man-made radioactive material

are usually impossible to discern from the larger and variable radiation

levels naturally occurring in the environment.

In contrast, the proposed approach in 40 CFR Part 190 emphasizes ]
environmental monitoring, which, for the extremely low radiation levels

of interest here, has been proven to be highly inaccurate even with the

most sophisticated measurement devices. The inaccuracy of environmental

monitoring for extremely low levels of radioactive materials cannot be

remedied by costly development of instrumentation because the low levels

of man-made radiation in the environment are small compared to levels of

natural radiation. In addition, the inherent variability of climatic

and other environmental conditions, including background radiation,

1545 204 agg
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seriously detracts from the practicality of using enviror. mental

monitoring to demonstrate compliance with the proposed standard.
.

In addition to requiring substantially more environmental monitoring,

implementation of the proposed 40 CFR Part 190 would require shutdown of

facilities for noncompliance at emission levels very ne'ar those anticipated

for normal operating conditions. Variances would be difficult if not

impossible to apply in the case of fuel cycle facilities other than

reactors and would require the demonstration of a public need for power.

This basis for variance ignores larger cost-benefit considerations such as

the costs to consumers of more than $250,000 per day for a 1000 MWe nuclear

power plant for replacement fuels, such as coal or oil, or the incremental

public health effects arising from shutdown of a nuclear plant and

replacement with a high emission coal or oil fired plant. Furthennore ,

the substantially increased environmental monitoring would be required

and the economic risks of forced shutdown would be present throughout the

operating history of a facility. The long tenn costs and inefficiencies

of this form of regulation are not justified for the proposed standards

in view of the lack of any measurable increase in the protection of public

health over that afforded by NRC's current regulatory framework.

1545 205
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The Proposed Standard - Specific Concerns

We have three kinds of specific concerns with the proposed standard;

first, we believe that the analysis has not correctly assessed radioactive

effluent control technology and the practicability of compliance with the

proposed standard; second, we believe that the proposed standard would be

impracticable to implement for technical and economic rea' sons for major

components of the uranium fuel cycle; and third, we believe that it will be

impossible to demonstrate, using environmental monitoring, either

com " ince or noncompliance at the low levels specified in the standard.

We will enumerate these concerns. Supportive elaboration and tecinical data

can be found in the attached staff analysis.

The criteria contained in the proposed standard cannot be traced to the

technical analyses in the draft environmental impact statement or supporting

documents. The numercial values for the criteria apparently were chosen as

arbitrary limits and the feasibility of compliance was rationalized by

comparison to effluent control values published by AEC and NRC in connection

with the Appendix I rulemaking, in environmental impact statements, and in

case-by-case licensing actions. There are two deficiencies in this approach.

First the draft EIS provides no cost-benefit basis for the proposed numerical

limits for doses to individuals. Thus, the EPA analysis is insufficient to

demonstrate the practicability of the proposed standard. Second, some of

the AEC and NRC environmental impact statements and licensing data used to

1545 206
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rationalize the feasibility of compliance with the numerical limits are now

obsolete due to changes in design objectives to reflect issuance of

Appendix I, accumulation of more recent operating data, and changes in

our calculational models. The calculated doses to individuals as a

result of these changes are still small in comparison to :he present

radiation limits in 10 CFR Part 20, but not small in comparison to the

proposed standard. As a result of these changes, it will be more

difficult to meet the proposed standard. Therefore, the data derived

from AEC and NRC environmental statements are not sufficient to rationalize

the practicability of the proposed standard. In sumary, there is no
.

basis in practicability for the proposed standard. Thus, there is an

inadequate basis for introducing the new and costly operating limits

that it contains.

The analysis underlying the proposed standard underestimates the

considerable importance of comercial scale operating data in setting

radiation limits very near the best expected performance capability of

radioactive waste control systems. In the development of Appendix I we

learned of the importance of such data in setting ALARA design objectives

for light water reactors, which is the only component of the uranium fuel

cycle for which adequate comercial operating data and experience exist for

setting generic ALARA guidance. Despite the demonstrated nature of LWR

effluent controls, our Appendix I numerical guidelines in:reased twice

in the course of the rulemaking to account for changes in practicability

assessments as more operating data became available.

1545 207
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By contrast, the proposed radiation limits, as they would apply to

reprocessing plants and to tailings piles at operating uranium mills, have,

, .'

no basis in commercial scale operating data. There, simply are insufficient

data from which to judge the feasibility of the proposed standard.

Since no cost / benefit basis has been provided .for the selection of the

numerical values, we must conclude that there is a high risk that compliance

with the standard also would be impracticable for uranium mills and

reprocessing plants. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is, in fact,

currently considering a staff recommendation to postpone rulemaking for

generic ALARA numerical guidance for fuel cycle facilities other than

reactors, due to the lack of commercial scale data. Furtt.ermore, since

the proposed standard does not allow for variance in the avent of

I demonstrated impracticability on a case-by-case basis, implementation of
I

|
the standard would create a high financial risk in the allocation of

' corporate resources to fuel cycle facilities because of t.1e uncertain

risk of shutdown of those facilities.

! One of the important elements of the proposed standard - the limit

on quantities of certain long-lived materials entering the general

environment in proposed Section 190.10(b)--is not a generally applicable

standard when considered along with the variance provisions of proposed

Section 190.11. Considered together, these sections contemplate limits

on quantities of certain radioactive materials entering t;e environment

which are dependent on both the number and size of nuclear power reactors

1545 208
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{ and the particular circumstances that may be applicable to individual

! nuclear facilities. We believe that such a case-specific limit is not
i

within the scope of EPA's authority under Reorganization Plan Number 3.

Fuel reprocessing plants are the dominant source of these materials, so

that the proposed standard will, in practice, be an effluent limit for

these facilities. ,

The EPA has not correctly interpreted the practicability implications

of NRC's final decision on Appendix I of 10 CFR Part 50 for light water

reactors. We have elaborated on this point previously and we do so again

in the attached staff analysis. Apparently the largest source of continued

misunderstanding lies in the need to recognize that Appendix I allows

designers of multi-unit LWR sites to select different racioactive waste
/

treatment equiptint for each reactor unit. For example, we would expect

a multiple unit LWR station to operation, on occasions, at several times the

Appendix I design objective values for a single reactor unit. This concept

leads to doses to individuals which are small compared to current radiation

protection limits, but doses that could be in excess of the proposed 40

CFR Part 190. Since Appendix I presents the considered practicability

judgments of the NRC, we continue to underscore the conclusion that the f

proposed 40 CFR Part 190 is impracticable for stations having more than

two large LWRs.

w3
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In the staff analysis we have provided considerable elaboration on

other specific technical points. These include: 1) recent infomation

on PWR fuel leakage rates and primary to secondary leakage in steam

generators; 2) recent changes in NRC calculations of source terms for

licensing actions; 3) specific points in critical review of the cost-

effectiveness analysis; 4) an analysis of the ccst-effec'tiveness of

Kr-85 capture technology; 5) technical qualification of-the ORNL reports

written for NRC to characterize fuel cycle facility effluent control

technology and cited in the EPA Supplementary Information; 6) an

indication of the presently unavailable infomation which is prerequisite

to specific generic controls on tailings piles for operating uranium mills;

7) a suninary view of the technology for environmental monito-ing and 8)

an examination of the need for changes in standards at this time. The

staff analysis also contains an elaboration of the procedural difficulties

associated with implementation of the proposed standard which we have

already summarized. Time does not allow for elaboration here of these

somewhat complex and detailed concerns. They are, however, important

parts of the basis for our judgment that, on balance, the proposed standard

is not generally applicable, is not practicable, is costly, and is an

unnecessary overlay of the existing NRC program which regulates quantities

of raGoactive material in effluents from uranium fuel cycle facilities

to extremely low levels.

1545 210
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This hearing panel is familiar with the existing NRC program for

control of radioactive material in effluents, and we will not take valuable

time to discuss its principal features. A brief sumary is provided as

Attachment B to this testimony for completeness.

Recomendations

.

We have stated our support, in principle, for generally applicable

radiation standards for the ambient environment. We have also shown why

the NRC reconinends that the proposed 40 CFR Part 190 not be issued in

effective form.

We have reexamined the statutory authorities and the expert

recomendations of the NCRP, NAS, and FRC which underlie IPA's

responsibilities. The material studied in this review is discussed in the

attached staff analysis. We concluded from this review that generally

applicable standards are desirable, and revisions of such standards

should be based on considerations of the following:

1) the expenditure by society of large resources to reduce radiation

risks further than the levels at which they are presently controlled

at the expense of greater risks to society that :nay go unattended;

[For example, we need to know what resources should be required for
.,

controlling risks from the uranium fuel cycle so that balanced health

(135.
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and safety protection is provided against all hazardous pollutants

arising from the production of electrical energy. The BEIR Committee

of the National Acaderny of Sciences also has identified this need in

its 1972 report.]

2) justification of radiation limits, standards, or guidelines on

a cost / benefit basis to ensure even-handedness and uniformity in

application of national resources to abatement of radioactive and

other environmental pollutants;

3) assessments of the broad questions of acceptability of risk;

[The BEIR Committee also has identified this need. 3ecause of

a lack of Federal policy guidance from EPA in this area, the NRC

has proceeded to establish a precendent by ordering rulemaking

proceedings to formulate an acceptable monetary value for the

worth of population exposure reductions.]

4) development of broad methodology for cost / benefit analysis for all

pollutants so that radiation limits for the general population can

be based on balanced choices concerning acceptability of risks;

allocation of national resources; and the use of uncertain, potentially

highly conservative, health indicators such as the linear, nonthreshold

radiation dose-effects hypothesis;

1545 2 Y
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5) more definitive operating data from coninercial uranium fuel cycle

facilities to more completely characterize the interaction of these

very low levels of radioactive material with man and the environment

and to further improve and validate the realism of calculational

models for more efficient regulation of radioactive materials in

effluents; [The EPA has recently exercised needed lead,ership in

this regard by initiating, under its FRC authorities, a comprehensive

annual report on radiation control in the United States. The NRC is

cooperating fully in providing its input to this broad inter-

governmental effort. Also, EPA and NRC staffs jointly are giving

increased attention to efficient use of monitoring data for model

verification.] and

6) the need for timely initiation of international discussions

on krypton control.

In closing, the NRC believes that the proposed standard should not be

issued in effective form. That does not mean that the considerable effort

expended in its development has not been worthwhile. EPA's work has

forced critical re-evaluations of the existing NRC program, of industry's

performance, and of the nation's needs. It is only because of these

critical re-evaluations that we can recommend today with conviction

that the presently proposed standard is not needed. And we are able to

identify what more is needed, as explained above.

_
437
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The re-evaluations also have served to identify the need for

increased cooperative efforts by EPA, NRC, ERDA, and the power production

industry to obtain comercial scale operating data (1) to more realistically

characterize the environmental impact of nuclear operations at these very

low levels of radiation, (2) to develop and validate more realistic

predictive models, and (3) to provide the data base necessary for future

reconsideration of generally applicable standards. The NRC is prepared

to renew its active support of the Environmental Protection Agency in

addressing the considerations outlined above.

We thank you for the opportunity of appearing in this hearing to

present the NRC's additional views on the proposed standards. If the

hearing panel has questions, we are prepared to respond.

. 438
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INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff submitted written

comments on the proposed EPA regulation 40 CFR Part 190 on September 15,

1975. A copy of these previous comments is attached. In our comments we

identified several technical and administrative issues which should be
, -

resolved. We have reviewed the Supplementary Information dated January 5,

1976 in which EPA addressed some of the same issues raised in our previous

written comments. This supplemental information has not altered our view

that the proposed EPA standard (1) would provide little, if any, additional

benefit beyond that provided by current regulatory practices, (2) would

impose substantial additional regulatory burden, and (3) could prove to be

impracticable in compliance by major components of the uranium fuel cycle.

We note in the Supplementary Information it is concluded that Appendix I

to 10 CFR Part 50 provides " adequate assurance," prior tc operation, that a

light water cooled nuclear power reactor (LWR) facility is capable of

compliance with the proposed standards for sites containing as many as five

reactors but a substantial number of rules, guides, and other licensing

procedures would have to be altered to be consistent with the proposed
standard. We will address these and other aspects of the practicability

and feasibility of implementing and demonstrating compliance with the
proposed standard.

1--
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I.

LIGHT WATER COOLED NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS
A.

Experience Gained from 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix I Rulemaking.

In the Appendix I rulemaking proceeding, some important regulatory

experience was gained which we believe can be helpful in the present
standard setting effort.

Appendix I of 10~CFR Part 50 establiches numerical guidelines for
meeting the '.'as

low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) criterion for levels '

of radioactive material in effluents of light water cooled nuclear power
reactors.

Appendix I was promulgated af ter an extansive rulemaking pro-

ceeding extending over a period of about four years, including an evidentiary
public hearing.

The AEC, in initiating the rulemaking effort to specify numerical

guidelines which would satisfy the "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA)
,

criteria in 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50, faced a situation similar to the one I

I

EPA now faces.
Light water cooled nuclear power reactors were selected for

,

the initial effort at quantifying the ALARA criteria, not because the
.

I

reactors were identified as a dominant source of exposures, but rather
,

because commercial-scale power reactors had been operating for more than

a decade and a substantial amount of experience and data were available. !

These data were thought to be adequate to provide a sound technical base
,

for selecting practicable numerical guidelines which would be generally
applicable to commercial-scale power reactors. ,

1545 219
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The data from effluent measurements by licensees prior to 1971 and

other sources were reviewed to select representative values for the

" source terms" (quantity and identity of radionuclides in effluents). The

source terms were used in analytical models to estimate potential doses to

individuals and to populations in the vicinity of nuclear power reactor

sites. The numerical guidelines which were derived in this manner in 1971

were thought to represent " good demonstrated engineering practice." Sub-

sequently, in 1973, in developing information for the Environmental Impact

Statement for the Appendix I rulemaking proceedings (particular1;r for the

cost-benefit analysis), it was necessary to relate source terms to specific

station design features and operating modes. In doing this, it was realized

that the existing data on source terma were adequate to demonstrate compliance

with the Federal Radiation Councils' radiation protection guides (RPGs)*

embodied in 10 CFR Part 20, but inadequate to provide a basis for selecting

numerical guidelines substantially below the radiation protection guides.

Indeed, minor pathways for release of radioactive material from the LWR

stations were identified which previously had not been monitored at all.
*

Radiation Protection Guides for individuals and for suitable samples of
exposed groups in the general population were presented by the Federal
Radiation Council in Report No. 1 (May 1960) and Report No. 2 (September
1961). The RPG values are:

Population: 1545 220
Individuals 0.5 rem /yr to whole body

1.5 rem /yr to thyroid gland
0.003 microgram Ra-223 in skelton

Average for population 5 rem /30 years to gonads

Average for suitable
sample of exposed 0.5 rem /yr to thyroid gland
p[[,f[,8"""#8 0.001 micrograms Ra-226 in skelton
8
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While these pathways yielded small fractions of dose relative to the

higher levels of radiation protection guides, they were substantial contri-

butors relative to the lower ALARA levels.

In summary, as we gained experience in our study of LWR source terms

and equipment capability in operation, we concluded tnat some features of

the numerical guidelines proposed in 1971 could not practicably be achieved.

In recognition of this finding, the proposed guidelines were revised

to higher values. More importantly, we then first recognized that rather
i

than simply reflecting contemporary " good engineering practicca," the values

were in part, based on the use of extensive and untested station design

features. That is, these unproven features would have to perform as designed

in order for LWR stations to achieve compliance with the higher numerical

guideline values proposed in 1974. The regulation (Appendix I of 10 CFR

Part 50), which became effective on June 4, 1975, is an even further relax-

ation of the numericcl guidelines that were proposed in 1974, partially

because it reflects the recognized uncertainties in source terms owing to

the lack of data from operating commercial power stationa with advanced
,

design features.
.

We believe it is important that recognition be given to the fact that

an adequate technical data base is required for selecting the limit values in

40 CFR Part 190, if the limits practicably are to be achievable. The lessons

learned in developing Appendix I concerning the practicability and feasibil-

icy of effluent controls imply that the proposed 40 CFR Part 190 is imprac-

ticable for those portions of the uranium fuel cycle in which undemonstrated

effluent controls must be used to meet the proposed standard.

)bh
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B. Graded Scale of Action (design objective values) vs. Limits.

" Design objective quantities" and " limiting conditions of operation,"

which are specified in Appendix I, represent a graded scale of action
.

rather than a limit. The design objec;ive quantities may be thought of as

goals which NRC believes can and should be attained in the design and
operation of LWR stations. This regulatory concept recognizes that there

are many variable factors which affect the ability.of a licensee to meet
the goals and that there will be occasions when the design objective

quantities may be exceeded even though every reasonable measure is being

taken to keep effluent levels as low as reasonably achievable.

In contrast, the values presented in the EPA proposed standard are.
limits.* The proposed standard, in EPA's view, if promulgated, would

supersede for uranium fuel cycle facilities the current Standards for

Protection Against Radiation, 10 CFR Part 20, which derive from RPGs pro-

mulgated by the Federal Radiation Council under Presidential authority

[ Supplementary Information, Part A, p. 3]. Historically, compliance with

RPGs has been demonstrated by restricting potential exposures to levels

well below the limiting values and by requiring only sufficient monitoring

to verify that potential exposures were well below the limits. This has

been done as a practical matter because if the operation of a nuclear

facility were such that potential doses could be very near the limits,

additional and costly monitoring and surveillance programs would be required

to assure that the limits are not exceeded. If the limit is lowered to
.-

about 1/20 of the current RPGs, as proposed by EPA, it be impractical to

*

The standard does provide that a " variance" can be granted by NRC for
[j(j[[unusual and temporary conditions if it is the public interest to do so.

We will discuss this feature of the proposed standard in several sectionsbelow.



*
.

demonstrate compliance by restricting releases to a small fraction of the

lowered limits and it will be necessary to require substantially expanded

monitoring and surveillance programs. We further discuss the demonstration

of compliance with the proposed standard in Section V.

C. Reactor vs. Site Limits.

In the Supplementary Information dated Jenuary 5,1976, it is stated
that the NRC has issued guidance for _ single LWRs { Supplementary Information,

Part A, p. 2] and concludes that it is unlikely that doses from each of

several reactors sharing a common site would be additive. [ Supplementary

Information, Part C, p. 15] This conclusion is wrong.

Appendix I of 10 CFR Part 50 presents numerical guidelines for each

light water cooled nuclear reactor. When multiple reactors are placed on

one site, the calculated potential doses at a location beyond the site

boundary could be only slightly greater than the calculated dose for a

single reactor on the site, but there is no such regulatory requirement.

Rather, for substantial periods of time the potential doses at that

location is expected to be several times greater than the potential dose

value for a single reactor on the site. The practicability conclusions

of Appendix I are very specific in permitting this. It is important to

recognize that if several reactors are located on a site, the individual

reactors can (and probably will) have specific design features which

differ from the others sharing the site. They may have been designed and

bu'ilt at dif ferent times, or reactors which are located more distant than

others from a limiting dose receptor offsite may need less radwaste

-6-
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processing equipment in order to meet the criteria of Appendix I. Further,

it is common practice for two reactors to share common radwaste systems

and effluent release locations. Thus, isodose lines for each of the

reactors on the site could intersect or overlap and the potential doses

can and probably will be additive. If each of the several reactors

sharing a single site had identical design features, it would be less

likely that the potential doses from the several reactors would add in a

manner to be substantially greater than the potential dose from a single

reactor, but even then it could occur, and it is not prohibited by
Appendix I.

We stated in our previous written comments that three reactors oper-

ating within the design objective values of Appendix I on a single site

could exceed the limits of the proposed standard. That is, they would be

designed to meet Appendix I which is equivalent to design criteria which

would permit violation of 40 CFR Part 190 as proposed. Since limiting

conditions of operations are twice the design objective values, two reac-

tors on a single site also could exceed the proposed standard. Thus, we

cannot agree with the conclusion that Appendix I would provide de facto

assurance that as many as five reactors on a single site would comply

with the proposed standard. [ Supplementary Information, Part A, p. 4]

While we agree philosophically that it would require combinations of

liquid and air pathways of exposure which could be simultaneously

intercepted by real individuals for the proposed standards to be exceeded

at a site containing several reactors, we believe that the potential for

this combination could arise whenever two or more reactors are evaluated

-7-
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for a single site and NRC would be required to demonstrate that the com-

bination will not occur. It is reasonable to expect that new procedures

would be required for LWRs to demonstrate, at the licensing review stage,

reasonable assurance of compliance in operation with 40 CFR Part 190.

Appendix I numerical guidelines are applied by calculating the potential

doses which might be received by individuals at various locations. They

also are applied to potential land and water usage and food pathways which
'

could exist near the site. EPA has stressed that the dose limits in its

proposed standard are actual doses to real people. While we believe that

it is proper for the standard to be so qualified, it also must be recognized

that it is not practical to accurately determine actual doses to real

people when there are many variable factors which can affect the doses

actcally received. Many of these variables cannot be controlled or deter-

mined, and there is no practical way to directly measure the doses to an

individual from all pathways of exposure.

Thus, dose estimate must be based on analytical models and a consider-

able range of uncertainty always will be inherent in establishing a relation-

ship between the estimated potential doses to individuals and " actual"

doses they receive. As we develop more " realistic" models, the calculated

doses will sometimes underestimate the actual doses owing to the variable

nature of the parametric values.

Generally, anticipated potential land and water uses are taken into

consideration in selecting station design features. While the consideration

of potential land and water use in licensing procedures tends to introduce

an element of conservatism, this is not necessarily the case over the

lifetime of the station.

-8-
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EPA places considerable reliance on the Commission's statement in its

Statement of Considerations for Appendix I that several LWRs on a single

site can operate with doses to individuals less than 5% of the present
10 CFR Part 20 limit; i.e., presumably 25 mrem /yr to the whole body as

5% of the 500 mrem /yr limit [ Supplementary Information, Part' C, p. 3].

It should be noted that the quoted statement of the NRC is not part of the
regulation Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50

While the values so quoted may be

appropriate for multi-LWR sites on the average, the lim'iting conditions for

operation in the regulation permit operation at twice the design objective

values and radiation sources other than effluents are not included in
Appendix I (e.g. , N-16, storage sources, etc.). The sum of all dose contri-
butions at a multiple reactor site can, and probably will, exceed 5% of the
current RPGs.

This misunderstanding of the way Appendix I works in practice is

amplified when one realizes the added difference between yearly average

performance and short term field measurements required by EPA to demonstrate

noncompliance with the proposed 40 CFR Part 190 (see Section V, below.)
D. Prospective vs. Retrosoective Dose Estimates,

EPA suggests that NRC licensing actions for LWR stations "...should be

limited to a finding, either for specific sites or on a generic basis, as

appropriate, that the facility has been provided or has available to it

adequate means to provide reasonable assurance that these standards can be

satisfied during actual operations" [ Supplementary Information, Part A, p.4].

EPA suggests that compliance with Appendix I should provide the reasonable
assurance of compliance.

But nowhere on the record of this proceeding has
that conclusion been supported. It is arbitrary. We find substantial

-9- ~
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dif ferences between Appendix I and the proposed standard and we cannot agree

that there now exists a technical basis for concluding that meeting the

criteria of Appendix I would necessarily provide reasonable assurance of

compliance with the proposed standard.

NRC licensing of nuclear facilities. requires a finding that the facility

can be operated in a manner such that it can comply with all applicable laws-
~

and regulations. As the licensing process procedes from early stages of

site select' ion through construction permit, and to full operating license,

the station design develops from general concepts, to general design features,

to specific' design features, to actual equipment and layout. At each

licensing stage, evaluations by NRC are required before proceeding to the

next stage. The bases for these evaluations must be made known, and the

decisions defended. If the proposed standard is promulgated, NRC also will

be required to make findings concerning the capability of the facility to

comply with 40 CFR Part 190, before any operating data are available, and to

defend these findings. In lieu of specific operating data, it is difficult

to defend other than conservative extrapolations of the available data.

Faced with uncertainty in projected ctation operating characteristics, it is

likely that the licensee would be faced with either including additional

,
design features (e.g., augmented radwaste systems) in the original station

design or to add these features subsequent to startup (at substantial cost
1

penalties) if necessary to comply with 40 CFR Part 190.

Should NRC adopt the EPA suggestion that compliance with Appendix I is

reasonable assurance that the facility can comply with 40 CfR Part 190

(given some as yet undeveloped basis for such assurance), the licensee

still would be required to either gamble that augmented systems will not

511- 10 -
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have to be added at a later date (backfit) or add these features as part of

the original station construction simply because the EPA standard provided

limits for operation and not a graded scale of action as provided in Appen-
dix 1. Experience has shown that "backfitting" costs frequently range up to

several times the cost of original installation. Further, costly "down

time" could be required for backfitting. Given replacement power costs for

fossil fired plants which range from $250,000 to $2,000,000 per day

(depending on local air quality standards and availability of fuels), there

are substantial financial uncertainties for the consumers associated with
this aspect of the proposed standard.

E. Practicability of Compliance.

Compliance with the proposed standard is impracticable. We have

identified several technical deficiencies in the development of information

on the practicability of the proposed standard which partially account for
this. With respect to LWR stations, EPA cites (1) the report EPA 52019-73-

003C, Environmental Analysis of the Uranium Fuel Cycle, Part II-Nuclear

Power Reactors, (2) AEC and NRC Environmental Impact Statements for various

LWR stations, (3) the Concluding Statement of Position of the AEC staf f on

Appendix I, and (4) " Conservative" evaluations by NRC staff in licensing

proceedings as demonstrating the practicability of compliance. These are

insufficient bases for a finding of practicability for compliance with the

proposed standard for the following reasons.

1. EPA Report on Reactors

The EPA report 52019-73-003C (Reactors) contains calculated potential

dose values based on source terms similar to those used by AEC in 1972

- 11 -
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but different from those experienced by licensees in practice and used

by NRC in licensing today. Using our current source term estimates, the '

potential doses calculated by EPA generally would be higher.

It is instructive to review some of the principal changes which NRC

has made in the analytical procedures for estimating source terms and

doses since February 1974. These principal changes are:

(a) Added procedures for calculating releases of particulates,

carbon-14, argon-41, and gaseous tritium releases;

(b) Revised procedures for calculating the liquid effluent releases

due to anticipated operational occurrences;

(c) Revised calculational models for containment purge to account

for plant operating experience;

(d) Revised calculation of the I-131 releases from BWR ventilation

system exhausts as shown below; and

Source of I-131 Old Rate (Ci/yr) New Rate (C1/yr)

Turbine Bldg. 0.34 0.19
Reactor Bldg. 0.01 0.17
Auxiliary Bldg. none 0.17
Radwaste Bldg. negligible 0.046
Mechanical Vacuum

Pumps negligible 0.03

Total 0.35 0.61

(e) In addition to the source term changes, dose calculations for

intermittent releases are based on short term meteorologic

dispersion rather than annual average dispersion factors.

_ 513
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Further, organ doses f rom radioactive material in gaseous ef fluents are now

summed for all pathways of exposure.

Generally, the revisions have resulted in increased calculated releases

and, in some cases, in increased calculated dose values. Item (d) is of
special interest in that the total release has been increased and the

source is from several buildings rather than essentially from one building.

This requires more radwaste equipment for the several buildings to reach

the same level of control of releases and potentially reduces the overall

cost-effectiveness of the augmented treatment systems. This affect is not

accounted for in the cost-effectiveness analysis for the proposed 40 CFR
Part 190.

2. NRC Environmental Impact Statements

NRC Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) are intended to realistically

portray the anticipated effects of nuclear facility operations. The EIS

projections are based on the best design information available at the time

they are written, which is in advance of plant operation. Therefore, the

calculated dose information is not the definitive operating data necessary

to judge compliance with a standard set at levels very near the anticipated
operating levels. Some of the EIS written a year or more ago contain informa-

tion which differs from the information which would be contained in an EIS

written today. And on the basis of this obsolete information, EPA finds

evidence that it will be feasible and practicable to implement limits at or

below the level of practicability. The EPA, in fact, does not rely on EIS

data for determining compliance. Rather, it is required that actual

environmental measurements be used for verification of noncompliance.

- 13 -
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Table 1. Part C, p. 5ofthdSupplementaryInformation,iscitedas

evidence supporting the conclusion that "as many as five LRRs would result

in individual exposures that are appreciably less than 25 mrem /yr to the

whole body and 75 mrem /yr to the thyroid." Table 1 contains selected infor-

::ation from EIS for three and four unit LWR stations for which EIS were
written between 1972 and 1975. (The table should be corrected to indicate

that WPPS is not a four unit site, but two units each on two different

sites.) The table is an incorrect basis for this conclusion because:

When these EIS were written, it generally was assumed thata.

the station design features would be those required to satisfy the

AEC staff's proposed numerical guidelines for effluents, i.e., 15

mrem annual thyroid dose at the site boundary for the combined

operations on the site. (Recall that AEC staff had proposed

numerical guidelines in 1971 and 1974). The NRC promulgated

Appendix I on May 5, 1975, and it contains numerical guidelines

which differ from the previously proposed guidelines in the

magnitude of the values selected and in the sense that they apply

to each reactor on the site rather than all reactors on the
site. Consequently, licenses for multi-unit LWR stations which

had committed to provide augmented radwaste features have the

option of reconsidering those commitments in view of the present

1545 231
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numerical guidelines which generally require less radwaste

features than previously proposed guidelines; i.e., utilities

may omit those features not required to satisfy Appendix I. Thus

the dose values presented in EPA's Table 1 likely would be higher

if evaluated today owing to differences between the proposed

Appendix I numerical guidelines and the final Appendix I guidelines

which were higher for practicability reasons.

b. The doses shown in EPA's Table 1 are based on calculational

models that will not be capable of verification for several

years when reactors of this size with these design features are

operating. For PWRs, in particular, there is little operating

data to support the realism of the source term calculational

models. Further, the provisions of Appendix I require the use of

analytical models which will not substantially underestimate

exposure of an individual. In the future, as uncertainties in

operating performance decrease, data will feedback on calculational

models and the calculated and actual doses to individuals are

expected to become equal. Said another way, NRC fully expects

future stations to operate very near the design objective

release rates specified in Appendix I. EPA's Supplementary

Information shows convincingly that EPA has misunderstood this

aspect of the practicability of the proposed 40 CFR Part 190.

In actuality, the analytical models and the selected parametric

values which are used to estimate source terms and to calculate

1545 232- 15 -
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doses have been undergoing frequent review and modification

since they were presented in the Appendix I Environmental Impact

Statement (1973). The net effect of these changes in some cases

has been to increase the calculated dose values for individuals

near the site boundary. The dose values have not been recalcu-

lated for those stations listed in EPA's Table i because generally

these stations are between the construction permit and operating
'

license stages. However, the calculated dose values for other

stations, for which EISs were issued a year ago, have now been

recalculated. Some of the dose values increase, others decrease.

For the cases where doses have been recalculated, thyroid dose

values have increased over a range of 2 to 20. Thus, the dose

values presented in EPA's Table 1 likely would be higher if

evaluated today owing to differences in analytical models used

to quantify dose calculations based on new reactor operating data.

Reactor operations are not controlled by the estimated dosec.

values presented in the EIS. Rather, reactors are operated in

accordance with the technical specifications which are a condition

of, and contained in, the station operating license. The limiting

conditions of operations are expressed in terms of two release rates:

(1) the instan.taneous release which, if continued for a year, would

result in 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix B limiting concentration values

or limiting annual doses offsite and (2) the release which averaged

over one calendar quarter would result in calculated doses equal to

- 16 -
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half the (annual) design objective dose values of Appendix I to

10 CFR Part 50. The dose values presented in the EIS for the

station are calculated based on the assumed full time operation of

radwaste equipment. Redundancy generally is not required and,

if the equipment is not operable for any reason, higher dose

values than those presented in the EIS can be anticipated. Again.

because of these factors doses higher'than those presented in

EPA's Table 1 can be anticipated but the magnitude of the doses

from operating stations is now known only from calculations; only

a few of these calculations have been completed subsequent to the

promulgation of Appendix I; and all such calculations have yet to

be verified by operational effluent monitoring.

3. Appendix I Concluding Statement

The AEC Staff Concluding Statement * in the Appendix I rulemaking

contained a table which indicated that most of the reactors licensed at

that time either could comply with the proposed (1974) numerical guidelines

or had commited to augment existing systems to comply. However, recent

revisions of analytical models used to estimate source terms have

invalidated those conclusions. Further, the difference between the

*

Concluding Statement of Position of the Regulatory staff. Public Rule-
making Hearing on: Numerical Guidee for Design Objectives and Limiting
Conditions for Operation to Meet the Criterion "As Low As Practicable" for
Radioactive Material in Effluents of Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power
Reactors. February 20, 1974, Docket No. RM-50-2.

1545 234
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proposed (1974) numerical guidelines and the final version of Appendix I is

another complicating factor. It is now required to reach a determination

of cost-effectiveness and to establish design objective values for each

Further, as stated in Section E.2.a. above, licensees may omitreactor.

those radwaste features not required to satisfy Appendix I. Consequently,

the 1974 AEC Staff's Concluding Statement is not now a valid basis for

conclusions concerning capabilities of stations to meet the proposed 40 CFR

190. ,

4. Conservatism

" Conservatism" in NRC licensing analyses have been cited by EPA in

several references. EPA uses its conclusions in this regard to sub-

stantiate the claim that real doses to real people will likely be less

than 40 CFR Part 190 limits for stations licensed under current NRC
practice. This conclusion is in error. Our comments on the specific

factors identified as contributors to the conservatism are given
below.

Predicted Dispersion and Deposition vs Measured Values.a.

Several NRC/ EPA cooperative efforts have been made to characterize s

i

the dispersion and deposition of radioactive material in the

environs around nuclear facilities. While these studies have been

instructive, and have provided the most comprehensive data available

today, they have been limited in scope and duration and the analyses

have not provided definitive information which would permit sub-

stantial modifications of current analytical models. EPA cites

these measurements as showing conservatism in current models but

the results are variable - sometimes indicating values higher cg;

1545 iN- '8 -
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lower than the predicted values. These results are not suprising,
1

given the uncertainties inherent in the selection of parametric

values, in-put data, sampling and analytical procedures, limitations

of analytical models, and our attempts to provide realistic estimates.

Consider the information presented in the table on page 7 in

Section C of the Supplementary Information. The stations at

which the measurements were made are not representative of new

stations, and the data are not representative and would not be

generally applicable because:

(1) Dresden 1 is a unique reactor featuring an indirect cycle

BWR and a tall stack for diluting and dispersing effluents;
(2) Yankee Rowe and Haddam Neck reactors employ stainless

steel fuel rods which, experience has shown, have lower fuel

defect levels than Zircaloy clad fuel. Zircaloy is used in all

large LWR stations in the U.S.; and

(3) all three of the nuclear power reactors cited by EPA are

smallunits(rangingfrom600to1825MWt)relativeto) contemporary
3800 MWt reactors.

Further, NRC reviews of EPA reports on the field studies have

identified specific technical problems which characterize our

concern that the results of specific measurements have been

incorrectly generalized from atypical facilities. For example,

we sent the following letter to one of the authors of the EPA

report on the Haddam Neck field measurements. (The letter is
retyped here for convenience of presentation.)

1545 236- 19 -
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Mr. Bernd Kahn, Director December 17, 1975
Environmental Resources Center
Georgia Institute of Technology '

205 Old Civil Engineering Building
Atlanta, Georgia 30332

Dear Bernd:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on-the report of the EPA
radiological surveillance study at Haddam Neck. The report con-
tains much useful information that we will consider in future
revisions to our source term calculational models. We believe
that measurements of the type you_have made, when, performed at a
number of plants under a variety of operating conditions, pro-
vide the most valuable type of data for improving our models.
Care must be taken, however, in comparing measurements made at
a single plant over a period of a few months, with a calculational
model that represents the 30-year operating life of the plant.
Also, the measurements need to be related to the plant operating
conditions and to plant activities, such as maintenance and
operation of certain pieces of equipment, during, and for the
period prior to, each set of measurements. In view of-the many
variables involved, we consider that the measured releases, which
in many instances are within a factor of two of the calculated
source terms in the staff's Environmental Statement, show excellent
agreement with our calculational models.

In regard to your specific question about the apparent inconsis-
!

tency in the applicant's reported primary to secondary leak rate f

and the measured releases from the main condenser air ejector, we
note that your measured release rate (Table 3.5) is approximately
a factor of 2.5 times higher than that reported by the licensee
during the same period. The applicant's reported releases imply a
primary to secondary leakage rate of approximately 300 kg/hr,
which is consistent with the value you report in Appendix C.3 i

for measurements made on March 16, 1971. We also note that,
although both the primary coolant concentration and the primary
to secondary leakage rate were steadily increasing during the
sampling period, your measured release rates at the air ejector
were constant to within +25%. These facts lead us to conclude
that the gas samples taken from the main condenser air ejector
exhaust by the EPA may not be representative of true system
steady state operation. Such a situation might occur due to the
relatively small volume of the samples (1.8 liters) and due to
the fact that samples were taken during or shortly following
changes in power level, e.g., the July 24, 1970 sample was taken
shortly after refueling, the September 16, 1970 sample was taken
just af ter a startup, and the four samples in March and April
1971 were taken while the plant power level was decreasing just

mai
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prior to refueling. It also appears that the applicant's estimate
of the primary to secondary leakage rate of 75 to 150 kg/ day is low
by a factor of two to four.

We have reviewed only the portions of the report having to do with
source terms. If you desire comments on the measurements in the
environment, you snould contact Enrico Conti of the Radiological
Assessment Branch, whose Section is responsible for environmental
radiological surveillance. We have received the draft of the
report on the surveillance studies at Oyster Creek from
Dr. Blanchard and will attempt to provide comments on the measure-
ments as they relate to our source term calculations.

Sincerely,
*

John T. Collins, Chief
Effluent Treatment Systems Branch
Division of Technical Review
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

EPA has cited data from field studies as revealing "significantly

lower iodine concentrations in milk than projected by models for

the pathway currently used for environmental analysis" [ Supplementary

Information, Part C, p. 6]. This conclusion is premature. The

data from the Quad Cities station have not been fully evaluated.

However, there are extended periods during which the iodine con-

centrations were considerably higher than would have been predicted

using current analytical models. The reasons for this are not fully

understood at this time. We do not believe that the data from

field studies fully demonstrate the conservatism of NRC analytical

models. Rather, the data demonstrate that much more information is

needed to obtain a full understanding of the complex relationships

between the release of radiciodine in various forms and the low

level radiation doses that may be received in the environment.

1545 238
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To demonstrate the extent to which the results of the field

measurements have been misapplied to rationalize that the NRC

models are conservative and that compliance is practicable, con-

sider the " Maximum Individual Dose" table in the Supplementary

Informa tion, Part C, p. 7. The values are presented as annual

doses, yet examination of the EPA reports on these studies, e.g.,

Radiological Surveillance Study at the Haddom Neck PWR Nuclear Power

Station (EPA-520/3-74-007], shows that the data sere inadequate to
,

determine potential annual doses. The annual dose values presented |
t

for the thyroid, bone, and GI (LLI) were not based on measurements
;

in the environment, but were based on calculations using detailed

effluent data. Further, the reported annual whole-body dose values

were based on measurements of external dose rates (in terms of

pR/hr on discrete days which were used to determine the annual dose

rates) made inside the site boundary and extrapolated b* calcula-

tion beyond the boundary. To this was added the calculated whole

body dose contributions from effluent data [See p. 117, EPA-520/3-

74-C). Thus, it is inaccurate to characterize these dose rate

values as originating from " field studies." Further, EPA con-
(

clusions from these studies, such as the paragraph quoted on p. 7,

Part C of the Supplementary Information, are not warranted or

justified.

.

b. LWR Source Terms.

The EPA " Supplementary Information" contains, among other things, a

discussion of LWR source ce r. , which concludes that the NRC sourcee

term characterization for PWR scations are unduly conservative (high).

- 22 -
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We believe that this issue is exemplary of the failure to correctly

interpret the practicability aspects of the proposed 40 CFR

Part 190. That is, the proposed standard is based on an incorrect

assessment of effluent control technology. We will further discuss

source terms for that reason.

EPA makes the following statements concerning source terms.

(1) "In addition to conservative envirenmental dose pathway
models, radionuclide source term models have generally been
conservative. For example, fuel experience for PWRs has been
much better than the 0.25% fuel leakage rate now used as a
design basis for calculating environmental releases."
[ Supplementary Information, Part C, p. 10)

Coment Tae NRC scurce term models were developed to provide a

realistic assessment of releases of radioactive materials contained

in liquid and gaseous effluents from nuclear power reactors,

averaged over the life of the station. The parameters used in the

staff's models are based on data obtained from operating reactors

to the greatest extent possible. Where operating data were

unavailable or inconclusive, we relied on laboratory data, test

[ data, and ju%,eanent. The " fuel leakage" value of 0.25% referenced

above has not been used in our model since the spring of 1975. We

presently use a value of 0.12% which is based on data provided by

Westinghouse. We consider the value presently in use (0.12%) to be

representative of zircaloy clad fuel experience to date for PWRs.

This change is important. Future PWR radwaste equipment will be

selected by using this realistic source term. Thus, " realism" as

1545 240
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mandated by Appendix I will make it more likely that multi-reactor

stations designed and operated within the requirements of Appendix I

will exceed the limits of the proposed 40 CFR Part 190.

(2) "A second important consideration with respect to conservatism
in source term-models is the fact that, especially for PWRs,
effluents are postulated for inplant pathways which require
simultaneous levels of degradation of several parameters in
order to lead to a postulated release to the environment. For
example, effluents from the PWR secondary system (e.g., steam
generator blowdown vent or condenser air-ejector exhaust)
require the simultaneous existence of a " design basis" fuel
leakage and a " design basis" assumed steam g=nerator leakage
rate of primary coolant into the secondary coolant. .Since the
probability of each " standard" assumption is generally signif-
icantly less than one, the probability of both occurring at
the same time must be smaller than either of the individual
probabilities. Thus, if the annual probability of having the
" design basis" number of fuel failures is five percent and the
probability of having a " design basis" primary to secondary
leak is twenty percent, the probability of operating a PWR
with " design basis" fuel leakage and primary to secondary
leakage is of the order of one percent. In spite of this,
light-water-cooled reactors have been evaluated as if these
" design basis" conditions occur simultaneously, for periods of
time comparable to a year (17)." [ Supplementary Information,
Part C, p. 11]

Comment As with our parameter for fission product leakage from the

fuel, our parameter for primary system to secondary system leakage

within the steam generator is based on leakage rates measured at

operating reactors. Our current parameter is based on 15 reactor-

1

years of experience and includes periods of essentially "zero"

leakage as well as periods of significant leakage. In both cases,

fuel leakage and steam generator leakage, the arithmetic average of

the available data was used, not " design basis" upper limits as

implied by EPA. Again, EPA has not accounted for the practicability

and realism considerations mandated by Appendix I.

- 24 - 525.
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(3) "Even though the most recent environmental statements employ
models specified by regulatory guides which are more realistic
than those used in the past, these models are still conser-
vative. Again, in the opinion of the Nuclear Regulatory
Conmdssion on Appendix I on 10 CFR 50 (4):

"It must be understood in discussing the matters of calcula-
tional conservatism and realism that Appendix I means,
implicitly, that any facility that conforms to the numerical
and other conditions thereof is acceptable without further
question with respect to section 50.34a... The numerical
guidelines are, in this sense, a' conservative set of require-
ments and are indeed based upon conservative evaluations."
[ Supplementary Information, Part C, pp. 5, 6]

Comment This conclusion is in error, possibly because of a

misreading of the Appendix I Statement of Considerations. The

Commission's opinion referenced above does not say that the models

are conservative, as suggested by the EPA interpretation. Ra ther ,

the Comndssion has stated that Appendix I sets forth conservative

design objectives which were arrived at by conservative techniques

(e.g., linear extrcpolation of radiation effects to low levels) and

that the degree of conservatism inherent in the selection of

Appendix I design objectives negates the need for further con-

servatism in the form of licensing evaluations or more restrictive

dose limits. This quoted paragraph is in direct contradiction to,

,

-

the proposed 40 CFR Part 190 since the paragraph states a formal

conclusion by NRC, based on practicability considerations, that

limits more restrictive than those imposed by Appendix I are

not warranted for nuclear power reactors (e.g., site limits in

addition to reactor limits).

1545 242
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AMageneralcomment, the NRC and reactor licensees have instituted

measurement programs to determine the sources, magnitudes, and

species of radionuclides released in power plant effluents. On the

basis of information received to date from these programs, we have

made substantial revisions to our source term model for BW2s. The

data obtained from recently initiated PWR measurement programs

will be used to update the PWR model in coming months, in keeping

with the NRC's commitment to keep the source term models consistent !
I

with operating data. It should be noted that data obtained to date I

have not shown the scurce term models to be " generally conservative,"

as indicated by the EPA [ Supplementary Information, Part C, p. 10],

but have shown in several cases that model revisions were needed to

keep from underestimating radioactive releases. It should be

remembered that the NRC's models are designed to predict radiological

effects over the projected 30-year operating life of the plant, and

that disparity between predicted average releases and short-term

measurements may be indicative only of having chosen a sampling

time or location that was not representative of "30 year average"

conditions.

II. OTHER FACILITIES IN THE URANIUM FUEL CYCLE

A. Technical Data Base

The numerical dose and release quantity limits specified in the proposed
v

regulation reportedly are based upon the information contained in the EPA

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DES) and the three volume report

Environmental Analysis of the Uranium Fuel Cycle. Additional information
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was presented in the report " Supplementary Information" but this report was
-

issued well af ter the limiting values were selected.

We have related some of the difficulties which AEC encountered in the

Appendix I rulemaking due to an inadequate data base for LWR reactor'

several of which had been in operation for more than a decade. Even less

applicable data are available for most other facilities in the uranium fuel
cycle.

The AEC had planned that similar guidance for other fuel cycle facilities

would be developed af ter completion of the rulemaking action to provide

numerical guidance for LWR effluents. A Federal Register notice of intent

for rulemaking to this effect was published by AEC in 1974. Recognizing that

a sound technical data base is required for selecting such values, the AEC

contracted ORNL in 1973 to initiate a comprehensive technical study of fuel

cycle facilities, including uranium mills, UF refineries, mixed oxide fuel
6

fabrication facilities, and fuel reprocessing plants. In reports of these

studies, ORNL provided evaluations of radiation source terms, evaluation

of process equipment capabilities, estimated process equipment costs, and

calculated potential doses to individuals and to populations in the region
of a site. Basically, this is the type of information we found to be abso-

lutely necessary in our Appendix I rulemaking. The ORNL studies were performed

under the direction of AEC and continued under NRC. Four reports on these

studies were issued by ORNL* in May 1975.
45 244v

*

ORNL-TM-4901 Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing
ORNL-TM-4902 Fabrication of LWR Fuel from Enriched UOORNL-TM-4903 Vol.1 - Milling of Uranium Ores 2

Vol. 2 Preparation of Cost Estimates for Vol. 1
ORNL-TM-4904 Fabrication of LWR Fuels Containing Pu. ' l **gr>
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After reviewing the information in these reports and evaluating the i

nature. of the data and other information the NRC staff has concluded that the

technical data and information for all types of uranium fuel cycle facilities,

except reactors, are inadequate to provide technical bases for selecting generic

ALARA numerical guidelines at this time. We arrived at this conclusion for

three principal reasons.

(1) Effluent data now available are adequate to provide reasonable

assurance of compliance with RPGs but inadequate to demonstrate the feasibility

of complying with generic ALARA numerical guideline values which are a small

fraction of the RPGs, particularly for facilities with design features which

have not been operated in commercial-scale plants of the design type being

considered.

(2) An interim value for the monetary worth of incremental reductions

in population doses ($1,000/ person-rem) was selected for Appendix I cost-

benefit evaluations but rulemaking proceedings on this issue may result in a

change in this value; consequently, it would be untimely to apply the

interim value to other than reactor facilities at this time.

(3) The NRC is considering a staff recommendation to issue its own

technical status reports utilizing the ORNL effort, inter alia, rather than

using the information for NRC ALARA rulemaking actions, as originally intended.

We caution that these ORNL reports provide theoretical, not empirical,

analyses relative to the conclusion that implementation of the proposed

standard is practicable and feasible. We do not agree'the conclusion that

these reports support a finding of practicability or feasibility of compliance

with the proposed 40 CFR Part 190.

[3'3bIA
_
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We also caution that ORNL-TM-4901 (Reprocessing) is currently being

revised to reflect current licensing practices and evaluations. The revisions

could be substantial, particularly with respect to equipment effectiveness

for control of iodine releases and the associated cost-benefit analyses.

Furthermore, the current baseline analyses for fuel reprocessing plants in

the NRC Generic Environmental Statement for Mixed Oxide fuels show potential

maximum annual thyroid doses of a few hundred mrem for ' typical FRP sites.

These are far in excess of the 75 mrem annual limit in the proposed standard.
B. Fuel Reprocessing Plants

_

One commercial fuel reprocessing plant (FRP) has been operated in the
United States. This FRP had a small capacity and most of the fuel processed

had relatively low burnup. This plant is currently shutdown for extensive

modification to increase processing capacity, to incorporate a new process

(not yet selected) to solidify liquid wastes, to add equipment (not yet

selected) to convert plutonium compounds to oxide forms and to modify other
station features. Another FRP (Barnwell) is in the licensing process and

construction is nearly completed. Design features of this new FRP differ

substantially from those of the first FRP; consequently, data obtained fromv

previous operation of the first FRP will not necessarily be applicable to
the second.

The Barnwell FRP will include advanced design features for which

no commercial operating data are available. However, testimony presented

during the licensing process for the second FRP indicates that potential

release quantities of long lived material from this FRP and potential thyroid
doses could exceed the proposed standard.

- 29 -
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The practicability of installing krypton recovery equipment in the

Barnwell FRP was evaluated by NRC staff in the course of licensing action for

that facility. We estimated that the Kr-85 could cause an annual dose of 17

man-rem among the 657,000 persons living within 50 miles of the plant. We

also estimated that C-14 could cause an annual dose of 59 man-ram to the same
population. The cost of krypton recovery equipment estimated by ORNL, by

Allied General Nuclear Services, and by Allied Chemical Corporation ranged

from at least $5 million to about $40 million. An annual cost of $2.0 million

was estimated for a $5.6 million capital cost system, which includes minor

additions to be capable of recovering C-14. If the system with the lowest

estimated cost were to capture 100% of the Kr-85 and C-14, the calculated

annual dose to the population within 50 miles might be reduced by 76 man-ren

at an annual cost of $2.0 million, or about $27,000 per man-ram reduction. We

do not now consider this practicable from a cost-benefit consideration.

Practically, it is not possible to recover or to retain 100% of either

the Kr-85 or the C-14 and it is conceivable that the $40 million capital cost

estimate is more accurate than the $5.6 million cost estimate; thus the cost-

benefit value could be even less acceptable. A larger value for the

reduction of the population annual dose (commitment) can be calculated by

summing the infinitesimal annual doses to the entire population of the Earth
i

over several decades, as advocated by EPA. We do not believe that such a

value is significant at this time, considering the number of FRPs. if viewed

with any perspective such as comparisons to variations in natural background

radiation with location, or other similar source comparisons.
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We recognize that the cumulative inventory of Kr-85 (and other lon
g-

lived radionuclides) in the atmosphere could attain undesirably high lev les

by the year 2000 or later owing to the contributions from all FRPs on E
arth

if Kr-85 releases er* not restricted by that time.
We are confident that

such restrictions will be provided by FRPs in the U.S. long before this
potential problem becomes a real problem.

Our principal differences with

EPA on this issue are (1) the specific time at which it is * proposed to
require the restictions on releases.

(2) the unilateral nature of the action,
(3) the administrative problems created by stating the limits in t

erms of

electrical energy produced, and (4) the specific nature of the proposed

standard (e.g., facility specific rather than a generally applicable envi
ron-

mental standard).

Aside from the " practicability" issue, the proposed 40 CFR Part 190

would require application of krypton recovery equiptment in all commerci !a

FRPs by 1983 and no effective variance provision is provided for FRPs which

exceed the standard [ Supplementary Information, Part A, p. 11}A sub-.

stantial research and development effort is required before krypton recovery
equipment is available for commercial FRPs. If 10 years are required for

the R&D effort, as estimated by ORNL and others, compliance in 1983would
not be p'ossible.

Presumably, the date for compliance could be changed if
this is the case.

The lack of an effective variance provision for FRPs is a
more difficult matter.

Without a variance, exceeding the Kr-85 limits
presumably would be cause for shutdown.

In order to avoid costly shutdown
in the event the Kr recovery equipment is inoperative, it is likely that
redundant equipment would need to be provided.

This redundant equipment

31 - 1545 248
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would further increase the cost of equipment (recall that one cost estimate

for a system which included redundant equipment was $40 million) and would

decrease the cost-effectiveness of krypton removal.

In addition to these processing problems, additional problems must be

identified and resolved, including safety issues concerning the operation

of the equipment, and the handling, transportation, and long term storage or

ultimate disposal of the collected Kr and other long-lived material. The costs
,

or impact of these items also must be included in a realistic cost-benefit
analysis.

In this regard, the National Council on Radiation Protection and

Measurements, on July 1, 1975, issued NCRP Report No. 44 " KRYPTON-85 IN THE

ATMOSPHERE - Accumulation, Biological Significance, and Control Technology".

In the Summary, NCRP makes the following observation.

"The dose from 85-Kr for the next several years will be of such a low
order as to preclude the need for installation of recovery systems.
However, as such systems become available for full-scale application,
their installation in fuel reprocessing plants should be considered in
relation to the costs of such installations and the benefits, if any,that would result."

In the Discussion, NCRP recommends international collaboration on this
%
issue rather than the unilateral action required by the proposed standard.

"In this report the subject has been addressed from the point of view of
the United States atomic energy program. It is estimated that by the
year 2000, the United States installed nuclear electric power capacity
will be about 1000 GW compared to nearly 5000 GW for the world. Any
policy adopted by the United Sates would thus deal with about 20 percent
of the 85-Kr generated in the year 2000. This is clearly a general
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question that requires careful international collaboration and the NCRP

Commission on Radiological Protection give prompt attention to the ne durges that the International Atomic Energy Agency and the International
for developing policies that will be acceptable on an internationale
scale."

This NCRP recommendation is in complete accord with our previous
recommendations to EPA [see attached comments dated September 15

, 19751.

C. Uranium Hills
i

Uranium mills in the United States generally are located in arid regions
with relatively sparse populations.

Tailings piles (i.e., solid waste from
the milling process released as a slurry and generally retained by earthen

dam systems) are recognized as an important source of airborne radioactive
material offsite.

In most instances, the nearest inhabitated area is well

beyond the perimeter of the tailings and, owing to the arid nature of th
e

region, locally produced vegetables are not commonly found. Tailings piles
are subject to erosion by wind as the solid material dries. Airborne radio-

active material from these tailings is extremely variable and representative

samples obtained from monitoring programs are difficult to evaluate with!

(respect to estimating potential dose equivalents on a yearly average basis
for the lifetime of the facility.

Furthermore, sufficient data on airborne

radioactive material from tailings to estimate potential doses from all
exposure pathways do not exist.

The source term characterization presented

in the ORNL studies * and cited by EPA [ Supplementary Information
, Part H,

p. 1) are based primarily, on calculations which require the selection of

parametric values, for which data are not available, and represent judgement
which has not been verified by measurements.

The estimated source terms and
*0RNL-TM-4903, Volumes 1 and 2.

1545 250 - 534
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calculated potential doses do not contribute the needed data base required

to select the values in the proposed standard or to judge the feasibility of
complying with the proposed standard.

EPA suggests that readily available techniques such as stabilizing

the tailings with " chemical binders" or covering the ' tailings with soil

would eliminate completely the erosion by wind and assure compliance with

the proposed standard. [ Supplementary Information. Part.A, p. 8]. _NRC

staff is not aware of any method which has been demonstrated to provide

stabilization of active tailings piles sufficient to assure compliance
with the proposed standard. Further, we are not aware of any cost

effectiveness evaluation provided by EPA for stabilization of mill tailings.

We are aware of an ongoing research project being jointly sponsored

by ERDA and EPA to study mill tailings. This project, which is projected

to be completed in 1977 will have cost about $2.5 million and will provide

a substantial amount of information concerning:

1) Gamma dose rates from windblown tailings;

2) Soil sample analysis to determine content of Ra-226 and other radio-

nuclides;

3) Background concentrations of Ra-226;

4) Erosion of tailings by rainfall and streams;

5) Leaching of activity from tailings to aquifers; .

6) Migration of activity from tailings into subsurface soils;

7) Air concentrations of radon and daughters

- long term and short term

- 34 -
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- correlation with meteorologic conditions

" exhalation" rates for radon from tailings piles;-

8) Population exposure estimates; -

9) Analyses of tailings components;

10) Contamination levels of land and buildings near site;

11) Alternative milling processes to remove more radioactive material

from tailings before discharge; , .

12) Determine factors which affect " exhalation" rate from tailings, e.g.,

temperature, barometric pressure, moisture, compaction, thickness and

characteristics of cover materials, etc.;

13) Effectiveness of controls of sealants above and/or below the tailings;
and

14) Effectiveness of vegetation covering over the tailings piles.

It is precisely this kind of information which is now lacking and which we

believe is necessary to provide the basis for rulemaking or other generic

regulatory actions on mills. For teasons such as those described above,

the NRC is currently considering a staff recommendation to initiate a

generic Environmental Impact Statement and associated studies for uranium

mills

D. Uranium Enrichment Facilities

NRC has never received an application for a commercial enrichment plant

license so our licensing experience in this area is nil. We note that

EPA has not provided a cost-benefit study for enrichment plant effluent
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controls. Consequently, we do not understand why these facilities have

been included in the proposed 40 CFR Part 190. Since NRC has not licensed

uranium enrichment facilities, we recommend that ERDA speak to the feasibility

and cost-effectiveness of these facilities complying with the proposed

standard.

E. UF Conversion Facilities and Enriched Uranium Fuel Fabrication6
Plants

.

From our studies to date, we believe that it is likely that conversion

facilities and enriched uranium fuel fabrication plants practicably can

comply with the proposed standard.

F. Transportation of Radioactive Material

For sites which require substantial numbers of shipments of radio-

active material, the proposed standard would require the apportionment
\

of dose limits, not only among the facilities on the site and nearby

facilities, but also adjusted to accommodate the contribution from trans-

portation. Additional radwaste equipment could be required to provide

the additional dose reduction from the facilities to accommodate the dose

contribution from transportation. This could require radwaste equipment

for control of radioactive material in effluents beyond that considered to

be " justifiable" by EPA when considering potential doses from effluents

alone.

We defer to the Department of Transportation, which is responsible for

regulation of the transportation of radioactive material by trucks, to

speak to the feasibility of compliance with the proposed standard and the
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practicability of compliance in terms of cost-effectiveness beyond the

site boundary. We note that EPA has not provided a cost-benefit justifica-

tion for inclusion of the transporta ion source term in the proposed
,

standard.

III. EPA TECHNICAL REPORTS

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Statement; the Environmental

Analysis of the Uranium Fuel Cycle, Part I - Fuel Supply, Part II - Nuclear

Power Reactors, and Part III - Fuel Reprocessing, EPA - 520/9-73-003; the

report Environmental Dose Commitment: An Application to the Nuclear Power

Industry, EPA - 520/4-73-002; and the rolicy Statement: Relationship

Between Dose and Effect, ORP. In order to make a complete evaluation of

'these reports, it would be necessary to essentially duplicate the studies
i

independently and then to compare differences; we have not done this.

However, our review disclosed a substantial number of items where we and

EPA differ in technical evaluations, economic considerations, judgments,

and conclusions. It is not worthwhile discussing the details of the

numerous technical differences which we have with these reports at this

time, but there are some important issues which we will identify.

A. Source Terms

Essentially all of the postulated health effects (1020 of 1030) which

EPA believes will be averted by promulgation of the proposed 40 CFR Part 190

would be due to retention of long-lived material [ DES, p. 82, Table 10].

Fuel reprocessing plants are the dominant consideration in this regard.

Among the assumptions used in estimating the number of averted health
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effects is the assumption that the postulated effluent characteristics of

the typical FRP analysed by EPA will be representative of the 50 FRPs to

be operated over the next 50 years [ Supplementary Information, Part F,
pp. 24].

While it is recognized that NRC has an effective ongoing generic effort

to assure that releases of radioactive material in effluents of LWR stations

are "as low as reasonably achievable" as part of the licensing process, the

EPA analysis does not recognize that the same licensing finding is required

for FRPs on a case-by-case basis. With respect to krypton recovery, NRC

staff has taken the position that FRP licensees should provide adequate

space to permit installation of krypton removal equipment when it becomes

available and the FRP scheduled for operation in 1985 will include krypton

recovery equipment (the EXXON facility). Thus, even without the proposed

standard, of the three commercial FRPs which will operate in the U.S. by

1985, one will control krypton release and the other two will be able to

accommodate the processing equipment when it becomes available. Assuming

that development of technology for krypton recovery equipment continues to

advance favorably, it is reasonable-to assume that effective krypton control

will be provided by FRPs in the U.S. within a decade. Similar changes in

the design features of the FRPs to provide further control of the release of

other long lived material also can be anticipated. This means that 1020 of

the 1030 averted health effects associated with the proposed 40 CFR Part 190

will in f act be averted even if 40 CFR Part 190 is withdrawn today. Thus,

the principal benefit claimed for the proposed standard is not real.

- 38 -
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B. Health Effects

We have reviewed the EPA Policy Statement, dated March 3, 1975, con-

cerning the adoption of the theoretical linear, nonthreshold, dose rate

independent relationship of dose and biological effects extrapolated to zero

dose. We do not agree with the adoption of this theory (and we emphasize

that it is a theory rather than an established fact) without reservation and

proceeding to treat the resulting calculated risk values as though they were
.

actual riska. The data available today do not rule out a zero risk from low

doses delivered at low dose rates. Thus we believe that when integral

population doses are calculated from low doses at very low dose rates and

related to calculated health effects, a factually correct statement would be

that the number of health effects is likely to be within the range from zero

to N, where N is the value calculated using the linear theory. Since cost-

ef'fectiveness is judged by EPA in considering the cost of averting potential

health effects, d t is impartant to realize that if,the health effects are

indeed zero, any cost realized to reduce the value is not justifie from a

health viewpoint. %

The importance of the issue is apparent when considering the cost-

effectiveness of Kr-85 capture. The numerical integration of the very low

level doses delivered at very low dose rates for several decades to the

entire population of the Earth is necessary to justify Kr-85 empture on a

cost-effective basis. This rationale completely ignores that (1) the

number of health effects might be zero; (2) if not zero, the number is

statistically insignificant when any perspective is provided; and (3) the

1545 256- 39 -
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contribution to the world-wide Kr-85 inventory from sources outside the

U.S. will exceed substantially those originating within the U.S. The

National Academy of Science, on p. 17 of the 1972 BEIR Report, states

" Tritium and krypton-85 should be assessed on a basis of world-wide

production because of their distribution patterns" (Emphasis added). In

our previous written comments to EPA, we pointed out that the control of

long lived radioactive material which could be dispersed world-wide is an

international problem and unilateral actions on the part of the United

States would have only a modest effect on reducing the world-wide dose

commitments. We continue to believe that international discussions on

this matter would be more appropriate than promulgation of a National
<

standard at this time.

Recognizing that EPA has applied the linear theory to all non-zero

doses, we do not understand why the 100-year time interval was arbitrarily

selected for integrating doses used to calculate health effects. A time

interval of thousands or millions of years would be equally rational and

equally arbitrary.

An additional area of concern is that the selection of thyroid dose

limits based on the " biological equivalent" of whole-body dose has not been

demonstrated [ DES-pp. 65-66). Using the risk values selected by EPA, it can

be shown that the thyroid dose would have to be several times higher than

the factor of three times the whole body dose to be " biologically equivalent."

C. Economic Considerations

The EPA reports do not present the detailed coet values needed to

- 40 -
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independently verify important elements of the costs. Further, solid waste

handling systems were not included in EPA radwaste costs.

EPA utilizes a discount rate procedure for radweste system sts but

does not employ a similar procedure to discount potential health effects in
the future. This costing procedure improves the apparent cost-effectiveness.

Perhaps a discounting procedure is applicable to both costs.and postulated
health effects. It is clearly incorrect,to discount one, side of the cost-
benefit equation and not the other. In the absence of a method for translating

health effects into economic benefits, comparisons should be made on an

undiscounted basis. Certainly, it is a subject worthy of discussion among

economists and radiation protection experts.

EPA does not explain how the dose limits for individuals were justified

by "... weighing cost-effectiveness and cost of control relative to the total
capital cost..." [ DES, p. 24]. If the values selected for the annual dose

limits for individuals are justified only on the basis of the cost of controls

relative to the capital cost of the facility, the procedure would not preclude

arbitrary decisions to require controls which are not cost-effective.

The DES for the proposed EPA standard does not provide a detailed

description of the radwaste systems which would be required to meet the

proposed standard or provide the reasoning process by which the values in

the proposed standard were selected. However, the systems required can be

identified from the data included in Figure 12 of the DES. When this infor-

mation is used in conjunction with the cost-effectiveness data of Figure 4

of the DES it can be seen that use of some of these " required" systems would

result in spending substantially more than the $500,000 per potential

health effect averted, which the DES indicates is thy gKt ggffective
of the systems which should be required. 542
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The radwaste systems identified by this analysis are described in the

three volume set on the Environmental Analysis of the Uranium Fuel Cycle
issued by EPA in 1973.

The costs per averted potential health effect can

be derived from these data and are shown in Table A, below. The values

range from a low of $0.79 million to a high of $29 million per averted
potential health effect. It may be that EPA did not mean for all of

these systems to be required, the presence or absence of a given system in

Table A being determined by the absence or presence of the letter "P"

following the radwaste system description in Figure 12 of the DES.,

But it

does indicate the need for a far more detailed examination and description

of the reasoning process by which the values in the proposed standard were
derived.

There are indications that at least some of the dose models used

in the analysis may overestimate the doses and some of the costs may be
underestimated. If alternative values were used the costs per averted

potential health effect could be substantially higher.

- 42 -
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Table A

Required Radwaste Systems for Which the
Costs per Averted Potential Health Effect Exceed $500,000

$ Millions Reference
Radwaste System Health Effect Vol. Table i Page

HEPR drying system (Mill) 1.4 I' 2-11 52

Bag (crushing) filter (Mill) 29(*) I 2-11 52

Seepage return (Mill) 6.7 I 2-12 53
. ,

2nd bag filter (Conv. WS) 0.79 I 3-10 93

2nd bag filter (Cony. HF) 5.3 I 3-10 93

Settling tanks (Fuel Fab) 1.2 I 5-12 135

Iodine Case (BGIE-2-BWR) 19. II 57 153

Liquid Case BWR-3 7.8 II 61 157

Iodine Case PGIE-3-PWR 3.8(b) II 59 155

(a)Value from Figure 4 is about 3.
( )Value from Figure 4 is about 10.

IV. CURRENT NRC EFFORTS

Current NRC regulations require that exposures of persons to radiation

be maintained at as low as reasonably achievable levels below existing

Federal Radiation Council guidance. In this regard, Appendix I of 10 CFR

Part 50 provides numerical guidelines for light water reactor effluents.

For other facilities, for which no generic numerical guidelines are

currently available, ALARA levels are determined on a case-by-case

545 260 544- 43 -
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licensing basis. When an adequate technical data base exists for these

other facilities, generic numerical guidelines likely will be proposed by
NRC. Having recognized the inadequacy of the current data base, technical

programs have been initiated to obtain the required additional data. We

are optimistic that this information will be available within the next
several years.

NRC and EPA staffs have been cooperating in programs to obtain data
'

'

which will permit better predictions of dispersion and deposition of radio-

active material in the environs of nuclear facilities. Data collected by

this program to date are the best available, but much more extensive data

and analyses still are needed if the current analytical models are to be

improved. We believe that this cooperative effort not only should continue,

but should be expanded to provide the sound data base which both agencies

(and others) recognize as being required.

{NRC has participated in joint meetings with General Electric and EPA

to discuss technical issues concerning N-16 " shine" from BWR turbines. We

believe that these meetings can lead to the satisfactory resolution of this

problem area and this would be more desirable than the present case where

N-16 shine has been included in the proposed standard without a cost-benefit

determination.

V. IMPACT OF 40 CFR PART 190 ON NRC ACTIVITIES
.

We have previously cited several administrative and technical problems

which would pose a substantial burden on the NRC if 40 CFR Part 190 is

promulgated [see letter to Russell E. Train from Lee V. Gossick dated

September 15, 1975 appended to this testimony]. EPA acknowledges that a
. [34E5
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substantial number of revisions would be required in NRC regulations,

regulatory guides, and technical specifications [ Supplementary Information.

Part A, pp.13-14), but underestimates the effort required to make these

_, revisions. While the administrative burden would be substantial indeed,

perhaps a greater burden would be the technical effort required by our

Office of Inspection and Enforcement which would be responsible for
. .

verifying compliance by licensees of all' uranium fuel cycle facilities.

A. Environmental Measurements

EPA has indicated that environmental measurements should be made to

confirm noncompliance with its standard when calculational values indicate

that such confirmation is necessary (Supplementary Information, Part A,

p. 5]. However, EPA has not addressed any of the difficulties or uncer-

tainties that can be encountered in applying this approach or made any

estimate of the effort and cost that such a program would involve. Neither

has any data been presented to support the conclusion that such an approach

can, in fact, be applied successfully in actual practice.

Environmental monitoring as a means of measuring dose and demonstrating

compliance with an exposure limit (RPG) has some of the same limitations

and uncertainties as do calculational models based on effluent data. There-

fore, simply making an environmental measurement does not mean that we have

accurately determined dose and demonstrated compliance. Estimations of

radiation exposures based on environmental data are subject to substantial

One of the greatest uncertainties is how closely the measurederror.

environmental level or concentration represents the actual exposure.
-
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These uncertainties in dose estimates based on environmental measurements

are a result of the following considerations.

(1) Low concentrations or dose rates are very difficult to measure

and even more difficult to distinguish from already existing levels or
s

background levels. This results in a net measured value which has a large

uncertainty associated with it.

(2) Sample distribution- resulting from variable or, intermittent-

releases from stationary sources are not well understood and therefore the

relationship between sample measurements and the data population from which

these samples have been collected is not well defined. Extrapolation of

data from individual samples to the sample population can therefore

potentially lead to considerable error.

(3) The habits, intakes, and ages of individuals vary considerably and

are subject to constant change. The variability and changeability of these

parameters can introduce considerable uncertainty into dose estimates.

Because of these large uncertainties, data from present " state-of-the-

art" monitoring programs can provide only rough estimates of the potential

radiation exposure to an individual. Since the range of these exposures

are still well below the present RPGs, these programs have been deemed to

be adequate for the purposes for which the data are used. However, if

environmental monitoring programs were required to provide data to accu-

rately determine compliance with RPGs 1/20 of the present values, then the

present " state-of-the-art" monitoring programs would be totally inadequate.

Extensive and costly monitoring programs would have to be implemented to

assure compliance with the proposed EPA standard. An environmental
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" compliance monitoring program" for demonstration of compliance with the

EPA standard would have to include the following:
(1)

frequent seasurement.s taken over long periods of time would be

required to assure that the data closely represent,s the exposure pathway
measured; ;'

(2)
a large number of sampling locations would have to be utilized to

assure that the variability of dose rate or concentration with location
has been adequately considered;

(3)
the sample distribution would have to be established in order to

assure that the samples collected can be interpreted with respect to the

population which they are meant to represent;

(4)
extremely reproducible measurement techniques would have to be

employed in order to be able to distinguish between dose-rates resulting

from releases from a facility and those already existing or background
levels; and 1

(5)
to be able to distinguish this incremental dose above background

it would be necessary to continually maintain an extensive program for

measuring background dose-rates and concentrations so that this data base

will be available should " compliance monitoring" be required.

EPA refers to a number of special field studies which it has conducted

at various operational uranium fuel cycle facilities. It is informative
to recognize that even these costly studies, in most instances , would not

have provided an adequate data base for determining compliance with the

proposed EPA standard based on environmental monitoring data. The time

periods over which some of the environmental measurements were made were

548
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relatively short and the frequency of sampling was very limited with

collections in some cases being limited to a single sample.

B. FRC Guidance

Since EPA has stated that the proposed 40 CFR Part 190 as a revision of

the current RPG values for the nuclear power industry [ Supplementary Informa-

tion, Part A, p. 3], it is instructive to consider the existing FRC guidance

for implementing RPGs because it includes guidance for enviro 6 mental

surveillance and control. The FRC, in its Report No. 2 of September 1961

" Background Material for the Development of Radiation Protection Standards,"

presented guidance which included a graded scale of action to be taken to

assure compliance with the current RPGs.

The following information is quoted from the FRC Report No. 2.

" Control of Environmental Radioactivity

1.16 The objective of the control of population exposure
from radionuclides occurring in the environment is to assure
that appropriate RPG's are not exceeded. This control is
accomplished in general either by restrictions on the entry of
radioactive materials into the environment or through measures

designed to limit the intake of such materials by members of
the population. The most direct means of evaluating the
effectiveness of control measures is the determination of the
amount of radioactive material in the bodies of the members of
exposed population groups. Although the determination of such
body burdens may at times be indicated in routine practice
potential exposure: vill generally be assessed on the basis of '

either one or a combination of two general approaches: (1)
calculations based upon known amounts of radioactive material
released to the environment, and assumptions as to the fraction
of this material reaching exposed populations groups, or (2)
environmental measurements of the amount of radioactive material
in various environmental media.
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l.17 Both of these general approaches involve the calcula-
tion or determination of actual or potential concentrations of
radioactive material in air, water, or food. As stated above,
controls should be based upon an evaluation expotore with respectto the RPG. For this purpose, the average total daily intake of
radioactive materials by exposed population groups, averaged
over periods of the order of a year, constitutes an appropriate
criterion.

1.18 There is for any radioactive material a. daily intake
which is calculated to result, under specified conditions, in
whole body or organ doses equal to a Radiation Protection Guide.
The resulting value represents either the continuous or the
average dcily intake of radioactive material might fluctuate
very widely around the average and still result in an annual
dose which would not exceed the associated RPG.

1.19 The control of the intake of radioactive materials
from the environment can involve many different actions. The
character and import of these actions vary widely from those
which entail little interference with usual activities, such as
monitoring and surveillance, to those which involve a major
disruption, such as condemnation of food supplies. Some control
actions would require prolonged lead times before becoming
effective, e.g., major changes in water supplies. For these
reasons, control programs developed by the agencies should be
based upon appropriate actions taken at different levels of
intake. In order to provide guidance to the agencies in devel-
oping appropriate programs, this report describes a graded
approach for the radionuclides concidered, involving three
ranges of transient rates of daily intake applicable to dif-
ferent degrees or kinds of action.

1.20 The objective of the graded scale of actions is to
limit intake of radioactive materials so that specified RPG's
will not be exceeded. Daily intakes varying within the total
extent of all three ranges of intake might result in annual
doses not exceeding a single RPG. However, in instances in
which the daily intake is fluctuating above the average which
would meet the RPG, it may not be possible to be assured that
this will be the case. The actions outlined below would be
appropriate, not only when intakes are fluctuating so as not to
exceed a given RPG, but also in those situations in which valid
reasoas exist for the responsible agency to permit the possibi-
lity of doses which would exceed the RPG.

I545 266
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1.21 A suggested graded system of actions is outlined below.
For each of the ranges of transient rates of daily intake,
specific values for which are given in the sections devoted to
the specific radionuclides, the general type of action appro-p te for the range is outlined.

RANGE I*

Intakes falling into this range would not under normal
conditions be expected to result in any appreciable number of
individuals in the population reaching a large fraction of the
RPG. Therefore, if calculations based upon a knowledge of the
sources of release of radioactive materials to the environmentindicate that intakes of the population are in this range, the
only action required is surveillance adequate to provide reason-
able confirmation of calculations.

RANCE II*

Intakes falling into this range would be expected to result
in average exposures to population groups not exceeding the RPG.

Therefore such intakes call for active surveillance and routinecontrol.

Surveillance

Surveillance must be adequate to provide reasonable assurance
that efforts beina made to limit the release of radioactive
materials to the environment are effective. Surveillance must
be adequate to provide estimates of the probable variation in
average daily intake in time and location. Detection of sharplyrising trends is very important. In some cases, because of the
complexities of the environment, surveillance data may have to
be sufficiently reliable to be used as a rough check on whether
radioactive materials in the environment are behaving as expected.Not only the radioactive material in question, but also the
environment must be studied. Appropriate efforts might be made
to obtain measurements in man as well as to study physical,
chemical, and metabolic factors affecting intake. Appropriate
consideration should be given to other independent sources of
exposure to the body (the same organs or different ones) toavoid exceeding RPG's.

*

Further FRC guidance indicates that Ranges I, II, and III correspond
to O to 10%, 10% to 100%, and >100% of the RPG values, respectively
for suitable samples of the exposed population group. ,
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Control

Routine control of useful applications of radiation and
atomic energy should be such that expected averaRe exposures of
suitable samples of an exposed population group will not exceed
the upper value of Range II. The sample should be taken with
due regard for the most sensitive population elements. Control
actions for intakes in Range II would give primary emphasis to
three things: (1) assuring by actions primarily directed at any
trend sharply upward that average levels do not rise above RanRe
II, (2) assuring by actions primarily directed either at specific
causes of the environmental exposure levels encountered or at
the environment that a limit is placed on any tendencies of
specific population segments to rise above the RPG, and (3)
reducing the levels of exposure to segments of the population
furthest above the average or tending to exceed Range II.

RANGE III*

Intakes within this range would be presumed to result in
exposures exceeding the RPG if continued for a sufficient period
of time. However, transient rates of intake within this range
could occur without the population group exceeding the RPG if
the circumstances were such that the annual average intake fell
within Range II or lower. Therefore, any intake within this
range must be evaluated from the point of view of the RPG and if
necessary, appropriate positive control measures instituted.

Surveillance

The surveillance described for intakes in Range II should
be adequate to define clearly with a minimum of delay the extent
of the exposure (level of intake, size of population group)
within Range III. Surveillance would need to provide adequate
data to give prompt and reliable information concerning the
effectiveness of control actions.

Control

Control actions would be designed to reduce the levels to
Range II or lower and to provide stability at lower levels.

These actions can be directed toward further restriction of the
entry of radioactive materials after entry into the environment
in order to limit by humans. Sharply rising trend in Range III
would suggest strong and prompt action." (Emphasis added)

See footnote on previous page.
1545 268
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The FRC guidance is practicable at current RPG 1evelo but becomes

impracticable (if not impossible) at the lower levels of the proposed

standard because at the lower levels the environmental monitoring and

radiochemical analyses will require use of techniques and procedures that

are currently associated with research or special laboratory studies.

Further, since the lower RPG values proposed by EPA are very near the

operational levels which we anticipate for the uranium fuel cycle facili-

ties, a substantial number of facilities can be anticipated to be in all

three of the FRC " ranges" described above and will require extensive

additional surveillance and controls.

C. NRC Surveillance

In the existing NRC regulatory program for effluent controls there are

two levels which are of concern to our Office of Inspection and Enforcement
.

The first is the 10 CFR Part 20 limit which corresponds to FRC guidance, and

the second is the design objective guidance which corresponds to essentially

one percent of the 10 CFR Part 20 limit for each LWR on a site. The level

at which a licensee must initiate some kind of action occurs at two
times the ALARA design objective guidelines. At this level, we can rely
heavily on modeling, even though imprecise, because for a single LWR we

are still a factor of fifty below the FRC limit. Consequently, environmental

monitoring is not used as the basis for determining the potential dose to

individuals--but rather as a backup to the effluent monitoring program, as

a means of public assurance, and as an indicator of the ganeral applicability
of the models.

Reliance on modeling using effluent release data has been
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preferred for practical rather than philosophical reasons. At the present

state-of-the-art it would be impossible for routine monitoring programs to

determine actual doses to real individuals.

In addition, we have always believed strongly that enforcement should.

be immediate and not retrospective. Consequently, effluent release limits

back-calculated from dose models are a more reasonable means of regulating

the operation of a nuclear reactor or other facility than environmental

samples--the results of which generally require laboratory analyses which

involve a waiting period of several weeks. In that respect, the Commission

has indicated in the Statement of Considerations for Appendix I that measure-

ments of Appendix I levels in the environment would not be required and that

compliance with Appendix I would be based on dose modeling calculations.

Now, however, the proposed standard would eliminate the large gap between

design objective values and the applicable radiation limit. If NRC or the

licensee is required to verify compliance with the proposed standard it

would be reasonable that such verification procedures would not wait until

it is assumed that the standard has been exceeded but, rather, verification

would begin at some level below the 40 CFR Part 190 limit. This, of course,

would be contrary to the philosophy that the Commission has previously

stated and would require additional monitoring effort. If we follow the FRC

guidance for the ranges discussed above for the RPG values proposed by EPA,

NRC or the licensee will be required to initiate verification procedures

10% of the 40 CFR Part 190 values which would correspond to 50% of theat

design objective quantities of Appendix I for a single reactor on a site.
1
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the present time, we are not certain as to the frequency with whichAt

environmental studies would have to be implemented to determine compliance

with the proposed EPA standard or if such studies could demonstrate non-
_

compliance. With the general philosophy expressed in the Commission's

opinion on Appendix I to use more realistic assumptions in determining

environmental impact, it is reasonable to assume that a substantial number

of LWRs, and probably most of the other facilities in fuel cycle, during

their lifetime, will require additional studies of some aspect of their
impact on the environment. These would be useful in better describing the

uncertainties mentioned above.

It should also be recognized at this point that, as stated above,

determining doses to individuals at these low levels is extremely difficult

and is in general beyond the capabilities of the NRC licensees and beyond

the scope of the " field studies" performed by EPA to date. Sampling and

analytical procedures for many of the pathways must still be developed. At

the levels which EPA is proposing as limits for the uranium fuel cycle

f acilities, monitoring becomes very difficult and expensive. For example,

TLDs are currently used to measure exposure rates near the site boundaries
of reactors. Relative to other instruments, such as pressurized ionization

chambers, TLDs are very inexpensive. However, TLDs are not adequate to

measure exposure rates at the low levels of our ALARA effluent controls or
the proposed standard. If such measurements must be made, pressurized

ionization chambers will be required. We estimate that such systems would

cost more than $100,000 per site plus operating expenses. For this reason,

and also because in many instances verification of compliance would entail
*
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regional aspects (that is, the summation of doses from two or more facilities),

the responsibility for these programs is likely to fall on the NRC rather

than on our licensees. This concept of divided responsibility for environ-

mental monitoring is distasteful since it runs counter to the practice of

placing responsibility for the operation of a facility on the licensee. If

NRC must conduct verification programs because of their complexity or expense,

or because of a perceived need for an official verifica' tion in the granting

of variances, then there is a considerable added administrative, technical,

and economic burden to NRC.

At the present time, we have a limited arrangement with the Health

Services Laboratory in Idaho Falls, Idaho whereby periodic intercomparisons

are made with licensees to confirm specific measurements or to determine

the analytical capability of a licensee. This program could form a basis

for an extended program as outlined above. A more efficient approach would

be to establish an NRC laboratory. It is difficult to make estimates of

the man-years of effort required for individual studies. However, as a

first approximation, we believe that a laboratory with the capability and

size of the ERDA Health and Safety Laboratory, New York City, would be

required. Because of the peculiarities of a regulatory agency in this

situation we believe this laboratory (1) must have national recognition,

(2) must have experience with the type of activities NRC regulates, (3)

must not perform these services for the nuclear industry, (4) must have

proven expertise in a wide range of technical areas and (s) must have a

philosophy and mode of operation that will be responsive to the problems

which will be presented.

1545 272
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In order to provide some perspective as to the costs of operating

such a laboratory, the Health and Safety Laboratory (HASL) currently

employes 106 people, (60 professionals) and has an FY 76 total budget of

$4.500,000 plus $200,000 for equipment. The additional need for technical

and administrative management of the laboratory and the program it would

conduct would probably require about 10 more persons. Such a laboratory

would be required to do instrumentation, radiochemistry and sampling

procedure development plus respond as needed to perform v'erification

analyses. We estimate that the capital cost of the equipment and auxiliary

features of a laboratory like RASL to be about $2 million. A building of

about 60,000 square feet also would be required.

VI. EXAMINING THE NEED FOR CHANCING RADIATION PROTECTION GUIDES

EPA on Page 13 of their DES, cites the National Academy of Sciences

(BEIR Report) as presenting an admonition to lower the current radiation

protection guidelines [ DES, p.13). The full text of the paragraph, from

page 2 of the BEIR Report follows.

"There is reason to expect that over the next few decades,
the dose commitments for all man-made sources of radiation
except medical should not exceed more than a few millirema

average annual dose to the entire U.S. population. The present
guides of 170 mrem /yr grew out of an effort to balance societal
needs against genetic riska. It appears that these needs can
be met with far lower average exposures and lower genetic and
somatic risk than permitted by the current Radiation Protection
Guide. To this extent, the current guide is unnecessarily high."

We have underlined sections of the paragraph which were omitted in

the EPA paraphrase of the paragraph. The omissions are important.

We believe that NAS was not suggesting a need to change the RPGs
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generally, as stated by EPA. We believe that NAS was identifying a need

to augment the current RPGs with population exposure guidelines (not

standards). What NAS finds to be unnecessarily high is the population

dose that would be permitted by the current limits of 500 mrem /yr for

an individual and 170 mrem /yr for critical population groups if it

were to be applied to every individual in the' population. We will show

how our interpretation is supported by the complete text in the BEIR

Report.

Preceding the paragraph quoted above, the BEIR Report states:

"Given the estimates for genetic and somatic rick, the question
arises ns to how this information can be used as a basis for
radiation protection guidance. Logically the guidance or
standards should be related to risk. Whether we regard a
risk as acceptable or not depends on how avoidable it is, and,
to the extent not avoidable, how it compares with the risks of
alternative options and those normally accepted by society."

We have underlined what we believe is an important observation --

that in order to judge whether a risk is acceptable or not requires

consideration of those risks which are normally accepted by society.

We are not aware of any cenrideration given tc this important factor

in the studies leading to the proposed standard.

In the paragraphs which follow the one cited by EPA, further

guidance is provided. Those paragraphs which are applicable to

nuclear fccilities are presented below.

"It is not within the scope of this Committee to propose
numerical limits of radiation exposure. It is apparent
that sound decisions require technical, economic and sociolo-
gical considerations of a complex nature. However, we can

1545 274 558
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state some general priniciples, many of which are well-recognized
and in use, and some of which may represent a departure from
present practice.

a) No exposure to ionizing radiation should be permitted without
the expectation of a commensurate benefit.

b) The public must be protected from radiation but not to the
extent that the degree of protection provided results in
the substitution of a worse hazard for the radiation avoided.
Additionally there should not be attempted the reduction
of small risks even further at the cost of large suas of
money that spent otherwise, would clearly produce greater
benefit,

c) There should be an upper limit of man-made non-medical exposure
for individuals in the general population such that the risk
of serious injury from somatic effects in such individuals
is very small relative to riaks that are normally accepted.
Exceptions to this limit in specific cases should be allowable
only if it can be demonstrated that meeting it would cause
individuals to be exposed to otner riska greater than those
from the radiation avoided.

d) There should be an upper limit of man-made non-medical
exposure for the general population- The average exposure
permitted for the population should be considerably lower than
the upper limit permitted for individuals.

f) Guidance for the nuclear power industry should be established
on the basis of cost-benefit analysis, particularly taking
into account the total biological and environmental risks of
the various options available and the cost-effectiveness of
reducing these risks. The quantifying of the "as low as
practicable" concept and consideration of the net effect on
the welfare of society should be encouraged."

"i) In regard to possible effects of radiation on the environment,
it is felt that if the guidelines and the standards are
accepted as adequate for man then it is highly unlikely that
populations of other living organisms would be perceptibly
harmed. Nevertheless, ecological studies should be improved
and strengthened and programs put in force to answer the
following questions about release of radioactivity to the
environment: (1) how much, where, and what type of radio-
activity is released; (2) how are thee materials moved through
the environment; (3) where are they concentrated in natural
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systems; (4) how long might it tske for them to move through
these systems to a position of contact with man; (5) what is
their effect on the environment itself; (6) how can this
information be used as an early warning system to prevent
potential problems from developing?

j) Every effort should be made to assure accurate estimates and

predictions of radiation equivalent dosages from all existing
and planned sources. This requires use of present knowledge
on transport in the environment, on metabolism, and on
relative biological efficiengies of radiation as well as
further research on many aspects."

We strongly recommend these NAS principles and suggestions to EPA i

for consideration in deciding if, when, and in what form to issue 40 CFR

'

Part 190. We believe that EPA has gone beyond these suggestions with the

proposed standard and, in doing so, may be in contradiction to the recom-

mendation in item (b) by attempting to reduce small risks even further at

the cost of large sums of money that spent otherwise clearly would produce

greater societal benefit.

Item (c) suggests that the upper limit of exposure for individuals

in the general population should be such that the risk of serious

injury from somatic effects in such individuals is very small relative

to risks that are ncrmally accepted. It is our understanding that

this was a principal consideration in selecting the current RPGs and

similar guidelines recommended by the National Council on Radiation

Protection and Measurements (NCRP) and the International Conuniscion

on Radiological Prctection (ICRP). We are unable to determine how

EPA selected the values for annual dose limits for individuals in the

proposed standard. We do not find a rationale in the EPA reports which

indicates that the somatic risks at current RPG values are unacceptably

1545 276
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high or that EPA's proposed reduction in annual dose limits for

individuals is based on a finding of cost effectiveness. In fact,

we cannot relate the annual dose limits for individuals proposed in

the standard to any technical base developed in the EPA reports.

Item (d) speaks to the need for an exposure limit for the general

population and suggests that the average exposure permitted for the

population should be considerably lower than the. upper limit permitted

for individuals. On page 9 of the BEIR Report, the NAS expands on this

issue. In discussing the current PACS, the following paragraphs are

presented.

"A major difficulty has been the misinterpretation of these
standards, particularly in the public mind. The intent as stated
is that no individual in the general population should receive
whole-body exposure of more than 0.5 rem / year and that the average
exposure of population groups should not exceed 0.17 rem / year.
What is of ten not realized is that one or the other limits may
be governing depending on the nature of exposure. For example,
if the exposure were to arise from specific locations such as
nuclear power plants or reprocessinR plants and it were assured

that no individual at the boundaries of the installations
could be exposed to more than 0.5 rem / year, it would be physically
impossible for the U.S. population averages to approach anywhere
near the level of 0.17 rem / year from such sources. Accordingly,
we feel (disregarding numerical values) that both individual and
the average population guidelines should be maintained but that
clarification should be included as the integral part of the
regulatory statement."

"In addition to individual and average population guidelines,
we recommend that an additional limitation be formulated (not
as a basic standard but for ReneratinR Ruidance) that takes
into account the product of the radiation exposure and the
number of persons exposed: this might be expressed in terms
of person-rems. This need arises from acceptance of non-threshold
approach in risk estimates which implies that absolute harm in
the population will be related to such a product. Operationally,
for example, there would be advantage in assessment of trade-offs
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in connection with the siting of nuclear installations as related
to the population of aress under consideration.

"The above recommendations could be implemented with present know-
ledge. We now come to an important area that requires never
approaches. It is suggested that numerical radiation standards
be considered for each major type of radiation exposure based
upon the results of cost-benefit analysis. As a start, consider-
ation should be given to exposure from medical practice because
of present relatively high levels of exposure and from nuclear
power development because of future problems of energy production
and the need for public understanding.

,

"The difficulties in attaining a useful cost-benefit analysis for
nuclear power are formidable and will require interdisciplinary
approaches well beyond those that have yet been attempted. Areas
that require evaluation include: (a) projection of energy demands,
(b) availability of fuel resources, (c) technological developments
(clean combustion techniques, coal gasification, breeder reactors,
fusion processes, magnetohydrodynamics, etc.), (d) public health
and envrionmental costs of electrical energy production from both
nuclear and fossil fuel including aspects of fuel extraction,
conversion to electrical energy, and transmission and distribution."

We have underlined statements which we believe are important in

characterizing the NAS concerns and suggestions. We find the observation

that if the near individual is limited to not more than 0.5 rem / year,

it is physically impossible for the U.S. population averages to approach

the level of 0.17 rem / year. Clearly, NAS is stating that item (d) is

satisfied for exposures arising from specific locations. NAS recommends

limiting the population annual exposure in terms of person-rem / year,

not as a basic standard but for guidance. The only feature of the

EPA proposed standard which relates to limiting the population annual

exposure is the limit on the amount of long lived material released. In

this case EPA has expressed the limits in terms of curies per MWe

quantities, but in effect this limits the population's annual exposure
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by an emission standard rather than a dose guideline -- contrary to

the NAS recommendation on two counts.

NAS suggests that numerical radiation standards be considered for

each major type of radiation exposure based upon the results of cost-

benefit analyses. In the discussion of the difficulties in attaining

a useful cost-benefit analysis, it is clear that a broader study than

that provided by EPA is required to select the suggested, numerical

standards. For example, on page 8 of the BEIR Report, NAS cites the lack

of data on fossil fuels for cost-benefit analysis.

"Thus for example, we find relatively little data available on
the health risks of effluents from the combustion of fossil
fuels. Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly important
that society not expend enormously large resources to reduce
very small risks still further, at the expense of greater risks
than go unattended; such imbalances may pass unnoticed unless
a cost-benefit analysis is attempted. If these matters are not
explored, the decisions will still be made and the complex issues
resolved either arbitrarily or by default since the setting and
implementation of standards represent such a resolution."
(Emphasis added)

This paragraph also is reflected in item (f) of the NAS comments

quoted above.

Items (i) and (j) suggest the need for further studies and research

to parmit more accurate determinations of impact of the proposed EPA

standard. We believe that there is substantial progress toward satisfy-

ing this need but much more effort is needed and it is ?n this area that

we believe coordinated efforts among the several government agencies and

.the nuclear industry is needed.
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summary, we see no admonition in the BEIR Report that the current.a

RPGs should be substantially reduced as proposed by EPA. Rather, we

see suggestions to more accurately characterize radiological impact so

that potential problems may be identified and prevented.

The FRC, having defined the general framework for the radiation

protection requirements, recognized that detailed standards could best

be developed by the Federal agencies with Lamediate knowledge of the

design and operating characteristics. This is clearly stated in the

seventh recommendation of the FRC which was approved by the President

(FR Doc. 60-4539, May 8,1960, p. 4403].

"7. The Federal agencies apply these Radiation Protection Guides
with judgement and discretion, to assure that reasonable probability
is achieved in the attainment of the desired goal of protecting man

from the undesirable effects of radiation. The Guides may be exceeded
only after the Federal agency having jurisdiction over the matter
has carefully considered the reason for doing so in light of the recom-
mendations in this paper.

The Radiation Protection Guides provide a general framework for
the radiation protection requirements. It is expected that each
Federal agency, by virture of its immediate knowledge of its operating
problems, will use these Guides as a basis upon which to develop
detailed standards tailored to meet its particular requirements. The
Council will follow the activities of the Federal agencies in this
area and will promote the necessary coordination to achieve an effective
Federal program."

It is our view that EPA is proposing to promulgate the detailed

standard referenced above rather than the general framework for radiation

protection. In today's terminology, we believe that the proposed standard

does not meet the definition of a " generally applicable environmental

standard" but more nearly represents a " detailed standard" with elements
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of " emission control standard" which 4:re better left to other agencies

with a me,re immediate understanding of the design and operating character-

istics of the facilities.

.
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ATTACHMENT B

EFFLUENT REGULATION BY THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM4ISSION

The corrmercial use of atomic energy was the first technology to be

subject to comprehensive Federal regulatory control from its inception.

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, no person may construct

or operate a nuclear facility, such as a nuclear power plant or nuclear

fuel reprocessing plant, or possess or use source, byproduct, or special

nuclear materials except as authorized by an NRC permit or license. In

addition, the Atomic Energy Act authorizes the NRC to promulgate regulations

specifying design, siting, and operating requirements for nuclear facilities

to protect against possible radiation hazards arising from normal operations.

The Act requires the NRC to set limits on the amounts of radioactive

material that may be released during normal operations of nuclear facilities

and other activities involving nuclear materials.

Under the Atomic Energy Act the NRC has a comprehensive regulatory

program involving licensing, standard setting, inspections, and enforcement.

Detailed regulations concerning siting, design, and other aspects of regu-

lation of nuclear facilities and activities have been published in 10 CFR

Chapter 1. In addition, we have issued more than 200 Regulatory Guides to

provide guidance on methods acceptable for implementing specific parts of

the Commission's regulations, to delineate techniques used in evaluating

specific problem areas, and to provide other guidance to applicants and

licensees.
5
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Implementation of Radiation Protection Standards

Since its inception, the AEC, and now the NRC, has looked to the

published recomendations of the International Comission on Radiological

Protection (ICRP) and the National Council on Radiation Protection and

Measurements (NCRP) for guidance in the fonnulation of rul'es and safety

requirements in regulation of the nuclear power industry. In addition, in

1959 the Atomic Energy Act was amended to establish the Federal Radiation

Council (FRC), whose function was to advise the President on radiation

matters affecting health, including guidance for all Federal agencies in

the formulation of radiation standards.

All functions of the Federal Radiation Council were transferred to the

Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) by Reorganization

Plan Number 3 of 1970. Also transferred to EPA by this Plan were "The

functions of the Atomic Energy Comission under the Atomic Energy Act of

1954, as amended, administered through its Division of Radiation Protection

Standards, to the extent that such functions of the Comission consist of,

establishing generally applicable environmental standards for the protection

of the general environment from radioactive material. As used herein,

standards mean limits on radiation exposures or levels, or concentrations

or quantities of radioactive material, in the general environment outside

the boundaries of locations under the control of persons possessing or using

radioactive material." The NRC retained the responsibility for implementation

and enforcement of EPA standards.
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In its firlit Memorandum for the President dated May 13,1960, the

FRC recomended adoption of Radiation Protection Guides for Federal use in

normi! peacetime operations. Subsequently, additional radiation protection

guides were recommended and adopted in Reports No. 2 and 8. Current NRC

regulations conform to the FRC guidance to Federal agencies approved by

the President. EPA has not altered the guidance issued by the Federal
!

Radiation Council and the Comission's regulations remain consistent with

FRC guidance to Federal agencies.
i

The FRC, ICRP, and NCRP guidance includes, but is not restricted to,

quantitative radiation protection guides and dose limits. Since any

radiation exposure may involve some degree of risk, these standards setting

j groups also have recorranended that radiation doses be kept "as low as

practicable" or, as stated by the ICRP, and now contained in NRC regulations,

"as low as reasonably achievable, social and economic considerations being

| taken into account." Therefore, the NRC system of implementing FRC guidance

is aimed at the following principal objectives:

1. To keep doses from all sources of radiation exposure, other than

natural background and medical procedures, well within the FRC numerical

radiation protection guides.

2. To avoid unnecessary sources of exposure and to ensure that doses

received are justifiable in terms of benefits.

_
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3. To provide for design and operational control of specific

facilities and uses of materials, both individually and in combination, so

that the resulting doses are sufficiently low that any further reduction

in risk would not be considered to justify the effort required to accomplish

it; that is, the doses are as low as reasonably achievable.

These objectives are achieved by: ' '

l. Establishing and enforcing " regulatory upper limits" on doses

and releases of radioactive material to the environment applicable to all
licensed activities. These limits are not intended to be exceeded. They

are set forth in the Comission's regulation,10 CFR Part 20, " Standards
for Protection Against Radiation."

2. Establishing and enforcing design objectives and limiting

conditions of operation applicable to specific classes of nuclear facilities

and uses of radioactive material to assure that persons engaged in activities

licensed by the NRC make every reasonable effort to maintain radiation doses

and releases of radioactive material in effluents to the environment as far
below the regulatory upper limits as is reasonably achievable.

This approach to design objectives and ifmit 'ag conditions of operation

implies a cost-benefit methodology with emphasis on the differential in

costs and bc efits that might be involved in requiring the activity to be

carried out at one level of exposure rather than another.

We believe that the application of this regulatory process, with

emphasis on design criteria, operating procedures, and effluent monitoring,

effectively controls releases of radioactive material and assures that the
_
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risk from exposure to radiation resulting from normal operations of the

nuclear power industry is kept at an extremely low level.

We also believe that this approach to regulation is highly responsive

to the recorrrnendations of the Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects

of Ionizing Radiation, National Acadenly of Sciences, as reflected in their

November 1972 report on "The Effects 'on Populations of Exposure to Low

Levels of Ionizing Radiation" (BEIR Report). Chapter II of the report,

"Needs of the Times," emphasizes the need for quantifying risk and the use

of cost-benefit analyses in decision-making. The report very wisely points

out that this methodology brings into the decision-making process such

important considerations as whether the public interests are better served

by spending our limited national resources on health gains from reducing

radioactive contamination or by spending for other societal needs.

NRC Experience in Implementing the "As Low As Reasonably Achievable" Concept

The effectiveness of the implementation of the "as low as reasonably

achievable" concept in the regulatory process is confirmed by experience in

the nuclear industry. This experience shows that licensees have generally

kept releases of radioactive material in effluents at such low levels that

resultant exposures to persons living in the intnediate vicinity of nucle'ar

facilities have been much less than the FRC radiation protection guides for

( individual members of the pablic The Nuclear Regulatory Corrrnission has

,y' published numerical guidance on design objectives and limiting conditions
t

s

N of operation for light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors in Appendix I to
'

its Part 50 regulations. This regulation was the subject of extensive public,

rulemaking hearings, including a detailed environmental staternent with

| 'N 1545 286
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extensive cost-benefit analysis. Conformance with the guides on design

objectives and limiting . conditions of operation provides reasonable

assurance that annual total body doses to individuals living near the

boundary of a reactor site will be a small fraction of existing radiation
exposure limits.

. .

o
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT G. BEVERLY

On Behalf of the American Mining Congress
At The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's

Hearings on the
' Draft Generic Environmental Impact

Statement (Draft GEIS) on
Uranium Milli-ng -

And on the
Associated Proposed Regulation Changes

.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the hearing

panel. My name is Robert G. Beverly. I am Director of

Environmental Controls for the Metals Division of Union

Carbide Corporation. My business address is Box 1029,

Grand Junction, Colorado. With me today to testify are Mr.

Michael J. Taylor of D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers ':d

Mr. R. Stephen Schermerhorn of Impact Environmental Asso-

ciates.

The three of us are testifying today on behalf of the

American Mining Congress. The AMC is a trade association

whose membership includes over 500 companies actively in-

volved in exploration, development and production of the

essential minerals and fuel resources vital to our Country's

continued prosperity and national security.

Our membership includes most of the U.S. companies

currently producing or expected to produce uranium ore

concentrate to meet our present and future needs. Uranium

ore concentrate, known as " yellow cake," is the basic raw

*
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material from which fuel rods are made for nuclear power

plants. Nuclear power currently provides approximately

13% of our national electric energy demands and in some

regions, such as New England and the Chicago area, nuclear

fuel from uranium yellow cake is relied on for as much as -

one-half of the regional electric power supply.

We are not here, however, to debate the importance of

nuclear power to our society. The fundamental need for J
nuclear power on a continuing basis for the foreseeable

future has been well-established in other forums.

What we are here to discuss are regulatory proposals

which will certainly affect the uranium mining and milling

industry's ability to continue to provide the secure, domes-

tic supply of yellow cake essential to our society. Let me

make it clear beyond doubt at the outset that the American

Mining Congress does not oppose reasonable regulatory con-

trols. AMC recognizes that government at all levels--

federal, state, and local--has a legitimate and important

interest in the nuclear fuel cycle. Indeed, over many years

AMC has actively participated with governmental agencies to

develop reasonable and effective public health and safety

and environmental protection regulations. While we have not

always agreed totally with the controls finally promulgated,

we have continued to work with government toward our common

goal of a rational regulatory regime which carefully balances

all of our society's interests. It is in this spirit of

continued cooperation that we welcome the opportunity today

k,-
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to share with this hearing panel and the public some of our

thoughts concerning needed improvements and alterations in

the draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium

Milling and in the proposed amendments to the mill licensing

2
'

regulations. '-

The AMC will be presenting testimony at both today's

hearing and at the hearings scheduled for O.ctober 18th in

Albuquerque. We will also be submitting detailed writte5

comments for consideration by the Commission. We have

divided our oral presentation between today's hearing and

the Albuquerque hearing so as to minimize overlap in our

testimony.

I will be discussing AMC's basic conclusions about the

draft GEIS and some general recommendations for change not

only in that document but in the approach and timing of the

proposed regulations as well. Mr. Taylor will next present

our views on the conclusions and recommendations set forth

in the proposed regulations and the draft GEIS regarding

groundwater protection aspects of uranium mill tailings dis-

posal methods. Our third speaker, Mr. Schermerhorn, will

address the dispersion and dosimetry code used in the draft

GEIS. This Code is known as the UDAD Code.

At the Albuquerque hearing, Mr. Langan Swent, Vice

President of Homestake Mining Company, will be the principal

spokesman for AMC. He will address the portions of the
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draft GEIS which discuss impacts from milling, estimated

costs, decommissioning requirements and also the need for a

cost effectiveness analysis. Also testifying with Mr. Swent

will be Dr.. Keith Schiager of ALARA, Inc., Dr. Bernard

Cohen, a nuclear health physicist :at the University of ; _-

Pittsburgh, and two other AMC representatives.

Dr. Schiager will address radiological effects asso-

ciated with uranium hills, with emphasis on radon emissions

from tailings.

Dr. Cohen will discuss the health risks presented in

the draft GEIS and place those risks in perspective relative

to risks each of us. faces in our daily activities. For

instance, some of the members of this hearing panel undoubtedly

traveled to Denver from Washington, D.C., on a jet. The acci-

dent risk for that flight was 25 times greater than the

annual individual radiation risk from all the 82 predicted

model mills without the proposed controls. Dr. Cohen will

discuss these calculations with the hearing panel in Albuquerque.

I will confine my remarks today to the following sub-

ject areas:

1. AMC's Basic Conclusions Concerning
the Draft GEIS and the Proposed
Regulations;

2. The Need for More Flexibility in
the Proposed Regulations; and

3. The Premature and Potentially Con-
flicting Nature of the Proposed
Regulations.

_4_
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AMC's Basic Conclusions Concerning the Draft
GEIS and the Proposed Regulations

NRC states that its purpose in undertaking preparation

of the GEIS is to assess the environmental impacts of ura-

nium milling operations, and to det:ermina what, if any,

changes are required in its regulations covering these

operations. Particular emphasis is placed on mill tailings

disposal and mill decommissioning. Any necessary regulatory

changes, now proposed as twelve licensing criteria, are to be

based on and supported by data and analysis in the GEIS.

The need for each discrete regulatory action should be

presented as well as the expected effect of each such ac-

tion. Our basic conclusion, however, is that the draft GEIS

does not demonstrate a need for the particular regulatory

changes proposed.

Nowhere in the draft GEIS is there any explanation of

how or why the numerous specific requirements were selected.

The NRC wants tailings covered with 3 meters of material;

why not 1 meter or some other value? There is a proposed

2requirement of a calculated rate of 2 pCi/m --sec for radon

emanation; why not 10 or 50 picocuries or some other value?

If these requirements have a sound scientific basis, it

should appear in the GEIS; yet it does not.

The GEIS appears to provide little more than an ana-

lysis of the effects of implementing previously conceived

.

-s-
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NRC staff positions and NRC Regulatory Guides. Unfortu-

nately, however, these positions and guides were developed

prior to the draft GEIS rather than from any scientific

conclusions presented in that document. This is not a sound

scientific or regulatory procedure.
- : ::

The Need for More Flexibility
In the Proposed Regulations

In view of the enormous diversity of site conditions at

existing and future mill sites (a fact which is repeatedly

acknowledged in the text of the draft GEIS), the rigidity of

the document's major conclusions is of great concern to us.

For example, while numerous alternatives are discussed, the

draft GEIS basically concludes that: all tailings ponds

must be lined and all tailings piles must be covered with a

minimum of 3 meters of material. The phrase " site specific

considerations" must be more than a repetitive phrase inter-

spersed in the text. It must be a fundamental basis of

NRC's regulatory conclusions.

In making reasonable allowance for site specific factors

NRC will not be forced to promulgate overly broad criteria that

do not provide adequate safeguards for public health and the

environment. NRC can and should identify appropriate per-

formance standards, rather than rigid design requirements.

Such performance standards should include parameters, guide-

lines, or ranges to be considered by the industry in design-

ing control methods on a site specific basis.

-6-
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The draft GEIS comes to unrealistic and inaccurate

conclusions about the regulatory requirements for mills and

mill tailings disposal. For example, appropriate guide-

lines for tailings cover should be, based on sound, state- .

of-the-art scientific and engineering evidence which will

assure the necessary safeguards to public health. Rigid

regulatory criteria may provide an easy answer but seldom an

effective one.

The Premature and Potentially Conflicting
Nature of the Proposed Regulations

AMC believes NRC is acting prematurely in proposing

regulations at this time to cover the various areas identi-

fied in the draft GEIS. Doing so now may well have the

effect of requiring the uranium milling industry to make

major plans and commitments to meet this set of regula-

tions, only to have new standards developed by the Environ-

mental Protection Agency in May, 1980.

The Commission should give additional consideration to

Section 275 of the Atomic Energy Act which requires EPA to

promulgate standards for the protection of public health,

safety and the environment from hazards posed by uranium

tailings. After the EPA standards are promulgated, NRC is

to issue further rules or regulations to implement the

general EPA requirements. For NRC to issue its regulations

before EPA promulgates its standards seems to reverse the

order that Congress set out in the statute. Further,

~'~
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TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL J. TAYLOR

Tailings Disposal System Design Related to Seepage
In The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Generic Environmental Impact Statement

For Uranium Milling (GEIS)
.

My name is Michael Taylor. I am a registered profes-

sional engineer in Colorado and several other states. I
_

have worked in tailings management for over 12 years. I am

currently employed as Project Manager with D'Appolonia

Consulting Engineers and reside at 7546 South Willow Circle,

Englewood, Colorado. Our firm has been reviewing those

portions of the draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement

(GEIS) related to tailings disposal system design and seep-

age. A 30 page written report of our findings will be

presented as part of AMC's written comments.

It is our conclusion that the GEIS does not properly

emphasize the site specific nature of protecting groundwater

at uranium mill tailings disposal sites. We recommend

changing the proposed licensing criteria and draft GEIS

conclusions on this issue. A tailings management system for

groundwater protection should be selected and designed to

minimize to the maximum extent reasonably achievable the

movement of toxic materials into the groundwater beyond the

mill boundary if such movement would create adverse health

1545 297
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affects. The selection and design of any particular tail-

ings management system should be based on site specific

data.

Crite.ria 5 of the proposed regulations and Item 6 of
'

Chapter 12 " Proposed Re'gulatory Actions" of the Generic

Environmental Impact Statement indicate that seepage from

tailings ponds should be reduced by installation of linings,

with provisions for consideration of other methods of dis-

posal by the staff if sufficient site specific data can be

gathered. The draft GEIS does not provide support for such

a conclusion, and the conclusion is inconsistent with data

available within government and industry today.

It is recommended that Criterion 5 and Item 6 of Chap-
,

ter 12 be changed to indicate that the seepage aspects of

tailings management are site specific problems and that nc

single solution should be required in all cases. The impli-

cation in proposed Criterion 5, that lining of a tailings

pond will solve all site specific problems associated with

groundwater protection, is not appropriate. Reliance on

"Maginot Line" type solutions in the form of barrier liners

will not provide either the best solution to protect ground-

water quality or the best solution from a cost standpoint.

In order to select the most appropriate and effective

tailings management design for groundwater protection, the

sub-surface, the tailings, and the tailings solution charac-

teristics must be considered. Four key sub-surface elements

-2- 5S2_
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in this design are (1) the geotechnical, (2) geologic, (3)
geochemical and (4) hydrologic site characteristics. If a

.

combination of these f actors is favorable at a given site,

harmful concentrations of toxic materials can be removed
from seeping tailings solutions by natural geochemical
action. Liner barriers in such cases are redundant for
groundwater protection and only serve to incorporate their
disadvantages at such a site: that is (a) they will trap

water in the tailings, preventing rapid reclamation and

decommissioning; (b) they will necessitate expensive water

recycling equipment; or (c) they will cause a large impound-

ment to exist with a greater potential for escape of large
volumes of stored tailings solution.

The draft GEIS indicates, in many places, that the

tailings management system selection and design is a " site
specific" problem. However, the model site discussed in

Chapter 4 does not define all key sub-surface site specific
elements. Furthermore the alternatives for tailings dis-
posal in Chapter 8, the assessment of impacts in Chapter 6,

and the conclusions in Chapter 12 do not properly emphasize
the site specific nature of the problem. Rather, barrier

liners and the below grade-near surface disposal are stressed
and evaluated. The draft GEIS does not discuss the poten-

tial adverse effects of liners or tailings storage closer to
the groundwater in below grade-near surface disposal.

-3-
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Indeed, groundwater protection is recognized as a site

specific problem, but is not treated as such in the assess-

ments, conclusions and proposed regulations.

As Mr. Beverly has pointed out, this is an example of

an area where more flexible guidelines are necessary. Other .

methods exist, or could be developed, to make the system

selection more site specific. A basic evaluation of the

various tailings area preparation methods as compared to

various typical site subgrade conditions (as set forth in my

written comments) shows the variable nature of the solution

to tailings disposal system selection and design for ground-

water protection. Guidelines should be developed for the

types of systems to be considered for various site condi-

tions which will allow use of site specific data.

Since the problem is site specific, the following new

Criterion 5 in the proposed regulations and Item 6 Chap-

ter 12 in the draft GEIS is recommended:

The specific method or combination of
methods of the tailings disposal system
for mitigating toxic material migration
must be worked out on a site specific
basis. The system should be selected
and designed to minimize, to the maximum
extent reasonably achievable, the move-
ment of toxic materials into the ground-
water beyond the mill property boundary
if such movement would create adverse
health affects. Liners may be appro-
priate in some cases to protect ground-
water quality and inappropriate in others.
For instance, where natural soils provide
an effective barrier against migration of
harmful concentrations of toxic materials
into or through the groundwater beyond

:ye
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the mill property boundary, barrier liners
will not be required. Site specific tests
and analysis shall be provided as appro-
priate to assess the impact of the pro-
posed tailings disposal system and allow
the staff to evaluate the effectiveness

- and benefits of the proposed system.

The proposed new criterion and change in the draft GEIS

would make tailings disposal consistent with the common NRC

and uranium industry objective of protecting groundwater

quality, and will also provide a prudent scientific appr$ach

to tailings disoosal system selection and design.
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TESTIMONY OF R. STEPHEN SCHERMERHORN

Use of the Uranium Dispersion And Dosimetry Code (UDAD)
In the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Generic Environmental Impact Statement

for Uranium Milling (GEIS)

My name is R. Stephen Schermerhorn, I am a registered

professional engineer and certified consulting engineer in
Colorado and several other states. I am currently employed

as President of Impact Environmental Consultants and reside

at 7004 South Columbine Way in Littleton, Colorado. Since

the introduction of the Uranium Dispersion And Dosimetry

Code (UDAD), our firm has been examining it to determine its
accuracy. We were asked to present our conclusions on the

effectiveness of the UDAD Code in evaluating uranium milling
impacts in the draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement
(GEIS). The written testimony will include a 40 page report
containing detailed discussion of this subject.

The UDAD Code has been used in the GEIS to calculate

individual and population dose equivalents for receptors
near the model mill for a variety of operational scenarios.

It has also been used to compare the effectiveness of alter-
native long term tailings control methods. The UDAD Code is

used to calculate dose estimates which are then converted to
health risk estimates.
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Because of the complex processes involved in radionu-

clide transport from mills to surrounding areas a repre-

sentative computer simulation model is warranted to analyze

mill radiological impacts for licensing purposes. The UDAD

Code provides a good rough draf t from which to develop just
such a tool. However, both the Code (in all of the evolu-

tionary versions we have reviewed) and its successor MILDOS

make too many assumptions to be used as NRC has attempted in

the draft GEIS--to precisely evaluate the radiological im-
pacts of uranium mills. Therefore, UDAD Code predictions

should not be used as a basis for making regulatory judg-
ments on facility acceptability. Such judgments apparently

have been made in the draft GEIS and in the review of indi-
vidual mill applications.

Further, because of the generic approach of the draft

GEIS, its use of the UDAD Code incorporates many standard
input parameters for all mills. This is unfortunate. Due

to geographical diversity and engineering design differences

many site specific parameters exist for any mill. The model

which is finally developed must be flexible enough to incorpo-
rate site specific data.

In analyzing the UDAD Code we have carefully examined

the logic, mathematics and interrelationships of each indi-
vidual submodel within the Code. The primary documentation

reviewed included Appendices to the draft GEIS, and Argonne

-2-
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National Laboratory materials. In addition, dozens of

source documents, dealing with the basic research which led

to major assumptions in the UDAD Code, were analyzed to

establish whether proper scientific methodology was used.

As a result of these studies, we have arrived at two

principal conclusions. First, most of the submodels of the

UDAD Code contain, and in some cases obscure, areas of great
,

statistical uncertainty. This uncertainty partly derives

from the complexity of the processes being modeled and

partly from reliance on insufficiently conclusive baseline

research. Usually, where substantial uncertainty was

identified, conservative assumptions were made to assure

that concentrations or doses were not underestimated.

The second conclusion is that several of the techniques

used in the UDAD Code are not representative of the state-

of-the-art for modeling specific processes. To cite an

example, the UDAD Code air quality submodel is based on
,

Gaussian dispersion assumptions. Government and private

studies of predictions made with Gaussian models have demon-

strated that they result in concentration overestimates (by

as much as a factor of eight under low wind speed condi-

tions), a factor of two to fifteen in moderate terrain and

even more when applied in complex terrain. The particulate

deposition model used in the UDAD Code has been shown to

overestimate concentrations at near receptors by as much as

i545 304
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a factor of four. Assumptions concerning deposition velo-

cities do not accurately reflect the physical processes

involved.

Methods for calculating source terms are poorly formu-

lated due to arbitrary assumptions, lack of process under-

standing, and improper interpretation of scientific baseline

information. The submodel used for calculating the dust

flux from tailings has been applicd incorrectly. Assump-

tions and methods for characterizing the particle size

distribution from each of the sources are not consistent

with actual particle physics. Precise characterization of

size distribution is critical in attempting to accurately

calculate inhalation doses.

Ground concentrations are calculated based on conserva-

tive assumptions relative to resuspension processes and

weathering rates. In calculating ground concentrations a

50-year weathering half-life is assumed for all radionu-

clides. However, available data indicate a range of values

for specific radionuclides which suggest an average value of

six months to one year would be more appropriate.

The submodel used in the UDAD Code to calculate vege-

tation concentrations has been stated by Oak Ridge National

Laboratory to be conservative by an order of magnitude. The

milk and meat concentration submodels are similarly derived

and, in fact, depend upon the vegetation model for input.

-4-
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The submodels used for dose calculations are generally

the best available and are based on relatively nonconserva-

tive assumptions. The exception is the external dose model

which can overestimate doses at near receptors by one or two

orders of magnitude.

Reliance on the UDAD Code is inappropriate since several

submodels are outmoded. It is made even more inappropriate

because inaccurate and conservative assumptions have been

made in many subroutines.

When the conservative results of one submodel are used

as input to other similarly conservative submodels the

conservatism is compounded. 'As an example, considering only.

those submodels for which overestimations have been quanti-

fied, the dispersion submodel overestimates by a factor of 2

to 15, the deposition submodel overestimates by a factor of

2 to 4, and the externa 1 dose submodel overestimates by an

order of magnitude. The result is that external dose equiva-

lents at near receptors are overestimated by a factor of 40

to 600. I think it is fair to state that the use of the

UDAD Code will result in grossly exaggerated radiological

levels.

The precise degree of uncertainty. inherent in each of

the UDAD Code's submodels has not been quantified. Nor has

each submodel's effect on the final value derived from UDAD

been examined. Although to do so would require additional

specific studies, we believe such studies are necessary.
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We offer the following recommendations:

1. Until revisions are made the UDAD Code
should not be used. This is true both for the
individual applications and for use in the draft
GEIS. UDAD Code predictions should not be used
for developing or enforcing regulations.

2. A sensitivity analysis of the UDAD
Code should be conducted. Further research is
needed to improve the accuracy of many of the
submodels. These research needs have been ex-
tensively discussed by experts in the field.
However, to our knowledge, no priorities for
granting research funds have been established.

3. Finally, even a representative com-
puter simulation model must be continually
updated and revalidated to reflect advances
in the state-of-the-art.

-6-
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TESTTMONY OF LANGAN W. SWENT

On behalf of the American Mining Congress
at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Hearings

on the Draft Generic Environmetal Impact Statement
(Draft GEIS) on Uranium Milling

and on the
Associated Proposed Regulation Changes

.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Hearing Panel

My name is Langan W. Swent. I am Vice President of Engineering

for Homestake Mining Company. My business address is 650 california

Street, San Francisco, California. I have been involved actively in

uranium mining and milling since 1955. From 1957 through

1966 I was General Manager of Homestake-Sapin Partners (now

renamed United Nuclear-Homestake Partners) which operated four

underground uranium mines and a 3500 ton per day alkaline leach

uranium mill. Since late 1966, I have been in our San Francisco

corporate headquarters with continuing active responsibility
in uranium mining and milling.

With me today to testify are Dr. Keith J. Schiager of ALARA,

Inc., Dr. Bernard L. Cohen of the University of Pittsburgh,

Mr. Gordon T. Swanby of Atlas :linerals , and Dr - Harrison

B. Rhodes of Union Carbide Corporation.

The five of us are testifying today on behalf of the

American Mining Congress. The AMC is a trade association with

a membership of over 500 companies actively involved f.n

exploration, development and production of the essential minerals
and fuel resources vital to our country's continued prosperity
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and national security.

Our membership includes most of the U. S. companies current 1v

producing or expected to produce uranium ore concentrate to meet
.

our present and future needs. Uranium ore concentrate, known

as "yellowcake" is the basic raw material from which fuel rods

are made for nuclear power plants. Nuclear power currently

provides approximately 137. of our national electric energy

demands and in some regions, such as New England and the Chicago

area, nuclear fuel from uranium yellowcake is relied on for as

much as one-half of the regional electric power supply.

We are here to discuss regulatory proposals which will

certainly affect the uranium mining and milling industry's
ability to continue to provide the secure, domestic supply of

yellowcake essential to our society. Let me make it clear

beyond doubt at the outset that the American Mining Congress

does not oppose reasonable regulatory controls. AMC recognizes

that government at all levels--federal, state and local--has a
legitimate and important interest in the nuclear fuel cycle.
Indeed, over many years, AIC has actively participated with

governmental agencies to develop reasonable and effective

public health and safety and environmental protection regulations.
While we have not always agreed totally with the controls

finally promulgated, we have continued to work with government

toward our common goal of a rational regulatory regime which

2
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carefully balances all of our society's interests. It is in

this spirit of continued cooperation that we welcome.the

opportunity today to share with this Hearing Panel and the
'

public some of our thoughts concerning needed improvements and

alternatives in the draf t Generic Environmental Impact Statement
'

on Uranium Milling and in the proposed amendments to the mill

licensing regulations.

In addition to presenting testimony at today's hearings,

the AMC presented testimony at the October 1st hearing in

Denver. We will also be submitting detailed written comments

for consideration by the Commission. We have divided our oral

presentation between today's hearing and the Denver hearing so

as to minimize overlap in our testimony.

In Denver, Mr. Robert G. Beverly of Union Carbide Corpora-

tion, Mr. Michael J. Taylor of D'Appalonia Consulting Engineers,

and Mr. R. Stephen Schermerhorn of Impact Environmental Associates

testified on behalf of AMC. Mr. Beverly testified that whereas

HRC's stated purpose in undertaking the GEIS is to assess

environmental impacts of uranium milling and determine what,

if any, new regulations are required, the draft GEIS fails to
achieve this purpose since it lacks any demonstration of a need

for the particular regulatory changes proposed. Instead, the

draft GEIS provides little more than an analysis of the effects

ofimplementingpreviouslyconceivedNRCstaffposilionsand
1545 31
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Mr. Beverly also outlined a number ofNRC Regulatory Guides.

general recommendations for change, not only in that' document
in the approach and timing of the. proposed regulations asbut

well.

Taylor discussed AMC's conclusions and recommendaticas:;r -

to defects in the GEIS' treatment. of the ground-wit'r respect

wc cr prctection aspects of uranium mill tailings disposal
Our third Denver speaker, Mr. Schermerhorn, addressedmethods

shortcomings in the dispersion and dosimetry code usedserious

in the draft GEIS and referred to as the UDAD code.

I ar going to confine my remarks to nointingThis morning.

exaggerations of radiological risk in the draft
ou: the gross

GEIS. Dr Schiager will discuss significant errors in the draft
on nublicof radon enanation and its impact

GEIS' assessment
Swanby will discuss some of the

health. Following this ,11r .

underestimates in the draft GEIS.
Then

significant cost

Cohen will place radiation risks from uranium milling in
Dr

proper perspective in relation to risks for various daily
and will discuss factors which should belife activities,

Finally,
considered in any cost-effectiveness analysis.

.ost-effectiveness analysis
Rhodes will discuss the need forDr.

and the results of this type analysis on tailings cover depth.

1 5364
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I will discuss the grossly exaggerated potential

radiological impact on public health and safety attributed to
uranium milling processes in the draft GEIS.

The draft GEIS professes to rely on potential adverse

radiological effects to justify its two most rigid regulatory

proposals. Specifically, these proposals are the radon flux
2limit of 2 pCi/m -sec and the minimum cover requirement of three

meters for tailings. It is clear, however, that these proposals

are based on NRC's preconceived notions rather than any scientific

analysis of risks. That this is the case is particularly clear

when the data and methods employed in the draft GEIS are

examined.

The exaggeration of radiological risks in the draft GEIS is

both pervasive and cumulative. There are four primary areas

of overestimation. These occur consecutively, with the result

each overestimation is multiplied by each of the succeedingthat

overestimations.

The first overestimate is in the projected U. S. nuclear
The draftgenerating capacity to be operating by the year 2000.

GEIS relies on a 1977 ERDA report which projects 380 billion

This has been superseded by a 1978 DOE estimate of 255watts.

billion watts. This means that approximately 50 model mills would be

required in the year 2000 instead of the 82 mills predicted in

5
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the draf t GEIS. Stated another way, this means that the GEIS'
overestimate of the demand for nuclear power in the year 2000

directly results in a risk overestimate factor of about 1.5.

The second major overestimation of risks stems from the

assumptions used to analyze the effects of the model
mill, especially the assumptions in the UDAD code. This

computer code is used to predict the intensity of radiological

effects at various distances from the model mill sites.
Mr Schermerhorn testified in Denver on the overestimations

inherent in a number of the submodels which collectively

make up the UDAD code. The errors in the various submodels
of the UDAD code are conoounded so that the dispersion calculations

overestimate concentrations by a factor of 2 to 15. The

inherent overestimation by the UDAD code, of course, has

the effect of geometrically increasing the initial overestimation
of risk caused by assuming there will be 82 model mills,

bringing the total overestimation factor at this ooint

to a range of 3 to 22.
,

The third overestimation of risks results from misapplication

of data contained in the BEIR Report in estimating the health

effects that would be caused by the radiological impacts

predicted by the UDAD Code. This misapplication of BEIR Report

data is a result of miscalculating risk factors, making incorrect

assumptions on matters such as smoking habits, ignoring the

6
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extended latent-induction periods resulting from low radiation

dosages, failing to account for the effect of comoeting causes
of death, and overstating the occupancy of areas near the mill

site. These factors all combine to further overestimate, by a

f actor of 5 to 7, the health effects among the public which uould

result from the grossly exaggerated radiation effects predicted

by assuming 82 model mills and using the UDAD code. The cocoounded

factor of overestination at this point becomes 15 to 150.

overestimation results from the application ofThe fourth maj or

incorrect factors derived from BEIR Report data. Dr. Schiager

how extrapolation of data on health effectswill point out

from the high exposures to radon and other carcinogens to deterine the

health effects of very low exoosures to radon results in a further
overestimation of risk to the public by a factor of 20 to 40.
The final compounding of these four major overestimates results

in an overall overestimate of public health effects by a factor

ranging from 300 to 6,000.

At this time, I would like to introduce our next speaker,

Dr. Keith Schiager-

7
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TESTIMONY OF KEITH J. SCHIAGER

On behalf of the American Mining Congress
at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission s Hearings
on the Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement

(Draft GEIS) on Uranium Milling
and the

Associated Proposed Regulation Changes

Mr. Chairman and members of the Hearing Pane} My name is

Keith Schiager and I am an independent consultant on radiation

protecticr. I ar the president of ALARA, Inc., located in Lyons,

Coloracc. I have spent the past 23 years in the health physics

profession, and since 1965 I have been extensively involved with
the evaluation and control of radon exposures to uranium miners

and the general public. Most of my professional career has

been spent in national laboratories and educational institutions

as a researcher and teacher. My most recent full-time academic

appcintment was with the University of Pittsburgh as Professor

cf Hecith Physics. My consulting clients are predominantly

government agencies anc major government contractors (1) with a

smaller number of industrial clients.
My testimony today is directed to the proposed maximum

racon emanation rate of 2 pCi/m -see for reclaimed tailings

piles. This proposed limit is inconsistent with accepted

(1)e.g., U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S. Bureau of Mines,
U.3. Geological Survey, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Bendix Field Engineering Corporation and Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (both DOE contractors), the USPHS Center
for Disease Control, etc.

I 1545 516
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standards for radiation protection. It is not based on physical

but rather on philosophical judgments of theor biological data,

The attempts to justify this proposed limit are basedNRC staff.
on erroneous assumptions and misinterpretations of the evidence

relating to normal background radon emanation rates and to the
health risks resulting from inhalation of radon and its decay

products.

Legitimate criteria for limitation of radiation doses, as

developed and accepted by the national and international scienti-
limitation of exposure to any individualfic community,are the

Individual exposurcand the total health risk to populations.
cases withlimits (2) for radon are readily satisfied in most

Since there is nolittic or ne covering of tailings piles.
thisrecommcnccc or regu2atory limit for population exposures,

be based upon the principle that all exposurescriterion must
low as reasonably achiev-

should be reduced to levels that are as

abic (ALARA) takinc into consideration all relevant social cnd
This principle obviously demands a detailedecenetic facters.

includes all future costs as well ascost-benefit analysis that
criteria have been ignored in thefuture 'oenefits. These

(2)The current concentration limit for radon-222 in unrestrictedlicensed facility isareas resulting from releases from a This limit is3 pCi/L above natural background (10 CFR 20).
reduced to 1 pCi/L if a " suitable sample of he population"

The " suitable sample of the population" is not
is usually interpreted to mean communities ofis exposed.

ita few hundred or thousands of people, which would bedefined, but

likely to contain a representative distribution by ages andat least

health conditions.
2
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development of the proposed limit and seriously misconstrued in

the effort to justify it.

The primary benefit of the proposed radon control measures

is presented in the draft GEIS as the prevention (3) of 9,800

cases of lung cancer to the year 3,000 or about 10 cases per

year. This calculated number of lung cancer cases attributable

to the radon emissions from uncontrolled tailings piles is grossly

exaggerated and results in an unrealistic assumption of the

benefits of the proposed control measures. The calculation is

based on the linear, non-threshold model of biological effects

and or the risk estimates used by the BEIR Committee (4).

The BEIR Report included calculations of both absolute and

relative risk values. Absolute risk (5) is simply the number of

cases that would be produced per unit population exposure. The

use of abselute risk values implies that each increment of ex-

posure will produce the same total biological effect (e.g., cases

of lung cancer) regardless of the actual level of exposure or

the presence of other carcinogens. The absolute risk model is,

therefore, the only truly linear model for the dose-response

(3)Accordigg to the draft GEIS, by reducing the emission rate te
2 pCi/m -sec above the natural background rate, the premature
cancer deaths from this source would be reduced to 42 in the
same 1000-year interval (page 12-12).

b) Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing
Radiation, The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low
Levels of Ionizing Radiation, National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council, 1972.

(5) Absolute risk is defined in the BEIR Report as the " product
of assumed relative risk times the total population at risk;
the number of cases that will result from exposure of a given
population."
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relationship. However, recent analyses (6,7) of lung cancer

incidence among uranium miners indicate that the relative risk

model best describes the data.

Relative risk (0) is derived from the ratio of observed to
expected cases in the populations studied. The use of a ratio

implies that each added increment of exposure will produce the
same percentace increase in biological effects above those that

woulc occur at the next lower level of exposure. For example,

if a relative risk of 1.05 per unit dose is derivec fror a

popula:icn with a normal canccr incidence of 400 per million pcr
the calculated number of excess cases per unit dose is 20year

per year. However, if the same relative risk is applied to a

population with a normal cancer incidence of 10 per million per
the calculated number of excess cases per unit dose will bcvear

en( 0.5 per year The dose-response curve is approximately linea
- fer small cifferences in exposures and only when all othcrcn _:

centributing factors remain constant. A linear extrapolation fror

the uranium miners' data to general populations using relative

risk estimates is totally unjustified.

to Radon Daurhters and the Incidence(0)E11e::, U. H., Exposure
cf Lunt Cancer, presented at the American Nuclear Society
meeting in San Francisco, CA, December 1, 1977.

(7) Archer, V. E., E. P. Radford, and O. Axelson, Radon Dauchter Ca
Factors in Exposure-Response Relationships, presentecin Man-at the Annual Meeting of the Health Physics Society, Minneapoli

'

Mn, June 1978.

as "the ratio of(8) Relative risk is defined in the BEIR Report
the risk in those exposed to the risk to those not exposed,
or incidence in exposed population to incidence in control
populations."

4 603
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Recent discussions (7,9) of lung cancer risk emphasize

the initiator-promoter model of carcinogenesis (10), possibly

requiring sequential actions on a susceptible cell in which the
second action is conditional upon the first action having been

completed. This model can account for the fact that lung cancer

has increased from approximately 10 per year per million popula-

tion in the early part of the this century to more than 400 per

year per million population today. This increase was obvious 1:

to changing environmental radon concentrations. Thenc: oue

lung cancer incidence rate upon which relative risi;curren

calcula: ions are based is the result of these recent exposures

tc c:her c.rcinogens, e.g., tobacco smoke and photochemical smog.

If the impact of exposures to radon from uranium tills is calcu-

late en the basis cf fu:urc projections for cleaner air and lover

cigare::e censum::icn, comparabic to conditions existing ear'_:.

n the ccn:ur the prcjectec nunter of prema:ure cancer dea:hs
,

(9)Erodsky, A., A Stochastic Model of Carcinogeresis Incorporatine
Certain Observations from Chemical and Radiation Dose-Resoonse
Data, liealth Pnysics 35: 421, June 1976.

for the observed non-linearity of the('m'!his mede'. can account
dose-response curve for certain kinds of radiation exposures
and observed cancers. For example, it can account for the

(7) that the risk of lung cancer to uranium minersobservation
appeared to increase when the same total exposure was received

longcr periods of time.over

3
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occurring during the next 1000 years would be about 250 for the
base case with no covering of tailings, or one-fourth of one

pre =ature cancer death per year.
The authors of the GEIS obtain an unrealistically high estimat

of the benefit of radon control by averaging the absolute and

relative risk estimators derived from uranium miners and treating

this average as an absolute risk applicable to all populations

at all future times. They have ignored the recent evidence thc:

incica:es tha: lung cancer can be bes: described by the relativt

risk codel, and they have ignored the icportant implications and

proper applicatior of the relative risk model.

o

The propesec rador emissior criterion of 2 pCi/r'-sec is nc:
either the necessar: protection of individuals or crbased upcr

censiderations cf public health risks. Instead, it is based cycr

"the object:ve of returning tailincs disposal sites to cenditiens
which are reasonabl:' ncar those cf surrounding environs" (pagc

17). Using this objective " eliminates the option of controlling
a

radon at nuch higher levels, such as 10-100 pCi/c' sec, since
o

background flux rates average be:veen about 0.5 and 1.0 pCi/r set

Elsewhere (page 12-10 and Appendix 0) the average radon flux is
2assumed to be 0.5 to 1.3 pCi/m -sec, with an upper limit of

These statements illustrate either the
,

3.5 pCi/t -sec.

misunderstanding or the misuse of environmental data.
all of the variability

The authors of the GEIS have averaced out

of the real world.
6
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I concur with the general objective of leaving tailings

piles in such a condition that radon release rates, and the poten-
tial for radiation exposures, are within the range of natural

background. Such a requirement would assure that present or

future generations would not be subj ected to risks that are ,

different either in kind or in magnitude from those imposed by

nature. This requirement should not imply, however, that all

radiation sources under human control must be reduced to the

averare found in nature. Instead, the impacts of human activities

should be compared with the distribution (or range) of comparable

impacts from natural sources.

1545 322
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An extremely wide range of concentrations of materials

(including radioactivity) is observed in nature. The commercial

extraction of various minerals in specific locations is simply

one illustration of this fact. No mining company would be in

business if the only ore available contained the average mineral

concentration found in the earth's crust.

Environmental radon sources have been observed to conform

te a lot-normal distribution.(II) By referring to geometric mean

concentrations of radon (page C-5), the GEIS indirectly acknowled

that radon concentrations are log-normally distributed. However,

it ignores that fact when addressing the proposed levels of radon
control in relation to natural radon sources and exposures.

The GEIS assumes an avera;c indoor concentration of about
2900 pCi/r' for western regions (page C-5) . This value is derived

fror an estimate of outdoor radon concentrations in western
3regions of 240 pCi/m and an extrapolation from indoor-to-outdoor

ratios observed in the New Jersey and New York area. Shearer

and Sill (12) observed outdoor background radon concentrations

(11)In a log-normal distribution, 50% of the observed values
are greater than or equal to the median value; 15% exceed
the median multiplied by the geometric standard deviation
(GSD): 2.3%: exceed the median multiplied by the square of
the GSD; 0.13% exceed the median multiplied by the cube of
the GSD; etc.

(12) Shearer, S. D. and C. W. Sill, Evaluation of Atmospheric
Radon in the Vicinity of Uranium Mill Tailings, Health Physi
17 77, 1969.

8
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of 800 pCi/m in Grand Junction, 500 pCi/m in Durango, 340 pCi/m

3
in Monticello and 380 pCi/m in Salt Lake City- All of these

backcround concentrations are substantially higher than the

3240 pCi/m assumed in the GEIS. Measured indoor concentrations

in the United States reported by the NCRP(13) range from 5 to
34800 pCi/m ; the averace values from the 10 studies cited by the

3NCRP have a geometric mean of 225 pCi/m and a geometric stancarc

deviatier of 3.

Measurements of indoor radon progeny concentrations at

backcround locations in Crand Junction inade by the Colorado Depart-

of Health (1 ) exhibited a median value of 0.072 kl wit'. a-

ment

geomctric standard deviation of 1.7. This radon progeny concen-

tratien correlates with a radon cencentration of 1400 pCi/r if

the ecutlibri= f actor is 50: as assumed in the GEIS. It can bc

assumed that a geometric standard deviation (GSD) as low as 1.i

would only occur within a single community containing many houses

of similar construction and subjected to equal meteorological

cenditions. On a regional basis, the GSD would be expected to be

larger than 2, but possibly not as large as 3.

(13) Natural Background Radiation in the Ur.ited States,
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements.
NCRP Report No. 45, 1975.

(14)Peterson, B. H., Background Working Levels and the Remedial
Action Guidelines, presented at the Radon Workshop, Health
and Safety Laboratory, New York City, February 1977
(HASL-325, 1977).
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if one assumes a geometric mean concentration of 900 pCi/t-

for the western region and a geometric standard deviation of 2.:,
15% of the homesdistribution would indicate thatthe resultant

in the region would have average indoor concentrations greater
3 2.3% would have concentrations exceedingthan 1960 pCi/m ,

concentrations exceeding 96DC
440: pCi/r and 0.13% would have,

latter would be ec,uivalent to a radon progeny con:c: -7
pCi/r~ 2ne

tractor a: 3C' e:.c_~_ibri r of 0.05 C .

cf indoor radcr
c.1:houg'r therc has becn nc ex:ensive surve,

in the United States, extensiveand rador progen" concentrations
; 17) indicate concentratiorc:hcr countries (,'' '

surveys cendue:c d ir

c: al Local and Terroral Distribution Pat:crr( ,'' '' S : c inhau s l e r ,
in an Urban Environment and Determinn-cf Radon and Daugh:crs

tion of Organ Dose Frecuency Distribution with Demoscopical
Methods, in the I;atural Radiation Environment III Sv posius
Houston, 7X, April 1975. (Reported on 4600 measurements cf

The, ob-indoor radon concentrations in Salzburg, Austria.
served an arithmetic mean value of 410 pCi/m3 with a r'ange
from less than 50 to 5160 pCi/m . Over 6% of the measurements3

or approximately 4 times the mean valu_.3exceeded 2000 pCi/t
skewed distribution of the data appear to reflect a

The
legnormal distribution, although they were not analyzed ir
that manner.)

Radon in Swedish Dwellings, ibid.(^e>- Swedje= ark, G. A.,
(Concentrations in seven types of structures rangec from less

~

For the seven structural types,_than 700 to 15,900 pCi/m3 J .. )the average concentrations ranged from 1500 to 11,100 pCi/t

(17) Cliff, K. D., Measurements for Radon-222 Concentrations in
Dwellings in Great Britain, ibid. (Contributions fro: structura;
materials to indoor radon inventories in England and Scotland
indicated a lognormal distribution with a geometric standard

Although the indoor radon or radon progenydeviation of 3.1. reported, the study does indicateconcentrations were notthe validity of the lognormal distribution and provides
evidence of the expected wide range of concentrations.)

10 G0.9
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distributions co= parable to the hypothetical distribution proposed
3

above. Indoor radon concentrations up to 15,900 pCi/m and

geometric standard deviations up to 3.1 were reported.
Because of averaging factors, outdoor radon concentrations normally

exhibit less variability than indoor concentrations. However, it is

expected that radon flux from the ground surface would exhibit

a highly variable log-normal distribution owing to the inhomogenci :.
Since the radercf radium bearing minerals and soil conditions.

at least as muchflux fror land surfaces is expected to exhibit
from building caterials(1 ) a geometricvariability as that ,

standard deviation of a: least 3.0 can be reasonably assumed.

The predictable distribution would include:
o

grea:cr than 1.5 pCi/c'-sec fror 1 55. of all lanc area

" " " " " " "

2. 5 2 . 3"" "

,, ,, ,, ,,

0. , v, ... ,, ,,
,. ,, ..s.o.

" " "

g 0.0035. ", .. "
.. ,.

Consecuently, it is estimated that a total area at leas: 3 tires

grea:cr than that expected to be occupied by all tailings piles

in the U S (IE) exhibits a natural radon flux of at least
,

4: pCi/t- -sec

(16) 82 currently active or projected new mills (GEIS estimate),each coveringplus 22 currently inactive tailings piles,an estimated 250 acres, is equivalent in total area to
approximately 0.0013*/. of the area of the 48 contiguous states.

1545 326
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Within the objective of assuring that radon emissions from

tailings piles are within the normal range of natural background
for areas of comparable size within the United States, radon

2emission control to a level of 25 to 30 pCi/m -sec would appear

reasonable.

The calcula: ions of radiation doses to individuals and
populaticas are presented in the GEIS only to justify the
crti:rari; selected emission limit by showing that all resultini

.

ceses are trul: negligible (lc ~0) Even for the very unlikcl-
'

''

situaticn of a residence built directly on a reclaimedwcrs: case

tailings pilc( 0) with a radon emission rate at least 10 times
larger thar the proposed limit, the indoor exposure rate would
s: .1 fall wi:hin the range of natural background.

.

The mininum thickness of 3 meters of cover material proposed

ir :ne GEIS (pages 17 anc 12-19) cannot be justified on the basis
Furthermore, the amountof rcducing the rish of lung cancer-

of cover material required for reducing radon emissions to ar:

is overestimated in the GEIS. The calculations (Chaptcr 11
exten:

o

('c-'' With no cover material (flux = 450 pCi/m -sec), the annual
lung dose commitment to the population of the model region

exceed 1% of the dose from naturally occurring ,would notReducing the average emission rate to a few pCi/m'-secradon the contribution from mill tailings to
is assumed to limit 9-27;0.001% of the population dose from natural radon (p.abou:

(20) The annual average indoor exposure to residents of a home built
directly on a reclaimed tailings pile (flux = 2 pCi/m'-sec)

9-27), this implies anwas calculated to be 0.0036 WL (p. 3
average indoor radon concentration of 720 pCi/m

12
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do not agree with
and Appendix F) are based on assumptions that

empirical measurements made by the U.
S. Environmental Protection

}Agency (

Tailings piles need to be covered and stablilized to reduce
Any amount of cover

the risk of long-term wind and water erosion.
material will provide some degree of erosion control depending

However, no specified
upon local topography, meterology, etc.

e against
thickness of cover material can provide complete assuranc

some futurc
human intrusion or utilization aterosion or agains:

criterion of long-term isolation carConsecuen:1;, theda:e.

satisficd en1'. on a probabalistic basis.be .

the improbability of the ust
The draf: GEIS does nom addrecc

-

,

pile as a residential site, nor does
1-

. a e,4
-. a recta,....e c-- ngc_ -

c :ua. cresion rates of surface materials at potentia,--

;; ;co__.e, - _ ._

presents only the staff judgement
-

- "-

::_._4 :. .
.

: t _ _ .n p a o - " c _* -
. . . -

of cover is requirem, to accure lone-t*Y* .
l ^ ," , ,^^ ' ' ~ ~ '

. 18 ^

-

'"ec- --

or o the consequences 0,~~

f

no analv5is in suppo. o# this judgement
withou:Such a judgement,

using other thicknesses of cover.
- ic totally arbitrary

s,, _er ,- nE evidence or analysie , -

..i

al, Estimated Average Annual Radon-222
Concentrations Around Former Uranium Mill Site in Shiprock,

g",*, Hans, J. M , et>

S. Environmental
New Mexico. Report No. ORP/LV-78, U.(Measurements made atapproximately 3 feet

a partially
Protection Agency, 1978.
reclaimed tailings pile indicated that f E.
of earth cover reduced the radon emission by a factor ofor

This finding would imply a reduction by a factor of 64less than 3 meters.and a factor of 500 for 9 feet,
The cover used in this case was local soil and included no6 feet

clay.)
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Con _clusions:

1. Due to the defects I have described, the draft GEIS

serve as a valid basis for proposed regulations.cannot

2. The GEIS should utilize the best available dose-response

models and risk estimates for calculating the benefits of radon

emission controls. The implications of the relative risk model
ofwi:h regard to carcinogenic co-factors, and in the light

initia:cr-prometer codels of carcinogenesis, should be recognized

and u:ill:cd.

3- The GEIS should compare the calculated release rates frc:

urantum mill tailings with the natural distribution (range) of
r a d:n f lu:<. , n c : simply with the average.

4 The calculations of impacts in the GEIS, and in proposed

reg __atiens, shculc assurc that radiation exposures to populatiert'

w; 1 ". b e withir the normal rance of natural background exposures

1L
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TESTIMONY OF GORDON T. SWANBY

COST UNDERESTIMATES IN THE DRAFT GEIS

My name is Gordon T. Swanby. I am Vice President of

Environmental and Engineering of Atlas Minerals which is a

division of Atlas Corporation. Today, however, I am going to

discuss on behalf of AMC the approach to costs and the cost data

contained in the draft GEIS.

Because of my 25 years experience as a project manager

with a major engineering contracting firm I have developed and

reviewed many cost estimates. I appreciate the problems

encountered by the writers of the draft in attempting to assemble

accurate cost figures. I once prepared an estimate on a small

project for a client and I informed the client the cost would
be $5,500. He was so delighted I decided to check my estimate

further and much to my chagrin I found the cost was $55,000.

I recently dealt with an estimate for installing a scrubber

at a power plant to comply with EPA air pollution regulations.

The original estimate was $5.8 million. The final installed

cost was well in excess of $25 million. From these and many

other experiences I have learned that it is far easier to

underestimate costs than to overestimate them.

Underestimating of ten occurs when a project is not

thoroughly engineered and understood down to the smallest

details. The basic attitude towards costs and cost data in the
draft GEIS has led almost inevitably to serious cost underestimation.

The result of this attitude is a lack of detailed engineering.
This attitude is reflected in the statement on page 12-6:

1545 ''30
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"These costs are still considered to be
reasonable given the significant benefit
associated with them (elimination of theneed for continued active maintenance),
and because they represent a very small
fraction of the price of product or tne
cost of producing electricity."
(Emphasis added)

Thus the draft GEIS assumes that detailed cost estimating is
.

not warranted. This rationale is invalid. We will demonstrate

with examples that the costs of compliance with certain of the
and willproposed licensing cri..eria are truly significant

noticeably increase the public's utility bills if finally
promulgated in the present form.

Uith r eference to costs of alternative mill tailings

management programs the draft GEIS states on page K-ll:

"The staff considers the cost estimates
to be adequate for the comparison of
alternatives and to support decisions
regarding generally applicable regulations."

We concur with the staff that the cost estimates are adequate
f However,for the comparison of alternatives _o_r a model mill.

we have concluded that these estimates are not accurate enough

to be used to support regulatory decisions involving real mills.

Let me now turn to some specific cases where the draft

GEIS has inaccurately estimated major costs.

Page K-26, Sec. 1.1 discusses the problem of achieving

radon attenuation where clay is not available for use as cover

material. It states that this 9 million cu. yds. of material

can be put into place for $9 million. This $1.00/cu. yd.

figure is arrived at using $0.75/cu. yd. for excavating,cost

loading and hauling, and $0.25/cu. yd. for spreading and

compacting as per Table K-4.1.
G15
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Unfortunately, this overlooks the fill required for embankment

slopes. This oversight amounts to 4 million cu. yds. . based on

a minimum slope of 5:1 -- the prudent, conservative measure
~

discussed on page 9-36. Thus the total cover material re-
'

quirement is 13 million cu. yds rather than 9 million cu. yds.

(See attached chart)
The draft GEIS also assumes cover material will be available

on site, free of cost. Although we know of no mill site that

has 13 million cu. yds. available on the site for excavation.

for purposes of discussion, let's assume free dirt on site.

If we limit the depth of excavation of this free dirt to

3 ft., we will need to remove 3 ft. of soil from 2,687 acres

(or over 4 sq. miles) to obtain 13 million cu. yds. of material.

After this has been done there undoubtedly will be regulatory

requirements to resurface and revegetate this borrow

area. A recent composite of industry estimates of revege-

tation costs indicatcs the cost would be on the order of
$5,000 per acre, which in this example results in a total

revegetation cost of $13,433,000.

Assuming that scraping up 4 square miles of dirt is not

reasonable, another alternative would be to excavate a pit

60 ft. deep to provide the cover soil, but such a pit would

require 134 acres plus the side slope areas. This 60 foot

hole would be about 2200 feet square. The proposed criteria

indicate that such holes should be backfilled and the next
question which arises is -- where will this 13 million cu.

vds. of fill come from?
1545 .32-
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Recently 1 have been deeply involved in trying to
determine what costs would be involved in complying with

the draft GELS tailings cover requirement. To date the only

nearby clay we have found is on BUI land. We have no idea

what this clay might cost but we are certain that the

material will not be free.
We have found some dirt that can be delivered for about

$2.00/cu. yd. After assessing all available data we believe

the acquisition charge for the 13 million yards discussed above
should be estimated at no less that S3.00/cu. yd. or $39 million.

We don't know at this juncture uhether it would be cheaper to

rehabilitate the 60 ft. pit or to revegetate the 2,687 acres.
But for the moment we will assume they are equally costly

($13 million)
Tnus, the total cost for this entire operation is not

$9 million, as discussed in the draft GELS, but will require
$39 million for material accuisition, S13 million for placing

and compacting and $13 million for revegetation or rehabilitation

of the borrow pit. The total cost would be $65 million, over

seven times the draft GEIS figure. Even this calculation excludes

costs such as interest.

With regard to item 4, Evaporation Pond, on nage K-6,

the total cost of $1.72 million for 40 hectares (or 100 acres)
appears reasonable for the work performed. However, this estimate

assumes a perfectly level site, free dirt, no pipelines or

pumping facilities, no access roads, and no weather protection
When this total scope of work is considered, it willcosts.

1545 333probably double this cost.
617With regard to site decommissioning, Table K-7.1 states

cost.that the buildings and machinery can be removed without
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This might be valid for commercial warehouse type buildings but is not

a valid assumption in the uranium milling context where the proposed

criteria would require that heavy concrete foundations be broken un

and hauled to the tailings pond. According to the cost data of one of

the leading engineering-contractors, the demolition cost for concrete

is $20/cu. yd. Assuming the hauling and disposal cost for this concret

would be $10/cu. yd., then the total cost for this item alone
is about $250,000.

Another major engineering-contractor estimates demolition

costs to be 6.5% of the capital cost. Thus demolition of a

$30,000,000 mill would cost $1,950,000. The draft GEIS

quotes, on page K-32, as substantiation for their "No Cost"

concept, a letter from a Mr. Gary Beach, of the Wyoming De-

partment of Environmental Quality. We suggest that the operating

contractors that actually do demolition work are a much more

credible source for estimating information than Mr. Beach.

In summary, it is AMC's position that the draft GEIS
assumption of no cost for building and machinery removal is

not valid.

Turning to the draft GEIS discussicn of the construction

cost of a mill. Appendix K-4 sets forth a total cost of

$7.1 million for mill equipment. It is not clear whether

this figure ($7.1 million) is intended to represent the

total cost of a mill. If it is, it is seriously deficient

as current engineering estimates for a complete mill with a

2,000 tons per day capacity vary from $25-45 million.

Finally, the draft GEIS does not address the costs of

regulation. I have personal knowledge of one company that

.

#
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has spent over $1 million in recent years preparing various

reports in an attempt to get a license renewed. Another

company has to date, spent in excess of $1 million trying.

to get an agreement with NRC on a tailings disposal plan.

They have estimated on the public record that their total
regulatory costs before they finally obtain a license will

be $1.5-2 million.
An even more significant regulatory cost is the interest

cost imposed by regulatorv delavs. The largest single cost

in constructing a nuclear power olant today is the interest

during construction or "IDC". This is a larger cost than
cost

either labor or materials. All this IDC cost is not necessarily

attributable to regulatory delay in every case but in many cases

a substantial portion is. One uranium develoner has

estimated his IDC cost to be over $50,000/ day. If we add the

IDC cost to the $65,000,000 discussed above, this IDC charge

alone would probably be more than the GEIS total cost es-

timate of $9,000,000. A thorough presentation of costs must

include these items.
Earlier in this presentation I alluded to the ultimate

cost to the consuming public. If a thorough presentation

of costs is made it will undoubtedly show that the 17. in-
crease in the cost of yellow cake assumed in the GEIS will

be closer to 3% or more. A recent calculation of the effect of
outa 3% increase (using the 2.5c/Kwh cost of electricity set

on page 12-4 of the draft GEIS) indicates that utility bills
will be increased by at least $100,000,000/ year.

1545 535 "
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In conclusion, the improper approach and the examples

of inaccuracies and omissions discussed above, make it clear

that the cost estimates contained in the draft GEIS are not
sufficiently accurate for use in any meaningful cost-benefit

analysis. Therefore, it is our recommendation that the cost

data be redone with particular emphasis on the secondar7

costs that will be involved such as the cost for acquiring

dirt, the cost of rehabilitating any borrow areas, and IDC

costs.
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TESTIMONY OF DR. BERNARD L. C0 HEN

RADIOLOGICAL RISK IN PERSPECTIVE AND THE MECHANISMS
FOR MAKING RATIONAL DECISIONS ON RISK REDUCTION

My name is Bernard L. Cohen. I have worked as a nuclear scientist

for over 30 years, and for the past 21 years I have been a professor of

Physics at the University of Pittsburgh. From 1965-1978 I was Director

of the Scaife Nuclear Laboratories. I was Chairman of the American Physical

Society Division of Nuclear Physics in 1974-75, and am currently Chairman-

elect of the American Nuclear Society, Division of Environmental Sciences.

The subject I will discuss today is how our society should approach

decision making in the radiation health risk area. Risk is an inherent

aspect of life itself. In whatever we do, wherever we go, we are con-

stantly exposed to many risks. Indeed, we cannot eliminate these risks, we

can only reduce them to some level that each of us individually, or our

society collectively, considers acceptable.

The draft GEIS devotes much discussion to the potential risks from

radiation from uranium mills. It assumes that there will be 82 model

uranium mills each having a 2000-ton per day capacity operating in the

United States by the year 2000. Each of these model mills will have

a tailings disposal area from which radon gas will be emitted well into

the future. Using a modelng analysis, the draft GEIS predicts anticipated

adverse health effects on an annual basis from exposure of the general

population to emissions of this radon gas from each tailings disposal area
2

at a rate of 450 pCi/m -sec. The draft GEIS then calculates economic costs
2of reducing this exposure by limiting the radon flux rate to 2 pCi/m -sec

1545 337above natural background levels.
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To determine whether it is cost effective to impose this degree of

radon flux control, a number of factors must be considered. The American

Mining Congress will include in its written comments on the draft GEIS a detailed

discussion of these factors. I will summarize the major points here.

Radiolecical Risks Relative To Other Daily Life Risks

The draft GEIS predicts that the long-term health effects to the

North American population from radiation from the projected 82 model

uraniu mills will be less than 10 fatalities per year among the

projected maximum 460 million population that will be reached in the

next century. Translating this into today's terms for comparison

purposes, this is equivalent to 4 fatalities per year in the present

U.S. population. Currently, some other risks we all encounter cause

the following number of annual fatalities in the U.S. population:

All accidents 100,003
Alcohol 50,00)
Automobile accidents 50.001
Suicide 28,000
Honicide 21,003
Drowning 8,000
Illicit drugs 6,000
Poisons 4,000
Cnoking on food 3,000

Clearly the predicted adverse health effects from uranium milling

milling are many orders of magnitude less than many other risks, including

some that we do little to reduce any further.

1545 3%2
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A more striking perspective is gained by translating these uranium

mill emissions risks into reduced life expectancy figures, The emissions

from all the predicted mills would reduce future life expectancy by about

fifteen (15) minutes. Other activities that cause this same life expectancy

loss are (1) smoking 113 cigarettes in a lifetime, (2) driving an extra

3 nile per year, (3) living in a house without, a smoke detector for one1

month, (4) crossing a streat one extra time every two years, (5) taking one

short airMane flight in a lifetime, or (6) an overweight person eating

100 extra calories (such as one piece of bread and butter or one sof t

drink) ir a lifetime.

Even within the narrow question of health effects of radon, there are

much more serious things to worry about. Radon gas, of course, is part

of the natural background radiation to which we are all exposed every moment

of our lives. The government is urging us to insulate our buildings to

save energ;., but this traDs radon gas inside for longer than non'al times.

and hence increases our exposure to radon. If all U. 5. homes were insulated

to government specifications, the increased annual fatality toll fra radon

would be over a thousand times higher than that caused by mill tailings

without covers.

Determination of an Appropriate Period of Integration for
Health Ef fects Averted by Risk Reduction Techniques

At present the usual technioue to reduce radon flux from mill tailings

is to cover the tailings with some amount and type of material that will

retard the radon emanation rate. While the health risk reduction benefits

from covering tailings will extend into the future, the bulk of the economic,

social, and environmental costs of the covering operations will occur mucn

earlier--that is during the period of mill operation and decommissioning.

Therefore, the bepefits must be integrated over some reasonable period. 622
1545 339
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The draf t GEIS seems to have essentially considered selec. tion

of an integration period as an intractable problem and part of the
'

justification for not doing a cost effectiveness analysis. The problem

may be difficult but it isn't impossible. It is not my purpose here to

specify a single appropriate time period but rather to highlight the

considerations that must go into selecting the integration period.

First. over extremely long time periods, erosion will bring essentially

all the naturally-occurring uranium close enough to the earth's surface to

permit radon emanation. If we integrate over very long periods, there is

thus no net harn in mining uranium and creating mill tailings; the

total number of health effects will be the same.

Second, an important consideration is the effect of discounting the money

that would be available in the future to avert health effects but for its
commitment now to complying with regulatory controls. For instance, assuming

even a 1- annual real interest rate, for every million dollars spent now,

we will forego the availability of $20 billion a thousand years from now

to avert health effects.
Third. there are highly unpredictable factors in considering very long

time periods. There may well be a cure for cancer, or an antidote for

radiation, or it may be determined that low level radiation is harmless.

For all of these reasons, it is generally considered unreasonable to

integrate effects beyond a few hundred years. Many prestigious scientific

study groups, federal agencies, and international bodies routinely use

integration periods in this range.

624
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Selection of a Cost per Health Effect Averted Decision Criterion

Our society frequently makes judgments on how much saving a human

life is worth in economic costs. The range of such costs per health effect

averted provides the best background from which to make a judgment on such

cost criterion. AMC's written comments will include a full presentation of

these costs. I will only summarize the features here briefly.

In the area of medical screening and care, many fatalities could be

averted at costs ranging from $10,000 to 5200,000. Additional safety

equipnent is usually not included in automobiles when costs per life

saved exceed about 5200,000. Many lives could be saved in safety-oriented

highway design improvements for costs ranging from $20,000 to $280,000

with several items in the 540,000 range.

These figures would suggest that if the cost per health effect

averted by reducing radon flux from uranium mill tailings exceeds a figure

in the range of the items just discussed, then it will be more cost

effective to use our society's limited financial resources to save lives

in these other areas rather than to commit these funds to radon fl ux

control measures.

To demonstrate that a rigorous cost effectiveness analysis is

indeed possible in this area, AMC has analyzed, on a preliminary basis

and in draft GEIS terms using draft GEIS data, the cost per health effect

criterion 6 dealing withaverted of one of the proposed criteria --

reducing radon flux from uranium mill tailings. Dr. Harrison B. Rhodes

of Union Carbide Corporation will now discuss the results of AMC's preliminary

analysis.

625
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TESTIMONY OF DR. HARRISON B. RHODES

On behalf of the American Mining Congress
at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Hearings

on the Draft Generic Environmetal Impact Statement
(Draft GEIS) on Uranium Milling

and on the
Associated Proposed Regul.ation Changes

My name is Harrison B. Rhodes. I am employed by the Union

Carbide Corporation as a Technology Manager in the Safety, Health

and Environmental Affairs Deoartment of the Metals Division.
My

educational background is in Chemical Engineering where I hold

a Doctor of Engineering Science degree from Columbia University.

In the draft GEIS, after pointing out certain problems in-

volved, the NRC staff concludes that a rigorous cost-benefit an-

alysis cannot be made. In its place an arbitrary " simple. . .

oojective of returning disposal sites to conditions which~

are reasonably near those of the surrounding environment" is

selected as the basis for control.
a minimum a rigorous cost effective-The AMC believes that at

ness analysis of each subject for potential regulatory control

can and must be included in the GEIS.
In the final analysis,

through its electric bills, will pay for the risk controlsociety,

measures mandated by the NRC. Society has the right to know

its money is being spent in a prudent and effective manner on
solutions to problems that are truly significant to public health

and well-being. It is in everyone's best interest to make the
This discussion is presented in the spiritbest decision possible.

of developing a fully informed decision.
effectiveness analysis in the draftThere is no cost

To demonstrate that such an analysis is indeed possible,GEIS.
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AMC has prepared an analysis of one of the subj ect areas of the
proposed licensing criteria -- the subject of tailings cover to

oreduce radon emanation to 2 pC1/m'-sec above natural background

radiation levels. Naturally the basic rationale for any tailings
cover is to reduce persistent health effects to levels acceptable

to society.
-

Risk from Various Levels of Radon Flux Control
Table 12.5, page 12-18, of the draft GEIS presents a series

of cumulative health effects based on the persistent total

continental environmental dose commitments given in Table 6.39.

The same calculation technicue has been used by AMC to expand

Table 12.5 to give a complete picture of regional, f ar field and

continental effects. Both cumulative and incremental health

effects for each successive reduction in radon flux have been

calculated for all levels of control and the near field and
continental populations of 517,000 and 460 million, respectively

have been used to express the cumulative risks as a rate in

terms of deaths /million/ year.

It is repeatedly stated in the draft GEIS that every effort
was made to present a " worst case" analysis. As discussed

earlier in our testimony today and in Denver, this approach has

been taken to such an extreme in the draft GEIS that the risks
have been seriously overestimated and the costs similarly under-

estimated. In add' tion to using the draf t GEIS data, we have

done a cost effectiveness analysis of the tailing cover issue

based on more realistic, yet still properly conservative ,

risks and costs predictions.

-2-
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Comparison of Risks

Annual rates of risk for the regional, far-field and

continental populations based on the draft GEIS values are

shown as a function of radon flux in Figure 1. Regional

values based on a t' ore realistic risk estimate are also given.

A variety of occuparional and general public risks are also
shoun. Note that these other risks are not related to any

particular radon flun and are presented in an orderly fashion
in the open portion of the figure.

It should also be noted that the vide range of risks to

be included made it necessary to use a logarithmatic scale on the

vertical axis. Therefore, each major division represents an order

of magnitude so that each is ten times the next lower division.
Consider first the risks taken directly from the draft GEIS.

The far-field and continental risks shown in the bottom two
curves are lower than those for the regional population by

factors of about 200 and 253, respectively. On a far-field

basis the risk from uncovered tailings is nearly an order of

magnitude below the lower end of a suggested acceptable risk

range of 0.1 to 1 health effects per million persons per year,
and is about the same as an FDA recommendation of an acceptable

level of risk for carcinogenic residues in meat products.

The draft GEIS risks are shown by the upper curve in the

figure. At the base case level of no control (a flux of 450
2pCi/m -sec) the risk is about 4. This is about 1/20 of the risk of

natural background radiation, about 1/3 the risk of being in a

room with a smoker or the risk from common household cccidents.
2

The 2 pCi/m -sec requirement suggested by the GEIS is clearly

not supported by the risks. }}4} 344 g,gg
(



Consider next the regional risks based on more realistic

estimates. The risk from uncovered tailings is at the lou end of

a flux of 25 pCi/m?-seethe suggested acceptable risk range. At

the risk matches the FDA suggestion for food residues. The

22 pCi/m -sec proposed flux level presents only 1/100 of this

risk.

The comparison of the absolute risks from uranium milling

to other risks found acceptable to society demonstrates that

the resources proposed to be committed to cover uranium mill

tailings could be more effectively used to reduce other risks.

k'e recognize that health effects to both the average person

and to those who live nearer to a source should be considered.
Based on the craft GEIS values a maximum flux in the range of

o
10-100 pCi/m -see brings the risk within an acceptable range

vis -a -vis other risks in society Using realistic but still

conservative risk projections an acceptable risk factor is
o o

reached at 100 pCi/m -sec. The 2 pCi/m -sec level is far

below the acceptable risk range.

Cost Effectiveness of Various Levels of Radon Flux Control
The draft GEIS analysis cannot be used as a basis for

cecisior making because only average rather than

incremental costs and health effects are discussed. The

use of average costs is misleading because the cost of cover

is directly proportional to the depth used while the corresponding
health benefits decrease in an exponential manner for each

additional increment of cover material. In other words, the

4 62.9
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first foot added is more effective than the second and so on.
In this situation the critical variable is not the overall

average cost per health effect averted but what does an

incremental additional expenditure provide in terms of the

incremental number of health effects averted. In our analysis

we have used the draft GEIS data to derive these incremental
'

figures for each of the types of cover material discussed in

the draft GEIS. Similar calculations were made using more

realistic cost and risk predictions,

The inter-relationships of cost per health effect averted,

total depth of cover material, and radon flux rates is shown in

Figure 2. The ordinate is the incremental cost per health

effect averted (log scale) and the abscissa is the total denth of

cover in meters. A solid line is given for each of the three

types of cover based on the draft GEIS values with the numbers

by each point showing the corresponding flux limit in pCi/m -sec.

A suggested range of appropriate societal cost per health effect
averted of $250,000-S500,000 is also shown for reference.

Using these values from the GEIS it is evident from Figure 2
that the radon flux level that can be attained in the suggested

range of societal costs is strongly dependent on the type of
2

cover available. For the clay plus Soil A a range of 4-7 pCi/m _

set occurs at a total cover of about 1-1/4 meters, for Soil A
2alone the range is 40-60 pCi/m -sec at a depth of 1-1/2 - 2 meters;

2and for Soil B only 60-100 pCi/m -sec can be reached at a cover
2

depth of 2-3 meters. To reach the level of 2 pCi/m -sec

recommended by the staff, costs would range from 8 to 24 million

dollars per health effect averted, at depths of 2, 4, and 8 meters,

respectively (Clay + A, A, B). Even a 1000 year integration
630



period would only reduce the range to 800 thousand to 2.4 million

dollars per health effect averted.
Figure 3 presents values based on more realistic (but still

conservative) risk and cost projections developed on a
Because the~ number of potential healthpreliminary basis by AMC.

effects are considerably lower than the draft GEIS values and the
.

the cost percosts are at least double the draft GEIS values,
averted curves shifts upward sharply from thosehealth effect

All of the results are an ordershown in the previous graph.

of magnitude or more above the suggested range of appropriate
2 control level is off thesocietal costs. The 2 pCi/m -sec.

graph - i.e., above $100,000,000 per health effect averted --

for all of the soil types studied.

Conclusion
The GEIS estimates shown in Figure 2 demonstrate and the

AMC estimates in Figure 3 emohasize that large expenditures of

resources to reduce radon flux from tailings piles tosocieta]
effective nor reasonable.very low levels is neither cost

There are many more effective ways to reduce societal risks.
2

the inflexible level of 2 pCi/m -sec.
These results also show that
specified in the proposed licensing criteria is unreasonable.

site specific considerations, such as theIt is also clear that
cover material available at a reasonable cost, must strcngly

influence the acceptable radon flux rate.

631
6
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FIGURE 3
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CLOSING STATEMENT - LANGAN SWENT

Mr. Chairman, I wish to express our thanks and
this oralappreciation for the opportunity to present

summary of our views. We in the American Mining Congress

hope that our comments will be received in the spirit
in which they are offered -- that is, to help in the
development of reasonable, effe:tive regulations for
uranium milling operations which will assure adequate

protection for public health and safety and the environ-
withcut unduly penalizing the uranium milling industryment

with unnecessary requirements for which, in the long run,

the public must pay.

We think you should be cognizant that in making

cecisions on how much to reduce various risks, we

all, consciously or unconsciously, weigh the costs of
On anachieving the risk reduction benefit we seek.

individual basis, this decision -- how much reduction

in risk is reasonable in light of the costs -- is a

very personal matter. When judgments are made by and

for our whole society on risk reduction, the elements

go into the decision and the means by whichthat

each element figures in the balance should be well
Withoutexplained to and understood by the public.

this frame of reference, rational decisions cannot be

made.
this concludes the AMC presentation.Mr. Chairman,
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